
Christopher Hotchkiss
Accepted: Meeting with James LeBas
May 05, 2021 at 1:23 PM EDT
To: Jim Wright



Kathleen Hayden

From: Jason Modglin <jasonm@texasalliance org>
Sent: Friday, May 14, 2021 4:56 PM.
To: Kathleen Hayden
Subject: RE: September 15 invitation to speak. Chairman Christi Craddick

Kathleen-
‘Thatisfantastic. It has been a very long week at the Legislature and this is certainly welcome news. We will reserve both
those times for Chairman Craddick and accommodate her schedule.
‘Thank you for confirming.

Jason Modlin
President
Texas Alliance of Energy Producers
(512) 505-8898 office.
(512)922-4414 cell

JEXAS

‘of Energy Producers

From: Kathleen Hayden <Kathleen.Hayden@rrc.texas.gov>
Sent: Tuesday, May 11, 2021 9:20 AM
To: Jason Modglin <jasonm@texasalliance.org>
Subject: September 15 invitation to speak. Chairman Christi Craddick

Hi Jason,

Chairman Craddick can speak on the 15° of September in Fort Worth for the Texas Alliance Annual Meeting,ifthe time
can be at 12:30or1:00pm. Is that possible?

Best,
Kathleen

MQ) Kothleen A. Hayden
g B| Executive Assistant
% 5) Commissioner, Christi Craddick

ae 512-463-7140
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Kathleen Hayden

From: Kathleen Hayden
Sent: Tuesday, May 11, 2021920 AM
To: Jason Modglin
Subject: September 15 invitation to speak. Chairman Christ Craddick

Hilason,

Chairman Craddick can speak on the 15 of September in Fort Worth for the Texas Alliance Annual Meeting, f the time
can be at 12:30 or 1:00pm. Is that possible?

Best,
Kathleen

A Q\ Kathleen A. Hayden
8) Executive Assistant

% Commissioner, Christ Craddick
a 512-463-7140
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(CHRISTI CRADDICK, CHARMAN DANA AVANTLew,DIRECTOR
WAYNE CHRISTIAN, COMMISSIONER
31 WRIGHT, COMMISSIONER

HEARINGS DIVISION

MEMORANDUM
To: ‘hist Craddick, Chairman

Wayne Chistian, Commissioner
Jim Wright, Commissioner

From: Ezra A Johnson, AdministrativeLawJudge (ALJ)
Robert Musick, Technical Examiner

Date: June 18,2021
Subject: Late-filed Exceptions to Proposal for Decision

06-20.00003542: Applicationof Sronghald Energy Il Oper, LLC (Operator No_ 827681) Pursuant
toStatewide Rule 32foran Excepion oFlare Gasfor the McKnight 179 Battery, Commingle Permit
5789, Various Fields, Crane County, Texas; District 08.
0G:20-00003543: Application of Stronghold Energy Il Oper, LLC (Operator No. 827681) Pursuant
to Statewide Rule 32 for an Exception 0 Flare Gas for the McKnighi 1 Battery, Commingle Permit
1088, Various Fields, Crane County, Texas, District 0B.
0G:20-00003544; Appiicalion of Stronghold Energy Il Oper LLC (Operator No. 627681) Pursuant
to Statewide Rule 32 for an Exception to Flare Gasfor the McKnight 11 Battery, Commingle Permit1031,Various Fields, Crane County, Texas; District 08.
10G:20-00003545: Application of Stronghold Energy I Oper, LLC (Operator No, 27681) Pursuant
to Statewide Rule 32 for an Excepion to Flare Gasfor the McKnight 16 Battery, Commingle Permit
031,Various Fields, Crane County, Texas; District 08.
10G-20-00003545: AppicationofStronghold Energy I Oper, LLC (Operator No. 27681) Pursuant
to Statewide Rule 32 or an Exceplion o Fare Gasforthe McKnight 203 Battery, Commingle Pei
6584, Various Fields, Crane County, Texas; District 08

Please find attached the ate-ied exceptionsto the proposalfordecision issued in the above-referenced dockets
on May 24, 2021. On June 16, 2021, the Director of the Hearings Division informed Stronghold that objections or
comments t the proposal cou be submited on or before June 18, 2021

Tons BortST Abacaomar Eamon ep in



TROXCLAIRhen

June 18, 2021 —————————
FILED

3:09 pm, Jun 18, 2021
DOCKET SERVICES

Mr. Ezra Johnson & Mr. Robert Musick | RAILROAD COMMISSION OF TEXAS ]
Administrative Law Judge Ra +
Hearings Division
Railroad Commissionof Texas
P.0. Box 12967
Austin, TX 78711-2967

In Re: OIL AND GAS DOCKET NOS. 20-00003542, ET AL; APPLICATIONS OF
STRONGHOLD ENERGY Il OPERATING, LLC (OPERATOR NO. 827681) PURSUANT TO
STATEWIDE RULE 32 FOR AN EXCEPTION TO FLARE GAS FOR MCNKIGHT BATTERIES
179, 1, 11, 16, AND 203, COMMINGLE PERMITS 5789, 1086, 1031, 6594, VARIOUS
FIELDS, CRANE COUNTY, TEXAS; DISTRICT 08

Dear Mr. johnson and Mr. Musick,

Enclosed please find a copyofStronghold Energy If Operating, LLC's Exceptians to the
Proposal for Decision and Recommended Final Order, as well a a copyof Stronghold
Energy II Operating, LLC's One Page Case Summary, both of which are being submitted for
yourreview in the above referenced matter.

Thank you for your assistance and please let me knowifyou have any questions.

Very Respectfully,
7

Caleb Troxclair
Counsel for Stronghold Energy Ii Operating, LLC

“TroxclairPC% 816 CongressAvenue, 125 < Austin,TX76701
Office: (512) 953-0090
Mobile: (512) 865-0370

TroxchirPC.om



CASE SUMMARY

PREPARED BY: Caleb Troxclair, Attomey for Stronghold Energy Il Operating, LLC

STATUS: Adverse Proposal for Decision

EXAMINERS: Administrative Law Judge Charles Zhang, Administrative Law Judge Ezra A.
Johnson, Technical Hearings Examiner Robert Musick

DOCKETNO.ICASE NAME: Oil and Gas Docket Nos. 20-00003542, et al; Applications of
Stronghold Energy Il Operating, LLC pursuant to Statewide Rule 32 for exceptionsto flare gas for
McKnight batteries 179, 1, 11, 16, and 203, commingle permits 5789, 1086, 1031, 6594, various
fields, Crane County, Texas

ISSUES: Whether the subject application meets the requirements for exceptionsto be granted
pursuant to Commission Statewide Rule 32.

KEY FACTS:
1. All ofthe wells, batteries, and flare points covered by these applicationsareon a 50+ year old

gas pipeline facility, which frequently has maintenance issues and interruptions, necessitating
Raring to avoid safety issucs and shut-ins.

2. Stronghold signed a contract with the pipeline operator, agreeing to pay much higherfeesso
that upgrades to the midstream system could be made in the hopes that there would be less
frequent interruptions. They are committed to this contract through 2024.

3. The H2S concentration in this field is abnormally high, so shuting in these wells rather than
faring is not practical du to corrosion issues with the H2S in the wellbore.

4. Due to drilling of new wells, the ol production on the leases covered by these applications
increased 52% between January, 2018 and June, 2020. Stronghold showed in their exhibits their
plans to continue to drill new wells on these leases.

5. The proposal for decision recommends a nine-month exception, which will essentially be only
three months by the time the final order is issued at the endof June. Stronghold requested 2
years. The requested permit is reasonable considering ongoing developmentoftheir leaschold.
The application for these exceptions was filed in April of 2020 and the hearing for these
applications was presented in August of 2020. The administrative flare permits were extended
by the RRC memos to industry throughDecember 31, 2020.

LEGAL PRINCIPLES INVOLVED: In accordance with Statewide Rule 32, Stronghold
Energy Il Operating, LLC established that the subject applications met all Commission
requirements.

ACTION REQUESTED: Given the length to which Stronghold worked with the pipeline
operator to improve the system, the frequency with which interruptions occur, the
impracticabilityofshutting in these wells due to HS, the increase in production due to new.
wells, and the lengthy hearing process to obtain final order flaring exceptions, we respectfully
request the Commissioners adopt the Substitute Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law, and
order the issuanceofexceptions as reflected in Proposed Final Order offered by Stronghold.
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OIL AND GAS DOCKET NOS. 20-00003542, 20-00003543, 20-00003544, 2000003545,
2000003546

APPLICATIONS OF § BEFORE THE
STRONGHOLD ENERGY II §
OPERATING, LLC (OPERATOR ~~ §
NO. 827681) PURSUANT TO § RAILROAD COMMISSION OF TEXAS
STATEWIDE RULE 32FOR AN §
EXCEPTION TO FLARE GAS FOR §
MCNKIGHT BATTERIES 79,1,  §
11,16, AND 203, COMMINGLE ~~ § HEARINGS DIVISION
PERMITS 5789, 1086, 1031, 6594,  §
VARIOUS FIELDS, CRANE §
COUNTY, TEXAS; DISTRICT 08 §

STRONGHOLD ENERGY II OPERATING, LLC'S EXCEPTIONSTO THE
PROPOSAL FOR DECISION AND RECOMMENDED FINAL ORDER

TO THE HONORABLE RAILROAD COMMISSION OF TEXAS:

COMES NOW, Stronghold Energy If Operating, LLC (“Stronghold”) and fils this its
Exceptions to the Proposal for Decision and recommended Final Order (“Exceptions”)
issued in the above referenced matter, and in supportof the requested exception (0 Statewide
Rule 32 to flare gas from multiple flare points in Crane County, Stronghold would
respectfully show the Railroad Commissionof Texas (“Commission”) the following:

I. SUMMARY OF STRONGHOLD’S POSITION
Stronghold operates the various wells and batteries in Crane County, Texas. Allof the

wells, batteries, and flare points coveredby these applications are dedicated to a very old
gas gathering facility owned and operated by Targa Midstream Services, LLC (“Targa”).
‘This gas gathering facility frequently has maintenance issues and interruptions,
necessitating flaring to avoid safety issues and shut-ins. Stronghold has signed a contract
with the pipeline operator, agreeing to pay much higher fees so that upgrades to the
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midstream system could be made in the hopes that there would be less frequent
interruptions and flaring. Theyare committed to this contract through 2024." The specifics
ofthis contract had to be left out of the record for this case dueto confidentiality.

An additional complicating factor is that the various fields being produced by these
leases have very high concentrations of hydrogen sulfide. Therefore, shutting in these wells
rather than flaring is not a viable option. The shut-in is not practical or safe, due to the
corrosionofthe wellbore that hydrogen sulfide causes. This is well documented in the
record for this case.”

Due to drillingofnew wells, the oil production on the leases covered by these:
applications increased 52% between January, 2018 and June, 2020. Stronghold showed in
their exhibits their plans to continue to drill new wells on these leases." Severalofthese:
leases have continuous development clauses and Stronghold hes invested a substantial
‘amountofcapital into these fields and has a reasonable expectation that they should be able
develop these reserves as a prudent operator. Stronghold has done the right thing to attempt
0 ensure that their midstream partner upgrades this system so that they don’t have these:
interruption issues on a long-term basis.

The proposal for decision recommends exceptions and volumes being granted
equivalent to 5 days a month. However the record for these dockets clearly shows that there
were several periods where Stronghold was down for many more days than what is being
recommended in the last coupleofyears, du 10 no faultoftheir own.* The record shows
that in 2019 and 2020 Stronghold was down at two different times for periods of4 days,
one 28-day period, one 36-day period, and one 11-day period. All of these interruptions
were due 10 issues Targa was having with the pipeline facility, not through any fault of
Stronghold’s. Granting 5 days a monthofflaring authority, given the circumstances shown
in the record, is clearly not sufficient. This wil lead to Stronghold having to come right

a ats
SeeApplicant Exhibit No. 23.
Proposalor Decision at Page 16.
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back to the Commission to request another lengthy hearing, possibly after the very first
‘month of final order approval of the flaring authority. This would not be a good outcome for
Stronghold from a time or resources perspective, and wouldbe a very bad outcome for the
Railroad Commission from an administrative efficiency perspective.

Furthermore, the proposal for decision recommends a nine-month exception being
granted, starting in January of 2021 and expiring in Septemberof 2021. By the time this
final order is effective, that is only a few short months away. Stronghold requested 2 years
in their applications. Stronghold application for these exceptions was filed in April of
2020 and the hearing for these applications was in August of 2020. Stronghold understands
and appreciates the concerns of the Commission regarding the grant of long-term flaring
exceptions, however they also believe the circumstances of this particular midstream system
are unique and justify their request.

Given the lengths to which Stronghold has gone to work with Targa to improve the
pipeline gathering system, the frequency and lengthoftime with which interruptions
currently occur, the impracticability of shutting in these wells due to hydrogen sulfide:
concentrations, the increase in production due to new wells being drilled, and the lengthy
hearing process involved in obtaining final order flaring exceptions, Stronghold believes it
would be prudent for the Commission to grant them an 18-month exception, starting in
January 2021 and expiring in Juneof2022. This requested authority is effectively really
only a year from issuanceofthe permit. Additionally, insteadofvolumes equivalent to 5
days a month, Stronghold believes it would be prudent to grant exceptions and volumes
amounting to 15 days a month since they wil have more downtime when upgrades are done
to the existing pipeline, which they have paid for and Targa is committed to completing
‘The timing of the upgrades is only known by Targa. Stronghold has nopowerto change
that, as they are a third-party.

Stronghold would like to emphasize that the only reason for their flaring is that Targa
has frequent issues on their system. Stronghold does not lke to flare and they lose money
every time they are forced to flare. They are not flaring because they have not spent money
10 tie their wells into the system, as is sometimes the case where new development is
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‘happening. This case is unique given the circumstances surrounding the Targa system,
‘which Stronghold is committed to helping fix.

IL CRITICAL ISSUES IN THE PROPOSAL FOR DECISION
1. VOLUMES AND LENGTH OF EXCEPTION

‘The proposal for decision recommends a lengthoftime for the exception and monthly
flare volumes that are wholly inadequate given the overwhelming weight of evidence
provided in the voluminous exhibits provided by Stronghold. As previously discussed in
this pleading, the long historyof interruptions caused by Targa’s pipeline system and the
development of new wells and recompletions planned for the prudent development of the.
subject leases, an 18-month permit is reasonable and justified as are the proposed amount
of days per month of flare authority. Itis likely that the requested amount may not even
be adequate to handle the increased volumes and a new hearing will need to be applied
for until Targa upgrades their system.

2. ERRORS REGARDING DRILLING PROGRAM AND PRODUCTION NUMBERS
‘The proposal for decision states in multiple places that Stronghold has plans to drill

48 new wells in the next two years.” This is a mischaracterization ofthe evidence entered

into the record during the hearing. Stronghold has stated and shown that they have plans
to drill or re-complete up to 48 wells in the next two years. This is a drastic difference
from drilling 48 new wells. This is an important distinction because the proposal implies
that drilling that many new wells on a system with the issues that this Targa system has is
imesponsible. This is a problem for two reasons: 1) it’s not accurate and does not reflect
the evidence in the record; and 2) Stronghold has an obligation to their lessees and
investors to meet their development obligations.

‘Additionally, Finding of Fact 18b. states, “New wells without a plan to reduce flaring
will further stress the existing pipeline infrastructure...” Again, this is a

TSeeid314,5,10,24,23, 26,0093.
d.a033
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‘mischaracterization of the evidence in the record. Stronghold has made a substantial

financial commitment to Targa just for the specific purpose of reducing flaring, so to

state otherwise is simply not true and a bad mischaracterizationofthe facts.

3. PIPELINE CAPACITY NOT AN ISSUE

‘The proposal for decision states in several places that the Targa system has a capacity

problem.” This creates the impression that there is not enough capacity in the system to

allow for additional production from the subject leases and that it is irresponsible to

continue to increase production on a system with this problem. However, there is no
evidence in the recordtoshow that there is a capacity problem on this system. There is

undoubtedly evidence to show that there are many interruptions due to the ageofthe
system and maintenance issues, but there is no capacity shortage on this system to take

the gas when the gathering system is operating properly.

4. FLAWED LOGIC IN DISCUSSION OF FLARE VOLUMES

In the proposal for decisions discussionof daily and monthly flare volumes, it states,

“In rare cases, the Examiners may recommend a bifurcation of the flaring volumes during

the exception period to address increased production from well installation, recompletes,
etc. when it is known that the take-away provider hasa track record of minimal upsets

and curtailment events.” Ifthe purposeofissuing flaring exceptions is to allow
operators flexibility to flare in narrow circumstances without having to shut-in their

wells, it should not matter ifthe take-away provider has issues so long as the producer is
doing everything they can to improve this record and is a prudent operator. In other
‘words, the purposeofflaring exceptions is to give operators flexibility to continue to
produce hydrocarbons and prevent waste in the event of unforeseen circumstances that

are typically outof their control. More extenuating circumstances developed over the
courseof 2020 and into 2021 due to Covid-19 which has disrupted the supply chain and

ans, 220,003
daz
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impeded work projects. The Commission is fully awareofthe implications as many
employees at their offices are still working remotely. This directly affects the timing and
completionofmany projects.

5. DISCUSSION OF WASTE
Oneofthe Commission's overarching missions is to prevent wasteofoil and gas and

Statewide Rule 32 is written specifically to assist with this mission. By recommending
the very short approval timeframe, the proposal for decision works contra to this mission
and increases the likelihood of both economic and actual wasteof hydrocarbons. The
natural outcomeofforcing an operator to potentially be outofcompliance with flaring
authority is that it increases the likelihoodofan operator to have to shut-in their wells. As
Stronghold showed in the hearing, they had to shut-in someoftheir wells during the price
interruption caused by COVID earlier in 2020 and suffered serious damage to their
wellbores due to the presenceof hydrogen sulfide. Stronghold believes that taking a
‘measured approach to securing flaring exceptions can help them avoid this scenario.

111. CONCLUSION AND PRAYER
Stronghold has established that the subject applications meet all Commission

requirements under Statewide Rule 32.
Given the lengths to which Stronghold has gone to work with Targa to improve the

pipeline gathering system, the frequency and length of time with which interruptions
currently occur, the impracticabilityof shutting in these wells due to hydrogen sulfide
concentrations, the increase in production due to new wells drilled or re-completed, and the
lengthy hearing process involved in obtaining final order flaring exceptions, Stronghold
believes it would be prudent for the Commission (0 grant them an 18-month exception,
starting in January 2021 and expiring in June of 2022. This requested authority, is
effectively only a year from the potential grantingofthe final order. Additionally, instead of
volumes equivalent to 5 days a month, Stronghold believes it would be prudent to grant
exceptions and volumes amounting to 15 days a month since they will have more downtime
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‘when upgrades are done to the existing pipeline, which they have paid for and Targa is
committed to completing.

WHEREFORE, PREMISES CONSIDERED, Stronghold Energy If Operating, LLC
requests that the Commission issue the attached Proposed Final Order adopting Substitute

Findingsof Fact and ConclusionsofLaw.

Respectfully submitted,

“Troxclair PC
816 Congress Avenue, #1125
Austin, Texas 78701
512.953.0090
512.551.4003 Fax

By
Caleb Troxclair
State Bar No. 24086804

ATTORNEY FOR STRONGHOLD ENERGY II
OPERATING, LLC
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Attachment A

Stronghold Energy Il Operating, LLC's Substitute Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law
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OIL & GAS DOCKET NO. 0G-20-00003542, 20-00003543, 20-00003544, 20-00003545,
20-00003545

STRONGHOLD ENERGY II OPERATING, LLC

APPLICANT'S SUBSTITUTE
FINDINGS OF FACT AND CONCLUSIONS OF LAW

FINDINGS OF FACT

1. The following is the procedural history for the dockets

a. On April 20, 2020, the required fees for the Applications for Statewide Rule 32
exception authorities associated with the five flare points were paid. In addition, the
completed Statewide Rule 32 Data Sheets were entered into evidence in the
hearing,

b.On April 23, 2020, a request fora hearing was received from Stronghold Energy I
Oper. LLC (Operator No. 827681) ("Stronghold or “Applicant’)

c. On June 19, 2020, the Hearings Division of the Commission sent a Notice of
Hearing (‘Notice’) to Applicant and all offsetting operators in the field setting a
hearing date of August 26, 2020. Consequently, the parties received more than
40 days’ nolice. The Notice contains (1) a statement of the time, place, and nature
of the hearing; (2) a statement of the legal authority and jurisdiction under which
the hearing is to be held; (3)a reference to theparticular sections of the statutes
and rules involved; and (4) a short and plain statement of the matters asserted.

d. The hearing was held on August 26, 2020, as noticed. No protests were received
from the Notice and no protestants participated in the hearing;

e. Late-filed exhibits were provided to the Hearings Division on or near March 24,
2021, via email;

1. Stronghold determined in correspondence dated April 2, 2021 the Examiners’
recommendation was "adverse" to the relief being sought in the Applications;

9. The hearing record was closed on April 8, 2021.

2. Stronghold submitted five captioned docket applications ("Applications") to seek a two-
year exception to 16 Tex. Admin. Code§ 3.32 ("Statewide Rule 32°) for authority to flare
gas from the various leases (referred to collectively as the "Subject Leases")

3. The tank batteries and associated flare points are listed on Table A. In addition, the
latitude and longitude locationsfor the flare points are identified on Table B.
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4. The proration schedule entered into evidence indicate the McKnight batteries are
connected to the following leases with approximately 300 wells in nine different fields:

a. McKnight, M.8. (36410) Lease - Armer (Clear Fork) Field (Field No. 03644142),
Crane County, Texas.

b. McKnight, M.8. (36078) Lease - Ammer (Tubb) Field (Field No. 03644568), Crane
County, Texas.

c. McKnight, M.B. (24277) Lease - Running W (Wichita-Albany) Field (Field No.
78936900), Crane County, Texas.

d. McKnight, M.B. (18155) Lease - Sand Hills (Judkins) Field (Field No. 80473248),
Crane County, Texas.

. McKnight, M.B. (33220) Lease - Sand Hills (Tubbs) Field (Field No. 80473682),
Crane County, Texas.

. McKnight, M. B. (24541) Lease - Sand Hills (Wolfcamp) Field (Field No.
80473868), Crane County, Texas.

g. Havara (43530) Lease - Running W (Wichita-Albany) Field (Field No. 78936900),
Crane County, Texas.

h. McKnight, M.B. (174061) Lease - Running W (Wichita-Albany) Field (Field N.
78936900), Crane County, Texas.

i. McKnight, M.B. (174792) Lease - Running W (Wichita-Albany) Field (Field No.
78936900), Crane County, Texas.

j. McKnight, M.B. (18323) Lease - Running W, N. (Holt) Field (Field No. 78938500),
Crane County, Texas.

k. McKnight, M.B. (270726) Lease - Sand Hills (Judkins) Field (Field No. 80473248),
Crane County, Texas.

1. McKnight, M.B. (05262) Lease - Sand Hills (McKnight) Field (Field No. 80473310),
Crane County, Texas.

m. Havara (44574) Lease - Sand Hills (Tubbs) Field (Field No. 80473682), Crane
County, Texas.

n. McKnight, M.B. (DP854922) Lease - Sand Hills (Wolfcamp) Field (Field No.
80473868), Crane Counly, Texas.

©. McKnight, M.B. (DP855683) Lease- Sand Hills (Wolfcamp) Field (Field No.
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80473868), Crane County, Texas.

p. McKnight, M.B. (DPB55681) Lease - Sand Hills (Wolfcamp) Field (Field No.
80473868), Crane County, Texas.

q. Eagle State (43441) Lease - Running W (Wichita-Albany) Field (Field No.
78936900), Crane County, Texas.

. Falcon (44185) Lease - Running W (Wichita-Albany) Field (Field No. 78936900),
Crane County, Texas.

s. McKnight, M.B. (DP858516) Lease - Sand Hills (Wolfcamp) Field (Field No.
80473868),), Crane County, Texas.

+. McKnight, M.B. (DPB58690) Lease - Sand Hills (Wolfcamp) Field (Field No.
80473868),), Crane County, Texas.

u. McKnight, M.B. (11840) Lease - Running W (Waddell) Field (Field No. 78936800),
Crane County, Texas.

v. McKnight, M.B. (066712) Lease - Running W (Wichita-Albany) Field (Field No.
78936900), Crane County, Texas.

w. McKnight, M.B. (068058) Lease - RunningW (Wichita-Albany) Field (Field No.
78936900), Crane County, Texas.

x. McKnight, M.B. (205778) Lease - Running W (Wichita-Albany) Field (Field No.
78936900), Crane County, Texas.

5. Stronghold has commingling permits for the batteries and associated Subject Leases.

6. Stronghold has H-9 certifications that have been issued or are pending approval as
required by Statewide Rule 36 for the Subject Leases wilh elevated hydrogen sulfide
(‘H2S") concentrations. In general, the Subject Leases connected to the following batteries
have the following concentrations:

a. McKnight 1 Battery has H2S concentrations at 20,000 parts per millon (ppm);

b. McKnight 11 Battery has H2S concentration at 10,000 ppm;

c. McKnight 16 Battery has H2S concentrations at 10,000 ppm;

d. McKnight 179 Battery has H2S concentrations at 19,000 ppm;

. McKnight 203 Battery has H2S concentrations at 5,000 pp.
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7. Stronghold's Subject Leases and associated wells are connected to a take-away
provider, Targa Midstream Services, LLC (‘Targa’). The pipeline is a 1960s pipeline
system that has routine maintenance issues because of its age.

8. Stronghold has entered into an agreement with Targa in which Stronghold will pay higher
fees to Targa in exchange for upgrades being made to the pipeline system.

9. Production records indicate that Stronghold produced an average of 242,192 thousand
cubic feet per month (*Mcim") of gas from the Subject Leases in 2018 and an average of
298,223 Mcfm from January 2020 through April 2020. Production records indicate gas.
production from 2018 to 2020 for the Subject Leases has increased over 23 percent

10. Stronghold entered approximately 30 months of production data and flaring volumes
into evidence, which represent approximately 250 to 300 wells (estimated at 303 wells to
date) associated wih the Subject Leases. During the 30 months from January 2018
through June 2020, a total combined volume of 1,342,501 barrels of ail (BO) and
7,587,210 thousand cubic feet (Mcr") of gas were produced from the Subject Leases. New
wells and recompletions of existing wells continue to be added to the Subject Leases, with
approximately nine new wells added from July 2019 through September 2019 as
demonstrated in Figure 1.

Below are the highest (peak) daily production volumes for each battery in 2020:

a. McKnight 179 Battery—The Battery's highest (peak rate) combined daily gas
production in 2020 was 1,888 Mcfd on January 21, 2020;

b. McKnight 1 Battery — The Battery's highest (peak rate) combined daily gas
production in 2020 was 2,190 Mcfd on June 8, 2020;

©. McKnight 11 Baltery - The Battery's highest (peak rate) combined daly gas
production in 2020 was 2,831 Mcid on February9, 2020;

d. McKnight 16 Battery— The Battery's highest (peak rate) combined daily gas
production in 2020 was 1,878 Mcld on June 7, 2020;

. McKnight 203 Battery- The Battery's highest (peak rate) combined daily gas
production in 2020 was 4,734 Mcfd on June 25, 2020.

11. Monthly production graphs entered into evidence illustrate that Stronghold is developing
their production associated with their Subject Leases.

12. The Subject Leases’ wel in the Fields are primarily vertical wells. The vertical wells
typically have a much shallower and slower decline rate over time with a longer production
life compared to horizontal wells.

13. Stronghold was previously granted administrative exception authorities under
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Statewide Rule 32 to flare casinghead gas for the following flare points:

a. McKnight 179 Battery flare point~ Exception authority Nos. 43377, 39540 and
39219 have been issued for the flare point. Stronghold has been issued three
administrative flaring exception authoritiesfora total of 94 days with the last flaring
exception expiring May 18, 2020, with a maximum volume of 1,232 Mcfd of
casinghead gas. Al the time of the hearing, the Commission's Oil and Gas Division
extended any administrative authority to March 16, 2020, due to COVID-18.
Ultimately, the deadline was extended becauseof COVID-19 through December
31,2020;

b. McKnight 1 Battery flare point~ Exception authority Nos. 43374, 40374, 40022,
39538 and 39216 have been issued for the flare point. Stronghold has been issued
five administrative flaring exception authorities for a total of 129 days with the last
flaring exception expiring May 18, 2020 with a maximum volume of 1,612 Mcfd of
casinghead gas. At the time of the hearing, the Commission's Oi and Gas Division
extended any administrative authority to March 16, 2020, due to COVID-19.
Ultimately, the deadine was extended because of COVID-19 through December 31,
2020;

c. McKnight 11 Battery flare point— Exception authority Nos. 43375, 40373, 40023,
39539, 39217 have been issued for the flare point. Stronghold has been issued
five administrative faring exception authoritiesfora total of 129 days with the last
faring exception expiring May 18, 2020 with a maximum volume of 1,538 Mcfd of
casinghead gas. At the time of the hearing, the Commission's Oil and Gas Division
extended any administrative authority to March 16, 2020, due to COVID-19.
Ultimately, the deadline was extended because of COVID-19 through December
31,2020;

d. McKnight 16 Battery flare point ~ Exception authority Nos. 43376, 42640, 39218
have been issued for he flare point. Stronghold has been issued three
‘administrative flaring exception authorities for a totalof 70 days with the last flaring
exception expiring May 18, 2020 with a maximum volume of 1,521 Mcfd of
casinghead gas. At the time of the hearing, the Commission's Oil and Gas Division
extended any administrative authority to March 16, 2020, due to COVID-1S.
Uttimately, the deadline was extended because of COVID-19 through December
31,2020;

. McKnight 203 Battery flare point ~ Exception authority Nos. 43378 and 39220
have been issuedfor the flare point. Stronghold has been issued two administrative:
flaring exception authorities fora total of 80 ays with the last flaring exception
expiring May 18, 2020 with a maximum volume of 1,579 Mcfdofcasinghead gas.
Atte time of the hearing, the Commission's Oil and Gas Division extended any
administrative authority to March 16, 2020, due to COVID-19. Uttimately, the
deadline was extended because of COVID-19 through December 31, 2020;
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14. Stronghold proposed a maximum Daily Flare Volume for each flare point based on
‘combining the production volumes produced from the Subject Leases for the various
batteries (referred to as, “Part 1") with the estimated production volumes from 48 wells
scheduled to be installed within the nex! two years (referred to as, “Part 2°).
Stronghold proposed a two-year exceplion period for each flare point associated with the
Subject Leases. In addition, it combined Parts 1 and 2 to attain the proposed Daily
Flare Volume. The monthly limit for flaring was developed by multiplying the Daily
Flare Volume by a factorof 31 (maximum days in a month) to attain the proposed
Maximum Monthly Flare Limit. Stronghold proposed the following for their Daily Flare:
Volume and Maximum Monthly Limit:

a. McKnight 179 Battery flare point -Stronghold proposed a maximum daily
production volume flare volume of 5,799 Mcfd with the monthly fimit at 179,769
Mofm for a two-year exception period;

b. McKnight 1 Battery flare point~Stronghold proposed a maximum daily flare
volume of 4,743 Mcid with the monthly limit at 147,033 Mcfm for a two-year
exception period;

¢. McKnight 11 Battery flare point— Stronghold proposed a maximum daily flare
volume of 4,888 Mcfd with the monthly limit at 150,908 Mcfm for a two-year
exception period;

d. McKnight 16 Battery flare point — Stronghold proposed a maximum daily flare:
volumeof 6,468 Mcld with the monty limit at 200,508 Mcim fora two-year
‘exception period;

e. McKnight 203 Battery flare point — Stronghold proposed a maximum daily flare
volume of 7,939 Mcfd with the monthly limit at 246,109 Mefm fora two-year
exception period.

15. The hearing record supports a Daily Flare Volume and Maximum Monthly Flare Limit
for the Subject Leases based on the following:

a. McKnight 179 Battery flare point~ Stronghold's data indicated the highest daily
gas production in 2020 from the wells assigned to the McKnight 179 Battery was
1,888 Mcfd. Previous approved authority for this fare point was established at
1,232 Meld. The record supports establishing the Daily Flare Volume for the
McKnight 179 Battery flare point al the Baltery's highest peak dally gas production in
2020 of 1,888 Mcfd, with the Maximum Monthly Fiare Limit using the Daily Flare
Volume multiplied by a factor of fifteen, which is 28,320 Mcfm;

b. McKnight 1 Battery flare point — Stronghold's data indicated the highest daily gas
production in 2020 from the wells assigned to the McKnight 1 Battery was 2,190
Mocfd. Previous approved authority for the flarepointwas established at 1,612
Mcfd. The Daily Flare Volume for the McKnight 1 Battery flare point will be the
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Battery's highest peak daily gas production in 2020 of 2,190 Mcfd with the Maximum
Monthly Flare Limit using the Daily Flare Volume multiplied by a factor of fifteen,
which is 32,850 Mcfm;

c. McKnight 11 Battery flare point ~ Stronghold's data indicated the highest daily gas
production in 2020 from the wells assigned to the McKnight 11 Batterywas 2,831
Mcfd. Previous approved authority for the flare point was established at 1,638
Mcfd. The Dally Flare Volume for the McKnight 11 Battery flare point will be the
Battery's highest peak daily gas production in 2020 of 2,831 Mcfd with the Maximum
Monthly Flare Limit using the Daily Flare Volume multipiied by a factor of ifleen,
‘which is 42,465 Mcfm;

d. McKnight 16 Battery flare point—Stronghold's data indicated the highest daily gas
production in 2020 from the wells assigned to the McKnight 16 Battery was 1,878
Med. Previous approved authorityfor the flare point was established at 1,521
Mecfd. The Daily Fiare Volumefor the McKnight 16 Battery flare point will be the
Battery's highest peak daily gas production in 2020 of 1,878 Mcfd with the Maximum
Monthly Flare Limit using the Daily Flare Volume multiplied by a factor of fifteen,
which is 28,170 Mcfm;

e. McKnight 203 Battery flare point— Stronghold's data indicated the highest daily
gas production in 2020 from the wells assigned to the McKnight 203 Battery was
4,734 Mcfd. Previous approved authority for the flare point was established at
1,579 Meld. The Daily Flare Volume for the McKnight 203 Battery flare point will be.
the Battery’s highest peak daily gas production in 2020 of 4,734 Mcfd with the
Maximum Monthly Flare Limit using the Daily Flare Volume multiplied by a factor of
fifteen, which is 71,010 Mcfm.

46. The primary cause of faring associated wih the Subject Leases is systematic
unplanned upsets caused by the take-away provider's maintenance and pipeline
curtailments.

47. The planned upgrades to the pipeline system wil lily cause periodic intermittent
interruptions.

48. The recommended flaring authority is necessary due to intermittent upsets caused by
deliverability issues due to pipeline and equipment failure and should be adequate to
account for Stronghold's historic flaring resulting from such routine upsets.

19. Covid-19 caused many restraints on what could be accomplished by any company in
2020 and stil impacts accessibility of required products for developmentand maintenance
issues beyond any company's control with the full impact stil being unknown.

20. Based on the following data entered into evidence, an exception periodforeighteen
months is warranted from January 1, 2021 to June 30, 2022:
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a. The hearing record indicates a significant increase in ol and gas production has
‘occurred from 2018 to 2020. Production records indicate that Stronghold produced
an average of 242,192 Mcim of gas from the Subject Leases in 2018 and an
average of 298,223 Mcfm from January 2020 through April 2020. Records indicate
gas production from 2018 to 2020for the Subject Leases have increased over 23
percent, with numerous new wells being completed on the Subject Lease between
July and October 2019.

b. Evidence entered into the record indicates up to several new wells and re-
completions of existing wells are planned to be completed by Stronghold for the
Subject Leases in the next two years;

c. Stronghold has entered into a contractual agreement with Targa, who is planning
to upgrade their pipeline infrastructure. During the period of time Targa is conducting
their ugprades, Stronghold will need addtional flaring flexibillty to allow for
interruptions caused by these upgrades being conducted;

d. An eighteen-month exception covers a lime period when planned upgrades are
being conducted, unplanned interruptions occur, and when additional wells are
brought on-line at the Subject Leases causing an increased demand for flaring.

CONCLUSIONS OF LAW

1. Proper notice was issued to persons entitled to notice. See, e.g., Tex. Govt Code
§2001.051; 16 Tex. Admin. Code § 1.42.

2. The Commission has jurisdiction in this case. See, e.g., Tex. Nat. Res. Code
§81.051.

3. Statewide Rule 32 requires gas to be utilized for purposes and uses authorized by
law unless authorized. 16 Tex. Admin. Code § 3.32(b).

4. Statewide Rule 32 provides exceptions allowing the flaringof gas if certain
requirements are met and the flaring is necessary. See, e.g., 16 Tex. Admin. Code§
3.32(1), (h)-

5. The flaring of gas, as outlined in AttachmentA to this Final Order, is necessary
due to intermittent upsets caused by deliverability issues due to pipeline capacity
and equipment failure. See, €.g., 16 Tex. Admin. Code § 3.32(1), (h).

6. Stronghold has met the requirements in Statewide Rule 32 to flare daily flare
volumes with monthly limitations of gas well gas for the eighteen-month
authorization period outlined in AttachmentA to this PFD. e.g. 16 Tex. Admin. Code
§3.32(7),(h)(5).
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Table A - Flare Exception Authority

O&G| Far | Commingle| Individual | Flare Fiare | Maximum | Casioghea
Docket | Exceptio | Permit No.| FlasoSiack| Exception | Exception | Flare | dGasor
No. | nNo |orLeaseNo.| Name | San Duc | EndDate| Volume| Geswell

Gas
® @ © |oewe)|

(EE)
TEBE MerdNo.0G- idl snoaon | :Commingling| McKnight Casingheadw. | asm i 1012021

2.190Mefd| Casinghead
No0G-| sare | Commingle| Mekaignt | oo| 9302020 Gas and

st Permit 1086| Batery 32850 | Gaswel
Mein Gas

281 MedXo.0G- i sn020Commingle |McKaight 11 Casinghead2. | ams 1012021Permit 1031| Batery 42465 | gaswell00003544 ry
Docket 1ST8MCd| Casinghead
No.0G-| #3376 | Commingle | McKnight 16 | re | Gesand
2. Permit 1031| Batery my | Gaswen

00003545 Gas
Docket pT
No.0G-| “378| Commingle | McKnight | 1012021 Juot0 |Casinghead

20- Permit 6594 | 203 Battery Th Gas
00003546

Notes:

Mfd = Dally Flare Limit in Thousand Cubic Feat Per Day
Metm = Maximum Monthly Flare Limit in Thousand Cubic Feet Per Month

(1) Fare Exception refers to the flare exception authoriy in Statewide Rule 32.If multiple previous
exceptions for the fare point, the identified flare exception number is the last exception granted by
the Commission.
(2) The Meld is based on the Battery’ highest peak daily gas production in 2020.

(3) Mcfm is based on the Battery's highest combined daily gas production in 2020 mullplied bya
factor of fifteen, equivalent [0 fifteen days of faring per month.
(4) The Commission's Oil and Gas Division extended the authority for any deadline expiring after
March 16, 2020 due to COVID-18fo any exisling administrative exceptions. The new deadiine or
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‘administrative exception authority is through December 31, 2020. This change is not for any.
exceplions approved through a final order.

(5) The flaring exception authority end date is established by hearing evidence.

(6) Casinghead gas or gas well gas classification is established by the hearing evidence.

Table B -Latitude and Longitude of Flare Points

Todd] | Flare Pom || Fire Pout Directionsto Lease
Flare Stacks (Latitude | Longitude
Nome

At intersection of FM1053 and 1:20McKnight 102.695231 tm south (0 guard 24, tum west,
ie[pe | mae [EEEERR

‘Al imerscetionof FMI053 and 1-20
Meknight1| 31542828| 102.667082 | tum south to calc guard No. 4, then
Bary N W |wm west, 800.5 mile, um south and

00.4milc
‘Ainterscctionof FM 1053 and 1-20,

Meknight11 | 31.546393 | 102.667913 | tum south to cal guard No. 3, then
Battery N W |wm cast. Go0.5 mile, wm north and

g00.4mile
‘Aintersection of FM 1053 and 1:20,

Mekight16| 31.546393 | 102.667913 | tum south (0 cate guard No. 4, tum
Batery N W | west and go onc mille. Then wm

north nto location
AtintersectionofFM 1053 and 1020,

Mekegh 203|| 3131683. | HOES tu south to cattle guard No. 24, tm
id west, then go 1.2 miles

Notes: Latitude and Longitude of the Flare Point and Entrance to the flare point.
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Attachment B

Stronghold Encrgy II Operating, LLC's Proposed Final Order
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RAILROAD COMMISSION OF TEXAS
HEARINGS DIVISION

OIL AND GAS DOCKET NO. 0G-20 00003542
"APPLICATION OF STRONGHOLD ENERGY Il OPER, LLC (OPERATOR NO. 627681)
PURSUANT TO STATEWIDE RULE 32 FOR AN EXCEPTION TO FLARE GAS FOR THE
MCKNIGHT 179 BATTERY, COMMINGLE PERMIT 5789, VARIOUS FIELDS, CRANE COUNTY,
TEXAS; DISTRICT 08

OIL AND GAS DOCKET NO. 0G-20-00003543
"APPLICATION OF STRONGHOLD ENERGY II OPER, LLC (OPERATOR NO. 627681)
PURSUANT TO STATEWIDE RULE 32 FOR AN EXCEPTION TO FLARE GAS FOR THE
MCKNIGHT 1 BATTERY, COMMINGLE PERMIT 1086, VARIOUS FIELDS, CRANE COUNTY,
TEXAS; DISTRICT 08

OIL AND GAS DOCKET NO. 0G-20-00003544
"APPLICATION OF STRONGHOLD ENERGY II OPER, LLG (OPERATOR NO. 627681)
PURSUANT TO STATEWIDE RULE 32 FOR AN EXCEPTION TO FLARE GAS FOR THE
MCKNIGHT 11 BATTERY, COMMINGLE PERMIT 1031, VARIOUS FIELDS, CRANE COUNTY,
TEXAS; DISTRICT 08

OIL AND GAS DOCKET NO. 0G-20-00003545
"APPLICATION OF STRONGHOLD ENERGY Il OPER, LLG (OPERATOR NO. 627681)
PURSUANT TO STATEWIDE RULE 32 FOR AN EXCEPTION TO FLARE GAS FOR THE
MCKNIGHT 16 BATTERY, COMMINGLE PERMIT 1031, VARIOUS FIELDS, CRANE COUNTY,
TEXAS; DISTRICT 08

OIL AND GAS DOCKET NO. 0G-20-00003546
‘APPLICATION OF STRONGHOLD ENERGY Il OPER, LLG (OPERATOR NO. 627681)
PURSUANT TO STATEWIDE RULE 32 FOR AN EXCEPTION TO FLARE GAS FOR THE
MCKNIGHT 203 BATTERY, COMMINGLE PERMIT 6394, VARIOUS FIELDS, CRANE COUNTY,
TEXAS; DISTRICT 08

FINAL ORDER
The Commission finds tha after satutory notice in the above-numbered dockes heard on

‘August 26, 2020, he presiding Technical Examiner and Administrative Law Judge have made and
filed a Proposal for Decision containing findings of fact and conclusions of law, which was served
on all partes of record, and that ths proceeding was duly submitted to the Railroad Comission of
Texas at a conference held in is offices in Ausii, Texas.

“The Comission, after review and due consideration of the Proposal for Decision and the
findings of fact and conclusions of law contained therein, as well a the Exceptions and replies
hereto, hereby adopts as is own the findings of fact and relevant atachmenls submited by
Stronghold, including Subsliute Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law, adopts as its own the.
‘Subsilute Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law as submitted as *Atiachment A" with the
Exceptions of Stronghold, and incorporates said Subsiitute Findings of Fact and Conclusions of
Lawn this FINAL ORDER by reference for all purposes, as if fll set out and stated herein
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tis ORDERED that Stronghold Energy Il Oper., LLC (‘Stronghold or “Applicant’) (Operator
No. 827681) is DENIED the Statewide Rule 32 flaring exception authority volumes and exception
periods proposed in their captioned docketed applications for the McKnight batteries, various leases
("Subject Leases"), various fields (the Fields"), Crane County, Texas.

itis ORDERED that Stronghold is granted an exception to Statewide Rule 32 for the
captioned docketed Applications fare points tha serve the McKnight bateries, in the Subject
Leases located in the Fields, Crane County, Texas, as identified in Table Ato this Final Order. An
exceplion to Statewide 32 is APPROVED (o flare casinghead gas and gas well gas from the flare
points based on the Daily Flare Volume and Maximum Monthly Flare Limit and the authorized
‘exceplion period, as reflected in Table A [0 this Final Order.

“This authority is granted, provided all production s reported on the appropriate Commission
forms.

Its further ORDERED by the Commission tha this order shall not be final and effective unti
25 days after the Commission's order is signed, unless the time for ling a motion for rehearing has.
been extended under Tex. GovtCode § 2001.142,by agreement under Tex. Govt Code §
2001.147, orby written Commission Order issued pursuant o Tex. Govt Code § 2001.146e). Ifa
timely motion for rehearing of an application s fled by any party al interest, this order shall not
become final and effective until such motion is overruled, or if such motion is granted, this order
shall be subject to further action by the Commission. Pursuant to Tex. Govt Code § 2001.146(e),
the time allotted for Commission action on a motion for rehearing in this case prior lo is being
overruled by operation of law is hereby extended unti 100 days from the date Commission
‘Orders signed. All pending motions and requests for relief not previously or herein granted are
denied.

Each exception to the Proposal for Decision not expressly granted herein is overruled. All
requested findings of fact and conclusions of law which are not expressly adopted herein are
denied. All pending motions and requests for relief not previously granted or granted herein are
denied.

Signed June 22, 2021.

RAILROAD COMMISSION OF TEXAS

CHAIRMAN CHRISTI CRADDICK

COMMISSIONER WAYNE CHRISTIAN

COMMISSIONER JIM WRIGHT
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Table A Flare Exception Authority

086| Fare | Commingle | individual | Fare Flare | Maximum| Casinghea
Docket| Exceptio | Permit No.| FlareStack | Exception| Exception| Flare | dGasor
No. | no. |orleaseNo.| Name | StartDate| EndDate| Volume| Gos Well

Gas
a @ © | me |

(Mem) (3)
we =

No.0620- Conminging| Batery | ot2021 singhead0003sez Pomit5769 tasamcig | Cosoon31sausiN
102695231 W. smn
WRT

No.0G20- | 43374 | Comminge| Battery 2.130Mclg | Casinghesd
00003543 Pam | en 3 Gas and

GasWei102667082 32850Melm| Ga
Weng TT

No0G20.| 43375 | Commige | Estey | wows 263g| Cosinohesd0000344 Pam 1031 ? os wal
s1stssEIN
102e6Te1W aeswe
Wekngh! 16DocketNo, | 43976 | Comminge | Sater | ovat | eso| 1.678Mets| CasinghessSoa CE » ‘Gas and

8.170Meim| Gas WotRE 102667913 W. Gas
Weng 203

Docket, | 43978 | Comming | Baty 6302022 | 4734Meks| CasinghesdFt pamiegst| oom |S1 567683 010 McimLL 102675279W

Notes:

Mcfd = Daly Flare Limit in Thousand Cubic Feet Per Day

Mcfm = Maximum Monthly Flare Limit in Thousand Cubic Feet Per Month

(1) Flare Exception refers to the fare exception authority in Stalewide Rule 32. If multiple previous
exceplions for the flare point, the identified flare exception number is the last exception granted by
the Commission.

(2) The Mcfd is based on the Battery's highest peak dail gas production in 2020.

(3) Moi is based on the Batters highest combined daily gas production in 2020 multiplied bya
factor of fifteen, equivalent o fifteen days of flaring per moni.
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(4)The Commission's Oil and Gas Division extended the authority for any deadline expiring after
March 16, 2020 due to COVID-19 for any existing administrative exceptions. The new deadline for
administrative exception authority is through December 31, 2020. This change is not for any
exceptions approved through a fina order.

(5) The flaring exception authority end date is established by hearing evidence.

(6) Casinghead gas or gas well gas classification is established by the hearing evidence.
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Kathleen Hayden

From: Kathleen Hayden
Sent: Monday, June 21, 2021 12:15 PM
To: Lauren Spreen

Subject: Re: GHPB Man of the Year - Jim Teague

“Thank you, Lauren!
“Kathleen

On Jun 21, 2021, at 12:11 PM, Lauren Spreen <lauren@laurenspreen.com> wrote:

“Thank you for checking, Kathleen, and wecertainly understand. Il get an address for the note and send
it over toyou.

Lauren

On Mon, Jun 21, 2021at 10:39 AM Kathleen Hayden <athleen.Hayden@rrc texas. gov> wrote:
Good morning, Lauren,

Regrettably, Chairman Craddick will ot be able to join in the dinner August 21, 2021 honoring Jim
Teague as the Greater Houston Port Bureau 2021 Maritime Leader of the Year. She would like to send a
congratulatory etter, however. Would youby chance have an address that Chairman Craddick could.
send a note? Again, she wishes she could be in two places at once.

Best regards,
Kathleen

On Jun 17, 2021, at 4:55 PM, Kathleen Hayden <Kathieen Hayden@rrc.texas.gov>
wrote:

Thank you, Lauren. Fl putt on the scheduling discussion for Monday.

Best always,
Kathleen

On Jun 17, 2021, at 2:31 PM, Lauren Spreen
<lauren@laurenspreen.com> wrote:

1



HiKathleen,

See below note and attached invitation for Chairman Craddick from
Lindsey Miller and Enterprise Products.

This s the same save-the-date invitation as the hard copy | dropped off
withMiaatthe state office. Mr. Teague and Enterprise are very excited
about the event honoring him as the Greater Houston Port Bureau
2021 MaritimeLeaderof the Year. Mr. Teague would be honored to
have Chairman Craddick in attendance at the dinner on Saturday,
‘August 21t in Houston if her schedule allows.

Would you please add this to the lst forChairman Craddick's next
scheduling discussion?

A referenced below, Enterprise has also invited Nadine and Speaker
Craddick to the dinner. I've sent this invite to Susan in Midland for their
consideration

Please let us knowifyou have any questions. We look forward to
hearing from you soon.

Lauren Spreen

em Forwarded message
From: Miller, Lindsey<imiller@eprod.com>
Date: Wed, Jun 16, 2021 at 4:12 PM
Subject: GHPB Man of the Year - Jim Teague
“To: Lauren Spreen Consulting<lauren@laurenspreen.com>

Lauren,

Attached is the PDF of the “Save the Date"forthe GHPB Annual
Maritime Dinner. We are thrilled that Jim is receiving their highest
recogaition this year as “GHPB Man of the Year.” We would love to
have Chairman Craddick, Speaker Craddick and Nadine join us for the
evening to recognize Jim for his many contributions to the Port of
Houston. | know Jim would be honoredif they're able to attend.
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Let me know how | can be helpful in getting this to the appropriate
person on staff.

Thanks mucho,

Lindsey

Lindsey Miller

Director, Government Aflirs

Enterprise Products Parnes LP.

Mobile: 903.720.3585

E-Mail: Lillr@eprodcom

wnEnverpriseProductscom

‘CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: The information contained i this e-mail
and any atachments to it may be legal prvieged and include
confidential information intended only for the recipient() dentifed
above. Ifyou are not one of those intended recipients, you are hereby
notified that any dissemination, distiution o copying of this e-mail or
is attachments is sticly prohibited. Ifyou have received this e-mail in
ror, please notify thesenderof that fact by rer e-mail and
permanently delete the e-mail and any attachments o it immediately.
Please do nol retain, copy or use this e-mail or ls attachments for any
purpose, no disclose al or any part of ts contents {o any ier person
Thank you.

Tris message (including any atiachments)isconfidential and intended
fora specific individual and purpose. f you are no the intended
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recipient, please noilfy the sender immediately and delete ths.
message.
<image001.png>
<2021 GHPB Annual Maritime Dinner-Save the Date .pdf>
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Kathleen Hayden

From: Lauren Spreen <lauren@laurenspreen.com>
Sent: Thursday, June 17, 2021231 PM
To: Kathleen Hayden
ce Miller, Lindsey; Mia Hutchens
Subject: Fd: GHPB Man of the Year- Jim Teague

Attachments: image001.png; 2021 GHPB Annual Maritime Dinner- Save the Date pdf

Follow Up Flag: Flag for follow up
Flag Status: Flagged

HiKathleen,

See below note and attached invitation for Chairman Craddick from Lindsey Miller and Enterprise Products.

This i the same save-the-date invitation as the hard copy | droppedoffwith Mia at the state office. Mr. Teague and
Enterprise are very excited about the event honoring him as the Greater Houston Port Bureau 2021 Maritime Leader of
the Year. Mr. Teague would be honored to have Chairman Craddick in attendance at the dinner on Saturday, August 21st
in Houston if her schedule allows.

Would you please add this to the lst for Chairman Craddick's next scheduling discussion?

As referenced below, Enterprise has also invited Nadine and Speaker Craddick to the dinner. Ive sent this invite to Susan
in Midland for their consideration.

Please let us know if you have any questions. We look forward tohearingfrom you soon.

Lauren Spreen

cree Forwarded message
From: Miller, Lindsey <Imiller@eprod.com>
Date: Wed, Jun 16, 2021at 4:12 PM
Subject: GHPB Man of the Year-Jim Teague
To: Lauren Spreen Consulting <lauren@laurenspreen.com>

Lauren,

‘Attached is the PDFofthe "Save the Date"for the GHPB Annual Maritime Dinner. We are thrilled that Jim i receiving.
their highest recognition thisyearas “GHPB Man of the Year.” We would love to have Chairman Craddick, Speaker
Craddick and Nadine join us for the evening to recognize Jim for his many contributions to the Port of Houston. | know
Jim would be honored if they're able to attend.
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Let me know how | can be helpful in getting this to the appropriatepersonon staff.

“Thanks mucho,

Lindsey

Lindsey Miller

Director, Govemment Affairs

Enterprise Products Partners LP.

Mobile: 903.720.3585

E-Mail: Lmiller@eprod.com

winEnterpriseProdusts.com

‘CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: The information contained inthis e-mail and any attachments to it may be legally privileged
‘and include confidential information intended only for the recipienl(s) dented above. Ifyou are not one of those intended
recipients, you are hereby notified that any dissemination, distribution or copying of this e-malo ts attachments is strictly
prohibited. Ifyou have received this e-mail in error, please noliy the senderof hat fact by return e-mail and permanently
delete the e-mail and any attachments to it immediately. Please do not retain, Copy or use this e-mail or is attachments
for any purpose, nor disclose all or any part of fs contents to any other person. Thank you.

‘This message (including any attachments) is confidential and intended for a specific individual and purpose. If you are not
the intended recipient, please notify the sender immediately and delete this message.
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Kathleen Hayden

From: Kathleen Hayden
Sent: Monday, June 21, 2021 12:15 PM
To: Lauren Spreen

Subject: Re: GHPB Man of the Year - Jim Teague

Thank you, Lauren!
“Kathleen

On Jun 21, 2021, at 12:11 PM, Lauren Spreen <lauren@laurenspreencom> wrote:

Thank you for checking, Kathleen, and we certainly understand. I'l get an address for the note and send
it over to you.

Lauren

On Mon, Jun 21, 2021 at 10:39 AM KathieenHayden<Kathleen Hayden@rre texas.gov> wrote:
‘Good morning, Lauren,

Regrettably, Chairman Craddick will not be able to join in the dinner August 21, 2021 honoring Jim
Teague as the Greater Houston Port Bureau 2021 Maritime Leader of the Year. She would like to send a
congratulatory letter, however. Would youby chance havean address that Chairman Craddick could
senda note? Again, she wishes she could be in two places at once.

Best regards,
Kathleen

On Jun 17, 2021, at 4:55 PM, Kathleen Hayden <Kathieen Hayden@rrc.texas gov>
wrote:

‘Thank you, Lauren. Il put it on the scheduling discussion for Monday.

Bestalways,
Kathleen

On un 17, 2021, at 2:31 PM, Lauren Spreen
auren@laurenspreen.com> wrote:
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HiKathleen,

See below note and attached invitation for Chairman Craddick from
Lindsey Miller and Enterprise Products.

“Thisis the same save-the-date invitation as the hard copy |dropped off
with Mia at the state office. Mr. Teague and Enterprise are very excited
about the event honoring him as the Greater Houston Port Bureau
2021 Maritime Leader of the Year. Mr. Teague would be honored to
have Chairman Craddick in attendance at the dinner on Saturday,
‘August 21st in Houston if herscheduleallows.

Would you please add thisto the lst for Chairman Craddick’ next
scheduling discussion?

Asreferenced below, Enterprisehasalso invited Nadine and Speaker
Craddick to the dinner. I've sent this invite to Susan in Midland for their
consideration.

Please let us know ifyouhave any questions. We look forward to
hearing from you soon.

Lauren Spreen

ere FOTWarGed message ——-
From: Miller, Lindsey <imiller@eprod.com>
Date: Wed, Jun 16, 2021 at 4:12 PM
Subject: GHPB Man of the Year - Jim Teague
To: Lauren Spreen Consulting <lauren@laurenspreen.com>

Lauren,

Attached is the PDF of the “Save the Date”for the GHPB Annual
Maritime Dinner. We are thrilled that Jim is receiving their highest
recogaition this year as “GHPB Man of the Year.” We would love to
have Chairman Craddick, Speaker Craddick and Nadine join us for the
evening to recognize Jim for his many contributions to the Port of
Houston. | know Jim would be honored if they're able to attend.
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Let me know how | can be helpful in gettingthisto the appropriate
person on staff.

“Thanks mucho,

Lindsey

Lindsey Miller

Director, Govemment Aflairs

Enterprise Products Partners LP.

Mobile: 903.720.3585

E-Mail: Lmiller@eprod.com

won EnterpiseProducts.com

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: The information contained in this e-mail
‘and any attachments to it may be legally privileged and include
confidential information intended only for the recipient(s) identified
‘above. Ifyou are not one of those intended recipients, you are hereby
nolified that any dissemination, distribution or copyingofthis e-mail or
is attachments is strictly prohibited. Ifyou have receved this e-mail in
error, please nolify the sender ofthatfact by return e-mail and
permanently delete the e-mail and any attachments to it immediately.
Please do not retain, copy or use this e-mal or its attachmentsforany
purpose, nor disclose al or any part of is contents to any other person.
Thank you.

“This message (including any attachments) is confidential and intended
fora specific individual and purpose. Ifyou are not the intended
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recipient, lease notity the sender immediately and delete this
message
<image001.png>
<2021 GHPB Annual Maritime Dinner-Save the Date .pdf>
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Mia Hutchens

From: Bil Black
Sent: Tuesday, July 20, 2021 325 PM
To: Mia Hutchens
Subject: Fw: ORR from Colette Rosenberg 21-1084

From: Karen Sanchez <Karen Sanchez@rrc texas. gov>
Sent: Thursday, May 27, 2021 2:31 PM
To: Bill Black <Billlack@rrc.texasgov>; Travis McCormick <travis mccormick@r texas govs; Jeremy Hagen
jeremy hagen@rrc texas. gov>
Cc: Haley Cochran <Haley.Cochran@rretexas gov.
Subject: RE: ORR from ColetteRosenberg 21-1084

Justa reminder, this is due next Tuesday.

Thanks, Karen

From: Karen Sanchez
Sent: Monday, May 17, 2021 11:55 AM
To: Christopher Hotchkiss<ChristopherHotchkiss@rrc. texas gov; Bil Black <BillBlack @rrc.texasgovs; Travis
McCormick <travis,mccormick(@rre.texas.govs; Jeremy Hagen <jeremy.hagen@rrc.texas.gov>
Cc: Haley Cochran <Haley.Cochran@rrctexas.gov
Subject; ORR from Colette Rosenberg 21-1084

Request for the following:
All communications, including emails and attachments, between Commissioner Jim Wright, Commissioner Christi
Craddick, Commissioner Wayne Christian, Kathleen Hayden, Kate Zaykowski and any other Commissioner staf and the.
following individuals and email addresses:
‘Aaron Geyer (Please searchforthe email address “aaron gever@pxd.com")
Michelle Phillips (Please searchfor the email address "michellephilips1015@gmail. com")
Joe Kramer (Please search for the email address “kramercompany@msn.com”)
Scott Hutchings (Please searchfor the email address "shutchin@wm.com")
Nick Hines (Please search for the email address “nines@oilfeldwaterlogistics.com’)
Mark Grawe (Please search for the email address "marae@eagleridgeenergy.com")
Kevin Ware (Please search for the emailaddress "kware@kie-us com")
Lauren Spreen
Please search your records from March 15, 2021 to May 17, 2021.
Response due 6/1.

Thanks, Karen
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Mia Hutchens

From: Bil Black
Sent: Tuesday, July 20, 2021 326 PM
To: Mia Hutchens
Subject: Fut May2021 ORRs
Attachments: May 2021 ORRs docx

From: Karen Sanchez <Karen Sanchez@rrc texasgov> So
Sent:Thursday, June 10, 2021 3:19 PM
“To: Bil Black <Bill Black@rc.texas.gov»; Travis McCormick <travismecormick @rrc texas gov; Christopher Hotchkiss
<Christopher Hotchkiss@rrctexasgov>.
Ce: Alex Schoch <alex schoch@rre. texas gov>; Wei Wang <Wel Wang@rrc texas.gov>; Haley Cochran
<Haley.Cochran@rrc.exas gov>
Subject: May 2021 ORRs

Attached is the portionof the Open Records Log FY 2021 reflecting open records

requests received by General Counsel Staff during May 2021.

If you have any questions, please don’t hesitate to contact me.

Thank you,

Kaen

'



Mia Hutchens

From: Bil lock
Sent: Tuesday, July 20,2021 329 PM

To: Mia Hutchens
Subject: Fu: Notebook Materiaks-Stronghold

From: Dana Lewis<DanaLewis@rretexasgov>
Sent: Wednesday, June 16, 2021 6:19 PM
“To: Christopher Hotchkiss <Christopher.Hotchkiss@rre.texas.gov>; ill Black <Bill Black @rrc.texas gov; Jeremy Hagen
<jeremy hagen@rre texas gov>
Subject: RE: Notebook MateralsStronghold

No, there was not another attorney.

1 reviewed the file, and Mr. Miller was designated as Stronghold's representative from the beginning
of this docket. Miller was on the original service list, not Mr. Troxclair. Miller indicated himself as the
representative on the request for hearing form. There was no indication of Mr. Troxclair's potential
involvement in these dockets until noticesof intent to appear were filed (by several on behalf of
Stronghold), and he appeared at the hearing. The Hearings Division did not receive written
notification or a motion requesting that Mr. Troxclair be substituted as the authorized representative
for Stronghold, nor was there a request to add Mr. Troxclair to the service lst (see Tex. Admin. Code §
1.2(4) and § 1.27 regarding authorized representatives). Besides our rules requiring written
notification or a motion to be designated as an authorized party representative, it is important to
‘make such requests in writing to ensure it is clear to legal assistants, as well as the Administrative Law
Judge and Technical Examiner, that the representative is changing. Please note that we do not
automatically add all who fill out a noticeof intent to appear to the service list because many are mere
witnesses or observers.

Commission rules require the party to be served. Both Stronghold and Mr. Miller, as their self-
designated representative, were served pursuant to Tex. Admin. Code § 1. 121 and Tex. Gov't Code §
2001062, which requires that the party be served.

‘While itis unfortunate that Mr. Troxclairdid not receive the Proposal for Decision as well, the
Hearings Division complied with its statutory requirements by serving Stronghold, the applicant
party, and went beyond statutory requirements by serving Mr. Miller, the indicated representative.

Tam surprised that neither Stronghold nor Mr. Miller had communications with Mr. Troxclair
regarding filing exceptions, thereby trigger the realization much sooner that he did not receive the
PFD. Given the situation, I offered for Mr. Troxclair to file exception and for us to update the
notebook materials.
All involved appear to be satisfied and thankful for the opportunity to file exceptions by Friday
(Monday at the latest, but hopefully Friday).

No one has requested to pass; perhaps because they have the opportunity to file exceptions, and the
Hearings Division complied with its statutory requirements to serve the party and served its
authorized representative of record as well.
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Examiner Musick, who wrote the PFD,i retiring at the endofthis month. He will not have another
opportunity to present his PFD.

Please let me know you have additional questions.

Best regards,

Dana

DANAAVANT LEWIS
RD) Director | Hearings Division

5 D) Railroad CommissionofTexas
512-463-3597

YEE ee

From: Christopher Hotchkiss <Christopher.Hotchkiss rc. texasgov
Sent: Wednesday, June 16, 2021 5:47 PM
To: Dana Lewis <Dana.Lewls@rrc.texas.gov>; Bil Black <Bill Black @rctexas. gov»; remy Hagen
Sjeremy.hagen@rrc.texasgov>
Subject: RE: Notebook Materials-Stronghold

Dana,

Was there another attorney at the hearing? m confused why Mr. Troxclair didn't receive a copy of the PFD, even i he
didn't request to be added to the servic fst.

Also, has no ane requested to pass thistem sincewe haven't receivedacopy of the exceptions?

Thanks,
cs

Christopher S. HotchkissSR, General Counsel to Commissioner Jim Wright
Bg ®)\ Railroad Commissionof Texas
g 3) stesiar
% 5) TakeourCustomerService Survey
= YREAGee

From: Dana Lewis <Dana Lewis@rrc.exas.10v>
Sent: Wednesday, June 16, 2021528 PM.
“To: Christopher Hotchkiss<Christopher.Hotchkiss @rreexas gov; Bll Black<Bill Black rectexas. gov; Jeremy Hagen
<ieremyhagen@rc.texasgov>
Subject: Notebook Materils-Stronghold
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Gentlemen,

‘Want to give you a heads up that we may be receiving late-filed exceptions to the PFD in Stronghold.
Dale Miller was the authorized representative ofrecord from the beginning of these dockets, but Caleb
Troxclair appeared at the hearing with Miller. There was no formal request to be added to the service
list or request to substitute as the authorized rep. so the legal assistant did not include him when she
sent out the PFD. Miller was expecting Troxclair to respond with exceptions and apparently did not
realize he had not received the PFD. Wejust found out yesterday. Technically they did not comply
with our rules, but I authorized Troxclair to file late exceptions anyway. He hopes to have them in by
Friday, so we can transmit it with a memo in the afternoon.I told himwecould get itas late as
Monday, but that would not allow as much time for the Commissioners to review the exceptions.

Please let me knowifyou have questions.

Best regards,

Dana

= DANA AVANTLEWIS
Director | Hearings Division
Railroad Commissionof Texas
512-463-3597

3 Take our Customer Service Survey.
YEE ee
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Mia Hutchens

From: Bil Black
Sent: Tuesday, July 20, 2021 325 PM
To: Mia Hutchens
Subject: Fw: ORR from Colette Rosenberg 21-1084

From: Karen Sanchez <Karen Sanchez@rrc texas. gov>
Sent: Thursday, May 27, 2021 2:31 PM
To: Bill Black <Billlack@rrc.texasgov>; Travis McCormick <travis mccormick@r texas govs; Jeremy Hagen
jeremy hagen@rrc texas. gov>
Cc: Haley Cochran <Haley.Cochran@rretexas gov.
Subject: RE: ORR from ColetteRosenberg 21-1084

Justa reminder, this is due next Tuesday.

Thanks, Karen

From: Karen Sanchez
Sent: Monday, May 17, 2021 11:55 AM
To: Christopher Hotchkiss<ChristopherHotchkiss@rrc. texas gov; Bil Black <BillBlack @rrc.texasgovs; Travis
McCormick <travis,mccormick(@rre.texas.govs; Jeremy Hagen <jeremy.hagen@rrc.texas.gov>
Cc: Haley Cochran <Haley.Cochran@rrctexas.gov
Subject; ORR from Colette Rosenberg 21-1084

Request for the following:
All communications, including emails and attachments, between Commissioner Jim Wright, Commissioner Christi
Craddick, Commissioner Wayne Christian, Kathleen Hayden, Kate Zaykowski and any other Commissioner staf and the.
following individuals and email addresses:
‘Aaron Geyer (Please searchforthe email address “aaron gever@pxd.com")
Michelle Phillips (Please searchfor the email address "michellephilips1015@gmail. com")
Joe Kramer (Please search for the email address “kramercompany@msn.com”)
Scott Hutchings (Please searchfor the email address "shutchin@wm.com")
Nick Hines (Please search for the email address “nines@oilfeldwaterlogistics.com’)
Mark Grawe (Please search for the email address "marae@eagleridgeenergy.com")
Kevin Ware (Please search for the emailaddress "kware@kie-us com")
Lauren Spreen
Please search your records from March 15, 2021 to May 17, 2021.
Response due 6/1.

Thanks, Karen
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Mia Hutchens

From: Bil Black
Sent: Tuesday, July 20, 2021 326 PM
To: Mia Hutchens
Subject: Fut May2021 ORRs
Attachments: May 2021 ORRs docx

From: Karen Sanchez <Karen Sanchez@rrc texasgov> So
Sent:Thursday, June 10, 2021 3:19 PM
“To: Bil Black <Bill Black@rc.texas.gov»; Travis McCormick <travismecormick @rrc texas gov; Christopher Hotchkiss
<Christopher Hotchkiss@rrctexasgov>.
Ce: Alex Schoch <alex schoch@rre. texas gov>; Wei Wang <Wel Wang@rrc texas.gov>; Haley Cochran
<Haley.Cochran@rrc.exas gov>
Subject: May 2021 ORRs

Attached is the portionof the Open Records Log FY 2021 reflecting open records

requests received by General Counsel Staff during May 2021.

If you have any questions, please don’t hesitate to contact me.

Thank you,

Kaen

'



Mia Hutchens

From: Bil lock
Sent: Tuesday, July 20,2021 329 PM

To: Mia Hutchens
Subject: Fu: Notebook Materiaks-Stronghold

From: Dana Lewis<DanaLewis@rretexasgov>
Sent: Wednesday, June 16, 2021 6:19 PM
“To: Christopher Hotchkiss <Christopher.Hotchkiss@rre.texas.gov>; ill Black <Bill Black @rrc.texas gov; Jeremy Hagen
<jeremy hagen@rre texas gov>
Subject: RE: Notebook MateralsStronghold

No, there was not another attorney.

1 reviewed the file, and Mr. Miller was designated as Stronghold's representative from the beginning
of this docket. Miller was on the original service list, not Mr. Troxclair. Miller indicated himself as the
representative on the request for hearing form. There was no indication of Mr. Troxclair's potential
involvement in these dockets until noticesof intent to appear were filed (by several on behalf of
Stronghold), and he appeared at the hearing. The Hearings Division did not receive written
notification or a motion requesting that Mr. Troxclair be substituted as the authorized representative
for Stronghold, nor was there a request to add Mr. Troxclair to the service lst (see Tex. Admin. Code §
1.2(4) and § 1.27 regarding authorized representatives). Besides our rules requiring written
notification or a motion to be designated as an authorized party representative, it is important to
‘make such requests in writing to ensure it is clear to legal assistants, as well as the Administrative Law
Judge and Technical Examiner, that the representative is changing. Please note that we do not
automatically add all who fill out a noticeof intent to appear to the service list because many are mere
witnesses or observers.

Commission rules require the party to be served. Both Stronghold and Mr. Miller, as their self-
designated representative, were served pursuant to Tex. Admin. Code § 1. 121 and Tex. Gov't Code §
2001062, which requires that the party be served.

‘While itis unfortunate that Mr. Troxclairdid not receive the Proposal for Decision as well, the
Hearings Division complied with its statutory requirements by serving Stronghold, the applicant
party, and went beyond statutory requirements by serving Mr. Miller, the indicated representative.

Tam surprised that neither Stronghold nor Mr. Miller had communications with Mr. Troxclair
regarding filing exceptions, thereby trigger the realization much sooner that he did not receive the
PFD. Given the situation, I offered for Mr. Troxclair to file exception and for us to update the
notebook materials.
All involved appear to be satisfied and thankful for the opportunity to file exceptions by Friday
(Monday at the latest, but hopefully Friday).

No one has requested to pass; perhaps because they have the opportunity to file exceptions, and the
Hearings Division complied with its statutory requirements to serve the party and served its
authorized representative of record as well.
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Examiner Musick, who wrote the PFD,i retiring at the endofthis month. He will not have another
opportunity to present his PFD.

Please let me know you have additional questions.

Best regards,

Dana

DANAAVANT LEWIS
RD) Director | Hearings Division

5 D) Railroad CommissionofTexas
512-463-3597

YEE ee

From: Christopher Hotchkiss <Christopher.Hotchkiss rc. texasgov
Sent: Wednesday, June 16, 2021 5:47 PM
To: Dana Lewis <Dana.Lewls@rrc.texas.gov>; Bil Black <Bill Black @rctexas. gov»; remy Hagen
Sjeremy.hagen@rrc.texasgov>
Subject: RE: Notebook Materials-Stronghold

Dana,

Was there another attorney at the hearing? m confused why Mr. Troxclair didn't receive a copy of the PFD, even i he
didn't request to be added to the servic fst.

Also, has no ane requested to pass thistem sincewe haven't receivedacopy of the exceptions?

Thanks,
cs

Christopher S. HotchkissSR, General Counsel to Commissioner Jim Wright
Bg ®)\ Railroad Commissionof Texas
g 3) stesiar
% 5) TakeourCustomerService Survey
= YREAGee

From: Dana Lewis <Dana Lewis@rrc.exas.10v>
Sent: Wednesday, June 16, 2021528 PM.
“To: Christopher Hotchkiss<Christopher.Hotchkiss @rreexas gov; Bll Black<Bill Black rectexas. gov; Jeremy Hagen
<ieremyhagen@rc.texasgov>
Subject: Notebook Materils-Stronghold
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Gentlemen,

‘Want to give you a heads up that we may be receiving late-filed exceptions to the PFD in Stronghold.
Dale Miller was the authorized representative ofrecord from the beginning of these dockets, but Caleb
Troxclair appeared at the hearing with Miller. There was no formal request to be added to the service
list or request to substitute as the authorized rep. so the legal assistant did not include him when she
sent out the PFD. Miller was expecting Troxclair to respond with exceptions and apparently did not
realize he had not received the PFD. Wejust found out yesterday. Technically they did not comply
with our rules, but I authorized Troxclair to file late exceptions anyway. He hopes to have them in by
Friday, so we can transmit it with a memo in the afternoon.I told himwecould get itas late as
Monday, but that would not allow as much time for the Commissioners to review the exceptions.

Please let me knowifyou have questions.

Best regards,

Dana

= DANA AVANTLEWIS
Director | Hearings Division
Railroad Commissionof Texas
512-463-3597

3 Take our Customer Service Survey.
YEE ee
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Mia Hutchens

From: Bil Black
Sent: Wednesday, July 21, 2021 10:17 AM
To: Mia Hutchens

Subject: Fu: Meeting with US Ecology

From: Benjamin Sebree <ben@thesebreelawfirmcom>
Sent: Friday, July 2, 2021 103 PM
To: Bill Black <Bil Black @rrc texas gov.
‘Subject; RE: Meeting with US Ecology

Hi Bill,

1 apologize about the confusion regarding our meetings. I'm sure it was my fault becauseI
‘was driving when we spoke.

At any rate, I believe | have gotten everything straightened out according to the two dates
that you originally offered. Accordingly, if this works with you, my folks from Sage Geosystems and I
will plan on meeting with you at your office on Thursday, August 19 at 2:30. Attending the meeting
will be:

1. Dr. Lev Ring, Chief Executive Officer;

2. R. Lance Cook, President andChief Technical Officer;

3. Cindy Taff, Chief Operating Officer; and

4. Myself.

1



They have an enormous amount of experience in the oil and gas industry at very high executive
levels. Here is a link to their website if you want to check them out:
https:/ /www.sagegeosystems.com/ .

On Monday, August 23 at 2:30 at your office, my folks from US Ecology will look forward to
meeting with you. As previously stated, attending the meeting will be:

1. Vince Scheerer, Senior Vice-President for the Gulf Coast Region;

2. Wes Warren, Vice President for Operations; and

3. Myself.

Please let me know ifI have gotten the schedule correct this time. | very much appreciate your
help and your willingness to meet. We look forward to seeing you and I hope you have a great
vacation!

Ben

BENJAMIN W. SEBREE
Attorney & Counselor at Law
‘The Sebree Law Firm PLLC
Govemmental Relations, Policy, Law.
Phone:(512)925-3840
E-Mail: ben@thesebreelawfirm.com

From: Benjamin Sebree
Sent: Wednesday, June 30, 2021 1:37 PM
To: Bil Black @rrc.texas.gov
Subject: Meeting with US Ecology

Hi Bill,

Sorry it took a while to get back with you. I'm writing to let you know that my folks with US
Ecology thank you for the opportunity to visit with you and that they are looking forward to meeting
with you on Friday, August 20% at 2:30 at your office. Attending this meeting will be the following:

1. Vince Scheerer, Senior Vice-President for the Gulf Coast Region;

2. Wes Warren, Vice President for Operations; and

3. Myself.

Unfortunately, the CEO for Sage Geosystems is unavailable for the week beginning August 23.
Do you have any other times available on your schedule for the week beginning Monday, August
167

Thanks very much,
2



Ben

BENJAMIN W. SEBREE

Attorney & CounseloratLaw
The Sebree Law Firm PLLC
Governmental Relations, Policy, Law
Phone: (512) 925-384(

E-Mail: ben@thesebreclawfimcom
CONTENT NOTICE Tos cronisonandsyons ctwsati crscormao when's rie soBeABSAopmes ere Bon ose Sa enoree i ee
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Mia Hutchens

From: Bil Black
Sent: ‘Wednesday, July 21, 2021 10:27 AM
To: Mia Hutchens
Subject: Fu: REGROW Act

Attachments: REGROW-Act pdf

From: Chis Hosek <chris@texasstaralliance.com>
‘Sent: Tuesday, June 15, 2021 2:28 PM
To: Bill Black <Bil Black@rrc texas. gov>; Mia Hale<mia@texasstaralliance.com>
Subject: REGROW Act

For our discussion next Tuesday.

Chris Hosek
Texas star Aliance Energy Solutions
1210 Nueces
Austin Tx 78701
512-468-3212
chris@texasstaralliance.com
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REGROWAct
Revive EconomicGrowth and Redaim Orphaned WellsActof2021
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Mia Hutchens

From: Bil Black
sent: Wednesday, July 21, 2021 1031 AM
To: Mia Hutchens
Subject: Fu: RRC News Clips: July 14, 2021

From: Andrew Keese <AndrewKeese@rrc texas.gov>
Sent: Wednesday, July 14, 2021 10:07 AM
To: NewsClips <newsclips@rrc.state.tx.us>
Subject: RRC News Clips: July 14, 2021

UT report: Failure of natural gas system ‘exacerbated’ winter storm blackouts
By Paul Takahashi
Houston Chronicle
July 13,2021
‘The failure by natural gas producers to supply adequate fuel to power plants “exacerbated” the electricity
shortage during the February freeze, according to a new report from the UniversityofTexas at Austin.

A dozen researchers from UT's Energy Institute found that while all power sources — including coal, wind,
solar and nuclear— faltered during the winter storm, failures to weatherize natural gas wells and ensure
electricity to critical equipment compounded the catastrophic power failure. The storm and blackouts killed at
least 200 people and caused billionsofdollars in property damage across Texas.

“Days before ERCOT called for blackouts, natural gas was already being curtailed to some natural gas
‘consumers, including power plants,” the report's authors wrote, “Natural gas output started to decline rapidly
before the clectricity forced outages began early on February 15, with production declining about 700 million
cubic feet per day from February 8-14. This decline is likely due to weather-related factors and not a loss of
‘power at natural gas facilities.”

“The 101-page report didn't break new ground on what caused the widespread Texas blackouts, but it provided
‘more details and a solid baseline of facts as policymakers debate ways to improve the electricity grid and
natural gas system to prevent future blackouts. UT's report was published on the same day as the Electric
Reliability CouncilofTexas unveiled a roadmap to improve the state’s power grid.

“I think it’sa really good step forward,” said Jay Zamikau, one ofthe report's authors. “It’s not necessarily
going to address all failures identified in our report, but I think it was a good roadmap.”

UT researchers looked at public data and legislative testimony, but also were given access to confidential data
from ERCOT, including the performanceofcertain power plants, communications about the winter storm and
ERCOT's emergency program that automatically shutoff power to some natural gas producers. The study was
funded in part by the Public tility Commission, which oversees the Electric Reliability Councilof Texas

Researchers found that frozen wells caused natural gas production to fall by 85 percent in the days leading up to
Feb. 16, with up 10 two-thirds of processing plants in the Permian Basin experiencing an outage. Researchers
lookedat a sampleof 27 natural gas processing plants, and found that as many as 18 of them had zero output at
the worstofthe storm. Natural gasproducersare not required to weatherize their equipment in Texas.
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Other power sources also failed during the storm. Wind turbines and solar panels froze, asensorat a nuclear
plant malfunctioned and coal plants struggled to keep their fuel dry and plants running.
As the cold temperatures endured, Texas’ natural ges production fel to 11.8 billion cubic fet per day on Feb.
17 from an average of21.3 billion cubic feet during theweek ended Feb. 13. The Permian Basin produces about
halfof the natural gasin Texas. UT's report contradictsan oil and gas trade group, which has said power
outages toproducersand pipelines were the main reason natural gas production plummeted during the storm.

Austin-based energy research firm Enverus, commissioned by the Texas Oil and Gas Association, found in
‘April that the declines in natural gas production before rolling blackouts began were minimal compared to the
declines that occurred after power was cut in the oil field.
“Without debate, Texas natural gas carried the load of keeping Texans warm during winter storm Uri by
providing over 60 percentofdaily generating capacity, and this UT Energy Institue report and two ERCOT
reports confirmed that weather-related issues at the power generation facilities were the primary cause for
‘power outages, while fuel limitations represented a relatively small percentage of the overall challenges
experienced,” TXOGA President Todd Staples said in an email. “Recently adopted legislation, including
enhanced communication and coordination such as critical load designation, Texas Energy Reliability Council,
‘and mapping the entire system, will ensure Texas will be better prepared during emergency weather events,
thereby minimizing the possibilty of lost production.”
UT researchers also found that the natural gas industry failed to ensure that power flowed to critical pipelines
supplying fuel to power plants. There were 67 electricity customers in the natural gas industry enrolled in
ERCOTs voluntary Emergency Response Service program, which automatically cuts electricity o large.
industrial power users during a power shortage. At least five critical natural gas production and pipeline.
locations were enrolled in the program, researchers said. Dozens of natural gas facilites failed (0 file a two-
page application that would have exempted them from power outages.

TXOGA said the critcal load application explicitly stated tha these blackout exemptions did not apply to oil-
field services.

“We don't exactly know what they were, but they were in that fuel supply chainof moving fuel to power plants,
said rescarcher Carey King. “So these entities would have been turedoff whenever the Emergency Response
Program was triggered.”
Ultimately, 25,000 megawattsofnatural gas generation wen offline during the storm. One megawatt can power
200 Texas homes on a hot summer day. Natural gas power plants providea litle less than halfofTexas" power.

Texas Senate signals support for drastic power market reforms spurred by
freeze
By James Osbome
Houston Chronicle
July 13,2021
WASHINGTON - Texas state senators during a hearing Tuesday signaled their support for plans to redesign
the stae’s power marke to focus on reliability over cheap electricity ina bid to avoida repeat of February's
deadly blackout.
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‘The grid manager Electric Reliability Councilof Texas in collaboration with the state's Public tility
Commission, earlier released a 60-point plan to improve the Texas power grid, including proposals o increase:
payments to power generators capable of supplying electricity during times of extreme weather conditions, as
well as manage the variability around wind and solar power generation.

Such a system would presenta significant shift from the existing power market, which almost exclusively pays
power plants for the electricity they generate, not their ability to deliver electricity during a deep freeze or hot
summer days when power plants typically break down. It also would likely mean higher electricity costs for
Texas residents and businesses.

While a decision by regulators is likely months away, PUC Chairman Peter Lake told senators the existing
‘modelof cheap electricity during normal conditionsand huge spikes at times of shortage had to change.

“We're not tweaking around the edges,” he said. “The way the market is designed, there’s only a reward (for
power generators) when you get nto crisis. We need to move away from that model to one where if you provide
reliability, that's where the financial incentive is presented.”

“The PUC has begun holding workshops to figure outanew system for compensating power companies, with
plans to decide on a new market design by the end of the year, Lake said.

‘The commission considered similar action almost a decade ago, following a far less severe blackout during a
‘winter storm in 2011. But the Legislature fought back, criticizing plans to pay generators extra for maintaining,
reliability as a giveaway to power companies.

Following February's blackout, in which millions of Texans were left without power for days and nearly 200
people died as a result, the Legislature appears in the mood to take action — and swiflly.

“The bottom line i reliability is an issue we feel needs to be addressed soon,” State Sen. Charles Schwertner,
R-Georgetown, chairmanof the Senate Business and Commerce Committee, said. “It is vitally important.”

In June, Gov. Greg Abbott signed into law legislation that requires power plants, natural gas facilities and other
infrastructure 10 better weatherizetheirsystems, with penalties of up to $1 million for not complying. The
following month he directed the PUC and ERCOT to take steps to improve reliability, including getting more
‘generation built and increasing power reserves.

Market rules
But under Texas's system state officials have no authority to order more generation, instead requiring the
creationof new market rules to get power companies to invest. Brad Jones, who replaced the ousted ERCOT
president Bill Magness in May, is pushing several changes, including keeping closer tabs on power plant
maintenance, paying generators to store fuel on site — so they can keep runningifpipelines freeze.

Jones, the interim ERCOT president, also has raised the possibilityofcreating a so-called capacity market
system in which power companies receive compensation just for having generation available, whether they use
itor not.

“Ultimately where we want this grid and this market to be is serving Texas,” Jones, told senators. “It will
continue to drive the growth ofbusiness and industry in Texas.”

How much ERCOT’s plan would raise power prices remains to be seen. Buti s likely to mean significant
increases in energy costs for refineries, manufacturing plants and other commercial and industrial operations,
‘which have lobbied against past effort to raise power prices.
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“At some point the leadership of his state needs to stand up to the industrials and say even with these
protections in place, your power is going (0becheaper than anyone else in the country,” said Tom “Smitty”
Smith, a long-time activist in Austin and executive director of the nonprofit Texas Electric Transportation
Resources Alliance.

Texas Industrial Energy Consumers, which represents large power consumers, did not return a phone call for
comment Tuesday. The Association of Electric Companiesof Texas, which represents power plants, also did
not respond to a request for comment

Even after Tuesday's collegial Senate hearing, efforts to reform the state’s powermarketare likely to face
significant questions in Austin. Both residents and lawmakers continue to distrust power companies following
the events of February

“Most didn’t know what ERCOT was priorto the freeze. I still have to write it down,” said sate Sen. John
‘Whitmire, D-Houston. “Is a shame the public doesn’t have the confidence in the system.”

Here comes August
State Sen. Donna Campbell, R-New Braunfels, urged the PUC to move with urgency, reminding commissioners

that“we still have the heat ofAugust to come in.”

But change is unlikely to come that quickly. The rules proposed by ERCOT and the PUC, which they have the
legislative authority to enact, represent the biggest change (0 the Texas power market since the stale deregulated
electricity more than two decades ago.

“We have to provide economic incentives for companies to invest not only in existing generation but new
generation,” Lake said. “It’s something we absolutely have to get right.”

Is Gov. Abbott planning to add energy issues to special session?
Texas Energy Report
July 12,2021
Rumors thal electricity, natural gas and nuclear waste or related issues wil be added to the special session
agenda remain just that — for now.

Officials in charge of Texas’ power grid try to reassure lawmakers and the
public that they're fixing lingering problems
Lawmakers cannot pass laws to improve Texas’ power grid during the special legislative session.
They're discussing it anyway.
By Mitchell Ferman
Texas Tribune
July 13,2021
Gov.GregAbbottdid not include improving Texas’ main power grid in his 1 1-item agenda for the special
legislative sessionthatbegan earlier this month, so lawmakers cannot pass new grid-related laws.
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‘That didn’t stopa Senate committee from calling the state’s top electricity and utility regulators to the Capitol
Tuesday morning to discuss the stateofthe power grid following unexpectedpower plantoutages in June,
lingering issues with the state's energy infrastructure from February's deadly winter storm and plans to
implement legislation that lawmakers approved in the spring during the regular legislative session.

Tuesday's hearing was moreof a status update on the power rid, but it was the first public opportunity for
lawmakers to question the grid operator's interim president, Brad Jones, and the three-member boardofthe
Public Utility Commission, which oversees Jones and the Electric Reliability Council of Texas. All four
regulators replaced officials ousted after the winter storm that erippled the grid for days during subfreezing
weather.

“I0°s a shame the public doesn’t have confidence in the system,” state Sen. John Whitmire, D-Houston, told
Jones.

Other senators questioned why in June, two weeksafterthe regular legislative session ended, some Texas power
plants unexpectedlywentoffline, spurring ERCOT to ask Texans to set thermostats higher during a heat wave
to conserve energy.

Jones said the June power crunch was caused by issues stemming from the February freeze.

“We're seeing those problems show themselves today.” Jones said. He did not elaborate.

BottomofForm

Energy experts have raised concerns about thestate’s aging energy infrastructure following the February storm,
and state Sen.AngelaPaxton, R-McKinney, questioned the grid officials about those concems. Jones
acknowledged the problem, adding that the state hasn't “invested enough in partofour generation fleet.”

On Tuesday, Jones released a 60-point plan aimed at building lawmakers’ and the public's confidence in the
power grids reliability.

Some key points in the plan include requiring CEOsof energy companies to sign a leter that their equipment is
prepared to withstand inclement weather, incentivizing power plant operatorsto store reserve fuel onsite in case
ofemergencies and re-writing ERCOT’s external communications materials to better inform the public about
the stateofTexas’ power supply.

“My guarantee to you is that we intend to communicate more clearly than we've done in the past,” Jones told
lawmakers. “To remove industry jargon, to speak to you in ways thatall ofus can understand.”

State Sen. Brandon Creighton, R-Conroe, said someofthe fault lies with state lawmakers, who have failed over
he last decade (0 implement meaningful grid-related improvements following a severe winter storm in 2011
that highlighted that power companies and natural gas producers hadn't properly prepared their facilities for
cold weather.

“There are many things that are on us,” Creighton said.

Creighton added that it may take the PUC and ERCOT months or years to implement someofthe changes
lawmakers approved in the spring, such as requiring power plants to protect critical infrastructure from extreme
weather.

‘When lawmakers reconvene for another special session in the fall,someare hoping rid-related issues will be
on the agenda.
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“It should be included in the next special session,” said Tom Smith, longtime former directorofPublic Citizen's
Texas office.

ERCOT has a long list of improvements for Texas electric grid. What’s in the

plan?
By Haley Samsel
Fort Worth Star-Telegram
July 13,2021
Five months aftera winter storm caused widespread power outages and an estimated death tollof hundreds of
people, the Electric Reliability Councilof Texas announced a 60-item list ofreforms that the agency hopes will
improve the state’s power grid and repair its strained relationship with Texans.

“Change is required for ERCOTto continue to reliably serve the millions of customers and businesses that
depend on us,” Brad Jones, the agency's interim president andchiefexecutive, said in a statement. “These
changes will benefit all Texans and support continued economic growth for the stateofTexas.”

‘The “roadmap”releasedonTuesday comes justa week after Gov. Greg Abbot issued a public leter instructing,
the Public Utility Commissionof Texas, which oversees ERCOT, to incentivize energy companies to develop.
and maintain more natural gas, coal and nuclear power resources.

He also instructed the three-member board, which the govemor appoints, to establish a regular maintenance
schedule o prevent too many power plants from going offline at one time and require renewable energy
companies to pay for power when wind and solar arent able to provide it. State legislators rejected the.
renewable energy idea in May, according to The Texas Tribune.

ERCOT’s plan addresses some of Abbott's requests, vowing to “adoptamore aggressive approach” to
operating the grid. That will mean bringing more power online sooner if necessary and purchasing more reserve.
power in advance to keep the grid stable on days when the weather is uncertain.

“The checklist will be updated regularly throughout the rest of the year, according 10 an ERCOT press relcase.
Jones and hisstaff worked with the Public Utility Commission, retired industry executives, environmental
advocates and companies participating in the energy market to “ensure all areas for improvement were
considered and included,” the release reads.

Jay Zamikau, a research fellow for UT Austin’s economics department and an author ofa new report analyzing
ERCOT data during the February winter storm, said he was “really impressed” by what he had seen ofthe
roadmap, though it may not accomplish eachof Abbott's priorities. The Public Utility Commission funded the
UT Austin study and provided previously unreleased data, though researchers say the agency did not influence
the content or findingsofthe analysis.

“1 think (the roadmap) is areally good step forward,” Zamikau said. “I's not necessarily going to address all
failures identified in our report, but I think it's a good document.”

OF the 60 items on its list, the agencyhascompleted 20 asofTuesday. Those actions include proposinga new.
rule requiring energy generators to report al forced outages— such as those due to weather-related
complications — and automatically release outage information to ERCOT. Companies would also have to
provide operational updates more frequently under the proposed rule.
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In addition, ERCOT has conducted more than 30 on-site inspectionsofpower plants to ensure that companies
are “following their weatherization plan in preparation” for hot summer weather. The agency also says it has
improved its assessment and communicationof “extreme low-probability, high-impact weather scenarios,”
which includes information like temperatures, rainfall and wind speed.

til, the agency has a long way to go in accomplishing allofthe priorities listed on its roadmap. The
legislaturepassed severalnewlawsthis spring. including the creation ofa winter storm emergency alert plan,
changes to how ERCOT can price energy during periodsofscarcity and a mandate for companies to prepare
their power plants for extreme weather.

ERCOT must now implement those laws across the state, and the agency has introduced an ideaofits own:
requiring thechicf executivesofpower companies to sign a leer twice per year “attesting that their companies
have completed their weatherization preparations” for summer and winter conditions.

In addition, ERCOTstaff acknowledged the need to “eliminate industry jargon” from its communications
materials in order to reach a broader audience, including people who speak Spanish. Staff members are also
planning a listening tour to hear the perspectivesofdifferent communities across Texas, according to ERCOT
documents.

“The agency also pledged to review how it sends out alerts to “minimize false alarms and public fatigue.” Last
‘month,anERCOTalerturgingresidentsto reduce electricity use fora week raised concerns that the grid could
notwithstandthehotTexassummer, The number ofunplanned outages at Texas power plantsincreased more:
than tenfold in June compared to May, and the agency has not yet explained what led o the issues.

It remains to be seen how Jones, the interimchiefexecutive of ERCOT, will enforce some of his proposed
reforms. ERCOT is expected to hire a new president by the endofthe year, according to The Housion
Chronicle.

Jones was scheduled to tesify before state legislators Tuesday and face questions about someof his more
controversial ideas, including paying gas-fired power plants to store fuel on site so it could be used in case of
emergencies.

“I'sa very thorough plan,” Michael Greene, a former ERCOT board chairman, told the Chronicle. “They talk
‘about reforming the market, but a lot is going to depend on what the (Public Utility Commission) does.”

U.S. coal production plummeting again
By James Osborne
Houston Chronicle
July 14,2021
WASHINGTON - U.S. coal production plummeted to an all-time low in 2019, followingabrief upswing in
2017, according to data from the U.S. Department of Energy.

In 2019 the United States produced 706.3millionshorttonsofcoal, a 7 percent decline from the previous year
and the lowest level since 1965. That resulted in almost 800 lost coal mining jobs, leaving the industry at a litle
under 53,000 workers.

“The dropcameas U.S. coal consumption fell 15 percent to 586.5 million short tons, a the industry's primary
customer, the power sector, shifted towards cleaner sources of energy in a bid to address climate change.
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In the first yearofformer president Donald Trump's administration coal production increased 6 percent before
continuing on its longstanding decline through the remainder of his administration, according 10 federal data.

Cyberattacks and ransomware: How can we protect our energy
infrastructure?
‘The ransomware attack that brought down the Colonial Pipeline highlighted the industry's
vulnerability. We asked experts to weigh in on how the U.S. can bolster its defenses.
By Collin Eaton
Wall Street Journal
July 12,2021
‘A ransomware attack forced the largest U.S. fuel pipeline to shut down for six days in May and led to gasoline:
shortages across several Southeastern states. In its wake, U.S. officials have soughtto bolster the defenses ofan
industry that for years has had fewer cybersecurity rules compared with other critical infrastructure sectors.

‘The Transportation Security Administration, which has regulatory authority over pipeline cybersecurity,
recently issued adirective that would require pipelines to quickly report attacks to acybersecurity division of
the Departmentof Homeland Security. The Biden administration also has ordered agencies to improve their
efforts to detect attacks and to strengthen their partnerships with private industries, and several cybersecurity-
related bills are moving through Congress.

Meanwhile, Joseph Blount,chief executive of Colonial Pipeline Co., the targetof the May attack, has defended
his decision to pay ransomof$4.4 million in cryptocurrency to the attack’s perpetrators, saying he needed every
tool at his disposal to restore the 5.500-mile pipeline’s systems. The Federal Bureauof Investigation for years
has advised companies not to pay when hit with ransomware,a type of code that takes computer systems
hostage for payment, because it supports a booming criminal marketplace. The Justice Department said last
‘month it recovered about $2.3 million worthofthe cryptocurrency.

“The attack on Colonial Pipeline showed the vulnerability of the nation’s vast energy infrastructure and has
spurred debate over how the U.S. and the oil-and-gas indusiry can better protect critical infrastructure against
assaults.

‘The Wall Street Journal spoke with three experts in oil-and-gas cybersecurity about how companies, regulators
and policy makers can advance the securityof the nation’s energy infrastructure. Jim Guinn is global managing
director for cybersecurity in energy, chemicals, utilities and mining at Accenture Security. Suzanne Lemieux is
manager for operations security and emergency-response policy for the energy trade group American Petroleum
Institute. Chris Bronk isassociate professorofcomputer information systems and information system security
at the UniversityofHouston. Here are edited excerptsof the conversation:

‘WSJ: How can companies and the government make the energy industry more resilient against cyberattacks?

MS. LEMIEUX: We need to have abetter information-sharing process from government agenciesto private
companies. There'sa lot of intelligence coming through right now that just doesn’t make its way to private-
sector operators who need it to make better defenses for their systems. We've seena security directive from
TSA that requires incident reporting. We want to make sure there’s a process in place on the government side to
anonymize and share that information back with the sector so that we know what the current threats are. It takes
‘months to declassify things. We need to really improve how theyre postured to share with the private sector.
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MR. BRONK: There's been a real mania about cyber intelligence, and 2 lotof emphasis on information sharing.
But the fundamental issue is getting the intelligence community to move information around. Declassifying
intelligence and rapidly kicking it out to entities that don't have the capacity t0 process classified information is
just impossible. Its not going to get better. When the Ukraine power-grid hack happened in 2015, we waited
‘months for Homeland Security to give us a finalized assessment, and it was essentially something that other
smart people had put together long before.

Ifan industry wants to protect itself, i’s going to have to adopt an industrial-related setof activities. This has to
be the kindofevent that an organization prepares for regularly, that it drills on.

‘WSJ: For oil-and-gas pipelines, there's no equivalent to the North American Electric Reliability Corp., or
NERC, which regulates parts of the utilities sector's cybersecurity and imposes fines on companies that do not
‘meet certain standards. Should the U.S. government create a similar body to ensure oil and gas companies have
‘minimum standards?

MS. LEMIEUX: The oil-and-gas industry is very different for many reasons from the electric sector. The
utilities don't have the antitrust issues and the competitive markets that we have in the oil-and-gas industry.
There's a very long supply chain in oil and gas, a lotofdifferent company structures, from individual owner
‘operators to integrated companies, and lotsof complexity that we see as much more difficult to cover with one
standard or one regulation. We would not want to see a monolithic approach to this, because it just wouldn't
work.

‘TSA does have regulatory authority t0 regulate pipeline cybersecurity. They have chosen in the past to do it
through guidelines, which the industry worked on with them. We're hearing that the TSA is going to issue a
second directive, and that someofthese directives will have fines ifyou're found in violation. There's a
‘misconception that operators won't take steps to protect against cyber threats unless they are mandated to by
regulators. That overlooks the fact that companies across all industries have a business incentive to protect their
data and operations from malicious actors.

MR. BRONK: The TSA directive is not a radical piece of regulation. It basically says, consult with the federal
‘government. When you look at the grand struggle for having capacity to do cybersecurity in the federal
government, TSA is just really far down the ladder. The question is whether it will create something that looks a
ot like NERC's citical-infrastructure-protection plan. That's up to Transportation Secretary Pete Buttigieg,
whois focused on infrastructure renewal. There aren't teeth there. But with eachofthese incidents, the capacity
for rule-making and regulation will increase.

‘The industry has had an incredible aversion to regulation. The oil-and-gas industry was born outof the breakup
of Standard Oil. Government changed the industry radically and Ithink that probably lefa deep mark on the
cultureofthe companies that were the successors to Standard Oil.

MR. GUINN: There need to be standards that we adhere to, for the minimum security control. Everybody
should have a baseline. If you achieve resilience beyond that, you should be incentivized for it, not penalized. If
this tums into an audit exercise, you will be less successful.

WSJ: What else can U.S. agencies do to improve public policy on energy cybersecurity?

MR. GUINN: An integrated energy company can deal with wind, solar, oil and gas, refining, pipelines, trains
and terminals. If you look at all ofthat, how many differentagenciesare you having to respond toifyou have a
‘material situation? The Departmentof Energy, Homeland Security, the Pipeline and Hazardous Materials Safety
Administration, the Coast Guard. There are so many that there is confusion. Every dollar you spend on
coordination across all those agencies is S1 you could have spent to become more cyber resilient. I would love
10 see there be just one entity that can help the energy industry.
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WSJ: Why are ransomware attacks against the energy industry increasing?

MR. GUINN: Because many organizations are paying the ransoms. Ourthreat-intelligence team’s report on the:
energy industry, meaning everything outsideof utilities, found that when you compare the full year 2020 to the
first five months of 2021, there was a 42% increase in publicly known ransomware attacks against energy
‘companies. It went from 19 last year (0 27 from January to May.

‘We have energy moving from 10th-most-targeted industry last year to No. 4 this year. Once an industry starts
paying, attacks increase. In the year since the pandemic started, in March 2020, we saw eight outof 10
operational technology cybersecurity programs canceled, reduced or deferred. They know they have to have.
cyber resilience. But when commodity prices get so distressed, so fast, you have to make a business decision
about what spending you could stop. That'sa perfect storm.

‘WSJ: What's your stance on whether companies should or should not pay the ransoms?

MR. BRONK: Manyofthese ransoms are a rounding error for companies. It’s like that Austin Powers scene
‘where Dr. Evil says “we're going to hold the world ransom for S1 million,” and everyone is like, that's not very
‘much money. The ransomers are going where the payouts are. And these ransomers have gotten pretty
businesslike. The outcome of paying the ransom and getting the keys to unlock your stuffhas gotten a lot better.
But still, every ransom that gets paid i legitimizing this illegal business activity.

MR. GUINN: When you're dealing with critical infrastructure, every business nceds to make the determination
ifthey would pay. When you ask energy companies, do you have a cyber incident response plan, the answer is

usually yes. But do youhave a strategy and business imperatives laid out for what will trigger you to pay? Most
say no. You don’t want to be faced with thatdecision in the throesofan actual event. You need to tabletop it.
‘You need to exercise it. You need to debate it internally. Youneedto be able to figure out what your protocols
would be to determine whether you would or would not pay.

Mr. Eatonis a Wall Street Journal reporter in Houston. He can be reachedal collin.caton@wsi.con.

Pfluger files bill to modify federal Endangered Species Act
By Caitlin Randle
Midland Reporter-Telegram
July 13,2021
a bill that he says will “modernize”the federal Endangered Species Act and prevent it from “being used as a
‘weapon against critical agriculture and energy industries.”

House Resolution 4370, or the Listing Reform Act, would reform the ESA and limit federal regulations
regarding endangered species, according (o a press release Tuesday. The release notes that environmental
‘groups have sought to have the sagebrush lizard and lesser prairie chicken listed as endangered species, which
could have an impact on the oil industry.

“Extreme environmental groups regularly wield the outdated Endangered SpeciesActas a weapon against the
agriculture and energy industries,” Pfluger said in the release. “This legislation reforms the ESA to deliver
reasonable, common-sense protections for endangered species while preventing overbearing regulations coming
from Washington, D.C.”
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“The bill would require the federal government to further analyze the costof reviewing petitions for the ESA.
Textofthe bill was not yet available asof Tuesday afiemoon.

HR 4370 has been endorsed by the Texas Farm Bureau, the Texas & Southwestern Cattle Raisers Association,
the Permian Basin Petroleum Association, the National Endangered Species Act Reform Coalition and Texas
Cattle Feeders Association, according 10 the release.

“Texas Farm Bureau appreciates Congressman August Pfluger for introducing the Listing Reform Act, which
creates commonsense solutionsto streamline the Endangered Species Act,” TFB President Russell Boening said
in the release. “Easing regulatory burdens on farmers, ranchers and landowners has long beena priority for
Farm Bureau.”

PBPA President Ben Shepperd said the purposeofthe ESA has been distorted and the act has been misused.

“This bil represents exactly the kindofchanges that supporters of true reform, including PBPA, have been
calling for,” he said. “This legislation stands as a shining exampleof how incremental, but important, changes
can go a long way towards the modernizing and updatingofthe nearly-S0 year old ESA, that the nation so
desperately needs.”

“The bill was introduced to the U.S. House on July 6 and referred to the House Committeeon Natural Resources.

“In hell’: Nowhere has been drier than this stretch of Texas
By Daniel Cusick
E&E News
July 14,2021
A West Texas cotton farmer in a desiccated field in 2014, during a historic drought that struck the region for a
decade. Jim Brandenburg/ Minden Pictures/Newscom

Ten years ago this month, two North Texas counties began (0 feel the squeezeofwhat farmers in the Souther
Great Plains call a “long dry spell.”

No one in Wilbarger or Wichita counties — or the restof Texas, for that matter — imagined just how dry it
would get.

By the endofthe 2011, Wilbarger, home to the legendary Waggoner Ranch (once hailed as “the largest ranch
under one fence”), was running a rain deficitof nearly 20 inches, roughly 65% below average over the calendar
year.

‘The restof Texas was not far behind.

Deep-pocketed ranchers, like Waggoner, shipped livestock(0 cooler climates in Montana and Wyoming. The
less fortunate shipped underweight “killer cattle” to auction, where they were sold for hamburger.

“Duringthatpeak time, everybody was selling out. Cows weren't worth a lot,” said Langdon Reagan,
agriculture extension agent for Wilbarger County.

Texans prayed for soaking rain. It came 42 months later in May 2015, ending oneofthe longest, deepest, most
crippling droughts in modem U.S. history.
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“We went from trying to raise crops and cattle to just trying to stay alive,” Michael White, a fourth-generation
wheal, cotton and cattle producer from south Wilbarger County, recalled in a telephone interview. “They say
you can’t feedyourself through a drought. Luckily we did.”

But will future generationsbeas lucky?

10s an existential question in the Southern Plains, where average temperatures arc projected (0 tise 4.4to 8.4
degrees Fahrenheit by the endof the century, compared to 1976-2005 averages, according to the 2018 National
Climate Assessment.

“Temperatures similaro the summer of 2011 will become increasingly likely to reoccur, particularly under
higher (greenhouse gas emissions] scenarios,” the assessment said. If emissions remain high, “the region is
projected to experience an additional 30-60 days per year above 100°F than it does now.”

“Kind of like living in hell’
Relatively few people in Wilbarger and Wichita counties are familiar with the National Climate Assessment.
But nearly everybody remembers the stringofuninterrupted triple-degree temperatures from June to August
2011. It was the precursor to the four-year drought of record for Texas.

“It was kindof like living in hell, we all think,” recalled Kyle Miller, general manager of Wichita County Water
Improvement District No. 2, which provides irrigation water to farmers across 41,000 acresofcropland.

“Between 2011 and 2015 we wereso desperate for rain, we weren't able {0 providewaterto our farmers,” he.
added. “Our lake that we irrigate outof got down to about 18%" capacity. That was a game-stopper.”

Today, the lake is at 100% after a wetter-than-average spring. The irrigation season started a month early to
reduce riskof overspill. “This part of the world, we're praying for rain, and sometimes we wonder if we're
going to get any or we'll get all of it at one time,” Miller said.

Acute drought followed by heavy precipitation is becoming more common in the South compared to other
regions like the Northern Great Plains or the Pacific Northwest, which is still emerging from this month's
history-making heat wave. What made the 20105 Texas drought so devastating, experts say, was the duration of
deadly heat and the compounding impacts on the landscape — from dead seedlings to soil erosion and livestock
dying in the field.

A recent analysisof D4 exceptional drought — the worst kind — shows that Wilbarger and Wichita counties
experienced the hottest, driest conditionsofthe 2010-2019 decade — in allof the US. It was a period of
remarkable drought elsewhere, too. There was crushing dryness in California and a 2019 “flash drought” that
enveloped the Southeast and Ohio Valley (Climatewire, Oct. 4, 2019).

But none compared to the scorched Texas counties.

Becky Bolinger,aColorado State University climatologist who published the analysis, found that Wilbarger
County spent more than 20%ofthe 2010s under D4 drought, a direct outcome of the 2011-2015 period. Wichita
and Tillman County, Okla., just across the state border, closely followed at 19%.

In a telephone interview, Bolinger stressed that D4 drought can happen across much ofthe United States,
particularly in the West and South, where precipitation and temperature swings are becoming more volatile.

But she was struck by Wilbarger’s singular status.
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“To me what was interesting is that it was one small county popping out in a seaofother small counties,”
Bolinger said. “I would say, without looking at all ofthe data, there is a pattemofincreased variability in the
‘Southern Plains. Over the long term, conditions there are expected to become hotter and drier.”

Desperate times, ‘Draconian’ measures
‘The city of Wichita Falls, population 104,000 and home to Sheppard Air Force Base, isn't waiting for
conditions to become less stable. Last decade’s drought triggered acrisis. The city’s primary drinking water
reservoir fell to below 20%ofcapacity. The same thing happened to two backup reservoirs.

“Residents were selling their homes and moving, industries began closing their doors and Sheppard Air Force
Base was considering and planning to move missions from Wichita Falls to other bases,” the city's public works
department noted in a post-disaster summary.

At Sheppard AFB, the region's largest employer, commanders faced the prospect of moving some operations to
other installations. Instead, the base dramatically reduced its water consumption, including through the use of
“gray water" and eco-friendly latrines. Sheppard's swimming pool was spared from at least one water
restriction in 2014 when an anonymous off-base entity paid for water to be trucked onto the base to il the pool.

Daniel Nix, the city's utilities operations manager, said industrial facilities were the first to step up. They cut
their net water discharges to near zero by capturing all wastewater through a closed-loop reuse system. The
‘measure helped, but itwas a Band-Aid on a bleed-out.

Other water conservation measures were more “draconian,” according 10 the public works summary. One
involved asking the city’s roughly 35,000 metered water customers to accept treated and blended wastewater
piped directly to their home taps without passing through an environmental buffer like a lake, wetland or
aquifer.

“The process, called “direct potable reuse” had been studied for years, and some experts say it will become an
essential tool in water-constrained places in the future. Currently only Texas allows DPR for drinking water,
and only two communities in the state have deployed it: Wichita Falls and Big Spring in west central Texas.

Hesitancy to send treated wastewater to drinking taps has slowed DPR's adoption. But Witchita Falls embraced
it, even pushing Texas officials to fast track its approval process (Climatenwire, July 11, 2014).

“We were getting outcries from citizens asking what was taking so long. Didn't the stateofTexas know we
‘were running outofwater?” Nix said.

Today, Wichita Falls continues 10 repurpose water for drinking, mostly via “indirect potable reuse,” where
treated and filtered wastewater is first released into Arrowhead Lake before returning to taps via standard water
treatment. The program will continue indefinitely, Nix said, conserving between 2 million and 4 million gallons
ofwater per day during peak summer demand months.

“We're confident that the system will play its part in helping us get through future droughis,” Nix said. “Will it
completely drought proof us? Probably not, especiallyif the next drought is worse than the one we just went
through.”

‘Crazy dry’ weather or climate change?
In North Texas, like much of rural America, worsening drought remains for many an act of God, rather than a
catastrophe linked to human behavior.
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‘White, 58, the wheat and cotton farmer, acknowledges “that some things have changed climate-wise” in
‘Wilbarger County. But he contends that over the 100-year historyofhis family’s farm, extreme conditions have
challenged every generation at least once, probably more.

“I'm ota big true believer in climate change the way it's presented,” he said. I think we have cycles in
everything. Some things have changed, sure, but I don’t think it is necessarily a man-made deal, buta natural
deal.

“Early ths year, everywhere you read there was anotherLaNita setting in, and it was going 10 be another very
dry year. We probably just had the wettest last 60 days ina long time. But 30 miles westofme, it was totally
different.”

Scientists say such conditions are consistent with climate change. Temperature and precipitation extremes can
shift over relatively short periods and within tightly defined geographic areas, ike the space occupied by one or
two counties.

Miller,of the Wichita County Water Improvement District, isn’t fully buying it either.

“I don’t know what it’s like in Washington, but here we think its pretty foolish to try to predict the weather,”
he said.

Andrew Keese
STIR), Spokesperson

5 Railroad CommissionofTexas
8) omce: 512-463-4817

2 g/ Cell: 512-963-1869
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Mia Hutchens

From: Andrew Keese
sent: Wednesday, June 30, 2021 245 PM
To: Mia Hutchens; Travis McCormick; Kate Zaykowski
ce Wei Wang; RJ. Desilva
Subject: June Energy News.
Attachments: EnergyNews_June_2021 pdf

A draftofthe June Energy News is attached to this email. We plan on distributing it tomorrow aflemoon.

Andrew Keese
STR Spokesperson

Railroad CommissionofTexas
Office: 512-463-4817

% g/ Cell: 512-963-1869
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Mia Hutchens

From: Andrew Keese
Sent: Friday, June25,2021 1238 PM
To: NewsClips

Subject: RRC News Clips: June 25, 2021

Texas adopts grid weatherization & securitization measures
By Myles Reynolds, Tab R. Urbantke, and Lauren Freeland
Lexology
June 22, 2021
In mid-February 2021, Winter Storm Uri brought historic weather conditions and multiple daysofrecord-low
temperatures to the Midwest and Texas. This historic event contributed to failures in the natural gas supply
chain and at generating facilites, ultimately leading to significant interruptionsof power supply in the Electric
Reliability Council ofTexas (“ERCOT") power region. Power outages persisted for several days and the fallout
became a top priorityofthe 87th Texas Legislature. Legislators filed over 180 winter storm-focused bills this
regular session, which ended May 31, 2021. Governor Greg Abbot, however, signed a much smaller number
into law, and some observers are already calling for a special session to address additional reforms. For now,
the natural gas and utilty/power industriesare facing two setsofnew laws that will impact the bottom line: (i)
weatherization of the natural gas supply chain, generation facilities, and electric transmission and distribution
facilities; and (ii) securitization measures to address extraordinary costs incurred by various ERCOT market
participants because of Winter Storm Uri.

Weatherization:
S.B.3 (effective June 8, 2021) is the omnibus Uri-related bill coming outofthe session. Among many other
provisions that will affect the electricity utility industry in Texas, $.B. 3 requires the Railroad Commission of
Texas (“RRC”), in collaboration with the Public Utility CommissionofTexas (“PUCT"), to designate natural
‘gas supply chain facilities that are “critical” and require operatorsofsuch facilities to implement measures to
prepare to operate during a weather emergency. Utilities, however, maintain their discretion to prioritize power
delivery and restoration as circumstances require. The RRC must report un-remedied violationsof these
provisions to the Texas Attorney General. The RRC must also adopt a rule requiringan operator ofa gas supply
chain facility that experiences repeated or major weather-related forced interruptions of production to retain a
RRC third party to assess the operator's weatherization plans and submit the assessment to the RRC. The
penalty fora violationofthese provisions can be up to $1 million for each offense, and the RRC is required to
establish a classification system for assessing violations based on their seriousness and other factors.

$.B. 3 also contains weather emergency preparedness provisions applicable to municipally owned ilties,
electric cooperatives, power generation companies, and exempt wholesale generators selling power in ERCOT.
“The bill requires the PUCT to implement rules similar to those required of the RRC, so that eachofthe entities
providing electric generation service must implement measures to prepare its generation assets to provide
adequate electric generation service during a weather emergency according 10 reliability standards that the
PUCT will adopt. ERCOT has been tasked with inspecting generation assets for compliance with those
standards and reporting violations to the PUCT. As with gas supply chain facility operators, generation assets
that experience repeated or major weather-related forced interruptionsofservice, must retain a third party to
assess the provider's weatherizationplans and submit the assessment to the PUCT and ERCOT. The PUCT
‘must impose an administrative penalty on any entity that violates the rules implementing these provisionsofthe
bill. Notably absent from S.B. 3is a provision that would have mandated wind and solar generators to purchase
ancillary services to shore up the intermittencyoftheir output.
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Yet another section of $.B. 3 requires that each electric cooperative, municipally owned utility, and TDU
providing transmission service in the ERCOT power region must implement measures to prepare the
cooperative’s or utility's facilites to maintain service quality and reliability during a weather emergency
according to standards adopted by the PUCT. Again, ERCOT has been tasked with inspecting the facilities for
compliance with the reliability standards and reporting to the PUCT any violationsthatare not timely remedied,
and the PUCT must then impose administrative penalties.

S.B.3 also creates the Texas Electricity Supply Chain Security and Mapping Committee tasked with, among
other things, establishing best practices to prepare facilities that provide electric service and natural gas service:
in the electricity supply chain to maintain service in an extreme weather event, These best practices will be
included in a report submitted by the committee to the Governor, the legislature, and the Texas Energy
Reliability Council, along with recommended oversight and compliance standards.

As the PUCT and the RRC implement these changes, participation by industry stakeholders wil be critical
Administrative rulemakings are already underway. Currently, it is unclear how onerous the new
weatherization/reliability standards will be, how long an entity will have to remedy alleged violations, or how
steep the penalties may be for specific violations. During the June 3, 2021 PUCT open meeting, PUCTstaffset
forth an initial timeline for its rulemakings. Thus far, the PUCT has opened Project No. 51840, Rulemaking
Establishing Electric Weatherization Standards, which has a planned July 1,2021 release ofa strawman rule
and a projected August 26, 2021 publicationof a proposed rule. The PUCT has also opened Project No. 51888,
ReviewofCritical Load Standards and Processes, although it has not released a timeline and it is unclear how
the PUCT and the RRC will “collaborate” on theserules as required by SB. 3.

Securitization:
H.B. 4492 (effective June 16, 2021) allows the useof securitization to cover two categoriesofcosts: the
approximately $800 million that ERCOT is owed from defaults by market participants on payments owed
during the storm; and the “uplift balance” consistingof approximately $2.1 billion in ancillary service charges
and reliability deployment price adders imposed during that period. For the first category, the financing is to
come from the states economic stabilization or “rainy day” fund balance and is to be repaid by ERCOT market
participants through default charges established by the PUCT. For the second category, ERCOT is authorized to
finance the uplift balance onbehalfof market participants through debt obligations.

S.B. 1580 (effective June 18, 2021) provides for the useof securitization by electric cooperatives to finance
“extraordinary costs” incurred due to the winter storm. The extraordinary costs include costs incurred by an
electric cooperative for power and energy purchased during the storm in excess ofwhat would have been paid
for the same amountofpower and energy at the average rate paid in January 2021. Extraordinarycostsalso
include costs and expenses incurred by electric cooperatives to generate and transmit power and energy during
the storm, including fuel costs, operations and maintenance expenses, overtime costs, and more, as wellasany
charges imposed on the electric cooperative or its power supplier by the applicable independent system operator
(ie, ERCOT) or regional transmission organization for costs relating 10 the periodofthe storm. The bill also
instructs the PUCT to require all market participants to pay or make provisions for the full and prompt payment
of amounts owed to ERCOT, calculated according to the ERCOT protocols in effect during the winter event, in
order (0 continue to qualify as a market participant. Brazos Electric Cooperative, now in bankruptcy,
unsuccessfully petitioned Governor Abbot 10 veto this bill and H.B. 4492. Itcited the financial burdens the
legislation would place on Brazos customers and the possibility that it maybe unable to satisfy the terms of S.B.
1580 and havetoexit the ERCOT market.

H.B. 1520 (effective June 16, 2021) allows the securitizationofexcess costs incurred by certain gas utilities due
10 the winter storm. To accomplish this securitization, the bill provides for the creationofan issuing financing
entity that will issue customer ratereliefbonds tobeapproved by the RRC, and the obligation to repay the
bonds sits with the issuing financing entity

2



Oil and gas jobs inching back up from pandemic lows
“The positive numbers are welcomed news, yet a great deal of caution exists as the world
readjusts to increased demand levels,” one industry association leader said.
By Jessica Corso
San Antonio Business Journal
June 24,2021
Texas gained a small numberofoil and gas workers in May, though it still has aways to go before gaining back
all the oil sector jobs lost during the pandemic.

“The latest figures from the Texas Workforce Commission showan increaseof2,000 jobs in the ofl, gas and
mining sector in the state from April (0 May. At the end of May, the sector employed 183,500 people statewide,
according to the data.

“That's just slightly above the numberofoil and gas field workers employed in the state in May 2020 but sill
well below the 233,000 employed in the industry before Covid-19 shut down the U.S. economy. Workforce
‘Commission data shows that, at its peak, Texas’ mining sector employed 320,000 in November 2014. The data
only goes back as far as 2012.

Still, the Texas Oil and Gas Association celebrated the May job gains. The industry association counted 1,600
new jobs in the upstream sector in May—though oil and gas drilling makes up the largest portionofthe mining
jobs in the state, there are other jobs that are rolled into the same category.

“The positive numbers are welcomed news, yeta great dealof caution exists as the world readjusts to increased
demand levels,” TXOGA President Todd Staples said in a statement.

Keeping residents indoors to avoid the spread of Covid-19 meant fewer people traveling and, as a consequence,
a lower need for car and jet fuel. The industry was also dealing, simultaneously, witha dispute between Russia
and Saudi Arabia that caused production volumes to skyrocket just as stay-at-home orders were being imposed
across the nation.

‘The double-whammy caused oil prices to plunge below zero for the frst time in recorded history but demand
has grown with an increase in travel since February 2021, though gasoline consumption remains below 2020
levels, according to the U.S. Energy Information Administration.

Bexar County's reliance on oil and gas drilling jobs is low~—the jobs make up less thanhalfofone percent here,
according to TWC data. But some counties that lie in the Eagle Ford Shale just southof Bexarare heavily
reliant on the industry.

For example, 12.5% of Atascosa County workers are employed in ofl and gas, according to the TWC. The
county is oneofeight that make up the San Antonio metropolitan statistical area, according to the U.S. Census.

As gasoline prices rise, Biden has a problem at the pump
By James Osbome
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Houston Chronicle
June 25, 2021
WASHINGTON —Earlier thisweek, Rep. Jim Jordan, R-Ohio, took to Twitter to point out that gasoline prices
have risen 86 cents gallon over the past year 10 a national average above $3 a gallon, adding the tag line,
“President Biden's economy.”

Seventeen months from the midterm elections, the implications were clear. With Biden in the White House,
promoting a historic shift towards clean energy in arace against climate change, Americans would come to
expect higher energy costs.

Rising gasoline prices, like higher taxes, have long presented danger for politiciansas voters notice bigger
chunksoftheir eamings going into their gas tanks, but Biden potentially faces a bigger risk ofa backlash. While
political leaders in the past could blame higher gasoline prices on the ups and downsof global oil markets or the
reediness ofOPEC, Biden's messaging on climate change — including moves to lower oil production— just
as gasoline prices rise presents a particular political challenge.

“It's an easy move to say Biden is doing all this stuffon the environment and it's causing gas prices to rise.
‘There's litle evidenceof that, but that has never gotten in the way ofa good political argument,” said Frank
Maisano, a Washington communications consultant. “You never want to be on the rising end of gas prices from
a political standpoint. It’s what people se every day. You can drive past 12 gas stations on the way home, and
the prices are blaring out.”

Gasoline prices have risen to the highest levels since 2014, rebounding from some of the lowest in years
following a collapseofdemand during the pandemic that at one point drove oil prices into negative territory.
Now, economists say, as people get vaccinated and infection rates decline,economicactivityisresumingand
withitdemand for oil, driving up fuel prices.

“The Biden administration has tried 10 counter criticisms over rising gasoline prices with that very
argument. BidenChiefof Staff Ron Klain tweeted in responseto Jordan that gasoline prices were low last year
because, “the pandemic limited travel and the unemployment rate was over 13 percent.”

“June 2020 vs. June 2021? Happy to have that debate,” he wrote.

But like all things political, reasoned analysis does not necessarily win an argument.

Rep. Henry Cuellar, a pro-oil Democrat from South Texas, scoffed at the notion that Biden was responsible for
the rise in fuel prices. But he said that might not make much difference to voters in his district, for whom
Biden's decision to pause federal oil and gas leasing and block the Keystone XL pipeline is a big deal.

“You have demand going up,So you're going to see prices go up. But at the same time (the Biden
administration has) to be very careful what they do,” he said. “Ifyou continue on like with Keystone or not
opening up new leases, then Republicans can certainly tumaroundand use that against Democrats.”

Following the hackofthe Colonial Pipeline in May, which caused fuel shortages across the eastern United
States, Republicans including House Minority Leader Kevin McCarthy andWyoming Congresswoman Liz
Cheney blamed Biden administration policies for the price spike.

“From cancelling the Keystone Pipeline to banning new ofl and gas leasing on federal lands, Biden's energy
policies are having devastating consequences,” Cheney tweeted “We've already seen a glimpseofthis
devastation with prices skyrocketing and gas shortages hitting communities across the country.”
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Magic moment
“The effectiveness of such messaging is hard to gauge. Patrick De Haan, headofpetroleum analysis at the fuel-
price tracking website Gas Buddy, said that considering the events ofthe last year, higher gasoline prices were
not taking much space in the minds of American motorists who are likely thrilled to be traveling again.

“I's not as much a pinch pointif it wasn't coupled with a strong rebound in the cconomy,” he said. “This is not
like 2008, with gas at $4 a gallon and pizza delivery and everything else through the roof.”

Since late 2014, when the U.S. fracking boom and a refusal by the OPEC cartel to lower production combined
to drive down gasoline prices more than 40 percent in just six months, Americans have enjoyed relatively good
deals at the pump. Until now, the highest average monthly prices came in the summerof2018, reaching an
average price of $2.99 a gallon in May, and prompting then president Donald Trump to turn his Twitter ire on
OPEC.

“They continue to push for higher and higher oil prices! We will remember.The OPEC monopoly must get
prices down now,” he wrote in June 2018,

Gasoline prices did eventually come down, but not until October when the summer driving season had ended
and demand for gasoline slipped. Considering the high rate at which Americansare getting out oftown this
summer, Biden could well expect a similar drop in gasoline prices this fall, Maisano said.

“I'salways a big deal in the moment, but the moment never lasts,” he said. “Six months from now it's going to
be completely different.”

james.osbome@chron.com

‘Twitter.com/@osbomeja

‘Congress restores pre-trump era methane-gas emissions standards
President Biden is expected to sign the measure restoring Obama-era emission limits
By Katy Stech Ferek
Wall Street Journal
June 25,2021
‘Congress has moved to restore environmental regulations to limit the amountofmethane that leaks from U.S.
oil and gas production facilites, reversing a Trump era rollback for the greenhouse gas.

‘The American Petroleum Institute, the oil industry's top lobbying group, encouraged former President Donald
“Trump to undo 2016 Obama-era methane rules, the first ever federal restrictions on the gas. Regulators said the
rollback would save energy producers $100 million ayear in compliance costs.

‘The House voted 229-191 Friday to eliminate those U.S. Environmental Protection Agency rules issued last
‘year that eased restrictions on methane gas emissions, including by excluding transmission and storage facilities
from limits and cutting compliance measures.

‘TheSenate passed the rollback in Apri in a 52-42 vote. President Biden is expected to sign the measure, which
‘would mark oneofthe first major federal actions toward reaching his goalof cutting U.S. emissions from their
2005 level inhalfwithin the decade.
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‘The White House hasn't explained how it plans to reach that target. Mr. Biden is pushingforheavy federal
spending on innovations such as more efficient batteries and carbon capture technology, measures that could
reduce emissions down the line.

Methane, a component of natural gas, can escape as it moves through millionsofmilesofpipelines on its way
to production facilities.

“The push to restrict methane emissions came afte scientists, whose carly climate research focused on carbon
dioxide, realized that the gas is more potent at trapping the carth’s heat.

Leak data has also become more reliable over the past decade, bringing the role that the gas plays in climate.
change into clearer view, said Mark Brownstein, senior vice presidentof energy at the nonprofit Environmental
Defense Fund. Before the data, the odorless, clear gas made it easy for industry groups to “pretend the problem
‘was minimal or didn’t exist.”

Researchers said recently that cutting methane emissions from energy production, agriculture and other industry
sectors could slow the rateofthe planet's warming by as much as 30%.

“The oil and gas lobby initially fought methane regulations but has recently cased up on that effort, including
API which now says it supports federal methane regulations.

Major oil and gas producers— Royal Dutch Shell PLC,ExxonMobilCorp., BP PLC—said they support
methane regulations as they face pressure from investors on climate issues. The costsof the methane restrictions
reimposed by Congress will weigh more heavily on smaller operators, industry officials said.

“Keeping methane in the pipes is good for the planet andfor business,” said Mary Streett, senior vice president
of BP's U.S. communications & advocacy. “It means that we can sell itas a cleaner fuel source rather than
losing it.”

“The measure drew opposition from several Republican members who criticized it for the costs it would
impose. “American oil and gas producers are reducing drilling investments, costing jobs and increasing the
likelihoodof continued price spikes at the pump and at the grocery store,” said Rep. Bill Johnson (R., Ohio) in
debate that took place before Friday's vote.

Methane is likely to be a continued focusofthe Biden administration and its climate-focused efforts. In his first
day in office, Mr. Biden set a September deadline for EPA officials to consider additional methane emissions
limits from oil and gas operations.

Congress also proposed to restrict emissions further. In April, the House Natural Resources committee passed a
bill from Rep. Diana DeGette (D., Colo.) that sets methane emissions limits for energy producers and would
ban flaring and venting at natural-gasdrilling sites on public lands. Roughly 10% of U.S. oil and gas comes
from public lands.

Write to Katy Stech Ferek at katherine.stech@wsi.com
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Texas House Democrats and legislative staffers take Gov. Greg Abbott to court
for defunding Legislature
The governor had vowed to veto the Legislatures funding in the final hours of the regular
legislative session in May after House Democrats broke quorum and left the chamber to prevent
passage ofa controversial elections bill.
By Cassandra Pollock
Texas Tribune
June 25,2021
‘A groupofTexas House Democrats and legislative staffers is asking the Texas Supreme Court to override.
Gov. Greg Abbot's recent veto ofa portion of the state budget that funds the Legislature, staffers there and
legislative agencies.

More than 50 Democrats, a numberofstate employees and the Texas AFL-CIO have signed on to a petition for
‘a writ ofmandamus, which was filed Friday morning.

“The state is ina constitutional crisis a this moment,” said Chad Dunn, an attorney involved with the petition,
during a briefing with reporters Thursday.

‘The governor had vowed to veto the Legislature's funding in the final hours of the regular legislative session in
May after House Democrats broke quorum and left the chamber to prevent passageof a controversial elections
bill. That legislation, an Abbott priority, would have created new limitations to carly voting hours, increased
Voting-by-mail restrictions and curbed local voting options.

“The petition argues that Abbot exceeded his executive authority and violated the state’s separationofpowers
doctrine. The parties involved with the petition are asking the ail-Republican court to find Abbotts veto
unconstitutional, which would allow Article X ofthe state budget, the section at issue, 0 become law later this.
year.

State Rep.Chris Turner, a Grand Prairie Democrat who chairs his party's caucus in the lower chamber, told
reporters Thursday there are roughly 2,000 employees in the state's legislative branch that would be affected by
Abbott's vetoifit stands.

Lawmakers receive $600 a month in addition to aperdiem of$221 every day the Legislature is in session for
bothregularand session sessions.

“This isn’t about lawmakers] paychecks,” Tumer said during the briefing. “What he’s doing is hurting our
staffand hurting our constituents.”

Abbotts veto pertainsto the upcoming two-year state budget that doesn’t take effect until Sept. 1. The issue
could get resolved next month when state lawmakers return to Austinfor a special legislative session starting
July 8. 1f Abbott includes legislative funding on the agenda, lawmakers could passa supplemental budget to
restore funding and prevent employees potentially going without a paycheck. That document,if the Legislature
passed it, would frst need a sign off from Abbott before it could go into effect.

In the meantime, the petition is asking the court to proceed on an expedited schedule to help resolve the issue by
Sept. 1.

“That's what happens when one branch gets in a conflict with another— the third leg of the stool steps in and
resolves it,” Dunn, the plaintiffs’ attomey, said. “That's what we're doing here.”
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Opinion: These states lead the way on pension reform
Arizona, Michigan and Texas are showing how to create resilient systems for government
retirees.
By Leonard Gilroy and Steven Gassenberger
‘Wall Street Journal
June 18,2021
State and municipal debt has tripled since 2000, with unfunded public pension liabilities mostly to blame. After
20 years of inadequate funding policies, failure to meet overlyoptimisticinvestmentreturtargets, and other
factors, state and local government pension systems are now $1.5 trillion in debt.

“That deb is ultimately bore by taxpayers, and like any debt, when unfunded pension liabilities ris, so do the
costsof servicing it. As pension debt payments start to siphon money away from other government priorities,
such as education and infrastructure, some lawmakers are now pushing for much-needed reforms.

In Texas, the state Legislature passed a major pension reform that tackles the Employees Retirement System of
Texas’ nearly $15 billion in pension debt. The ERS serves more than 300,000 current and retired Texas
government workers. But driven largely by rosy investment-retur assumptions and a historyof underfunding
by the state, the system's unfunded liabilities have skyrocketed. The ERS’ consultingactuary says the plan will
be insolvent by 2061 evenifit meets is lofty long-term investment return goals, and as early as 2047 if it
doesn't

‘The reform legislation commits Texas to paying the bill for retirement benefits promised to workers by shifting
the ERS to actuarially based funding and a fixed payoff schedule. The new law also enters all future employees
into a new low-risk “cash balance” retirement plan that provides a guaranteed minimum 4% return on
investment along with the portabilityof a401(k). In shor, the reforms would enable Texas to keep the promises
‘made to current and retired workers but would stop making unsustainable pension promises to workers in the
future.

“The pension reform bill will become law this weekend if Gov. Greg Abbott doesn’t veto it, which he hasn't
indicated he will do. Texas will then join a growing list of states—including Michigan, Arizona, Pennsylvania
and Colorado—that have created or expanded retirement plans that reduce financial risks for governments and
can help avoid burdening future taxpayers with more unfunded liabilities.

Arizona and Michigan have enacted more than a dozen substantive pension reform bills over the past five years.
Credit-rating agencies and national retirement experts have cited Arizona's public-safety pension
reforms. Moody’s Investors Service gave Michigan's teacher retirement reform a “credit positive” review
because the state and participating local governments “will no longer carry the entire burden of investment
performance risk for new employee pensions.”

Pensionreform need not be partisan. Afler gaining input and buy-in from unions for police officers, firefighters
and other public employees, New Mexico Gov. Michelle Lujan Grisham,aDemocrat, overhauled her state's
public-employee pension plan for workers who aren't teachers. “We must make changes now—the aliemative
is to saddle New Mexicans with unacceptable risk,” Ms. Grisham said, urging fellow Democrats to pass
reforms. In 2018, Colorado legislators bridged their differences in a divided government to pass comprehensive
reforms that increased employee and employer contributions, reduced cost-of-living adjustments, raised the
retirement age, and expanded the useofdefined-contribution plans for future employees to address the chronic
structural underfunding of the state’s main public pension system.
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Public pension reforms aren't politically easy. With Republicans in controlof Florida's state govemment and
the Florida Retirement System $36 billion in debt, the state Senate passed a bill that would have closed the state:
pension plan to new hires. But the bill died in the House because lawmakers couldn't agree on how to pay down
the state’s pension deb.

Meaningful pension reforms are difficult to accomplish but will be increasingly necessary as state and
municipal pension deb service eats up larger chunksof goverment budgets. State and local leaders seeking to
make lasting improvements to goverment finances should look to Texas, Arizona and Michigan. These states
are showing that it’s possible to create resilient retirement systems that can promote long-term financial security
for taxpayers and public employees alike.

Mr. Gilroy is vice presidentof Reason Foundation andsenior managing directorofits Pension Integrity
Project. Mr. Gassenberger is a policy analyst at Reason Foundation.
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New legislation signals strong support for CCUS in Texas
By Madeline Mathews Thomas
JD Supra
June 22,2021
On June 9, 2021, Texas Governor Greg Abbott signed House Bill 1284 (“HB 1284”), which was introduced.
along with its Senate companion, SB 430, during the state’s 87th legislative session. HB 1284 grants the Texas
Railroad Commission (“RRC”), the governmental agency that regulates the state’s oil and gas industry, sole
jurisdiction over Class VI Injection Wells and carbon capture, use, and sequestration (“CUS”) activities in
Texas.

Class V1 Injection Wells, which we have discussed previously, are used to inject carbon dioxide (“C02”) into
deep rock formations, also known as geologic sequestration. This technology is utilized in orderto reduce:
CO; emissions to the atmosphere and mitigate climate change. Class V1 weilsare oneofsix types of
underground injection well classes established by the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (“EPA”) that are
subject o the requirementsofSection 1421] of the Safe Drinking Water Act for the purposeofprotecting
‘underground sourcesofdrinking water from endangerment.

A Class VI Underground Injection Control permit is requiredpriorto drilling and operating a Class V1 well for
CCUS operations. While Texas currently has “primacy” (approval from the EPA for permitting and
enforcement authority) over issuing permits for wells in Classes I-V, it does not yet have primacy for wells in
Class VI, which means that final authorization still comes from the EPA. At this time, only Wyoming and North
Dakota currently have Class VI primacy, though Louisiana is currently in the processof applying for primacy.
Again, more on that here.

Until the passingofHB 1284, which is effective immediately, the RRC and the Texas Commission on
Environmental Quality (“TCEQ”) split jurisdiction over geologic storage of COs, depending on whether the
geologic formationitselfwas capableofproducing ol, gas or geothermal resources. This shared regulatory
responsibility within the state created an impediment to Texas’ eventual goalofreceiving primacy from the
EPA.

HB 1284 changed that by tasking a single agency with seeking delegation authority from the EPA on Class VI
Injection Wells. The RRC now has sole jurisdiction in Texas over the regulatory processes for these wells,
simplifying the steps toward and paving the way for the RRC t0 seek primacy from the EPA and thus
streamline the permitting process. If Texas were granted primacy from the EPA over Class V1 Injection wells,
the RRC would be required to enforce the EPA's environmental standards, and primacy could be revoked ifthe
RRC failed to do so. The TCEQ will also continue to have input on each application fora permit to build a
Class VI well, regardlessofwhether or not primacy is achieved.

This recently enacted legislation is indicativeof strong support in Texas for the developmentof CCUS projects
and helps clear the path for onshoreand offshore CCUS deployment within the state. The next step will be for
Texas to apply for primacy from the EPA, aprocess which is expected to take one to two years. Louisiana
‘began this process last year, sending draftsofprimacy documents to the EPA for review at the endof2020.
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Class VI regulations were published in the Louisiana Register on January 20, 2021, and itis expected that the
EPA will complet its review of the package and public comments by the third quarter of this year.
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US E&Ps’ pledge to end ‘routine flaring’ falls short
By Deon Daugherty
Energy Intelligence
May 24, 2021
US producers are lining up behind the World Banks “Zero Routine Flaring by 2030" initiative as part of
‘wider commitments (0 reduce greenhouse gas emissions. But while adherence is a strong first step, Energy
Intelligence analysis has found that it will not end flaring to the degree many might think.

The initiative standardizes a definition for “routine flaring” at a time when many different definitions are
found across the industry, sources say. The World Bank defines it as such:

« Routine flaring of gas is flaring during normal oil production operations in the absenceofsufficient
facilities or amenable geology to reinject the produced gas, utilize it onsite, or dispatch it to a market.

‘That language might suggest thata wide net has been cast 0 capture a significant amount of flared gas.
(NGW Jul15'19). But Energy Intelligence has found meaningful limitations in its real-world application
potentially allowing flaring to continue well beyond 2030 if not addressed through further action.

‘That could create problems for oil and gas producers, which face mounting pressure to address their wider
emissions footprint.

Just last year, France's goverment intervened on a supply deal for US LNG, calling US gas “dirty” duc to a
lackofregulatory pushback against flaring in the Permian Basin (NGW Oct.26°20).

Qualifying What Counts
Flaring is atricky problem for the industry. Global flaring has remained at around 140 billion cubic meters
for the past decade. At the height of US shale production in 2019, the country’s flaring jumped by 23% year
on year, pushing global totals up 3%.

Routine flaring is just one pieceof that, and what counts as “routine” can vary across different
circumstances.

For example, flaring is generally considered routine in the absenceof sufficient pipeline capacity. But under
its 2030 initiative, the World Bank limits this definition to new development areas — a significant limitation
t0its remit. Routine flaring at existing assets that lack pipeline access is not counted toward the pledge if
there is no economic use for the gas.

Flaring based on a system upset or equipment problem is categorized as routine for the operatorof the assets.
However, i a third party operates, the flaring is not considered routine. Companies are also only responsible
for routine flaring at developments they operate, not those where they are a nonoperated partner.

Any gas flared for safety purposes is not considered routine flaring.

So what does all this mean in practice? Energy Intelligence analyzed the efficacyofthe World Bank's
initiative by applying its definition 10 the Permian, where rampant flaring has followed a surge in associated
‘gas output. The analysis found numerous examples of faring that fal outside the “routine” definition.
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Gas production exceeds existing Gas flared during an accident to ensure
infrastructure capacity safe operations

Flaring from an oil/gas separator Gas blow-down following an emergency
shutdown to prevent overpressurization

Process unit flaring, including the Gas containing hydrogen sulfide (H2S)
process at oil storage tanks or tail
gas treatment units

Highline pressure on operator-owned Presenceofhigh levelsofvolatile organic:
equipment that lasts more than compounds other than methane
three months

Distance from a new development to Ensuring safety during process unit flaring,
apipeline is too far to be economic including the occurrence at oil storage

tanks or tail gas treatment units.

~ Equipment failure ofa third party contracted
to handle gas

- Start-up following facility shutdown

r Temporary failureof third-party facility that
prevents receipt of gas

- During construction activities, such as tie-ins,
change in operating conditions or plant
design modifications

~ Reservoir or well maintenance, such as wire
line intervention

~ Highline pressure on operator-owned
equipment thati resolved within
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- High-line pressure; third-party ownership

- Distance from an existing well 0 a pipeline
is 00 far to be economic

Source: Energy Intelligence research



Texas law requires permits for flaring that happens outside ofa handful of situations surrounding carly-stage
production. But the Texas Railroad Commission, which oversees those permits, very rarely denies such
requests (NGW Jul.1'19).

Clarifying Perceptions
All this is nott0 say the World Bank initiative is an ineffective tool. But given that no signatory companies
have released absolute figures around how much carbon dioxide is abated with the pledge — nor did they
when requested by Energy Intelligence -- the magnitudeof its impactisdifficult to judge.

‘The World Bank was unable to provide an estimate of how much flaring would be categorized as “routine”
by press time.

Occidental Petroleum was the first company 10 endorse the pledge (NGW Mar.8'21). A spokesman for the
company told Energy Intelligence that Oxy will report data to World Bank this year. Chevron’ routine
flaring data will be reported to World Bank in 2023, a spokesman said.

One issue with the pledge’s limitations is that stakeholders unfamiliar with the nuances of industry flaring
may conclude that signatory companies are making more significant changes than the initiative holds them
to. IF stakeholders were to then find out that isn’t the case, it risks further damaging the industry'salready
tenuous reputation.

“Iam quite certain that most investors believe that [the endorsement] means that companies are commiting
to eliminate the vast majority oftheir flaring,” Andrew Logan, senior director for oil and gas at investment
advisory group Ceres, tells Energy Intelligence. “The idea that it might nor include a large set ofperhaps
very common situations is going (0 be a very unwelcome surprise to a lot of investors.”

In other words, the work doesn’t stop once the World Bark pledge is fulfilled.

Royal Dutch Shell, for example, has reduced its overall flaring in the Permian by 90% since 2016as well as
its methane and greenhousegas emissions intensity by 80% -- al while its production has risen by 80%.

“All numbers we are proud of, but more work needs tobe done to get us to our goal,” says spokeswoman
Natalie Gunnel.

BP starts production from new Gulf of Mexico project
By Paul Takahashi
Houston Chronicle
June 23,2021
BP has started production from two new deepwater wells in theGulfofMexico, furthering ts plans to add
900,000 barrels ofoil and natural gas productionperday by year-end.

‘The two wells, a the Manuel project ste about 140 milesoffthe coast ofNew Orleans, are expected to boost
production from the Na Kika platform by an estimated 20,100 barrels ofoil and gas per day. The British oil
major on Wednesday said it added a new subsea production system to the platform, which will extract oil and
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gas from reservoirs 21,000 feet below the gulf. BP and Shell each hold a 50 percent working interest in the
Manuel project

“Manuel is exactly the type of high-value project that is critical to growing our business here in the Gulf of
Mexico,” said Starlee Sykes, BP's senior vice presidentof the Gulf of Mexico and Canada. “BP's focused and
resilient hydrocarbons business is a key pillar of our strategy.”

Although BP has moved aggressively into wind and solar projects over the past year, the company plans to
expand its traditional oil and gas business in theGulfofMexico, where BP is a leading producer. BP operates
four production platforms in the gulf: Thunder Horse, Atlantis, Mad Dog and Na Kika, with a fith platform,
Argos, expected to come online in 2022.

BP expects to increase its GulfofMexico production to more than 400,000 barrelsofoil per day by the middle
ofthis decade, up from more than 300,000 barrels ofoilperday in 2019.

“The oil giant has said it plans to use its revenue from is oil and gas business to help fund its pivot from an
intemational oil company into an intemational energy company. It announced plans lastyear to becomea net-
zero emissions company by 2050 or sooner, promising to gradually reduce its oil and gas production as it shifts
toward renewable and green energy sources.

BP next year expects to launch ts new Argos platform, whichinAprilwastransportedfrom a SouthKorea
‘manufacturerto a fabrication yard near Corpus Christi where it is being finshed. The 27-story-tall floating
semi-submersible, one of BP's largest, is expected to produce up to 140,000 barrels of oil and gas per day,
boosting BP's output in the Gulf by about a quarter. The platform is BP's first addition to theGulf since 2008,
before the deadly Deepwater Horizon explosion and oil leak in 2010.

“The safe production of resilient hydrocarbons in the basins we know best is core to advancing our strategy (0
transform into an integrated energy company.” said Ewan Drummond, BP's senior vice president of projects.

Wastewater reuse bill lauded by oil & gas industry
By Yantis Green
San Angelo Live
June 22,2021
AUSTIN —Todd Staples, president of the Texas Oil & Gas Association, issued the following statement after SB.
601, which creates the Texas Produced Water Consortium at Texas Tech University to study the beneficial use
ofproduced water specifically focusing on the economics, technology and impact on environmental and public
health, was signed into law by Governor Abbott:

“Today's oil and natural gas companies are technology companies, and treating, reusing and recycling produced
waterforbeneficial use in the oil patch and beyond is becoming more common thanks othis industry's
commitment to innovation. This Consortium will allow industry and our partners to build pon pioneering work
in produced water recycling and reuse (0 find even more innovative ways to allow wastewater (0 be recycled
and treated into newdrought-proofsourcesofwater, keeping the Texas oil and natural gas industry at the
forefrontof water conservation, innovation and sustainability efforts in the state. We thank bill authors Senator
Charles Perry, Representative Dustin Burrows and the Texas Legislature for promoting innovation in the
responsible developmentof our state’s natural resources.”
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Court’s ‘historic’ FERC slap-down shifts pipeline war
By Niina H. Farah, Mike Soraghan and Miranda Willson
E&E News
June 23, 2021
A federal court ruling yesterday could influence how the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission reviews and
approves pipelines, with major implications for the gas industry and legal cases around the country, analysts
say.

“The U.S. Court of Appeals for the Districtof Columbia Circuitaxedacertificate for the Spire STL pipeline ina
forceful opinion that criticized FERC for failing to follow its own policies and delve into whether there was a
need for the 65-mile natural gas pipeline from Ilinois to Missouri

Instead, the court found that FERC had relied too heavily on Spire’sprecedent agreement with shipper Spire
Missouri, a retail utility that was affiliated with the pipeline developer (EQE News PA, June 22).

‘The fateofthe operational pipeline is now in the handsofthe agency. Analysts said the ruling could influence
FERC’ ongoing reviewofits Certificate Policy Statement, which dictates the process for determining whether
a proposed pipeline is in the public interest and should therefore be approved. FERC Chairman Richard Glick
reopened the review this year buthasnot indicated when it will end.

‘The agency has historically greenlit proposals as long as they included one or more precedent agreements,
‘which indicate that customersare willing to reserve capacity on the pipeline, but that practice could change:
depending on the outcomeofthe FERC review (Energnire, May 28).

“I don’t think it can be overstated how important this decision is today,” said Gillian Giannetti, an ationey with
the Natural Resources Defense Council's Sustainable FERC Project. “This isa historic opinion that could
change the landscapeofhow FERC assesses pipeline need.”

Ina statement, FERC said it is reviewing the decision to determine what actions “may be appropriate.”

‘The ruling could affect other major projects currently being challenged in court, such as the PennEast and
Mountain Valley natural gas pipelines, which FERC also approved after reviewing affiliate precedent
agreements, legal experts said.

“FERC is really going to have to flesh out a new process by which it considers public convenience and
necessity for affiliate projects, and thereare many, manyofthose around the country right now,” said Jennifer
Danis, a senior fellow at Columbia Law Schools Sabin Center for Climate Change Law.

Danis, who filed an amicusbrief in the case onbehalfofa client, said it will be important for the commission in
the future to back up its conclusions on pipelines with data and modeling. She noted that federal law has always
required FERC to take those steps but said litigation is sometimes necessary to prompt compliance. This case
defined the outer boundsofwhat FERC could do under the law, she said.

“The D.C. Circuit is quite clear about protecting the public interest and FERC’s obligations, when it's making
assertions about vague public benefits, that it has that data to support those,” she said

In the ruling, the D.C. Circuit agreed with the Environmental Defense Fund that FERC had ignored “record
evidenceofself-dealing” and had not seriously weighed the benefitsofthe projects against their potential risks.
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“Under the circumstances presented in this case — with flat demand as conceded by all partes, no Commission
finding thata new pipeline would reduce costs, and a single precedent agreement between affiliates — we agree
with EDF that the Commission's approach did not reflect reasoned and principled decisionmaking,” said Senior
Judge Harry Edwards in an opinion for the court.

“This isa tremendous victory to get ridofthis blind reliance on affiliate precedent agreements and the idea that
they can weigh the adverse impacts witha one-sentence conclusion,” said David Bookbinder,chief counsel at
the Niskanen Center, which has represented landowners before the commission in various proceedings.

“The decision would directly affect Bookbinder's case against the pipeline associated with the Jordan Cove.
liquefied natural gas terminal in Oregon. As with the Spire STL pipeline, FERC also relied on affiliated
precedent agreements in its approvalof Jordan Cove’ Pacific Connector pipeline, he noted.

Bookbinder said he is planning to notify its panel ofjudges in the D.C. Circuit in his case of the decision soon.

‘The ruling “cuts FERCoffat the knees about severaloftheir favorite sublerfuges, their insistence that affiliate
agreements are as valid as any other precedent agreements and that they don’t have to look at any other factor,”
he said.

“The court said you certainly do have to look at other factors when people are bringing you evidenceofself-
dealing,” Bookbinder said.

Natalie Karas, the lead counselofthe energy program at EDF, who led the challenge against the FERC
certificate, agreed that yesterday's decision would likely alter FERC's approach but did not comment on
‘whether the ruling might spark new lawsuits against natural gas pipelines.

“I hink, going forward, ths decision wil guide FERC’s action in approving new applications and considering
other similar examples and will show to pipeline developers what would be considered permissible under the
statute and what would not,” she said.

Glick and a looming shutdown?
FERC's reviewofits Certificate Policy Statement on pipeline approval processes has drawn thousands of
comments so far.

‘The current policy statement says that FERC will scrutinize “all relevant factors” when considering proposed
pipeline projects. But environmental groups, industry representatives and commissioners themselves
acknowledge that the existence of precedent agreements has historically been viewed by the commission asa
proxy for pipeline need.

“([The] fact that the court so swiftly knocked down the Commission's reliance on an affiliate precedent
agreement to demonstrate market need here will undoubtedly factor into FERC'sbroader reexaminationof the
Certificate Policy Statement,” Jeff Dennis, general counsel and managing director of Advanced Energy
Economy, a clean energy trade group, said in an email.

Glick, who voted against the commission's 2019 decision to approve the Spire STL pipeline, has criticized the
reliance on precedent agreements, particularly in cases where project applications only include agreements
between affliated companies. Yesterday's ruling underscores the need for the commission to revisit its
‘methodologies for discerning the demand for and benefitsof project, Glick said.

“As I noted in my 2019 dissent regarding the Spire project, the Commission must consider all relevant factors
‘when determining the need fora project and balance the evidence of need against adverse impacts,” Glick said
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inanews release. “Todays decision shows that when FERC cuts comers with its analysis, it puts its decisions
—and the investments made in reliance on those decisions— at substantial risk.”

Former FERC Commissioner Chery] LaFleur, a Democrat who had also voted against approving the pipeline,
praised the court's ruling on social media shortly afer the decision.

“1 was excited o see today’s DC Circuit opinion vacating and remanding this case, which clearly violated
@FERC’s own standards for public interest and necessity,” she wrote on Twitter.

Although precedent agreements between afflate companies have come under fire as a questionable signal of
project need, supporters argue that the deals are still binding contracts showing market demand fora pipeline.

“An affiliated shippers need for capacity and its obligation to pay for such service undera binding contract are
not lessened just because it is affliated with the project sponsor,” FERC wrote in its majority order approving.
the Spire STL pipeline in 2018.

Despite yesterday's ruling, the pipeline developer said the pipeline “has more than proven it is essential,”
particularly during the polar vortex last February.

“While other partsofthe Midwest struggled with supply and extremely high costs, the STL Pipeline ensured the
St. Louis region had access to reliable, affordable energy, when it needed it most,” said Jason Merrill, a
spokesperson for the company.

“We are currently reviewing the order and considering next steps,” Merrill said.

Analysts atClearView Energy Partners, though, predicted that the pipeline could be shut down.

“Spire STL’s shut down currently looks to be morea question of when than if,” ClearView said in a note
yesterday.

“This is shocking’
Landowners, who say Spire and its contractors bullied and mistreated them throughout development and
constructionofthe project, called for immediate action on the pipeline.

“They need to shut that gasoffright now,” said Kenny Davis, who has about 1,500 feetofthe pipe on his land.
“Asfaras I'm concemed, they're trespassing.”

Butit's not clear to them what comes next.

“11's never happened before,” he said, “so I don’t know what's going on.”

Nate Laps, a consultant hired by Davis and other landowners whose land was condemned, has been leading the
fight for years. Laps said he was stunned by the ruling.

“This is shocking,” he said. “This is an unknown.”

Davis said Spire took his land under what's called “quick-take” condemnation, after offering him “pennies on
the dollar” compared with what it was worth. He still hasn't been paid, or gotten a court date to make his case.

‘The construction crews mixed precious topsoil with clay, ripped out his timber and ruined the best deer-hunting
spot on the land, he said. He had hoped to build a retirement home on the property, but can’t because the high-
pressure line runs through the middle of it, and the home would be in the blast zone if it ruptured.
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“FERC just let them get away with it” Davis said.

Spire said it went “above and beyond expectations” in ts handlingof construction (Energnire, Sept. 23, 2019).

FERC allowed the pipeline to begin operations in 2020, despite protests from landowners that the company
wasn't fixing the damage it had doneto their farms. Under former Chairman Neil Chatterjee, FERC told
officials that any problems had been handled responsibly.

“Spire is appropriately documenting any environmental compliance issues,” Chatterjee wrote in 2019.

Laps’ firm holds a purchase option on is clients’ landas wide as the casement, and that could be a factor in any
resolution of what happens with the land and the pipe.

He said it might be best for the landowners in the long term ifthe pipeline keeps pumping gas, since it's already
operating. Ripping it out would cause more damage, though pipelines usually stay in the ground even after
operations cease, according to Laps. His clients, he said, didn’t oppose the pipelines, but were angered by
Spire’s tactics.

“They just want to be made whole,” Laps said, “and return to good farming practices.”

Email: nfarah@eenews net

Key to the shale boom? 3 federal subsidies
By Carlos Anchondo and Lesley Clark
E&E News
June 23,2021
Federal subsidies played a key role in helping to sustain the U.S. shale boom over the past two decades,
swelling the expected valueofoil and gas projects by as much as $20 billion per year, according to a new
report.

‘The analysis, released this morning by the Stockholm Environment Institute, examined the three largest U.S.
federal oil and gas subsidies and how they affected the expected value ofnearly 2,500 oil and gas fields that
began producing between 1998 and 2019.

“The report found that two subsidies alone — the expensing of intangible drilling costs and the percentage
depletion allowance — increased the expected value of new oil and gasprojectsby billionsofdollars in most
years, and by more than $20 billion in years with high oil prices, such as 2008 and 2010 to 2014.

“The analysis said the two subsidies— which Democrats have long targeted for repeal — added “substantial
value” to new, unconventional oil and gas projects in top-producing regions like the Bakken Formation, the
Appalachian region and the Permian Basin.

Italso said that some oil and gas firms benefited more than others. It estimated that subsidies boosted
Chesapeake Energy Corp.'s expected project returns by $9 billion in 2008, primarily from oil and gas fields

under development in the Marcellus Shale of the Appalachian region and in the Haynesville shale formation,
located in partsofTexas and Louisiana.
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And in 2012, subsidies “could have amplified” Pioneer Natural Resources Co.'s expected project returns by $8
billion, the report added, primarily from fields being developed in the Permian Wolfcamp shale play.

Neither Chesapeake nor Pioneer could be reached for comment yesterday.

“The report noted that there is little information available about which companies, typesofoil and gas drilling, or
regionsofthe country have benefited most from subsidies because neither the companies themselves nor the
IRS provides detailed information.

‘The study from the intemational policy organization comes as Democrats seek to repeal oil and gas subsidies —
some dating back a century or more —aspartoftheir effort to address climate change and transition the United
States to cleaner sourcesofenergy.

Biden and congressional Democrats have sought to overhaul the tax code to address fossil subsidies.

“In the push to create a modern, low-carbon economy, the tax code isa powerful policy tool, and can be used to
help transition away from high-carbon industries, like fossil fuels, to less polluting forms of energy,” the report
said.

‘The study's lead author said the analysis provides evidence that the subsidies aren’t necessary to spur
production.

“When times are good, these subsidiesare just going to extra profit, overand above what would be needed to
‘make the field viable,” said Peter Erickson, the climate policy program director at the institute's U.S. center.

Biden, who pledged on the campaign trail to end fossil fuel subsidies, has proposed paying for his infrastructure
plan by ending what his administration calls “long-entrenched subsidies to fossil fuels” (Energuwire, April 8).

He would instead use targeted tax incentives to promote clean energy.

‘The American Petroleum Institute did not respond to a request for comment on the report. But in response to
Biden's infrastructure plan, API in March said the oil and gas industry “receives no special taxtreatment,”and
that the U.S. tax code is “applied equally across industries.”

“Targeting specific industries with new taxes would only undermine the nation’s economic recovery and
jeopardize good-paying jobs, including union jobs,” said Frank Macchiarola, API's senior vice president for
policy, economic and regulatory affairs, in a statement at the time.

‘The SEI report said that “what makes these tax measures subsidies” is that “they are financial benefits not
generally available to other industries.”

Former President Obama repeatedly but unsuccessfully called for repealing the same tax breaks in his annual
budget requests,

Biden and Congress
Biden's Treasury Department estimated in April that eliminating subsidies for fossil fuel companies would
increase government tax receipts by more than $35 billion over the next decade.

ClearView Energy Partners LLC noted at the time that although Treasury did not detail which fossil provisions
it would target, the $35 billion in tax breaks suggests an effort to eliminate direct incentives such as deductions
for intangible drilling costs.
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The fossil fuel industry also enjoys master limited partnerships,a deduction for domestic manufacturing and
clean coal investment credits, among others.

House Democrats have filed legislation targeting 11 provisionsofthe tax code, including breaks for intangible
drilling costs and the enhanced oil recovery credit

Sen. Ron Wyden (D-Ore.) in April also introduced a bill that would eliminate fossil fuel tax breaks and create
new incentives for zero-emissions energy sources.

But Republicans on the Senate Finance Committee insisted that the rollbacks would hurt jobs in the industry.

Environmentalists have estimated that fossil fuel corporations receive as much as $15 billion in direct subsidies
from the federal govemment every year.

Twiter: @cianchondo Email: canchondo@eenews.net

Bennet introduces drilling reform, orphaned well bills
By Heather Richards
E&E News
June 23,2021
Colorado Democratic Sen. Michael Bennet is the latest lawmaker this year to propose billionsofdollars to clean
up thenation’sorphaned oil and gas wells.

‘Witha pair of bill released yesterday, Bennet aims to rush dollars toward federal agencies tasked with tracking
and reclaiming abandonedwellson public land.

“The legislation also includes reforms that could irk GOP lawmakers, like higher bonding for wells to make sure
taxpayers are not lef on the hook for cleanup costs.

“Our bills not only invest in orphaned well clean up, but also restore the role of local leaders in lease sales, and
hold companies operating on public lands to the same high standards that responsible operators already follow,”
said Bennet ina statement.

The bills have yet to find co-sponsors, but they echo popular reform ideas circulated this year by the White
House, tucked into infrastructure proposals in recentdays and introduced in bis by other lawmakers in the
117th Congress.

Bennet's “Oil and Gas Bonding Reform and Orphaned Well Remediation Act” would provide $8 billion, overa
10-year period, to pay for the cleanupof abandoned oil and gas infrastructure.

Tt would also increase the bonding companies have 10 pay from $10,000 on a single federal lease 10 $150,000. A
statewide blanket bond would be raised from the current $25,000 minimum requirement to $500,000.

‘The “Public Engagement Opportunity on Public Land Exploration (PEOPLE)Act”would make public the
identity of individuals or companies nominating federal lands for lease — a process that is currently opaque.
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‘The “PEOPLE Act” would also require notice to local governments and anyone with water or recreational
rights. And it would beef up requirements for public input and environmental review prior to a lease sale taking
place.

Other bills
Orphan wellsare considered a health and climate hazard for their potential to leak toxins like benzene into
water sources and gases like methane into the atmosphere.

Bennet’scleanup bill names nearly 57,000 oil and gas wells known to be orphaned across the U.S. on federal,
state, tribal and private lands.

‘That figure comes from the Interstate Oil and Gas Compact Commission but is well shortofsome federal
estimates that put the number of undocumented orphan wells in the millions. The Interior Department has
claimed thereareat least 14,400 orphaned wells on federal lands.

New Mexico Democratic Rep. Teresa Leger Femandez’s H.R. 2415 would authorize $7.25 billion in grants to
fund orphan well cleanup on stateand private lands and increase bonding equal to Bennet’s suggestion.
Republicans oppose the bill.

Sens. Ben Ray Lujdn (D-N.M.)and Kevin Cramer's (R-N.D.) “Revive Economic Growth and Reclaim
Orphaned Wells (REGROW) Act,” S.1076, would create a fundof more then $4 billion for cleanup but would
not require the bonding increase. Texas Democratic Rep. Lizzie Fletcher and North Dakota Republican Rep.
Kelly Armstrong have a companion, H.R. 3585.

A sweepingdiscussiondraftby Energy and Natural Resources Chairman Joe Manchin (D-W.Va.) borrows from
the bill (seerelated ston).
Biden administration officials have said they support recent well plugging and conservation bills pending on
Capitol Hill (E&E Daily, June 17). They are also working on a report on oil and gas leasing.

The president's fiscal 2022 budget includes a threefold increase in funding for orphan wells and abandoned
mine cleanup — priorities that the White House has said will create and maintain jobs in the fossil fuel
industries while addressing climate (Exergiire, April 12).

“Put Americans to work’
Evenifthe bills don’t pass, lawmakers are vowing continued scrutinyof oil and gas production and its
environmental effects.

Reps. Ro Khanna (D-Calif), chairmanof the Oversight and Reform Subcommittee on Environment, and Katie:
Porter (D-Calif), chairwomanof the Natural Resource Subcommittee on Oversight and Investigations, flagged
‘orphans as a potential crisis in a letter Monday to JP Morgan Chase & Co. demanding, among other things, the

bank'sestimates of orphan well cleanup costs from its debtors and clients.

Bennet's two bills, which tout long-standing asks from environmentalists and public land advocates, have
gathered a slewofcarly supporters, including nine county commissioners in Colorado and several conservation
and wildlife organizations.

“For decades, orphaned oil and gas wells have not only left communities with the cleanup, but also with the
hazards of chemicals leaking into theirair and drinking water,” said Jim Ramey, Colorado state director for the
Wilderness Society.
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David Willms, senior directorof conservation in the West for the National Wildlife Federation, said Bennet’
bills would “put Americans to work.”

Twitter: @hroxancr Email:hrichards@eenews.net
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Governor signs Ashby bill requiring flood history for oil disposal
By Jeff Awtrey
KTRE
June 15,2021
AUSTIN — Gov. Greg Abbott has signed an East Texas state representative's bill to protect groundwater around
oil and gas disposal sits.

Trent Ashby (R-Lufkin) authored HB 2201.

“The bill requires the Texas Railroad Commission to look at the history of flooding over the past 10 years
when it considers granting a permit to builda pit for the disposal of commercial oil and gas.

“The bill passed the House on a 147-0 vote on April 29. It passed in the Senate on a 31-0 vote. Sen. Robert
Nichols (R-Jacksonville) sponsored the bil.

Opinion: If Texas will not regulate methane emissions, then the feds must
By Chris Tomlinson
Houston Chronicle
June 16,2021
“The oil and natural gas deposits in the Permian Basin are millennia older than the statesof Texas and New
Mexico, which today sit on topof them.

‘The methane and other greenhouse gas emissions emanating from the tens of thousandsofwells in Permian do
not recognize political boundaries, floating wherever the prevailing winds take them,

‘Those imaginary lines on the map, though, make a considerable difference to operators of those well. Texas
‘and New Mexico's differing approaches to regulating the energy industry prove the importance and necessity of
‘Congress reinstating restrictions on methane leaks.

To say Texas takesa laissez-faire approach to methane emissions would be an understatement.

Methane is the element of natural gas that burns, givingoff heat for generating electricity or cooking food. The
problem is that natural gaspricesare so low, and the costofsealing up equipment can be so high that too many
well operators either bum it off with flares or let it leak out.

‘The gas is far more heat-trapping than carbon dioxide and is responsible for 25 percentof global warming. The
Permian Basin is the nation’s hot spot for methane leaks, and requiring the industry to plug them would go a
long way toward slowing climate change.
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New Mexico recognizes the economic value andthe environmental importanceofcapturing methane. In March,
New Mexico's Oil Conservation Commission voted unanimously to require operators to capture 98 percent of
natural gas emissions and barred them from venting or flaring exceptforemergencies.

ChairAdrienne Sandoval said the new regulations came afer monthsofconsultation with industry executives,
environmental groups and the public. The industry has until the end of 2026 to comply.

“The Oil Conservation Commission has done its part by finalizing strong methane waste rules,” Mario Atencio
with the Chaco Canyon Coalition told the Carisbad Current-Argus. “And since nearly 70 percentofoil and gas
methane pollution in New Mexico occurs through leaks, it s critical that the New Mexico Environment
Department also adopts a rulethatholds polluters accountable.”

‘The world’s largest oil and gas companies understand the urgency to take action. Oil giant BP pledged to spend
$1.3 billion in the Permian Basin to cut emissions. Rystad Energy found that 40 percent of future flaring could
be avoided at no cost.

Texans, sadly, are hemming and hawing and dragging up the rear.

Forty operators and seven trade associations formed the Texas Methane and Flaring Coalition to end routine
flaring, but the don't plan to get there until 2030. They also expect the Texas Railroad Commission, which
uses its anachronistic name to confuse the public about its actual mission to regulate the energy industry, to take
no formal action 10 reduce greenhouse gas emissions.

“We need an all-hands-on-deck approach to solving problems —not costly top-down mandates that attempt to.
pick winners and losers,” said Jason Modglin, presidentofthe Texas Allianceof Energy Producers.

Railroad Commission Chair Christi Craddick is more than happy to accommodate the industry that provides
the bulkofher campaign funds when she runs for re-election every six years. She has opposed proposed new
rules on emissions and praised the previous administration for rolling back federal regulations.

“As Texas’ Railroad Commissioner,I fought against former President BarackObama’s one-size-fits-all
environmental policies that impeded job creation and stifled energy production growth,” Craddick wrote ina
2020 op-ed. “Texas” energy regulation is guided by free-market principles and based on studiesofthe processes
that ensure responsible Texas energy production.”

Next week, Congress will vote on reimposing Obama's rules limiting methane emissions, and Texans should
welcome them. Because despite what Craddick claims, keeping methane outof the atmosphere and in the
pipeline benefits everyone.

Methane is valuable. When sloppy operators don’t capture it, they are taking money from mineral rights holders
and investors.

Controlling emissions from oil and gas infrastructure also creates jobs. More than 200 companies with over 750
locations across the country make their money helping drillers and operators keep the valuable product inside
the pipes, according to research funded by the Environmental Defense Fund.

“In recent years, we've seen a rangeofoperators - from small independent producers to multi-national
companies - embrace methane reductionsas a critical part ofdoing business,” said Andrew Baxter, EDF's
director of energy strategy. “Sensible methane standards that apply nationwide will even the playing field
among operators and yield significant benefits to the economy and the environment.”

The world needs natural gas for at least another decade, but onlyifwe can limit the leaks and stop routine:
flaring. New Mexico has done it, andif Texas won't, then Congress must.
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Tomlinson writes commentary about business, economics and politics.

twitter.comycltomlinson

chris.tomlinson@chron.com

Is Texas headed toward another blackout? Did the Legislature fix the power
grid? Here are answers to your questions about the grid.
‘The state’s grid operator indicated that conditions are improving and said that power outages to
residents are unlikely.
By Erin Douglas and Mitchell Fermin
Texas Tribune,
June 15,2021
‘The Electric Reliability Councilof Texas on Monday asked residents to reducetheir electricity usage through at
least Friday due to “tight” power grid conditions. A number of power plants are inexplicably offline at the same.
time as the state is experiencing record June demand for electricity.

ERCOT officials said outages to residents are unlikely this week. Asking consumers to cut back on power is the
first step the grid operator takes to reduce strain on the grid. On Tuesday, ERCOT issued a statement that the
grid “remains strong during record demand.” A spokesperson told the Tribune that the situation “looks like it
will continue to improve” and thanked Texans for successful electricity conservation efforts.

Here's what you need to know.

Why is ERCOT asking for power conservation?
A significant number power plants are unexpectedly offline at the same time as Texansare expected to use a
record amountofelectricity due to hot weather. That has resulted in “tight” grid conditions, meaning that there.
is not much more supplyofelectricity available than demand.

Approximately 12,000 megawatts of power generation were offline Monday afternoon — enough to power 24
‘million homes on a hot summer day.That's several times more than what ERCOT would typically expect to go
down during June.

Asof Tuesday, 1,200 megawattsofpower was regained to the grid. About 74,000 megawatts ofelectricity
‘generation were available to the grid Tuesday, an ERCOT spokesperson said.

Power grids must keep supply and demand in balance at all times. When Texas" grid falls below is safety
‘marginof excess supply, the grid operator starts taking additional precautions to avoid blackouts. The first
precaution is to ask the public to cut back electricity usage.

What is causing the “tight” grid conditions? Heat in Texas isn’t new.
While high demand during hot temperatures is expected, it’s the supply side that’s caught grid operators off
‘guard this week.

ERCOT officials said the power plant outages were unexpected — and could not provide details as to what
could be causing them. Warren Lasher, ERCOTseniordirectorof systems planning, said Monday that having
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this many plant outages in June is “not consistent” with previous summers and called the situation “very
concerning.”

ERCOT has promisedto conduct an analysis to determine why so many units are offline this week. Some
‘experts theorized that the winter storm in February may have caused damage to plants that is causing new
‘complications, but ERCOT officials did not offer any details.

‘What does this mean for the rest of the summer? Are we going to have another blackout?
ERCOT officials said it “appears unlikely” that the ERCOT grid would need to implement outages, like it did in
February, to reduce strain on the grid

Itis unclear, however, if Texans will experience widespread electricity blackouts later this summer.

After the winter storm, ERCOT warned that Texans could experience electricity outages this summerif the state
sees a severe heat wave or drought that drives up demand for power. In its annual forecast aheadof the summer
‘months, ERCOT officials included for the first time ever extreme, low likelihood scenarios that would each
leave the grid short a significant amount of power, which would trigger outages to residents.

‘The scenarios were completed against the backdropofthis summer likely being one of the hottest on record,
according to an April climate outlook from the National Oceanicand AtmosphericAdministration. Stil,
officials have said extreme situations that cause blackouts are very unlikely.

Where are the power plant outages?
An ERCOT official said the outages were “spread” across the state and declined to provide specifics.

However, at least oneof the generators outofservice includes a unit at the Comanche Peak nuclear plant
outside of Fort Worth. It was shut down when the main transformer experienceda fire, according to Vistra
Corp., which owns the plant.

Are power plants manipulating the market to get a higher price for power this week?
Asked by media on Monday whether they believed market manipulation was occurring, ERCOT officials
declined to comment, but said that the grid operators independent market monitoris the entity responsible for
tracking whether manipulation occurs.

ERCOT officials promised to conduct an analysis to determine why so many units are offline.

Are renewables or fossil fuels to blame for this week?
The majorityofthe unexpected power plant outages are from “thermal” sources, which in Texas are largely
powered by natural gas plants.Of the approximately 12,000 megawattsof generation forced offline Monday,
about 9,600 megawatts, or nearly 80%of the outages, were from thermal power sources, according to ERCOT.

Less than 500 megawattsofthermal generation offline on Monday were planned to be out for maintenance,
ERCOT officials said.

Power from wind turbines on Monday aftemoon was between 3,500 to 6,000 megawatts, according to ERCOT,
‘which was 1,500 megawatts lower than what the grid operator typically expects during the peak timeofusage:
in the summer afternoons. ERCOT officials said wind output will likely increase as the week continues.

‘What did the Legislature do to fix the power grid, and is any of it helping this week?
Texas lawmakers passed energy grid legislation that aimed to prevent electricity blackouts in response to the
February crisis, but it will likely take years before those changes are fully implemented.
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‘Senate Bills2and3 included a few key changes to the state’s power grid that experts said will begin to address
Some issues, such as requiring power companies to upgrade plants to withstand more extreme weather and
creatinga statewide emergency alert system. The state likely won't require companies to start weatherization
upgrades until 2022 at the earliest.

‘The legislation also changes ERCOT’ goveming board to replace what lawmakers called “industry insiders”
with appointees selected by acommittee comprising selections by Gov. Greg Abbott, Lt. Gov. Dan Patrick and
HouseSpeakerDadePhelan.

What more could the Legislature have done to fix the power grid?
Nothing was done by lawmakers to pay consumers to reduce electricity usage, or provide other incentives or aid
in reducing demand. They didn’t pass legislation that would help Texans better insulate their homes and reduce
their electricity usage, which could both lower powerbills and reduce demand on the grid.

Lawmakers alsodidnotprovideanydirectassistance to people harmed by the power crisis in February.

They did not order an energy market overhaul; some proposals would have fundamentally changed the state’s
deregulated market structure, which relies on supply and demand to set power prices.

What can Ido to help cut back electricity usage?
ERCOT said Texans can reduce electricity use by setting the thermostat up to 78 degrees (or, a level that s safe
for you); tumingoff lights and pool pumps; avoiding use of large appliances such as ovens, washing machines
and dryers; and tumingoffor unplugging unused electric appliances. The best time to reduce power
‘consumption is in the late aftemoon, when usage is at ts peak.

‘Will my electricity bill be more expensive this week?
1 depends on what typeofelectricity plan you have, and whether it is tied to spikes in wholesale power prices.
‘The Texas Legislature recently outlawed plans that rely entirely on the wholesale prices in the market, so while
some bills may increase, consumers should not see the typeof extreme spikes that some customers of
‘companiessuchasGriddy saw in February.

‘Will my electricity service be disconnected if I'm behind on payment?
Not fora few more weeks. The Public Utility Commissionof Texas recently said it would lift the utility
‘moratorium June 18, which means that utility companies will begin to send disconnection notices at that time.
Disconnections can resume June 29 at the earliest

Renters who need assistance paying their utility bill should apply for rentalreliefat exasrentrelief.com.

Homeowners who need assistance paying their utility bill should apply forrelief through the Comprehensive
Energy Assistance Program at dhea.state tx.us/community-affairs/ceap)orconnect with local nonprofits that
provide assistance throughtdhea.state. tx us/texans.hum

How is this different from the February winter storm?
All 254 Texas counties do not normally experience sublreezing temperatures for consecutive days every winter,
and ERCOT did not plan for the possibilityof extreme cold weather in 2021. Afier the deadly and disastrous
winter storm, ERCOT outlined scenariosforanextremely hot summer, but it did not plan for 12,000 megawatts

‘ofpower generation to be offline unexpectedly in mid-June.

ERCOT officials on Monday promised to conduct ananalysis to determine why so many units are offline this
week. Some energy experts have raised questions about whether someofthese outages are lingering damages
resulting from February's storm.
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As Texans are asked to conserve electricity, can power grid withstand summer

heat?
By Eleanor Dearman
Fort Worth Star-Telegram
June 15,2021
‘The Electric Reliability Council ofTexas, the organization tasked with managing Texas’ power grid, on
Monday called on residents to reduce electricity use, citing significant strain on the grid du to forced outages at
power plants combined with potential record demand. DavidJ. Phillip AP

Will Texas see another blackout as residents who suffered a deadly winter storm are again asked to conserve.
electricity?

Ann Bluntzer, acting directorofthe TCU Energy Institut, said she feels more confident headed into the
‘summer months than she was in February, when millions went several days without electricity, though she
noted there is a small chanceof outages if there's extreme heat and extreme energy consumption.

“1 think we're not going to have the weatherization issues in summer,” Bluntzer said. “When you look at what
really fell apart in February,a lotof it can be pointed to those centers were not properly weatherized, and that
led toa lot of the failures.”

‘The Electric Reliability Council of Texas, the organization tasked with managing Texas’ power grid, on
Monday called on residents to reduce electricity use, citing significant strain on the grid due to forced outages at
power plants combined with potential record demand. The organization reported more than 12,000 megawatts
of generation was out in the state as of2:30 p.m Monday.

One megawatt typically powers around 200 homes on a summer day, according to ERCOT.

“We are deeply concemed abou the issues associated with all of these plants that are offline at this time,”
‘Warren Lasher, ERCOT’s senior director of System Planning, said at the time. “We will be doinga thorough
investigation to understand what the issues are and to assess what the implications are for the grid.”

About 24 hours later, ERCOT was seeing roughly 10,600 megawatts offline, nearly 9,700 ofwhich were forced
outages, spokesperson Leslie Sopko told the Star-Telegram. ERCOT also reported that Monday saw a record
69,943 megawatts in demand for electricity.

“Power plant owners continue repairs of unexpected equipment failures, and ERCOT is using all the tools in its
toolbox to maintain reliability in the faceofpotential record-setting electricity demand,” a news release reads.

As ERCOT asks Texans to conserve power each aftemoon between 3 p.m. and 7 p.m. through Friday, the
organization is stressing that the “gird is operating exactly as it was designed and intended.”

“The issuanceof conservation notices is a common practice and prevents ERCOT from entering emergency
conditions,” ERCOT said in anewsrelease. “Conservation efforts combined with the changes in procedures and
processes implemented by ERCOT and the PUC following the winter storm prevented the possibilityofrotating
‘outages yesterday and ensured that no Texans lost power.”

Top of Form
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Pressed Monday about whether he’s confident Texas can get through the summer without blackouts, Lasher
emphasized that he found the number of outages Monday “very concerning” but didn't directly answer the
question.

“We operate the grid with the resources that we have available, and its the responsibilityofthe generation
owners to make sure that their plants are available during the peak hours when customer demand is very high
during the summer months,” he said.

ERCOT expects record demand
ERCOTpreviouslysaid it isexpecting record-highdemand for electricity ths summer becauseof hot and dry
conditions and population growth. The grid manager in a May 6 news release said it anticipates enough
‘generation to meet the summer peak demandof a forecasted 77,144 megawatts. The organization, which is
overseen by the Public Utility CommissionofTexas, has forecasted a.a 15.7% reserve margin for the summer.

Alittle after 2:30 p.m. on Tuesday, ERCOT was reporting a demandof about 69,200 megawatts, with just over
3,000 megawatts in operating reserves.

‘The margin the past couple days is “tight,” said Wei-Jen Lee, an electrical engineering professor at UT
Adlington. He said 15% is a “healthy” margin.

“Now you don't have too much room for error,” he said.

Lee doesn’t expect a blackout over the summer, but said he does expect Texans to get requests to conserve:
power.

Virginia Palacios, executive director of Commission Shift, which advocates for changes at the Railroad
Commission of Texas, anticipates an outage like the one in February.

“We're at the beginning of the summer, it’s not even the hottest part ofthe summer, and we're already having
these issues,” she said. “Unless we have all these generators back online in the next month or so—even then
it'salitle tenuous, because our weather is so much more unpredictable now, and we're so much more prone to
extremes.”

“The reasoning for the unplanned outages remains unclear. Lasher on Monday saidhe didn’t have information
‘on whether the generator outages are du to repairs from the winter storm.

“My hunch is that we're seeing more generators out for maintenance right now because they're stil recovering
from what happened in February,” Palacios said. “So Ithink this is sort oflike the aftereffectsof February...
‘We're not ready for this fast approaching summer that we've had already.”

Doug Lewin, an energy and climate consultant, said that under normal circumstances he'd say the chance of
outages like those seen in February are very low.

“But clearly these are not normal circumstances, right?” he said.

Lewin said he hopes to see a quick investigation into what's causing the outages to fix the problem before:
August when temperatures could climb higher.

Changes after the February winter storm
A presentation from a June 8 ERCOT board meeting lays out changes to summer operations, some of which are
in response to the winter storm. Among initiatives is a plan by ERCOT to visit select power plantst0 review
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theirplans to weatherize for the summer. According to ERCOT, such checks have happened in the past for
winter weatherization, but not for summer.

Lasher said 20 plant visits had been conducted asof Monday, with 11 more scheduled over the coming two
weeks. He said four of the plants that have been checked went offline Monday.

“While the risk for emergency conditions remains low this summer based on manyofthe scenarios studied, a
combination of factors in real time, including record demand, high thermal generationoutagesand low
wind/solar output could result in tight grid conditions,” Woody Rickerson, ERCOT’s vice president of grid
planning and operations, said in a May statement. “We cannot control the weather or forced generation outages,
but we are prepared to deploy the tools that are available to us to maintain a reliable electric system.”

Texas lawmakers passed a wide-ranging bill in response to the winter storm that, among other measures,
requires electricity generators, transmitters and critical natural gas facilities to prepare for extreme weather.
Abbot signed Senate Bill 3 on June 8, declaring that “the legislature passed comprehensive reforms to fix all of
the flaws that led to the power failure.”

“The bill has been criticized by some energy professionals and Democrats for not going far enough to protect
Texans.

Bluntzer noted that there's really no weatherization to be done in the summer months. She didn't expect the
legislation to have any significant impact this summer.

Duringanews conference marking the bill signing, Sen. Kelly Hancock, R-North Richland Hills, defended the
grid’s ability to endure the summer months. He noted that the reserve margins are predicted to increase in the
coming years.

“Our system continues to grow, we continue to have investment that helps meet the demands that we have on
our load, and so that’s why,ifyou look at the report that ERCOT had out regarding summer capacity, that they
feel very comfortable that we'il be able to meet the demands this summer,” Hancock said.

‘What can you do to save power?
According to ERCOT, some steps Texans can take to conserve power are:

«Setting your thermostat to 78 degrees or higher.

+ Tuming off lights and pool pumps.

= Avoid the use of large appliances.

«Tumoffand unplug electronics you don't need.

This is a developing story. Check backfor updates.
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As the power grid waivers again, Texans are still recovering from the winter
storm
Experts say the energy reform bill signed by Governor Greg Abbott doesn’t go far enough to
protect Texans from future blackouts.
By Sumaiya Malik
Texas Observer
June 15,2021
Four months after Winter Storm Uri, Carolina Lopez-Herrera is stil putting her house back together. She is one.
ofmillionsof Texans who lost powerand water for days during the record-breaking freeze this February. As the
frigid cold set in, her tiny cat, which she and her sister had rescued from a dumpster weeks earlier, stopped
moving. Pipes and the water heater burst, causing damages costing more than $50,000. In the aftermath, she’s
had to remove walls, replace the water heater, and gut the cabinets and floors. Lopez-Herrera, a 20-year-old
paralegal and student at the Universityof Houston, has been struggling with getting reimbursements from her
insurance company and keeping trackofthe contractors sill working on the house. Thedisruption caused
her 18-year-old sister, Susana, to move to California to stay with their father while the house is being repaired.

“This spring, frustrated with how her life was tumed upside down by the power outage, Lopez-Herrera testified
atthe Texas Capitol about her experience in supportofan energy efficiency bill. She urged lawmakers to
implement energy efficiency programs so that homes do not lose power in the eventof future storms. The bill
did not make it out of committee.

Ofthe bills that passed this session, Senate Bill 3 s touted as the one that prepares Texas for future extreme
weather and winter storms. On June 8, Govemor Greg Abbott signed SB 3, saying that “everything that needed
10 be done was doneto fix the power grid in Texas.” The final version ofthe bill is expected to pave the way for
the Public Utility CommissionofTexas (PUC) to enforce weatherization at critical facilities. “The power grid is
more secure, more robust, and safer than ever before,”Abbottsaid afier signing the bill. Butexpertssay the
reforms don't go far enough in fixing the grid, and while SB 3 details how power plants will be regulated, it
fails to help homeowners save themselves —and theirhomes from future disasters. On Monday, just a week
after Abbot signed SB 3, the Electric Reliability CouncilofTexas (ERCOT), which manages the State’ grid,
issued a week-long conservation alert to Texans during a not-abnormally hot summer day. Natural gas power
plants were forced offline for repairs, leaving little roomforerroras the grid operator once again struggled to
keep pace with electric demand.

“This year, legislators decided to increase the budget ofthe PUC by more than 1.5 million. But that extra
‘moneywon'tgive the agency enough teeth quickly according to Doug Lewin, presidentofStoic Energy. He
says the bill also does not provide homeowners incentivesto make their homes more energy efficient. Instead,
the bill focuses on the supply of power, which is onlyhalf the problem, Lewin says. The other half, the demand-
side catering to homeowner needs, has not been addressed fully; energy-efficient solutions should have been a
partofthe bil, he says.

“The bill also gives regulatory agencies broad leeway to levy fines against operators who don’t comply with new
‘weatherization rules. But in some cases, those fines might be less than the costof weatherizing power plans.
For example, during three daysof the February winter storm, an operator who hadn't weatherized might incur
$5,000 in fines a day fora totalof $15,000, whereas weatherizing a well costs up to $50,000, says Virginia
Palacios, the executive director ofCommissionShift, a non-profit advocating for changes at the Texas
Railroad Commission.

“As always, implementation and execution is different thanthe adoptionof legislation, so we'll all need to
‘watch and make sure that those things get done,” Lewin says. “Weofcourse systematically underfund our state:
agents, and our Public Utility Commission is no exception. ... The solutions that could have been deployed that
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would have put us in a better shape to handle the outages in February, the PUC couldn't get 10 because they're
underfunded.”

When the ice and snowstorm hit, Lopez-Herrera thought she was prepared. Sheand her sister did not take the
alerts from their university or their family too seriously because their house is across the street from a grocery
store, withfourgas stations nearby. “We rationalized: We have electricity, it won't be that bad,” Lopez-Herrera
says
But the single-digit temperatures across Texas caused power plants tomalfunction; nearly all types of energy
production struggled to keep pace with the astronomical demand for heat across the state. Natural gas
production in particular dropped sharply as the product began to freeze in pipelines and in gas wells that weren't
designed to withstand the frecze. Blackouts persisted across Texas, leaving millions in poorly insulated homes
that became colder by the minute.

By the third day without power, Lopez-Herrera and Susana spent all their time in bed. They were barely able to
eat; experienced horrible, brain-splitting headaches; couldn't stop shivering; and lost some sensation in their
limbs—all signs of hypothermia. Desperate to save their cat, Lopez-Herrera cut cotton sock and slid it on the
cat's belly for warmth. The cat meowed, the sock warmed her up, and she survived.

The storm killed at least 151 Texans, mostly from hypothermia, according tonumbers released by the Texas
Department of State Health Services. A BuzzFeed News analysis estimates the true death toll 10 be more than
four times higher. In 2011,a similar cold plunge caused rolling power outages, property damage, and death.
Manyofthe energy industry's failures were preventable: If they had invested in weatherization—for example,
insulating gas wells and implementing better maintenance checks—energy production would not have failed so
spectacularly, according t0.a 2011 federal report on the outages.

Like Lewin, Palacios, and other energy experts, Lopez-Herrera, who has read the languageofthe energy bill
and has been following the issue closely, says she doesn’t think that SB 3 addresses the root causeofthe issue.
“The bill does not ensure that Texans would be saved from the extreme conditions brought on by power outages
in the future. Ifgas wells freeze again, her power might go out and her pipes might burst again, too.

LopezHerrera says that to make such extensive repairs to her home again would be horrible. “One time would
be enough for me, but a second time in less than five years would age me, and I am 20,” she says. “It would be:
so hectic and stressful to go through this again. I hope I don’t have to, but [if] it must happen I prefer it to

happento me than to a young family or elderly couple.”

Navasota LP-Gas serving Grimes County’s past, present & future
By Connie Clements
Navasota Examiner
June 16,2021
June 16 marks 75 years that Navasota LP-Gas Co. has provided liquid petroleum services to Grimes and
surrounding counties. Owner Chad Ross continues the three generation legacy begun by his grandfather
Norman Bounds, and carried forward by his father Bob Ross. The reason for this longevity is best summed up
by thecompany’sability to meet the needsof 4,000-plus customers, and its work ethic.

Ross said, “Over the years lotsofthings have changed, regulations have changed, and we've been ableto stay
up with allof that. We've had a pretty much spotless safety records in 75 years. There’s a lot more competition
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now than there was when I first started and we've been able to hold our own becauseofthe service we
provide.”

He continued, “My grandad was always busy, whether itwashere or at his place. My dad was the same way. It
was a work ethic I grew up with...that (0 get to where you want o be, you've got to adapt to the changes, which
‘we have down here, and you keep working.”

All three generations have been active on the boardofthe Texas Propane Gas Association (TPGA), and in the
early 20005, even lobbied for regulation changes within the Railroad Commissionof Texas (RRC) which
govems the LP gas industry.

Ross said, “We're a very overregulated industry but i’s kept ths industry in this state pretty safe. Therefore,
there are not many accidents that happen.”

Ross said that al ofhis employees have the required Hazmat, DepartmentofTransportation, and RRC
certifications and attend continuing education classes.

He said, “Is alot o do what we do. We've been able to maintain all the customers we've got and there’ only.
sixof us”

Changing landscape
Grimes County has changed significantly since 1946 when the company was formed.

Ross said, “More people are moving out of the city and into the rural area. All of these big farms and ranches
that use to be around here, they're being sold off. New litle subivisions are everywhere. We're sill providing
fuel to those lands whether it's farm or ranch but now it's from a different perspective because it's to take care
of your home and keep you comfortable.”

A change since 2000 is the increase in home generator use. While Navasota LP-Gas Co. doesn’t sell generators,
they provide the propane to run them.

Ross said, “There are more homes being built nowadays either all-electric with a standby generator, or that
generator is their backup electricity if they have gas heat, water, cooking, dryer, fireplaces and outdoor kitchens.
Iftheir power goes out, they can still function like they do on adaily basis because they have a backup
generator. We've seen a tremendous increase in the generator business.”

Nature’s challenges
Tn this century alone, Navasota LP-Gas Co. has withstood Hurricane Ike,a pandemic, and the “Texas Freeze.”

Recalling Navasota’s week without electricity in 2008 during Ike, Ross said his mom, dad and longtime
employee Gail Finke moveda desk into the shop, plugged in a portable generator, a computer, and thanks to
their landline, were able to service customers by filling cylinders and delivering to those with generators.

‘The industry, however, is still feeling the impactofthe 2020 pandemic.

Ross said, “The propane tanks we install at customer homes, since the firstof the year, have gone up almost 40-
50% and it's very hard to get them. We can place an order fora loadoftanks and its almost 17 weeks before
we get them. Barbecue cylinders have been on backorder since February. We've had people come as far away
as Huntsville, Houston, and Heame looking for those cylinders because there are none around.”

‘Navasota LP-Gas Co. was in better shape during the February freeze than other industry suppliers. Ross said
they were able to provide gas for several days. While they couldn't get trucks on the road, they filled containers
for people as far away as Conroe, the north side of Houston and Heame.
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He said, “We still do so much of ourstuff old school. We can still load our trucks the old-fashioned way. We
don’t rely on allofthe electronic gadgets which a lotofcompanies have triedtostay up with over the course of
the years.”

Enjoy what you do
Ross enjoys the camaraderie and sense of family at Navasota LP-GasCo.

He said, “Asalitle kid, I thought it was the neatest thing to get on oneofthose big trucks to go with my dad or
my granddad to go do something.”

Ross worked in the family business while in high school and began fulltime in 1987, obtaining his certifications
thatsame year. Bob took the reins in 1971 with Chad’s mother Annie by his side, and the mantle passedto
Chad after his mother died in October 2019 followed by his father in March 2020.

He said, “I miss my dad and grandad every day, andnotbe able to walk in here and talk to them, its tough. Not
being able (0 bounce ideasoffthem, it’s tough.”

Ross continued, “With both of them passing, it required me to be here in the office more. | used to do all the
service work, getting out and meeting the customers. I's a lle different. I miss the interaction of being out in
the field.”

Ross credits his knowledge and skills to his grandfather, his father, and the many long-term Navasota LP-Gas
employees.

He said, “Their loyalty to the company and to me speaks volumes. We enjoy comingto work. We made it fun.
Ifyou can’t enjoy what you do, you might as well get out and do something different.”

Jack McDonald to EPA: give my generation time
By Jack McDonald
Earthworks
June 15,2021
Jack provided the below comment live 10 the EPA duringits June 15. 2021 methane public listening session fo
provide input on the rule it will publish this September to cut ol andgas production's methane pollution.

My name is Jack McDonald. | am 19 years old, and I live in Dallas Texas.

‘When I was younger my family lived on the Barnett Shale. Our town had 50 wells drilled with plans (0 go to
over 100. Our house was just a mile from gas wells that released emissions into the air and regularly had spill.
‘There were plans for fracking within 1000 feet of homes and near my school. A cul-de-sac in the neighborhood
across the street had several cases of rare childhood cancers. The health department determined breast cancer
rates were elevated. My family moved. We were fortunate; many people do not have the means to move.

1 first told this story at an EPA listening session on rolling back methane regulations in Octoberof2019.
Unfortunately, despite near unanimous protesting from those who commented at the session, those methane
rollbacks did happen.
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‘When last testified I was a senior in high school. I took a gap year in between my senior yearofhigh school
and college, during that time | have had the privilege of becoming the Texas Field Analyst for Earthworks. In
that role, T have begun to understand the full extent to which Texas has sold its soul to oil and gas.

1 have watched this Texas Legislative session as the chairmenofthe *environmental regulations* committee
proposed a bill that would prevent state agencies from enforcing federal environmental regulation. I have seen
bills that aim 10 regulate flaring die without even a committee hearing, even bills just to study the impact of
methane died. I leamed that in the Texas Legislature Climate Change is a dirty word, that even some
environmental groups are afraid to say in hearings. Bill afer bill was filed to protect the interests of fossil fuels
even to the detrimentofthe people. When 151 people died earlier this year during the winter storm, it seems
that fossil fuels lobbyists saw an opportunity. They used the storm to pass laws like HB 17 which prevents local
‘governments from regulating where their local utility sources its power. Even the few Democrats willing to say
the word climate change supported that bill despite the representative who filed saying in a hearing that it was
designed to target the climate plansofcities like Dallas and Austin.

Twas also able to visit the Permian Basin with Sharon Wilson who does optical gas imaging for Earthworks. |
had seen OGI footage before, but being out among those wells was a totally different experience. I saw tanks
where no one had botheredtoclose the hatches. Flares that no one had bothered to light. I visited
neighborhoods where the smell of gas was overpowering. | knew from work I had done as a Field Analyst that
manyofthe things we saw were against state regulation, but clearly those regulations were not working. Even
now after submitting numerous complaints on the sites that we saw nothing has changed.

1 worked on research understanding the extent to which Texas has failed to regulate its oil and gas producers.
Through that research I leamed that oil and gas operators were failing to get permits for flaring more than 75%
of the time. That report which Earthworks published earlier this year elicited a response from the Railroad
Commission. The best they could do to explain why 75% of flares were not being permitted by the RRCwasto
say that those must be emergencies. Texas doesn’t regulate methane. When a site has a release ofmethane they
don't even have to report a volume for it. The closest thing to methane regulation is those flaring permits and
even those it seems like the state can't be botheredto actually enforce.

I've only been working in thi field full time for about nine months. But I understand the pollution that Texas
oil and gas communities live with, and the dread with which the restofthe world looks at Texas and our
outsized contribution to the climate crisis. If Texas is left its own devices it will bring the rest of the world
hurtling towards climate catastrophe. Texas is an environmental rogue state, and we need the EPA’s help to stop
it.

Federal regulation is a necessity. We need the strongest methane regulation that the EPA can achieve under the
Clean Air Act. I understand a plan has been laid outfor a 65% reduction, and Texas communities need every
percentage point. Moreover, Texas regulators are not equipped, nor inclined, o regulate the oil and gas
industry. They’d rather let oil and gas do what they want, regardless of the consequences. Texas needs to be:
strippedofits ability to enforce the CleanAir Act — Texas, and the planet — need EPA to intervene.

I'm only 19. Pm going to college next year. My generation needs time to be prepared to fully address the
climate crisis. Time to learn, grow, innovate, and contribute. Well gladly seize the reins when the time comes,
but you've got o give us the breathing room to do so.
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To: Luke Legate
Subject: Texas Energy Clips- May 29-31, 2021

‘Texas Energy Clips.
Dallas Morning News
Electricy bils push weatherization, aid to companies — but not financial help or ratepayers: Efforts by Lt Gov. Dan
Palick to issue bonds to provide one-time credits of ‘about $350' for residential customers failed
By Robert T. Garrett and Morgan O'Hanlon
May 31, 2021
hitos wedallasnews,cominews/poliics/2021/05/30lelectricity-bils-push-weatherization-aid-to-companies-but not:
financiakhelp-for-ratepavers/

Houston Chroniclo
Texas lawmakers pass power grid reform bil, as experts warn it fas short
By Jeremy Blackman
May 31, 2021
hitpswu houstonchronicle.comipolitics/texas/articleTexas-tawmakers-forward:final-qri-reform-bil-16213978 pho

Midland Reporter-Telegram
Craddick fears eminent domain bill doesn' resolve issues: Reform bill headed to govemor's desk
By Melia McEwen
May 28, 2021
httpsww mrt comvinsider/attcle/Cradick-fears-eminent.domain-billdoesn 1.16211350 php

WallStroetJournal
Bale Brews Over Banning Natural Gas to Homes: Cities are considering measures to phase out gas hookups amid
climate concerns, spurting some states to outlaw such prohibilions.
By Katherine Blunt
May 31,2021
hitos Iw ws] comarticles/batte-brews:-over-banning:natural-gas-to-homes:116223346742mod=djem _EnerayJournal

Port Isabol ross
County tables LNG project after community pressure
By Gaige Davia
May 28, 2021

Texas Energy Clips

Dallas Morning News
Electricity bils push weatherization, adtocompanies— but not financial help fo ratepayers: Efforts by Lt Gov. Dan
Patrick to issue bonds to provide one-time credits of ‘about $350' for residential customers failed
By Robert T. Garett and Morgan O'Hanlon
May 31,2021
hitpsiw dallasnews cominews/poltics/2021/05/30/electricty-bills-push:weatherization-aid-to-companies-but-not:
financial-help-for-alepavers/
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AUSTIN —Late-nour compromises over sectrcty legisiation woud provide natural gas companies time to show theyre
not part of the power generation supply chain’ — and thus immune to being forced {o weatherize.
Theyd perhaps make electiiy generators weatherize their plans before nex! winter, f the bureaucracy moves quickly —
but not before sweltering temperatures his August_ And they'd allow gas ues, electic cooperatives and th Electric
Relibilty Council of Texas to engage in various ors of sate-assised, long-term borrowing to pay off colossal bis that
piled up curing Februarys winer sor that wreaked havoc, contributing fo at least 151 deals.
But the ighto so bills — someofwhich Gov. Greg Abbott ateady has signed of has on his desk, with all but one of the
rest receiing final approva ate Sunday — di nol offer inancal assistance to resident ratepayers.
That was despite a last-minute push by Lt Gov. Dan Patrick and some senators fo issue bonds backed by uly gross-
receipts tax money to provide one-time cred of ‘about $350" pr resdentil customer n ERGOT’ service area, which
Covers most of th stale and incluces 25 millon people. Nor would the emerging package f bils grant Palick's wish that
he Legisatur force a do-over of the 32 hours in which prices of $3,000 per megawatt our shouldnt have been imposed
inthe ERCOT wholesale power market, according to an independent market monior.

Buthelegisation would create power outage alertsso Texans could prepare for looming blackouts; overhaul the ERCOT
board to Impose more controlb elected ofcials. expand the Public Utity Commission to ve members, rom tree
demand more communication between —and disaster cris by — the natural gas and power generation industries; and
ban Gridey-ype retail plans tha suck some unwary Texans wih bilsof 2 high as $5,000 for ve days.
Lawmakers rejected bilionaire Warren Buffets offer to bud 10 gas-burning generalors o create an emergency reserve:
10 prevent future biackouls They even nixed a sudy backedby Buffets Berkshie Hathaway Energy that might have let
he PUG revive the idea before an expected fal special session on redstctng
Houston Chronicle
Texas lawmakers pass power rd reform bi, as experts warn t fas short
By Jeremy Blackman
May 31,2021
its: houstonchronicecomipaliics/exas/atice Texas-iawmakers foward: inalarid-reform-bil 16213076oho
Texas lawmakers on Sunday passed a fina proposal o shore up the state's power rd n response to this year's deadly
outage cri, agreeing ona af of reforms that experts welcomed but also fear won go far enough.
The legisaton, Senate Bil, would require powerplants and some natural 62s suppers {0 prepare their operations for
extreme cold, a step thal tate regulators and many companies have avoided for decades despite repealed blackouts and
promises thai market incentives would ensure elabilty
Itwould iso create a salewide emergency alert system, force industry paricipans fo communicate more ofen and
mandate that key gas facies be relstered 2s crilcal so tir power fn unintentionally shut of during shortages.
Hundredsofgas facies reportedly lost power during the winter storm, pinching off fuel supplies to power pants. “This
bil offers ignfcant reforms thatwi strengthen communication, coordination, oversigh, and the efabity and resiliency
of the ERCOT grid,” said Sen. Charles Schwerlner, R-Georgelown. These reforms are necessary lo ensure the problems
faced during the Valentine's Day winter stormneveroccur again ©
“The measure passed unanimously nthe House and wih just one opponent nthe Senate. The proposals address
several longstanding wealnesses, though stl amount to a gamble in the wake of one ofthe stale's deadliest naural
isasters, leaving s already isolated power grid vulnerable to simiar disruptions for the coming winter, before key
Weatherization requirements would take effect
Energy experts have warned that without quick structural improvements to power plants, gas wells and the supply chain
that connects them, illonsofTexas homes could agai be without power in dangerously frigid conditions. February'sstorm knocked ou power to an estimated 45 milion homes and kiled at least 200 people — and ikly many more.
Critics also caution that the final provisions leave broad discretiontogassuppliers, who provide most of the fuel for the
eleciricty ard. The legistaton alows for minima fines against those that don't comply and leaves oversight of
infrastructure updates to the Texas Railroad Commission, whose members receve funding from the industy and have
long opposed weather requirements.
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MidlandRoporter-Tlegram
Craddick fears eminent domain bil doesn' resolve issues: Reform bil headed to governor's desk
By Mella McEwen
May 28, 2021
his As med comiinsideriaricle/Craddic-fears-eminent-domain-il-does 16211350.0hp
Eminent domain reform, a issue pursued by sate Rep, Tom Craddick of Midand is headed for Gov. Greg Abbott desk
after passing the Texas House and Senate {hs week.
For several years, Craddick has ted to bring together landowners, industry and government to reform eminent domain in
2 way that respec propery ighis while also allowing induslry to ove forward with projects ike pipeline expansion or
constuction or transmission ine construction. St, though House Bill2730 fs headed to the gover, the Repubican
‘expressed disappointment in the legsiaion.
"House Bill 2730 doesnotresolve the issues raised regarding the eminent domain process in Texas,” he told the
Reporter-Telegram by email. My constituents resoundingly asked me to oppose the legislation. The concen is the parties
will continue to push for additonal changes which will make t harderfo oi and gas infrastnucure to be bull. The oil and
gas industy is the economic diver of the state of Texas and look forward to continuing to help them mainain their
positon inthe marketplace.
Reform efforts have drawn support from and participation from industry associations.
“Reliable infrasructure and a dependable regulatory struciure are vita othe success of the Permian Basin. Eminent
‘omain reform that irks a balance between nastrciure development and property rights would help ensure a market
for Permian Basin produced ail and gas,” Ben Shepperd, president of the Permian Basin Pelroleu Association, tid he
Reporter-Telegram by email...

WalStroet Journal
Batlle Brews Over Banning Natural Gas to Homes: ilies are considering measures to phase out gas hookups amid
climate concerns, spurting some sales to oullaw such prohibitions.
By Katherine Blunt
Way 31,2021

‘A growing fight is unfolding across America as cities concerned about climate change consider phasing out natural gas for
home cooking and heating
Major cies including San Francisco, Seatte, Denver and New York have eitherenacted o proposed measures to ban or
discourage the use of the fossil fuel in new homes and buldings, two years after Berkely, Calf. passed th fst such
prohibition in the U.S. in 2015
“The bans in tur have led Arizona, Texas, Oklahoma, Tennessee, Kansas and Louisiana to enact laws oulawing such
municipal pronibions in heir states before they can spread. Ohio is considering a smiar measure.
“The outcome of th battle has the potential to reshape the futureofthe uly industry, and demand for natural gas, which
the USS. produces more of than any olher county.
Proponentsof phasing out natural gas say their am sto reduce planet.warming emissions over im by fully electing
new homes and buildings as wind and solar farms proliferate throughout the country, making the power grid
cleaner. Homes and businesses account for abou 13% of ie nation's annual greenhouse Gas emissions, according lo
the Environmental Protection Agency, mostly because natural gas is used in cooking, heating, and washers and dryers.
imate aciivists say reducing that percentage is crica for staies wih goals to slash carbon emissions in the coming
decades.
Opponents in the gas indusiry counter by citing the higher costs of making many homes uly electric, and poining {0 the
‘added security of having a second home energy source to heat and cook with during extreme weather events. They also
highlight the preference many home and professional chefs have fr using gas-fred Stoves.
New alllectic homes are cost-compelve with hose tha use gas in many part of the county, but retofs can be
‘considerably more expensive, depending on the existing heating and cooking systems and the costofeffectively.
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‘converting them.A recent study by San Francisco found that retofiting al housing units that now use natural gas would
cost between $3.4 biion and $5.9 billon, costs that would all on residents, the city or both

Port Isabel Press
‘County tables LNG project after community pressure
By Gaige Davila
May 28, 2021

‘Cameron County residents pushed back against NextDecade's latest liquified natural gas (LNG) project ths past
Tuesday, pressuring Cameron County Commissioners t table the project during a meeting
NextDecade, the Houston-based energy company trying to build a liquified natural gas plant in the Port of Brownsville,
announced fast month that they were using “post-combustion carbon capture technology” in thei plant. This technology.
in other words, takes carbon dioxide emissions made from the LNG plants then stores them, preventing them from
entering the atmosphere. They are stored, usually, underground, in oi or gas fields, sometimes in physical rock
formations.
NextiDecade would be constructing their own carbon storage facility somewhere in the Rio Grande Valley, their May
corporate presentation reads.

‘Cameron County residents, during a May 25 Cameron County Commissioners Court meeting's public comment period,
10k the commissioners not o allow the project, which was on the courts consent agenda, to pass without discussion.
Residents in the meeting said the carbon caplure project was not environmentally sustainable, since only carbon dioxide
Would be removed from emissions and not other harmful pollutants.
“Cameron County Commissioners should listen to their constituents, who have been speaking out against LNGforyears,
‘and reject the resolution supporting NextDecade's Rio Grande LNG project and a carbon capturing storage faciity at the
Port of Brownsville” Bekah Hinojosa, Gulf Coast Campaign Representative for the Sierra Club, said. "NextDecade's
proposal would not significantly reduce carbon emissions. Instead, i's an attempt to make the proposed gas terminal
‘appear environmentally friendly. The community isn't fooled. They know that Rio Grande LNG, f uit, woud harm the
Valley's wildife, contribute to toxic ar pollution in our neighborhoods, and lead to an increase in dangerous, highiy-
polluting fracking across Texas.”
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“If you're not at the table, you might be on the menu’: WFAA analysis shows
power grid reform brings out the big lobbying guns in Austin
A WFAA analysis finds the companies already have spent more than the prior legislative session,
including the hiring of 338 lobbyists this year
By Charlotte Huffman, Mark Smith, and Jason Trahan
WFAA
May 27,2021
Video story on webpage: hips:/wwwwiaacom/articlenews local investigates energy-companies-lobby-spend-
p-to-24-million-swiay-pover-grid-reforms-exas-legislaiure 287-2334 34b-108c-4934-9cc-9288d2d09cb9
AUSTIN - Every two years when lawmakers assemble at the Texas Capitol for a new legislative:
session, they are joined by thousandsoflobbyists hired by special interests to influence how lawsare made.

“This session, the most powerful professional arm twisters are focused mainly on one thing: the Texas power
grid.

Its spectacular collapse during February's record-smashing winter storm revealed how unprepared our power
system was to handle daysofbelow freezing temperatures.

About 4.5 million Texans lost power and heat the week of Valentines Day, and about 150 died, when power
plant pipes and instrumentation froze and went offline. Some gas-fired plants were unable to power up and
‘generate electricity because the plants couldn't get natural gas for fuel becauseofwinter outages in the oil
patch.

The public rightly demanded answers, and more importantly, swift action from Austin.

Power plans officials, and the natural gas firms that supply their generators with fuel, knew what was coming:
a mandate to prevent another tragedy by spending million, maybe billions, to weatherize all their facilities that
froze up and stopped working during the storm.

To help manage the legislative storm, the Texas energy sector hired lobbyists. Hundreds ofthem.

“Yeah, they would be very foolish not to be well-represented while their futures arebeing debated,” said Bill
MillerofHillCo Partners, oneofthe most influential lobbying outfits in Austin. Records show he’s representing
23 clients this session, including 2 major energy company.

“They need to have good, strong, smart people representing thei interests, arguing for their side, whatever it
‘may be,” said Miller, a 35-year veteran in the business. “And buying that kindoftalent- it does cost money.”

“There's an old adage that, if you're not at the table, you might be on the menu,” said Dr. Clare Brock, a Texas
Woman's University political science professor in Denton, and expert on lobbying.
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Oncor, Vistra top of the list
‘WFAA obained public lobbying activity reports from the Texas Ethics Commissionand spent weeks analyzing
the data.

‘We found North Texas-based Oncor, which controls power lines and poles for one-thirdof the
state, and Vistra, the state’s largest ownerofpower plants, were twoofthe biggest spenders in the entire state,
ranking third and sixth among entities that hired lobbyists.

Both companies have 28 registered lobbyists registered this session, someofwhom are Oncor
and Vistra employees, and reports show theyre spending as much as $2 million each, even as they
face major profit losses from the storm.

Vistra officials would not agree to go on-camera to answer questions about their lobbying efforts, and did
not answer anyof our written questions.

Oncor spokesperson, Kerri Dunn provided WFAA with both a phone interview and written statement.

“We had our lobbying team put together in January,” Dunn told WFAA “Most ofthese members have been
with our team for years. We did not particularly ramp up our team in response to the (February) storm. But it
obviously isa focus ofour team..."

In a statement, Dunn said Oncor lobbyists advocate also for customers.

“We focus on advocating for the needs of our customersand our industry,” the statement said. “Since the
February frecze and resulting power emergency, Oncor has been actively working with local stakeholders,
market participants and elected officials to do our part to help ensure an event like this does not happen again.
‘We appreciate the attention and work legislative and regulatory members have given this important issue. We.
will continue to monitor pending legislation.”

WFAA found energy-related industries this legislative session have hired 338 lobbyists, spending up to $24
million for their services in the first three-and-a-halfmonths of this year. That's more than the companies spent.
all of 2019, the last time the legislature was in session, the analysis found.

“Its not surprising at all,” said Ed Hirs, a University of Houston energy economist. “While it looks likea lot of
‘money, It's a small, tiny fraction of what tis indusiry has creamedoffthe topof the Texas electricity market.”

Hirs says Texas consumers already pay too much for energy, citing a Wall Street Journal analysis that reported
Texas’ deregulated electricity market raised costs to consumer by $28 billion since 2004. Additionally, surging
natural gas prices during the freeze — aspowerplants and other consumers ran low on gas ~led to billions of
dollars in windfalls for pipeline operators and investors, he says.

“We've set up the ERCOT casino over on the side with a bunchofelectricity and energy
traders,” Hirs said. “That doesn’t exist in a regulated market... The big losers: the consumers. Almost 200 dead
and $50 billion changing hands from the consumer sideof the ledger to the consumer side.

“There are no lobbyists in Austin looking out for the consumer,” Hirs added. “That'sof course what the
legislators are supposed to do...”

Others say they also remain unsurprised by the failureof the Texas Legislature, with only days remaining
before the endofthe legislative session, to draft stronger measures to avoid another disastrous freeze.
‘They blame the failure, in part because of the abilityof energy-related lobbyists to sway lawmakers.
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“After watching the failures for 40 years oflawmakers and the PUC and sister agencies - storm afer storm
10 enact strong measures, I'm not surprised,” said Tom “Smitty” Smith, former director of the Texas office of
Public Citizen. He says the most recent bills fail 0 set firm deadlines and strong enough penalties for gas and
electric companies to weatherize and install needed equipment.

Smith, however, told WFAA he disagreed with the all Sireet Journal's analysis that a deregulated
market had cost Texas consumers billionsofdollars.

“The analysis done by many indicates the rates are actually lower in Texas due to competition kicking out the
older, dirtier and least efficient plants,” Smith said. He said tweaks to the “market design”
need to occur, with gas and electric price caps 100 high.

“I think we need 10 put more effective caps on the hottest daysofsummer and coldest daysofwinter,” Smith
said.

Subtle, but sizable, influence
Records WFAA analyzed reveal oil and gas interests have comparatively fewer lobbyists on staff than the
electric industry. Some critics claim that's because their influence is engrained in Texas politics, allowing them
10 wield more power with fewer paid lobbyists.

“There is a hidden armyofoil and gas executives and equipment suppliers that are alerted every time there is a
need to call lawmakers,” Smith told WFAA. “Often the biggest donorsto legislators jump into action at the
reception ofa text.”

Smith told WFAA the oil and gas industry network is the best “corporate networkofanyone in the state.” The
network involves not just phone calls, but campaign donations.

Oil and gas contributions comprised 60 percent of the campaign contributions to the Texas Railroad
Commission, which is supposed to regulate the industry, according to a recent Texans forPublic Justice study.

“This session, for example, oneofthe strongest voices advocating for the oil and gas industry has been a current
elected official, Christi Craddick, RRC chair. Critics like Smith say because mostof Craddick’s
campaign contributions come from those she regulates, her public message often is more cheerleader than
overseer.

“She is bought and controlled bytheoil and gas industry,” Smith said. He said that Craddick, along with the
two other RRC Commissioners ~ Wayne Christian and Jim Wright - often appear in lockstep arguing
that electric power plants need to weatherize, but not oil and gas facilities. That's despite evidence that fossil
fuel extraction and delivery tanked days before the lights went out, indicating it, too, was affected by the cold.

Inastatement, Craddick told WFAA that her campaign contributions from oil and gas interests are fully
disclosed according to law. "As a regulatorofthe oil and gas industry, i stands to reason that my political
contributors would include entities that operate under the jurisdictionof the Railroad Commission of Texas.”

She also defended her public advocacyofoil and gas.

“My public comments related to the ofl and gas industry are reflective of my support for a healthy and robust
state economy,” Craddick said. "The oil and gas industry provides one thirdof our state’s economy and, as a
‘Texan who appreciates the roads, bridges, schools, and water infrastructure funded by this industry, [ will
‘continue to advocate for a vibrant Texas energy sector and overall economy.”
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Lobbyists gifts
Due 10 allowed time lags in reporting, lobbying disclosures on gifts given to lawmakers this
session aren't entirely available yet. But looking at prior legislative sessions, gifts to lawmakers included
‘Cowboys and Rangers tickets; a night at the Four Seasons; spa treatment packages; gift certificates; and bar tabs
atthe Cloak Room, a favorite lobbying hangout in Austin.

‘With energy and electricity reform on the table, Miller says this year's gifs are sure 10 be justas lucrative.

“We're talking about billions and billions and billionsofdollars,” Miller said. ”We're talking about the survival
of companies and co-ops and electricity interests. We're not talking about small potatoes.”

“It just rubs us the wrong way, right?” said Dr. Brock, whose research focuses on lobbying behavior.

“People have areally icky feeling about money and politics,” Brock told WFAA. “People feel like it must be
cormupt. You know, our political process is supposed to serve us. At the same time, every single person has that
right to organize and petition government. And lobbying is nothing if not organizing and petitioning
government.”

‘The influence game
Lobbyists typically may be subject matter experts, Dr. Brock said. They may even be former lawmakers.

“Lobbyists are trained to have a seat at the table and influence these small provisions one way or the
other,” Brock said. “They might notbe able to makeorbreak outcomes. They might notbeable to alter the
trajectory of what's happening in government, but they mightbeable to change a definition.”

For example, changing a simple word in a bill from “and” 0 “or” could end up saving an energy company
millionsofdollars. In other words, what would have been a requirement to spend money might end up being...
justa recommendation.

Companies that hire lobbyists know theyre getting their money’s worth. A study afr the 2008 housing
collapse lookedattheeffectof lobbying and found companies that lobbied Congress saw returns of more than
$220 forevery$1spent onlobbing.

Local officials
So, who are the key local lawmakers in power grid reform, and what do they say about the influence of
lobbying on decision-making?

“There is a good side to it, There's also adark side to it. And, just stay away from the dark side,” said state
Sen. Bob Hall, R-Rockwall.

Hall and Sen. Kelly Hancock, R-North Richland Hills, re key players in legislation to reform the power grid
this session.

Combined, they’ve authored nine bills that focus on protecting Texans from another power grid breakdown.

“Thatstuffjust doesn’t drive us, not in this office,” Hancock said of lobbyists. “Our goal and our
objective is to do what's best for the stateof Texas.”

Hall explained it this way. “A lotofpeople think ofa lobbyistas somebody with a handfulofmoney trying to
convince people to change something or, you know, luxury travels to places andperksand things like that— to
convince them to do somethingthat’s counter to their principles... Certainly there is someofthat that goes on.
‘There's no question that does go on. But there’s the good side.”



Both senators say lobbyists provide them with important insight and expertise into the electric industry that they
‘wouldn't otherwise have. But when the industry's lobby becomes t0o strong, Sen. Hall says it has thepowerto
derail good legislation.

“Matter of fact, their lobby is so strong that they are the ones that have prevented us in previous sessions from
actually taking steps to weatherize, to winterize,” Hal said, referring back to a 2011 winter storm and
subsequent effort to get plants to winterize that ended in recommendations, not mandates.

It remainsto be seen whether the necessary power grid reform will happen this legislative session, which ends
‘on Monday, Memorial Day.

“IFit’s not fixed, it’s going to be areal problem for them at the ballot box next year,” Hirs told WFAA.

‘What does Bill Miller say to critics who argu lobbyists wield too much control over the legislature?

“You can’t control it,” he said. “The truth is, you can hire all the lobbyists in town, but the true power is in
those chambers.”

Email investigates @wfaa.com

Study shakes up assumptions about fracking, earthquakes
By Carlos Anchondo
E&E News
May 28, 2021
Shallow wastewater injection is the primary cause of widespread earthquake activity in West Texas oil and gas
fields that are a centerofhydraulic fracturing, according to a new study led by Virginia Tech.

Previously, researchers did not have a full explanation for most earthquake activity in the Delaware Basin, a
subbasin of the prolific Permian Basin.

Manoochehr Shirzaei, a study co-author and an associate professorofgeophysics and remote sensing at
Virginia Tech, said that the major roleofshallow injectionofwastewater — a byproduct of fracking that needs
10bedisposedof — “was not known before and has a profound impact on our understandingofinduced
seismicity and hazard associated with wastewater injection.”

Deep injections only have a local impact, the study said, compared with a “basinwide causal link between
shallow injection and deeper seismicity.”

“The research, published this month in Proceedingsof the National Academyof Sciences, found that the injection
oflarge volumesofwastewater into shallow aquifers in the fuel-rich Delaware Basin in western Texas causes
an elastic stress change in the underground rock, which can then activate deep basementfaultsand induce
earthquakes.

Shirzaei said there is a strong correlation between where earthquakes happen and changes in elastic stress at the
location of faults with certain orientations
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“That'sa clue .. so that's how we argued that seismicity, most overall seismicity, must be induced by the
shallow injection,” Shirzaei said, noting that shallow injection is between 1 kilometer and 2 Kilometers, with so-
called deep injection happening below 4.5 kilometers.

‘The Delaware has experienced a “seismicity surge since 2014,” the study said, although Shirzaci said an exact
numberofearthquakes since that year isn’t known because “monitoring networks may miss many events and
underestimate the actual seismicity.”

Managing oil field wastewater has evolved into a multibillion-dollar industry, with the Texas oil sector alone:
producing over 350 billion gallonsof wastewater a year (Energvire, Nov. 13, 2019). Projections show that
volumesofwastewater from industryare “likely to increase,” according to an EPA report last year, which
delved into questions about reusing the wastewater, particularly in water-scarce partsofthe country.

Shirzaci said there are “very few” deep injection sites in the Delaware but added thata 5.0 magnitude event near
Mentone, Texas, last year was associated with oneofthose sites.

He said oil and gas companies pursue shallow injection because it is cheaper than deep injection or water
treatment.

On topof “human interventions,” the tectonic settings themselves also help to “predetermine the magnitude and
likelihood of the earthquake,” Shirzaei said in a release.

“The study could help companies and regulators “rethink the ways induced earthquakes are caused,” Shirzaci
said, and eventually help to mitigate associated hazards.

In addition to nearly 30 yearsof data, researchers used data analyticsand computer modeling to better
understand the “surge” in earthquakes in the Delaware and determined that earthquakes basinwide “mainly
occur where the deep stress increases becauseofshallow injection.”

Policy battles
Todd Staples, presidentofthe Texas Oil and Gas Association, called earthquake events “rare in context of total
activity” and said the industry is taking steps (0 reduce them further.

“The oil and natural gas industry is actively working to mitigate impact in the Delaware Basin through
recommended practices, which include pre-completion risk assessment, proper monitoring and mitigation
protocols,” Staples said in a statement.

“We believe that more data is always better,” he said, noting that the scctor continues to work with centers at
the Universityof Texas, Austin, that collect data on earthquakes in Texas.

Yet Sharon Wilson, a senior field advocate with the group Earthworks, said carthquakes induced by the disposal
ofoil and gas wastewater are only one threat from industry.

“Earthquakes caused by oil and gas waste injection, shallow or decp, shake the communities hosting disposal,”
Wilson said in an email.

“Because Texas and other oil [and] gas producing states treat toxic, potentially radioactive waste asifit were
harmless, quakes are just another oil [and] gas waste threat among several,” Wilson continued.

Andrew Keese,a spokesperson for the Texas Railroad Commission, said its “highest priority is protection
of public safety and the environment, and ourstaffcontinues to enforce someofthe country’s most stringent.
regulations on disposal wells in areasof seismicity.”
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Keese said that since seismicity-related disposal well rules went nto effect in 2014, the agency has received just
over 900 disposal well applications in areas “of historic seismicity.”

Ofthose applications, nearly 600 permits have been issued with special conditions, Keese said in an email, with
“requirements to reduce maximum daily injection volumes and pressureand/orto record volumes and pressures
daily as opposed to monthly.”

Just over 200 applications were returned or withdrawn, he said, and the remainder were either sent to a hearing,
‘were issued without special conditions orare pending technical review.

Brian McGovern,a spokesperson for the Texas Commission on Environmental Quality, said the agency does
not regulate the type of injection wellsthatare addressed in the study but is “fully awareofthe concems with
induced seismicity and links to underground injection.”

“TCEQ staffhave participated in discussions on induced seismicity with other sate and federal agencies,”
McGovern said in an email, also noting that the agency hasn't “had an opportunity to review the study to
provide any technical comments.”

Twitter: @cjanchondo Email: canchondo@eenews.net

Unwillingness to fix power supply: How politicians choose to leave Texans in
the dark
Reform Austin
May 27, 2021
In February 2021, the whole world stood in shock as they witnessed oneof the most important economies
unable to cope with a winter storm.

During the time, politicians argued that harshweather was (0 blame, as it tookatoll on ERCOT'S infrastructure
forcing statewide outages. However, none mentioned the many times they had a chance to fix the power grid
but simply chose not to.

As part ofathree-piece series titled “Failures of Power,” the Houston Chronicle makesahistoric recall on three
different times politicians willingly tumed down the opportunity to solve power failures.

“The first blown chance took place during the storm of 2011, when low temperatures froze ERCOT, causing
rolling blackouts that impacted more than 4 million Texans throughout the state.

In response, both lawmakers and regulators promised to come up with solutions, especially ones that required
energy companies to ensure reliability through weatherizing infrastructure.

At the same time, the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission and the North American Electric Reliability
Corporation stressed the need to implement stricter weatherization standards for power plants and natural gas
operators alike.

However, the proposed legislation -based on a free-market power system- never stood a chanceto solve the
problem, as it made weatherization voluntary.
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‘This minor piece of legislation that lacked authority to penalize incompliance was authored by the current Texas
comptroller Glenn Hegar, who 10 years later stated the Legislature should have taken a “much more active role”
in 2011.

“The second opportunity to fix the grid came nine years ago, as a vicious cycleofpower loss involving the oil
and gas industry unraveled during the aftermath of the 2011 storm.

‘When natural gas facilities shot down during the outages unable 10 feed electricity generation plants, two state
agencies in chargeofregulating utilities as well as the oil and gas industry advocated for lawmakers (0 urge gas
suppliers and power plats to fix the problem.

Federal officials recommended minimum standards for the weatherization ofnatural gas wells and processing
facilities, in addition to a labeling system with the objectiveofensuring uniform guidelines. In this regard, the
Railroad Commission issued a letter for operators of gas infrastructure to label them as critical loads, as
reliable gas supply is a priority during power outages.

But as oil and gas companies are both big lobbyists and campaign donors, such recommendations were not
enforced within Congress and ultimately not followed. Months later, temperatures fel, wells froze, gas
production sank and gas operators who were not labeledascritical facilities were left without power.

Even to this day and afte thisyear's storm, despite an overall consensus on the need to weatherize operations,
gas produces continue defending a market-based system, arguing it gives the necessary signals to ensure
production flow.

A third opportunity to fix reliability was shot down in 2013 when warnings of thepower grids reserve margin
running extremely low were ignored.

Economists alerted that Texas’ free-market grid was disincentivizing companies (0 build plants that could
eventually provide power in emergencies, an alert that was supposed (0 be solved through the increase of power
rates in order to encourage plant construction and ensure rescrves but it was ultimately ignored as well.

The alternativewas a shift to a capacity market, where rates benefit both the electricity provision and capacity
‘maintenance during high-demand periods as well. But this recommended solution to prevent an expected

disasterwas strongly opposed by the big industries including refining and petrochemical companies, who
Tobbied strongly with then-Governor Rick Perry.

Based on a self-regulating approach with the only constantofstable failure throughout the years, every blown
opportunity to fix reliability by betting on profit instead of sound weatherization continues to impact millions of
Texans.

“Our system now is more vulnerable than it was 30 yearsago,”said Woody Rickerson, vice presidentof grid
planningand operations at the Electric Reliability CouncilofTexas.

But as we continue losing lives disaster after disaster and as the opportunities to fix the power grid continue
being knowingly disregarded, the reason behind unpreparedness is not lackof capacity but the lackofpolitical
will

And while politicians continue lobbying, enlisting their campaign donors, and debating between a market-based
system and a capacity-based system, today, the only assurance is that Texans’ wellbeing will remain in the dark.
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Opinion: Texas lawmakers make a big deal about nothing to prevent blackouts
By Chris Tomlinson
Houston Chronicle
May 28, 2021
No lawmaking body does a better jobofapplying cosmetics to the porcine than the Texas Legislature, and the
bills intended to prevent more blackouts are the latest, greatest examples.

‘TheTexasHouseandSenatearewindinguptheirwork, and they have passed measures presumably addressing
February's power failures that killed at least 200 Texans and left 4.8 million homes and businesses without
electricity for days during the coldest storm in decades.

‘The Republican leaders and majorities in both chambers, though, did exactly what| feared they would do. None
of the bills heading for Gov. Greg Abbot's signature address core problems, such as the wholesale market
design or the $9,000 price cap. Nothing they did will prevent another blackoutof equal scale.

‘They did agree on more than $9 billion in bailouts for the electric utility industry that Texans will payoffover
the next 20 or 30 years through mandatory charges on their tility bills. The goal is to spread the costofthe
disaster to all Texans and make the monthly fee so low we do not complain.

“This will bail out electricity providers who guarantee customers a set monthly rate, even though electricity is
sold on a wholesale market where the price changes every 15 minutes between free and $9,000 a megawatt-
hour.

‘When the February freeze hit and prices maxed out, many retail providers went bankrupt and left behind $2.5
billion in unpaid bills.HouseBill4492allows the state to issue bonds to payoffthose bills and charge
customers a monthly fee (0 repay them.

Electricity co-ops also ran up huge bills for electricity used to power critical facilities. SenateBill1580allows
them to issue bonds estimated to total $2 billion. Again, the co-op’s customers will repay those bonds through
their monthly bills

‘Winter Storm Uri also triggered a 700 percent spike in natural gas prices, creating all kinds of financial pain for
‘another sector that typically guarantees a set price. To help natural gas utilities, the Legislature authorized
them to issue 54.5 billion in bonds. We will repay these on our gas bills.

“Considering the extraordinary costs incurred in the recent winter storm, customers could see a dramatic
increase in their monthly bills,” Rep. Chris Paddie, R-Marshall, wrote as his intent for the bond authorizations.
“This financing mechanism will provide raterelief10 customers by extending the time frame over which the
extraordinary costs are recovered.”

‘The result will be an additional $2-$5 monthly charge on electricity and gas bills for the next 20-30 years.

Extraordinarycostsare what you get when electric and gas utilities operate in competitive markets like the ones
‘we have in Texas. When we need power and heat the most, prices skyrocket and companies that meet demand
rake in massive profits, in this case, more than $9 billion worth.

By issuing state-approved bonds and allowing private companies to escape the financial consequences of their
‘poor planning before the storm, lawmakers are socializing the industry's losses and guaranteeing future profits.

‘The chance to make money was supposed to motivate electricity generators and natural gas well operators to
prepare foracold snap, but they didn't. Their facilities froze over, shut down and triggered the cascade of
blackouts that left people cold, hungry and dead. They will not pay a price for their failure.
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Mostofthe country has legal safeguards to guaranteepowerdoes not go out and prices remain stable. The
Texas Legislature purposely rejected guard rails in the Electric Reliability CouncilofTexas market
because they valued cheap over reliable, They still do.

Texas lawmakers gleefully passed bills requiring greater coordination and better communication, which cost
very little. But Senate Bill3 is remarkably vague about weatherization requirements, and a House amendment
would make the state finance them.

Only those partsofthe electricity and natural gas supply chains identifiedascritical must be weatherized. Then
the Public Utilities Commission and the Railroad Commission are responsible for determining what kinds of
weather events to worry about, and the punishment for failing to comply are laughably insignificant.

“The Legislature did not follow the examples set by other grids. They did not create a capacity marke that
‘guarantees there will always be enough power. They did not order ERCOT to connect to the restofthe country
10 obtain backup when needed.

Lawmakers are not promoting new technologies, such as grid-scale batteries distributed across the stat to store
electricity. Nor are they requiring energy efficiency improvements.

One day, 1 hope the Texas Legislature will make pundits like me eat our cynical words by passing measures that
will solve our state’s biggest problems. The endofthe 87th Legislative Session on Monday will not be that day.

Chris Tomlinson writes commentary about business,economicsand politics.

twitter.comvcltomiinson

christomlinson@chron.com

The bills that died in the Texas Legislature this year
By Jef Rouner
Reform Austin
May 26,2021
Texas has oneofthe shortest legislative sessions outofall the states, with the regular congress meeting just five
‘months every two years. As such, there’s a lot that does not get done even when its very popular. As the
87th Legislative Session draws to a close, here’s what was left unfinished.

Power Grid Reform
Texas ended up in the national news when the state power grid failed during Winter Storm Uri, leaving millions
in freezing temperatures with no electricity or water and over 150 people dead. As such, the state legislature:
‘made a lotofgrand promises about fixing the problem, mostof which probably will not actually do much
without a fundamental restructuring of the way Texas deals in power. Still, with so much finger-pointing going
around, it was expected that the legislature would at least pass somethingto look like they were trying to avoid
the next catastrophic event.

Tis still possible that Senate Bill 3 will make it into law at the buzzer, bu it has been ahard fight. The House
version keeps the mandate that natural gas facilites properly winterize their systems, but it is restrictedtoonly
those that are directly connected to power plants and identified by a supply chain mapping committee by
January 1, 2022. Also, the rules regarding winterization are lef to the discretion of the Railroad Commission,
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anentity well known to be weak on oversightof the natural gas industry, and they are given six months to adopt
it, but there is no timeline to enforce the rules and the penalties are so low as to make it moot. There is
significant debate about who will pay for that too. That debate is likely to continue in the Senate while a
conference bill is ironed out, but the clock is ticking. As of right now, this is the least dead of the major bills.

Medicaid Expansion
The state cameasclose as it’s ever been to finally fully embracing the provision under the Affordable Care Act
this session, but ultimatelyitdidn’t pass. The expansion of Medicaid, which would offer care to over a million
Texans, would be paid for by more than 90 percent by the federal government, but Texas has refused to be a
partof it.

State Sen. Nathan Johnson (D-Dallas), authored Senate Bill 117, which would have brought about the Medicaid
expansion, and the bill actually had enoughbipartisansupport in the House to move forward. Unfortunately,
committees in both chambers strangled the bill and kept it from coming to a full vote or even a hearing. On top
ofthat, the legislatureseemsallergic toevenstudying the negativeeffect that refusing the expansion has had on
‘Texans. A modest step to extend the existing Medicaid coverage for low-income new moms from being kicked

off two months after childbirth to 12 months is also facing danger. It’s scheduled on the last day House Bills
can be considered in the Senate and it has been reduced by the upper chamber to six months after childbirth.
More worrying for advocates is the budget conference committee report released today has a contingency.

‘waiveronly for six months.

Medical Marijuana
‘Marijuana reform advocates had high hopes forthissession, but it looks like the most they might getisthe
reductionofsomepenalties. That's not nothing, but it'sa far cry from the wishes ofmany Texans. Oneof the
‘most unfortunate failuresofthis session involves medical marijuana. While cannabis has been approvedfor the
treatmentof some conditions in the state, advocates have been rankled thatahostofother problems are not
being included on the list. The most prominent among these is PTSD, which is still prohibited for marijuana
use.

House Bill 1535 would fix that, and it has remarkably high bipartisan support. It passed out of committee in
‘both chambers unanimously, and easily cleared the House with only 12 nays. Late Tuesday evening, the Senate
passed a watered-down versionof House Bill 1535 that only keeps the THC cap at 1% and only includes PTSD
and all cancer patients and not patients with chronic pain and those with “debilitating conditions”. It’s unclear
‘whether the House, which was somewhat more expansive on who is eligible for medical marijuana and had a
‘much higher % THC cap, will concur or try to hash out the Senate changes in the last few days of session.

Gambling
New gambling legislation was always a long shot in Texas, with Governor Greg Abbottbeingconsistently
against the idea. However, the Las Vegas Sands Corporationhasbeendroppinghugemonev into lobbying for
‘more gambling in the state, as well asthevarioussports gambling entities.

“The bets do not appearto have paid off. Two measures, House Joint Resolution 133 and Senate Joint Resolution
49, which would have legalized more resort gambling, have seen their deadlines for hearings come and go. The
‘same has been trueofthe sports gambling bills and the measure to repeal the gambling ban from the
constitution that would have put the issue before the voters. Even the relatively popular measure ofallowing the
Ysleta del Sur Pueblo and the Alabama-Coushatta tribes to continue operating their bingo halls couldn’t get.
gambling over the line this year.

Raising the Minimum Wage
‘Texans hoping to see the minimum wage raised to $15 an hourare outof luck. State Rep. Martinez Fischer (D-
San Antonio) filed House Bill 1827 earlier this year which would have gradually increased the minimum up
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closer to a living wage. Sadly, this bill was almost a non-starter from the beginning. It never even got brought
up in committee.

Hopefully, at some point, the idea wil be put up before voters, where it tendstopasseven in fairly conservative:
states like Florida. For now, Texas is sticking with low wages that generally can’t support a family. It's one of
the many major initiatives that the state legislature let fall by the wayside as they focused on banning abortion
and expanding the dominanceof guns.

The Lege this week: bitterness and brinkmanship
Amid the theatrics that consumed the final full week of session, lawmakers still haven't finalized
much of their already-lackluster winter storm response.
Texas Observer
May 28,2021
Welcome to the 87th Legislative Session. Since the last session came to a close in June 2019, Texas has been hit
by an unrestrained pandemic and a crippling economiccrisis—and now the fallout from deadly blackouts
Under unprecedented circumstances, lawmakers are faced with anumberofurgentchallenges. The Texas
Observer is following along every step of the way.

Go here for last week's dispatch from the state Capitol.

What we're following:

‘The Final Days
Bitiemess and political brinkmanship has flared up in the final daysof the 2021 legislative session, as time runs
out 10 pass bills.

In the final hours before a midnight deadline Tuesday to vote on Senate bills, House Democrats slowed floor
debate to acrawl—a procedural delay tactic known as “chubbing”—in an attempt to block a slate of right-wing
legislation. They ultimately succeeded in stopping bills that would have blocked transgender athletes from
playingon school sports teams based on their gender identity, banned local governments from paying for
lobbyists, and outlawed “censorship” by social media platforms. All of these were key priorities for Lieutenant
‘Governor Dan Patrick. Democrats cheered and waved transgender pride flags on the floor as the clock struck
midnight. “Ding dong the bill is dead,” tweeted Representative Erin Zwicner, a Hays County Democratand
memberofthe House LGBTQ Caucus, of the anti-trans sports bill.

Despite having passed mostof the GOP's top priorities—includingpermitlesscarry and a near-ban on
abortions—conservatives lashed out at House Speaker Dade Phelan for allegedly kowtowingto Democrats. The
next day, Patrick demanded that Governor Greg Abbott call an immediate special session for his three priority
bill that died in the House. Patrick then slow-walked the Senate through ts own list of House bills to pass
before its Thursday night deadline, threateningto hold key legislation hostage.

Does this all sound familiar? It should. As the 2017 session came toa close, Patrick threatened to hold must-
pass bills hostage until the House passed his favored red-meat legislation, including the so-called “bathroom
bill" —another attack on trans Texans. That ultimately died in the House, leading Patrick to call for a special
Session. Abbott caved and included the bathroom bill as part ofan expansive summer session dubbed by critics
the“SessionofOppression.” The bathroom bill still failed.
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Inapress conference Thursday, Abbot tried to hold his ground, waming Patrick against trying to force a
special session. “Not only am I the only one with the authority to cal the special session,Igetto decide when,
and I get to decide what will be on that special session. And here's what I would doifanybody tries to force this
. it’s mot gonna be like it has been in the past.”

Patrick usually wins these political showdowns, but maybe not this time? In response, he insisted he wasn’t
holding anything hostage and committed to passing an essential bil to extend the lieof some state agencies,
including the Texas Commission on Law Enforcement, —Justin Miller

Another Failed Opportunity?
‘Now forget all the theatrics, power plays, and ego-stroking. There are just three days lef until sine die—the end
ofsession—on Monday. What about the Texans who shivered in their homes for days on end during the winter
storm in February? Whose loved ones froze to death, whose homes were ruined by burst pipes, who went
without safe water, and who will likely be paying for the failuresof their state government in utility bills for
decades to come?

In the immediate wakeof that deadly storm and power grid collapse, there was a rushof committee hearings,
investigations, and promised reforms. Usually, the Legislatureis outofsession when major tragedies, like:
hurricanes, mass shootings, and pandemics, hit Texas. This wasarare exception.

But after introducing a flood of legislation in the weeks following the storm, Republicans took a sharp detour,
focusing instead on sweeping voter restrictions, curbs on how race and history are taught in public schools,
punitive restraints on urban police budgeting, abortion bans, a “Star Spangled Banner” mandate, lifting gun
restrictions, and cracking down on local control, to name a few.

Lawmakers largely let the natural gas industry, whose failures were most responsible for triggering the winter
storm catastrophe, and who still raked in billionsofdollars from Texans’ suffering,offthe hook. Natural gas
‘operators are exempted from most of the proposed weatherization mandates, and any new regulations will be
‘meted out by the gratuitously pro-industry Railroad Commission.

“Everybody better buy their generators or their storage or whateverto put in their garage, because [the failure to
‘mandate winterization] basically means there would be nothing done to gas supplyforthis winter,” Doug
Lewin, an energy expert and renewables advocate, told the Houston Chronicle. “I guess the Legislature is OK
with that. | imagine most Texans aren't.”

In other words, the state will still ely on the unregulated whimsofthe free market to power Texas while
Republican leaders’ aversion to considering what climate change meansforextreme weather in Texas, and their
attempts to scapegoat renewable energy, persist.

‘The biggest and most important componentsofthe Legislature’s storm response stil haven't been finalized.
Just before midnight, GOP Senator Kelly Hancock brought up House Bill 4292, a highly complex plan to
spread out the exorbitant costs incurred by electricity providers during the winter storm over the long term. But
in the deadofnight, he swapped the bill with a completely different—seemingly more complex—version that
had never received a public hearing. Hancock repeatedly insisted it was not a “bailout” for electric utilities
while acknowledging that the “debt is socialized,” meaning customers will ultimately pick up the tab. The bill
passed unanimously, which means the final version of the multi-billion dollar plan will be negotiated by
‘membersofthe House and Senate behind closed doors in the final days of session. —Justin Miller

COVID-19 Liability and Workers’ Comp
On Monday, the House signedoff on a measure meant to stymie potential coronavirus-related lawsuits, a top
priorityofthe governor and the business lobby. After U.S. Senator John Cornyn failed (0 pass such a policy at
the federal level, dozensofstates took up the anti-liability mantle. The Texas measure, SenateBill 6, institutes
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new civil protections for a rangeofentities including physicians, manufacturers, nursing home operators, and
‘small business owners. Theselastas long as a stateofdisaster is declared due to any pandemic disease.

SB 6 also broadly protects employers from employees and their families. Texas is the only state that allows
employers lo opt out of workers’ compensation insurance. Those who opt out save money on insurance
premiums, but they become far more vulnerable to lawsuits from employees and their families. In cases of
COVID-19 exposure at work, SB 6 will retroactively shield employers who elected not to carry workers’ comp.
‘They won't be completely immune, but theyll be protected at roughly the same high level as bosses who chose.
to pay for workers’ comp, says Jay Harvey, past president ofthe Texas Trial Lawyers Association. In return for
carly concessions from the Republican author, the group has remained neutral on the legislation.

In related news, lawmakers looksetto pass Senate Bill 22, which addresses trouble first respondersand
corrections officers have facedin drawing workers’ comp benefits, or state death benefits, in COVID-19 cases.
“The bill would not help any other workers suchas teachers, bartenders, or grocery clerks. —Gus Bova

What We're Reading
A vear after George Floyds murder, only a fewofTexas lawmakers’ police reform measures appear
likely to become law
Narrowly targeted picesofTexas’ George Floyd Act—like restricting chokeholds and requiring officers to
provide first aid—are expected to pass. But the Actitselfand many other related reforms have failed to
progress. “There's going to be blood on your hands when you had the power to change it,” said Gary Bledsoe,
presidentofthe Texas NAACP. / Texas Tribune

Guaranteed: Trigger provision requires Gov. Greg Abbott to consult lawmakers on COVID relief
spending
‘After previously getting nixed, a House budget provision meant to ensure the governor doesn’t get carte blanche
when it comes to spending the state’s $16 billion share of federal recovery aid was added back in. /Dallas
Morning News

EI Paso lawmakers say gun reform promises after Walmart massacre were broken
‘After the EI Paso massacre, Republican leaders like Greg Abbott and Dan Patrick indicated support for gun-
reform measures. Instead, when the Legislature convened more than one year later, Republicans went hard the
other way, passing a law that will allow almost any Texan to carry a handgun without a permit. El Paso
Representative Joc Moody gave a long and somber speech ahead of final passage: “All [victims’ families]
wanted was some accountability, yet here we are. ..l heard lotsof promises. I haven't heard [them] since.” / EI
Paso Matters

A false date rape drugging accusation againsta lobbyist exposed claims of his role in the Texas Capitol’s
culture ofsexual harassment
A DPS investigation concluded that the allegations againsta lobbyist at a powerful firm were false. Still, the
incident laid bare larger questions about a Capitol culture that many female staffers say often leads to
allegationsofmisconduct and harassment being brushed under the rug by those with the power 10 act. The
accused lobbyist has faced multiple accusations of inappropriate behavior with women as both a legislative
staffer and lobbyist—and in at least two instances has been banned from visiting certain Capitol offices because
ofthem. / Texas Tribune

How ‘critical race theory’ came to dominate education debates in Texas
In the carly hours of Saturday morning, after hoursofdebate on legislation that would supposedly ban critical
race theory in Texas public schools by putting a hostofrestraints on how teachers can teach race and racism,
the Senate passed its bill. Passed on a party-line vote, it now heads back to the Texas House./ Dallas Morning
News
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All Hat, No Cattle
The Texas Legislature is knownfor its outlandish members, ludicrous antics, and right-wingflare-ups. Here's
your weekly dose.

On Monday, as Democratic Representative Terry Canales laid outa Senate bill to impose fees on electric
vehicles, Republican Representative Bryan Slaton promptly raised 2pointoforder—a procedural tactic that can
kill legislation during floor debates.

Slaton then said he would withdraw the objectionif Canales could get House Speaker Phelan to give SB 29—
the anti-trans school sports bill—a vote. Throughout the session, Slaton has repeatedly tried to advance anti-
trans legislation, or attach anti-trans amendments to other bills, without success. Canales refused and Slaton’s
point oforder was sustained, ultimately killing the bill.

Canales promptly took to Twitterto condemn Slaton’s tactics: “My answer, Kill my Bill, BIGOT!”

Chapter 313 program doomed after Texas lawmakers miss deadline; ‘We're
going to lose a lot of projects’
Tesla, Samsung among big brands that secured property tax breaks through ‘313’
By Kathryn Hardison
Austin Business Journal
May 27,2021
Texas lawmakers missed an important deadline this session to extend a $10 billion program that has been used
to incentivize massive manufacturing and energy projects to the Lone Star State by lowering their school
property tax bills

‘The Texas Legislature missed a May 26 deadline to advance House Bill 4242, which would have extended the
Chapter 313 incentives program by two years. Those incentives have been used for major local projects such as
Tesla’s $1 billion gigafactory and Samsung Austin Semiconductor's massive East Austin facility, as well as
tonsofenergy projects throughout the state.

‘The decision notto advance HB 4242 means the program will likely expire in December 2022. Many have
questioned the program’s effectiveness in its current form, while others have said that allowing the program to
expire could have negative consequences for the futureofTexas’ economic development — a longtime badge
of honor for Texas as companies pour into the state to seekabusiness-friendly environment, lower costs of
living andrelativelylowertaxes.

Texas, and its cities and counties, til have mechanisms — such as chapters 380 and 381 of the local
‘government code — to offer property tax breaks and other incentives to incoming or expanding businesses, but
the pending lossof Chapter 313 has set many economic development advocates back on their heels.

“This is going to leavea mark,” said Glenn Hamer, president and CEOofthe Texas Association of Business.
“There's no other way to put it. can't tell you how muchofone right now.”

UniversityofTexas at Austin govemment professor Nate Jensen, a critic of incentives, said support for the
Chapter 313 program has “frayed a bit”of late as interfaith groups and organized labor have joined
organizations from both sides of the political spectrum in oppositionof the program. For example, Central
Texas Interfaith on May 24 senta call to action urging members to ask their legislators to oppose HB 4242. The
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email decried that “Chapter 313 costs taxpayers nearly $1 billion a year in tax breaks” which largely benefit
large petrochemical and manufacturing companies.

Dale Craymer, presidentofTexas Taxpayers and Research Association, said on May 27 that it's unlikely
lawmakers will ry to push the issue through before May 31, the last dayof the session, or bring it back up in a
special session. Agreements currently in place will remain intact, and companies can continue to apply for the
program's property tax breaks until the endof2022.

Chapter 313 allowsa school district to offeracapofupto 10 years on a portion of the taxable property value of
new manufacturing or renewable energy projects. This has been a major incentive for many companies because
ofthe state’s high property taxes in lieu of no income tax. In addition to Samsung— which may seck incentives
soon fora $17 billion expansion that could land in Austin — and Tesla, companies that have benefited from the
program include Freeport LNGintheHoustonareaand Caterpillar Inc. in Seguin. A total of 509 agreements
were in effect asofearlier this year, accordingto the Texas comptroller. The projects incentivized by Chapter
313 represent $217 billion in investments by companies and in turn have received gross tax benefitsof $10.8
billion, the state reports.

Craymer said many are worried companies won't consider Texas for future economic development projects that
are on the drawing board today — which are likely to break ground in three 10 four years — because there
‘won't be any assurance of incentives.

“We're going to lose a lotof projects that companies are currently in the initial planning stages for. If Texas
isn’t on their list now, we likely won'tbe on their list in the future,” he said. “Evenifwe come back in 2023
and create a new program, it will create a gap of investment in the state.”

Tony Bennet, president and CEOofthe Texas Association of Manufacturers, said in a May 27 statement that
nearby states are likely celebrating after theLegislature's decision to not renew the program.

“Texas will be sidelined for major automotive, petrochemical, aerospace and high-tech manufacturing projects
that cannot afford to locate in a state with the fourth-highest property taxes in the nation, especially when nearly
all other states offer property tax discounts,” he said. "I never thought I'd see the day when Texas took the same
path California took decades ago when lawmakers took manufacturing jobs for granted and hurt their
economy.”

Craymer said Chapter 313 is crucial to attracting projects, though there are issues with the program. Over the
years, the bulk ofthe savings has shified to the school districts and away from businesses, he said, adding that
‘after crunching the numbers, businesses typically end up with net tax savingsof 36%.

“Chapter 313 is nota free ride, it is only a partial discount on yourtax bill” he said. “You get a 36%discount in
Texas versus an 80% discount in Louisiana or a 100% discount in other states like Georgia. Chapter 313 is not
as generous an incentive as what companies can get in other states.”

A large majorityofthe Legislature doesn’t like incentives programs, which has ultimately been the program’s
downfall and why it's become a controversial topic over the years. The Texas Public Policy Foundation praised
lawmakers for not taking initiative to renew the program.

“Sunsetting this program isa critical victory for each and every Texan — made possible by a tidal wave of
bipartisan support for free-market principles and broad property taxrelief Texans sorely nced,”Kevin Roberts,
TPPF’s CEO, said in a statement. “For two decades, Texas taxpayers have bome the brunt ofspecial-interest
corporate welfare that raises our property taxes and allows government to pick winners and losers. These 20
‘yearsofhard data have proven Chapter 313 doesn’t live up to ts lofty promises to create jobs or lure new
businesses to our sate.”
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Another effort to expand and extend the program was House Bill 1556, authored by Republican Rep. Jim
Murphy. The bill, which stalled earlier this month, would haveextendedtheprogramfor another decade and
allowed companies to apply fora tax cap on upgrades and renovationsto existing facilites. It also proposed
eliminating some types of projects that could qualify, like nuclear energy, and changed how a minimum
qualified investment wouldbe determined. Murphy's bill attracted scrutiny and was ultimately amended to
leave muchofthe current program intact.

“Not only was it an incredibly costly bill at a ime of serious budget constraints, but it was silent on mostofthe
major criticisms of the program,” Jensen wrote in a May 27 email. “Rather than proposing a reform to the
program along with a renewal, supporters pushed for an expansion. This was a huge blunder and once this
expansion died, there was no serious backup bill.”

According to Hamer at the Texas AssociationofBusiness, the failure to extend Chapter 313 incentives will cast
a pall over the 2021 Legislative session, despite other business wins surrounding education, broadband access
and protections for businesses amidst the Covid-19 pandemic.

“This is a cloud and a significant disappointment,” Hamer said. “I'm not going to say anything otherwise.”

Paul Thompson contributed to this story.

Texas could give landowners more say in eminent domain negotiations under
bill sent to Greg Abbott’s desk
After failing last session, lawmakers finalized a bill — described as a “delicate compromise” —
that provides new protections for landowners in negotiating with companies attempting to seize
their land through eminent domain.
By Erin Douglas.
Texas Tribune
May 27, 2021
The Texas Legislature approved a bill early Thursday that will revise eminent domain negotiations between
fandowners and companies — such as railroads, pipeline and utility companies — that are seeking to condemn
land, requiring that landowners be given the terms of the contract up front, as well as more information about
the eminent domain process.

After six years of heated negotiations between groups that represent landownersand the groups that represent
big pipeline, utility, railroad, and oil and gas companies, the Legislature passed a limited version ofa bill that
failed in 2019.

‘The House approved the legislation on May 13. The Senate approved the bill unanimously in the early hours of
‘Thursday morning; it now goes to Gov. Greg Abbott for his consideration.

‘Companies would also be required under the bill 0 restore the surrounding area toasclose to the original
condition as possible and compensate the landowner for damages to the surrounding land that isn’t restored.

State law currently offers few protections for property owners after a company notifies sate regulatorsofits
intent 0 build; the company must compensate the owner for the land, but it isn’t required to make other
concessions, suchas altering the route.
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Eminent domain — always acontentious issue in Texas —became a political flashpoint in recent years due to
Kinder Morgan's 423-mile Permian Highway Pipeline that runs through the Texas Hill Country. Angered
landowners sought to stop the project with lawsuits,butlost. Last August, singers Willie Nelson and Paul
Simon, who both live in the Texas Hill Country, opposedthepipeline in a Houston Chronicle op-ed. The
pipelinebeganserviceinJanuary.
State Sen. Lois Kolkhorst. R-Brenham, who has worked on the issue since she joined the Senate six years ago,
acknowledged that the legislation did not go as far as many landowners would have liked, but she described it
as an effort to start giving landowners more leverage when companies want to seize private land to build oil or
gas pipelines, railroads or power transmission lines that companies argue are in the public's best interest.

“Giving the right to private companiesto come inand take yourland — that you do not wantto sell — should
be oneof the highest privileges that we give in statute,” Kolkhorst said during aSenateJurisprudence
Committee hearing last Thursday.

She said House Bill 2730 is a frstpassat creating more balance in negotiations. The final version ofHouseBill
2730 requires companies to show landowners the contract terms up front, allows landowners to file complaints
againsta right-of-way agent and requires the state to give landowners more information about the eminent
‘domain process.

“What you have is six yearsof negotiation by industry on all sides, including landowners, energy and
infrastructure,” said Thomas Zabel, an oil and gas lawyer who spoke on behalfofthe Texas Pipeline
Association, “There's alittle give and take on both sides.”

During the 2019 legislative session, abillby Kolkhorst sought to prevent companies from making low-ball
offers to property owners, require public meetings between property owners and the companies, and restore
damaged land to as close to its original condition as possible.

But after the bill was watered down in a joint House-Senate conference committee — an effort led by Rep. Tom
Craddick, R-Midland — it failed to make it to Abbott's desk.

An initial versionofths year's bill, sponsored by state Rep. Joe Deshotel, D-Beaumont, angered landowners
‘who felt it favored companies. The Texas Farm Bureau publicly opposed it. Billy Howe, the Farm Bureau's
associate directorof government affairs, said that after “intense negotiations,” lawmakers came back with
language that the powerful agricultural and rural community interest group would suppor, because it was closer
tothe 2019 bil.

Craddick was the only member to vote against the bill in the House.

“We feel [this bill is going to improve the process for landowners, so we're going to support it and seeifit
works,” Howe said. He said the bill includes provisions that should result in more fair compensation for land
taken through eminent domain.

“I's going to take a good step forward in improving that inital offer,” Howe said.

Deshotel told his colleagues on the House floor May 12 that his goal was to put landowners and property
owners closer to even standing with pipeline, electric and railroad companies thatuse eminent domain, which
he said were “starting to have an advantage over landowners.”

“We wanted to give [landowners]areal say and real involvement in the process that affects their property,”
Deshotel said.



Jaren Taylor, a utility and eminent domain lawyer who spoke on behalfofthe AssociationofElectric
CompaniesofTexas during the Senate committee hearing, saidifthe bill passed, it would be a signal of
compromise.

“1 don’t disagree that not everyone is happy with it, but frankly that's a signof quality negotiation and
compromise,” Taylor said.

Andrew Keese
TR Spokesperson

Railroad Commissionof Texas
: Office: 512-463-4817

g) Cell: 512.963-1869
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Texas Energy Clips
Houston Chronicle
As Texas power grid reforms ake shape, natura gas supplies evade scrutiny
By Jeremy Blackman, Austin Bureau
May 25, 2021
hits Ive.houstonchronicle comipolcsfexas/artice/As-Texas-aridreforms-take:shape-naluralas-16200298 hp
NBCKXAN Austin
Texas electricity gid one step closer to reform ater House advances proposal
May 25, 2021
hits Inve eancominewstexas: polis texas-electricy-arid-one-step-closer-toreform-after-house-advances-proposall
Austin Amrican-Statesman
Texas House passes sweeping egisation that seeks to fix power grid failures
8y Madin Mekelburg
May 24,2021
hits: nw. statesman comstory/news/poliicsstate/2021105/23house:senate-bll3-power.outages:
fesponsel5234238001]
Bloomberg
fer Blackouts, Texas Moves to Make Power Plants Weatherize
By Mark Chediak
May 24, 2021
hitos wen boombera cominews/aricles/2021-05-24aflerblackouts texasmovesto-make:power.lanis-weatherize
Midland Reporte-Telogram
Oil Surges With Iran Saying Differences Remain on Sanciions Deal
By Andres Guerra Luz, Bloomberg
May 25, 2021
itesJs rel comvbusinessariclelOiTrades-Above-63-s Investors Track-Vius-16197966 php
Midland Roporter-Tlegram
Pluger-inloduced bil aims oexpand LNG exports: Increasedexports would provide new markels or Permian Basin
natura gas.
By Mella McEwen
Way 25, 2021
hitos fs mt convbusinessioilfarile/Pfluger-intoduce: il-aims-to-expand-UNG-expors-16200504 oho
cas DFW
WeAre Going To Stop Buying Fuel Abroad’: Mexico Set To Buy Shells Share Of Texas Refinery
May 25,2021

fw cbslocal 1 ing:fuekabroad. Ltexas-refnery!
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Should Electric Car Owners Pay A Fee To Use Texas Roads?
By Alexandra HartMay 25, 2021

Texas Energy Clips

Houston Chronicle
hs Texas power grid reforms take shape, natura gas suppliers evade scruiny
By Jeremy Blackman, Austin Bureau
May 25,2021
ips Jum houstonhroncls compoltcstexas/arice/As-Texas-rireforms-ake:shape-naluraqas-16200298 oho
The Texas Legislature i nearing agreement on a sweeping setof anergy reforms thatexperts sayare encouraging but
won't ily fix he biggest aires rom this winters ead outages.
‘Senate Bil 3passed tre House on Monday and is headed for negotiations between both the House and Senate ater this
Weak awmakers have unt May 31 Monday to send on to he governor.
Whia inal ara s sil bing worked ou, neither Republican-controlied chamber has shown supporforforcing natural
985 Suppers 1 prepare orxia cod. Most of he sates power grid uns on nalural 635, and disruptions nth gas
‘supply were among theearliestand most significant causesof the blackouts. The version of the legislation passed by the
Tiause callsfo some winteizaton, but mis 0 wels and processing facile thal dreclly supply power pants— a hard
designation to apply since gas rom diferent sources is are fen combined 2s enlars ppcinGs. The measure aso calls
for minimal dai ines and tas the industy-nencly Ralroad Commission 0 et and enforce th ries
Energy experts ad hoped tha at least new gas wes would have to be insulated, since thy produce more than oder
wets. During Winter Storm Un, th state's gas production fell more than 20 percent over ve days
The Federal Reserve Bank of alls found last month tht safeguarding new wels would be among the cheapest
proventaie sleps for the sat, cosing between SB5 mon and $220 millon annualy. The nancial ta fiom the
February outages i estmated io be at last S80 billon
Republicans in the House ejected amendments from Democrats tha would have increased perltesfogas suppliers
ha dont winleize and woud have (equIted progress on wintaization wihin 5x monihs of the measure becoming
low: Gas producers say ine recognize (hsneed to equip her operationfor he cod, butconend that mandates
requiing the to do o are unnecessary.
NBC KXAN Austin
Texas elecirity rd one sep Gossrto reform after House advances proposal
Vay 25, 2021
ips iow can comvnews/texas:policsexas:lectioty-qrid-one:step-coserto eform afier-house:advances-proposal
AUSTIN (Nexstar) — Th troubled lecrity grid tha took the spalight during he fatal Febuary freeze i one step closer
10 seeing changes from state awmakers —— wih one week remaining n he legisiatve session.
The Texas House spent roughly four hours debating mare than two-cozenchangesto Senate Bil 3 over he weekend,formally passing he legisiaton Monday moming. The plan o reform the rid tackies thee man objectives “rom welhead
10 igh Swich” according o State Rep. Chis Paddie, RMarshal who ed the House efor.
“And thatis oversight and accountabilty, communication fires, which we saw troughou the system, and
Weatherization — fo ensure tha these facies, boh uy and natural gas facies are prepared for hese extreme.
Weather events and wil be abi to continue o function and Go theob hal they are supposed (0 do,” Marshall said
58.3 would require lecticy providers operating on the grid managedby the Electric Reliabilty Counil of Texas
(ERCOT)to weatherize hei qupment The ries woube sat by he Pubic Unity Commission so monthsafterthe law
akes fect
“Those would go along way... to really making this situation go away,” Curt Morgan,chiefexecutive officer for Vista
Corp, sa “And | don't ink the legate can walk away in (i session without fing his.
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Austin American Statesman
Texas House passes sweeping legisiaton thatseeks(0 fix powergid failures
By Madin Mekelburg
May 24, 2021
fesponsel5234238001]
State lawmakers on Sunday gave inital approval to an omnibus bil overhauling the state's electric supply system in
response to February winter storms andpower outages tha ef millions without power and more than 100 dead
With a weekto go in the legsiative session, the Texas House on Monday approved a sweeping bil aimed at shoring up
the state's electric supply system and infrastructure, 2 proposal crafted in response to statewide power outages in
February amid deadly winter storms that plunged milions of Texans into cold and darkness or days.
‘Senate Bill 3 would require nfastructure upgrades to prepare or exreme weather, seek to improve oversight of the
State's electict supply chain and create a statewide emergency alert system in the event of future power outages.
Rep. Chris Paddie, R-Marshall, who carried th bil i the House, said i targets “the systematic aires fiom wellhead to
ight switch uy 1 address tree main buckets: oversight and accountabilty, communication fares, which we saw
thoughoutthe system, and weatnerizaton
“Idontthink itis acceptable for us to leave his session not having passed tis bil and these reforms. Paddle sai. Now
the bill heads back to the Senate, where members must decide whether to accept changes made i the House.
Rep. Trey Martinez Fischer, D-San Antonio, said he expects senators 1 form a conference commie instead of
accepting the new changes o the bil, meaning select awmakers from both chambers wil meet behind cosed doors 0
hash outa compromise...
Bloomberg
fer Blackouts, Texas Moves 10 Make Power Plants Weatherze
By Mark Chediak
May 24,2021
tos hn. 0 cominews/aricles/2021.05-24aferblackouts exas-m ke-power th
Texas lawmakers advanced a sweeping and potentially costly measure that would require power pants and some gas
facilis o preparefo extreme winter weather as part of an effort o avoid a repeal of February's energy crisis
“The Texas House of Representatives on Monday gave final approval o a bil requiring power generators and crical gas
infrastructure to make upgrades enabling them to function during freezing temperature, I's unciear how much the
upgrades would cost power and gas companies, but violators would face a minimum penalty of 6,000 a day. In extreme
cases, fines could reach $1 millon.
“The bil, which received inal approva afte being amended inthe House on Sunday, will head back to he state Senate
for passage befor t can go fo the governors desk for signature
“The measure is the most ambitious attempt yet by the legislature to address the causes of blackouls that ef more than 4.
millon Texans in the ark for days and resuled in at east 100 deaths. The sta gid operator had to insite the
catasirophic power cuts when nearly half ofthe state's generation capaciy failed during an Arctic blast that froze wind
turbines, coal ples, power plant instruments and gas wellveads.
Midland Reporter-Telegram
il Surges With iran Saying Differences Remain on Sanctions Deal
By Andres Guerra Luz, Bloomberg
May 25,2021
hitosww met com/businessarticl/Ol-Trades-Above-63-as-Inveslors-Track-Vius- 16197966.0hp
Of cimbed the most in a monih afer lan said that gaps remain in negotiation aimed at reaching a deal to end U.S.
sanctions on ts crude.
Futures rose 3.9% in New York on Monday with added support fom a weaker doar, which makes commadites priced in
the currency more atracive, anda ral in U.S. equies. Iran said there are stil diflerences around the iming of when
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counties wil return to compliance wih the orginal 2015 nuclear agreement. alaying some concern about a rapid ramp-
Up in the Persian Gulf nation's output. While the market is antcipaing the Isiamic Republics supply wil pick up again by
Isle summer, te demand recovery wil be strong enough to absorb i, Goldman Sachs Group Inc. said. The bank expecis
Brent fures to it $80.3 bare nthe next few months.
“Seasonally we're coming ino a strong demand period, overwhelming concerns on supply. sad Peer Maly, global
head for industils, marials and energy at Third Bridge. With he US continuing fo reopen. air travel picking up and
Europe lifting pandemic-driven lockdown, “it's more than likely those barrels can get absorbed.”

aks between Iran and word powers will continue in Vienna this week to resolve outstanding issues. As partof hat
process, ran extended a United Nations nuclear inspeciions agreement. buying ciplomats ime (0 revive the landmark
eal hat would usherin an official return of the Persian Gulf nation to word of market.
“Statements over the weekend in the time between the expiration of the id monitoring agreement and the signing of the
new deal made it clear hat the sense of optimism (over a deal) hat was pressuring prices last week was probably
overdone.” Bob Yawger, head of he fuures division at Mizuho Securities, sad n a ote. There is sil otofwork hat
needs tobedone before afinal agreement s fished.”
Midland Reporter-Telegram
Plluger-introduced bil ams to expand LNG expors: Increased exports would provide new markets for Permian Basin
natural gas
By Mela McEwen
May 25, 2021

“The Permian Basin s hundreds of miles from the nation's seaports, but boosting exports overseas will be an economic
boon to he landlocked region
Rep. August Pfluger, the Republican who represents Midland as part of his District 11, and Rep. Henry Cuellar, the
Democrat whose District 28 includes Laredo, Mission and San Antorio, have teamed up to introduce the Natura Gas
Export ExpansionActlo expand expedited approvalof liquefied natural gas export permit applications. “Im excited about
this bill Pfluger tok the Reportr-Telegram na telephone interview Monday afernoon.
He noted thal he sit on the Foreign Afars Commitee and felow members may wonder what energy exports have to do
with foreign affairs. He explained that there ae countries, paricularly in Eastern Europe ~ Romania, Lava, Litwania to
name a few —that need US oil and gas products.
“We need to et the federal government out of the way and le private companies export to any county thats not subject
to sanclions or rade resticlons,” he sai
The bill has garnered bipartisan support fiom the indusiry and fom both Republicans and Democrats in the House, and
Pfluger sid he is working to bud more industry support as wel as support fom Senale Democrats and Republicans to
the companion bil introduced by Sen Ted Cruz, R-Texas. Industry associations ke the Permian Basi Pelroeum
Association have offered their support or th bil. Ben Shepperd, PBPA president, said ia statement when Pluger and
Cuellar introduced th bil, “The Permian Basin i the mst prolific of producing region in the work and is the second
largest natural gas producer in tne United States. The Natural Gas Export Expansion Act wil help to fully uiize the
Permian Basin's natural gas resources as a nalional securiy ool, promote safer and cleaner natural gas and expand
worldwide markets for Permian Basin natura gas. These efforts wil aso help to reduce global emissions.”
Itinvolves educating Democrats and explaining why promating LNG exports by cuting red tape, regulations and the ime.
ittakes to build and puta facity online benefits the counlry. he said
cas DFW
We Are Going To Stop Buying Fuel Abroad Mexico Set To Buy Shelf Share Of Texas Refinery
May 25, 2021
is1chsiocal com/2021/05/24buying-fuekabroad:mesico-shelliexas.refnery/
Mexico said Monday. May 24, itil buy Shelfs 50% share in the jinty-owned Deer Park refinery near Houston, Texas
for about $600 milion



The move comes as part of President Andrés Manuel Lopez Obradors central policy to build, acquireo renovate oi
refineries, in an era when most counlres are tying to reduce thei reliance on fossil fuels. “We are going 10 lop buying
fuel abroad... we will become sel suffcienby2033" said Lopez Obrader, who is spending about $8 billontobuild a
simiar.size new refinery in his home stateof Tabasco.
Ina statement, Shell wrote that “Shell Chemical LP. wil continue to operate is 100% owned Deer Park Chemicals facily
located adjacent to the sie.”
“Shell dd not plan to markets interest nthe Deer Park refinery,” sad Hulbert Vigeveno, Shells Downsirea Director.
“However, following an unsolicited offer from Pemex, we have reached an agreement to iransfer ur intrest n the
partnership to them.” The Mexican president had complained recently that Deer Park hadnotyielded any benefits for
Mexico since 1693, apparent because mostofthe profs had been renvesled
But he acknowledged the refinery does process 340,000 barrels of crude per day, much of that Mexican crude.
Kur
‘Should Electic Car Owners Pay A Fee To Use Texas Roads?
By Alexancra Hart
May 25, 2021

Drivers of electric venice, or EVs, in Texas may soon take a financial hit i the form ofa new annua fee for “atemaiive:
fuer vehicies. Texas lawmakers are considering a bipartisan bil that would charge EV rivers between $190 and $240 a
year, dependingonvehicle size. Electric vehicle drivers are pushing back, many claiming they'd end up paying quite a bit
more in taxes than ofhers on the road.
“The idea o the fee is that ince electric vehicle drivers are paying gas taxes, the goverment needs an allemative way
10.get money to fund infrastruciure maintenance.
“If we're moving into an electric future, then a gas tax is a really terrible way to pay for our roads and bridges and other
infrastructure (hat vehicles need, sad Sebasiian Blanco, contribuing editor for Car and Driver magazine. ‘Instead of the
way it works todey, which i every ime you gas up, some ofyour money goes {0 pay or hose roads and bridges and
things, the dea would be to just charge EV drivers an annual fee and sa tha.. the site can collect money from them
just he way toes from gas powered vehicle drivers today.”
‘Some electric vericl divers say that the fee that Texas wanis o charge is unfair, because ts disproportionate to the
‘amount tha gas venice drivers pey through gas taxes. But the state does need 16 raise money for infrastructure
maintenance. Blanco said there re several altematies other tates are tying ou, including something called 2 road use
Charge
“Exactlyhowthis would be calculated is being tested ina lotofdifferent places, particularly on the West Coast, in the
Pacific Northwest or sort of western states that are kind of trying to figure this out where you would simply pay a set fee
per each mil you drive,” Blanco sad. “And one of the issues with that s some people dontwant fo tel the goverment
ach year how many mies they put on their vehicle”
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San Antonio Express-News
‘Commentary: Power grid fauly, not gas supply
By Todd Staples
May 22,2021

Texas Tribune
Two years aftr disastrous chemical fre, Texasclosetocreating new safety rulesfor industry: Sen. Carol Alvarado, D-
Houslon, spent years negoliating with industry groups to get new regulations placed on the chemical industry ater the ITC
fire in 2019. The bill has passed both chambers, but small changes need tobeironed out before itis sentto Gov. Greg
Abbott
BY ERIN DOUGLAS
May 24, 2021
hipsww fexastibune org2021105123exas.chemicalianks/
Midland Roportr-Telegram
Rig activity remains stable, up dramatically over last year
By Melia McEwen
May 24, 2021
igsnw met comVbusinessilarile/Rig-aciviy.remains:stable-up-dramaticaly-over 16195150.0h0
‘Spactrum Local News.
Texas lawmakers work to pass bill requiring power plants to weatherize
By Niki Griswold
May 22,2021
bitpeSpecirumiocainews.comiysouthtexas-el-pasoinews202105/21lexas-lawmakers-work1o-gass-bil-equiing:
power-pians-o-veatherze
Rigzone
Five Reasons Why [EA's Net.Zero Drive Needs Oil and Gas
By Matthew V. VeazeyMay 26,2021
hos uw rigzone cominews/ive reasons why ieas_nelzero_drive needs oil and gas-24-may-2021-165506-arilel
Houston Chronicle
Time is runing out for legisiatorsto tackle fing Texas'eectical gid
By Erica Grieder
May 24,2021
hitpsAu houstonchronice.cominewslcolumnistsqrieder/artileTime-i-running:outforeisialors-o-tacle:
16196616.01p
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WEAA - Dallas
In rare interview, CEO of Texas largest generator of lectcy said state economya stakeif lawmakers don't pass
energy reform “We cant miss on this one. We have to have electicty. Is fundamental.” said Curt Morgan, Vista Corp
CEO on Inside Texas Politics
May 23, 2021
ipsas wisa com/aricleinews/polcsiside-poiic/in-rare-inferview:ceo-ol.texaslargest generalor-oflectcity:
Soi stole-econory-at.stake-fHawmakers-doni:pass-eneray-relormi267-512b2316-70a3-4361185-655161356¢0
Midland Reporter-Telegram
Opinion Railtad Commission should tacke the state's orphan wel problem
8 Joe Shuster Pecos County
May 23,2021

Corpus Christi Caller-Timos
Forum: Port of Corpus Christ avial economic engine in South Texas
By Charles W. Zahn Jr Pot of Corpus Christi Commission
May 24, 2021
hie:caller. comstorylopiion/forums/202 105121 forum:port-corpus:chiisiviak economic engine-sou
1exayB102115001

Texas Energy Clips
San Antonio Express-News
‘Gormentary. Power grid faulty, not gas supply
By Todd Staples
May 22,2021

AsTexans move past the damageofWinter Storm Ur, we must continue making meaningful changes that guarantee
more relabily. No Texan should ever have to endure such dangerous and deadly condilns again because of insufficient
reform o he electicty suppy chain
The most immediate acton to ensure natural gas facies operale during emergencies wil be mapping the supply chain
to see which production, distribution and storage facilities feed into plants that generate electricity.

Once the supply chain is mapped, the appropriate facies can designae as crilcal load. Ifthe power stays on for he
most ical assets, the system will work In Texas, 80 percentof the natural gas produced daly not used fo make
elecirciy. so tis mperalive we focus on the most diecty impacted assets 0 ensure those products and services are
accessible to generators
We agree the proper weatherizalon of power generation stes and natural gas facies that are directly connected to
those generators ae Key elements of reform — and proper steps must be taken to ensure compliance. We also support
tools 0 guaranee generators have access and avaiabilly to the fuel they need in extreme emergency condilons,
‘Some have suggested that all natural gas infrastructure - including 86,000 natural gas wells and 164,000 oil wells that
produce associaled natural gas - should wealherize. Many operators already weatherize at some evel. Yel, wilhout power
io amount of weatherizalion maers. To achieve more rfabilly. all esearch poins o the need for power generation
units to stay online — and we want to ensure tat happens (rough nfrastrucure, conlracts,weatherization and storage
hat wil maintain power generation through the next storm.
To fix any problem, you need to know what happened. A report rom the Electric Reliability Counci of Texas (ERCOT)
confirmed power generation units rom just about every source faced outages — and it namedweather relaled issues as
the primary cause, wih uel Imitation causing only 17 percent of challenges for natural gas power generators
Texas Tribune
Two years afer disastrous chemical fre, Texas close to creating new salety ulesfo industry: Sen. Carol Avarado, D-
Houston, spent years negoliating wilh industry groups to get new regulations placed on the chemical dusty after he ITC:
fire in 2019. The bil has passed both chambers, but small changes need to be ironed out before its sent to Gov. Greg
Abbott
BY ERIN DOUGLAS
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May 26,2021
hits fexasiribuneora/2021105/23Nexas-chemicalianks!
In March 2019, a massive chemical ire broke out afer a leak at a chemical tank farm in Deer Pari spread to almost a
dozen other tanks,
A plume of smoke soon loomed over the Houston skyline and lingered there for three days. Residents of Deer Park were
forced to shelter in placedueto air pollution hazards, the Houston Ship Channel closed for three days, andmilionsof
gallons of hazardous waste spied on the ground and leaked into the water.
“That chemical ire at Intercontinental Terminals Company's facity also rekindled a debate at the Legislature about the
‘state's rapidly growing petrochemical industry, much of it in communities along the TexasGulf Coast. Thousands of such
tanks, typically made of steel plates, are in the Housion area alone, and state lawmakers had already become concerned
afer at least 15 tanks holding crude of, gasoline and other hydrocarbons ruptured or malfunctioned during Hurricane
Harvey in 2017
Yet the 2019 legisiative session ended without new regulations. Two years ater, the Legislature is nearing approval of
Senale Bill 00 auhored by state Sen. Carol Aarado, D-Houston, which wil creale new siandards on he type of tanks
that putso many people in her districtal isk twoyears ago. t passe the Senate lat ast month and lte Sunday night it
received preliminary approval by the House:
“Im very proud of tis bil” Alvarado sai. She said i took a long time o negotiate the bl with industry groups, but high-
profie incidents ike the ITC fre inher district forced the conversation.
Midland Reporter-Telogram
Rig activi remains stable, up cramaicaly over last year
By Mela McEwen
May 24, 2021
ipsusecom/businessloilaricleRi:aciviy.remains:siable-up-dramaticaly-over- 16135150.php
Dring activity remains steady as the industry continues to recoverrom the COVID-19 pandemic
ified services fim Baker Hughes and data analyics fim Enverus said Friday the US rg count rose two to 455 and is
137 higher than th 318 rigs at work across the couniry last May. There were 356 rigs seeking crude of, up 119 fom 237
tast year. There were 99 rigs driing for natura gas, down one but up 20 fiom 79 last May.
Texas dropped two rigs to 214 but i up 76 ig from the 138 working statewide a year ago. Louisiana joined Texas as the
only other producing state to see ig count cine. New Mexico added two rigs for 72 and was joined by Oklahoma as
the only other producing statetogain rigs, rising by four. The Permian Basin was unchanged at 231 rigs and has 69 more
figs at work nthe region then the 162 reported ast year.
Lea County, New Mexico, remains the most active county in the Permian with 37 rigs, down one for the week. Eddy
County, Netw Mexico, follows wth 36 igs, up three. Midland Coury had 32 igs at work, unchanged for he week, while
Reeves County had 22 rigs, down one. Loving and Martin counties each reported 18 rigs this week, unchanged for Loving
Gounty and down two for Martin Couniy. There were 12 igs al work within Upton County, unchanged orthe week and 11
figs in Reagan County, also unchanged. Howard County added a rig for 10 at work within county ines.
Spectrum Local News
Texas lawmakers work 1 pass bil requiring power plants to weatherize:
By Nii Griswold
May 22,2021
hipspeclrumiocainewscomviu/southtexas-ckpasolnews/20205/2 texas-iawmakers-worto-pass-bil-requiring:
power-panis-loweatherze
"TEXAS —Texas lawmakers are one step closer to passing a bill that would require power plants and electricity providers
to weatherize their fecilles. The bil addresses a number of addiional issues, including creating an emergency power
outage alert system, and requiring uty regulators to reguiary practice fo emergencies
ts a major push from the legisature to address th disasirous failure of Texas power grid during February's winter storm
“I would arguethatwecant leave tis session without passing tis bil." said Rep. Chis Paddle, R-Distict9
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As chairmanofthe House State Afairs committee, Rep. Chis Paddie is committedtogetting Senate Bil3 over the finish
fine and signed into law. The bill would require power plants to weatherize their facies afer February's winter storm
‘caused widespread power failures across the state.
“Our firs goal was to identify where were the failures, the problem areas. And primariy those fel into three categories, so
those were oversight and accountabilty, communication failures, and then the weatherization issues, and I think with SB3,
I think we've addressed ailofthose things,” ad Paddie. The House State Affairs committee unanimously approved the bil
‘Tuesday night, with some changes, including only requiring certain natural gas facies to weatherize.

“Not every gas facilty out there in the state is related to the supply chain of electric generation and so in fact you have a
ot of wels, in particular 70,000 or so, that are marginal wells and produce very ite. If you start putting additional costs,
unnecessary costs on those, fs probably going to force those wells offine.” said Paddie.

Rigzone
Five Reasons Why IEA's Net-Zero Drive Needs Oil and Gas
By Matthew V. Veazey
May 24, 2021
hitps Jw rigzone cominews/five reasons why ieas nelzero_ drive needs oil and_gas-24-may-2021-165506-article/

Last week the International Energy Agency (IEA) issued a report outlining how to achieve a net-zero emissions energy
System by 2050. The report, among other things, cals for immediately ending fossil fuel investments and envisions no
sales of intemal combustion engine-powered passenger cars by 2035. Two informed oil and gasmarketwatchers late last
week offered Rigzone their perspectives on IEA's report

Texans for Natural Gas (TNG) a Texas Independent Producers and Royalty Owners Association (TIPRO)-managed
educaion campaign, has conducted its own assessment of the IEA "net.zero pathway” and contends the report confirms.
that the workd wil continue to rely on oil and gas.

“Most notably, the report outined an extreme scenario for global oil and gas producers, which included no new investment
infossifuel supply projects.” remarked Ed Longanecker, TIPRO President, in a writen statement emailed to Rigzone. “As
ant-fossil fuel voices have continued to highlight the recommendation, they have failed o take a closer look at the report,
which n ts entirety emphasizes the ongoing fole oi and gas have (0 play in the global population's everyday lies - even
under the IEA's netzero pathway.
Inits take on the IEA report, TNG maintains

EA's document underscores oil and gas’ importance to the world's energy future rather than anticipates an end to fossil
fuels

Houston Chronicle
“Time is running out for legisitors to tackle fixing Texas' electrical grid
By Erica Grieder
May 24, 2021
hitps Jw houstonchronicle cominews/columists/arieder/article/Ti inning-out-forlegistators-+ "
16196616 oho.

Time s running out or the Texas Legislature to take action in response to theFebruarywinter storm that debiltated the
state, leaving nearly 200 people dead, costing Texas roughly $130 billion, and leaving us al of us painfully aware of
problems with our power grid — problems tha industry experts and federal regulators have long been warming about

Now, politicians have just days to pass reforms that would require weatherization of power plants and some natural gas
Infrastructure and give the Lone Star sale a chanceof avoiding future disasters.

“Wewatched the colapse of the systems we rely on," said Jefirey Clark, the president and CEO of the Advanced Power
Alliance, in a Zoom-based briefing with several indusiry experts Thursday, tree months after 10 milion Texans were left
without power. The inadequaciesof our government have been on ful display in the aftermath. Republican leaders — the.
majority of whom were in ofice when previous weather events spurred calls for reform — were quick (0 point fingers at
renewable energy, the Public Utiity Commission and the Electric Reliability Council of Texas, known as ERCOT.
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“Ourwind and our solar got shut down, and they were collectively more than 10 percentof ourpowergrid, and that trust
Texas into a situation where it was lacking power on a satewide basis” Gov Greg Abbot 0d Fox News’ Sean Hamniy in
February. “This shows how the Green New Deal would be a deadly deal for the United StatesofAmerica.”
‘The failure is obviously a multifaceted one, and not one that we can avoid simply by sacking ERCOT's board or placingnew burdens on the wind and sola industries.
“We have been fighting all yearto make up lost ground because of tha politcal response.” said Clark.
WFAA - Dallas
In are interview, CEO of Texas" largest generatorof electric said state economy at stake if lawmakers don't pass.
energy reform: “We can' miss on thi one. We haveto have elec. It s fundamental” said Curt Morgan, Visira Corp
‘GEO on Inside Texas Poliics
Way 23,2021

"DALLAS—In a rare television interview the CEOofVistra Corporation, he states largest generator of electricity, sad
the state's economy is at stake fTexas iwmakers do not pass meaningful eneroy reform in th final week of the
legisative session
“When | go to a meeting, a chamber [of commerce] meeting, and | hear Texas Instruments say we're thinking twice about
puting in a semi-conduclor lant becauseofeleccy, we can't miss on his one.” said Vitra CEO Curt Morgan on
Sunday's Inside Texas Polis. We have to have electric. Is fundamental o everyday lfe for businesses and people:
alike. And when i's that big a deal, Ismyview that elected officials will ome together and do the right thing.”
When pressed on what he heard from Dallas-based Texas Instruments, Morgan sad: | didnt hear them say they were
nol going to do, but they saidit made them think~
Witha week left nthe legislative session, Morgan said he remains confident that Texas lawmakers wil pass legisiation
that leaders called a priory after he deadly power outages in February left millions of Texans in the cold and dark
The state House and Senate have both passed different versions of legislation to address the failures that Texans
experienced bul representatives from the chambers have yet to setli on specific, substantial changes.
Midland Roportr-Telegram
‘Opinion: Raitoad Commission should tackleth state's orphan well problem
By Joe Shuster Pecos Counly
May 23,2021
hits hw,metcomopinon's inion Rail mis . 16192627.
Massive power outages and freezing temperalures in February sil have us thinking about how Texas leaders could have
done abetter job planning for ou energy fure. Meanwhie another energy criss is quietly underway, one | hope the
Railtozd Commissioners and my felow Texans wil walch careful
‘Since 2015, tne law fim Haynes and Boone has reported 129 bankrupicies of oi and gas companies in Texas alone
Dozens more are predictedtogo bankrupt by the end of 2022. Contraryto what its name implies, the Railroad
‘Commission of Texas oversees oi and gas development, no raioads. The agency is celebrating is 130th aniversary
this year, and oi and gas developmentas been taking piace in Pecos County for nearly a long. The egacy this
development has ef behind reflects not only as prosperty, but aiso as the dredges of bankrupt companies.
A recent report, “Unplugged and Abandoned,” shows the number of orphaned inactive and unplugged oil and gas wells in
Texas has remained stagnant, in spite of the Railroad Commission's efois Lo plug them These wells are called
“orphans” because the companies tha cried them eithercant aford to pay the cleanup costs or have long ago gone out
ofbusiness
Pecos County has th second highest number of orphan welis in th stale at 263. There are 930 orphan wells in the eniire
Permian Basin, and another 10,400 are not yet orphaned but have remained inactive and unplugged for 10 years or more.
“These figures ony include the orphan wells he Railcad Commission racks.
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Dozens of abandoned wells in Pecos Couly were dried in the eary years of oil and gas development and haven't even
made it onto the Ralroad Commission's orphaned wells list. Someof hese wells were at one point reclassified as wale
wells, producing water hat contains harmful chemicals and high salt concentrations - making the waler unusable or
peopl, vestock o land crops. A colection of these unplugged, produced-water wels hs formed what s now known as
Boshmer Lake, a saltwater body spanning ust more than four football iekis no far from the Pecos River. The extreme
salinity and the presence of hydrocarbons in Boehmer Lake threatens shallower groundwater formation.
Corpus Christ Caller-Times
Forum: Port of Corpus Christ a vital economic engine in South Texas
ByCharlesW. Zahn Jr Por of Corpus Chit Commission
May 24,2021
texas/5182115001/
As the Biden Administration stats lookingfor ways to jumpstart the economy though a much-needed infrastructure bil,
the federal goverment needs 0 look no further than ourvery own Port of Corpus Christi to meef te goal 0 buid back
better. The Port of Corpus Christ fo decades has been a key economic driver for nol only the Texas Coastal Bend
region, but has helped ensure economic stably for th stae and nation as a whole. Success at the Port of Corpus Christ
an — and will — mean success for the nation overall
‘Over two decades ago, the jourey to widen and deepen the Corpus Christi Ship Channel began, bu t wasn't unt 2017
hat the Port of Corpus Christi and U.S. Army Corps of Engineers entered inoa Project Partnership Agreement, offically
Kickingoffwork on the channel improvement project. The Port of Corpus Chit is now a leading innovative export
gateway of American energy and has seen phenomenal growth overihe past ew years, necessiating the needforan
improved ship channel to meet that emand
As you can imagine, widening and deepening the pot no easy task, but|am proud Lo say thal we have been able to
undertake this project with full regardfor theenvironment. And the great new i tis long-term project is aimostacross
he fish ne!
As we conlinue to make progress on widening and deepening our ship channel, our local ecology remains our highest
priory and its esseniial wetakecareof the natural surtoundings that have made our success possible. We have several
prjectsn the pipeline that demonsirate that commitment, including the designation of 1,600 acres of submerged property
for habitat creation
In Api of tisyearwe joined the Environmental Protection Agency's Green Power Partnershipasparof our ongoing
‘commitmentto be a leader in environmental stewards in the Coastal Bend region. The port has already made proactive
commitments to be a leader in environmental protection and jus ished fs 13ih consecutive year of being 1S 14001
certified, aswellasbeing the firs Texas port lo achieve Green Marine certicaton in 2016.
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“Collective amnesia’: Texas politicians knowingly blew 3 chances to fix the
failing power grid
By James Osbomne, Eric Dexheimer, and Jay Root
Houston Chronicle
May 20,2021
‘Ten years ago, Texas power plants froze during a fast-moving winter storm, causing rolling electricity blackouts
across the state. Outraged Texas regulators and lawmakers, vowingto crack down, debated requiring energy
companies to protect their equipment against extreme weather to ensure reliability.

But they didn’t

Nine years ago, two state agencies that regulate utilities and the oil and gas industry wamed that natural gas
facilities that lost power during outages couldn't feed elecricity generation plants, creating a spiralofpower
loss. The agencies jointly recommended that lawmakers compel gas suppliers and power plants to fix the
problem.

But they didn’t.

Eight years ago, economists warmed that the state’s free-market grid left companies with litle incentive to build
enough plants to provide backup power during emergencies. With the supportof then-Gov. Rick Perry,
legislators and regulators considered increasing power rates to encourage the construction of more power plants,
So that Texas, like other states, would have sufficient reserves.

But they didn’t.

In the wakeofeach power failure, or near-failure, over the past decade, Texas lawmakers have repeatedly stood
ata fork in the road. In one direction lay govemment-mandated solutions that experts said would strengthen the
state’s power system by making it less fragile under stress. The other direction continued Texas" hands-off
regulatory approach, leaving it 10 the for-profit energy companies to decide how to protect the power grid.

In each instance, lawmakers left the state’s lightly regulated energy markets alone, choosing cheap electricity
‘over amore stable system. As a result, experts say, the power grid that Texans depend on to heat and cool their
homes and run their businesses has become less and less reliable — and more susceptible to weather-related
emergencies.

“Everyone has been in denial,” said Alison Silverstein, aconsultant who works with the U.S. Department of
Energy and formerly served as a senior adviser at the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission. “They treat each
individual extreme event as a one-off, a high-impact, low-frequency event, which means, ‘ hope it doesn’t
happen again.”

‘With each passing year, the grid has steadily become less reliable. In 1989, Texas suffered a cold snap
‘considered worse ifnot equal to the winter storm earlier this year yet managed to keep the grid functioning,
with only a few hoursofrotating outages.
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By comparison, February's Winter Storm Uri brought the Texas power grid to within five minutesofcomplete
collapse, officials acknowledged. Millionsofresidents were left without power for days in subfreezing
temperatures; nearly 200 died.

“Our system now is more vulnerable than it was 30 years ago,” said Woody Rickerson, vice presidentofgrid
planningand operations at the Electric Reliability Council of Texas. “With the generation mix we have now, the
weather has the ability to affect wind and solar and (the gas supply). Those are things we can’t anticipate.”

Lower prices for big business
‘The modem deregulated Texas power market was set up in the late 1990s to replace the state-controlled system
through which Texans had gottentheirelectricity for close to a century. Rising power prices had become
increasingly unpopular among the public and industry, in particular the petrochemical plants and refineries
lining the Gulf Coast.

In termsofprices, the plan worked — especially for big business. Since 2001, the last year before deregulation,
average industrial electricity rates in Texas declined by 7 percent, according to federal data ending in 2020.
Over that same period, average residential rates grew almost 30 percent, though they remain well below the
national average.

Cheap power for industry has fed the oil and petrochemical boom along the Gulf Coast and West Texas and
attracted new companies to Houston, Dallas, San Antonio and Austin. I also created a new industry, power
retailing, with hundredsof companies springing up toactas middlemen, negotiating lower prices from
generators in order to amass more customers and boost their profits.

“This was never doneto benefit the residential customer,” said Robert Cullick, the former head of
‘communications at the Lower ColoradoRiver Authority, the Austin-based nonprofit that manages power plants
and hydroelectric dams across Texas. “It was for the big guys and those who wanted to sell power into the
market and make big profits.”

Under the old system, utilities had to keep enough capacity to adequately serve every customer in their area. But
under deregulation, that responsibility was handed to the so-called “invisible hand”ofthe free market.

“The system worked fora time, relying primarily on old infrastructure built during the regulated era. But as that
equipment aged and the state's population boomed, Texas’ power grid has become increasingly strained.

2011: Anger, then sticker shock
“The first real signof trouble came in February 2011, when freezing temperatures across Texas forced ERCOT
to rotate outages for two days during Super Bowl weekend, impacting 4.4 million customers.

Lawmakers assessing the fallout were incredulous and angry. Was Texas — no siranger 10 hurricanes and other
‘weather catastrophes — really so ill-prepared to handle a nasty winter storm?

“There's no secret that winter comes around once a year,” said Sen. Mike Jackson, R-La Porte.

Legislators introduced a floodofbills, requiring the PUC to buy more backup generation and penalizing
‘companies that didn’t meet reliability standards. But as they would time and again in the years ahead, Texas
elected leaders opted not o take significant action, convinced their free-market power system — less regulated.
than any grid in the country — ultimately would find a way to keep the lights on.

Public Utility Commission chairman Barry Smitherman was asked during the ensuing legislative hearings
whether the Legislature needed to change the law to force power plants to weatherize. Smitherman demurred.
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“1 think we have all the authority we need, Mr. Chairman,” Smitherman said, adding that the PUC would
consider tweaks 0 its rules to ensure that the grid remained reliable. “The companies are going (0 have to take
the initiative to get this done.”

Behind the scenes, electric utilities and large consumersofelectricity, such as refineries and computer
‘manufacturers, were lobbying hard against stronger winterization measures, arguing it would raise energy costs,
recalled Tom “Smitty” Smith, who at the time led the activist group Texas Public Citizen.

ArecentstudybythetheFederalReserveBankofDallas estimated the cost of winterizing natural gas plans
after the 2011 storm — the largest sourceofoutages during the February blackout — at $95 million in today’s
money. Muchof that would have fallen on the state’s industrial companies, which account for more thanhalf of
‘Texas power consumption.

In Austin, those companies wield outsized influence. Representativesofthe energy, natural resources and waste:
industries spent a combined S64 million lobbying the Texas Legislature in 201 1 — more than any other sector
— according toan analysis of2011lobbying contracts by the liberal watchdog group Texans for Public Justice.

“It might have cost an extra few dollars a year on the average residential consumer electric bill to have:
protected ourselves from this problem,” Smith said. “Our legislators got convinced by the big electric utilities
and industrial customers that this would cost too much.”

2011; Regulation with no teeth
As result, the only legislation to come outof the 2011 storm was a minor bill from then-state Sen. Glenn
Hegar, a Katy Republican, which required power companies to file weatherization plans with the PUC each
year.

‘Two months after that bill was signed into law, the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission and the North
American Electric Reliability Corporation put out a report of more than 350 pages, urging Texastoenact
stricter weatherization standards for power plants and natural gas operators.

And they did to a degree, with ERCOT putting out best practices, conducting annual workshops and inspecting
plants every three to four years.

But there were two problems. First, despite FERC’s recommendation, the state Legislature never gave the PUC
authority to penalizepowerplants that did not comply, making weatherization voluntary. While progress was
‘made, some companies opted not to bring their plants up to code, said Rickerson, the ERCOT vice president.

“Uliimately those were financial decisions that had to be made,” he said. “How much is someone willing to
invest in apower plant that's 50 years old and going to retire ina few years?”

More significantly, the best practices ERCOT was sharing were designed fora cold snap like that seen in 2011.
While cold, with temperatures in Dallas dropping as low as 14 degrees, it was nothing compared to the 1989
‘winter storm, when temperatures dropped to 7degrees in Houston and minus-7 in Abilene, let alone 1899, when
the state’s all-time low temperature of minus-23 degrees was set in the Panhandle townofTulia.

So when temperatures dipped into the single digits for days on end this February, most Texas power plants were
simply not prepared. Exterior control equipment and fuel lines froze, not to mention coal piles and wind turbine
blades.

“One power plant under freezing for 200-plus hours. That's not athing, right?” said Chris Moser, executive vice
presidentofoperationsfor NRG Energy,of expectations going into the winter.“Ifyou look at the math ERCOT
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did prior to the seasonal assessment, it looked like (there was plenty of power). But then you have 80 0 85
plants not showing up. It was a failure of imagination.”

As for Hegar's legislation, it has proved even more toothless than it appeared a the time.

According to a recent report from ERCOT, the agency was never given authority to judge the weatherization
plans but only to check that they were being implemented. And a requirement in Hegar’s bil that the PUC
producea one-time Weather Emergency Preparedness Report, which was quietly published in 2012 and found
that many power companies were sill doing a poor job implementing reforms, drew litle attention from state
officials.

“When you're on the commission, you're dealing with what's immediately in front of you,” said Ken Anderson,
a former public utility commissioner. “I'm not sure how much follow-up occurred.”

A decade later, Hegar, now the Texas comptroller, described his bill as politics being the artofthe possible,
saying the Legislature should have taken a “much more active role” in 2011.

“It's almost like an obstacle course,” Hegar said. “There's a lot of people laying in the darkness and in the
weeds that are trying to kill your stuff, and you don’t even know who they are.”

2012: A hard ‘no’ from oil and gas
Texas’ natural gas system also froze up during the 201 1 storm, but the gas producers got even less scrutiny than
the power companics.

Shortly after that event, federal officials recommended the state consider “minimum, uniform standards” for
winterizing natural gas wells and processing facilities, as well as labeling them critical facilities exempted from
rolling blackouts, like hospitals and water treatment plants.

But oil and gas companies, a lobbying force without equal in Austin, resisted.

‘The industry has long held sway over politicians in Texas, where it is not only a huge employer but also a
‘massive campaign contributor. Perhaps nowhere is that more apparent than the oddly named Texas Railroad
Commission, where fundraising from the very companies the agency regulates is considered essential to
‘winning a seat on the three-member commission.

“Gas is nearly unregulated,” said Peter Cramton, a former ERCOT boardmemberand economist at the
University of Maryland. “The Railroad Commission’s mission is quitc different than the missionofERCOT,
which has a public service mission. Their mission isto support the oil and gas industry.”

‘There is no indication the railroad commission even considered the federal recommendation that it mandate
gas facilities weatherize after the failuresof2011.

Even now, in the wakeof the devastating blackout in February, railroad commissioners are resisting such
standards, with Railroad Commissioner Wayne Christian calling those efforts part ofa “never-ending war
against fossil fuels” in a March op-ed in the Wall Street Journal.

Even the taskofgetting gas facilities exempted from rolling blackouts never came to fruition, with only small
‘numbers ofcompanies alerting utilities to their need.

In 2012, the Public Utility Commission and Texas Railroad Commission jointly published a report calling for
better coordination between the gas and power sectors to ensure a more reliable gas supply during power
shortages. The following spring, the Railroad Commission issueda letter urging operalorsofgas infrastructure
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suchas pipelines and compressors to sign them up as “critical loads,” warning, “many natural gas facilities rely
on electricity to operate.”

But few gas facilities did, a failure that would come back to haunt them when Winter Storm Uri hit in February.

‘When temperatures first began falling around Midland three months ago, gas production plunged more than 20
‘percent over five days, according to estimates by the rescarch firm Wood Mackenzie. But production would
drop far further when ERCOT beganrotating outages Feb. 14, leaving gas operators that had not enrolled as
critical facilities without power.

Oncor, the lity covering North and West Texas, said only 35 gas operations in the Permian Basin had signed
uppriorto the February cold snap — compared to the almost 170 that signed up after they had already been
shut off during the freeze.

Testifying at the Legislature after the storm, Christi Craddick, chairof the Railroad Commission, said she
didn’t know that companies could sign up to avoid having power shut off.

“1 didn’t know that was an opportunity,” she said. “We didn’t have anything on our website. And really it's a
functionofworking with those energycompaniesand ERCOT to put those people as priority.”

But when the Railroad Commission issued its 2013 letter about the importanceof exempting critical gas
infrastructure from blackouts, Craddick’s name was on the letterhead.

Jennifer Hubbs,a former analyst at the PUC who wrote the Texas Energy Assurance Plan, said there was little:
appetite among Craddick and other officials to effect real reforms in the system.

“The few steps we were permitted to take (such as the RRC letter) were ignored and forgotten,” she said.

Craddick spokeswoman Mia Hutchens said Craddick “was not aware” ofthe 2013 letter when she testified in
February.

Under the existing system, there is limited incentive for natural gas plants to weatherize.

Unlike power plants, which under ERCOT rules are required to buy electricity in the event they cannot generate
— often at inflated prices — natural gas producers are assessed no penalty for failing to deliver.

‘When wells freeze, they're not producing ges and therefore not making money. But during such a shortage, a
natural gas company producing at onlyhalfits normal output still could make 50 times what it would on a
normal day. Gas prices on the Houston Ship Channel soared more than a hundredfold, from $3.72 per Million
British Thermal Units on Feb. 11 to $400 on Feb. 17.

Vistra Energy, oneofthe state’s biggest power generators known for its TXU Energy brand, started receiving
‘word from its gas suppliers on Friday, Feb. 12, that because of the freezing conditions it wouldnotbe able to
deliver on its gas contracts for the coming weekend, said CEO Curt Morgan.

“We had to go into the open market and buy what gas we could find,” he said. “In that one week, we spent
double whatwe spent in al of2020.”

For the oil and gas sector, however, the blackout presented a potentially large financial windfell.

‘The presidentof Jerry Jones’ oil company, Comstock Resources, called the blackout a “jackpot” on a call with
investors, while the pipeline company Kinder Morgan reported a $1.4 billion profit for the first three months of
the year, more than twice what analysts had anticipated, primarily on the basisofgas sales during the blackout.
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In recent months, gas producers have acknowledged the need to weatherize their operations against the cold.
Yet they continue to argue that goverment mandates requiring them to do so are unnecessary.

“The market can provide the signals that are necessary to make sure the product flows,” said Todd Staples,
presidentof the Texas Oil and Gas Association.

2013: Scoffing at the safety net
In 2013, lawmakers had another opportunity to make the grid more reliable. They didn’t just pass on it; they
shot it down.

After the rolling blackouts in February 2011 and a historic runofhot days that summer, warnings came that
Texas’ reserve margin — the amount of power the grid could generate in caseofan emergency — was running
dangerously low.

“The Texas Public Utility Commission began 10 examine shifting 10 a so-called capacity market like those in the
Northeast. Power plants there bill ratepayers not just for the electricity they sell but for maintaining capacity for
timesofhigh demand.

Armed with studies predicting imminent disaster, Texas power companies got the support ofGov. Perry, who in
2013 called his advisers to his office to debate the merits, said Pat Wood, the former chairman of the state utility
commission and the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission.

Perry said, “Look, it’sa political issue and you guys know it better than I do,” according to Wood.

But the commission quickly drew the wrath of large industrial and commercial customers, including the
influential refining and petrochemical companies, who argued forecastsofpower shortages were overblown and
predicted billionsof dollars in costs for consumers if the commission went ahead.

“If something is a needed improvement to reliability, we will support it,” said Katie Coleman, an attomey
representing large industrial and commercial power customers, in an interview. “The problem with the capacity
‘market is it's three-year forward projection that may have nothing to do with supply and demand.”

Outraged by the prospect ofraising power prices, Troy Fraser, the state senator who had led the charge toward.
deregulation 15 years earlier, called a hearing three days before Thanksgiving, ordering industry and officials to
explain themselves.

Testifying in the wood-paneled meeting room of the Senate Committee on Natural Resources, John Fainter, a
‘veteran lobbyist for the power industry— since deceased —wamed: “It’s important reliability be kept first and
foremost, not profit”

Republicans and Democrats alike were incensed, looking at the proposal notasa legitimate warming about the
futureof the grid but as a money grab at the expenseof consumers and industry.

Fraser grilled utility commissioner Brandy Marty, a formerchiefofstaffto Perry, asking how she thought $4
billion a year in additional power costs might impact the surge of businesses movingto Texas.

“You have a history in the govemor's office of being very pro-business and trying to recruit business in Texas,”
he said. “Our energy cost is about halfof (Califoria’s), and oneofthe reasons we're getting a lotofour
industry is because” ofcheap electricity.

“How much s this going to cost our school districts?” asked Sen. Rodney Ells, a Democrat representing
Houston. “We don’t want blackouts or brownouts, but there ought to be some middle ground.”
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Fraser declined an interview request, saying, “I don’t do interviews any more since | 1efl.”

But his intent at the hearing was clear, said Bill Peacock, whoatthe timeservedas vice presidentofthe right-
leaning Texas Public Policy Foundation.

“It was the Legislature telling the PUC: “This is not yourjob, he said.

Ellis, now a Harris County commissioner, defended his opposition as protecting underfunded schools, adding
theLegislature's “biggest mistake” on power came in creating “a market-based system that does not adequately
serve our state.”

Itis unclear how much a capacity market would have changed the outcomeofthe winter storm earlier this year.

But the ferocity with which the oil and manufacturing firms attacked the capacity market proposal effectively.
sidelined the issueof substantive change in the Texas power market to improve resilience. Insteadof a capacity
market, the state utility commission — with the backingof industrial customers— opted for a more modest
shift in the rules, allowing for payment to power plants that were at the ready to come on in timesofpower
shortages.

Experts said gas plants today are better prepared for summer conditions than they were adecade ago. Yet the
rule change has done litle to get new power plants built, lt alone weatherizing them for winter weather.

“The problem was everybody decided to get collective amnesia,” said Silverstein, the energy consultant, “Every
August and September it’s all hands on deck, with everyone hand-wringing until we get through the summer
peak. And then they say, ‘the ERCOT market worked.

Until it didn’t.

Documents reveal natural gas chaos in Texas blackouts
By Edward Klump, Mike Lee, and Carlos Anchondo
E&E News
May 20,2021
Texas’ electricity leaders were decply focused on natural gas shortages days before blackouts crippled the state
in February and plunged the state’s power industry into chaos, according to documents obtained by E&E News.

A phone log shows more than 100 calls to or from DeAnn Walker, then-chairofthe Public Utility Commission
of Texas, discussing gas curtailments. It begins Feb. 10 — well before massive power outages started on Feb.
15 — andrunsthrough Feb. 19.

Walker spoke to everyone from the chiefof staffofTexas Gov. Greg Abbott (R) to power company officals.
During the cold blast, Abbott promoted fossil fuels and blamed renewable energy before walking back some of
that criticism.

‘The PUC records provide amore detailed pictureofhow concemed state leaders were about the natural gas
industry prior to and during the crisis. While gas is crucial to keeping the lights on in Texas, the industry's
powerful lobby has successfully avoidednew regulations on its operations for years. The documents also show
concern from Texas legislators that electric grid managers didn’t push the industry hard enough to weatherize:
the system after a 2011 storm that caused rotating power outages
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Atleast 151 people in Texas died in the wakeofthe winter storm that led to widespread power outages,
according to a state tally. Millionsofpeople lost access to clean tap water as treatment plants lost electricity,
‘and there was widespread property damage from frozen pipes.

‘While numerous wind facilities had issues in Texas, gas-powered generation had the most megawatts of
‘generating capacity offlineofany resource during the February power crisis, according to the Electric
Reliability Councilof Texas, whose region includes about 90% of the state’s power load.

‘Walker's diaryofher daily activities — included with a letter10 state lawmakers — shows she briefed Abbott's
office and legislative leaders about gas shortages on Feb. 10 and Feb. 11. She also talked frequently during the
energy crisis with Vitra Corp., according to the documents, which were released through a Texas Public
Information Act request. Vistra is Texas’ largest power producer.

On Feb. 10, “I received information from Vistra Corporation that they had received notices of gas curtailments
at several power plants. | notified the Governor'soffice and Chairman Hancock about the information from
Vistra,” she wrote, referring to state Sen. Kelly Hancock, the Republican chairof the Senate Committee on
Business and Commerce. Hancock did not respond to a request for comment.

About Feb. 11 she wrote, “I contacted Chairman Craddick about the gas curtailment concerns. I also advised
the leadership in the House and Senate about the gas curtailment information.” Christi Craddick (R) chairs
the Railroad Commission of Texas, the state agency with extensive regulatory jurisdiction over Texas’ oil and
natural gas industry.

On Feb. 15, as the state’s main electric grid began to experience blackouts, Walker said she briefed the
‘govemor's office about another problem — the power outages were affecting natural gas facilites, forcing them
10 shut down and cut off fuel to power plants.

Despite the briefing, Abbott told Fox News on Feb. 16 that the outages showed the dangers posed by the Green
New Deal, a Democratic energy proposal that hasn't been enacted (Climaievire, Feb. 17). Staffers for Abbott
‘and Craddick did not respond to requestsforcomment this week.

ManyofWalker's phone briefings came before ERCOT, the states main grid operator, called for controlled
electricity outages early on Monday, Feb. 15.

‘The phone log portrays an ad-hoc effort to communicate as Texas' power sectorwas headed fora failure that
would leave more than 4 million homes and businesses without power for hours or days. It lists calls as well as
some texts, emailsand in-person events, such asa Feb. 13 press conference Walker attended.

By Feb. 13 and 14, which were a Saturday and a Sunday, a key representativeofindustrial power users said gas
supply problems were on her radar.

“I became awareofthe gas issues actually because the generators stated calling me,” Katie Coleman, energy
counsel for Texas Industrial Energy Consumers, toldE&ENews recently. “They were trying to find outifwe
were experiencing the same issues at our facilities and trying to seeifwe had any gas under contract that they
could buy from us because they were being told no.”

Coleman said she also was getting calls that weekend from her group's membersas some were being told they
couldn't have gas for various purposes. She said she recalled some precautionary gas-related discussions before
the weekend as well. Industrial users may reduce their power consumption during times with tight conditions
and some can send electricity 10 the grid.
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Walker said in her notes that there also was an effort to work with liquefied natural gas companies to reduce
production.

“We moderated ourelectricity consumption and made the significant majority of gas we were unable to use —
amounting to billionsofcubic fect — available to utilities, pipelines, and power providers,” Cheniere Energy
Inc. said in a statement,

Before the power crisis, the Railroad Commission issued an order prioritizing gas delivery to utility companies
and power generators that serve “human needs customers” like homes, hospitals and schools. Industrial users
were given lower priority.

Walker did address some gas concerns duringa Feb. 12 open meeting ofthe PUC, but the reference was fairly
brief. She said Craddick was helpful in working through issues related to gas generation plants.

“I's going tobe a really tight weekend,” Walker said. “Its going to be particularly tight on Monday and
Tuesday.”

She then pivoted to talk about frozen wind turbines, adding that “we're working already to try to ensure that we
have enough power.” But she said it was “takinga lotof coordination.”

‘Abbott had appointed Walker to the commission, but ultimately she and two other PUC members resigned
following theblackoutsas controversy swirled. Two new Abbot-appointed members have since joined the
commission. It has three seats, though that could climb to five under pending legislation.

Lawmakers and oversight
‘Someof Texas’ biggest power producers have been calling for more coordination with, and weatherization of,
the gas industry in the state. Mauricio Gutierrez, the CEOof NRG Energy Inc., said recently that “the entire:
system, including natural gas, needs to be hardened as they say from wellhead to lightbulb.”

The Texas Oil & Gas Association has defended the industry’s record, sayinggasproducers and pipeline
‘companies put in extra effort to keep fuel flowing during the crisis. Ithasresisted calls to fully weatherize gas
production sites.

Mostofthe legislators, power companies and state officials that Walker spoke with didn’t provide detailed
‘comments to EQ News this week when asked about their discussions with Walker. The former PUC chair also
didn't provide a statement through the agency.

Andrew Barlow, a spokesman for the PC, said in a statement that Walker “worked tirelessly during the grid
event, coordinating with decision makers across industry, agencies and govemment to solve problems revealed
by the unprecedented strain on the system.”

‘The documents released by the PUC also show Texas legislators” concems that the state's primary grid operator
didn'tdo enough to make sure facilities were weatherized after the storm-driven 2011 power outages. Those
outages, while not as severe as this year's, were largely blamed on the same problems, including poor
communication and freezes at gas facilites.

Ina Feb. 17 letter to ERCOT leadership, state Rep. Sam Harless (R) criticized the grid operator's ability to
‘handle extreme weather events.

“Rolling blackouts and power outages that spread throughout Texas’ power grid in both hot and cold weather
would also seem to demonstrate the current administration and oversight board possesses insufficient
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imagination or resources to properly assess and plan for the capacity needsofour critical electrical
infrastructure,” Harless said.

Some power providers pushedback against efforts to write weatherization standards in 2014, state Rep. Matt
Shaheen (R) wrote Feb. 28 in an email to Luis Saenz, chiefofstaffin the govemor's office.

“My bottom-line view is that the regulatory agencies, although they had their faults, were directing the utilities
to have Emergency Operations Plans so that they would be preparedforan extreme weather event,” Shaheen
‘wrote. “The [utilties'] planning for such an event was insufficient and ERCOT audited and concluded the
Emergency Operations Plans were sufficient, which was an error.”

In response to the criticism, ERCOT said in a statement this week that it looks forward to working with
lawmakers on potential changes.

Brad Jones is ERCOT’s interim CEO. He replaced Bill Magness, who was fired as chief executive after the
blackouts. A number of ERCOT board members also resigned, and lawmakers are considering legislation that
could alter the board's makeup.

Still, the Texas Legislature’ energy reforms remain a work in progress. Efforts that have seen support in both
chambers include plansforan annual audit related to ERCOT and work by regulators on a process to designate:
certain natural gas facilities as critical in an energy emergency.

But it's not clear that tough weatherizationofthe gas system will be enacted despite the February crisis
(Energnvire, May 12).

An amended version of $.B.3,a key bill meantto address power failures and weatherize generation, could
impose penalties for companies that don’t prepare energy assets for weather emergencies. But it seeks to
‘narrowly target gas facilites linked to the electricity supply chain insteadofthe broader gas system.

“The penalties in the bill, while ranging as high as $1 million, aren't high enough to faze large energy
‘companies, Virginia Palacios, executive directorof the goverment reform group Commission Shifl, said in an
email.

“The bill has already passed the state Senate and it passed out ofthe House Committee on State Affairs this
week. A new sectionofthe legislation endorsed by the House committee could benefit “dispatchable™
generation tied to fuels such as gas, coal and nuclear.

Lawmakersare working to pass various changes before the end of the regular state legislative session on May
31. A special session is also possible.

“Any priority legislation that secks to prevent a tragedy like this from happening again needs to be amended to
protect the lives and livelihoodsofTexans,” Palacios wrote

Reporter Mike Soraghan contributed.

Twitter: @edward_klump Email: eklump@eenews.net
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2 key bills in response to Texas winter power outages advance
By Jack Fink
KTVT
May 19,2021
Video story on webpage: hitps://dfw.cbslocal.com/2021/05/19/2-kev-bills-advance-texas-winter-power-outages!
‘Texas lawmakers are making progress on some keybills aimed at preventing February's widespread and deadly
‘power outages.

On Wednesday, the Texas Senate passed a bill that requires the Public Utility Commissionof Texas and the
Railroad Commission of Texas to designate natural gas production facilities that supply electric generators as
critical during an emergency.

Ideally, it would prevent the facilities from losing electricity, as some did during February's power outages, and
would restore power quicklyifthey did.

‘Todd Staples, Presidentofthe Texas Oil and Gas Association, said that bill and others are ones they’d like to
see passed. “Reliability is the goal, and I'm confident that the legislature will get meaningful reforms passed.”

On Tuesday,a House committee approved Senate Bill3 and sentitto the full House.

It requires electric power generators and key natural gas production facilities to winterize their facilites to
prevent the outages experienced in February.

If that doesn’t happen, operators could face finesof up to S1 million a day.

Staples said, “Our processing plants all the way to power generation units are very important to be winterized in
statute, and have those accountability requirements so tha that product can get moved throughout the system.”

“The bill also requires state regulators to setup a statewide alert system to notify Texans about potential outages,
‘map out key infrastructure and meet regularly to identify potential problems before an emergency.

Staples said, “They're all going to be in a war room. Andtheyre really going (0 stay together and focused on
how to make certain Texans get what they need.”

Ultimately, lawmakers in the House and Senate wil haveto hash out theirdifferences in these and other bills
they're working on in response to the February storms.

On foolish dependency and the Texas electricity grid
By David Blackmon
Forbes
May 19,2021
I have written quite extensively about dependency recently, and the lackofwisdom in allowing it to linger until
it evolves into a crisis. Whether it be the decision by policymakers in 17 statesand the District ofColumbia to
rely on a single pipeline for mostof their gasoline supply; the dependence of shale oil and gas companies on the
preservationofthe OPEC+ arrangementas a price support; the renewables industry's dependency on raw
‘materials supply chains almost solely controlled by China and/or Russia; or even my own foolish dependency
‘on an increasingly unstable Texas power grid managed by the Electric Reliability Council OfTexas (ERCOT)
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for my home's electricity — dependency on unreliable and unpredictable sourcesof support ultimately leads to
crisis.

“This week produced developments on severalof these fronts. Let's look at what it all means for ordinary people
by working our way backwards up that lstofissues, starting with the Texas power grid, and reforms likely to
be enacted by the Texas legislature in the final two weeks of its current session.

During February's infamous arctic freeze/power blackout even, three key grid maladies were identified that
need fixing:

«Lack of weatherizationof key power generation and natural gas transportation facilities;

+ Mismanagement at ERCOT, including decisions to cut power supply to many natural gas facilities
during the freeze event; and

«Lack of adequate baseload reserve generating capacitythatcan be tumed on during acrisis.

Obviously, there were many other issues identified during and after the crisis, but these are the three big ones
that must be addressed ifthe grid is toeverbe truly stabilized. As things stand today, the legislature appears
prepared to address the first two issues while leaving the third still hanging unresolved.

‘The House State Affairs Committee, chaired by Republican Chris Paddie, approved SB 3, an omnibus
electricity bill on a unanimous vote Tuesday, sending the bill o the House Calendars Committee to be
scheduled for a floor vote by the full House. Unfortunately, language designed to address the reserve capacity
issue that was included in the senate versionofthe bill was nowhereto be scen in the house version.

If approved, the bill would require weatherizationof manyofthe state's power generation faclitis as well as
critical natural gas infrastructure that performsa role in the grids supply chain. According to Todd Staples,
Presidentofthe Texas Oil & Gas Association, less than 20% of the state’s natural gas infrastructure performs
such a role. Assuming that 20% or so can be properly identified and protected from having its power supply cut
ofduring an emergency, requiring the remaining 80% to be weatherized would amount to a wasteofeffort and
resources.

SB 3 would cnact reformsto how ERCOTs board is constitutedand how the entity manages the grid. The bill
would also create a new entity called the Texas Electricity Supply Chain Security and Mapping Committee,
‘which would be responsible for identifying the critical infrastructure to be weatherized and tobe exempted from
ERCOT-mandated blackouts.

‘The bill contains other provisions, but these are the key points that would potentially fortify the grid from future
catastrophic, deadly failures like the one Texans experienced in Februaryofths year, and in February, 2011

But what this bill does not do is anything to mandate or incentivize the construction ofadditional reserve
baseload power generating capacity in the Texas market. Nor does it do anything to reform the way the state's
de-regulated market generates signals to generators to build new capacity, signals that have been notably absent
for more than a decade now. It does authorize the Public Utilities Commission to “study” the issue related to
market signals over the summer, but that also happened in the aftermath ofthe similar winter frecze/blackout
event of2011,and nothing cameofit. Such studies are always where lobbyists attempt to consign proposed.
measures they wish to kill.

Rep. Paddie told the Dallas Morning News that this chronic problem will likely not be addressed during the
regular session, which ends on May 31. However, he did hold out hope that the issue could be added to the
agendaofan anticipated special session that Gov. Greg Abbott plans to call to address redistricting this fall. But
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again, absent any real requirement that such action take place, Texas citizens will be lef to the vagariesof the
same political process that has proved as unreliable as the state's power grid in the past.

Asa result, Texans will likely face a long, hot summer knowing that the ERCOT-managed power grid they
foolishly depend on for electricity remains shortofneeded reserve baseload capacity, and the policymakers they
elected to represent them in Austin continue to do nothing effectiveto address the problem that has lingered for
more than a decade now.

“Texans who have the financial means would be well-advised to get with their local dealers in backup natural gas.
‘generators or home solar providersasthe most readily-available ways to relieve their foolish dependency on the
gid. The 99%orso who don't have the financial means to do thatare stuck waiting out another summer hoping
for the best.

“This is no way to manage agrid.

Texas Natural Gas Service assured in new construction with governor’s OK
By Carolyn Davis
Natural Gas Intelligence
May 19,2021
‘Texas municipalities are prohibited from banning tility services based on energy sources, including the use of
natural gas, under legislation signed into law by Gov. Greg Abbott.

House Bill (HB) 17, which took effect Tuesday (May 18) with Abbott's signature, would prevent cities and
‘municipalities from discriminating against any particular utility service or infrastructurebased on the type of
energy being used.

“The lawwas supported by the Texas Independent Producers and Royalty Owners Association, Texas Oil and
Gas Association and Texas Pipeline Association.

According to the Texas House Research Organization, supporters said the bill ensures homeowners, builders
and businesses have “the ability to decide how best to meet their energy needs. Somestatesand cities around
the country have moved to ban natural gas in new residential and commercial construction.

“By prohibiting policies that would ban or discriminate against a single energy source....HB 17 would preserve:
‘customer choice and access to energy sources in Texas, including to affordable and reliable sources such as
natural gas.”

Critics had argued the bill was “100 broad and could have a chilling effect on programs that promote energy
efficiency if the programs were interpreted as discriminating against a particular energy source,” House
researchers said.

State Rep. Joe Deshotel (D-Beaumont) said he had sponsored the legislation initially in response to bans on new
natural gas service enacted by West Coast municipalities. However, shortly after Winter Storm Uri led to a
massive power outage across Texas during February, the bil gained momentum.

During a sate House hearing on the bill, Deshotel said natural gas had “played an important part in helpinga lot
ofpeople” who were able to use gas fireplaces and stoves during the blackout
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“I know in my own home, Iwasableto keep things going because we had agenerator that kicked on andran on
natural gas,” Deshotel said.

‘The Texas bill follows similar legislation enacted in Arizona, Arkansas, Kansas, Louisiana, Mississippi,
Oklahoma, Tennessee and Utah to preemptively prevent municipalities frombanninggas use in new
construction

Beyond the West Coast, other states are considering gas bans. For example, last June the Massachuses
attomeygeneral called for an investigation into phasing out gas by 2050 following a seriesof explosions in the
Merrimack Valley. New York City Mayor Bill de Blasio also has called fora ban on new gas service.

Pipelines face prospect of tougher climate standard
By James Osbomne.
Houston Chronicle
May 20,2021
WASHINGTON - In the years ahead, the natural gas sectorisplanning billionsofdollarsin construction
projects to expand the network of pipelines that transport its product around the country and solidify natural
gas’ role in thenation’s energy supply for decades to come.

But first they need to convince federal regulators to signoffas President Joe Biden sounds the alarm on climate:
change and the nation’s reliance on fossil fuels.

‘The Federal Energy Regulatory Commission is reviewing whetherto include contributionsto climate change in
the criteria for approving pipelines and other natural gas projects. The review is ongoing, with no timeline or a
decision, but such a change stands to radically alter how the federal govemment decides whether to allow the
constructionofgas pipelines.

“FERC almost never denies (pipeline) applications. As long as there’s a contract in place they approve it” said
Max Sarinsky, an attomey with New York University's Institute for Public Policy. “They have an obligation to
review the impactsofthese pipelines, both beneficial and adverse, and that's not something they ve been doing
with climate impacts.”

‘That changed earlier this year when FERC, under new Chairman Richard Glick, a Democrat, considered the
greenhouse gas implicationsofreplacing an 87-mile-stretchofthe Northern Natural pipeline, which runs from
‘West Texas to Michigan. The commission approved the pipeline but the decision drew the angry dissentof
Commissioner James Danly, Republican , who argued the commission was overstepping its authority in
considering theproject’semissions.

“Itappears to me that the (pipeline) industry and its customers are on the vergeof experiencing some dramatic
changes in the coming months and years,” he said during a FERC meeting in February.

Pipeline companies now face the questionof whether their projects will pass muster with amore
environmentally conscious FERC.

More than a dozen natural gas projects are under review at FERC, including a major expansionofKinder
Morgan's Tennessee Gas Pipeline and Souther Gas Pipeline, which connect Texas and Louisiana gas fields to
the caster United States. Also, the Canadian firm TransCanada has five gas projects awaiting approval at
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FERC, including the expansionofa pipeline in southern Louisiana to supply the Plaquemines LNG export
terminal, which is being developed by the Virginia LNG firm Venture Global.

In the meantime, Glickhas signaled he is not going to treadas lightly around pollution from natural gas as his
predecessors, recently ordering FERC staffto review whether the expansionof a gas compressor station in
Massachusetts was in the “public interest” after a seriesofaccidental leaks into the surrounding community.

“A proposed pipeline’s contribution to climate change is one ofts most consequential environmental impacts
‘and we must consider all evidence in the record,” Glick said in a statement earlier this year.

Pushback in Congress
‘That approach is drawing pushback in Congress. Earlier this month a group of 26 senators, including two
Democrats, Sen. Joe Manchin,ofWest Virginia, and Kyrsten Sinema,of Arizona,wroteto FERC asking they
‘moveaheadon the pending projects without considering new standards on climate change.

“Many of the proposed projects before the commission, some pending for more thanayear, are critical to
addressing supply issues and strengthening our energy infrastructure,” read the letter, which was also signed by
Texas's Republican senators, John Comyn and Ted Cruz.

Pipeline companies and their trade groups declined interview requests for this story, citing the ongoing debate
within FERC. But behind the scenes, the prospectofthe federal government digging into emissions data has
widened an existing divide within the industry over climate change.

For some companies, it's a reasonable request considering the need 10 reduce greenhouse gas emissions to net
zero over the next three decades. But for others it's a non-startr, giving environmental attorneys even more
‘ammunition with which to tie up their projects in court,

“You have companies that want to be more proactive on methane and climate, but not everybodys there yet,”
said one energy attomey, who requested anonymity to discuss an active case before FERC.

‘The commission's considerationofclimate change, she said, “is not going to foreclose natural gas pipelines.
‘That said it's going to provide them with more coverand direction to consider climate impacts when they want
to”

‘The uproar over FERC's certification process followed a recent rip by commissioner Daly to Houston, where
he met with executives from natural gas and pipeline companies, said one executive, who declined to speak on
record because his company has projects before FERC.

Danly * said all theseordersare going to come out and you need to intervene,” the executive recounted. “The
‘message was resonating all through the community.”

Danly did not respond to requests for comment.

‘Some 3 million milesofnatural gas pipelines crisscross the United States, supplying power plants, industrial
facilities and homes with what remains one of the world’s cheapest sourcesofenergy.

But with scientists warning that the world needs to cut emissions immediately, pressure is growing on national
‘governments to stop the constructionoffossil uelpipelinesand compressor stations that are designed to run for
decades. This week, the Intemational Energy Agency, which advises governments on energy supply,
recommended that oil and gas development be haltedifthe world is o slow global warming and avoid
environmental catastrophe.
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Revolving door
Biden took office took office promising to address climate change, which has become oneofthe preeminent
issuesofhisparty. But standing in the way are Republicans and Democrats from energy producing states, such
‘as Manchin, who are not ready 10 give up on a fossil fuel industry that employs millions of people around the
country.

In recent years, pipeline companies have beefed up their presence on Capitol Hill, employing former top
‘congressional and federal agencystaff to lobby on pipeline issues. Kinder Morgan recently hired Manchin's
formerchiefofstaff, Patrick Hayes, to lobby ontheirbehalf. Dallas-based Energy Transfer Partners has Adam
Ingols, the former chiefofstaffat the Department of Energy during the George W. Bush administration,
lobbying on, “issues associated with the siting, permitting, and construction of liquid and gas pipeline:
infrastructure.”

“They likely have busy years aheadof them. Biden has puta temporary halt to oil and gas permitting on federal
lands and committed the United States to cutting its greenhouse gas emissions by more than 50 percent by 2030,
more doubled the reduction pledged by former president Barack Obama.

“The Biden administration is taking climate very seriously,” Sarinsky, the NYU attomey, said. “We're seeing
agencies across the goverment make useoftools to assess the impactsofclimate change.”

FERC,asan independent body, is not bound by the Biden administration's policy choices. But later next month,
the president will have the opportunity to decide on a replacement for Commissioner Neil Chatterjee, a
Republican andformer chiefof staff to Senate Minority Leader Mitch McConnell, whose five-year term is
coming to an end.

“That would give Democrats a 3-2 majority on the commission.

james.osbome@chron.com

Twitter.com/@osbomeja

Ford’s electric F-150 pickup raises stakes for truck-loving Texas’ oil and gas
industry
By Paul Takahashi
Houston Chronicle
May 20,2021
Ford Motor Co.'s all-electric version of its best-selling F-150 pickup is yet another sign ofthe accelerating
energy transition, one that raises the stakes for the oil and gas industry concentrated in truck-loving Texas.

‘The Detroit automaker on Wednesday unveiled the F-150 Lighting, an electric pickup that starts at just under
$40,000, can travel 230 miles on a full charge and can tow up to 10,000 pounds. For hurricane and tomado-
prone Texas, the Lightning also offers another perk:Texanscan plug into the truck's 9.6 kilowatt battery pack
to power their home for three days during a blackout.

“For both Ford and the American auto industry, F-150 Lightning represents a defining moment as we progress
toward a zero-emissions, digitally connected future,” Ford’s executive chairman Bill Ford said in a statement.
“F-Series is America’s best-selling truck for 44 years, the backboneofwork across the country, and a trusted
icon for generationsofcustomers. Now weare revolutionizing it for anew generation.”
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“The F-150i the top-selling vehicle in Texas.Ifthe Detroit automaker can turn the F-150 Lightning into a best
seller, the electric truck can accelerate widespread adoptionof electric vehicles, which representa small but
‘growing segment of the gigantic automotive industry. It would also have profound implications for Houston's
critical oil and gas industry, which has long relied on the automotive industrytodrive demand for crude and
petroleum products such as gasoline and diesel.

‘The Intemational Energy Agency estimates that electric vehicles displaced nearly 600,000 barrelsofoil
products per day in 2019. That igure is expected to grow 10 2.5 million barrels per day by 2030.

Ford's electric truck offering has been highly anticipated. Other automakers, including Tesla and startup Rivian,
are rolling out their own electric trucks, but Fordsentrance into the space is a potential market mover.

Ford's F-series pickup over the past decade has been the best-selling vehicle nationally and the top-selling truck
globally. There are 16.6 million F-series trucks on the road today, representing roughly 6 percentofall vehicles
Ford sold $42 billion worth of F-series trucks in 2019, higher than McDonald's, Nike and Starbucks sales that
year.

Although the F-150is the most popular vehicle in 39 states, t's particularly beloved in Texas, where the truck
reigns supreme. The luxury King Ranch version with leather and wood trim is a Texas icon.

“The F-150 Lightning has the potential to kick electric vehicle sales into high gear. Most electric vehicles to date
have been sedans such as the Chevrolet Bolt and Nissan Leaf, but analysts predict the introductionofmore
popular SUV and truck models could expand the market for EVs.

Demand for electric vehicles is expected to surge in the coming decade as Ford and other major automakers
ramp up production and as battery technology continues to advance, helping to reduce prices and improve
range. Industry leaders predict that the pricesofelectric vehicles will become competitive with thoseofgas-
‘powered vehicles in the U.S. asearly as 2023. An estimated 280 million electric vehicles are predicted to be on
the roads globally by 2040, according to global energy research firm Wood Mackenzie.

paul takahashi@chron.com

twitter.com/paultakahashi

“Rain chances are not going to go away:’ Storms bring hail, damage trees,
trigger tornado
By Kelsey Bradshaw
Austin American-Statesman
May 19,2021
Several daysof storms and wet weather have helped the Austin area keep up with normal rainfall amounts for
the year, and more rain in the coming days will be welcome to a region that remains abnormally dry, the
National Weather Service said.

Storms that have developed over South Texas and Central Texas over the past few days have hit areas south and
east of Austin with severe storms, weather service meteorologist Eric Platt said.
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Hail up to an inch in diameter and 66-mph wind gusts were reported in the New Braunfels area and a tomado.
was reported in Fayette County on Tuesday, the weather service said. Quarter-sized hail was reported in Kyle,
and downed tree limbs were reported in Buda on Tuesday, Plat said.

Meteorologists were in Fayette County, about 7 miles north of Schulenberg, on Wednesday to survey an arca
‘where they confirmed that a weak tomado had landed, he said. Surveyingfor a tomado includes looking at
structural damage to determine the strengthofwinds.

Extra Fayette County sheriff's deputies were called into work on Tuesday between 6 p.m. and 9:30 pm. to
assist with incidents in the area, the sherifP’s office said.

‘The sheriffs office reported three accountsoftomadoes, including on U.S. 77 near the Lavaca County line,
near the Swiss Alp community, and on FM 609 in the O'Quinn area.

At least four crashes happened Tuesday night, and the Flatonia Volunteer Fire Department attended to five
water rescues, the sheriffs office said. Downed tree limbs and washed-out roads were also reported.

In Austin, an additional 11 Austin-Travis County EMS medics were deployed Tuesday, and two swift water
boatswere readied as the arca saw rain.

So far this month, 3.72 inchesofrainfall have been recorded at Camp Mabry, Austin's main weather sation.
‘The month's rainfall total so far was filled out this week when 2.01 inchesofrain fell between Sunday and
Tuesday, according to the weather service.

In the 48 hours ending Wednesday at 9 a.m. someofthe highest rainfall totals in Central Texas measured by
the weather service included:

«9.24 inches near Muldoon in Fayette County.

«3.47 inches southwest of Austinin Travis County.

+ 3.06 inches near Harwood in Caldwell County.

+267 inches northwestofSpicewood in Burnet County.

+2.53 inches west of Wimberley in Hays County.

+2.5 inches in Smithville in Bastrop County.

+2.45 inches eastofRound Rock in Williamson County.

“Rain chances are not going to go away any time soon,” Platt said. “They may start to dwindle a ltlebitas we.
head into next week, but we at least have a 30% or 40% chance.”

Even though the rain has brought some gloomier days, it continues to be appreciated inthearea as the western
halfofTravis County is abnormally dry, according to the U.S. Monitor's latest update from May 11.

Even with the recent precipitation, Austin is still a bit behind on rainfall. Since Jan.1,a total of 11.8 inches of
ain have fallen in the area. Normally, Austin records 12.86 inchesofrainfall bythistime in the year, Platt said.

‘The rain falling this week is landing on ground already saturated from rainfall earlier this month. But
meteorologists on Wednesday aftemoon canceled the arca’s flash flood watch, which was supposed to last until
Thursday aftemoon.



Rain chances will continue into the weekend, though, with a half-inchofrainfall being possible on Friday and
Saturday and a quarter-inch on Sunday, Platt said.

Storms in the coming days might bring hail and gusty winds to the area, but meteorologists don't expect
tomadoes in the Austin area, Platt said.

“The main thing is watching for some locally heavy rainfall,” he said.

Andrew Keese
Spokesperson

i Railroad Commissionof Texas
g Office: 512-463-4817

Cell: 512-963-1869
YEE ee
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Wall treat Journal
Editorial Biden's Git to Putin on Nord Stream 2: He treats a Russian gas pipeline better than he does the Keystone XL in
America
May 16, 2021

Texas Energy Clips
Natural Gas Intel
Texas Natural Gas Service Assured in New Consiruction with Governor's OK
BY CAROLYN DAVIS
May 20, 2021
igs vow naturagasinte comtexas-natural-gas-service: assurecn-new-consiuclon-wih-ovenors-ok/
Texas municipaies are prohibited from banning ity services based on energy sources, including the use of natural
gas, under legisaton signed nto lawbyGov. Greg Abbot. House Bil (HB) 17, which took efect Tuesday (May 18) with
‘Abbots signature, would prevent cies and municipalities from discriminating against any particular Ubi service oF
infrastructure basad on the type of energy being used.
The law was supported by the Texas Independent Producers and Royalty Owners Association, Texas Off and Gas
Associaton and Texas Pipeline Association
According to the Texas House Research Organization, supporters said the bill ensures homeowners, uiders and
businesses have “the abify o decide how best to mest their energy needs. Some stale and cies around the country
have moved to ban natural gas in new residential and commercial construction
“By proribiing polices that would ban or discriminate againsta single energy source. HB 17 would preserve customer
choice and access to energy sources in Texas, including to affordable and reliable sources such as natural gas.”
Gries had argued the bil was “too broad and could have a ching effect an programs hat promote energy efficiency f
the programs were interpreted as discriminating against a particular energy source.” House researchers said. State Rep.
Joe Deshotel (D-Beaumont) said he had sponsored the legislation initially in responseto bans on new natural gas service
enacted by West Coast municipalies. However, shorly after Winter Storm Uri led to a massivepower outage across
Texas during February. the bill gained momentum.
During a tate House hearing onthe bi, Deshole! said natural gas had “played an important part in helping aot of
people” who were able o use gas fireplaces and stoves during the blackout
NBC DFW/Yatoo News.
2 Key Bills In Response To Texas Winter Power Outages Advance
By Jack Fink
May 20, 2021
pSfo Chslocal comV202105/1912-key-bilsadvancetexas-wintr-power-outages/
Texas lawmakers are makingprogresson some key bils aimed at preventing February's widespread and deadly power
outages.

On Wednesday, the Texas Senate passed a bil that requires the Public Utity Commission of Texas and the Raiiosd
‘Commission of Texas to designate natura gas production faciltes that supply electric generators s critcal during an
emergency. Ideal, t would prevent te faciies rom losing elcticty, as some did during February's power outages,
and would restore power quickly if they did.

Todd Staples, President of the Texas Oil and Gas Associaton, sad that bill and others ae ones theyd ike to see passed
“Reliabity is the goal, and I'm confident tat the legisature will get meaningful reforms passed.”
On Tuesday, a House committee approved Senate Bil 3 and sent to the full House It requires electric power generators
nd key natural gas produciion faciestowinterize theifaciesto prevent the outages experience in February. If that
doesnt happen, operators couldface finesofup to $1 milion 2 day.
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Staples sald, “Our processing plants all the way to power generation units are very important tobe winterized i state,
and have those accountabilty requirements so that that product can get moved throughout the system.”

“The bill aiso requires state regulators to set up a statewide alert system to notify Texans abou potential outages, map out
Key infrastructure and meet regulary o identiy potential problems before an emergency.
Houston Chronicle
“Collecive amnesia’ Texas politicians knowingly blew 3 chances to fx th failing power grid
By James Osborne, Eric Dexheimer and Jay Root
May 20, 2021
hitos /vnvw houstonchronicle cominewslinvestiaations/articielexas-poiicians-power-qri-failures-blackout-16185399 pho
‘Ten years ago, Texas power plants faze during a fast-moving winter stom, causing roling electicly blackouts across the.
state. Outraged Texas regulators and lawmakers, vowing to rack down, debated fequiring energy companies to protect
their equipment against extreme weather lo ensure refabilty.
Butthey didn. Nine years ago, two state agencies that regulate utites and the oil and gas industry warned that natural
gas faciiies that lost power during outages couldn't feed electricity generation plants, creating a spiral of power loss. The
‘agencies jointly recommended that lawmakers compel gas suppliers and power plants (0 fix the problem

But they didnt.
Eight years ago, economists warned that th state's free-market grid left companies with te incentive to build enough
plants to provide backup powerduring emergencies. With the support of then-Gov. Rick Perry, legisiators and regulators
considered increasing power rae 0 encourage the construction of more power pian, so that Texas, ike other states,
would have sufficient reserves.
Butthey didnt.
Inthe wake of each power failure, or near-failure, over the past decade, Texas lawmakers have repeatedly stood ata fork
in the road. In one direction ay government-mandated solutions that experts said would strengthen the state's power
system by making it less fragile under siress. The other direction continued Texas’ hands-of regulatory approach, leaving
it10 the for-profit energy companies to decide how to protect the power grid.
“This series documents how 20 milion Texans lost power n a deadly freeze after tate lawmakers brushed aside a decade
of warmings about the increasingly vinerable electric grid. In each instance, lawmakers lft th state's lightly regulated
energy markets alone, choosing cheap electricity overa more stable system. As a result, experts say, the power gid that
Texans depend on to heat and cool their homes and fun their businesses has become less and less reliable — and more
susceptible to weather-relaed emergencies.
Forbes
On Foolish Dependency And The Texas Electricity Grid
By David Blackmon
May 20, 2021
hitps we forbes, convsites/davidblackmon/2021/05/18ion-fodlsh-dependency-and-the-texas-electricty-
idlsh=4586024420f

1 have witen quite extensively about dependency recently, and the lack ofwisdom in allowing it to inger nti it evolves
into acrisis, Whether it be the decision by policymakers in 17 states and the District of Columbia to rely ona single
pipeline for most of their gasoline supply. the dependence of shale oil and gas companies on the preservation of the
‘OPEC+ arrangement as a price support, the renewables industry's dependency on raw materials supply chains almost
solely controlled by China andlor Russia, or even my own foolish dependency on an increasingly unstable Texas power
grid managed by the Electric Relabity Council Of Texas (ERCOT) for my home's electricity, dependency on unreliable
‘and unpredictable sources of support seldom fais to ulmately lead to crises
‘This week produced developments on several ofthese fronts; thus, will devote this piece and my next ane o discussion
of those developments and what they meanforordinary people. Let's Work our way backwards up thal ist of issues,
starting with the Texas power grid and reforms to its operations likely to be enacted by the Texas legislature in the final
two weeks of its current session.

During February's infamous arctic reezelpower blackout event, three key grid maladies were identified that need fixing:
3



Lack of weatherizatin of key power generation and natural gas transportation facile;
Mismanagement at ERCOT, including decisions o cut power supply to many natura gas facies during the freeze event;
and
Lack of adequate baseload reserve generating capaciythatcan be turned on during acriss.
Obviously, there were many other issues identified during and after the crisis, but these are the tree big ones that must
be addressed i the grid is to ever be lly siabilzed. As tings stand loday, the legislature appears prepared to address
he first wo issues while leaving the tid stil hanging unresolved.

KTRE - East Texas
Rep. Ashby bil requiring flood istry for oil disposal passes vote n Senate committee
May 20, 2021
osIw ire com/2021/05/18lep-shby-bill requiring: lod hstory-Gikdisposal-passes-vote-senate-comittee!

AUSTIN, Texas (KTRE) - An East Texas state representative's bil to protect groundwater around of and gas disposal
sites has passed the commitiee phase in the Texas Senate.
HB 2201, authored by Trent Ashby (R-Lulin), was considered ina hearingfo tne Senate Commitee on Natural
Resources and Econonomic Development on Tuesday. Itwas approved on a 7-0 vote.
“The bill requires the Texas Rairoad Commission to ook at the history of flooding over the past 10 years when it considers
granting a permit to bud api for the disposal of commercial oi and gas
Houston Chronicle
Pipelines face prospect of tougher cimate standard
By James Osbome.
May 20,2021
tgs lwhousionchronicle com/businessieneroylartice/Pigelines face-prospect-ofousher cimale-1618962 pho
WASHINGTON - In th years ahead, the natural gas sector is planing billions of dollars i consiruction projects to
expand the network of pipelines that transport ts product around the counly and soldi natura gas ole in the nation's
‘energy supply for decades to come.

Bu fst they need lo convince federal regulators to sign off as President Joe Biden sounds the alarm on climate change
and the nation's reliance on foss fuels.
The Federal Energy Regulatory Commission is reviewing whether to include contributions to climate change i th criteria
for approving pipelines and other natural gas projects. The review is ongoing, with no timelineor adecision, but such a
change stands to radically ater how the federal government decides whether to allow the construction of gas pipelines.

“FERC almost never denies (pipeline) applications. As longas there's acontract in place they approve it,” said Max
‘Sarnsky, an atomey wih New York University’ Instuefo Pubic Poly. “They have an obligalon {0 review the impacls
ofthese pipelines, both beneficial and adverse, and thats not something they ve been doing wih cimate impacts”
“That changed earlier this yearwhen FERC, under new Charman Richard Gick, a Democrat, considered the greenhouse
gas implicaions of replacing an &7-mie-strlch ofhe Northern Natural pipeline, whichruns from Wes! Texas to Michigan
“The commission approved the pipeline bt the decison drew the angry dissent of Commissioner James Dany,
Republican , who argued the commission was overstepping its authority in considering the project's emissions...

cna
“The Prize for LNG Sellers Wil Be ‘Significant as Demand in Asia Grows, Energy Consultancy Says
8y Abigail Ng, CNBC
May 20, 2021
‘rows-eneray.consulancy-says/2636935
The buyers’ market in quefied natura gas may continue over the coming years due to oversupply, but sellers could stand
10 gain as demand in Asia grows, according to an energy research company.
Global demand is not expectedto outpace supply un the mid-20205, but even tha respite maybeshart ved once new
supply from projects in Qatar and the U.S. come online, said Valery Chow, head of Asia-Pacific gas and LNG research at

.



Wood Mackenzie. “Despite these developments, the prize for suppliers remains significant given the potential growth of
future demand in Asia” he tod CNBC in an email
LNG demand in Asia is growing "signicanty faster” than in the rest ofthe worid because of the region's economic and
population growth, he sai.
Growing demand
In an April note, Gavin Thompson, Wood Mackenzie's Asia-Pacific energy vice chairman, said Asia's LNG markets have
been “remarkably resilient.” "Strong demand, weak domestc production and supportive policies mean Asia wil account
for an incredible 95% of global LNG demand growth between 2020 and2022,"he wre
Chow said he predicts that China, South Asia and Southeast Asia will drive incremental LNG demand in the world over
the next two decades...
Wal Stroat Journal
Editorial Biden's Gift to Putin on Nord Stream 2: He treas a Russian gas pipeline better than he does the Keystone XL in
America
May 18, 2021

President Biden has talked tough about Vladimir Putin, but is policy response has been mixed. This week's sanctions
decision on the Nord Stream 2 natural gas pipeline provides more reason for concern.
Aus reported Tuesday that the State Department wil send a report to Congress lising entiies that shoud face sanctions
over their association withthe $11 billion gas pipeline. Secreary of Stale Antony Binken said t his confimation hearing
that he was “determined to do whateverwe can" to stop the project. Turns out that's not entirely true.

Whie the Biden Adminstration wants to target Russian ships working on the nearly complete pipeline, the company
running the project and its CEO won't face sanctions. State will recognize that Nord Stream 2 AG and its leader—a former
East German intelligence offcer—deserve to be sanctioned. Yel rsiricions on a Puin crony wil be waived in (he name
o1°USS. national interests." This s the kind of move that romped the media {0 assert that Donald Trump mustbe a
Russian agent.
“The decision suggests Mr. Biden doesn't wart to blow up his relationship withthe German goverment which strongly
supports the pipeline. But hi gets t backward. The project generates bipartisan opposition in the U.S. and in Apri the
European Pariament called for it {0 be stopped. Germans have the responsibly to avoid damaging rations with
Washington and the est of the Continent.
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Severe weather causes flooding, damage in Fayette County
By John Krinjak
WAPP
May 19,2021
Video story on webpage: hitps://www. fox Taustin.com/news/severe-weather-causes-flooding-damage-in-fayette-
county
LA GRANGE —Residents inFayette County are dealing with damage left behind after severe storms swept
through the area and there’s a potential for more flooding as rain is continued to fall the restofthe week.

InLaGrangeon Baumbach Road near Rocky Creek, water washed out parts of the road and in one spot the
damage left the road with asix-foot drop-off.

The railroad tracks at Madison and Lafayette got washed out du to flooding. There was also damage to the
streets in the area which were closed overnight. The Railroad Commission was on scene last ight to inspect
the damage and crews worked on repairs this moming.

Officials say the Colorado River in La Grange rose by more than 10 fect overnightto nearly 16 feet at around 1
am. this moming.

WestofLa Grange,a tornado touched down about seven miles northofFlatonia at just before 7 p.m.

Flatonia is also dealing with major flooding over the past 12 to 18 hours. Cars dealt with several inches of water
in spots along I-10 and the service road along I-10 was totally submerged.

Much of the severe weather in Central Texas has been in the Hill Country.

‘The Fayette County SherifP's Office says it responded toseveral swift water rescues including one along FM.
1295 at Highway 90 in Praha.

As more rain is expected, floodingofrivers and creeks is a concen, and, given those threats, Gov. Greg Abbott
hasactivatedanumberof resources. The state has boat squads, helicopter teamsas well as forest service crews
ready to go in case rescuesneed to be made, but officials areurging everyonetobe prepared for potentially
dangerous conditions.

Officials say it can only take an inch or twoofrain to trigger flash flooding. Low-lying roads are of particular
concern and officials say justa few inches of ain can sweep away a person, and less than a foot of water can
sweep away a whole car.
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There are some things you can do to make sure you are prepared for potential flooding:

«Know the flood risk in your area. You can lear more about this by checking out EEMA’s flooding map
online

«Have an emergency supply kit withessentials, especiallyif you're ina flood prone area.

«Move valuables to higher ground or put them in waterproof containers.

« Ifyour property tends to flood, considerasump pumpwith a battery.

+ Be cautiousofwater on roadways. Never ry (0 cross an area that's flooded or barricaded: “tum around,
don’t drown

State Operations Center ordered to 24 hour operations in response to flood
threat across Texas
Report any flood damages to the Texas Division of Emergency Management
By Sydnee Pennie
Crossroads Today
May 18,2021
AUSTIN ~ In response to severe flooding threats across Texas, Governor Greg Abbott today ordered the Texas
State Operations Center (SOC) to expand its daily operations to 24-hours a day through Friday. Severe storms
are expected to bring significant river flooding and flash flooding to the Coastal Bend as well as North, East,
and South Central Texas beginning today through the endof the week.

“As severe weather continues to threaten communities across the state, Texans need to stay vigilant against
significant flash flooding that is expected to accompany these storms,” said Governor Abbott. “We are
deploying a variety of resources to assist communities in the path of these severe weather events, and I continue
0 urge Texans to remain cautiousand preparing ahead of time for flash flooding.

State agencies responding (0thissevere weather event include:

« Texas A&M Engineering Extension Service (Texas A&M Task Force One and Task Force Two)
« Texas Departmentof Public Safety
+ TexasParks & Wildife Department
+ Texas Department ofTransportation
« Texas Military Department
+ Texas A&M Forest Service
« Department of State Health Services
« Texas Railroad Commission
« Texas Public Utility Commission
« Texas Commission on Environmental Quality
« State Mass Care

Texans who sustain damages from this event should report their damages to the Texas Division of Emergency
Management (TDEM) through the iSTAT Tool found at damage.tdemtexas gov. This will allow the state to
identify damages across Texas andhelp emergency management officials understandwhether we have met the
requirements for requesting federal disaster aid.
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Yesterday, the Governor activated a number of resources to assist local communities as they respond to this
weather. At the directionofthe Governor, TDEM activated the following resources:

+ Texas A&M Engineering Extension Service (Texas A&M Task Force One and Texas Task Force Two): Swift
‘Water Boat Squads and High Profile Vehicles
« Texas Miltary Department: Ground Transportation Platoons
« Texas Parks and Wildlife Department: Texas Game Warden Boat Teams and a helicopter with hoist capability
« Texas Department of Public Safety: Helicopters with hoist capability

Additionally, TDEM rostered the following resources in preparation for any requests for assistance from local
officials:

« Texas A&M Forest Service: Saw Crews
+ Texas A&M Engineering Extension Service (Texas A&M Task Force One and Texas Task Force Two):
Urban Search and Rescue Packages
« Texas DepartmentofState Health Services: Texas Emergency Medical Task Force Severe Weather Packages
« Texas DepartmentofTransportation: High profile vehicles
« Public Utility Commissionof Texas: Power outage monitoring/coordination with utility providers in the threat
areas

‘Texans are urged to follow these flood preparations and safety tips during severe weather events:

+ Know typesofflood risk in your area. Visit FEMA's Flood Map Service Center for information
here: hitps://msc.fema.gov/portal/home
« Sign up for your community's warning system. The Emergency Alert System (EAS) and National Oceanic
and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) Weather Radio alsoprovideemergencyalerts.
« Build an emergency supply kit. For more information on how to buildakit, visit: https://www readygov/kit
« Purchase or renew a flood insurance policy. Homeowner's policies do not cover flooding. It typically takes up
1030 days fora policy to go into effect so the time to buy is well before a disaster. Get flood coverage under the
National Flood Insurance Program (NFIP).
+ Keep important documents in awaterproof container. Create password-protected digital copies.
« Protect your property. Move valuables to higher levels. Declutter drains and gutters. Install check valves.
Consider a sump pump with a battery.
« Be extremely cautiousofany water on roads or in creeks, streams, storm drains, or other areas ~ never attempt
to cross flowing streams or drive across flooded roadways and always observe road barricades placed for your
protection. Remember, Tum Around Don't Drown.

Averting crisis: Path to weatherize Texas power plants and some gas wells set
under compromise bill
‘The Legislature’s biggest answer yet to weaknesses exposed by winter storm selectively
‘weatherizes gas infrastructure, creates outage alerts and tightens coordination.
By Morgan 0’Hanlon and Robert T. Garrett
Dallas Morning News
May 18, 2021
AUSTIN ~Texas would require weatherizationofelectrical generatingplants and some natural gas wells and
related pipelines and compressors under a compromise bill that House leaders unveiled Tuesday.

Butin a concession to the ofl and gas industry, arevised omnibus electricity measure would reduce how many
natural gas facilities must be upgraded.
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A newly created interagency “supply chain security and mapping committee” would identify which chunks of
the natural gas industry actually feed power generators—and only those would have to be weatherized, under
rules to be set later.

Environmentalists and consumer advocates, while wincing over the Texas natural gas industry’s clout, were
relievedthatthe House's versionofthe session's major grid-overhaul bill took asofter approach to renewable
energy than a Senate-passed version did.

‘The House version, approved unanimously by the House State Affairs Committee on Tuesday, would remove
language that would potentially force wind and solar power companies to pay billionsforreplacement power
needed when the grid faces maximum demand.

‘That change on “ancillary services” was hailed by Austin Democratic Rep. Donna Howard and spokesmen for
groups such as Environment Texas, Public Citizen and the U.S. Green Building Council's Texas chapter.

Senate Bill 3, which advances to the House Calendars Committee, constitutes the Legislature's single most far-
reaching response to this year’s winter storm.

Over several days in mid-February, Texas’ deregulated electricity market failed catastrophically, leading not
just to widespread misery, water outages and outrage over soaring power billsbutatleast 151 deaths.

In an interview, House State Affairs Chairman Chris Paddie, R-Marshall, acknowledged that some problems
highlighted by the February crisis, suchas a need for additional generating capacity and tweaks to pricing limits
for wholesale power, probably will not be fixed in this year's regular session.

1 ends May 31. If lawmakers can fashion agreements on those matters over the summer, energy could be tacked
onto the agenda ofan expected fall special session on redistricting, he said.

But Paddie, who's shepherding SB 3 through the House, said the wide-ranging measure has many virtues.

“I think we will have gone a long way toward [fixing] all the problems that we've identified” ifthe bl, as
expected, winds up on Gov. Greg Abbott's desk and is signed, he said.

‘Todd Staples, presidentofthe Texas Oil and Gas Association, said in a written statement the House rewrite of
SB 3 “isdoing many good things to greatly improve our electricity delivery system. We believe mapping,
‘communications, coordination [and] proper weatherization are essential to addressing the impactsofWinter
Storm Uri.

Among other things, the bill would:

+ Create power outage alerts. Many Texans complained they received only late notice, ifany, that they
should prepare for February's arctic blast. Under the bill state agencies would team up with
broadcasters and other commercial entities to issue alerts, including radio and TV announcements and
possibly dynamic messages on road signs.

«Limit sky-high residential bills. After the storm, now-bankrupt retailer Griddy sent some residential
customers who had signed up for “variable-rate plans,” which were pegged to the wholesale price of
electricity, bills as high as $17,000. The Senate version of SB 3 would ban such plans. The House would
limit prices charged by “wholesale indexed products but not ban them. Paddie’s language was similar
to, but less restrictive than, House Bill 16, currently sitting on the governor'sdesk awaiting his
signature.
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«Require grid managers and utility regulators to practice for emergencies. Both chambers’ versions ofSB
3 would require the Public Utility Commission and the Electric Reliability Councilof Texas to conduct
twice-yearly “load shedding exercises” to improve grid management during crises.

Requiring weatherization so that polar blasts or August heat waves don’t cause blackouts is among lawmakers”
top priorities — and perhaps SB 3's most important safeguard.

Critisof the legislation, though, argue that concessions about what partsofthe natural gas supply chain have to
weatherize weaken the bills ability to preventa grid crisis like February's.

Although Paddie maintains his versionof the bill holds all parties accountable for their roles in the crisis,
including the natural gas industry and its regulatory body, the Texas Railroad Commission, some have
accused the Legislature ofletingthatsectoroffthehook as it reaps the profitsof high-demand pricing from the
storm.

“They need to require the entire gas supply chain to weatherize within some reasonable periodoftime and
follow through on that with some real enforcement mechanism which just isn’t there,” said Adrian Shelley,
Texas directorofthe consumer group Public Citizen.

According to Staples, the oil and gas trade group leader, more than 80%ofTexas’ daily natural gas production
is not used for Texas electric generation, which he said makes it unreasonable to require weatherization for all
oil and gas wells across the state.

Paddie said that exceptions to weatherization requirements offer protection for smaller operators, who he said
should not have to pay large costsif they re not even pertofthe supply chain.

“Ifyou put additional restrictions on them, likely in many cases you'd force them to be shut down because they
don’t produce enough to justify the cost,” Paddie said.

Rather than putting stress on those producers, Paddie said he'd like to prioritize mappingofcritical
infrastructure in the supply chain so that weatherization can be required only where it's most needed.

Anew section in the bill's latest version would add a new layer to thestate’senergy bureaucracy in the form of
the Texas Electricity Supply Chain Security and Mapping Committee. That proposal was originally suggested
in Fort Worth Republican Rep. Craig Goldman's HB 14, which was left pending ina Senate committee.

Some consumer advocates also worry there won't be tough enforcement of the weatherization requirement,
citing the legislation’s tiered penalty system. SB 3 would require the Railroad Commission to devise a
classification system for penalties, but fines of more than $5,000 would be reserved for only the “highest class
ofviolations.” Under the House bill, there would stil be potential finesof $1 milliona day, as approved by the
Senate,ifelectricity and natural gas companies balk at weatherizing facilities ~ but only if violations were
deemed highly serious.

“Tom “Smitty” Smith, special projects director for Public Citizen, said he’s frustrated that these fines could be
less than what the cheapest weatherization option for a gas well would cost: $16,000 per year.

“It's like putting antifreeze into your car — it injects antifreeze into the gas line,” Smith explained. “This penalty
is so low that it doesn’t even force them to do the cheapest weatherization.”

‘The renewable energy lobby collectively breathed a sighofreliefat the passageof Paddie’s committee rewrite.
It ook out language that would penalize solar and wind generators for “intermittency.” After the crippling
blackouts and water outages, some state Republicans, including Railroad Commissioner Wayne Christian,
Lt. Gov. Dan Patrick and Abbot,placedblame for Texas’ grid failure on intermittency — the unreliability of
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energy sources that depend on sunshine and wind. GOP leaders also hammered at what theyconsiderunfair
market advantages given to the renewable energy industry through subsides.

Language approved by senators would require renewables to pay for ancillary services, which involve
accounting for variability in a generator’s output by having standby resources to fill any gap between “net peak
load” and actual generation.

The Senate version “would have hamstrung the wind and solar industry and we appreciate Chairman Paddieand
the [House] committee for significantly improving the legislation,” Luke Metzger of Environment Texas said in
a written statement.

Basically, the House version callsfor a studyofancillary services, which currently are paid for by ERCOT~
ultimately, by consumers.

Although the bill still calls for reviewofthe costsofancillary services, Michacl Jewell, an energy lawyer with
Conservative Texans for Energy Innovation, said hebelievesthe Houses changesare more fair and don’t
discriminate by generation type.

“I's basically saying, yes, let's look at ancillary services, let's seeif there's any changes that need to be made,”
Jewell said. “It makesclearthat all resources that can provide ancillary scrvices are able to, and that the costs
are going to be recovered in an equitable and nondiscriminatory basis. | don’t know what more you can ask for
than that”

However, the renewable industry isn’t yet out ofthe woods. SB 1282, which passed out of House State Affairs
earlier this month, is awaiting a House floor vote. That legislation would make renewable generators pay for the
transmission costs, which, like ancillary services, is currently paid for by ERCOT on behalfofall generators
regardlessof generation type.

Also Tuesday, House State Affairs advanced one other electricity-related bill. SB 1580, approved unanimously,
would help rural electric co-ops payofthe large debts they accrued during February's crisis, when wilities had
10 pay $9,000 per megawatt hour for 32 hours.

“The measure would help debtors, including Brazos Electric Cooperative and Rockwall-based Rayburn Electric
Cooperative, which together owe ERCOT more than $2 billion, through a financing mechanism called
securitization. They'll be able to issue bonds, with low interest rates, to quickly pay the debts. Ratepayers will
payoffthe bonds for years.

‘morganohanlon@dallasnews.com @meohanlon

rgarrett@dallasnews com/bob,garrett.39 @RoberTGarrett

Texas Gov. Greg Abbott signs law to bar city climate plans from banning
natural gas as fuel source
House Bill 17s a response to a trend in California, where cities have passed energy efficiency
plans that prohibit new subdivisions from offering natural gas heating in order to reduce
emissions.
By Erin Douglas
Texas Tribune,
May 18,2021
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Gov. Greg Abbot has signed a bill into law that prohibits Texas cities from banning natural gasas a fuel source
for new construction and wily services.

"House Bill 17, which Abbott signed Tuesday, according to the Texas Legislature's online portal, is a response:
(02 trend in progressive California cities. Abbott's office did not immediately respond toa request for
comment.

“The bill's sponsor, state Rep. Joe Deshotel, D-Beaumont, argued that banning natural gas would restrict
consumer choices. Deshotel was not immediately available for comment Tuesday, but he previously told The
Texas Tribune that he filed the bill in response to “what is happening on the West Coast,” where cities have:
passed energy efficiency plans that prohibit new subdivisions from offering natural gas heating, requiring
instead that new homes be heated by electricity.

Using electricity 10 heat homes rather than natural gas reduces greenhouse gas emissions. The bulk of emissions
from residential and commercial buildings in San Franciscoareattributed to burning natural gas, which spurred
the city's efforts to mandateatransition,InsideClimateNewsreportedinNovember.

In Austin, the city’s initial climate action plan would have virtually eliminated gas use in new buildings by
2030, but it was altered after Texas Gas Service opposed the measure, the Texas Observer reported in March.

‘The new law, which takes effect immediately, prevents cities or municipalities from “discriminating” against
any particular fuel source.

Atleastadozen similar bills were filed in states including Kansas, Minnesota and Ohio.

Bottom of Form

But in Texas, the legislation was promoted as a response to the power outages caused by February's winter
storm.

Lawmakers pointed to the abilityofnatural gas providers to largely continue supplying gas to homes during the.
storm. Gas-fired fumaces cannot run without power, but some peoplewithgas service were able to use gas
fireplaces and stoves.

Texas oil regulator takes firm positions against Washington in defense of oil
and gas
World Oil
May 18,2021
AUSTIN Texas Railroad Commissioner Wayne Christian authored and passed three resolutions to protect
states’ rights, protect consumers, and encourage technological innovation in the oil and gas industry on
Tuesday, May 18th. The resolutions are as follows:

Resolution 21.052 - Opposition to the CLEAN Future Act (View here): This resolution co-sponsored by
Texas and North Dakota asks the Biden Administration and Congress to oppose the CLEAN Future Act and
other similar pieces of legislation onbehalfof oil and gas producing states.

“The so-called CLEAN Future Act is nothing more than the Green New Deal in lipstick,” said Christian. “This.
legislation would effectively federalize regulationofoil and gas, increasing costs to consumersand our national
debt, while harming our energy independence and national security.”
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Resolution 21.054 - Reigning in ESG-style Investing (View here): This resolution asks the federal
govemment to formulate and enforce regulations relating to Environmental, Social, and Governance Funds
(ESG). This style of investing has been utilized by activists to force divestment in oil and gas without regard to
the rateofretum for beneficiaries.

“We cannot allow activist investors to harm the investment and retirement portfoliosofour constituentsas
collateral damage in their war against fossil fuels,” said Christian. “If ESG is not pat in check, not only will
future retirees face challenges in the years ahead, but we could see record bankruptcies and layoffs in the energy
sector.”

Resolution 21.055- Encouraging Carbon Capture and Technological Innovation (Vics here): This
resolution acknowledges the key role technological innovation, including carbon capture, has played in our
nation’s environmental progress and encourages the federal government to act in a bipartisan manner to
continue encouraging this progress.

“A clean environment and oil and gas production are not mutually exclusive,” said Christian. “Because of
technological innovation, over the last fifty years, our nation has decrease the six major pollutants by 77%
‘while our energy consumption grew 48%, population grew 60%, and economy grew 285%. The key 10
environmental progress is innovation, not punitive regulations.”

Christian currently serves as Vice-Chairman ofthe Interstate Oil and Gas Compact Commission (I0GCC)
under Chairman Kevin Stitt (Governor, Oklahoma). Christian has held 2numberofleadership roles in the
organization since he was first appointed to the IOGCC by Govemor Greg Abbott in 2017. At this year's
meeting, Christian was the authoroftree outof the four resolutions that passed.

Geoscientists find that shallow wastewater injection in oil and gas production
fields drives deep earthquakes in Texas
Sci Tech Daily
May 18, 2021
Ina newly published paper, Virginia Tech geoscientists have found that shallow wastewater injection — not
decp wastewater injections can drive widespread deep earthquake activity in unconventional oil and gas
production fields.

Brine is a toxic wastewater byproductofoil and gas production. Well driers dispose oflarge quantities of
brine by injecting it into subsurface formations, where its injection can cause earthquakes, according to Guang
Zhai, 2 postdoctoral research scientist in the DepartmentofGeosciences, part of the Virginia Tech College of
Science, and a visiting assistant researcheratthe UniversityofCalifornia, Berkeley.

‘The findings appear in the May 10, 2021, editionofthe journal Proceedingsof the National Academy of
Sciences. Joining Zhai on the paper are Manoochehr Shirzaei, an associate professor of geosciences at Virginia
“Tech, and Michael Manga, aprofessor andchairofBerkeley's Department ofEarth and Planetary Science. In
the U.S. DepartmentofEnergy-funded study, the team focused on the Delaware Basin in western Texas, one of
the most productive and unconventional hydrocarbon fields in the United Stas.

Since 2010, the basin has experienced a significant increase in shallow wastewater injection and widespread
deep seismicity, including the recent 5.0 magnitude event near Mentone, Texas. Mostof the earthquakes were:
relatively small, but some have been large and widely felt.

.



“Its quite interesting that injection above the thick, overall low-permeability shalereservoircan inducean
earthquake within the deep basement, despiteaminimal hydraulic connection,” Zhai said. “What we have found
is that the so-called poraelastic stressescan activate basement faults, which is originated from the fluid injection
causing rock deformation.”

Poroelasticity is the resulting interaction between fluid flow and solid deformations within a porous formation,
here sandstone. “This finding is significant because it puts poroelastc stresses in the spotlight as the main driver
for basinwide carthquakes in the Basin,” said Shirzaci, who isalsoan affliated faculty memberofthe Virginia
‘Tech Global Change Center.

Yet, predicting the amountofseismic activity from wastewater injection is problematic because it involves
numerous variables, oneofwhich is injection depth, Zhai said. Although it is well known that fluid pressure:
increase due to deep injection is the dominant reason for the recent seismicity increase in the central and eastern
United States, it is still questionable exactly how shallow injections cause earthquakes.

During the study, the team looked at how varying amountsofinjected brine perturbed the crustal stresses deep
‘under the Delaware Basin and how these disturbances lead to earthquakes on a given fault. Added Zhai, “Fluids
such as brine and natural groundwatercan both be stored and move through rocks that are porous.”

“The tro used data analytics and computer modeling to mimic the large volume of fluid extraction from shale
reservoirs from more than 1,500 shale production wells during 1993 to 2020, with 400 wells injecting brine in
sandstone formations from 2010 to 2020. To make the scenario realistic, the model included the mechanical
propertiesofrocks in the Delaware Basin, Shirzaei said.

The team found that the basinwide earthquakes mainly occur where the deep stress increases becauseof shallow
injection. This means there is a causal link between deep earthquakes and shallow fluid injection via elastic
stress transfer.

“The deep stress change is sensitive to shallow aquifer properties, especially the hydraulic diffusivity, which
describes the ease of fluid flow in porous medium,” Manga said. “One question to ask is why some areas that
host lotsofshallow injection lack seismicity. Our approach offers a way to investigate other significant factors
that control induced earthquakes.”

In addition to human interventions, the tectonic settings themselves also help predetermine the magnitude and
liklihoodoftheearthquake, Shirzaci said. This study and future work will provide a viable way to assess
induced seismic hazards, combining natural and human factors. The ultimate goal: to minimize the hazards
from disposing of wastewater during natural gas production until long-term, renewable energy technologies
become available to all.

“As the future energy demands increase globally, dealing with the enormous amount of coproduced wastewater
remains challenging, and safe shallow injectionfordisposal is more cost-efficient than deep injection or water
treatment,” Zhai said. “We hope the mechanism we find in this study can help people rethink the ways induced
earthquakes are caused, eventually helping with better understanding them and mitigating their hazards.”

Reference: “Widespread deep seismicity in the Delaware Basin, Texas, is mainly driven by shallow wastewater
injection” by Guang Zhai, Manoochehr Shirzaci and Michael Manga, 10 May 2021, Proceedingsof the
National AcademyofSciences.

Colonial touts cyber ‘best practices.’ It was still hacked
By Christian Vasquez and Peter Behr
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E&E News
May 19,2021
‘The pipeline company at the center ofthe mostdisruptive cyberatiack in U.S. energy history says it followed
defensive guidelines set by the goverment and private sector.

Buta ransomware cyberatack this month still forced Colonial Pipeline Co. to shut down its 5,500-mile system,
which supplies nearlyhalf the fuel used along the U.S. East Coast. The weeklong disruption led to panic buying
at gas stations and an outcry for more stringent and enforceable cybersecurity measures for the oil and gas
industry.

Colonial defended many of its cybersecurity actions in a statement to E&E News yesterday, pointing out that it
“had many best practices in place” before the May 7 attack by the DarkSide ransomware gang.

But the fact that the suspected Russia-based hackers managed to break into the Georgia company’s networks
raises questions about whether the voluntary security standards for U.S. pipelines are up to the task of
protecting critical infrastructure from cyberthreats — even if followed 10 the letter.

Colonial told E&E News that the company participates in “annual interview assessments” led by the
Transportation Security Administration, the agency charged with overseeing pipeline security. The company
added that the reviews “have historically included assessments of our cybersecurity controls.”

Colonial spokesperson Meredith Griffanti said the company also participated in a Pipeline and Hazardous
Materials Safety Administration virtual assessment last year, which included a reviewofits “cybersecurity
capabilites.”

The ransomware attack, which locked upColonials computer files and demanded payment for the key, has
renewed calls from some lawmakers and cybersecurity experts (0 reassess TSA's ability to manage digital
defenses of the roughly 2.7 million miles ofU.S. pipeline networks. And a separate IT outage at Colonial
yesterday — which briefly blocked some critical communications with shippers — highlights the challenges of
recovering from severe cyberattacks (Greenvire, May 18). Colonial said those “network issues” did not disrupt
fuel deliveries and were due to the “hardening efforts thatare ongoing and partof our restoration process”
rather than a malware reinfection.

‘The Government Accountability Office issued ablogpost yesterday reviving long-held concerns over pipeline
cybersecurity oversight by both the federal and private sector. The watchdog noted that threeof its
recommendations relating to pipeline cybersecurity workforce and risk management have yetto be
implemented.

‘The explanations Colonial provided yesterday still leave basic questions about why an attack on the company’s
IT systems, presumably including business and commercial networks, posed such a threat to operational
technology (OT) systems that it had to shut its pipeline network. That shutdown decision was made “in the
nameofsafety and in effort to protect the integrity of the OT systems,” Griffanti said, even though the company
did not believe there was a “high risk” that such networks would be harmed directly.

“But given the seriousnessofthe situation, however, we needed to take our OT systems offline and take the
time to ensure that environment was secure before resuming operations,” she said.

Griffant said Colonial maintains “stringent segmentation between our IT and OT environments, as well as our
policies that have for years blocked direct connection between OT and the intemet.”
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Colonial also said it aligns its security strategy with “industry best practices” provided by the National Institute
ofStandards and Technology, other best practices from the American Petroleum Institute, and the MITRE
ATT&CK framework, which maps out cyber-criminal behavior.

Griffanti said the company intends to share “appropriate information with regulatorybodiesand trade
organizations” following an investigationofthe root cause and scopeofthe cyberattack.

She also touted Colonial’s involvement in several information-sharing programs, such as the Department of
Energy's Cybersecurity Risk Information Sharing Program, the Oil and Natural Gas Information Sharing and
Analysis Center, and the National Cybersecurity and Communications Integration Center run by the Department
ofHomeland Security's top cyber office.

“We receivealertsand valuable threat intelligence from manyof theseentitiesand incorporate them into our
methodologies for incident response,” Griffanti said.

Natural gas worries
While Colonial made significant investmentsand training in cybersecurity, it apparently did not anticipate the
specific threats it could face from a wide-ranging ransomware attack, leaving a hole unplugged in its defenses.

Jonathon Monken, a principal with Converge Strategies LLC, aconsultancy that advises clients on defense and
recovery strategies, said gas pipelines could be forced to curtail or shut down operationsif their commercial
Systems were tied up by ransomware hackers, simply because they might not be sure where their gas deliveries
were going in every case. That could put payments in jeopardy, creatinga potential major financial loss.

Before joining Convergence Strategies, Monken was a security offical at the PJM Interconnection LLC, the
grid operator for 13 Easter and Midwesternstatesand the District of Columbia.

In 2018, PIM made an investigationof the securityofgas deliveries for its gas-fired generators, a vital energy
source for its system. The investigation was unusual because PIM was joined bya large pipeline that agreed to
join in the threat analysis — a levelofgrid-gas cooperation that isn’t common, Monken said in an interview.

PIM spokesperson Jeffrey Shields said the goal was to “test the resilienceof the natural gas pipeline system to
respond to an extended outage dueto a physical or cyberattack and then to analyze the impact of such an
extended outage on reliabilityof the PIM system.” The analysis results are confidential, but were shared with
key federal agencies, he added.

“The analysis deliberately stressed the system to find the tipping point at which issues would arise and to
identify key drivers of reliability risk,” Shields said. “Overall,theanalysis found no immediate threat to the
PIM system. It is reliable and will remain reliable into the future.”

Monken said natural gas industry leaders are correct in noting that pipeline operating systemsare not an easy
target for hackers.

Pipeline networks rely on a series of compression stations along the route to maintain pressure and gas flow.

Operators sent to run a compression station manually in an emergency rely on computer information and local
human-machine interface terminals that are maintained on-site, not shared among many stations. So to take
down a pipeline network's operating system requires imagining a teamofterrorists able (0 plug infected jump
drives into eachofthe compression stations along the route — much like the infamous Stuxnet cyberattack
bypassed defenses at an Iranian nuclear facility over a decade ago.
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‘The PIM study “rightly assessed the risk to be low,” Monken said. “The opportunity to ‘brick’ a group of
stations at the same time is virtually nil, as long as they aren't networked together.”

“But that's not the end of it,” he added.

‘The commercial risk remainsif a pipeline with a compromised IT system tried to keep operating without the
huge amountofdata required to manage and fulfill orders and track and record payments. Without that record, a
‘pipeline could not be certainofgetting paid, Monken said.

“Am [ literally pushing gas to customers without being sure I'd be compensated? The losses might not be
calculable,” he said.

Colonial said financial risk was not part of its decision to shut down. Its statement indicated that it apparently
has not fully restored its invoicing system, but it esumed operation anyway.

Griffanti added that Colonial “has the ability to run parts of its system manually” in the event ofa cyber or other
emergency. But she also pointed out that “we have restarted our entire pipeline system, and product delivery has.
‘commenced to all markets we serve.”

Infrastructure security officials said protecting against such a complex threat calls for development ofa “design
basis threat,”a carefully worked-out scenario for assessing apotential attacker's capabilities and tactics, in light
of a network's most critical vulnerabilities.

There is not an established threat definition processforgas pipelines, Monken said. Each pipeline makes its
own assessments and response. “It’s upto them,” he said.

One lesson from the Colonial attack is that pipelines and the generators that depend on them for ful “need a
‘much more realistic assessment of the cyber risks they face,” Monken added.

Twitter: @chrismvasq Email: cvasquezdeenewsnet

Opinion: Fossil fuel exploration companies need to find a new business line
By Chris Tomlinson
Houston Chronicle
May 19,2021
Operators ofbusinesses engaged in the exploration for oil and natural gas reserves need to makea plan to do
something else or wind uptheir companies.

No need to act rashly; the industry has maybea decade left. But the velocity of the energy transition is
accelerating quicker than most pundits expected.

Today, Ford will launch the F-150 Lightning, an all-electric versionofAmerica’sall-time best-selling vehicle.
Anyone who drives their current F-150 less than 200miles a day will have difficulty passing up this clearly
superior motor vehicle. Bonus: It does not look like Tesla’s Cybertruck.

‘The unveiling comes the same day the International Energy Agency released research confirming what
environmentalists have said foradecade. We have already found more oil and natural gas than we can ever
usewithout ruining the planet.
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Fossil fuel exploration must stop nowifthe world wants to reach net-zero emissionsof carbon dioxide by 2050.
Failure to achieve that goal will result in global warming greater than 1.5 degrees centigrade, which will trigger
irreparable environmental damage.

‘The IEA is no namby-pamby, head-in-the-clouds environmental group. Climate activists have denounced the
IEA’s pro-industry stance for decades. Justa few years ago, its executive director called on fossil fuel
companies to step up exploration and production. Not anymore.

“Since the EA's founding in 1974, one of ts core missions has been to promote secure and affordable energy
supplies to foster economic growth,” the new report on Net-Zero by 2050 says. “The enormous challenge of
transforming our energy systems is also a huge opportunity for our economies, with the potential to create:
millionsofnewjobs and boost economic growth.”

‘The concept here i straightforward. We've known since the 1860s that increasing the amountof carbon dioxide
iin the atmosphere increases its retentionofheat. We've known since the 1960s that burning fossil fuels is
raising the amountofCO2 in the atmosphereto dangerous levels.

‘The deteriorationof coral reefs, the meltingofglaciers and changing weather pattems have proven that a
‘warmer atmosphere causes damage 10 ecosystems. Therefore, we can only put so much carbon in the
atmosphere, and we've already found more carbon thanwecan emit safely.

No serious person can dispute those basic facts any longer. Someofthe world’s most giant corporations, and
perhaps more importantly, their shareholders, are speeding up the transition to a global economy where we no
Tonger emit more carbon than we take out of the atmosphere.

Every supermajor oil andgas company has announced plans to either move away from carbon-based fuels or
create methods to remove carbon from the atmosphere. Occidental Petroleum was among the first corporations
to announce it will become a carbon management company in addition to producing energy.

‘While 90 percentof 179 oil and gas companies contacted by the consulting firm Accenture seid they recognize:
the need to change, only 21 percent “are moving beyond significant change to true reinvention,” according to a
new report

“Competition from new energy sources, environmental accountability, talent scarcity, investor apathy and the
COVID-19 pandemic have led most oil and gas companies to realize the need to transform to ensure
profitability, embrace sustainability and maintain their relevance,” Mugsit Ashraf, who leads Accenture’s
energy industry group. “What's required isn’t just piecemeal transformation but wholesale business
reinvention.”

Ashrafidentified several things that leading companiesare doing: becoming more competitive with peers
through technology, carbon management, and customer service. But equally important is creating a corporate:
culture that recognizes clean energyasthe ultimate goal.

‘The other major consulting firm to energy companies, Deloitte, calculates oil and gas companies should
redeplov $838 billion in capital expenditures to “optimize their hydrocarbon business and/or pursue new growth
areas including new energy ventures.”

“Manycompaniesare eager to act but are secking guidance on the speed and extent to which they expand into
new, potentially high-growth areas, be it in new regions, markets, products or technologies,” said Amy Chronis,
Deloitte's vice chairman and U.S. oil, gas and chemicals leader. “By taking a strategic, purpose-driven
‘approach, companies can sustainably and profitably build a future-ready portfolio.”
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‘While the research may be new, the message has been aroundfor a long time. For years, the Greater Houston
Partnership has said that Texas companies must embrace the energy transition to remainrelevantand profitable.
Workers must embrace the change or see their careers evaporate.

Lately, fossil fuel advocates have stopped talking about the need for energy and shifted to begging for job-loss
protection from clean energy competitors. But if you argue that we should continue damaging the planet just to
preserve your job, you will always lose.

Tomlinson writes commentary about business, economics and politics.

twitter.comv/cltomlinson

christomlinson@chron.com

Gov. Greg. Abbott says no public schools or government entities will be
allowed to require masks
‘While 30% of Texans have been fully vaccinated against COVID-19, the vast majority of
children are unvaccinated. The Pfizer vaccine was authorized last week for children as young as
12.
By Patrick Svitek
‘Texas Tribune
May 18,2021
Gov. GregAbbot announced Tuesday that public schools can no longer require masks on their campuses
starting June 5. The decision was part ofa new executive order that bans government entities inTexas — like
cities and counties — from mandating masks in the fight against the coronavirus pandemic.

Starting Friday, any government entity that tries to impose a maskmandatecan face a fine of up to $1,000,
according to the order. The order exempts state supported living centers, government-owned or -operated
hospitals, Texas DepartmentofCriminal Justice facilities, Texas Juvenile Justice Department facilites, and
county and municipal jails.

‘The order is arguably the most consequential for public schools. After Abbott ended the statewide mask
requirement in early March, school systems were allowed to continue with their own mask-wearing policies
unchanged. But after June 4, “no student, teacher, parent, or otherstaff member or visitor may be required (0
wear a face covering,” according to Abbot's new order.

‘While 30% of Texans have been fully vaccinated against COVID-19, the vast majorityof children are
unvaccinated. The Pfizer vaccine was authorized last week for children as young as 12. The Moderna and
Johnson & Johnsonvaccinesare stil only authorized for those 18 and older. School-age children have seen
lower infection rates than other age groups. COVID-19 cases among those 5-17 years old make up 10%of total
cases in the country, according to the latest data from the Centers for DiseaseControlandPrevention.

Last week, the CDC said fully vaccinated people no longer have towear masks outdoors in crowds and in most
indoor places.

Despite dire warnings about the potential impactof removing the statewide mask mandate, key pandemic
‘metrics in Texas have not spiked since then and have gone down in most cases. On Sunday, the state health
department had its first day in overa year without reporting a COVID-19 death.
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“The Lone Star State continues to defeat COVID-19 through the use of widely-available vaccines, antibody
therapeutic drugs, and safe practices utilized by Texans in our communities,” Abbott said in a statement on his
latest order. “We can continue to mitigate COVID-19 while defending Texans’ liberty to choose whether or not
they mask up.”

The Texas State Teachers Association called Abbott's latest move premature. In a statement, the head of the
association, Ovidia Molina, said Abbott should have waited until the CDC issued updated guidance on masks
for the 2021-22 school year. Molina acknowledged that some Texas school districts have already ended their
‘mask requirements but said the association believes “that also is ill-advised.”

“The health and safetyof our students, educators and communities must remain our frst priority as we attempt
to emerge from this pandemic,” Molina said.

Abbot's new rules will take effect as the school year is winding down for most students — or already over. The
Iast dayofclasses for the state’s biggest school district, Houston ISD, is June 11. May 27 is the last day for
some students in thestate’ssecond-biggest district, Dallas ISD.

“The Texas American Federationof Teachers was also criticalofAbbot's decision, calling it “unconscionable”
given thatavaccine is not yet available for kids under 12 years old. Evenifthe normal school year is coming to
aclose, both TSTA and Texas AFT noted Abbott's order will impact students who attend in-person summer
school.

Austin ISD Superintendent Stephanie Elizalde said the district will continue to ask everyone on its campuses to
‘wear masks through June 4. After that, she noted, “there is nothing in the Governor's order that forbids people
from wearing masks. It only meanswe cannot require them.”

Abbott's order also applies 10 public colleges and universities. After the announcement, Texas A&M University
told students that the end ofits mask requirement was “effective immediately and therefore applies to remaining
commencement ceremonies, as well as indoor and outdoor facilities and venues.”

LeadersofsomeofTexas’ largest cities —all Democrats — were criticalof Abbott's latest order but seemed to
accept it and showed no signs they planned to fight back. Houston Mayor Sylvester Tumer called Abbott's
move a “clear overreach” and encouraged city employees and visitors to city facilites to wear masksif they are
not fully vaccinated, but he added that “we are not mandating i.” Austin Mayor Steve Adler and Travis County
Judge Andy Brown said they will “continue to be careful” and will spend the next few days “speaking with
partsofour community most impacted by the Governor's order, including schools and nursing homes.” And
Dallas County Judge Clay Jenkins also voiced criticismof Abbotts order, noting it “deviates” from CDC
guidance saying unvaccinated people should continue towearmasks indoors.

‘The govemor’s most recent order comes roughly two and ahalf months after Abbott lifted the statewide mask
mandate. In that order, he said “no person may be required by any jurisdiction” to wear a mask. Now, he is
saying a specific type ofjurisdiction — goverment entities — can face a penalty for mandating masks.

After Abbott initially lifted the statewide mask policy, some local governments said they would continue to
require masks. Texas Attomey GeneralKenPaxton sued Austin and Travis County over their plan to continue
‘mandating masks, and in late March,a district judge denied Paxton’s request fora temporary halt of the local
mask requirement.

Abbotts latest order leaves untouched the abilityofprivate businesses to require their customers or workers to
wear masks.
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Despite ending the statewide mask requirement, Abbott has continuedto take hits from some fellow
Republicans over his pandemic response. Oneofthem, former state Sen. Don Huffines of Dallas, launcheda
primarychallenge to Abbott last week andsaidafierAbbott'sannouncementTuesday that Texas “never should
have never allowed mask mandates in the frst place.”
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Gas lobbying raises fears of another blackout crisis
By Mike Lec and Edward Klump
E&E News
May 12,2021
Texas" powerful fossil fuel industry is lobbying to exempt parts of the natural gas system from legislation aimed
at preventinga repeat ofblackouts that left millionsofpeople in the cold and dark in February.

The pressure campaign has Gov. Greg Abbot (R) and the Republican-controlled Texas Legislature on the verge:
of leaving the state’s main power grid vulnerable to future storms, environmentalsts, power company
excutives and academics say.

‘The debate is being watched across the country, as Texas’ response wil help inform what actions other states
and grid operators take to maintain grid reliability given climate concerns and the expansionof intermittent
‘wind and solar resources. For Texas, a replayofthe February crisisis a possibility.

Lawmakers have until the end of May to pass legislation during their regular biennial session, and the only
significant gas-focused reform bill 0 pass both chambers is one that prohibits municipalities from banning
energy sources such as gas. A special session also remains possible.

‘The Texas House and Senate have spent considerable time on nonenergy issues, varying from tighter voting
restrictions 0 looser gun regulations. The lackof customer-focused answers to the February power disaster is
drawing criticism from some conservative Republican lawmakers.

“We keep forgetting what happened — death, pain and suffering, and people picking up the bills,” state Rep.
Todd Hunter, a Republican from Corpus Christ, said duringa committee hearing last week.

“You look in this room, this is the money room,” he said. “Everybody in here is trying to make sure they don't
pay.”

A groupofgas producers, transporters and traders — including BP PLC and Kinder Morgan Inc.— saw billions
ofdollarsofcollective gains because of price spikes tied to the February storm.

Last year, natural gas-fueled units provided about 46% of power on the grid managed by the Electric Reliability
CouncilofTexas. Gas-powered generation also had the most megawatisofgeneration capacity offlineofany
resource during the February power crisis, according to ERCOT, whose region includes about 90% of the
state’s power load.

Despite promises to winterize the power system and various bills floating around, lawmakers could leave the
gas system largely unchanged outsideofsome new registration cfforts for critical facilites. And, critically, the
same groupofelected officials could still be in chargeofenforcing any winterization rules for the naturel gas
sector.
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“The full cost of the February storm, meanwhile, is still being calculated. More than 4 million homes and
businesses lost power, someof them for two o three days. Frozen pipes and power failures also crippled water
treatment plants around the state, leaving more than 14 million people without access to clean tap water.

Atleast 151 people in Texas died from hypothermia, carbon monoxide poisoning and other causes related to the.
winter storm that led to massive power outages, accordingtothe Texas Department of State Health Services.

Gas loopholes?
Natural gas producers and their allies were lobbying against significant changes to the energy system just days
after the storm.

Christi Craddick, a Republican who is the state’s top oil and gas regulatoraschair of the Railroad
CommissionofTexas, said during a February hearing that the industry"s widespread problems during the storm
had litle impact on the power crisis.

“These operators were not the problem,” she said. “The oil and gas industry was the solution.”

In the months since then, powerful trade associations have been pushing lawmakers to water down the bills that
overhaul the power and gas system.

‘While the final outcome isn't clear, the industry and legislators seem focused on §.8B. 3, an omnibus measure
containing a number ofreform proposals. Provisions include a Texas Energy Reliability Council and
weatherization requirements for power generation and other aspectsofthe energy system. It also would impose
fines up to $1 million per offense for certain violations and allow the state attomey general to enforce some
rules.

“The words “gas well” have already been removed from S.B. 3, and the Texas Oil & Gas Association is
circulating amendmentsto the bill that would weaken it further.

Oneofthe bill's key provisions is a requirement for state regulators (0 map the gas supply chain that feeds the
state's electric generators and require those gas facilitis to be weatherized. The industry amendments, obtained
by E&E News, would exempt some producing and treating facilities from those rules.

“They also would ensure that the weatherization rules only apply to facilites “directly serving natural gas
electric generators whose Sole purpose is putting power on the ERCOT grid,” remove the atiomey general from
the enforcement process and exempt co-generation plants at the state's oil refineries from weatherization
requirements. Those plants normally are used to provide power for their owners but can be used10 supply the
statewide electric grid during shortages.

TXOGA President Todd Staples said the trade association talks frequently to legislators and is in favorofmost
ofthe proposed reforms, but he added that weatherizing individual wells won't protect the system. Instead,
power companies need (0 pay for gas storage and firm supply contractsaheadof time, which will guarantee
power to both the gas industry and to customers statewide.

“Itis a knee-jerk reaction to think going all the way back to the wellhead is going to improve reliability,” he
said.

But Alison Silverstein, an energy consultant who previously worked for the Public Utility Commission of
Texas, said TXOGA would leave the state’s power generators with gas shortages if there’ another winter
storm.
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“That won't preventa freeze-up or failure downstream at the wellhead, processor, storage or pipeline away
from the plant from blocking gas delivery to the plant,” she said in an email,

A broader concer is that the legislation would largely avoid changes at the Railroad Commission, which
oversees the Texas oil and gas industry.

‘The commission's members are elected statewide and get the bulkoftheir campaign funding from the oil, gas
and pipeline companies they oversee, something that’s not allowed in some states. And Craddick herself gets a
substantial amountofincome from oil and gas property she owns in West Texas, something that’s allowed in
Texas but is also prohibited in some places (Energuwire, Nov. 1, 2018).

“The commission's critics say the agency rarely enforces rules against oil and gas operators for pollution and
other problems. Regulators also took limited actions aftera 2011 storm and other previous storms.

“The Legislature really needsto be cautious about how much flexibility it gives the Railroad Commission,”
said Virginia Palacios, executive director of Commission Shif, a nonprofit group dedicated to reforming the
agency. “What we've seen yearafteryear is that these commissioners aren't interested in showing leadership.”

Profit bonanza
‘While some oil and gas companies lost money during the freeze, the ones who were able to keep gas supplies
flowing reaped at least $5 billion in profit.

Natural gas prices jumped hundredfold or more during the storm, partly because of the jump in demand for heat
and power. The supplyofgas also dropped because partsofthe system went out.

Energy Transfer LP, the company behind projects such as the Dakota Access pipeline, reported a $2.4 billion
boost to its camings from the winter storm. The company packed extra gas into its pipelines aheadofthe storm,
rented portable generators and other equipment to keep its plants running and had crews standing throughout the
storm.

Kinder Morgan, the Houston-based pipeline giant, took similar measures and reported a $1 billion gain from its
gas operations during the storm. BP likely made over S1 billion related to energy trading, the Houston
Chronicle reported. Other small and medium-size companies reported hundredsof millions of dollars in profits.

Muchofthe gas system, though, experienced a cascade of failures. The freezing conditions and snow knocked
out individual gas wells and froze the plants and equipment used to separate liquids from the gas stream.

Compressor stations that push gas into long-haul pipelines lost power because ofaseriesof coordination
mishaps, which in tum cutoff fuel to power generators. Manyof them had failed to fill out paperwork
designating themselves as critical power users, which would have prevented them from being blacked ou.

‘What's more, a numberofnatural gas facilities had signed up fora program that called for them to reduce
power use during tight conditions in retum for financial benefits.

Ina statement, ERCOT said the programis a good way to help manage power, but it said gas facilities shouldn't
be in the programif theyre critical {0 the energy system.

There's existing technologythatcan winterize gas facilites cheaply, Democratic state Rep. Jon Rosenthal,
who's also an oil field engineer, said in an interview.

Gas wells can be protected by injecting chemicals similar to antifreeze into the gas stream. Processing plans
and pump stations can be protecied with temporary buildings, portable heaters and backup generators.
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“We could solve the problem and it wouldn't bankrupt these companies,” Rosenthal said.

Ti would cost $20,000 to $50,000 apiece to winterize new gas wells in the state, fora total of $85 million to
5200 million annually, according to an update from the Dallas Federal Reserve Bank. That pales in comparison
10 the costofthe freeze and outages, which the Fed said could cost the Texas economy $80 billion to $130
billion in direct and indirect economic losses based on early estimates.

Electricity fallout
Texas power providers varying from big publicly traded companiestoelectric cooperativesand municipal
uilities bear financial scars from the February storm.

Irving, Texas-based Vistra Corp. has announced a roughly $1.6 billion financial hit. Houston-based NRG
Energy Inc. pegged its negative impact at about $500 million to $700 million. Those figures were after taking
into account various mitigation efforts at the companies.

There also have been bankruptey filings by Brazos Electric Power Cooperative Inc. and certain competitive
‘power providers, including Griddy Energy LLC.

‘While blackouts generally started the morningof Feb. 1, power companies said they began experiencing gas
shortages before then. Vistra said about 70%ofthe force majeure claims it saw happened before Feb. 15, and
some occurred as early as Feb. 12.

NRG Energy Inc. CEO Mauricio Gutierrez told investors and analyststhis month that he supports formal
Winterization rules as well as certain penalties and audits.

“With that said, one of the biggest lessons leamed from this storm is how interactive and interconnected the
electric and natural gas sectors are, and our focus is not just on hardening the power generation side of the
equation,” Gutierrez said. “Instead, we believe the entire system, including natural gas, needs to be hardened as
they say from wellhead to lightbulb.”

‘The stakes are high for Texas considering that its pro-business message relies heavily on light regulation and
Tow-cost power. The widespread blackouts tarnished that image.

Texas’ electricity regulators don’t appear to be driving the reform discussion in Austin, but they have been in
touch with state lawmakers.

Some good news for Texas this summer i that natural gas access is expected o be lessof aconcern during hot
‘weather, but better coordination and communication will remain crucial.

Peter Lake, the recently installed PUC chairman, told a group of ERCOT market participants that Texas will be
closely watched, including during the summer power season.

“All eyes will be on us like never before,” he said.

Twitter: @mikeleefw Email: mlee@eenews.net

‘Winter storm triggered largest monthly decline in natural gas production
By Marcy de Luna
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Houston Chronicle
May 10,2021
“The severe winter weather that swept across the country drove a record decline in U.S. natural gas production,
led by the plunge in Texas, the Energy Department said Monday.

‘The nation’s natural gas production in February fell by an average of 8.1 billion cubic feet per day, or 7 percent
from January, the largest monthly drop ever recorded, according to the Energy Department. Texas accounted for
‘more thanhalf the decline, as the state's average production for the month plunged by 4.3 billion cubic feet per
day, or 15 percent.

‘The winter storm hit Texas in mid-February, knocking out power plants, disrupting natural gas supplies, and
leaving more than 4 million Texans without electricity and heat as temperatures plummeted. Nearly 200 people:
died from causes related to the extended power outages.

Natural gas power plants generate abouthalfthe state’s electricity, and fuel shortages contributed to plant
failures during the bitter winter weather.

‘The Energy Department attributed the plunge in natural gas production to so-called frecze-offs. Extreme cold
caused water and other liquids in natural gas wells 10 freeze at the wellhead and gathering lines, blocking the
flow.

Natural gas producers and processors also have blamed power outages that knocked out operations. Last week,
the state’s grid manager, the Electric Reliability Council of Texas or ERCOT, confirmed that it forced dozens of
natural gas facilitiestooffline during the storm undera program that pays large industrial users to shut down
‘when electricity supplies are short.

‘The contractual outages affected a small portionofthe thousandsofoil and gas facilites in Texas.

In the period between Feb 8 and Feb. 17, which spans the storm and the run-up to it, natural gas production
plummeted by 10 billion cubic feeta day, according to the Energy Department.

‘Texas, which does not require natural gas and power companies to winterize equipment to the same extent as
natural gas production companies in colder, northern states, the Energy Departmen said. The state also does not
provide incentives for power companies to maintain extra generating capacity in caseofemergencies.

‘Texas is the nation’s biggest energy consumer. Residential consumptionofnatural gas in February soared to
record levels, surging more than 50 percent from a year ago and 64 percent above the five year average,
according to the Energy Department

‘That was more than offset by a sharp decrease in natural gas consumption by industrial users, which shut down
becauseof outages, skyrocketing power prices and natural gas shortages, according to the Energy Department.
Industrial consumptionofnatural gas fall 23 percent from February 2020,a record decline.

CSB adopts report on deadly hydrogen sulfide (H2S) release
By Guy Burdick
EHS Daily Advisor
May 12,2021
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On May 4, the U.S. Chemical Safety and Hazard Investigation Board (CSB) adopted a final report on an
October 26, 2019, hydrogen sulfide (H2S) release at the Aghom Operating waterflood station in Odessa, Texas,
‘The toxic gas release fatally injured an Aghor employee who was working at the facility, as well as his spouse,
who attempted to locate him at the facilityafer he didnotretum home.

“The CSB had several recommendations for the employer but also recommended that the Occupational Safety
and Health Administration (OSHA) issue a safety alert or safety bulletin addressing controlofhazardous energy
(lockouttagout) requirements to protect workers from hazardous air contaminants such as H2S.

‘Water injection, or “waterflooding,” is used to increase the volumeofpetroleum extracted from an oil reservoir.
At the Aghom site, pumps in a building called the “pump house” are used to pressurize and inject water into the
oilfield, adding pressure to the reservoir. Water is removed from the extracted oil, but the water can contain
contaminants such as toxic H2Sgas,as well as some residual oil

“Waterflood stations are common throughout Texas,” CSB Chairman Katherine Lemos said in a board
statement, “The CSB report determined that additional safeguards are needed to help ensure that a similar event
is prevented.”

CSB investigators Lauren Grim and William Hougland identified several safety issues at the Aghorn facility,
including failure to use a personal H2S detector; the lackof lockout/tagout policies or procedures; the lack of
adequate ventilation in the pump house, confining toxic H2S inside the building; the lack ofa formal company
safety management program; a nonfunctioning H2S detection and alarm system; and deficient site security.

Investigators found that on the nightofthe incident, the waterflood station’scontrol system activated an oil
level alarm on a pump. An Aghom pumper was notified. He then droveto the waterflood station and attempted
10 isolate the pump from the process by closing two valves.

“The CSB found that the pumper failed to perform a lockout procedure to isolate the pump from energy sources
before performing the work. While the pumper was near the pump, it automatically turned on, and water
containing 2S escaped into the pump house. The pumper was overcome and fatally injured by the toxic gas.

However, the board's investigators could not determine whether the pump failure and toxic release happened
before the pumper arrived at the facilityorwhen the pump automatically tumed on while the pumper was
closing the valves.

‘When the pumper failed to return home, his spouse drove with their two children to the station to check on him.
She located him on the floor of the pump house and also was overcome and fatally injured by the toxic H2S gas.
The children remained in the car and were uninjured.

The CSB has several recommendations to Aghorn Operating, Inc.:

+ Mandate the useofpersonal H2S detection devices.

+ Develop asite-specific, formalized, and comprehensive lockout/agout program for each facility.

+ Commission acomprehensive, independent analysisofeach facility to examine ventilation and
mitigation systems.

«Develop and demonstrate the use of a safety management program that includesa focus on protecting
workers and nonemployees from H2S.

«Ensure that H2S detection and alarm systems are properly maintained and configured, and develop site-
specific detection and alarmprogramsand procedures.
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+ Ensure that H2S detection and alarm systems employ multiple layers ofalerts unique to H2S.
+ Develop and implementa formal, written, site-specific security program to prevent the unknown and

unplanned entranceofnonemployees.
“The CSB also recommended that the Railroad CommissionofTexas develop and sendanotice o al oil and
gs operators that fall under is jurisdiction describing the safety issues identified in the CSB's report,
“Text ofthe final report will be released ina few weeks, but the presentation for the board s available on the
board's website.

South Texas Drilling Permit Roundup: Sanchez successor drilling in Dimmit
County
Mesquite Energy used to have a different name and a much bigger presence in the Eagle Ford
Shale.
By Jessica Corso
San Antonio Business Journal
May 11,2021
“The company formerly known as Sanchez Energy — aonce prolific driller in the Eagle Ford Shale —
submitted applications for three new wells in Dimmit County last week.

Mesquite Energy Inc. plans to explore for oil and gas in the Eagle Ford Shale 13 miles westof the town of
Catarina, according 10 applications submitted to the Railroad Commissionof Texas last week. Mesquite has
submitted 12 applications to dill new wells in South Texas so far this year, mostly in the same region of
Dimmit County where it hopes to dil this latest roundofwells.

“The company was once much more ubiquitous in the region and was the top producerofcondensate and the
second-most prolific producerofgas in the Eagle Ford as recently as 2018, according to the Railroad
Commission. That year the company, then known as Sanchez Energy, submitted 249 applications to drill new
wells in the region. A year later, it filed for bankruptcy.

Sanchez Energy emerged from bankruptcy with a new name — Mesquite Energy — and its $2.3 billion in debt
wiped clean. But it hasn't yet seen the same heights as it did in 2018. In 2019, the company filed for 113
permits in South Texas, and it filed for 25 last year, when the oil and gas industry as a whole pulled back on
drilling new wells.

Mesquite Energy files for permits under operator names SN EF Maverick LLC and SN Operating LLC.

South Texas Drilling Permit Roundup
“The South Texas Drilling Permit Roundup isa weekly reviewofnew drilling permit applications filed with the
Railroad Commissionof Texas over a 67-county area of South Texas. For the full drilling data table, see
above.
Date Range: May 309

Permit Applications: 19

Companies Filing: 11
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Most Active Company: Murphy Oil Corp. with five applications

Most Active County: Kames County with five applications

New and Noteworthy:
Dallasarea independent Headington Energy Partners LLC submitted an application last week to drill for oil and
gas near Corpus Christi. The permit application is the first for Kleberg County in

year with the submissionof apermit application in nearby Kenedy County. The Kleberg County permit uses the
Same lease name as several nearby EOG Resources Inc. wells, and the well selisst to be drilled on the same
field where EOG's last well in the area was drilled in 2018.

Forth Worth-based Wheeler Operating Corp. submitted for ts first 2021 permit. The company plansto look for
oil via. directional, 8,900-foot well in Madison County, 4 miles northeast from Madisonville. Wheeler
Operating last drilled in the area in Marchof 2020 and has produced eight to 126 barrelsof oilpermonth from
that well.

Operators Drilling in Eagle Ford
Ranked by No.ofdrilling permits in Eagle Ford Shale

” > No. Of DrillingRk SeverName, Prior Year's Permits In Engle
Ford Shale

1 EOG Resources Inc. 405

2 Chesapeake Operating LLC, aka 216
‘Wildhorse Resources

3 ConocoPhillips Co. 208

View This List: hitps://www.biziournalscom/sanantonio/subscriber-
only/2020/09/1 8foperators-drilling-in-eagle- ford html

NBC 5 investigates how colder states avoid winter blackouts
‘What can Texas learn from cold-weather states?
By Scott Friedman and Eva Parks
KXAS-TV
May 11,2021
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Video story on webpage: hitps://swww.nbed fi.com/investigations/nbe-S-investigates-how-colder-states-avoid-
winter-blackouts/2629784/
They live through brutal winters, year after year. But the lights stay on. NBC investigates what Texas can
learn from colder states to prevent future disasters.

‘When the lights went out in Texas in February, other states with even colder temperatures stil had power.

Sohowdo they prevent power outages in places where brutal winters are just a partoflife? NBC 5
Investigates traveled to the frequently frozen Midwest to find out, in the third episodeofour digital series
“Powerless.”

“The answers found in one cold-weather state provided a road map for how Texas could prevent future winter
disasters. But right now there is no guarantee that Texas will require someofthe things that work best in more
harsh winter climates.

U.S. sees less oil supply through 2022 despite rising prices
By Shecla Tobben
Bloomberg
May 11,2021
“The U.S reduced its forecast for oil output through 2022asdrillers across the prolific shale patch pledge
austerity over the allure of increasing prices.

Oil explorers throughout the country will produce 20,000 barrels a day less than previous forecasts for this year,
a1 11.02 million barrels. Supply next year is set to reach 11.84 million barrels day, down from prior estimate of
nearly 11.9 million, the Energy Information Administration said in a report Tuesday. This marks the second
straight downward revision for 2021 and 2022 forecasts.

‘The agency's reduced forecasts come even as U.S. crude futures prices have risen more than 30% this year. In
fact, the EIA raised its price projections for West Texas Intermediate ofl next year by 25 cents a barrel.

Still, pressure from Wall Street investors has puta lid on any potential supply growth, forcing drillers to
increase cash flow and dividends to shareholders. In their quarterly earnings calls last month, the largest U.S.
drillers, Chevron Corp. and Exxon Mobil Corp, indicated they are holding firm to austerity measures adopted
during last year's pandemic-fueled crisis, casing concerns that recent price recovery would spur another round
ofrunaway production growth.

‘With the U.S. unlikely to return to previous peak output, the Organization of Petroleum Exporting Countries
and is allies have moved to roll back partoftheir supply cus starting in May. OPECitselfboosted estimates
for the call on its output this year by a modest 230,000 barrels a day as supply from the group's biggest rival
declines again.

Nonetheless, the EIA expects producers to add new wells while oil prices stay above $55 a barrel, but only
enough to offset natural declines from existing wells. Oil supply will also benefit fromthe new projects in the
U.S. Gulf of Mexico, the agency said in its Short-Term Energy Outlook. It added that the nation has fully
recovered from February's cold snap-related supply outages, with volumes rebounding more than 1 million
barrels a day to nearly 11 million barrels 2day in April.
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Huge corporations are saving $10 billion on Texas taxes, and you’re paying for
it
By Mike Morris, John Tedesco, and Stephanie Lamm
Houston Chronicle.
May 12,2021
As millionsofTexans struggle with the economic devastation of COVID-19, the biggest corporate tax
‘giveaway in Texas has helped businesses cut more than $10 billion from their property taxes — and there are no
limits on theprogram's exponential growth.

“The gusher oftax incentives is flowing to firms ranging from petrochemical plants on the GulfCoast to
sprawling wind farms in the Panhandle. Companies are saving billions by promising to bring theirbusiness to
‘Texas — evenifevidence suggests some never would have gone anywhere else.

Meanwhile, nothing has changed during the pandemic for Texas homeowners who must pay their property tax
bills on time or facestiffpenalties.

For renters, it took Texas until mid-February, nearly a year after the pandemic hit, to launch a rental and utility
assistance program. It was plagued for months by long waits

“We're living paycheck to paycheck,” said Dulce Cramer, who was laidoffat her newjob in Houston last year
when the pandemic began. Cramer said she was denied state unemployment benefits while her husband's
‘employer cut his hours, and they could barely afford the rent at their Westchase apartment.

“It was hell,” she said.

10sa far different storyforthe energy and manufacturing companies that qualify for assistanceunderan
obscure section of the Texas Tax Code called Chapter 313.

“Twenty years ago, state lawmakers created the program in response to unfounded fears that Texas was losing
bidding wars with other states (0 attract new business.

Since then, the program has ballooned into the largest corporate tax incentive in Texas — and lawmakers are
‘working to renew it this year.

Here's how it works: An eligible company that promises to spend, say, $200 million on a manufacturing plant
can apply fora Chapter 313 incentive and lower the appraised valueof ts property on a schooldistrict's tax
rolls, erasing millionsofdollars in property taxes over the courseof adecade.

‘With more than 500 active projects in Texas, the program has become morepopularthan ever. State officials
predict it will cost nearly $10.8 billion in tax breaks over the life spanof each project, according 10 a report on
the program that covers all active deals through early 2020.

Since then, some projects have dropped outofthe program, but records recently released by the comptroller’s
office show another 90 projects have since been approved that will save companies an additional $900 million.
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Tax breaks soar to $10 billion
The projected costs of the Chapter 313 program in Texas have more than tripled since
2012, when there were 128 projects scheduled to receive a total of $2.4 billion during the
10-year life span of each deal. In 2020, more than S00 projects stand to receive nearly
$10.8 billion in tax breaks over 10 years.

Gross taxbenefitsvs. year
2012[EFRAITT

Increase
ov[CTT since2012:
vs CTT] 350%

2008 ERT

2020 BEIT

Source:Texas Comptroller Publ Accounts Suttgraonic

To make up for the taxes these companies are not forced to pay, the Legislature must allocate more general
revenue — the taxes all Texans pay — to public education, leaving fewer dollars not only to increase school
spending but to build roads, provide health care and fund other vital services.

In essence, Chapter 313 asks all Texas taxpayers — renters, homeowners and small business owners — to help
some of the world’s largest companies get a discount on their taxes.

“What we're doing is buildinga two-tiered tax system where large industrial companies get a discounted tax
rate and small businesses and homeowners pay full freight,” said Dick Lavine, asenior fiscal analyst with the
lef-leaning research group Every Texan and a longtime criticofthe program.

Supporters say Chapter 313 has lured major employers to Texas — companies such as Samsung, Toyota and
‘Tesla. They contend the tax breaks create high-paying jobs and encourage manufacturing and energy companies
to make marquee investments here.

“We brag about how we don’t have a personal income tax in Texas. We make up for that with very high

property and high sales taxes,” said Dale Craymer, presidentof Texas Taxpayersand Research Association,
which has long supported the program. “Those high property taxes not only burden homeowners, but it also

creates a substantial barrier against new capital investment, so 313 helps reduce that barrier to new investment.”

But a Houston Chronicle reviewof thousandsofpagesofstate documents, corporate filings, reports and audits.
going back nearly two decades shows the program often falls short of its goals. It also functions without the

guardrails lawmakers insist they have enacted to ensure the tax burden does not needlessly shift from major
‘companies to individual taxpayers.

Among the Chronicles findings:

«Chapter 313 does create jobs — but at a steep price. By even a conservative measure, Texas is paying

$211,600 in tax incentives for each job created under the program. Using a different metric cited in the
past by state officials, the cost per job tops $1.1 million.
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«Atleast 30 companies failed to fulfill their job-creation promises since 2019 but faced no repercussions.
Their tax breaks stayed intact, and they paid no fines.

+ Aslongascompanies phrase their applications the right way, records show, they are nearly guaranteed
10 get the subsidies. Less than 2.5 percentofall Chapter 313 applications have been denied — and
nearly a dozenofthose reapplied with new phrasing and got approved.

‘The comptroller's office declined to make itsstaffavailable for an interview, citing the ongoing legislative
debate about the program. It said in written responses 10 the newspaper's questions that itsstaff does not track
the rate at which applications are denied and has no opinion on the proper rateofrejections.

“Our office works diligently to administer this program in the manner prescribed by the Legislature,” said
spokesman Chris Bryan. “Our office remains neutral and tries to answer questions from all parties. Similarly,
we make a lot of information available to the public and media so that others have sufficient information from
‘which to make theirown informed opinions on the program.”

As Chapter 313 saved billions for businesses, Gov. Greg Abbott declined toact on calls from appraisal districts
and Texas lawmakers at the beginningofthe pandemic to freeze property-tax values at 2019 levels to offer
relief to property owners or extend the deadline to pay their tax bills.

“That's what galls me. They don’t give adamn,” said Steve Tallent, 71,aheavy equipment operator in Mont
Belvieu who fell behind on his property taxes after falling ill in 2019 and ended up owing more than $4,800 in
taxes and penalties on his house.

Tallent hoped to pay his bills with income from a bar he owns — but he was temporarily forced to close it
because of the pandemic and couldn't pay that tax bill on time, ether.

“The governor'soffice did not respond to repeated requests for comment.

“Tallent lives in the Chapter 313 capital of Texas. Trustees of the Barbers Hill Independent School District,
which serves Mont Belvieu, have approved more Chapter 313 deals than any other school district in Texas

“The total costofincentives over the 10-year durationofeach deal: nearly $900 million.

“Yes, we do have the most (projects). And they've been tremendous,” said Superintendent Greg Poole, an avid
supporterof the program who moonlights as a consultant to help other school districts negotiate deals under the
law.

Poole and other proponents say Chapter 313 has lured businesses to Texas that would have invested in other
states. The law requires the comptroller’soffice to scrutinize every deal, they say, ensuring that tax breaks go
only to companies that truly need them.

Some even argue the program costs taxpayers nothing because without the incentives, the companies would
have invested elsewhere.

‘The law has never required such a sringent review.

‘The comptroller’s office is charged only with deciding whether the tax break is “a determining factor” in a
firm's decision to proceed with the project — a low hurdle for companies to clear.

‘The program's other gatckecpers — elected members of local school boards — usually have few reasons to tum
down an application. That's because state education funding formulas ensure that school districts don’t feel the
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pain from the property tax breaks. And districts stand to bring in millions in extra payments from the very
companies secking the incentives.

“I've never seen a beast like 313. 1's essentially free money for big business,” said Nathan Jensen, a professor
atthe UniversityofTexas at Austin who has long studied the program.

Butin scoresof cases reviewed by the Chronicle, records show some tax breaks might not even be necessary.

‘The shale boom
Ttwas early 2011, and the Eagle Ford Shale boom in South Texas was helping reinvent the American energy
industry.

The region’s first successful horizontal fracking well had been drilled inLaSalle County more than two years
earlier, unlocking enormous deposits of oil and gas trapped in rock formations deep beneath the earth.

All that oil and gas had to go somewhere.

For Texas energy companies, the shale revolution has married ingenuity with good fortune — the geological
reality that the state straddles someofthe richest oil and gas reserves on the continent.

Yet someofthe world's largest companies have raked in tensofmillionsofdollars in state subsides for doing
‘what simply madesense — building the pipelines, processing plants and petrochemical facilities necessary to
profit from this windfallofresources.

Enterprise Products Partners, like its competitors, had begun building a networkof new pipelines dedicated to
transporting “natural gas liquids” in the Eagle Ford to its processing plants in South Texas.

‘The Houston-based energy company said enormous demand for isservices soon would overwhelm its South
Texas plants. But in April 2011, the company sought taxpayers’ help in building a new gas processing plant in
Lavaca County by applying foraChapter 313 incentive for the project.

To prove the project qualified for the tax break, Enterprise told the comptroller’s office that it had a large
pipeline network and gas processing plants in four other states, allowing “substantial flexibility in plant
location.”

But like so manyofits competitors, Enterprise had told its investors a different story.

‘The company had discussed the plant in public statements dating back 10 months — its location, is capacity, its
‘construction timeline, the lengthofpipe needed to connect it to the company's network — and described itas
partof a seriesofprojects necessaryto “meet the needsof producers” in the Eagle Ford.

Ifthe comptroller’s office was awareofthese statements, they were not mentioned in the office’s letter
recommending the $41 million in tax incentivesbeapproved.

In all, atleast 35 gas plants in Texas received about $380 million in Chapter 313 incentives, almost allof them
in the Eagle Ford or West Texas’ Permian Basin.

Atleast 10ofthem were publicly announced before the companies applied for tax breaks, either by name or
with the same capacity, construction timeline and region as the plants the companies described in their
applications.
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Twice, another company, Energy Transfer, not only announced a gas plant before applying but even
acknowledged starting construction and site work months before — with $16 million invested at one site and.
520 million at the other — yet sill got the subsidies.

Energy Transfer spokeswoman Alexis Daniel did not address the timing of the tax incentives but said the
company is “proud to be a Texas-based, Fortune 100 company” with many employees in the Houston region.

“In 2020 alone, we paid approximately $218 million in property taxes on our pipelines and facilities in Texas,”
she said. “These taxes support schools, hospitals, community centers, roads and various other projects and
services that are important to our state.”

Enterprise Products spokesman Rick Rainey, meanwhile, said a Chapter 313 incentive is one of many factors
the company considers in evaluating investments.

“The economic viability ofa project is analyzed, including the impact of 313,” he said, “and helps determine.
‘where a project wil be built, or whether it will be built at all.”

Energy analysts, however, said the state's dozensofgas plants were certain to be built here.

“The processing plants would have had to come up no matter wha,” said Ajay Bakshani,an oil and gas analyst
‘with East Daley Capital Advisors. “You need these plants in order to extract value outof the gas that’s coming.
out of the ground.”

And these plants, said Rusty Braziel, presidentof the Houston energy analytics firm RBN Energy, are typically
10 more than 25 miles from the clusterofwells producing the gas in need of processing. Just nine of the 35 gas
plants that got Chapter 313 deals are that close to neighboring states.

The subsidies have become so ubiquitous that companies routinely remind the comptroller’s office in their
applications that their competitors often have received tax breaksto build comparable projects.

‘While Craymer, the program supporter, said the review process usually works, he acknowledged some projects
destined to build in Texas likely slip through.

“I do think this is an areaofdiscomfort with many, and, quite honestly, we're willing to work with folkson a
better approach,” Craymer said.

Hector Rivero, president of the Texas Chemistry Council, agreed.

“Someone that has gota project that’s coming here regardless, that's an abuse,” he said. “We want the
comptroller to be able to ferret those out.”

Bryan,of the comptroller’s office, said his colleagues weigh public statements as part oftheir review process,
adding, “Our determinations don't typically rely on a single document or issue.” He gave the same answer when
asked about projects that had started construction and still received tax breaks.

A similar pattern can be found in the renewable energy industry. Wind farms are projected toreceive $2.1
billion in Chapter 313 tax breaks. Yet West Texas’ bountiful supply ofwind and transmission lines already
‘makes it the perfect location for such investments, according to a 2016 state Senate committee report.

In their Chapter 313 applications, both wind and solar farms often acknowledge selecting theirsitesbased on
their proximity 10 state-financed transmission lines but say the incentives are still needed.
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Wind farms frequently start construction to secure federal tax credits but then seckChapter 313 subsidies as
‘well. They tell the comptroller’s office that their investments do not commit them to the sites, and they routinely
say they cannot compete on price with their competitors who already have received the state subsidies.

In sheer numbers, most Chapter 313 applications are filed by renewable energy companies. But mostofthe tax
breaks — more than $7.6 billion — are going to more expensive projects in the manufacturing industry that
include huge petrochemical firms.

‘The subsidies can be traced through the entire production process of the Texas shale boom.

When natural gas liquids leave processing plants, they flow mostly through pipelines to facilities called
“fractionators” that split them into their separate components — chiefly ethane and propane— which are then
Sold, exported or refined into fuels and plastics.

In North America, thechief hub for this activity has long been Mont Belvieu, a town 25 miles eastof Houston
in Chambers County, which sits atop scoresofsalt caverns — some larger than the Empire State Building —
that let companies store massive amountsofoil and gas products.

As these liquids flowed to Mont Belvie, the tax breaks followed.

Unavoidable projects
‘Chapter 313 has subsidized at least 36 fractionators in Texas at a combined cost of $770 million,a figure that
includes a few other projects that were submitted on the same applications as the fractionators. All of them are:
near the Gulf Coast; 26ofthem are in Mont Belvieu.

Atleast 15 times, companies announced the fractionators publicly before filingtheirtax break applications. Ten
other times, the companies did not prematurely announce the projects in detail but did indicate they soon would
need to add capacity.

Enterprise Products received tax breaks for nine such units in Mont Belvieu, the mostofany company.
Enterprise announced two of its fractionator were “under construction” weeks before seeking tax breaks to
build them — and stil got approved.

‘The projects were inevitable, energy analysts said. Once the newly abundant gas liquids were gathered and
processed, they would need to flow through a fractionator in order to be usable.

In theory, more gas liquids could flow to Louisiana, New Mexico or Kansas, Braziel said. But, though Mont
Belvieu's salt caverns put it on the map, the town is the world's gas liquids hub for another reason: 70 percent
ofthese compounds are exported or sold to petrochemical plants, and both industries are clustered along the
Gulf Coast.

‘There are docks, refineries and petrochemical plants in Louisiana, too, Braziel said — but not enough. The
notion that three dozen Texas fractionators would have gone to Louisiana in the absenceoftax breaks, he said,
is folly.

“Could some? Yes. Could allofthem? No,” he said. “The majority are going to land in Texas.”

‘What's more, Bakshani said, by the time a fractionator is announced, most or allofthe material the unit will
‘produce is typically already under contract with customers — often petrochemical plants planning to use it in
specific units nearby.
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“A lot of the companies now have such a presence at Mont Belvicu that if they suddenly come out and say
theyre building a fractionator in Louisiana, it would be a head-scratcher,” Bakshani said. “Why not take it to all

the fractionators you already have thatarenexttoall the facilities you already own?"

‘The flurryof Chapter313 activity didn’t go unnoticed by competitors.

In early August 2017, Permico announced its Texas NGL project, an effort to pipe gas liquids from the Permian
to anew fractionator in Corpus Christi.

When the company applied for a Chapter 313 subsidy, Permico CEO Jeffrey Beicker learned the comptroller’s

office had questions. He was furious. Whydidn’this competitors face the same scrutiny?

“All these other companies have multiple news relcases, quarterly reports and annual reports that state their
intentions,”Beickerroleinanemailto his consultant. “We refuse to lie to receive the tax abatement.
Apparently our competitors do not share this moral dilemma.”

Beicker's company got the tax break. A Permico executive referred questions to Beicker, who did not respond
to requests for comment.
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“Building and building’
More than athirdofgas liquids gotopetrochemical plants, which pounced on the cheap fuels the shale boom

produced by launching astaggering array ofprojects.

As the compounds flowed from Mont Belvieu and elsewhere to chemical plants along the coast, in dozens of

cases the subsidies followed them.

‘Some of the biggest Chapter 313 subsidies have been for petrochemical units called “crackers.” These tum

ethane— the main material flowing from all the new fractionators— into ethylene, a key building block of

plastics.
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Chevron Phillips Chemicalannounced it would build one such unit in Baytown in late 2011 — months before it
applied for incentivesto do so —then sought tax breaks for another as part ofa larger project in Orange in
2019. Combined subsidies: $491 million over 10 years.

LyondellBasell secured three Chapter 313 incentives in 2013 to increase ethylene production at
its Channelview, La Porte and Corpus Christ plants despite announcing all tree publicly before applying.

‘And ExxonMobil was already building an ethylene cracker in Baytown that had gotten Chapter 313 subsidies
‘when it filed more tax break paperwork in 2016 as partof a joint venture with the Saudi firm SABIC.

‘The companies’ new chemical plant near Corpus Christi includes an ethylene cracker and accompanying units
and will geta projected $457 million in subsidies overadecade.

Exxon spokesman Todd Spitler said the company supports “a business environment that encourages capital
investment and job-creating activities,” but he did not comment on its Chapter 313 deals.

Chevron Phillips spokesman Bryce Hallowell said the company’s announcement of its Baytown project was
followed by “significant” analysis.Chapter313 tax breaks were “a key component” of that review before the
company made a final decision to build the project, he said.

Lyondell spokesman Chevalier Gray said public policy is among the factors the company considers when
considering a new project, adding, “Our projects provide increased tax revenues, among other economic
benefits, across the region for many years after economic incentives expire.”

‘The windfall of natural gas not only made it a cheap raw material for petrochemical giants. The materials soon
were so abundant that companies sought buyers overseas.

Ina five-year span beginning in the summerof2010, federal regulators approved more than 20 requests from
‘companies 10 build facilities to load gas liquids onto ships for export.

Among them were seven sites along the Texas coast— fourofwhich were approved for Chapter 313 tax
breaks. Some touted their proximity to the Eagle Ford and the Permian as competitive advantages; all four
announced their plans months before seeking subsidies.

“The shale story just kept building and building over the past few years until, finally, we did the engineering
and it just made sense,” Freeport LNG CEO Michael Smith said in November 2010, months before his.
company applied for a tax break to tum its recently opened facility to import gas into a hub for exports.

The projected tax breaks for these export projects are among the program's largest: $456 million to Freeport
LNG; $354 million to Sempra Energys docks near Port Arthur; $857 million to Cheniere’ssite near Corpus
Christi; $388 million to Exxon and Qatar Petroleum’s joint venture near Port Arthur.

Freeport LNG spokeswoman Heather Browne stressed that the company provides hundredsof jobs — and
thousands more when the facility was under construction — and will pay a projected S2 billion in state and
local taxes during the project’s firs two decades of operations.

“The Chapter 313 value limitation tax subsidies, approved and entered into priorto Freeport LNG making its
final investment decision to construct our facility in 2014, helped our project compete in the global marketplace
for customers, and thereby assisted the company in moving forward with the projectin Texas,” Browne said.

“The three other Texas projects were in Brownsville. One never soughta Chapter 313 deal, and two — opposed
by a coalitionof shrimpers, fishermen, environmentalists, Native Americans and others — had their tax-subsidy
‘applications rejected by the Port Isabel school board.
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Yet, neither spurned company stopped work when theirsubsidieswere denied. Only last month, six years later,
did Annova LNG announce it was abandoning the project, blaming market shifts. The other two companies stil
plan to build.

Atleast eight times, in fact, the Chronicle found companies said they needed the subsidies to build, had their
applications rejected by a school district or the compiroller’s office or withdrew them under questioning — then
proceeded anyway.

Nor do all companies say they need the subsidies. The ownersofdozensofgas processing plants, including
some just southofthe New Mexico border, built without ever filing requests for a tax break.

Nothing for homeowners
“There's simply nothing like Chapter 313 for everyday Texans and small-business owners.

“We don’t think this program should exist,” said Carine Martinez, director of research and publications at the
Texas Public Policy Foundation, a conservative research group that has been calling for the repealofChapter
313 for years. “We favora broad-based tax system so we can lower it for everyone instead of favoring some.”

Homeowners are eligible for some protections suchasthe homestead exemption, which cuts appraised values
by $25,000 for taxes owed to school districts. But with the median home value in Texas at $170.000, many
‘owners are stil responsible for paying taxes on a large shareof their property appraisals.

“I'm oneofthose people who believe that you should do everything onyourown as much as you can, but we
keep handing money to these corporations and nothing to the citizens,” said Mark Vamado, a Mont Belvieu
homeowner who owes more than $3,200 in overdue taxes and penalties. “That doesn't quite make sense to me.”

‘Vamado acknowledges falling behind on his taxes in 2019 and says he meant to catch up last year. But business
from his sidegigas a disc jockey dricd up during the pandemic, and he had to support a son who lost his job.
Now Vamado is falling even deeper in the hole as late fees add up.

“The Texas Comptroller's Office almost never penalizes Chapter 313 companies that fal to meet their job-
creation targets. And unlike the homestead exemption, Chapter 313 lets many businesses pretend a large portion
of their investments are invisible on tax rolls.

Why are Texas officials approving so many deals, even for projects that might have been built anyway?

‘The answer is simple: That's how Chapter 313 was designed.

A controversial tax program promised high-paying jobs. Instead, its costs
spiraled out of control.
By Mike Morris, John Tedesco, and Stephanie Lamm
Houston Chronicle
May 12,2021
When Houston lawmaker Jim Murphy tried to expand Texas’ most lucrative corporate tax incentive six years
ago, Gov. Greg Abbott vetoed Murphys legislation, fearing it would cost taxpayers even more money.

“I cannot support expansionofan incentive program that has not been proven to deliver the value taxpayers.
deserve,” Abbot saidatthe time.
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‘The govemor complained that the state’s Chapter 313 program, named after a sectionofthe Texas Tax Code
that erases billionsof dollars in property taxes for eligible companies, was costing taxpayers $341,000 for every
permanent job it created.

His veto, however, didn’t slow the program's growth. Since then, that price tag has more than tripled.

Using the same calculation Abbott cited, Chapter 313 now costs more than $1.1 million in tax breaks per new
job, according to state data analyzed by the Houston Chronicle. By any metric, costs arerising — and there’s no
telling how high theyll go. The program has no limits.

‘The spiraling costsofChapter 313 — which soon are projected to top S1 billion per year — are just one:
exampleofhow the program falls short ofthe benefits touted by supporters.

Ever since lawmakers created the program 20 years ago, they ve repeatedly amended the law in the name of
reforming it. Not only have promised protections for taxpayers not materialized, however, but the revisions
have undercut the program's job-creation goals and weakened wage requirements for the workers at the:
subsidized job sites.

A Houston Chronicle review of hundreds of records in legislative archives and on file with the Texas
‘Comptroller's Office found that the law was written in ways that encourage the gatekeepersofthe program —
the comptroller’s office and local school districts — to approve nearly every Chapter 313 application they
receive.

The review also found the comptroller’s office often has shied away from applying a more stringent
interpretationofthe law, though doing50could have recouped public money from companies that broke their
jobs promises or prevented a project from being needlessly subsidized.

Chapter 313 — a reference 10 its place in the Texas Tax Code— lets companies pretend thata portionoftheir
property values are invisible on school district tax rolls fora decade. More than S00 manufacturing and energy
projects are projected to save nearly $10.8 billion in property taxes over the duration oftheir deals, according to
a comptroller’s report on the program that covers all active projects through early 2020.

Since then, some projects have dropped out ofthe program, but recently released records by the comptroller’s
office show another 90 projects have since been approved that will save companies an additional $900 million.

Supportersof Chapter 313 promise that everyone benefits when the incentives end and properties return to the
tax rolls at ull value.

But the Chronicle's analysis shows that many projects quickly lost their value over time. Texas is missing out
on the peak yearsofpotential tax revenue, when property appraisalsare at theirhighest.

Advocates say Chapter 313 guarantees high-paying jobs. But the pay at some tax-subsidized projects isn’t
Keeping pacewithwages at other manufacturing businesses in the same region. And in 64 percentofcases,
local school boards let companies hire fewer workers than the law's already modest minimum standards require.

Comptroller spokesman Chris Bryan said his colleagues don’t track theprogram’ cost perjob or the
diminished property valuesof projects when they return to tax rolls after their incentives end. He offered no
opinion on either measure.

Dale Craymer, presidentofTexas Taxpayers and Research Association, which has long supported Chapter 313,
said the figures companies report to the comptroller often do not represent ll workers employed in connection
‘with a project, nor all the value added to the tax rolls.
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And sales tax revenue produced in connection with new projects isn’t tracked at all, said Texas Chemical
Council president Hector Rivero.

“In some instances, the data doesn’t show what we'd like it to, but then the question is, is that because the
program isn't working as we'd like ito or because we're notgettingall the data that we should be getting?”
Craymer said. “The reporting associated with the program, while it's very transparent, i's also very limited."

Supporters also dispute the high cost-per-job meric cited by Abbottand take a dim view of such benchmarks,
arguing that higher numbers simply mean a project cost more to build.

Abbott's meric, which relied on figures published by the comptroller's office, used two different time frames in
its comparison. It divided the companies’ total tax breaks over the entire 10-year lifeofthe deals by the number
ofhigh-paying jobs they had created asof their most recent reports. After Abbot cited the metric, the
comptroller stopped reporting it.

Even by more conservative measurements, however, the cost per job is still high— and ising.

Dividing the $2.5 billion in tax breaks companies had receivedas of 2019 by the numberof total jobs they had
created asof thesameyear yieldsacost of $211,600per job.

Meanwhile, another ofthe state’s marquee economic development programs, the Texas Enterprise Fund, has
awarded about $6,500 per promised job.

Ina recent report on Chapter 313, Craymer’s rescarch group — whose board includes many recipients of the tax
breaks and program consultants — noted that such jobscalculationsdon’t include thousandsoftemporary
construction jobs that aren't reported under the program.

Lauding Chapter 313sbenefits, the report repeateda frequent claim: that the jobs in question wouldn't exist at
all if it weren't for the program's success in luring business to Texas.

“Consequently, the state is not ‘losing’ any tax dollars,” the group concluded.

Murphy, who filed new legislation this year to renew Chapter 313 for 10 years and expand it to allow more
typesofprojects, emphasized the same point — that companies are investing hundredsofbillionsofdollars in
Texas thanks solely (0 the program.

“No one’s getting money from the state,” Murphy said of the companies. “Its simply a reductionoftaxes for 10
years, and then it goes up to the full rate for the restoftime.”

But in case after case, the Chronicle found companies had announced projects and even started construction
long before applying for Chapter 313 subsidies, suggesting they would have built the projects without the tax
break.

Criticsof Chapter 313 include Republicansand Democrats — both state parties have listed the program's
abolition in their platforms— as well as the conservative Texas Public Policy Foundation and the progressive
nonprofit Every Texan. These skeptics say it’s time to rein in the program — or kill it altogether.

“This is a large, expensive and, think, badly flawed program,” said Dick Lavine, senior fiscal analyst for
Every Texan, whotestifiedat a legislative hearing this year against bills that would renew Chapter 313.

Vance Ginn, chief economistat te Texas Public Policy Foundation, agreed.
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“We should have atax system that doesn't pick winners and losers,” Ginn said at the same hearing, “There are
many businesses that come to Texas every day without these incentives. There are also many mom-and-pop
shops, small businesses, that don’t receive these Chapter 313 property tax abatements.”

‘The gatekeepers
Businesses applying for a Chapter 313 agreement want the all-important tax limitation that makes the program
tick

“This cap lets a company pretend tha, for example, a $500 million petrochemical plant isworthanywhere from
$10 million to $100 million on a school district's axrollsfor a decade, depending on the sizeofthe district.
“The limitation cansave a company tensofmillionsofdollars in property taxes.

‘The savings apply only to the schooldistrict's operations taxes. Districts also levy taxes to payoff debls, and
Chapter 313 recipients pay alltaxeson that portion of their bill, which is typically a far smaller amount.

For companies seeking these incentives, the process starts and ends at a local school district.

School officials are important gatekeepers in the program and ultimately decide whether to approve the
agreements. But districts also have a powerful incentive to never deny a Chapter 313 deal: They can make
‘money each time they approve one.

State funding formulas ensure that school districts don’t bear the cost of granting property tax breaks. And
school officials negotiate additional payments from companies that can be used fora varietyof education
purposes — money they never would have received under the state’s educational allotments.

Over the 10-year life of each deal, these extra payments are providing a $1.5 billion windfall for districts across
‘Texas that participate inthe Chapter 313 program. School boards occasionally reject an application if there's a
community outcry againsta project. But that seldom happens.

‘The comptroller’s office itself, in a December 2010 report on the program, said these supplemental payments to
schools “are evidence that the incentives awarded are higher than necessary to attract these projects, and
represent unnecessarycosts o the state.”

Nathan Jensen, a Universityof Texas at Austin professor who has studied Chapter 313, has noted the perverse
incentives these payments create.

“The thing that makes it particularly nique is how politically clever it s,” Jensen said. “It’s kindofan evil-
genius program where you've essentially bought off the normal apposition for these kindsof programs. School
districts always vote yes because it’s set up like that.”

‘Chapter 313 creates a systemof winners and losers among Texas school districts. Only a portion attract the sort
of manufacturing investments that qualify for the program. Roughly 1,000 school districts, including the
Houston Independent School District and nearly every other big, urban district in Texas, don’t have any active:
Chapter 313 agreements.

Justa sixthofall Texas school districts — about 170 —aregranting tax breaks under the program this year. A
‘majorityofthe incentives are concentrated in justeightdistricts, all but one of them petrochemical hubs on the
GulfCoast.

Fully halfofthe $95 million in supplemental payments companies make to schools this year will go to just six
school districts in industrial reas.
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‘The nonprofit Industrial Areas Foundation argues the program's beneficiaries are limited to the companies
themselves and districts serving just § percentof Texas schoolchildren.

“Most districts don’t have these industrial facilities, andif you don’t have these industrial facilities then you
don't get any (extra) revenue,” said Broderick Bagert, an analyst with the foundation.

Few denials
Once a school district initially approves a Chapter 313 deal, the Texas Comptroller's Office reviews the
application. Lawmakers and program supporters say state regulators make sure that tax breaks are going only to
companies that need the incentive to build in Texas.

Records show their claims are incorrect.

For the program's first 12 years, companies were supposed to get the incentives onlyif their projects could
“locate or relocate in another state or another regionofthis state.”

‘The comptroller recommended that just oneofthe nearly 400 applications filed during that period be denied for
failing that test.

Dow filed the first Chapter 313 application in September 2002 for a new polymer plant it called “a critical part
of Dow's future growth in Texas,” arguing that ts global reach gave it “substantial flexibility in plant location.”

‘Yet Dow also acknowledged it had begun construction on the project seven months before filing its application.
‘The Chapter 313 deal saved the company $14 million in taxes.

Dow spokeswoman Ashley Mendoza noted the company’s application had blamed the late filing on state
officials taking months to produce the necessary application forms.

“Our applications have me the requirementsof the statute and the district rules,” she said.

Caterpillar applied for tax breaks in August 2009 for a new plant in Seguin, telling the comptroller's office it
had “many attractive opportunities” and had considered locations outside Texas. But company officials had
already chosen Seguin, even hosting a groundbreaking ceremony seven months earlier with then-Gov. Rick
Perry and other state leaders.

“The good peopleof Caterpillar have chosen Texas for the new home for their worldwide assembly, test and.
paint operations,” Perry said. The company cut $9.5 million from its tax bill.

Caterpillar declined to comment.

In 2013, lawmakers promised to strengthen the program by adding more stringent oversight.

State Sen. Bob Deuell, a Republican sponsor of the bill, said it included provisions to make sure projects would
not have come to the state without an incentive.

“This view is still prevalent. Ata December conference hosted by the tax research organization that supports
Chapter 313, Dallas Rep. Rafael Anchia, a Democrat, stressed the comptroller’s oversight role.

“But for the state investment, the private entity would not have made the investment,” he said. “Without that,
there’s a rejection of the incentive.”

The reality is far different.
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‘The 2013 reforms instructed the comptroller to decide only whether the incentiveis “a determining factor” in
the company’s decision to proceed with the project — not the sole, overriding factor.

Ofthe more than 550 applications filed under this phrasingofthe law, only eight have failed the “determining
factor” test. OFthose, four rewrote their applications, applied again, and were approved.

“The “determining factor” criterion is .. difficult to assess,” the comproller’s office acknowledged ina
Novemberarticle posted to its website. “It’s generally impossible to determine the factors that ultimately cause
a company to make a final decision, but it's plausible to assume that the availability ofa large tax break is often
a determining factor,ifone of many.”

LacKluster benefits
Supporters of Chapter 313 say thehugetax incentives are worth it. The program brings in high-paying jobs,
they say, and at the endofthe 10-year deals, the properties return to the tax rolls at their full value.

“It's a win-win-win situation,” said Pete Pape, president ofTexas Schools for Texas Economic Development,
‘who testified ata legislative hearing this year in support of the program. “It’s definitely a win for the
corporation. It's a win for the school district. And it is a win for the community.”

But upon closer inspection, Chapter 313s benefits are fraught with problems. Chief among them: depreciation.

Like a new car that loses its luster as soon as it leaves the showroom, the valueofmanufacturing plants, wind
farms and other facilities can fall over time. In scoresofcases, records show Texas is missing out on the years
‘whenChapter 313 projects’ appraisals are at their peak.

In all, 81 projects had finished theirChapter 313 deals by 2019 and fully returned to the tax rolls, having
received $1.3 billion in tax breaks.

These projects, at the heightof their taxable value, were worth $22 billion. But in the first year after their tax
breaks ended, they were worth just $9 billion — 41 percent oftheir peak values. For manufacturing projects, the:
figure was 44 percent; for wind projects, it was 35 percent.

Motiva Enterprises, which applied in 2006 fora tax break at its refinery in Port Arthur, reported investing $10.3
billion — the largest amountofany single Chapter 313 deal — but never reported a taxable value of more than
$3.5 billion. By the time the limitation ended, the facility's taxable value was $1.1 billion, a tenthofwhat the:
firm reported invested at the site.

‘The company received $237 million in tax breaks.

After the refinery returned to the tax rolls at full value, Motiva protested its valuation and was successful; Port
Arthur superintendent Mark Porterie sad the district had to repay the company $8 million.

Porterie said he supports the Chapter 313 program, under which the district has approved 10 applications, and
welcomes the extra payments companies make to school districts.

But hehasbeen criticalofthe companies’ efforts to reduce their taxable values and has called forChapter 313
recipients to be banned from doing so while theirvalues are artificially capped.

“We have these companies that come before us and they tell us that the business is going to be ata certain value
at the end of the 10-year period,” he recently told a legislative committee debating a Chapter313 bill. “At the
endofthe 10-year period ... it has lowered tremendously, and then we have to fight. I's not always what it
seems tobeat the beginning of the process.”
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Motiva declined to comment.

‘What about the high-paying jobs touted by Chapter 313s supporters? Records show that some Chapier 313
‘companies aren't paying wages that keep pace with the region’s prevailing wages in similar industries.

The law doesn’t require them to.

‘When Chapter 313 was created in 2001, 80 percentof new jobs had to be high-paying “qualifying” jobs, with
wages required to exceed 110 percentofthe local average manufacturing wage.

Over the years, lawmakers have chipped away at these requirements.

Applicants have never been required to create more than 25 jobs, or 10 jobs in rural areas. But in 2007, job
waivers entered the program, letting companies lower their job-creation requirements or scrap them
altogether. Among active projects, 64 percent have received job waivers.

In 2009, the wage target was “clarified”asbeing set using data as of the time the company applied for tax
breaks, ensuring companies could avoid increasing employees’ pay over time.

OFthe roughly 310 projects that reported jobs data in 2019, a fifth reported paying workers a median salary
Tower than the average manufacturing wage in that region; at 20 projects, companies reported paying workers
80 cents or less on the dollar.

Among them was the Caterpillar plant in Seguin, which by itselfis responsible for 13 percent of all permanent
jobs created in Texas under the state’s active Chapter 313 agreements. Lawmakers carved an exemption in the
Taw’s wage requirements for Caterpillar so it could qualify for the program.

‘The comptroller’s office confirmed only one applicant has ever had t0 repay a tax break — a project in the:
Corpus Christi area that canceled its agreement after it recognized its wages would not satisfy minimum
requirements

‘Some companies fail to meet their job-creation promises altogether. Records show the comptroller’s office sent
‘warning letters to 30 companies since 2019 after they promisedtocreate more than 600 jobs but didn’t reach
halfthat goal.

‘The comptroller’s office didn’t issue any penalties, even under new rules lawmakers added with the stated goal
of strengthening the program. Bryan said they took no action because their initial enforcement efforts were:
unclear and gave businesses too little time to comply.

“We have since clarified our direction to companies,” Bryan said.

In one case, wood products manufacturer Corrigan OSB promised to create 145 jobs in Polk County in retum
fora tax break worth $13 million. The comptroller’s office warned the company in 2019 and again in 2020 that
it created only 11 jobs — 8 percentofits promised goal.

‘Company president Scott Poole blamed the shortfall on regulatory delays and said the facility has now met its
job targets.

Poole said he has heard criticisms of the program — that the tax breaks are goingto companies that might have
built their projects anyway. But Pool insisted Chapter 313 worked as intended in his case: It enticed the
company to build in Texas, not its home stateofLouisiana.

“tis truly a tool Texas can use to recruit new jobs,” Poole said.
x



Bipartisan support
Controversies surrounding the program have sparked rare bipartisan support to kill it. Yet Chapter 313 has
survived the legislative chopping block every time it has been up for renewal.

Citiesofthe program say one reason it has lasted so long is because so many interests have a stake in it.

Environmentalists support Chapter 313 because it funds wind and solar farms. School officials support it
becauseofthe streamofextra revenue they receive from companies. Business groups support it because they
say it helps Texas compete against other states to attract new investments.

Lawmakers simply don’t encounter widespread opposition.

“The public may not have all the information,” said Carine Martinez, directorofresearch and publications at the
Texas Public Policy Foundation. “Wehear a lot about all the positives—this company coming with a billion-
dollar investment — and we don’t really sce thatthere’sanother side to the coin and the incentives might cost
us more in the end.”

Only a handfulof lawmakers have publicly expressed skepticism about Chapter 313.

“Many Texans on both the right and left ofthe political spectrum would prefer to see a lower tax rate across the
‘board, rather than the current complex systemofoff-the-books accounting that picks winners and losers in an
‘opaque system and leaves other taxpayers paying the tab,” said state Sen. Lois Kolkhorst, R-Brenham, who this
year filed a bill to require more verificationofthe companies’ job-creation claims.

But the skeptics are outnumbered at the Texas Legislature. The program is now bigger than ever as some
lawmakers proclaim their support for renewing it yet again.

OneChapter 313 bill filed this session came from Murphy, the Houston Republican whose legislation was
previously vetoed by Abbott for ts attempt to expand the program by making it easier for companies to propose
projects spanning multiple school districts.

In his latest bill, Murphy proposed altering Chapter 313 in more far-reaching ways. Among the changes:
Expand the program by allowing companiesto receive tax subsidies for renovations, not just for new projects.

Murphy was unaware that the Republican party platform in Texas calls for the repealof Chapter 313, but he
insisted that abolishing the program would be a grave mistake.

“We are reforming it, andweare renewing it,” Murphy said.

Murphyjoinsalong traditionofTexas lawmakers who have made such promises before.Theirpast reforms of
Chapter 313 — the “determining factor” test, the wage requirements, the job-creation targets — often have
fallen shortofthe thetoric.

‘Whether Murphys legislation would be any different was hotly debated in the House Ways and Means
Comittee and on the House floor. His House Bill 1556 sparked a flurry of objections and amendments by
lawmakers, and Murphy finally withdrew the bil from consideration.

But there’ no shortage of bills filed by other lawmakers of both parties who want to extend Chapter 313.

One filed by Morgan Meyer, the Republican chairman of Ways and Means, has passed the House. It would
simply renew Chapter 313 for two years. Members of the committee discussed studying Chapter 313 during that
time to find ways to improve the program.
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Even longtime boosters suchas Craymer acknowledge some aspects of the program could benefit from scrutiny.

“This is a program that’s been around for 20 years. Every session we use a little more Scotch tape, we use a
couple more paper clips,” Craymer said. “It’s probably due fora refresh.”

Lavine, the fiscal analyst who has opposed Chapter313 for years, objects to any legislation to renew it. But he
also has called fora “sunset review”ofthe program to fix its weaknesses. He believes Meyer's bill, which
passed the House on Saturday, is the most promising option to make that happen.

“10s our strong feeling that just as we have sunset reviewofall our state agencies, we need sunset reviewoftax
‘exemptions — including a program like this that offers tax breaks,” Lavine told lawmakers at a committee
hearing.

1s there a better way, Lavine asked, to do what the law was created to do? Or does Texas need the program at
all?
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Facing questions after 2021 power crisis, Texas natural gas industry opposes
new protective measures
By Bob Sechler
Austin American-Statesman
May 10,2021
Advocates for the Texas natural gas industry have spent muchofthe 11 weeks since February's deadly power
blackouts downplaying the sector's culpability in the crisis and working to stop lawmakers from requiring
winterization of far-flung wells and pipelines.

But new data suggest failures by natural gas producers and suppliers to keep the commodity flowing might have
triggered as much asa fifthof the freeze-related power outages near the peakofthe calamity.

‘What'snot up for debate is that statewide productionof natural gas — a major sourceoffuel for electricity
‘generation — slumped dramatically amid the historic winter freeze and prices for it soared.

Production fell by nearlyhalfat one point during the emergency, compared with levels earlier in February,
according to IHS Markit, a company that aggregates information about the energy sector. Natural gas spot
prices climbed from an averageof about $2.80 per million British thermal units at the main West Texas trading
hubtoa high of $206.19 — a 73-fold increase.

Atleast 151 people, including 12 in Travis County and three in Williamson County, died statewide for reasons
related to the frigid temperatures and otherslostlimbstofrostbite, as many power plants faltered just when
needed most. Property damage from the power outages has been estimated at over $200 billion, while water
service to more than 12 million people across the state also was disrupted because pipes froze and burst.

Proponents of the state’s natural gas industry — in addition to is regulator, the Texas Railroad Commission
—have largely deflected blame for the overall crisis, sayingfreeze-related outages at power plants exacerbated
issues at natural gas production and supply facilities because they rely heavily on electricity to operate and to
resolve their own weather-induced problems.

‘The sector's main trade group, the Texas Oil and Gas Association, has been aiming to blunt protective
measures in the Legislaturethatmight include wells and pipelines statewide, along with power plants and
related infrastructure, in potential new winterization regulations. Arecent reportpaidforbythetrade

‘aroupconcluded that the grid crisis likely “started at power generation units”— not at wellheads or pipelines
— and cascaded from there.

“The industry's efforts are paying off,withthe term “gas well” removed from the latest versionofSenate Bill 3,
legislation designed to shore up the electricity grid in part by mandating winterization of infrastructure deemed
critical to power generation and establishing finesfor noncompliance.
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But an updated analysis released by the Electric Reliability Councilof Texas, the operator ofthe state’s
electricity grid, indicates that the difficulty some power plants had in obtaining natural gas played a sizable,
even if not primary, part in the crisis.

According to the ERCOT data, about 23% of freeze-related outages or reduced production at gas-fueled
‘generation plants was attributed by generators to “fuel limitation” on the morningofFeb. 16, the period in
‘which the greatest amount of generating capacitywasoffline. Those outages totaled 4,420 megawatts, enough
to power about 885,000 homes and businesses — 20%ofthe estimated 4.5 million without power at the peak of
the emergency.

In addition, estimates from IHS Markit indicate natural gas production in the state had already fallen about
13% by Feb. 13, compared with the daily average during the first weekofFebruary —which is before
electricity generationon the ERCOT power grid entered its steep slide, according to the U.S. Energy
Department's statistical agency, the Energy Information Administration.

Stephen York, an industry economist with the federal agency, said he thinks the bulkof the declines in natural
gas production in Texas resulted from fieeze-offs at wellheads or gathering facilites. At least initially, the
declines “were mostly unrelated” to electricity generation by power plants, he said —an assertion that calls into
question the Texas Oil and Gas Association's conclusion that the outages at power plants were the trigger for
them.

Freeze-offs are phenomena that occur when small amountsof water and other liquids that accompany natural
gas crystallize and impede gas flow. They are relatively common occurrences, York said, but more 50 in Texas
‘when temperatures take a dive becauseofless winterization in the state compared with northern regionsofthe:
country.

The Wall Street Journal has reported that some natural gas production and supply facilities also were shut down
during the emergency because they were part ofa voluntary ERCOT program in which large industrial users are
paid to stop using power when demand for electricity risks outstripping generation. According to the Houston
Chronicle, however, such contractual outagesaffected a small portion of the thousandsofoil and gas facilities
in Texas.

York said the likelihood of freeze-offs at wellhcads and related infrastructure can be reduced through
winterization measures that don’t require electricity from the grid, such as insulation, wind blocks and methanol
drips that lower the freezing point of water.

“There have been a numberofstudies (in the past) that have suggested winterization would have helped (natural
ges) production and electric power generation in Texas,” York said. “That does tend to back up the idea that
winterization would have helped” in February.

Economists with the Federal Reserve Bank of Dallas have estimated the cost of winterizing gas wells at $20,000
10550,000 each, meaning the price tag towinterizeall 85,000 in Texas in one fell swoop could range from
about $1.7 billion to $4.25 billion. But limiting the effort to new wells would cost significantly less initially —
$85 million to $200 million annually — and “may offera targeted and effective approach in the long run”
because new wells eventually wil account for the bulk of production, the Dallas Fed said ina recent report.

Stil, the ERCOT data indicate the biggest overall culprit in the grid calamity was the combined impact of
“weather related” problems and “equipment issues” at natural gas-fueled power plants — meaning failures
ranging from frozen valves to control system malfunctions — not the inability to obtain enough natural gas to
keep plants running. Taken together, they accounted for outages totaling 14,653 megawatts on the morning of
Feb. 16, or enough to power the equivalent of more than 2.9 million homes and businesses.
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Opposed to new mandates
‘Todd Staples, president of the Texas Oil and Gas Association, said the ongoing effort to enact new regulations
designedtosafeguard the grid should focus on power plants and directly related grid infrastructure, including
some natural gas pipelines if they serve electricity demand, insteadofthe tens of thousandsofwells and other
facilities across the state that don’t directly do so.

Only about 20%ofnatural gas production in Texas — the largest producer ofthe commodity in the United
States — goes for electricity generation, according to the trade group, while the rest is used for other purposes
or is exported nationally and internationally.

“We wantto be partofthe solution,” Staples said. But “there are many better ways to ensure reliability (ofthe
power grid) for Texans” other than “mandating more requirements at the individual well level.”

He also disputed the notion that increased winterizationofwells would have made adifference in the February
calamity.

“Ourproducers were winterizing, toa large extent,” he said. “They could have encapsulated their wells in a
building like it's done in Alaska — but without power you cannot produce gas (and) you cannot transport gas.”

As for the downturn in natural gas production just prior to the grid emergency, Staples pointed to his group's
study indicating it wasn't significant enough to have precipitated the calamity.

But some operatorsof gas-fueled power plants contend the natural gas sector bears plentyofthe blame.

“Unprecedented failure’
ExecutivesofVistra Corp., the largest ownerofgenerators in Texas, leveled blistering criticism at the sector
duringa recent conference call with Wall Street analysts for what Vistra described as an “unprecedented
failure” amid the emergency.

Vistra CEO Curt Morgan told analysts that suppliers began curtailing his company’s contracted natural gas as
early as Feb. 12 — well before the grid emergency and the startofrolling electricity blackouts. The calamity
cost Vistra about $1.6 billion, according to the company, muchof which resulted from sky-high prices for
‘natural gas on the spot market that it said it was forced to buy when its contracted gas didn’t come through.

“In a nutshell, the issue stemming from the natural gas system cost us dearly, and there wasn’t anything we
could do about it while we were in the middleofthe even,” Morgan said.

He also said Vistra is contemplating legal action against natural gas suppliers that broke contracts.

If the company does go to court over the issue, it will be oneofdozensofparties already involved in lawsuits
related to the natural gas supply problems during the emergency and the financial fallout stemming from ther.
Billionsof dollars are at stake in suits filed by power plant operators — alleging price gouging, in some cases
—as well as by suppliers contending their bills haven't been paid.

Staples, speaking about the supplyissuesand not the lawsuits, said fuel constraints experienced by generators
could have been alleviated had they had contracts in place in advanceofthe emergency enabling them to access
the huge volumeofnatural gas in storage in Texasif needed. He also noted that, even during the weekofthe
crisis, production in Texas exceeded demand in the state.

“Texas is awash in natural gas,” said Staples, who formerly served as Texes agriculture commissioner.

But other observers view the calamity as a textbook exampleof why stepped-up oversightofthe natural gas
sector, along with the rest of the power grid, is a necessity.
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“Ifwe end up going through this entire process(ofcrafting new rules to safeguard the grid) and we never
require gas wellhead winterization, we are goingto end up with power outages again, potential deaths, possibly
billionsofdollars in damages again and higher uty bill,” said Virginia Palacios, executive director of
Commission Shift, a group that contends the Texas Railroad Commission is 100 cozy with the oil and gas
industry that it’s charged with regulating.

“I think (a lackofrequirements for) basic wellhead winterization is going to be the chink in the amorifwe
don’t get it right,” Palacios said.

Texas Legislature moves flurry of winter storm bills
By Greg Perliski and Taylor Girtman
Community Impact Newspaper-Lake Travis.
May 7, 2021
A number of legislative bills are underway in the Texas House and Senate in response to the February winter
storm that swept the stat, causing power outages, water outages and widespread damage that have led the state
to report at least 133 storm-related deaths asof April 15. This included 12 Travis County residents.

Ofthe many bills, cight hold prominence as low-numbered bills—often bipartisan—that address energy board
reforms, government communication in emergencies, preparation for extreme weather and other issucs that
arose from the February storm.

The storm hit west Travis County residents particularly hardas treacherous ice and snow on Hill Country roads
stranded many residents in homes for days without power and water service.

State Rep. Donna Howard, D-Austin, who represents West Lake Hills in the Legislature, said the winter storm
was a “crisis” that resulted from a lackof communication among key state goverment agencies. The lack of
‘communication was particularly evident when looking at the widespread power outages that were required 0
keep thestate's energy grid from collapse, she said.

“Oneofthe biggest things wesawas a resultofthe winter crisis was that the right arm didn’t know what the
left arm was doing,” she said. “And so we ended up with all kinds of unintended consequences. We tumed off
the electricity 10 the gas plants, and the gas producers could not get gas 10 the electric generators ... that’s mind-
boggling what happened.”

To address these and other issues, Gov. Greg Abbott on Feb. 16 declared reformofthe Electric Reliability
Councilof Texas tobean emergency legislative item and called on the Legislature to investigate the council to
prevent the statewide issue from recurring. ERCOT, which was largely criticized for is role in the February
storm, manages the flowofelectric power to more than 26 million Texas customers and represents about 0%
of thestate’selectric load.

“The first of the majorbills to flow from this legislative session is Senate Bill 3, authored by state Sen. Charles
Schwertner, R-Georgetown. It adds winterization requirements to energy-generating infrastructure with a $1
million fine per day for noncompliance, he said. The bill would take effect Sept. 1, ifapproved. Municipal-
owned ulities, such as in Georgetown and Austin, and energy companies, such as Pedemales Electric
Cooperative and Oncor Electric Delivery, would not be treated differently.

The bill also addresses issues raised by Howard and Schwertner concerning communication. A board, known as
a



the Texas Energy Reliability Council, or TERC, would be created with members from the Public Utility
Commission, ERCOT, the Texas Railroad Commission, the Texas Commission on Environmental Quality and
‘govemor-appointed oil-gas industry representatives. These entities were working in silos during the storm
without luid communication, Schwertner said.

“We are very much wanting to reinvigorate the coordination and communication among market participants and
regulatories to make sure this never happens again,” Schwertner said.

State senators unanimously approved SB 3 on March 29. Now, it heads to the House State Affairs committee, of
‘which Howard is amember, for consideration and approval before it can be sent to Abbot for a final signature.

As the state grows, so will demand on the state’s power grid, Schwertner said. And its reliability is ever more
important, particularly on the many days when temperatures reach above 100degrees Fahrenheit. The bill
‘would apply to extreme heat, hurricanes or whenever there is unbalanced supply and demand, he said.

“The most often times when you have a significant strain on the grid is every August and in the summer
months,” Schwertner said.

ERCOT reform
Over two-thirdsofTexans lost electricity at some point in the storm for an averageof 42 hours, according to a
survey from the University of Houston's Hobby Schoolof Public Affairs. Nearly half of all Texans lost access
10 running water with an average loss of 52 hours, per the survey.

To address this, the Senate passed SB 2, an ERCOT reform bill, on April 14. The bill is now under House
‘committee consideration before the other chamber passes it.

‘The bill increases oversightof the nonprofit that controls the state’s power grid and reforms ERCOT’s board,
including requiring its members to live in Texas. This was previouslyan issue as fiveofthe 16 members did not
reside in Texas when the storm hit, accordingto other news reports.

‘The governor would also appoint the board chair and the board's unafiliated members; the Senate would
approve the govemor’s selections.

SB 2 bill passed the day after ERCOT announced it may enter into emergency conditions April 13 as a result of
facilities being offline for maintenance and the state experiencing higher-than-expected temperatures and power
demand. No outages were needed at that time as emergency conditions were not reached after ERCOT
requested conservation.

“This week's conservation alert reinforces the fact that Texans need and deserve a comprehensive legislative
response that keeps our eye on the main goal: real reliability,” state Sen. Kelly Hancock, R-North Richland
Hills, said inan April 14 release.

Other prominent bills include SB 2154, which is similar to SB 2 in that it reforms the Public Uility
Commission, the entity that oversees ERCOT and regulates telecommunication and other utilities. The bill,
authored by Schwertner, would require the commission to have five members, an increase from three, and
requires members to be Texas residents.

“It really starts a the top,” Schwertner said. “With good leadership, you can get through a lotofcrises.”
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Remaining work
Howard said she is confident the Legislature will successfully address reforms in how ERCOT and the PUC
function, but with the current legislative session ending May 30, there are other issues that may not be fully
studied and addressed.

“The part that we are leaving out is the railroad commission, which is responsible for [regulating] oil and gas.”
she said. “That partofthe equation is a very significant partof this, and that has not had as much focus as it
needs to have.”

‘The Texas Railroad Commission is led by three elected commissioners and regulates the oil and gas industry,
pipeline transporters, natural gas utilities, the liquid pipeline industry, coal and uranium surface mining
operations, and the LP-gas industry.

It sets monthly production quotas, issues drilling permitsandorders inspectionsofwells. In addition to
participating in TERC, railroad commissioners said in a March press release that they are working with the
Texas Legislature to ensure that oil and gas producers, during future mandated blackouts from ERCOT, are
considered “critical infrastructure.”

“This along with increased communication through TERC will ensure we are able (0 plan and prepare for
‘weather events much better in the future,” railroad Commissioner Jim Wright stated in the release.

Stil, other areas remain under study as the legislative session enters its final month, Howard said.

First, there is a plan to fund mandated weatherization programs using the Texas Economic Stabilization Fund,
also known as the “rainy day fund.”

Second, is a method for statewide wholesale electric providers to manage and cover the high costof natural gas
during a prolonged weather event, and doing so in a manner that does not adversely pass those high costs to.
retail consumers.

“We have many small utlitis, cooperatives and municipal-owned utilities,” Howard said. “Some are looking at
bankruptcy. Somehow we have to keep the power on, keep it reliable, but also figure out a way to share the
‘burdenof what that cost was.”

Lawmakers try new solution to minimize winter storm debt
Most agree that securitization is an effective proposal to fairly and quickly payoff storm debt.
Not all agree how to do it, and what costs should be covered.
By Morgan O'Hanlon
Dallas Morning News
May 7,2021
AUSTIN - O ne lingering question fromFebruary's devastating winter storm is what, if anything, to do about
the debt ofsome electricity market participants caused by the high priceof power during th crisis

Unpaid bills for nearly $3 billion worthof wholesale power piled up at grid manager the Electric Reliability
CouncilofTexas between Feb. 12 and Feb. 20, and efforts to retroactively reprice the extraordinary cost of
electricity — $9,000 per megawatthour — during a 32-hour period didn'tzo fa.
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Atleast 10 bills this legislative session propose securitizing winter storm debt, meaning it would be paid off
‘more quickly through the useofstate-sanctioned bonds. These include bills introduced by lawmakers in each
chamber that would create a Texas electric securitization corporation to provide low-cost financing for paying
offthe debt in ERCOT’s wholesale power market from February.

Normally, the “short pays” feature fewer zeros afte the dollar sign. And if buyers can’t pay, there’s an “uplift”
process that assesses all market participants abit of money so that the unpaid power sellers are eventually made
‘whole. But ERCOT and Public Utility Commission rules fimit the amountofmonthly uplift to $2.5 million,
‘meaning it would take more than 96 years to collect enough uplift fees to payoffthe whopping, almost $3
billionofbad deb from this year’s storm.

Such measures are attractive because faster paymentof debs from the winter storm would allow power sellers
who were stiffed to get some money faster.

“Say you're South Texas Electrical Cooperative or whatever and you've been short-paid where you had to pay
the gas producers for all that gas that you consumed in your gas plants that week,” explained Doug Lewin, an
energy consultant for Stoic Energy, using a Victoria-based rural electric coop as a hypothetical example. “And
‘now you're not getting paid back — it’s like this litle tiny trickle, right? .. And drip, drip, drip each month for
the next 100 years. That'sa problem. You need to get that money and pay ... for the gas.”

Lewin said securitization would allow the loss to be socialized, “evenly spread like peanut butter across load-
serving entites [utilities or retail electric providers], generators — like, everybody pays.”

But fights are emerging over how to “securitize,” or allow bonds to be issued, to payoffthe ERCOT debt.

House Bill 4492 was voted out of the House on Thursday, 129-15, with two amendments added by the bill's
author, Marshall GOP Rep. Chris Paddie,atop allyofSpeaker Dade Phelan.

According to Michael Jewell,anattorney and policy adviser for Conservative Texans for Energy Innovation,
the amendments make that bill more similar to Senate Bill 2227 by Mineola GOP Sen. Bryan Hughes, which
received a Senate committee hearing on Wednesday.

Although the two bills differ on what debs securitization would cover, the amendments add in uplift charges
that were not on there before, add in ancillary services charges to the amount to be securitized, and putin an
opt-out for industrial customers who want to go ahead and pay the debts they owe.

Based on testimony for SB 2227, Lewin gathered that some of the changes to HB 4492 could cause additional
chargesto energy consumers, which he estimates could be $1.50 each month.

“But don’t know that, and Chairman Paddie said on the floor he doesn’t know either,” Lewin said. “So they
literally just passeda bill that has potential to charge every single person in the state S18 a year for the next 15
years, and they don't know.”

When Austin Democrat Rep. Donna Howard questioned him on the House floor about what the average cost to
retail consumers would be, Paddie responded, “Ms. Howard, I realy don’t know at this point.” He explained the
‘numbers are subject to change before the bill is final.

During testimony Wednesday on SB 2227, which was introduced in late April, Katie Coleman, an attorney for
the Texas Association of Manufacturers, which represents someofthe state's largest energy consumers,
testified against the bil. Also against the bill were multiple electric co-ops.

‘Thomas Hardy testified against the bil representing the Lower Colorado River Authority, explaining that he
believes the bill would shift costs and increase losses on the river authority and its customers.
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Coleman explained in testimony that the way SB 2227 structures its financing would put unnecessary charges
on consumers.

Separately, bills have been filed and are moving toward passage that would let the bonding occur to pay off
winter storm debts amassed by gas utilities such as Atmos, rural electric co-ops and electric utilities in East
Texas and West Texas thatarenot served by ERCOT’s grid.

Previously, Coleman told The Dallas Morning News she’s aproponent of securitization bills that would help
electric co-ops and other debtors from the winter storm pay their bills while minimizing the amount of money
that gets uplifted to the market, Ofthe nearly $3 billion in short pays, nearly $1.9 billion is owed by Brazos
Electric Cooperative and almost $642 million is owed Raybum Country Electric Cooperative. Coleman said
that cither way customers are going to have to end up paying for someofthe accrued debt.

“Those are all fair outcomes, [but] the things that make less sense is there have been proposals 10 put several
billion dollars in those securitization bonds that would go to generate or weatherization,” she said.

Earlier in the session, some members and stakeholders tried to push legislation that couldwrapother costs,
including thoseof weatherization, into securitization bills, Coleman said.

“What we're really worried about is that this will just become kindof a dumping ground for anything people
don’t want to pay for,” Coleman said.

During February’ polar vortex, about 69% ofTexans lost power, which contributedtoatleast 151deathsand
delivered an economic toll estimated as high as $295 billion.

Although Lewin said he’s not opposed to the ideaofdebt being distributed, he wrote ina tweet that what he.
dislikes about the securitization bills is that they re the closest the Texas Legislature will ge this year to
adopting a policy to prepare for climate change and a possible increase in volatile weather. As Weatherford
GOP Rep. Phil King said at a committee hearing last month, the state has securitized “at least six times” before:
this year.

“This is now the de facto climate adaptation policy of the stateofTexas: Wait foramassive costly event,
scauritize the costs. Repeat,” Lewin wrote.

morgan ohanlon@dallasnews. com @meohanlon

It’s becoming clearer who profited from the blackouts, and that’s raising

questions of price gouging
By Mosc Buchele
KUT
May 10,2021
“The blackouts that hit Texas in February left more than 100 people dead and caused billions of dollars in debt
for those who found themselves on the wrong sideofthe state’s famouslylaissez-faireenergy market. For
others, it created huge earnings the full scopeofwhich are now coming into focus.

Uniil recently, companies that made a lot of money during the freeze have tried to keep a low profile about i.
But quarterly financial reports have come due making that information harder to conceal.
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‘The big winners: companies that sold natural gas.

During the blackouts both electricity and gas were in short supply,and both could be sold ata premium, The
price for wholesale electricity in Texas is capped by state regulators. There is no such market control for gas,
‘which increased hundreds oftimes its normal value.

‘That price hike let companieslike BP.KinderMorganandEnergy Transfermakebillions. Big banks that had
invested in electricity and gas contracts before the freeze, like GoldmanSachsand Bankof America, also
cashed in.

“The sizeofthe profits has led some to question whether price gouging took place.

“Ifa gas station raises prices from $2 to $5/gal during a hurricane they go to jail for price gouging,”UT
Professor Michael Webber posted on Twitter afer the blackout. “Ifa natgas provider raises prices from $2 to
$200/MMBTU during a cold snap even though their costs didn’t materially change, that seems just fine with
Texas authorities.”

One group that has not been “fine” withitare power companies that had to pay those high prices for gas.

Those deals have triggered lawsuits. In one high-profile example, San Antonio's municipally owned electric
wily, CPS Energy, is involved in ligation with multiple suppliers. Those include BP, Enterprise Products,
Chevron and Energy Transfer, a company that reportedly made$2.4billion fromthestorm.

‘The Texas attomey general is also investigating the possibility of market manipulation on the partofelectricity
and natural gas suppliers.

But, as the lawsuits and investigations continue, state legislators are creating laws to ensure that the companies
that profited in the freeze get paid.

“The tactic they seem to have settled on is known as “securitization.” This is a wayofquickly paying off gas
suppliers, but it locks ily ratepayers into slowly paying off that debt over decades —with interest.

Proponentsofthe plan say it's a wayofhandling the enormous financial fallout from the blackouts, something
many utilities and their ratepayers could not afford to pay all at once.

But people who work in the field of utility securitization say such deals must be crafted carefully, so you're:
‘paying money you actually owe. Once you're locked into the deb, you're locked in.

“Before you add up the total that’s going to be paid back [through securitization], there's got to be a really.
strong look at how muchofthati legit,” says Ronald Lehr, a former chairofthe Colorado Public Utility
Commission who now consults on securitization.

“Was anybody in that market manipulating it? Were people particularly withholding [gas] supplies to drive up
prices?” Lehr says. “There ought tobe a really hard look at how much really needs tobepaid back.”

Gota tip? Email Mose Buchele at mbuchele@eu.org. Follow him on Twitter @noschuchele

ERCOT forced dozens of natural gas facilities offline during winter storm
By Paul Takahashi and James Osbome
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Houston Chronicle:
May 8, 2021
ERCOT confirmed that it forced dozensofnatural gas facilities to go offline during the February winter storm
undera program that pays large industrial users to shut down when electricity suppliesare short.

Hundreds of major electricity users, such as data centers, manufacturing plants and oil and gas facilities, have
entered into “demand response” contracts with the Electric Reliability Councilof Texas, requiring them to
install an automatic circuit switch or manually shut down operations when power demand threatens to exceed
supply on the grid. Under these contracts, the state’s grid operator has the authority to interrupt power to large
industrial customers when there are loss than 1,750 megawattsof spare power on the grid.

“We confirmed that someof (these industrial customers) are related to oil and gas,” ERCOT spokeswoman
Leslie Sopko said.

ERCOT said itis unclear how muchofan effect contractual shutdownsofnatural gas facilities had on natural
gas supplies and gas-firedpowerplants, which accounted for about half the power plant outages during the
freeze. Other natural gas wells, pipelines and compressor stations suffered freezes and power outages during
ERCOT's mandated rolling blackouts.

There are thousandsofoil and gas facilities in Texas. These contractual outages affected a small portion of
them.

Power plant operators have blamed inadequate natural gas supplies for the catastrophic power failure during the
storm, which led to nearly 200 deaths and billionsof dollars in property damage. Natural gas production in
Texas fell by nearlyhalf during the storm, and the largest shareof generation outages occurred at natural gas
power plants, according to the Energy Department.

“This is just incredibly incompetent,” said Ed Hirs, an energy economist with the University of Houston. “I's
remarkable that ERCOT would do exactly what was necessarytodrive gas prices up and hurt consumers.”

There were 447 industrial customers who voluntarily installed the automatic circuit devices to shut down power
10 their operationsasof the endof 2019, according to ERCOT. These industrial customers have the ability to
shed more than 5,550 megawattsofpower from the grid, enough to power some 1.1 million Texas homes on a
hot summer day.

ERCOT did not release a list of industrial users participating in the demand response program, but a Wal Sireet
Journal analysisofERCOT data and electrical substation maps found several dozen instances where power was
cutoffto facilites in the Permian Basin, the nation’s most prolific oil and gas field. The Journal, which first
reported the contractual shutdowns Friday, found that ERCOT shut off power to five facilites in Loving County
in West Texas, where nearly all the industrial activity is related to oil and gas production.

‘The Texas Oil and Gas Association, the state’s largest oil and gas trade group, said it was unawareif members
have signed voluntary contracts with ERCOT to cut power or shut down operations during grid emergencies.
‘The association said Texas had enough natural gas supply and that fuel imitations represented a small
percentage of problems at power plants during the storm.

ERCOT started the demand response programas a sortof insurance that helps the grid operator balance power
demand and supply on the grid. When demand exceeds supply, ERCOT can call on heavy industrial power
users that have signed contracts to reduce electricity consumption. Ifthat fail to stabilize the grid, ERCOT can
‘mandate rolling blackouts, such as those during the storm.
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Industrial users can potentially save millionsofdollars by entering into a demand response contract with
ERCOTand other utilities operating similar programs. There is a cottage industryof demand service providers
‘who help industrial users enter into contracts with ERCOT and utilities.

Companies that fal to shut down operations in a timely mannerpercontract can be penalized by ERCOTand
the Public Utility Commission.

16's rare that ERCOT calls on its industrial volunteers 10 cut power or shut down operations, so te financial
incentive usually outweighs the risk. However, in a grid collapse such as during the winter storm, these
contractual shutdowns can have the potential to exacerbate power plant failures.

“Keeping electricity on to infrastructure tied to power generation units will vastly improve reliabilityofnatural
gas power generating facilities,” Todd Staples, president of the Texas Oil and Gas Association, said in an email.

paultakahashi@chron.com

james.osbome@chron.com

ERCOT releases summer outlook assessment, reassures Texans the state
power grid will hold up
Outside analysts aren’t convinced, but the grid operator said it would be ready to handle record-
breaking demand during the hottest months.
By Morgan O'Hanlon
Dallas Morning News
May 6,2021
AUSTIN ~ ERCOT released its annual summer outlook Thursday with reassurances that the power grid will be
ready to handle record-breaking demand for power as Texans prepare to crank up their air conditioning for the
state’s hottest months.

In the report, the grid operator outlined several scenarios that could lead to situations like February's outages,
‘but said thereis a less than 1% chance they would oceur.

Some energy consultants and analysts are not convinced.

“Instability like what we've seen recently should make Texans worried for summer,” said Daniel Cohan, an
atmospheric scientist and an associate professorofenvironmental engineering at Rice University

Insecurity about thestate gridoperator'sability to handle extreme weather events was first spurred by
February's winter storm, when higher-than-expected demand exceeded the amountofpower available on the
grid. To prevent longer statewide blackouts, the Electric Reliability Councilof Texas initiated outages that
affected 70%ofTexans over the courseof a week.

Fears were again stoked last month when, on a mild spring day, ERCOT issued a conservation notice to
residents and businessesas it struggled tomeetdemand that was higher than forecasted

‘Woody Rickerson, vice president of grid planning and operations for ERCOT, reassured consumers in late April
that the spring scare was due to taking more generators offline for maintenance so that they would be ready to
handle peak demand over the summer.
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Dan Woodfin, ERCOT's senior directorof system operations, said Thursday in a news conference about the
report that during summer therearetypically very few planned generation outages.

“A lot ofgeneration was comingoffthe February event,sowe may have had units that needed some repairs duc
0 that,” he said. “(Springtime is) when units schedule their maintenance outages to get ready for the upcoming.
summer peak season.”

According to ERCOT's forecast, the new record for energy consumption will be set this summer witha peak
‘demandof 77,144 megawatts. The current systemwidepeak demand record for ERCOT is 74,820 MW set in
August of2019. During February’s storm,anew peak demand record of 69,222 MW wasrecordedas Texans
fired up heaters to keep them warm.

“While the risk for emergency conditions remains low this summer based on many of the scenarios studied, a
combination of factors in real time, including record demand, high thermal generation outages and low
‘wind/solar output could result in tight grid conditions,” Rickerson said in a statement about the summer report.
“We cannot control the weather or forced generation outages, but we are prepared to deploy the tools that are:
available to us to maintain a reliable electric system.”

In the statement, ERCOT also explained that someofthe risk for this summer comes from achanging mix of
‘generation resources.

“While tight grid conditions have historically been limited to the hours of highest electric consumption, ERCOT
now sees the potential for tight conditions during low wind conditions, or during the carly evening hours when
Solar resources come offline,” the statement says. “As the capacityof battery storage increases in ERCOT, these
resources are expected to help mitigate someofthis risk.”

‘Warren Lasher, ERCOTs senior directorofsystem planning, said during Thursday's news conference that a
combination ofthings would have to go wrong to cause outages like those in February.

“In threeofthe four primary scenarios,we expect to meetpeakcustomer demands while maintaining normal
operating conditions,” Lasher said. “Only in the fourth primary scenario, which reflects the potential for very
Tow wind generation output on the peak summer day —only in that scenario would we expect to have to enter
emergency conditions inorderto maintain reliability whilemeetingpeak demand.”

Cohan does not believe the likelihood of outages this summeris as small as ERCOT says. He noted that
ERCOT also said the outages caused by February's winter storm were also a “one-in-100 event.” According to
Cohan, ERCOT'sassessment of probability is skewed because manyof the factors that caused the winter storm
and could also cause insecurity this summer, including increased volatilityofthe weather, increased demand,
and the domino effectofextreme weather that causes more outages.

“A lot ofthings tend to go wrong at once,” Cohan said. “It’s the same hottest days that make us run our air
conditioning the most that also can dry up the water supplics for power plants and come with very slow winds
for wind farms.”

Atleast ane of ERCOT’s “extreme scenarios” for the summer that could cause rolling blackouts, or worse,
center on acombinationof extreme demand caused by high heat, which could also cause some power
‘generation to go offline. Cohan explained that wind generation tends to decrease on extremely hot days.

Although the declineofsolar generation does move the stressofdemand later in summer evenings, increased
Solar generation added to the grid has overall helped increase reserve margins, meaning the amount of installed
‘generation capacity on the system beyond projected peak electricity demand. The report forecasts that this
summer the reserve margin will be 15.7%.
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“We expect to see increasing reserve margins over the next few years most notably due to significant interest in
developing solar resources,” Lasher said.

According to Charlie Hemmeline, executive directorofthe Texas Solar Power Association, the industry has
added 5,000 MW of wholesale solar generation capacity to the grid since 2017, with several additional
‘gigawatts of planned projects. By the end of this year, nearly 12 GWof solar power is expected to be online in
Texas.

‘morgan ohanlon@dallasnews com @meohanlon

RRC: Midland region again dominates Texas for permits, completions
Midland Reporter-Telegram
May 8,2021

‘Texas drilling permits and completion statistics for April:
Midland
Drilling permits: 357
Oil completions: 254.
Gas completions: 31

More than 56 percentof the drilling permits and greater than 53 percentof the oil completions inside the state of
Texas during the monthof April took place in the Midland region, accordingto Railroad Commission of
Texas.

‘The RRC’ Midland region accounted for 357 of the 629 permits from around the state. The next closest region
was Refugio with 57. RRC statistics also showed the Midland region with 254 of the 403 oil completions from
the 12 commission regions around the state. The next closest region was the San Angelo region with 36.

‘The third category is gas completions, and the Midland region was second to the East Texas region. The
Midland region accounted for 31 gas completionsor36.47 percent of the 85 across the state. East Texas
accounted for 33.

‘The Railroad Commission reporteda total of 732 original drilling permits — which also includes permits to re-
enter plugged well bores and permits for re-completionsofexisting well bores) -- in April compared to 456 in
April 2020.

In April, commission staffprocessed 449 oil, 106 gas and 98 injection completions for new drills, e-entries and
re-completions.

Pipeline hack roils U.S. energy
By Christian Vasquez
E&E News
May 10,2021
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A cyberattack on the massive Colonial pipeline caused the company to shut down its entire 5,500-mile fuel
system over the weekend, in what appears 10 be the most disruptive energy-sector hack in U.S. history.

Colonial Pipeline Co., which operates pipelines that carry diesel, gasoline and other fuels from Texas to New
Jersey, revealed it was the victim ofa ransomware attack Friday.

“We proactively took certain systems offline to contain the threat, which has temporarily halted al pipeline
operations, and affected someof our IT systems,” Colonial said.

Ransomware hackers encrypt victims’ computer files and demand digital paymentto unlock them. Colonial did
not say whether it had paid the hackers, nor did the company offer a timeline yesterday for when its pipeline:
system — which supplies an estimated 45%ofall fuel used on the East Coast —will be fully online.

President Biden was briefed about the cyberattack early Saturday, and the incident has triggered a flurry of
responses from federal agencies including the Department of Energy. The attack is already raising pointed
questions about possible gaps in U.S. critical infrastructure security as top intelligence and encrgy officials warm
ofan unprecedented rise in cyberthreats (Energize, April 14).

A White House official said the administration has set up an interagency working group that worked through
the weekend and will “continue to plan for a numberofscenarios, including possible additional measures to
‘mitigate potential supply impact, as needed.”

‘The official also noted that DOE is leading the federal government response.

For its part, Colonial said it has launched an investigation into the cyberattack and is working with law
enforcement and other agencies.

The Alpharetta, Ga.-based company noted ina statement last ight that its operations team is developinga
“system restart plan” and that some smaller lines between fuel terminals are now running again.

“There's no indication that the ransomware attack that encrypted the company’s files spread into the operational
technology that manages the flow of fue through its pipeline system. Colonial said that it tooksystemsoffline
in an abundanceofcaution but didn’t answer requests for comment on whether operational networks were
infected by the ransomware.

Cybersecurity firm FireEye Inc., best known for ts discoveryofthe SolarWinds espionage campaign, said tis
working with Colonial.

‘The eyberattack could cause a spike in U.S. gasoline prices, experts say. Analysts at ClearView Energy Partners
LLC said in a report Saturday that the shutdown is “potentially significant from a product price perspective,”
depending on how long it lasts.

“The Colonial outage comes ata critical juncture for the recovering U.S. economy: the startofthe summer
driving season,” the ClearView researchers wrote. “We therefore think lawmakers could begin a ‘blame game’
immediately, and a sustained disruption that leads to a significant pump price spike could increase prospects of
domestic policy interventions.”

Ransomware is not a new problem with pipelines. Just last year, the Cybersecurity and Infrastructure Security
Agency said a ransomware attack on a natural gas company forced the shutdownofapipeline for two days
(Energywire, Feb. 19,2020). In that case, the ransomware known as “Ryuk” moved from the IT side into the:
‘more critical OT — operational technology —networks, where it infected computers linked to a natural gas
compression station.
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An Eastem European criminal ransomware gang known as DarkSide is believed to be behind the latest attack
on Colonial, The Washington Post reported.

According to a post from cybersecurity firm Cybereason, DarkSide fist appeared in August 2020, and the
group's ransom demands can goas high as 52 million. DarkSide quickly made a name foritselffor being a
“highly organized” cybercriminal operation, Cybereason said.

“We should not underestimate these groups,” said Marty Edwards, vice president of OT security at
cybersecurity firm Tenable and a former Department of Homeland Security official. “Manyofthem now have
help desks, technical support, payroll processing and subcontractors. They are essentially full-fledged criminal
corporations operating in the digital world.”

‘The U.S. energy sector is growing particularly vulnerable to ransomware attacks as OT merges with IT like
businessand email networks, experts say. The increasing digitizationofpower grid and pipeline equipment
‘means its becoming easier for ransomware attackers to move from the IT side to the OT.

“Ransomware has been a favored attack vectorofcybercriminals because of its effectiveness and return on
investment. That's precisely whybadactors have recently set their sights on critical infrastructure,” said
Edwards.

“Shutting down operational technology (OT) environments can cost hundreds of millionsofdollars, which
forces providers to outweigh the costs,” Edwards said.

Who's in charge?
DOEis the federally designated "sector-specific agency” for energy-sector cybersecurity. However, pipeline
cyber oversight falls to the Transportation Security Administration.

Edwards said oneof the unique challenges of protecting pipelines from hackers is the “complexityof the
regulatory and oversight environment.”

“Because pipelines cross state lines, you have the DepartmentofTransportation involved. DHS has the
Transportation Security Administration. Because petroleum is involved, the DepartmentofEnergy has a role,”
Edwards said. “Couple that with the fact that it s a large industry geographically — it can bea challenge simply
to get incident response personnel to allof the impacted locations.”

“The distributed natureofpipelines means it’s not cost-effective to send workers to far-flung locations to twist
valves. But manyof “the tools that are used to enable asset operators’ remote connectivity are optimized for
‘easy access and not for security,” said Grant Geyer, chief product officer at Claroty, a cybersecurity firm that
specializes in OT networks.

DOE, CISA, TSA and the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission all said they were working with other
agencies andthe energy sector in response to the attack.

“FERC is in communication with other federal agencies, andwe are working closely with them to monitor
developments,” Richard Glick, the Democratic chairmanof the independent energy regulator, said in a
statement.

FERC sets mandatory cybersecurity rules for the bulk electric power grid, but the requirements don’t apply to
the natural gas pipelines that also fall under the agency’s purview.

A DOE spokesperson said the agency is “coordinating with Colonial Pipeline Company, the energy industry,
states and interagency partners to provide situational awareness and support response efforts o this incident.”
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‘The agency is also “monitoring any potential impacts to energy supply,” the spokesperson said.

Eric Goldstein, executive assistant director for cybersecurity at CISA, said: “We are engaged with the company
and our interagency partners regarding the situation. This underscores the threat that ransomware poses to
organizations regardlessofsize or sector.”

‘The complex bureaucracy has long been a bane to some policymakers and i likelyto come up againasthe
Biden administration weighs major changes to U.S. cybersecurity policy.

FERC Commissioner Neil Chatterjee (R) has warned for years about the U.S. grid’s dependence on natural gas.

“Lam concerned that, becauseofour nation’s growing use of natural gas for power generation, a successful
cyberattack on the natural gas pipeline system could have a significant impact on the electric grid,” Chatterjee
said in testimonybefore the Senate Energy and Natural Resources Committee in 2019.

TSA scrutiny
Glickand Chatterjee pennedan op-ed for Axios in 2018 calling for siricter oversight of gas pipelines.

‘The two wrote that DOE should be in chargeofgas pipeline security oversight and not TSA, citing the few full-
time employees at TSA who are tasked with reviewing the securityofthe millionsofmilesofpipelines around
the U.S. They also pointed to TSA'sdecision (0 rely on voluntary cybersecurity standards.

“Given the high stakes, Congress should vest responsibility for pipeline security with an agency that fully
comprehends the energy sector and has sufficient resources to address this growing threat” Glick and
Chatterjee wrote.

Shortly after the Colonial cyberattack was announced, Chatterjee re-upped the Axios op-ed, tweeting that “we
must rethink the @TSA voluntary approach to #cybersecurity.”

Lawmakers have joined in the chorus as well. Sen. Ed Markey (D-Mass.) called for regulatory change on
Saturday, tweeting that “an understaffed, underpreparedTSAcannot successfully ensure the security of
dangerous and susceptible natural gas pipeline infrastructure.”

“The Transportation Security Administration had only six full-timestaff on pipeline security as recently as
2019. We cannot ignore the longstanding inadequacies that allowedfor,and enabled, cyber intrusions into our
eritcal infrastructure,” Markey wrote.

Asked for comment on Markey’ remarks, TSA said in a statement that the agency “has worked in partnership
with pipeline owners and operators and interagency partners to enhance the security preparednessof the
Nation's hazardous liquid and natural gas pipeline systems.”

TSA pointed to several initiatives, including the developmentofpipeline security guidelines and “voluntary
corporate security and critical reviews.”

“TSA has expanded its Surface Operations capability 10 include Transportation Security Inspectors, and is
partnered with CISA and Idaho National Labs to provide advanced cybersecurity training,” TSA said.

Another issue isthe lackoftransparency surrounding ransomware attacks, said David White, founder and
presidentofAxioGlobal,an Atlanta-based cyber risk management company. Few companies are willing to
admit when they've been hacked.

“I strongly believe we need more transparency into attacks. That would help everyone understand the risks,”
White said.
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He added that he supports the congressionally chartered Cyberspace Solarium Commission's recommendation
last year to create a center within the Commerce Department for sharing cyberthreat information, “not to out
individual companies, but to make everyone more aware.”

Better public data on risks and threats could create a deeper understanding that helps persuade regulators to
support investment in defenses, White said.

Reporter Peter Behr contributed.

Twitter: @chrismvasq Email: cvasquez@eenews net

“Responsibly sourced’ gas grows despite green washing claims
By Mike Lee
E&E News
May 10,2021
‘Some of the biggest natural gas companiesare moving to brand their product as low-emissions— a plan that
could transform the industry even as it spurs accusations of green washing.

“The gas producers and exporters are turing to third-party companies to prove their products release less
‘methane and other pollutants than competitors, partly in an effort to stand out in a market that prioritizes
environmentally conscious investments.

Environmentalists say, though, that certifying a portionofthe industry's production won't solve the overall
problemofmethane pollution from oil and gas activity. And new research shows that cutting methane,a potent
‘preenhouse gas, is a key strategy to battling the climate crisis.

EQT Corp, the biggest U.S. gas producer, is working with the nonprofit groups MiQ and Equitable Origin to
certifythatgas from its Marcellus Shale wells is from low-emitting sites. Chesapeake Energy Corp., which
helped pioneer theuse of horizontal drilling and fracking, has started a pilot program with a technology
company, Project Canary, to install monitoring equipment at wel sites, which will allow it to market its gas as
“responsibly sourced.”

NextDecade Corp., which is building oneofthe biggest gas-export terminals in Brownsville, Texas, said it will
work with Project Canary to monitor the emissions of gas it sell, from the wellhead to the loading dock.

Baker Hughes, the century-old oil field service company now owned by General Electric Co., offers a methane
monitoring service and recently announced a partnership with Northeast Natural Energy, 2 small gas producer
in West Virginia.

‘Theenergy companies and the certifiers said they hope that customers will be willing to pay a premium for gas
that comes from low-emitting fields.

“We see more and more uilities, end users and buyers want to know the methane emissions from the gas
they're buying,” Georges Tijbosch,asenior adviser at MiQ, said in an interview.

Environmentalists, while applauding the companies for acknowledging their emissions problem, said the idea of
certifying gas raises several questions, however. Methaneemissionsare onlyone ofthe pollutants that come
with drilling and fracking, and gas still produces carbon dioxide when it's bumed.
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“The question on everyone's mind is, is this real or is it just greenwashingofsome sort — I don’t think that is
an cither-or question,” said Clark Williams-Derry,an energy finance analyst at the Institute for Energy
Economics and Financial Analysis.

Ifonly partofthe industry opts for certification, for instance, it won't necessarily lead to widespread reductions
in methane emissions.

“The flip sideofresponsibly sourced gas is irresponsibly sourced gas,” Williams-Derry said.

Natural gas produces less carbon dioxide than coal when it’s bumed. But the gas itself, which is mostly
‘methane, traps 84 times more heat in the atmosphere than carbon dioxide.

Last week, the United Nations said the world's industrial countries need to cut methane emissions by 45% by
2030 to achieve their goal of limiting global temperature increases to 1.5 degrees Celsius. About 35% of the
reduction would have to come from the fossil fuel industry.

Methane is relatively cheap to control, the United Nations said ina summary of its report. And because it’sa
short-lived pollutant, cutting it now would have an outsize effect over the next 10 to 20 years.

“Lower methane concentrations would rapidly reduce the rateof warming, making methane mitigation one of
the best waysoflimiting warming in this and subsequent decades,” the summary said.

“The oil and gas industry has a long-standing problem with so-called fugitive emissionsofgas from wellheads,
storage tanks and other equipment.

The industry is under pressure from governments and investors to reduce such leaks. Money management firms
like Blackrock Inc. which controls $9 trillion, have said they want their investments to meet environmental,
social and govemance (ESG) standards.

Six months ago, the French utility company Engie SA opted out ofa $7 billion deal to import liquefied natural
gas from NextDecade over concerns about the emissions footprintof natural gas (Energvire, Nov. 4).

A methane report card?
Project Canary, based in Denver, uses a systemof cameras and sensors to check methane emissions at well sites
and other facilities. The equipment can record data continuouslyand alert the operator when pollution levels
rise above a preset threshold.

Using the system “will provide transparency and give confidence to our customers who are increasingly focused
on securing low greenhouse gas-intensive LNG,” said Matt Schatzman, NextDecade’s CEO.

Chesapeake plans to use Project Canary'ssystem at sites in two gas fields — the Marcellus Shale in the
Northeast, and Haynesville Shale along the Texas-Louisiana border.

MiQ is a nonprofit formed by RMI (formerly the Rocky Mountain Institute) and the research company
Systema. ls goal istodevelop standards that will allow individual gas facilities, like pad sites, to be graded on
an A through F scale, depending on their leveloffugitive emissions.

‘The companies themselves would select the monitoring systems, report the results, and pay for audits to show
that they have complied with MiQ's standards, Tijbosch said in an interview.

Equitable Origin, founded in 2009, has a separate certification process that’s intended to cover the impacts of
energy developments on surrounding communities.
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EQT said on its website that getting ts production certified will help it maintainaccessto investors and lenders,
and also to global customers.

‘The company started working with Project Canary in January to measure emissions from a handfulof its pad
sites. Once it goes through the certification process with MiQ, more thanhalfits output willbe considered
responsibly sourced, the equivalentof4.8% ofU.S. production, according to a news release.

MiQand Equitable Origin are also working to certify Northeast Natural Energy’s production, according to a
news release. IU’ the first time Baker Hughes’ monitoring technology, which is being sold by the company’s
Avitas subsidiary, has been used to certify a company’s emissions levels.

Other energy companies were already looking to differentiate themselves. In January, Occidental Petroleum
Corp. said it had producedandsold a 2-million-barrel cargoof “carbon neutral oil” to an Indian refinery, by
buying enough carbon offsets o account for the crude’s emissions (Energvire, Feb. 3).

Cheniere Energy, which runs two gas export terminals on the Gulf Coast, said in February that it would provide
‘emissions data for all the gas it ships.

Last week, Cheniere said it had sold acargoof “carbonneutral”gas to Royal Dutch Shell PLC. Cheniere and
‘Shell said they had bought enough “nature based” carbon offsets, such as free farming projects, to offset the
emissions associated with producing the gas.

“Is there any benefit?’
But the focus on methane won't offset all the potential problems that come along with gas development. Traffic:
accidents, for instance, are one ofthe leading causesofdeath for oil and gas workers.

And the industry's wastewater— each gas well can produce tensof thousandsofgallonsofsalty, chemical
laden fluid — is arguably a bigger impact on surrounding communities, said Ted Auch, Great Lakes program
director at the FracTracker Alliance.

“All the people see where I live is 2 bunchofbrine trucks running roughshod over the roads,” Auch said.

So far, mostofthe producers that have signed up to certify their gas production also are operating in relatively
Tow-emitting fields like the Marcellus.

But thebulkof the industry's emissions come from places like the Permian Basin and Bakken Shale, where the.
gasis a byproduct of oil production. Oil tends to be more profitable than gas,socompanies frequently flare the
gas rather than ship it to market.

And except for NextDecade, it's unclear how widely the certification trend will reach into pipelines, processing
and pump stations, distribution systems, and other LNG terminals.

“Ifyou have responsible gas that goes to a leaky system — is there any benefit there whatsoever?” Williams-
Derry, with [EEFA, said.

Reporter Carlos Anchondo contributed.

Twitter: @mikeleefw
Email: mlee@eencws.net
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Opinion: University Lands should commit to end flaring
By Luke Metzger
San Antonio Express-News
May 8,2021
Last month, BP announced its plans to end routine flaring by 2025. Flaring, the practice of burning unwanted
gas in the oilfields, is dirty — and the damage it causes to the planet has given Texas" reputation a black eye.

So, why is it still happening on land owned by the UniversityofTexas?

UT prides itself on leading the way toward a clean, renewable future —a fact that's evident through the rooftop.
solar arrays and a long list of LEED-certified buildings on its campuses. But its less-visible ofl operation in
‘West Texas tarnishes this green sheen.

About 180 miles westof Austin — amid the sand dunes, grasslands and tumbleweedsofWest Texas — lica
‘whopping 10,000 oil and gas wells on land owned by UT.

UT's deep involvement in the oil industry makes the University Lands operation the fifth-largest oil producer in
allof Texas. This drilling creates a hostof environmental and public health problems, not least of which is the
faring and venting of methane gas

Wells typically produce both oil and gas. Ifthecompany operating the welli interested only in producing oil,
the gas is an unwanted byproduct o address. Well operators can send this gas into the marke through a pipeline:
or bur it on-site through a flare ifpipeline infrastructure is not available.

Too often in Texas, however, operators rely on flares despite the availabilty of pipelines, use flares that only
‘partially burn the gas before releasing it, or directly vent uncombusted methane into the atmosphere.

Flaring, venting and methane leaks are major sources of global warming pollution and may erase any climate
benefit that natural gas has over coal. Such concerns recently led the French companyEngieto cancel plans to
buy Texas gas.

Flaringis also bad for public health. A recent study found that pregnant women exposed to more than 10 nightly
flares within 3 miles of their home had a higher riskofgiving birth prematurely.

Public outery led BP to announce its plan to end flaring in the Permian Basin by 2025 and spend $1.3 billion to
create pipelines for natural gas. I's joined by Apache Corp., another large operator in the Permian Basin, which
plans to eliminate all routine onshore flaring in the U.S. by the endofthe year. Alaska, Colorado and, recently,
New Mexico have all banned routine flaring.

“The UniversityofTexas isn't blind to the problem: Its researchers have published study afer study on the topic;
its representatives have spoken out about it; and, last spring, the university convened a large groupofexperts
fora workshop on problems and solutions regarding methane flaring in the industry.

University Lands says it “is proud of its environmental record” — but it hasn't committed to ending flaring. In
fact, satellite data reveal oil and gas companies drilling on University Lands flared 5.2 billion cubic feet of
natural gas in 2017 —enough gas to fuel 124,000 homes.

Asa leader in the Texas energy market, UT faces a choice: Stay the course ofwasteand pollution — modeling
an approach that has led Texas to become the worst methane polluter in the country — or step up and showcase:
energy innovation and best practices with real standardsto reduce pollution on university lands.
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‘The University Lands Flaring Act, introduced by state Rep. Gina Hinojosa and Sen. Sarah Eckhardt in the
Texas Legislature, would direct the UT System to eliminate routine methane flaring on its land by 2025.

Climate change is a major threat 10 all Texans, Summers are getting hotter; hurricanes are getting stronger; and
droughts are getting longer. Its critical 0 our future thatweact quickly to eliminate global warming pollution.

For nearly 150 years, the University ofTexas System has been acenterofinnovation and leadership in our
state. As one ofthe biggest players in the oil industry, it can lead the way in meeting the greatest challenge of
our time: the fight against climate change. UT System leaders should act immediately to rein in methane
pollution on university-owned land — and ifthey do not, the Legislature should.

Luke Metzger is the executive directorof Environment Texas, a nonprofit advocatefor clean air, clean water,
open spaces anda livable climate.

Andrew Keese
TR) Spokesperson

E Railroad Commissionof Texas
i Office: 512-463-4817

Cell: 512-963-1869
VYEEG ee
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Texas Energy Clips
Austin American Statesman
Winterization dispute continues
By Bob Sechier
May 10,2021
ilps 13op meltwater cominewsllters/anlylcsiiew/S574 19067547277092a¢47 newsleler 56741b3304154741158057
2aldisiribulon/509694580042262705b40609/ocumeny/AAS0000020210509€h590002y
Houston Chronice
ERGOT forced dozens of natural gas facies offne during winer storm
By Paul Takahashi and James Osborne
May 10,2021
hitpsww housionchvonicie combusinessieneray/aricle/ERCOT-forced:dozens-of:natural-qas-faciites-16161273 oho
Victoria Advocate
STEER recommends issues to watch in the legsiative session
By Stephanie Moreno
May 10,2021
hips Aww victorisadvocale comnews/business/sieer.recommends-issues-to-waich-in-he legislative:

Dallas Morning News
ERCOT releases summer outlook assessment reassures Texans te stae power rid wil hod up: Outside analysis
aren't convinced, but the grid operator said t would be ready to handle record-breaking demand during the hotest months
By Morgan O'Hanlon
May 10,2021
ilps dollasnews cominewslpolics/202 05106lercot.releases:summer-oullook: assessment eassures-texans-the-
stie-power-aridwil-hold-up!
Dallas Morning News
Lawmakers try new solution to minimize winter slorm debt Most agree that securiizaton is an effective proposal to fify
and quickly pay of storm debt. Not all agree how o do i, and whal costs should be covered
By Morgan O'Hanlon
May 10, 2021
ishv dallasnewss cominews/2021/05/07awmakers-y-new:solulon-o-minmize-vinter-stor-deb
Kur
Its Becoming Clearer Wh Profted From The Blackouts, And Thats Raising Questions Of Price Gouging
By Mose Buchele
May 10,2021
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MidlandReporter-Telogram
RRC: Midland region again dominates Texas for permits, completions
May 8, 2021
hitps ivnww.chron, comeye on_developmentaricie/RRC-Midiand-region-again-dominales-Texas.for-16162881.php

cnsc
A major U.S. pipelineis stil mostly shut duetoa cyberattack. Here'swhat you need to know.
May 10,2021
hitpsJAwaw. cribe.comi2021/05/10Margest-us-fuel-pipeline-colonial-stil-mosty-shutimpact-and-reopening him!

San Antonio Express-News
‘Commentary: University Lands should committo end flaring
By Luke Metzger
hitps www expressnews comopinion/commentary/articie/Commentary-University-Lands-should-committo-end:
16160361 php
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Austin American Statesman
Winterization dispute continues.
By Bob Sechier
May 10, 2021
hitps app meltwater com/newsletters/analylcs/view/S67419067507427709aa6347Inewsletter/56741b3384154741158b57
2aldistibution/609894580043262705b40bbId0cumenVAASI000020210509eh590002y
Advocatesforthe Texas natural gas industry have spent muchof the 11 weeks since February's deadly power blackouts
‘downplaying the sectors culpabilty in the crisis and working to stop lawmakers from requiring winterization of far-flung
wells and pipelines. But new data suggest failures by natural gas producers and suppliers o keep the commodity flowing
might have triggered as much asa fifth of the reeze.related power outages near the peak of the calamiy.

‘Whats not up for debate i that statewide production of natural gas — a major source of fuel fo electricity generation —
slumped dramatically amid thehistoricwinter freeze and prices for t soared

Production fell by nearly half at one point during the emergency, compared with levels earlier in February, according to
IHS Markit a company that aggregates information about the energy sector. Natural gas spot pices cimbed from an
average of about $2 80 per milion British thermal units at the main Wes Texas trading hub to a high of $206.19 — a 73-
fold increase.
Atleast 151 people, including 12 in Travis County and three in Williamson County, died statewide for reasons related to
the frigid temperatures and others lost mb to frostbite, as many power plants faltered justwhen needed mast. Property
damage from the power outages has been estimated at over $200 bilion, while water service (o more than 12 milion
people across the state also was disrupted because pipes froze and burst

Proponents of the state's natural gas industry — in addition to is regulator, the Texas Rairoad Commission — have
largely deflected blame for the overall criss, saying freeze-related outages at power plants exacerbaed issues at natural
gas production and supply faciities because they rely heavily on electricity to operate and to resolve their own weather-
Induced problems.

“The sector's main trade group, the Texas Oil and Gas Association, has been aiming to blunt proteciive measures in the.
Legislature that might include wells and pipelines statewide, along with power plants and related infrastructure, in potential
‘new winterization regulations. A recent report paid or by the trade group concluded that the grid criss likely "started at
‘power generation units” — not at wellheads or pipelines — and cascaded from there.

Houston Chronicle
ERCOT forced dozens of natural gas faciites offine during winter storm
By Paul Takahashi and James Osborne.
May 10, 2021
hitps Jin houstonchronicle comibusiness/eneray/aricleERCOT-forced-dozens-of-natural-qas-faciltes-16161273.php.

ERCOT confirmed that i forced dozens of natural gas faciites to go offine during the February winter storm under a
program that pays large industrial users to shut down when electrciy supplies are short.
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Hundreds of major electricty users, such as data centers, manufacturing plants and ofl and gas facies, have entered
into “demand response" contracts with the Electric Reliabilty Council of Texas, requiring them to instal an automatic
Gicut switch or manually shut down operations when power demand threatens fo exceed supply on the grid. Under these.
Contracts, the states gid operator has the authority o nferupt power fo large industrial customers when there ae less
than 1,750 megawasofspare power on the gid
“We confirmed tha some of these industrial customers) are related to of and gas,” ERCOT spokeswoman Leslie Sopko
sald. ERGOT said tis unclear how much of an effect contractual shutdowns of natural gas fcillies had on natural gas
‘supplies and gas-fired power plants, which accountedfor about haf the power lant outages during he freeze. Other
natural gas wells pipelines and compressor stations suffered freezes and power outages during ERCOT's mandated
ling blackouts.
There are thousands of ol and gas facillies in Texas. These conlractual outages affected a smal portionof them.
Power plant operators have blamed inadequate natural gas suppliesfo the catastrophic power failure during the stor,
‘which ed to nearly 200 deaths and bition of dollrs in propery damage. Natural gas production in Texas fell by nearly
half during the stor, and the largest share of generation outages occurred a natural gas power plants, according fo the
Energy Department.
“This is just incredibly incompetent” said Ed His, an enargy aconomist withthe Universityof Houston, “I's remarkable
that ERCOT would do exactly wha was necessary {0 die gas prices up and hurt consumers.” There were 447 industrial
customers who voluntarily installed the automaic cui devices to shut down power o heir operations as ofthe end of
2018, according to ERCOT. These instil customers have the abilto shed more than 5,550 megawatis of power
from ihe aid, enough to power some 1.1 millon Texas homes on a hosummerday.
Victoria Advocate
STEER recommends issues to watch in the legislative session
By Stephanie Moreno
May 10,2021
sessionarice- dagbabéa-aciiT1eb-beba-Oledoc120873 him
For those of us who though the lobal anomalies of 2020 were behind us, 2021 quicky reminded us that srange is the
ew norm. While families were attempling o get thir ivesbackto COVID.-normal, ahistoric winter sor devastated our
great state and overwhelmed our communes. In the midstofan unprecedented slatto 2021, let's not forget thatwe are
also nthe middle of one of the most important egisative sessions Texas has ever encountered. Here are a few things (>
ook out for and why they are important 0 you
Storm bis. Elected officals throughout the state have pledged fo do bette in preparing for extreme weather events. To
do better” requires an evaluationofwhat worked, what fled, and what canbe improved. Most people don' realize ust
how vast and compicaled our eleciciy supply chain is. A new analysis of natural gas performance during the storm
indicates that loss of power, which began after outages began at power genaralion unis, was the principal factor for
natural gas production and transportation reductions and shutdowns. TXOGA Presiden Todd Sizples said, “Texans
deserve a thoughtful and factual evaluationofwha realy went wrong. Moving foward, the most immedals action to
ensure natural gas facilties can operate during emergencies will be supply chain mapping to determine which natural gas
production, distribution and storage facies feed ino the natural gas slectricty generation and local distribution
companies.
Eminent Domain. These two words can create real challenges amongs» ues, pipeline companies, developers and
landowners. In reali, mos right-of-way acquisilon deals are entered no feely and voluntary. However, when eminent
‘domain does come into play, itis importantfo have a transparent and reliable process to ensure everyone has the
information and resources they need to come to a fina resolution. In order o continue our collective economic success,
Texans must be able to support infasiruciure development whi protecing landowner fight. Fai and agreed-o eminent
‘Gomain egisiaton allows crical infasirucure fo coninue o be built and ensures that landowners are informed, ested
fairly and compensated fairly during the process.

Prohibition on natural gas bans. The Texas Legislature is moving to pre-emptively prohibit Califonia-style city ordinances
that ban natural gas in homes or businesses. fhe recent winter freeze taught us anyting, 's hal natural gas i reliable
and essential to fueling Texas homes znd businesses. Wilhout natura gas, millions more Texans would have been
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without heat and power. Banning a person's freedom to choose their source of energy for their home or business is bad
for consumers, the economy and tis bad for Texas.

Dallas Morning News
ERCOT releases summer outlook assessment, reassures Texans the state power grid will hold up: Outside analysts.
aren't convinced, but the grid operator said it would be ready to handle record-breaking demand during the hottest months.
By Morgan O'Hanlon
May 10, 2021

y ii mine lcs/202 1/05/06ercolreleases-summer. ¥ res texans the-
State-power-qrid-wil-hold-up!
AUSTIN — ERCOT released its annual summer outlook Thursday with reassurances that the power grid willbe ready to
handle record-breaking demand for power as Texans prepare to crank up thei air conditioning for the state's hottest
months.

In the report, the grid operator oulined several scenarios that could lead to situations like February's outages, but said
there is a ess than 19% chance they would occur.

‘Some energy consultants and analysts are not convinced. “Instabilty ike what we've seen recently should make Texans.
worried for summer." said Daniel Cohan, an atmospheric scientist and an associate professor of environmental
engineering at Rice University

Insecurity about the state grid operator's abilty to handle extreme weather events was first spurred by February's winter
storm, when higher-than-expecled demand exceeded the amount of power available on the grid. To prevent longer
statewide blackouts, the Electric Reliabilty Council ofTexas initiated outages that affected 70% of Texans over the course
of a week.
Fears were again stoked last month when, on a mild spring day, ERCOT issued a conservation noice to residents and
businesses as struggled to mest demand that was higher than forecasted. Woody Rickerson, vice presidentof grid
planning and operations for ERCOT, reassured consumers in late Apri that the spring scare was due to taking more.
generators offine for maintenance so that they would be ready to handle peak demand over the summer.

Dallas Morning News
Lawmakers try new solution to minimize winter storm debt Most agree that securitization is an effective proposal to fairy
and quickly pay off storm debt. Not al agree howto do i, and what costs should be covered
By Morgan OHanlon
May 10,2021

nt liasnews 21/05/07 awmakers-try-new solution to-minimize

AUSTIN — One lingering question from February's devastating winter storm is wha, if anything, to do about the debt of
Some electricity market participants caused by the high price of power during the crisis.

Unpaid bills for nearly $3bilionworth of wholesale power piled up at grid manager the Electric Reliability Councilof Texas
between Feb. 12 and Feb. 20, and efforts to retroactively reprice the extraordinary cost of electricity — $9,000 per
megawatt hour — during a 32-hour period didn't go far.

Atleast 10 bill this legislative session propose securitzing winter storm debt, meaning it would be paid off more quickly
through the use of state-sanctoned bonds. These include bils introduced by lawmakers in each chamber that would
create a Texas electric securitization corporation to provide low-cost firancing for paying off the debt in ERCOT's
‘wholesale power market from February.

Normal, the “short pays" feature fewer zeros ater the dollar sign. And if buyers can't pay, there's an “uplift” process that
assesses all market participants a bit of money So that the unpaid power sellers are eventually made whole. But ERCOT
and Public Utiity Commission rules kit the amount of monthly upiit o$2.8 millon, meaning itwould take more than 96
years to collect enough uplit ees to pay off the whopping, almost $3 billion of bad deb from this year's storm.

‘Such measures are attractive because faster paymentofdebs from the winter storm would allow power sellers who were:
stifed to get some money faster.

“Say you're South Texas Electrical Cooperative or whatever and you've been short-paid where you had Lo pay the gas
producers for all that gas thal you consumed in your gas plants that week.” explained Doug Lewin, an energy consultant
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for Stoic Energy, using a Victoria-based rural electric coop as a hypothetical example. “And now youre not geting paid
back — i's like this te tiny trickle, ight?..And dfip, dp, ip each month for the next 100 years. Thats a problem. You
needto get that money and pay ... for the gas.

Kur
Its Becoming Clearer Who Profited From The Blackouts, And Thats Raising Questions Of Price Gouging
By Mose Buchele
May 10, 2021
hitps:hwwnwkutorgleneray-environment2021-05-10/ebruarywinter:storm blackouls-natural-gas-eneray-price-gouging

“The blackouts that hit Texas in February left more than 100 people dead and caused billions of dollars in deb for those
Who found themselves on the wrong side ofthe state's famously lissez-faite energy market. For others, t created huge
earings the fll scopeof which are now coming nto focus.
Until recently, companies that made a lot of money during the freeze have tied to keep a low profi abou it But quarterly
financial reports have come due making tha Information harder o conceal.
“The big winners: companies that sold natural gas.

During the blackouts both electricity and gas were in short supply, and both could be soldat a premium. The price for
‘wholesale electricity in Texas is capped by state regulators. There s no such market control for gas, which increased
hundreds of times its normal value.
“That pice hike let companies like BP, Kinder Morgan and Energy Transfer make billons. Big banks that had invested in
electricity and gas coniracts before the freeze, ike Goldman Sachs and Bank of America, also cashed in.

The size of the profits has led some to question whether price gouging took place. If a gas station raises prices from S2 to
$5/gal uring a hurricane they go to jail for pice gouging.” UT Professor Michael Webber posted on Twitterafer the
blackout fa naigas provider raises prices from S2 to S200/MMBTU during a cold snap even though ther costs didn't
material change, that seems ustfi with Texas authorities...

Midland Reporter-Telegram
RRC: Midland region again dominates Texas for permits, completions.
May 9, 2021
tos: chron comleye ondevelopmentarticleRRC-Midland-reglon-again-dominates:Texas.for.16162881.pho

More than 56 percent of the drilling permits and greater than 53 percent of the oil completions inside the state of Texas
during the monthof Apri took place in the Midtand region, according to Railroad Commission of Texas.
‘The RRC's Midland region accounted for 367 of the 629 permits from around the state. The next closest region was
Refugio with 57. RRC statistics also showed the Midland region with 254 of the 403 oil completions fom the 12
commission regions around the state. The next closest region was the San Angelo region with 36.
“The third category is gas completions, and the Midland region was second to the East Texas region. The Midland region
accounted for 31 gas completions or 36 47 percent of the 85 across the state. East Texas accounted for 33..

csc
A major USS. pipeline s sil mosty shut due to acyberattack. Here's what you need to know
May 10, 2021
hitos Av ene, com/2021/05/10/argest-us-fuek pipeline-colonialstl-mostly-shutimpact-and-reopening imi

The United States’ argest fuel pipeline has been mostly shut since Friday after a cybersecurity atack — and ts not clear
how long the outage wil last
Wells Fargo says the restart ate is key, and outined three possible scenarios or reopening that could help investors.
‘gauge the possible impact.

“The operator of Colonial Pipeline fell prey to a ransomware attack on Friday, forcing all pipeline operations o stop.
Colonial Pipeline said Sunday itis developing a system restart plan, and that some smaler lines are now operational.
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“The company said it will ‘bring our full system back online only when we believe it is safe to do so, and in full compliance
with the approval of all federal regulations.”

3 possible scenarios
“Timing of the restarts the critical issue,” said analyst Roger Read in a note on Sunday. He outlined three possible dale:
ranges:

San Antonio Express-News
‘Commentary: University Lands should committo end flaring
By Luke Metzger
hitos Juvexpressnews comiopinionicommentary/articlelCommentary-Uriversity-Lands-should-committo-end:
16160361 php

Last month, BP announced is plans to end routine faring by 2025. Flaring, the practice of burning unwanted gas in the.
oilfields, i dirty — and the damage it causes to the planet has given Texas’ reputation a black eye.

So, why is it til happening on land owned by the University of Texas?

UT pridesitselfon leading the way toward a clean, renewable future — a fact that's evident through the rooftop solar
‘arrays and a long lst of LEED-certified buings on fs campuses. But ts less-visibie ol operation in West Texas tamishes
his green sheen. About 180 miles westof Austin — amid the sand dunes, grasslands and tumbleweedsofWest Texas.
— fle @ whopping 10,000 oil and gas wells on land owned by UT.

UT's deep involvement in the oi industry makes the University Lands operation the fith-largest oil producer in ail of
Texas. This drling creates a hostof environmental and public health problems, not leastofwhich s the flaring and
venting of methane gas.
Wels typically produce both oil and gas. If the company operating the well s interested only in producing ol, the gas is an
unwanted byproduct fo address. Well operators can send this gas into the market through a pipeline or burn it on-site:
through a flare if pipeline infrastructure is not available.

“Too often in Texas, however, operalors rely on flares despite the availabiity of pipelines, use flares that only partially bum
the gas before releasing i. or directly vent uncombusted methane into the atmosphere.

Flaring, venting and methane leaks are major sources of global warming pollution and may erase any climate benefit that
natural gas hasovercoal. Such concerns recently led the French company Engietocancel plans (0 buy Texas
gas. Faring s aiso bad for public health. A recent study found that pregnant women exposed to more than10 nightly
Hares within 3 mies of their home had a higher risk of giving bith prematurely.
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Texas Energy Clips
Midland Roporter-Tolegram
Upstream employment continues to grow
By Mella McEwen
May 1, 2021
ilps ws.metcom/businessiolarticleUpsream-employmentcontinueso-arow-16143108 shy
Houston Chronicle
Exxon, Chevron return to sod ooting
By Paul Takahash
May 1, 2021
ilpsuw houstonchronicle com/ousinessarice/Exxon-Chevronretur-1o-50id-fooling-16143339 php
Austin Monthly
‘Austin: The States Unlikely Eneray Capital: How the city is innovating Texas fossi fuel industry and leading the chargeon renewables
By Omar Gallaga
May 3, 2021

Dallas Morning News
Flaing polutes and wastes resources. Stop it BP pansto end flaring by 2025. Everyone i the Permian Basin should do
the same
May 3, 2021
ites ww dallasnews, comlopinonleditcrals/202105/03Maring-pollules-and-wasles-resources-stop-il
Midland Roporter-Telogram
RRC continues to exceed wellplugging targets
By Mella McEwen
May 1, 2021
hips 2 Ls 516143121
San Angelo Standard-Times
Texas legisiators must stay focused on renewing Chapler 313
By Michael Looney
May 2, 2021
biosuy reportermews comstorylopinonlconirbutors/2021/05/02lexaslegislators:must:say-ocusedrenewing:

chapter.3146789730011
Reuters
US. drillers add ol and gas rigs for ninth month -Baker Hughes
May 3, 2021
hits ww reuters comiousinesslenerayusdrlers-add-olaas.rgs-ninl-monih-baker.hughes-2021:04-30/
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Reuters
Exon CEO says advancing U.S. carbon capture project with rivals, government
May 3.2021
hips newsrustoraitemy20210430165555:249d8
News West9
Senale votes o alow federal control to limit methane emission: A percelved shota he al and gas industry with this news
from the U.S. Senate, but industry experts don't seem too concerned
May 1.2021
4200 260243013600304

Toxas Energy Clips
MidlandRoporter-Telegram
Upstream employment continues o grow
By Melia McEwen
May 1.2021
hips wn.mit combusinessloiartice/Upsiream.- employment. continues-10-Grow-16143108 php
Recovery is flowing trough the economy — which grew at a 64 percent rate inthe fist quarter, he government says
and thal s being seen in the energy economy.
The Texas Ol and Gas Association reported tha the upsirea sector of the state's oi and gas ndusiry added jobs for the
hid consecutive month in March. Citing dita rom the Texas Workforce Commission, TXOGA said the sector added
4.300 jobs in March, the largest single month-over-month gain since the summerof 2011
“As ihe global pandemic recedes and our sate, nation and word transition back ito normalcy, the need for abundant
affordable and relabie of and natural gas wil rel wih i.” Todd Staples, president of he assocalion, {od the Reporer-
Telegram by email “The Texas ofl and natural gas industry will always need bright minds of women and men who wil
continue to conlrbute tos work and pioneer the culing-edge technology thats leading ta cleaner energy future.”
‘Staples said Workforce Commission data showed the most growth in the support activities for mining category, typically
jobs in oifield services.
Houston Chronicle
Exxon, Chevron returnto sod footing
8 Paul TalahashMay 1,2021
hipsuwhoustonchronice comvbusiness/ariciefEscxon-Chevron.elurn-o-solidlooting:16143339 pho
“The nation's two largest oi companies on Friday posted the frst profitable quarters ince the coronavirus pandemic
starteda year ago, offering the clearest signs 50 far tha the industry has rebounded from the historic downturn. ving-
based Exxon reported a first-quarter prof of S2.7 bilin, compared with oss of S610 milion in the same period last
year. First-quarter revenue rose to $59.1 billon, up from $56.2 biion a year earer
Is iva, San Ramon, Calf -based Chevron, said t made $1.4 billion in the same three-month period, compared with a
$3.6 billon profit a year earler. First quarter revenue rose o $32 billion, up from S315 bin during the frst quarter of
2020. Their European counterparts BP. Royal Dutch She, Total and Equinor aiso reported profits during the irs quarter

Ol majors appearto have put the worst of the pandemic behind them 2sthe rollout of vaccines is lfing many economies,
buoying crude demand. The price ofWestTexas Intermediate, the U.S. crude benchmark, has risen aboveSG5 this year
and selled Fridayal$63.55. A year ago tis month,crudeprices had plunged inlo negative territory as the pandemic
Sashed demand for petroleum products such as gasoline andje uel.

Ascrude prices have rebounded in recent months, the number of operating rigs nthe U.S. grew by 27 percent during the
first quartr, riers added wo rigs fast week bringingte nation'scount 1 440, according o oi-feld services frm Baker
Hughes and researc fim Enverus, which provide the weekly tally. Exploration and production companies added 4,300
jobs n March, the largest single month gain in nearly a decade, according to the Texas Oi and Gas Associaion
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“The rie in the oil price is leary helping Exxon Mobil recover from the record pandemic-induced losses,” said Peter
Mall, an energy leader at New York consulting firm. “The company sil has work to do to achieve a fll recovery
across ai o ts business lines, bu orthe me being th direction on earings at Exxon Mobil is higher”
Austin Monthly
‘Austin: The State's Unlikely Energy Capital: How th city is innovaling Texas ossi fuel industry and leading the charge
on renewables
By Omar Galaga
May 3, 2021

1n 1801, Anthony Lucas struck biack gold on Spindietop Hil in Beaumont. The massive gusher, which produced 100,000
barrels of il that day, instanily made Texas the epicenter of American energy. Since then. oi alure has drawn hundreds
of thousands of workers to the state, transforming Housion and Wes Texas’ Permian Basin into global energy hubs in the
process
Naturally, Austin, with its progressive supportof green initiatives, is the last Texas town you'd associate with fossil fuels.
Whether ts new resident Elon Musk's potential to ransform the state with a gant battery connecled to our energy grid or
the city's rapid ransion from gas guzzlers o electric veficles (EV), Austin appears increasingly untethered from the
state's oil-rich daysof yesteryear
But February's brutal winter storm, which ef milions of Texans without power or clean waer, provided a sobering
reminder of how reliant our tateison traditional energy sources. And yet, while some pointo the cold weather criss as
proof of our need to move beyond oil and gas, he ealfyisthat Austinsfar more connec to fossil fuels tan you'd
expect Yes, the capital ity is teeming with artificial inteligence startups and semiconductor producers, but is aso the
headquarters for major oil and gas players ike Venado Oil & Gas, Luxe Eneray, and Ameredev I LLC, a5 wll as the
‘Texas Oil & Gas Association (TXOGA).

Todd Staples, the organizations presiert, says Austin's tech, innovation, and proximity o sate government make ita
ical component orthe industry. For instance, emerging technologies such as crones, emissions control systems,
robotics, and carbon caplure tech are ai being deployed by ol and gas outs
“The capital cy is also where much ofthe fossil fuel industry's research and talent development originales. John Foster,
an associate professor in UT's Hidbrand Department of Petroleum and Geosystems af the Cockrell School of
Engineering, says his students have entered the fie fo years. But with some workers being automated out of jobs by
machine learning and ofher cutting-edge technologies—or, more recently. fallng icim to severe recession-ueled laos,
including during the COVID-19 pandemic—concern fo th industry's lack of employment sacuriy i growing. So, Fosters
students are learing kil like coding 2nd data science, 2 big shit for the radionally siow-moving ndusty. “There's
been massive realignment, a lot of mergers, alot ofbs lost.- he says. “There's a ot of interes! current fo our sudens
todiversity themselves...
Dallas Morning News
Flaring pollutes and wastes resources. Stop it BP plans oend flaring by 2025. Everyone i the Permian Basin should do
the same
May 3, 2021
hisvn dallasnewscomopinion/ediorials2021/08/03fring:paltes-and-wastes-resources:slop-
Imagine you're a wheat farmer in the Texas Panhandle. Last summer, you harvesied a bumper crop. When the combines
lef, you baled the straw into ound halfon ros and stacked them on the edgeofyour field.
And then you set them on fire. Nofarmerwould do suchathing, but that'sa prety accurate representationof faring, a
common methodofdisposingof natural-gas byproduct at oil wells. Accordingto theU.S. Energy Information
‘Administration, Texas producers wasted 700 millon cubi fee of natural gas every day in 2019, Tha’ enough to provide:
natura gasto every home in the state. At limes, producers haveto burn off natural gas for safey reasans, but illons of
cubic meters are wasied in what is called ‘routine flaring”
Technicaly, Raring is legal without perm, but the Texas Railtoad Commission, the agency tha regulates the industry,
hands out waivers ike campaign yrs— more than 200 per monih according to a 2018 analysis by The Texas Tribune.
AsofAugust the commission had granted 35,000 flaring permits since 2013 without a ingle denial, according to Colin
Leyden of Environmental Defense Fund. A spokesperson for he commission said issued eight enias ast year.
Punishment for breaking th rues rare. Earle this month, BP announced it would end foun flaring in the Permian
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Basin by 2025. BP spent $300 millon on a processing faciity to bring the gas to market, which reduced flaring from 13%
of the gas it produced in the second half of 2019 down 103.5% in the second haf of 2020. That’ still above the rates for
Exxon (0.9%) and Chevron (0.4%)

t's important to rememberthat these aren't gas wells. What producers are after is oil, which is much more profitable than
its gas byproduct. According to a 2016 report by the EIA, it costs $4.9 millon to $8.3 milion to dil a new well. So
‘companies are asking themselves: “Do we invest $300 milion in a long-term ROI on gas, or dill 40 new, profitable oi
wells?"

Midland Reporter-Telegram
RRC continues lo exceed well-plugging targets.
By Mella McEwen
May 1,2021
hitps nw. mit combusinessioilaricle/RRC-continues-to-exceed-well-plugging-targels-16143121.php

Tasked with carrying out the state's well-plugging program, the Railroad Commission is again exceeding expectations.

The agency says itis on rack to exceed the target of plugging 1,400 wells his fiscal year, set by the Texas Legisiature.
This would make the fifth consecutive year the agency has exceeded the targetsetby the legislature. Already the agency
has plugged 1,083 wells with four months to go. While agency managers couldn’ pinpointa specific date for meeting the
goal, they tell the Reporter-Telegram by email that, with more than 75 percent of the goal already being met, the target
Should be met before the Aug. 31 end of the fiscal year.
“With the current wel-plugging rate set to exceed our legislative goal fo this fiscal year, | am proud of the Railroad
‘Commission's commitment to health and safety standards in Texas,” Chrisli Craddick, commission chair tod the.
Reporter-Telegram by email. Ensuring that wells are plugged in a timely, safe. and responsible manner has always been
a priority for me and the agency and will continue to be important as we move forward. | apprecale our staffwho work
hard to identiy, assess, and plug abandoned wells, and the legistature for continuing to fund this crical program.”

Railroad Commission Director of Field Operations Clay Woodul said in a statement announcing the achievement, “We've.
picked upourpace plugging wells in recent months. During the last iscal year, the pandemic posed special challengesto
ensure the safetyofcontractors plugging wells and RRC field staff overseeing those operations, but we have clear
protocols in place (0 ensure the work can proceed in a timely manner.”

In addition, Andrew Keese, spokesman for the agency, told the Reportr-Telegram, the achievement has rools in
improvements to the State Managed Plugging Program made several years ago when staff took a close looka the.
program and streamined intemal processes. Tha, Keese said, along with improved employee retention, has contributed
ots success in exceeding legislative goals.

San Angelo Standard-Times
Texas legisiators must stay focused on renewing Chapler 313
By Michael Looney
May 2, 2021
hitps www. reporternews. comistorylopinion/contributors/2021/05/02texas legistalors-must:stay-focused-renewing:
chapter-313/4878373001

1n2001, the Texas Legislature passed the Texas Economic Development Act - a tool intended to bring investment and
‘economic growth to Lone Star State.

Called Chapter 313 after the Texas Tax Code section it modifies, the act allows school districts to compete for large-scale.
capital investments in their areas by offering temporary property tax abatements to companies. With one of the highest
propery tax rates in the nation, Texas found a way to become more competitive with other low-ax states and now, local
leaders across the state, like mysel, are hoping to see this vital economic development program continue - ts set to
expire in 2022.
Over the past 20 years, Chapter 313 has done exactly wha it needed to do: create jobs and srengthen the Texas
economy. According to the Texas Comptroller, in 2020, 222 school districts had more than 500 active Chapter 313
agreements. Overal, these projects have created more than 8,000 jobs and brought S217 billion of new investment to the
state.
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Of this new investment, $53.1 billion has come from renewable energy. The wind industry alone employsmorethan
25,000 Texans with well-paying jobs, produces enough energy to power nearly 8 millon homes, and pays $285 millon in
Stale and local taxes each year.
‘Chapter 3131s the driving force in local leaders’ abil to afract investment, with much of it aling our sice of Texas
home. Our region has seen 525 billon of renewable energy investment, $105 milion in fand lease payments a year, and
$158 millon in local and state taxes each year. Thousands of renewable energy jobs are ight here in the Concho Valley.
These jobs bul technical skis and provide wel-paying jobs for decades ata tme, with most projecs fespans.
exceeding 20 years.
This legislative session, many bils have been fed to extend or madly Chapter 313, and Id ke to share my support for
Jim Murphy's House Bil 1555, The bil extends Chapter 313 through 2032 but ifs some authority and decision-making
abiltes fom local goverment to the sate. Renewable anergy has been an economic boon to many regions across the
sate hat hada ifcull me atraciing investment in the past. Many of the communes with major renewable energy
projects can' supply the workforce for big industrial investment, while the handiulofwel paying and siabe obs thal we
See through wind and solar ft the bil.
Reuters
US. crllers add il and gas rigs for ninth month Baker Hughes
May 3,2021
hilo vw. reuters comvbusinessienerayus-drilers-add-olkoas-rgs-ninth:monih-baker-hughes-2021-04-30/
U.S. energy firms added oil and natural gas rigs this week, leading to aninth straight monthly rig count increase, as a
recovery in prices ured some driers back o the welpad. The oi and gas rig coun, an early indicatorof future Gulpu,ose two to 40 n the week to April 30, fs highest since April 2020, energy services fim Baker Hughes Co (BKR.N) said
ints closely folowed report on Friday.
“That was the sixth time the count increased i the past seven weeks and put the otal umber up 32, or 8%, over his time
fast year. It was also up 80% since faling to a ecord low of 244 n August 2020, according to Baker Hughes data going
back o 1940
‘This week was the first time the current rig count rose over the year ago since April 2019 due in part to the massive 2631ig drop in the number of unit operaling in April 2020 when energy demand desiruction from the coronavirus caused ol
futures to tur negative.

For the month, the total count rose 23 rigs, increasing for ninth month in a row or the fist me since July 2017. Oil igs
ose for a eighth straight monih, {0 thei highest since April 2020
US. oll rigs fell one to 342 ths week, while gas rigs rose two to 95, thir highest since April 2020.
Reuters
Exxon CEO says advancing U.S. carbon capture project with rivals, government
May 3, 2021
hitpsinews ustorgitem/20210430165555-2y98
Exxon Mobil Corp is advancing a carbon caplure and storage project along the U.S, Gulfof Mexico through talks with
rivals and goverment official, Chief Execuive Darren Woods said nan interview on Friday. The largest US. ol

producerthis month foaled a public-private iniltive that would collect and sequester planetwarming carbon dioxide
emissions fom petrochemical pants along the Houston Ship Channel, a 50-mile (80-km) ong waterway tat is part ofthe
Portof Housion.
Woods declined 0 identi by name the businesses Exxon hopes to atiract 0 the project, saying he aims to ure the
region'stop50 CO2 emitters, and is lobbying federal, state and local officials for support.

“Ive been very involved with conversations wilh the mayor and the local goverment officials in Houston, with the
governor and officials here in Texas, and at the federal level in the administrationon this opportunity,” Woods said in an
interview.
twould cost a least $100 bion from companies and government agencies o finance projec that coud store 50 millon
tonnes of GO by 2030 and double tat amount by 2040, Exxon has said. Exxon and U.S. rivals Chevion Corp and
Occidental Petroleum are "uniquely positioned to scale” carbon caplure and storage (echnology, sad Morgan Stanley
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analyst Devin McDermott na report on Friday. The Houston Ship Channel proposal would require new polices to drive
investment." he said
The project faces enormous hurdles, including financing and suppor rom goverment agencies for permiting and carbon
reguiatons.
Nows West9
‘Senate voles to allow federal control  imit methane emission: A perceived shot at the oi and gas industry with this news
from the US. Senate, but industry expertsdon'tseem too concerned
May 1, 2021
4200-2606-242019609a04
MIDLAND, Texas—The U.S. Senatehasvoted n favor of allowing federal control over methane emissions nthe oi and
gas industry. This was all done in the name of climate change.
“Whats crazy s the natural gas industry, the people that produce i, have dramatically changed cima because more
people are switching to cleaner natural Gas to bur and make electiity than coal and even oil fred power in some.
Giferent places, so the industryis doing an incredible job reducing greenhouse gas emissions,” Kirk EGwards, thformer
Chairman for the Permian Basin Petroleum Assocation said. While efficiency is a good thing in the industry, what's even
better i that Edwards predics oil and gas production wil continue to go up despile new regulations.

“We dont have any federal ands in Texas, and so the polices iden s] puting in lace don affect us here in the
Permian” Edwards said "So that's gonna make ou oi and gas production even more valuable here in the Permian
because as you can tll with 0 prices coming back up inthe 60s, things are getting busier here in Midland and Odessa.
‘which is a really good sign."

Financial expert and president of Cargil Investment Management, Mickey Cargie, sad that new regulation likely wont
hurt many companies’ bot ine
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Sandra Morris
Electronic Notebook for the June 22, 2021 Conference (Excel Workbook 3 - O&G Podium Items)
June 15, 2021 at 1:52 PM EDT
To: Bill Black, Travis McCormick, Jeremy Hagen, Randall Collins, Alex Schoch, Kari French, Wei Wang, Molly
Silkenson, Callie Farrar, Jamie Andrews, Danny Sorrells, Dana Lewis, Carmen Calderon, Kathleen Hayden, Caroline
Chadwick, Amy Jones, Jona Burkhalter, Sharon Walter, R. J. Desilva, Andrew Keese, Christopher Hotchkiss, Kate
Zaykowski, Megan Moore

Everyone,
 
Please find, attached to this email, the Electronic Notebook for the June 22,
2021 Conference (Excel Workbook 3 - O & G Podium Items).  
Please let us know if you have any questions.
 
Sincerely,
 

Sandra Morris
Program Specialist, Hearings Division
Railroad Commission of Texas
512-463-0065
Take our Customer Service Survey
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Megan Moore
Event Briefs
June 15, 2021 at 9:29 AM EDT
To: Jim Wright
Cc:  Kate Zaykowski, Christopher Hotchkiss

Hi Jim,
 
Here are the event briefs for June 17 and 18. Attached is the parking map for the 18 as well.
Call me if you have any questions.
 
Best,
 

Megan Moore
Executive Assistant – Commissioner Jim Wright
Railroad Commission of Texas
(737) 900-5377
Take our Customer Service Survey
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Megan Moore
Fwd: Request for Meeting with RRC Commissioner Jim Wright
July 12, 2021 at 7:25 PM EDT
To: Kate Zaykowski

Get Outlook for iOS

_____
From: Alexandria Glenn < Alexandria.Glenn@senate.texas.gov > > 
Sent: Friday, July 9, 2021 12:14 PM 
To: Megan Moore 
Subject: RE: Request for Meeting with RRC Commissioner Jim Wright
 
Hi Megan,
 
Yes, here at the main capitol office, room 3E.10, is perfect! I will go ahead and add it to the
Senator's calendar.
 
Warmest regards,
 
Alexandria Glenn
Administrative Aide
Senator Charles Schwertner
Alexandria.Glenn@senate.texas.gov
 
 
 
From: Megan Moore < Megan.Moore@rrc.texas.gov > > 
Sent: Friday, July 9, 2021 11:51 AM 
To: Alexandria Glenn < Alexandria.Glenn@senate.texas.gov > > ; Lauren Spreen <
lauren@laurenspreen.com > > 
Subject: RE: Request for Meeting with RRC Commissioner Jim Wright
 
Hi Alexandria,
 
 
10:30am tomorrow works for Commissioner Wright. To confirm, Commissioner Wright will meet
Senator Schwertner in his senate office, correct?
 
 
Thanks,
 
 

Megan Moore
Executive Assistant – Commissioner Jim Wright
Railroad Commission of Texas
(737) 900-5377
Take our Customer Service Survey
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From: Alexandria Glenn < Alexandria.Glenn@senate.texas.gov > > 
Sent: Friday, July 9, 2021 11:20 AM 
To: Lauren Spreen < lauren@laurenspreen.com > > ; Megan Moore <
Megan.Moore@rrc.texas.gov > > 
Subject: RE: Request for Meeting with RRC Commissioner Jim Wright
 
Hi Lauren and Megan!
 
If Commissioner Wright wants to come over at 12:30 today, that would work! Otherwise, the
meeting would have to be tomorrow at 10:30, unless the commissioner would rather meet at a
later date. Let me know what works for y'all!
 
Warmest regards,
 
Alexandria Glenn
Administrative Aide
Senator Charles Schwertner
Alexandria.Glenn@senate.texas.gov
 
 
 
From: Lauren Spreen < lauren@laurenspreen.com > > 
Sent: Friday, July 9, 2021 10:57 AM 
To: Alexandria Glenn < Alexandria.Glenn@senate.texas.gov > > 
Cc: Megan Moore < megan.moore@rrc.texas.gov > > 
Subject: Request for Meeting with RRC Commissioner Jim Wright
 
Hi Alex,  
 
RRC Commissioner Jim Wright asked me to help set up a meeting for him with Chairman
Schwertner. He'd like to come over for a quick meeting to discuss the electric grid and potential
legislation or future   legislative efforts.  
 
I've also copied his executive assistant, Megan Moore, for scheduling purposes. Commissioner
Wright is happy to come over to the Senate office at Senator Schwertner's convenience.  
 
Thank you for your consideration, and please let me know if you have   any questions or need
anything   further from me.  
 
Lauren Spreen
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(225) 892-9565
 



From: Caleb Troxclair <caleb@troxclairpc.com>
Sent: Sunday, May 30, 2021 10:50:49 AM
To: Kate Zaykowski <Kate.Zaykowski@rrc.texas.gov>
Subject: Fwd: SB 3 docs
 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the Railroad Commission of Texas. Do
NOT click links or open attachments from unknown sources without first confirming the
message is legitimate. If you believe this to be a malicious and/or phishing email, please
contact the ITS Help Desk at 512-463-7229. Do not respond to or forward the email, click on
any links or open any attachments without guidance from the Help Desk

FYI 

Sent from my iPhone

Begin forwarded message:

From: Shannon Rusing <srusing@txoga.org>
Date: May 30, 2021 at 9:50:24 AM CDT
To: Shannon Rusing <srusing@txoga.org>
Subject: SB 3 docs


To:  Legislative Committee

      Legislative Consultants
 
Attached is the Conference Committee Report and Side by Side for SB 3. We encourage
you to review the CCR to ensure your comfort level with the final version that should
be adopted and will become law. Please let us know immediately if you identify any
concerns.
 
Upon review, the Conference Committee Report is consistent with conversations we
have had with the authors.
 
Specifically, weatherization requirements for the natural gas supply chain and gas



pipeline facilities was adopted according to the House version and Chair Paddie’s floor
amendment which contained language that provided clarity for the industry.
 
Other items worth noting:

The CCR adopted the Senate version of the Texas Energy Reliability Council
The CCR generally adopted the House language on mapping and critical load
designation language making conforming changes.

 
Floor Amendments of interest:

ADOPTED. Amendment by Howard: including the climatologist predictions in
creating rules for weatherization.  Multiple sections.
ADOPTED. Amendment by Zweiner: Subjects the Mapping Committee to the
552.008 Government Code regarding Information for Legislative Purposes.
Does not apply to physical locations of critical facilities, maps created under
this subchapter, or proprietary information created or gathered during the
mapping process.

 
Please let me know if you have any questions or concerns. 
 
 
 
Shannon Rusing
Vice President of Operations and Chief of Staff
Texas Oil and Gas Association

304 W. 13th ST
Austin, TX 78701
512.478.6631
512.217.3303 (cell)
 
 

 
 
 



From: Kate Zaykowski
To: Megan Moore; Christopher Hotchkiss
Subject: Fwd: [EXTERNAL] Halliburton needs
Date: Tuesday, May 11, 2021 6:35:19 PM

Fyi
Get Outlook for iOS

From: Chris Hosek <chris@texasstaralliance.com>
Sent: Tuesday, May 11, 2021 4:24:10 PM
To: Kate Zaykowski <Kate.Zaykowski@rrc.texas.gov>
Subject: Fwd: [EXTERNAL] Halliburton needs
 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the Railroad Commission of Texas. Do
NOT click links or open attachments from unknown sources without first confirming the
message is legitimate. If you believe this to be a malicious and/or phishing email, please
contact the ITS Help Desk at 512-463-7229. Do not respond to or forward the email, click on
any links or open any attachments without guidance from the Help Desk

Hi Kate,

Please see below for the studies.

Also,  Hal can do the pre call (Zoom) Monday/ Tuesday (17/18) of next week to compare and
get more data. Let me know what works best for you on these dates.

Hal is good for Wei and his Oil gas team in person meeting May 26th 1:30Pm 

Chris Hosek
Texas Star Alliance Energy Solutions
1210 Nueces
Austin Tx 78701
512-468-3212
chris@texasstaralliance.com

Begin forwarded message:

From: Todd Ennenga <Todd.Ennenga@halliburton.com>
Subject: RE: [EXTERNAL] Fwd: Halliburton needs
Date: May 11, 2021 at 4:03:56 PM CDT
To: Chris Hosek <chris@texasstaralliance.com>

McGill university study
link, https://www.mcgill.ca/newsroom/channels/news/methane-emissions-abandoned-
oil-and-gas-wells-underestimated-327816
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University of Cincinnati Professor Amy Towsend-Small has published some papers
around the true cost of Orphan Wells. Here is the article:
The quest to quantify the environmental cost of abandoned oil wells | Grist
 
 
 

From: Chris Hosek <chris@texasstaralliance.com> 
Sent: Tuesday, May 11, 2021 3:28 PM
To: Todd Ennenga <Todd.Ennenga@halliburton.com>
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Fwd: Halliburton needs
 
External Sender: Use caution with links/attachments.

FYI

Chris Hosek
1210 Nueces 
Austin, TX 78701
512-468-3212
Chris@texasstaralliance.com

Begin forwarded message:

From: Kate Zaykowski <katez@jimwrightfortexas.com>
Date: May 11, 2021 at 3:26:00 PM CDT
To: Chris Hosek <chris@texasstaralliance.com>
Cc: Megan Moore <megan@jimwrightfortexas.com>, Chris Hotchkiss

>
Subject: Halliburton needs

 
Hey Chris, 
 
Here is what we need:
 

The link to the McGill Study (Jan. 2021)
The link to the University of Cincinnati study about the methane
from orphan wells vs. flaring

 
 
We need a meeting with someone from HB (excel guy) and our
RRC staff and me and Christopher. Can we do it this Thursday
afternoon? Can be on Teams or Zoom or whatever.

 
After we see what was going on with the discrepancy between the RRC
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figures and HB’s figures, then we can get the meeting with Wei on the
books.
 
Let us know what you need from us to get this wrapped up. Thanks!

This e-mail, including any attached files, may contain confidential and privileged information for the
sole use of the intended recipient. Any review, use, distribution, or disclosure by others is strictly
prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient (or authorized to receive information for the
intended recipient), please contact the sender by reply e-mail and delete all copies of this message.



Barbara LeBlanc
Item Nos. 5-9; OG-20-00003542 ETAL; Stronghold Energy II Oper, LLC
June 18, 2021 at 5:19 PM EDT
To: Bill Black, Travis McCormick, Jeremy Hagen, Randall Collins, Alex Schoch, Kari French, Wei Wang, Molly
Silkenson, Callie Farrar, Jamie Andrews, Danny Sorrells, Dana Lewis, Carmen Calderon, Kathleen Hayden, Caroline
Chadwick, Amy Jones, Jona Burkhalter, Sharon Walter, R. J. Desilva, Andrew Keese, Christopher Hotchkiss, Kate
Zaykowski, Megan Moore

RE:     Item Nos. 5-9:
 
OG-20-00003542: Application of Stronghold Energy II Oper, LLC (Operator No.
827681) Pursuant to Statewide Rule 32 for an Exception to Flare Gas for the
McKnight 179 Battery, Commingle Permit 5789, Various Fields, Crane County,
Texas; District 08.

 
OG-20-00003543: Application of Stronghold Energy II Oper, LLC (Operator No.
827681) Pursuant to Statewide Rule 32 for an Exception to Flare Gas for the
McKnight 1 Battery, Commingle Permit 1086, Various Fields, Crane County, Texas;
District 08.

 
OG-20-00003544: Application of Stronghold Energy II Oper, LLC (Operator No.
827681) Pursuant to Statewide Rule 32 for an Exception to Flare Gas for the
McKnight 11 Battery, Commingle Permit 1031, Various Fields, Crane County,
Texas; District 08.

 
OG-20-00003545: Application of Stronghold Energy II Oper, LLC (Operator No.
827681) Pursuant to Statewide Rule 32 for an Exception to Flare Gas for the
McKnight 16 Battery, Commingle Permit 1031, Various Fields, Crane County,
Texas; District 08.

 
OG-20-00003546: Application of Stronghold Energy II Oper, LLC (Operator No.
827681) Pursuant to Statewide Rule 32 for an Exception to Flare Gas for the
McKnight 203 Battery, Commingle Permit 6594, Various Fields, Crane County,
Texas; District 08.

 
                  Item Nos. 5-9; Applicant’s Late-Filed Exceptions to Proposal for
Decision; June 18, 2021
 
Good afternoon.
 
Please find attached the Applicant’s late-filed exceptions to the Proposal for Decision filed
for the items posted for the upcoming conference.
 
Copies will be provided upon request.
 
Please let us know if you have any questions.
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Barbara A. LeBlanc
Legal Assistant | Hearings Division
Railroad Commission of Texas
512-936-3421
Take our Customer Service Survey
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Sandra Morris
Master Pre-Agenda Summaries 6/22/2021 Conference
June 03, 2021 at 4:37 PM EDT
To: Bill Black, Jeremy Hagen, Travis McCormick, Wei Wang, Garnet Cantwell, Caroline Chadwick, Kari
French, Randall Collins, Dana Lewis, Alex Schoch, Kathleen Hayden, Megan Neal, Jona Burkhalter, Amy
Jones, Jeremy Mazur, Carmen Calderon, Callie Farrar, Sharon Walter, R. J. Desilva, Andrew Keese, Kate
Zaykowski, Christopher Hotchkiss, Megan Moore

Good afternoon, Everyone
 
Please find attached the Master Pre-Agenda Summaries for the June 22, 2021
Conference.
Let Carmen Calderon and Sandra Morris know if you have any questions or concerns.
 
Thank you,

Sandra Morris
Program Specialist and
Interim Legal Assistant for Petar Buva| Hearings Division
Railroad Commission of Texas
512-463-0065
Take our Customer Service Survey
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Chris Hosek
REGROW Act
June 15, 2021 at 3:30 PM EDT
To: Kate Zaykowski, christopher.hotchkiss@rrc.texas.gov

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the Railroad Commission of Texas. Do NOT
click links or open attachments from unknown sources without first confirming the message is
legitimate. If you believe this to be a malicious and/or phishing email, please contact the ITS
Help Desk at 512-463-7229. Do not respond to or forward the email, click on any links or open
any attachments without guidance from the Help Desk

FYI- 

Chris Hosek 
Texas Star Alliance Energy Solutions 
1210 Nueces 
Austin Tx 78701 
512-468-3212 
chris@texasstaralliance.com

mailto:chris@texasstaralliance.com
mailto:kate.zaykowski@rrc.texas.gov
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From: Kinnan Golemon
To: Kate Zaykowski; Lauren Spreen
Subject: RE: Commissioner Wright"s Task Forces
Date: Tuesday, June 15, 2021 10:57:50 AM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the Railroad Commission of Texas. Do
NOT click links or open attachments from unknown sources without first confirming the
message is legitimate. If you believe this to be a malicious and/or phishing email, please
contact the ITS Help Desk at 512-463-7229. Do not respond to or forward the email, click on
any links or open any attachments without guidance from the Help Desk

Kate:
Thanks. I remember the “printing on wallboards” & was wondering status when headlines came my
way! Best regards, KG
 

From: Kate Zaykowski [mailto:Kate.Zaykowski@rrc.texas.gov] 
Sent: Monday, June 14, 2021 3:45 PM
To: Lauren Spreen < >; Kinnan Golemon >
Subject: RE: Commissioner Wright's Task Forces
 
Hey! No announcement, he just spoke at an event in Midland last weekend. Article is below.
 

Railroad Commissioner Wright launches tasks forces to study
industry issues
By Mella McEwen
Midland Reporter-Telegram
June 11, 2021
Having been on the Railroad Commission only five months, Commissioner Jim Wright has
already been active member of the panel.

“I ran for office for fair and consistent regulations,” he told his audience at the Shale Energy
Conference and Trade Show Thursday. “I ran for market sustainability.”

To that end, market sustainability is the focus of one of three task forces he has established,
with the goal of looking at ways to sustain markets and mitigate price volatility.

When the state’s shale revolution took off, Wright said it brought Texas into a different
dynamic, yet the industry didn’t have a chance to figure out what its market was or how to
compete in that market.

A second task force, on education, has already met twice and grew out of his campaign for
office. He was shocked to find many of the people he talked to did not know what the
commission was, what it did, nor did they fully understand the contributions the oil and gas
industry is making to the state, he told the crowd.

He hopes that in the next budget cycle, the agency will receive funding for advertising and
social media postings explaining the commission and the industry’s contributions, he said.

mailto:Kate.Zaykowski@rrc.texas.gov


His third task force, comprised of industry representatives, landowners and environmentalists,
is charged with looking at the commission’s environmental regulations and crafting guidance
documents to help commission staff enforce regulations. That way, he said, rules when
applied, are applied evenly and across the board.

Emissions and flaring are a dominant environmental topic, he noted, and he expressed his
belief that one solution is to create more market for that gas to create electricity. Creating a
closed-loop system whereby the gas is dedicated to plants that would extract the carbon
dioxide, thus qualifying them for the same incentives renewable energy receives.

Mexico could become an important market for Texas natural gas, he said. More and more
natural gas is being converted to liquefied natural gas and exported around the world – to Asia
and Europe. The problem is, the tankers carrying the LNG have to traverse the Panama Canal
and can frequently get backed up. Wright said he’s told there is significant demand in Asia for
US LNG, but it’s not reliable because of the canal.

Building LNG export facilities on Mexico’s coast to help send supplies to Asia and Europe
could be one way around the Panama Canal bottleneck, he said.

Increased natural gas supplies and ensuring gas compression facilities are designated as
critical could help the state avert the blackouts experienced during Winter Storm Uri in
February, Wright said. He stressed that natural gas production facilities did not all freeze up in
the frigid temperatures. Rather a lack of electricity to the processing and compression plants
prevented operators from getting the gas where it needed to go – the power-generating plants.

Legislation signed this week – Senate Bill 3 and House Bills 3648 and 1520, designed to
ensure facilities are weatherized and that improved communication between entities like the
RRC, Public Utility Commission and Energy Reliability Council of Texas means processing
and compression facilities are designated as critical during extreme weather, he said.

The legislation, especially SB 3, are a step in the right direction, Wright said, but more work
needs to be done to ensure blackouts are avoided in the event of extreme weather in the future.

Wright stressed he supports all forms of energy, whether fossil fuels or renewables, as long as
they benefit the consumer and are reliable.

His final topic was the State Plugging Fund to plug orphaned wells. Recounting legislators
expressing their frustration to him that funds are appropriated to plug these wells, yet the
number to be plugged doesn’t seem to change, he cautioned that changes will be coming to
plugging rules. The goal is to make greater headway in plugging the inventory of orphaned
wells, he said.

 
 

From: Lauren Spreen <l > 
Sent: Monday, June 14, 2021 3:18 PM
To: Kinnan Golemon >
Cc: Kate Zaykowski <Kate.Zaykowski@rrc.texas.gov>
Subject: Re: Commissioner Wright's Task Forces
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CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the Railroad Commission of Texas. Do
NOT click links or open attachments from unknown sources without first confirming the
message is legitimate. If you believe this to be a malicious and/or phishing email, please
contact the ITS Help Desk at 512-463-7229. Do not respond to or forward the email, click on
any links or open any attachments without guidance from the Help Desk

I’m not either, Kinnan and was hoping to read that story. I may subscribe if we can’t find it elsewhere
and will send to you. They used to be an open publication, not behind a paywall. 
 
Kate, see note from Kinnan below. Is there an announcement elsewhere? Thanks in advance for any
help. 

Lauren Spreen
 

On Jun 14, 2021, at 2:26 PM, Kinnan Golemon <  wrote:


Lauren:
I see in the clips a reference to the Midland newspaper article about  Commissioner
Wright has made an  announcement of his “Task Forces”. Are you aware of where one
can find a copy of his announcement. I am not a subscriber to the Midland newspaper.
Thanks, KG



From: Paul Dubois
To: Kate Zaykowski
Cc: Christopher Hotchkiss
Subject: RE: Executive Updates
Date: Monday, May 3, 2021 2:04:11 PM
Attachments: image001.png

image002.png
image003.png
image004.png
image005.png
image006.png

Thanks!  The Rule 32 system NTO goes out tomorrow, and the Form PR NTO will go on Wednesday.
 
 
 
Regards,
 

Paul Dubois, P.E.
Assistant Director, Technical Permitting | Oil & Gas Division
Railroad Commission of Texas
512-463-6778
Take our Customer Service Survey

 
 

From: Kate Zaykowski <Kate.Zaykowski@rrc.texas.gov> 
Sent: Monday, May 3, 2021 1:59 PM
To: Paul Dubois <Paul.Dubois@rrc.texas.gov>
Cc: Christopher Hotchkiss <Christopher.Hotchkiss@rrc.texas.gov>
Subject: RE: Executive Updates
 
Yes, here ya go!
 
Todd Staples, dts@txoga.org
Shannon Rusing, srusing@txoga.org
Ben Sheppard, ben@pbpa.info
Michael Lazano, michael@pbpa.info
Ed Longanecker, elonganecker@tipro.org
Thure Cannon, thure.cannon@texaspipelines.com
Jason Modglin, jasonm@texasalliance.org
 

From: Paul Dubois <Paul.Dubois@rrc.texas.gov> 
Sent: Monday, May 3, 2021 11:46 AM
To: Kate Zaykowski <Kate.Zaykowski@rrc.texas.gov>
Cc: Christopher Hotchkiss <Christopher.Hotchkiss@rrc.texas.gov>
Subject: RE: Executive Updates
 
Kate,
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Can you send me the trade contacts you want the NTO to go to?  They are probably already on the
Communications distribution list, but we can send separately as well.  Thanks!
 
 
 
Regards,
 

Paul Dubois, P.E.
Assistant Director, Technical Permitting | Oil & Gas Division
Railroad Commission of Texas
512-463-6778
Take our Customer Service Survey
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Clay Woodul
RE: Texas RRC Data
May 24, 2021 at 4:43 PM EDT
To: Jesse Gagliano
Cc:  Chris Hosek, Todd Ennenga, Rob Hull, Christopher Hotchkiss, Wei Wang, Danny Sorrells

Jesse,
 
The reports that we talked about last week are attached.     Included is the median and average
plugging costs reports and the list of priority 1 and 2H orphans.   Each report includes data from
fiscal year 2020, 2021 YTD, and then a report that combines the two.
 
Let me know if you have any questions.
 
 
 

Clay Woodul
Assistant Director | Oil & Gas Division, Field Operations
Railroad Commission of Texas
512-463-7037
Take our Customer Service Survey

    

 
 
 
 
 
From: Jesse Gagliano < Jesse.Gagliano@Halliburton.com > > 
Sent: Monday, May 24, 2021 11:16 AM 
To: Clay Woodul < Clay.Woodul@rrc.texas.gov > > 
Cc: Chris Hosek < chris@texasstaralliance.com > > ; Todd Ennenga <
Todd.Ennenga@halliburton.com > > ; Rob Hull < Rob.Hull@halliburton.com > > 
Subject: Texas RRC Data
 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the Railroad Commission of Texas. Do NOT
click links or open attachments from unknown sources without first confirming the message is
legitimate. If you believe this to be a malicious and/or phishing email, please contact the ITS
Help Desk at 512-463-7229. Do not respond to or forward the email, click on any links or open
any attachments without guidance from the Help Desk

Clay,
 
I wanted to follow up to see what the status of the data that RRC was going to share with
Halliburton?  
 
We discussed the RRC sharing the last 20 months of completed wells (ave/well & Median by
depth) and the critical wells that are outstanding.
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Let me know if you have any questions.   Thanks!
 
 
 
Jesse Gagliano, PMP
Project Management
Sr. Project Manager
 
3000 N Sam Houston Pkwy E
Houston, TX 77032-3219
Email: jesse.gagliano@halliburton.com
Mobile: +1 346-561-5148
 
Follow Halliburton: LinkedIn | Facebook | Twitter | YouTube | Blog

 

 
 
 
This e-mail, including any attached files, may contain confidential and privileged information for
the sole use of the intended recipient. Any review, use, distribution, or disclosure by others is
strictly prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient (or authorized to receive information for
the intended recipient), please contact the sender by reply e-mail and delete all copies of this
message.
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From: Megan Moore
To: Chris Hosek
Cc: Kate Zaykowski; Christopher Hotchkiss
Subject: RE: [EXTERNAL] Halliburton needs
Date: Thursday, May 13, 2021 3:33:11 PM

Hi Chris,
 
Here are the email addresses for the meeting on Tuesday, May 18:
Jim.Wright@rrc.texas.gov
Kate.Zaykowski@rrc.texas.gov
Christopher.Hotchkiss@rrc.texas.gov
Clay.Woodul@rrc.texas.gov
Wei.Wang@rrc.texas.gov
Jamie.Andrews@rrc.texas.gov
Megan.Moore@rrc.texas.gov
 
Best,
Megan Moore
 

From: Chris Hosek <chris@texasstaralliance.com> 
Sent: Wednesday, May 12, 2021 5:04 PM
To: Megan Moore <Megan.Moore@rrc.texas.gov>
Cc: Kate Zaykowski <Kate.Zaykowski@rrc.texas.gov>; Christopher Hotchkiss
<Christopher.Hotchkiss@rrc.texas.gov>
Subject: Re: [EXTERNAL] Halliburton needs
 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the Railroad Commission of Texas. Do
NOT click links or open attachments from unknown sources without first confirming the
message is legitimate. If you believe this to be a malicious and/or phishing email, please
contact the ITS Help Desk at 512-463-7229. Do not respond to or forward the email, click on
any links or open any attachments without guidance from the Help Desk

We created a Teams Meeting.
 
Can you send me the addresses you want on the call?

Chris Hosek
1210 Nueces 
Austin, TX 78701
512-468-3212
Chris@texasstaralliance.com
 

On May 12, 2021, at 3:56 PM, Megan Moore <Megan.Moore@rrc.texas.gov> wrote:
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Yes! Want me to send a calendar invite? 
 
Best,
Megan Moore
 
Get Outlook for iOS

From: Chris Hosek <chris@texasstaralliance.com>
Sent: Wednesday, May 12, 2021 3:53:34 PM
To: Megan Moore <Megan.Moore@rrc.texas.gov>
Cc: Kate Zaykowski <Kate.Zaykowski@rrc.texas.gov>; Christopher Hotchkiss
<Christopher.Hotchkiss@rrc.texas.gov>
Subject: Re: [EXTERNAL] Halliburton needs
 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the Railroad Commission of
Texas. Do NOT click links or open attachments from unknown sources without
first confirming the message is legitimate. If you believe this to be a malicious
and/or phishing email, please contact the ITS Help Desk at 512-463-7229. Do
not respond to or forward the email, click on any links or open any attachments
without guidance from the Help Desk

Can we confirm Tuesday @ 2:00 pm?

Chris Hosek
1210 Nueces 
Austin, TX 78701
512-468-3212
Chris@texasstaralliance.com
 

On May 12, 2021, at 3:32 PM, Megan Moore
<Megan.Moore@rrc.texas.gov> wrote:


Hi Chris,
 
Do any of these times work for you?
 
Monday May 17: 10am,11am, or 1:30pm.
Tuesday May 18: 10am, 11am or 2pm.
 
Best,
Megan Moore
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From: Chris Hosek <chris@texasstaralliance.com>
Sent: Tuesday, May 11, 2021 4:24:10 PM
To: Kate Zaykowski <Kate.Zaykowski@rrc.texas.gov>
Subject: Fwd: [EXTERNAL] Halliburton needs
 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the Railroad
Commission of Texas. Do NOT click links or open attachments
from unknown sources without first confirming the message is
legitimate. If you believe this to be a malicious and/or phishing
email, please contact the ITS Help Desk at 512-463-7229. Do not
respond to or forward the email, click on any links or open any
attachments without guidance from the Help Desk

Hi Kate,
 
Please see below for the studies.
 
Also,  Hal can do the pre call (Zoom) Monday/ Tuesday (17/18) of next
week to compare and get more data. Let me know what works best for
you on these dates.
 
Hal is good for Wei and his Oil gas team in person meeting May 26th
1:30Pm 
 
 
 
Chris Hosek
Texas Star Alliance Energy Solutions
1210 Nueces
Austin Tx 78701
512-468-3212
chris@texasstaralliance.com
 

Begin forwarded message:
 
From: Todd Ennenga <Todd.Ennenga@halliburton.com>
Subject: RE: [EXTERNAL] Fwd: Halliburton needs
Date: May 11, 2021 at 4:03:56 PM CDT
To: Chris Hosek <chris@texasstaralliance.com>
 
McGill university study
link, https://www.mcgill.ca/newsroom/channels/news/meth
ane-emissions-abandoned-oil-and-gas-wells-
underestimated-327816
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University of Cincinnati Professor Amy Towsend-Small has
published some papers around the true cost of Orphan
Wells. Here is the article:
The quest to quantify the environmental cost of abandoned
oil wells | Grist
 
 
 

From: Chris Hosek <chris@texasstaralliance.com> 
Sent: Tuesday, May 11, 2021 3:28 PM
To: Todd Ennenga <Todd.Ennenga@halliburton.com>
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Fwd: Halliburton needs
 

External Sender: Use caution with
links/attachments.

FYI

Chris Hosek
1210 Nueces 
Austin, TX 78701
512-468-3212
Chris@texasstaralliance.com

Begin forwarded message:

From: Kate Zaykowski
<katez@jimwrightfortexas.com>
Date: May 11, 2021 at 3:26:00 PM CDT
To: Chris Hosek <chris@texasstaralliance.com>
Cc: Megan Moore
<megan@jimwrightfortexas.com>, Chris
Hotchkiss < >
Subject: Halliburton needs

 
Hey Chris, 
 
Here is what we need:
 

The link to the McGill Study (Jan. 2021)
The link to the University of Cincinnati
study about the methane from orphan
wells vs. flaring

https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fgrist.org%2Fenergy%2Famy-townsend-small-study-methane-pecos-county-texas-abandoned-wells%2F&data=04%7C01%7CChristopher.Hotchkiss%40rrc.texas.gov%7C5c38395849d6422cd1d608d9164e52b4%7Ca3b01f75ff4a40019d689ba9ec5ea0bc%7C0%7C0%7C637565347909917705%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C1000&sdata=W7ms44QWrFRGGwehU2vRlgh%2Fl48xixMIYvs6GZD1%2FeY%3D&reserved=0
https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fgrist.org%2Fenergy%2Famy-townsend-small-study-methane-pecos-county-texas-abandoned-wells%2F&data=04%7C01%7CChristopher.Hotchkiss%40rrc.texas.gov%7C5c38395849d6422cd1d608d9164e52b4%7Ca3b01f75ff4a40019d689ba9ec5ea0bc%7C0%7C0%7C637565347909917705%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C1000&sdata=W7ms44QWrFRGGwehU2vRlgh%2Fl48xixMIYvs6GZD1%2FeY%3D&reserved=0
mailto:chris@texasstaralliance.com
mailto:Todd.Ennenga@halliburton.com
mailto:Chris@texasstaralliance.com
mailto:katez@jimwrightfortexas.com
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We need a meeting with someone from
HB (excel guy) and our RRC staff and
me and Christopher. Can we do it this
Thursday afternoon? Can be on Teams
or Zoom or whatever.

 
After we see what was going on with the
discrepancy between the RRC figures and HB’s
figures, then we can get the meeting with Wei
on the books.
 
Let us know what you need from us to get this
wrapped up. Thanks!

This e-mail, including any attached files, may contain confidential
and privileged information for the sole use of the intended recipient.
Any review, use, distribution, or disclosure by others is strictly
prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient (or authorized to
receive information for the intended recipient), please contact the
sender by reply e-mail and delete all copies of this message.

 



Chris Hosek
Rig tour
June 03, 2021 at 10:53 AM EDT
To: Megan Moore
Cc:  Kate Zaykowski, christopher.hotchkiss@rrc.texas.gov

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the Railroad Commission of Texas. Do NOT
click links or open attachments from unknown sources without first confirming the message is
legitimate. If you believe this to be a malicious and/or phishing email, please contact the ITS Help
Desk at 512-463-7229. Do not respond to or forward the email, click on any links or open any
attachments without guidance from the Help Desk

Confirmed 11am - 2pm

Reminder is for guests to bring their own steel-toe boots

Additional details to follow soon…

Chris Hosek

Texas Star Alliance Energy Solutions

1210 Nueces

Austin Tx 78701

512-468-3212

chris@texasstaralliance.com

mailto:chris@texasstaralliance.com
mailto:Megan.Moore@rrc.texas.gov
mailto:kate.zaykowski@rrc.texas.gov
mailto:christopher.hotchkiss@rrc.texas.gov


Andrew Keese
RRC News Clips: July 14, 2021
July 14, 2021 at 11:07 AM EDT
To: NewsClips

UT report: Failure of natural gas system ‘exacerbated’ winter storm
blackouts
By Paul Takahashi
Houston Chronicle
July 13, 2021
The failure by natural gas producers to supply adequate fuel to power plants “exacerbated” the
electricity shortage during the February freeze, according to a new report from the University of
Texas at Austin.

A dozen researchers from UT’s Energy Institute found that while all power sources — including
coal, wind, solar and nuclear — faltered during the winter storm, failures to weatherize natural gas
wells and ensure electricity to critical equipment compounded the catastrophic power failure. The
storm and blackouts killed at least 200 people and caused billions of dollars in property damage
across Texas.

“Days before ERCOT called for blackouts, natural gas was already being curtailed to some natural
gas consumers, including power plants,” the report’s authors wrote. “Natural gas output started to
decline rapidly before the electricity forced outages began early on February 15, with production
declining about 700 million cubic feet per day from February 8-14. This decline is likely due to
weather-related factors and not a loss of power at natural gas facilities.”

The 101-page report didn’t break new ground on what caused the widespread Texas blackouts, but
it provided more details and a solid baseline of facts as policymakers debate ways to improve the
electricity grid and natural gas system to prevent future blackouts. UT’s report was published on
the same day as the Electric Reliability Council of Texas unveiled a roadmap to improve the
state’s power grid.

“I think it’s a really good step forward,” said Jay Zarnikau, one of the report’s authors. “It’s not
necessarily going to address all failures identified in our report, but I think it was a good
roadmap.”  

UT researchers looked at public data and legislative testimony, but also were given access to
confidential data from ERCOT, including the performance of certain power plants,
communications about the winter storm and ERCOT’s emergency program that automatically shut
off power to some natural gas producers. The study was funded in part by the Public Utility
Commission, which oversees the Electric Reliability Council of Texas.

Researchers found that frozen wells caused natural gas production to fall by 85 percent in the days
leading up to Feb. 16, with up to two-thirds of processing plants in the Permian Basin
experiencing an outage. Researchers looked at a sample of 27 natural gas processing plants, and
found that as many as 18 of them had zero output at the worst of the storm. Natural gas producers
are not required to weatherize their equipment in Texas.  

mailto:Andrew.Keese@rrc.texas.gov
mailto:newsclips@rrc.state.tx.us


Other power sources also failed during the storm. Wind turbines and solar panels froze, a sensor at
a nuclear plant malfunctioned and coal plants struggled to keep their fuel dry and plants running.  

As the cold temperatures endured, Texas’ natural gas production fell to 11.8 billion cubic feet per
day on Feb. 17 from an average of 21.3 billion cubic feet during the week ended Feb. 13. The
Permian Basin produces about half of the natural gas in Texas. UT’s report contradicts an oil and
gas trade group, which has said power outages to producers and pipelines were the main reason
natural gas production plummeted during the storm.

Austin-based energy research firm Enverus, commissioned by the Texas Oil and Gas Association,
found in April that the declines in natural gas production before rolling blackouts began were
minimal compared to the declines that occurred after power was cut in the oil field.  

“Without debate, Texas natural gas carried the load of keeping Texans warm during winter storm
Uri by providing over 60 percent of daily generating capacity, and this UT Energy Institute report
and two ERCOT reports confirmed that weather-related issues at the power generation facilities
were the primary cause for power outages, while fuel limitations represented a relatively small
percentage of the overall challenges experienced,” TXOGA President Todd Staples said in an
email. “Recently adopted legislation, including enhanced communication and coordination such as
critical load designation, Texas Energy Reliability Council, and mapping the entire system, will
ensure Texas will be better prepared during emergency weather events, thereby minimizing the
possibility of lost production.”

UT researchers also found that the natural gas industry failed to ensure that power flowed to
critical pipelines supplying fuel to power plants. There were 67 electricity customers in the natural
gas industry enrolled in ERCOT’s voluntary Emergency Response Service program, which
automatically cuts electricity to large industrial power users during a power shortage. At least five
critical natural gas production and pipeline locations were enrolled in the program, researchers
said. Dozens of natural gas facilities failed to file a two-page application that would have
exempted them from power outages.  

TXOGA said the critical load application explicitly stated that these blackout exemptions did not
apply to oil-field services.  

“We don’t exactly know what they were, but they were in that fuel supply chain of moving fuel to
power plants, said researcher Carey King. “So these entities would have been turned off whenever
the Emergency Response Program was triggered.”  

Ultimately, 25,000 megawatts of natural gas generation went offline during the storm. One
megawatt can power 200 Texas homes on a hot summer day. Natural gas power plants provide a
little less than half of Texas’ power.

 

 

Texas Senate signals support for drastic power market reforms
spurred by freeze



By James Osborne
Houston Chronicle
July 13, 2021
WASHINGTON – Texas state senators during a hearing Tuesday signaled their support for plans
to redesign the state’s power market to focus on reliability over cheap electricity in a bid to avoid a
repeat of February’s deadly blackout.

The grid manager Electric Reliability Council of Texas in collaboration with the state’s Public
Utility Commission, earlier released a 60-point plan to improve the Texas power grid, including
proposals to increase payments to power generators capable of supplying electricity during times
of extreme weather conditions, as well as manage the variability around wind and solar power
generation.

Such a system would present a significant shift from the existing power market, which almost
exclusively pays power plants for the electricity they generate, not their ability to deliver
electricity during a deep freeze or hot summer days when power plants typically break down. It
also would likely mean higher electricity costs for Texas residents and businesses.

While a decision by regulators is likely months away, PUC Chairman Peter Lake told senators the
existing model of cheap electricity during normal conditions and huge spikes at times of shortage
had to change.  

“We’re not tweaking around the edges,” he said. “The way the market is designed, there’s only a
reward (for power generators) when you get into crisis. We need to move away from that model to
one where if you provide reliability, that’s where the financial incentive is presented.”

The PUC has begun holding workshops to figure out a new system for compensating power
companies, with plans to decide on a new market design by the end of the year, Lake said.

The commission considered similar action almost a decade ago, following a far less severe
blackout during a winter storm in 2011. But the Legislature fought back, criticizing plans to pay
generators extra for maintaining reliability as a giveaway to power companies.  

Following February’s blackout, in which millions of Texans were left without power for days and
nearly 200 people died as a result, the Legislature appears in the mood to take action — and
swiftly.

“The bottom line is reliability is an issue we feel needs to be addressed soon,” State Sen. Charles
Schwertner, R-Georgetown, chairman of the Senate Business and Commerce Committee, said. “It
is vitally important.”

In June, Gov. Greg Abbott signed into law legislation that requires power plants, natural gas
facilities and other infrastructure to better weatherize their systems, with penalties of up to $1
million for not complying. The following month he directed the PUC and ERCOT to take steps to
improve reliability, including getting more generation built and increasing power reserves.

Market rules
But under Texas’s system state officials have no authority to order more generation, instead
requiring the creation of new market rules to get power companies to invest. Brad Jones, who



replaced the ousted ERCOT president Bill Magness in May, is pushing several changes, including
keeping closer tabs on power plant maintenance, paying generators to store fuel on site — so they
can keep running if pipelines freeze.

Jones, the interim ERCOT president, also has raised the possibility of creating a so-called capacity
market system in which power companies receive compensation just for having generation
available, whether they use it or not.

“Ultimately where we want this grid and this market to be is serving Texas,” Jones, told senators.
“It will continue to drive the growth of business and industry in Texas.”

How much ERCOT’s plan would raise power prices remains to be seen. But it is likely to mean
significant increases in energy costs for refineries, manufacturing plants and other commercial and
industrial operations, which have lobbied against past efforts to raise power prices.

“At some point the leadership of this state needs to stand up to the industrials and say even with
these protections in place, your power is going to be cheaper than anyone else in the country,” said
Tom “Smitty” Smith, a long-time activist in Austin and executive director of the nonprofit Texas
Electric Transportation Resources Alliance.

Texas Industrial Energy Consumers, which represents large power consumers, did not return a
phone call for comment Tuesday. The Association of Electric Companies of Texas, which
represents power plants, also did not respond to a request for comment.

Even after Tuesday’s collegial Senate hearing, efforts to reform the state’s power market are likely
to face significant questions in Austin. Both residents and lawmakers continue to distrust power
companies following the events of February

“Most didn’t know what ERCOT was prior to the freeze. I still have to write it down,” said state
Sen. John Whitmire, D-Houston. “It’s a shame the public doesn’t have the confidence in the
system.”

Here comes August
State Sen. Donna Campbell, R-New Braunfels, urged the PUC to move with urgency, reminding
commissioners that “we still have the heat of August to come in.”

But change is unlikely to come that quickly. The rules proposed by ERCOT and the PUC, which
they have the legislative authority to enact, represent the biggest change to the Texas power
market since the state deregulated electricity more than two decades ago.

“We have to provide economic incentives for companies to invest not only in existing generation
but new generation,” Lake said. “It’s something we absolutely have to get right.”

 

 

Is Gov. Abbott planning to add energy issues to special session?
Texas Energy Report



July 12, 2021
Rumors that electricity, natural gas and nuclear waste or related issues will be added to the special
session agenda remain just that — for now.

 

 

Officials in charge of Texas’ power grid try to reassure lawmakers and
the public that they’re fixing lingering problems
Lawmakers cannot pass laws to improve Texas’ power grid during the special
legislative session. They’re discussing it anyway.
By Mitchell Ferman
Texas Tribune
July 13, 2021
Gov.   Greg Abbott   did not include improving Texas’ main power grid in his   11-item agenda  
for the special legislative session that began earlier this month, so lawmakers cannot pass new
grid-related laws.

That didn’t stop a Senate committee from calling the state’s top electricity and utility regulators to
the Capitol Tuesday morning to discuss the state of the power grid following   unexpected power
plant outages   in June, lingering issues with the state’s energy infrastructure from February’s
deadly winter storm and plans to implement legislation that lawmakers   approved   in the spring
during the regular legislative session.

Tuesday’s hearing was more of a status update on the power grid, but it was the first public
opportunity for lawmakers to question the grid operator’s interim president, Brad Jones, and the
three-member board of the Public Utility Commission,   which oversees   Jones and the Electric
Reliability Council of Texas. All four regulators replaced officials ousted after the winter storm
that crippled the grid for days during subfreezing weather.

“It’s a shame the public doesn’t have confidence in the system,” state Sen.   John Whitmire , D-
Houston, told Jones.

Other senators questioned why in June, two weeks after the regular legislative session ended, some
Texas power plants   unexpectedly went offline , spurring ERCOT to ask Texans to set thermostats
higher during a heat wave to conserve energy.

Jones said the June power crunch was caused by issues stemming from the February freeze.

“We’re seeing those problems show themselves today,” Jones said. He did not elaborate.

Bottom of Form

Energy experts have raised concerns about the state’s aging energy infrastructure following the
February storm, and state Sen.   Angela Paxton , R-McKinney, questioned the grid officials about
those concerns. Jones acknowledged the problem, adding that the state hasn’t “invested enough in
part of our generation fleet.”
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On Tuesday, Jones released a 60-point plan aimed at building lawmakers’ and the public’s
confidence in the power grid’s reliability.

Some key points in the plan include requiring CEOs of energy companies to sign a letter that their
equipment is prepared to withstand inclement weather, incentivizing power plant operators to store
reserve fuel onsite in case of emergencies and re-writing ERCOT’s external communications
materials to better inform the public about the state of Texas’ power supply.

“My guarantee to you is that we intend to communicate more clearly than we’ve done in the past,”
Jones told lawmakers. “To remove industry jargon, to speak to you in ways that all of us can
understand.”

State Sen.   Brandon Creighton , R-Conroe, said some of the fault lies with state lawmakers, who
have failed   over the last decade to implement meaningful grid-related improvements   following
a severe winter storm in 2011 that highlighted that power companies and natural gas producers
hadn’t properly prepared their facilities for cold weather.

“There are many things that are on us,” Creighton said.

Creighton added that it may take the PUC and ERCOT months or years to implement some of the
changes lawmakers approved in the spring, such as requiring power plants to protect critical
infrastructure from extreme weather.

When lawmakers reconvene for another special session in the fall, some are hoping grid-related
issues will be on the agenda.

“It should be included in the next special session,” said Tom Smith, longtime former director of
Public Citizen’s Texas office.

 

 

ERCOT has a long list of improvements for Texas electric grid. What’s
in the plan?
By Haley Samsel
Fort Worth Star-Telegram
July 13, 2021
Five months after a winter storm caused widespread power outages and   an estimated death toll  
of hundreds of people, the Electric Reliability Council of Texas   announced a 60-item list   of
reforms that the agency hopes will improve the state’s power grid and repair its strained
relationship with Texans.

“Change is required for ERCOT to continue to reliably serve the millions of customers and
businesses that depend on us,” Brad Jones, the agency’s interim president and chief executive, said
in a statement. “These changes will benefit all Texans and support continued economic growth for
the state of Texas.”
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The “ roadmap” released on Tuesday   comes just a week after Gov. Greg Abbott   issued a public
letter   instructing the Public Utility Commission of Texas, which oversees ERCOT, to incentivize
energy companies to develop and maintain more natural gas, coal and nuclear power resources.

He also instructed the three-member board, which the governor appoints, to establish a regular
maintenance schedule to prevent too many power plants from going offline at one time and require
renewable energy companies to pay for power when wind and solar aren’t able to provide it. State
legislators rejected the renewable energy idea in May,   according to The Texas Tribune .

ERCOT’s plan addresses some of Abbott’s requests, vowing to “adopt a more aggressive
approach” to operating the grid. That will mean bringing more power online sooner if necessary
and purchasing more reserve power in advance to keep the grid stable on days when the weather is
uncertain.

The checklist will be updated regularly throughout the rest of the year, according to an ERCOT
press release. Jones and his staff worked with the Public Utility Commission, retired industry
executives, environmental advocates and companies participating in the energy market to “ensure
all areas for improvement were considered and included,” the release reads.

Jay Zarnikau, a research fellow for UT Austin’s economics department and an author of   a new
report analyzing ERCOT data   during the February winter storm, said he was “really impressed”
by what he had seen of the roadmap, though it may not accomplish each of Abbott’s priorities. The
Public Utility Commission funded the UT Austin study and provided previously unreleased data,
though researchers say the agency did not influence the content or findings of the analysis.

“I think (the roadmap) is a really good step forward,” Zarnikau said. “It’s not necessarily going to
address all failures identified in our report, but I think it’s a good document.”

Of the 60 items on its list, the agency has completed 20 as of Tuesday. Those actions include
proposing a new rule requiring energy generators to report all forced outages — such as those due
to weather-related complications — and automatically release outage information to ERCOT.
Companies would also have to provide operational updates more frequently under the proposed
rule.

In addition, ERCOT has conducted more than 30 on-site inspections of power plants to ensure that
companies are “following their weatherization plan in preparation” for hot summer weather. The
agency also says it has improved its assessment and communication of “extreme low-probability,
high-impact weather scenarios,” which includes information like temperatures, rainfall and wind
speed.

Still, the agency has a long way to go in accomplishing all of the priorities listed on its roadmap.
The legislature   passed several new laws this spring,   including the creation of a winter storm
emergency alert plan, changes to how ERCOT can   price energy during periods of scarcity   and a
mandate for companies to prepare their power plants for extreme weather.

ERCOT must now implement those laws across the state, and the agency has introduced an idea of
its own: requiring the chief executives of power companies to sign a letter twice per year “attesting
that their companies have completed their weatherization preparations” for summer and winter
conditions.
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In addition, ERCOT staff acknowledged the need to “eliminate industry jargon” from its
communications materials in order to reach a broader audience, including people who speak
Spanish. Staff members are also planning a listening tour to hear the perspectives of different
communities across Texas, according to ERCOT documents.

The agency also pledged to review how it sends out alerts to “minimize false alarms and public
fatigue.” Last month,   an ERCOT alert urging residents   to reduce electricity use for a week
raised concerns that the grid   could not withstand the hot Texas summer.   The number of
unplanned outages at Texas power plants   increased more than tenfold in June   compared to May,
and the agency has not yet explained what led to the issues.

It remains to be seen how Jones, the interim chief executive of ERCOT, will enforce some of his
proposed reforms. ERCOT is expected to hire a new president by the end of the year,   according
to The Houston Chronicle .

Jones was scheduled to testify before state legislators Tuesday and face questions about some of
his more controversial ideas, including paying gas-fired power plants to store fuel on site so it
could be used in case of emergencies.

“It’s a very thorough plan,” Michael Greene, a former ERCOT board chairman, told the Chronicle.
“They talk about reforming the market, but a lot is going to depend on what the (Public Utility
Commission) does.”

 

 

U.S. coal production plummeting again
By James Osborne
Houston Chronicle
July 14, 2021
WASHINGTON – U.S. coal production plummeted to   an all-time low in 2019 , following a brief
upswing in 2017, according to data from the U.S. Department of Energy.

In 2019 the United States produced   706.3 million short tons of coal , a 7 percent decline from the
previous year and the lowest level since 1965. That resulted in almost 800 lost coal mining jobs,
leaving the industry at a little under 53,000 workers.

The drop came as U.S. coal consumption fell 15 percent to 586.5 million short tons, as the
industry’s primary customer, the power sector, shifted towards cleaner sources of energy in a bid
to address climate change.

In the first year of former president Donald Trump’s administration coal production   increased 6
percent before continuing on its longstanding decline through the remainder of his administration,
according to federal data.
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Cyberattacks and ransomware: How can we protect our energy
infrastructure?
The ransomware attack that brought down the Colonial Pipeline highlighted the
industry’s vulnerability. We asked experts to weigh in on how the U.S. can bolster its
defenses.
By   Collin Eaton
Wall Street Journal
July 12, 2021
A ransomware attack forced the largest U.S. fuel pipeline to shut down for six days in May and led
to gasoline shortages across several Southeastern states. In its wake, U.S. officials have sought to
bolster the defenses of an industry that for years has had fewer cybersecurity rules compared with
other critical infrastructure sectors.

The Transportation Security Administration, which has regulatory authority over pipeline
cybersecurity, recently issued a directive that would require pipelines to quickly report attacks to a
cybersecurity division of the Department of Homeland Security. The Biden administration also has
ordered agencies to improve their efforts to detect attacks and to strengthen their partnerships with
private industries, and several cybersecurity-related bills are moving through Congress.

Meanwhile, Joseph Blount, chief executive of Colonial Pipeline Co., the target of the May attack,
has defended his decision to pay ransom of $4.4 million in cryptocurrency to the attack’s
perpetrators, saying he needed every tool at his disposal to restore the 5,500-mile pipeline’s
systems. The Federal Bureau of Investigation for years has advised companies not to pay when hit
with ransomware, a type of code that takes computer systems hostage for payment, because it
supports a booming criminal marketplace. The Justice Department said last month it recovered
about $2.3 million worth of the cryptocurrency.

The attack on Colonial Pipeline showed the vulnerability of the nation’s vast energy infrastructure
and has spurred debate over how the U.S. and the oil-and-gas industry can better protect critical
infrastructure against assaults.

The Wall Street Journal spoke with three experts in oil-and-gas cybersecurity about how
companies, regulators and policy makers can advance the security of the nation’s energy
infrastructure. Jim Guinn is global managing director for cybersecurity in energy, chemicals,
utilities and mining at Accenture Security. Suzanne Lemieux is manager for operations security
and emergency-response policy for the energy trade group American Petroleum Institute. Chris
Bronk is associate professor of computer information systems and information system security at
the University of Houston. Here are edited excerpts of the conversation:

WSJ: How can companies and the government make the energy industry more resilient against
cyberattacks?

MS. LEMIEUX:   We need to have a better information-sharing process from government
agencies to private companies. There’s a lot of intelligence coming through right now that just
doesn’t make its way to private-sector operators who need it to make better defenses for their



systems. We’ve seen a security directive from TSA that requires incident reporting. We want to
make sure there’s a process in place on the government side to anonymize and share that
information back with the sector so that we know what the current threats are. It takes months to
declassify things. We need to really improve how they’re postured to share with the private sector.

MR. BRONK:   There’s been a real mania about cyber intelligence, and a lot of emphasis on
information sharing. But the fundamental issue is getting the intelligence community to move
information around. Declassifying intelligence and rapidly kicking it out to entities that don’t have
the capacity to process classified information is just impossible. It’s not going to get better. When
the Ukraine power-grid hack happened in 2015, we waited months for Homeland Security to give
us a finalized assessment, and it was essentially something that other smart people had put
together long before.

If an industry wants to protect itself, it’s going to have to adopt an industrial-related set of
activities. This has to be the kind of event that an organization prepares for regularly, that it drills
on.

WSJ: For oil-and-gas pipelines, there’s no equivalent to the North American Electric Reliability
Corp., or NERC, which regulates parts of the utilities sector’s cybersecurity and imposes fines on
companies that do not meet certain standards. Should the U.S. government create a similar body to
ensure oil and gas companies have minimum standards?

MS. LEMIEUX:   The oil-and-gas industry is very different for many reasons from the electric
sector. The utilities don’t have the antitrust issues and the competitive markets that we have in the
oil-and-gas industry. There’s a very long supply chain in oil and gas, a lot of different company
structures, from individual owner operators to integrated companies, and lots of complexity that
we see as much more difficult to cover with one standard or one regulation. We would not want to
see a monolithic approach to this, because it just wouldn’t work.

TSA does have regulatory authority to regulate pipeline cybersecurity. They have chosen in the
past to do it through guidelines, which the industry worked on with them. We’re hearing that the
TSA is going to issue a second directive, and that some of these directives will have fines if you’re
found in violation. There’s a misconception that operators won’t take steps to protect against cyber
threats unless they are mandated to by regulators. That overlooks the fact that companies across all
industries have a business incentive to protect their data and operations from malicious actors.

MR. BRONK:   The TSA directive is not a radical piece of regulation. It basically says, consult
with the federal government. When you look at the grand struggle for having capacity to do
cybersecurity in the federal government, TSA is just really far down the ladder. The question is
whether it will create something that looks a lot like NERC’s critical-infrastructure-protection
plan. That’s up to Transportation Secretary Pete Buttigieg, who is focused on infrastructure
renewal. There aren’t teeth there. But with each of these incidents, the capacity for rule-making
and regulation will increase.

The industry has had an incredible aversion to regulation. The oil-and-gas industry was born out of
the breakup of Standard Oil. Government changed the industry radically and I think that probably
left a deep mark on the culture of the companies that were the successors to Standard Oil.

MR. GUINN:   There need to be standards that we adhere to, for the minimum security control.



Everybody should have a baseline. If you achieve resilience beyond that, you should be
incentivized for it, not penalized. If this turns into an audit exercise, you will be less successful.

WSJ: What else can U.S. agencies do to improve public policy on energy cybersecurity?

MR. GUINN:   An integrated energy company can deal with wind, solar, oil and gas, refining,
pipelines, trains and terminals. If you look at all of that, how many different agencies are you
having to respond to if you have a material situation? The Department of Energy, Homeland
Security, the Pipeline and Hazardous Materials Safety Administration, the Coast Guard. There are
so many that there is confusion. Every dollar you spend on coordination across all those agencies
is $1 you could have spent to become more cyber resilient. I would love to see there be just one
entity that can help the energy industry.

WSJ: Why are ransomware attacks against the energy industry increasing?

MR. GUINN:   Because many organizations are paying the ransoms. Our threat-intelligence
team’s report on the energy industry, meaning everything outside of utilities, found that when you
compare the full year 2020 to the first five months of 2021, there was a 42% increase in publicly
known ransomware attacks against energy companies. It went from 19 last year to 27 from
January to May.

We have energy moving from 10th-most-targeted industry last year to No. 4 this year. Once an
industry starts paying, attacks increase. In the year since the pandemic started, in March 2020, we
saw eight out of 10 operational technology cybersecurity programs canceled, reduced or deferred.
They know they have to have cyber resilience. But when commodity prices get so distressed, so
fast, you have to make a business decision about what spending you could stop. That’s a perfect
storm.

WSJ: What’s your stance on whether companies should or should not pay the ransoms?

MR. BRONK:   Many of these ransoms are a rounding error for companies. It’s like that Austin
Powers scene where Dr. Evil says “we’re going to hold the world ransom for $1 million,” and
everyone is like, that’s not very much money. The ransomers are going where the payouts are. And
these ransomers have gotten pretty businesslike. The outcome of paying the ransom and getting
the keys to unlock your stuff has gotten a lot better. But still, every ransom that gets paid is
legitimizing this illegal business activity.

MR. GUINN:   When you’re dealing with critical infrastructure, every business needs to make the
determination if they would pay. When you ask energy companies, do you have a cyber incident
response plan, the answer is usually yes. But do you have a strategy and business imperatives laid
out for what will trigger you to pay? Most say no. You don’t want to be faced with that decision in
the throes of an actual event. You need to tabletop it. You need to exercise it. You need to debate it
internally. You need to be able to figure out what your protocols would be to determine whether
you would or would not pay.

Mr. Eaton is a Wall Street Journal reporter in Houston. He can be reached at  
collin.eaton@wsj.com .
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Pfluger files bill to modify federal Endangered Species Act
By Caitlin Randle
Midland Reporter-Telegram
July 13, 2021
a bill that he says will “modernize” the federal Endangered Species Act and prevent it from “being
used as a weapon against critical agriculture and energy industries.”

House Resolution 4370, or the Listing Reform Act, would reform the ESA and limit federal
regulations regarding endangered species, according to a press release Tuesday. The release notes
that environmental groups have sought to have the sagebrush lizard and lesser prairie chicken
listed as endangered species, which could have an impact on the oil industry.

“Extreme environmental groups regularly wield the outdated Endangered Species Act as a weapon
against the agriculture and energy industries,” Pfluger said in the release. “This legislation reforms
the ESA to deliver reasonable, common-sense protections for endangered species while preventing
overbearing regulations coming from Washington, D.C.”

The bill would require the federal government to further analyze the cost of reviewing petitions for
the ESA. Text of the bill was not yet available as of Tuesday afternoon.

HR 4370 has been endorsed by the Texas Farm Bureau, the Texas & Southwestern Cattle Raisers
Association, the Permian Basin Petroleum Association, the National Endangered Species Act
Reform Coalition and Texas Cattle Feeders Association, according to the release.

“Texas Farm Bureau appreciates Congressman August Pfluger for introducing the Listing Reform
Act, which creates commonsense solutions to streamline the Endangered Species Act,” TFB
President Russell Boening said in the release. “Easing regulatory burdens on farmers, ranchers and
landowners has long been a priority for Farm Bureau.”

PBPA President Ben Shepperd said the purpose of the ESA has been distorted and the act has been
misused.

“This bill represents exactly the kind of changes that supporters of true reform, including PBPA,
have been calling for,” he said. “This legislation stands as a shining example of how incremental,
but important, changes can go a long way towards the modernizing and updating of the nearly-50
year old ESA, that the nation so desperately needs.”

The bill was introduced to the U.S. House on July 6 and referred to the House Committee on
Natural Resources.

 

 

‘In hell’: Nowhere has been drier than this stretch of Texas



By   Daniel Cusick
E & E News
July 14, 2021
A West Texas cotton farmer in a desiccated field in 2014, during a historic drought that struck the
region for a decade.   Jim Brandenburg/ Minden Pictures/Newscom

Ten years ago this month, two North Texas counties began to feel the squeeze of what farmers in
the Southern Great Plains call a “long dry spell.”

No one in Wilbarger or Wichita counties — or the rest of Texas, for that matter — imagined just
how dry it would get.

By the end of the 2011, Wilbarger, home to the legendary Waggoner Ranch (once hailed as “the
largest ranch under one fence”), was running a rain deficit of nearly 20 inches, roughly 65% below
average over the calendar year.

The rest of Texas was not far behind.

Deep-pocketed ranchers, like Waggoner, shipped livestock to cooler climates in Montana and
Wyoming. The less fortunate shipped underweight “killer cattle” to auction, where they were sold
for hamburger.

“During that peak time, everybody was selling out. Cows weren’t worth a lot,” said Langdon
Reagan, agriculture extension agent for Wilbarger County.

Texans prayed for soaking rain. It came 42 months later, in May 2015, ending one of the longest,
deepest, most crippling droughts in modern U.S. history.

“We went from trying to raise crops and cattle to just trying to stay alive,” Michael White, a
fourth-generation wheat, cotton and cattle producer from south Wilbarger County, recalled in a
telephone interview. “They say you can’t feed yourself through a drought. Luckily we did.”

But will future generations be as lucky?

It’s an existential question in the Southern Plains, where average temperatures are projected to rise
4.4 to 8.4 degrees Fahrenheit by the end of the century, compared to 1976-2005 averages,
according to the 2018 National Climate Assessment.

“Temperatures similar to the summer of 2011 will become increasingly likely to reoccur,
particularly under higher [greenhouse gas emissions] scenarios,” the   assessment   said. If
emissions remain high, “the region is projected to experience an additional 30-60 days per year
above 100°F than it does now.”

‘Kind of like living in hell’
Relatively few people in Wilbarger and Wichita counties are familiar with the National Climate
Assessment. But nearly everybody remembers the string of uninterrupted triple-degree
temperatures from June to August 2011. It was the precursor to the four-year drought of record for
Texas.
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“It was kind of like living in hell, we all think,” recalled Kyle Miller, general manager of Wichita
County Water Improvement District No. 2, which provides irrigation water to farmers across
41,000 acres of cropland.

“Between 2011 and 2015 we were so desperate for rain, we weren’t able to provide water to our
farmers,” he added. “Our lake that we irrigate out of got down to about 18%” capacity. That was a
game-stopper.”

Today, the lake is at 100% after a wetter-than-average spring. The irrigation season started a
month early to reduce risk of overspill. “This part of the world, we’re praying for rain, and
sometimes we wonder if we’re going to get any or we’ll get all of it at one time,” Miller said.

Acute drought followed by heavy precipitation is becoming more common in the South compared
to other regions like the Northern Great Plains or the Pacific Northwest, which is still emerging
from this month’s history-making heat wave. What made the 2010s Texas drought so devastating,
experts say, was the duration of deadly heat and the compounding impacts on the landscape —
from dead seedlings to soil erosion and livestock dying in the field.

A recent   analysis   of D4 exceptional drought — the worst kind — shows that Wilbarger and
Wichita counties experienced the hottest, driest conditions of the 2010-2019 decade — in all of the
U.S. It was a period of remarkable drought elsewhere, too. There was crushing dryness in
California and a 2019 “flash drought” that enveloped the Southeast and Ohio Valley ( Climatewire
, Oct. 4, 2019).

But none compared to the scorched Texas counties.

Becky Bolinger, a Colorado State University climatologist who published the analysis, found that
Wilbarger County spent more than 20% of the 2010s under D4 drought, a direct outcome of the
2011-2015 period. Wichita and Tillman County, Okla., just across the state border, closely
followed at 19%.

In a telephone interview, Bolinger stressed that D4 drought can happen across much of the United
States, particularly in the West and South, where precipitation and temperature swings are
becoming more volatile.

But she was struck by Wilbarger’s singular status.

“To me what was interesting is that it was one small county popping out in a sea of other small
counties,” Bolinger said. “I would say, without looking at all of the data, there is a pattern of
increased variability in the Southern Plains. Over the long term, conditions there are expected to
become hotter and drier.”

Desperate times, ‘Draconian’ measures
The city of Wichita Falls, population 104,000 and home to Sheppard Air Force Base, isn’t waiting
for conditions to become less stable. Last decade’s drought triggered a crisis. The city’s primary
drinking water reservoir fell to below 20% of capacity. The same thing happened to two backup
reservoirs.

“Residents were selling their homes and moving, industries began closing their doors and
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Sheppard Air Force Base was considering and planning to move missions from Wichita Falls to
other bases,” the city’s public works department noted in a post-disaster summary.

At Sheppard AFB, the region’s largest employer, commanders faced the prospect of moving some
operations to other installations. Instead, the base dramatically reduced its water consumption,
including through the use of “gray water” and eco-friendly latrines. Sheppard’s swimming pool
was spared from at least one water restriction in 2014 when an anonymous off-base entity paid for
water to be trucked onto the base to fill the pool.

Daniel Nix, the city’s utilities operations manager, said industrial facilities were the first to step up.
They cut their net water discharges to near zero by capturing all wastewater through a closed-loop
reuse system. The measure helped, but it was a Band-Aid on a bleed-out.

Other water conservation measures were more “draconian,” according to the public works
summary. One involved asking the city’s roughly 35,000 metered water customers to accept
treated and blended wastewater piped directly to their home taps without passing through an
environmental buffer like a lake, wetland or aquifer.

The process, called “direct potable reuse” had been studied for years, and some experts say it will
become an essential tool in water-constrained places in the future. Currently only Texas allows
DPR for drinking water, and only two communities in the state have deployed it: Wichita Falls and
Big Spring in west central Texas.

Hesitancy to send treated wastewater to drinking taps has slowed DPR’s adoption. But Witchita
Falls embraced it, even pushing Texas officials to fast track its approval process   ( Climatewire ,
July 11, 2014).

“We were getting outcries from citizens asking what was taking so long. Didn’t the state of Texas
know we were running out of water?” Nix said.

Today, Wichita Falls continues to repurpose water for drinking, mostly via “indirect potable
reuse,” where treated and filtered wastewater is first released into Arrowhead Lake before
returning to taps via standard water treatment. The program will continue indefinitely, Nix said,
conserving between 2 million and 4 million gallons of water per day during peak summer demand
months.

“We’re confident that the system will play its part in helping us get through future droughts,” Nix
said. “Will it completely drought proof us? Probably not, especially if the next drought is worse
than the one we just went through.”

‘Crazy dry’ weather or climate change?
In North Texas, like much of rural America, worsening drought remains for many an act of God,
rather than a catastrophe linked to human behavior.

White, 58, the wheat and cotton farmer, acknowledges “that some things have changed climate-
wise” in Wilbarger County. But he contends that over the 100-year history of his family’s farm,
extreme conditions have challenged every generation at least once, probably more.

“I’m not a big true believer in climate change the way it’s presented,” he said. “I think we have
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cycles in everything. Some things have changed, sure, but I don’t think it is necessarily a man-
made deal, but a natural deal.

“Early this year, everywhere you read there was another La Niña setting in, and it was going to be
another very dry year. We probably just had the wettest last 60 days in a long time. But 30 miles
west of me, it was totally different.”

Scientists say such conditions are consistent with climate change. Temperature and precipitation
extremes can shift over relatively short periods and within tightly defined geographic areas, like
the space occupied by one or two counties.

Miller, of the Wichita County Water Improvement District, isn’t fully buying it either.

“I don’t know what it’s like in Washington, but here we think it’s pretty foolish to try to predict the
weather,” he said.
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Texas gas companies to pay steep bill to avoid another power crisis
By   Tsvetana Paraskova
Oil Price
June 3, 2021
Texas legislators have hashed out their differences in proposed legislation to address the failures at
power plants and gas infrastructure and prevent another deadly power crisis like the disaster in
February, which led to the death of more than 100 people and left over 11 million without
electricity for days.

The Texas House and Senate passed the new legislation, Senate Bill 3, in the nick of time, and sent
it to Governor Greg Abbott one day before 87th Texas Legislature expired, which was on
Memorial Day. In the   version   passed by the House and sent to the Senate, the state would
require power plants to weatherize to be prepared for extreme weather events such as the Texas
Freeze in February. Some gas infrastructure—related to feeding gas to gas-fired power plants—
considered critical will also be required to weatherize to avoid a repeat of this winter’s disastrous
crisis. The state will identify which gas facilities and infrastructure are “critical” by mapping the
electricity supply chain in Texas, while the Railroad Commission of Texas will have the
authority to say what upgrades should be made at those gas facilities.  

The bill also sets penalties of between $5,000 and $1 million for operators who fail to comply with
the requirements to be better prepared for harsh weather.

The potential costs for winterization would be high. But the cost of doing nothing and not
increasing oversight or improving the communication between power facilities and gas
infrastructure would be even higher and even more disastrous in future extreme weather events,
analysts say.

Texas House Representative Chris Paddie, who presented the bill, said, as carried by   Bloomberg ,
that it was the legislation’s best attempt “to try to address the systematic failures from wellhead to
light switch”.

Critical Gas Infrastructure
Some energy analysts criticized the provision that only some gas facilities would be required to
upgrade and winterize, describing it as “a half step” which does not address the bigger-picture
issues with supply to electricity generators.

“If there’s a take-home message for legislators to consider, are we requiring the gas plants, which
were the biggest part of the outages, to winterize?” Daniel Cohan, an energy researcher at Rice
University, commented on the legislation for   RTO Insider .

“There’s been more to winterize the power plant side than the gas side. We’ll just have more plants
that don’t have fuel to burn. It’s hard to see how this provides the full coverage of winterization
that we need,” Cohan added.
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The oil and gas industry, however, says that 80 percent of the natural gas produced in Texas is not
used for electricity generation, and the immediate step should be to map the supply chain to
determine which natural gas production, distribution, and storage facilities feed into the gas
electricity generation and local distribution companies.

“We also agree that proper weatherization of both power-generation and natural gas facilities
directly connected to power generation are key elements of reform,” Todd Staples, president of the
Texas Oil and Gas Association (TXOGA), wrote in an op-end for   The Dallas Morning News  
last month.

“Some have suggested that all natural gas infrastructure – including 86,000 natural gas wells and
another 164,000 oil wells that produce associated natural gas – should weatherize. In fact, many
operators already weatherize at various levels. Yet without power, no amount of weatherization
matters,” Staples said.

According to TXOGA president, “Improved communications, supply chain mapping, designation
of critical load, storage and weatherization of power generation and those natural gas facilities
directly connected to generation are all keys to ensuring natural gas does its part to keep Texans
warm in the winter and cool in the summer.”

How Much Would Weatherization Cost?
Following the crisis this winter, economists and economic policy advisors at the Dallas Fed
indicated in an   analysis   last month that “winterizing for extreme winter weather events appears
financially reasonable.”

Early estimates indicated that the freeze and outage may cost the Texas economy $80 billion–$130
billion in direct and indirect economic loss, while the amount of power lost along with value of
lost load (VOLL) estimates suggest the power outage cost $4.3 billion, according to estimates
compiled by the Dallas Fed.

There is a range of preventive measures that could be implemented, each at a cost.

“Winterizing standards on new oil and gas wells may offer a targeted and effective approach in the
long run,” the Dallas Fed economists said, adding that many companies already implement
winterizing measures. Winterizing equipment costs between $20,000 and $50,000 per well, so
these measures statewide would total $85 million to $200 million annually.

Another fix, statewide and perhaps inexpensive, would be to prioritize electricity delivery to gas
infrastructure. “If power plant and pipeline operators improve coordination to identify and
constantly monitor the gas infrastructure requiring such prioritization, some of the problems
experienced during the freeze could be prevented,” the Dallas Fed said.

Winterizing equipment for Texas gas plants could cost between $50,000 and $500,000 per plant, a
2011 estimate showed. Assuming these cost estimates remain valid now, installing winterizing
equipment on all 162 gas-powered plants in Texas could cost up to $95 million today, according to
the economists.

“Using our VOLL estimate of $4.3 billion, and accounting for the once-a-decade frequency of
subzero temperatures in Texas, winterizing measures and other actions should be equal to or less
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than $430 million annually,” they said.

And concluded: “Based on our analysis, the most reasonable solutions to prevent winter storm
blackouts are within the bounds of being economically justified.”

 

 

Cleaning up methane pollution from Permian super emitters is ‘low
hanging fruit’ for the climate, study finds
Experts shine a spotlight on the worst offenders in the Permian basin. The
technological fixes are obvious, they say, but state regulators are so far unwilling to act.
By Nick Cunningham
DeSmog Blog
June 4, 2021
Only a handful of super emitters are responsible for an enormous amount of the methane pollution
in the Permian basin, according to a new study. And ratcheting down these emissions can lead to
quick and significant wins for the climate.

According to   the study   published on June 2 in the journal   Environmental Science &
Technology Letters , a relatively small number of sites — 11 percent — account for nearly a third
of methane emissions in the region. Methane is a   highly potent   greenhouse gas — more than 80
times more powerful than carbon dioxide over a 20-year time-frame.

Between September and November 2019, a team of scientists from the NASA Jet Propulsion
Laboratory, the University of Arizona, and Arizona State University, conducted aerial flights over
the Permian basin, using sensors to detect methane plumes, tracing them back to specific emitters.
The researchers found that roughly half of all the methane was escaping from drilling sites, and
the other half from pipelines and processing facilities, indicating a slightly larger pollution
footprint for pipelines compared to other regions.

The findings come at the same time as a separate study from Ceres and Clean Air Task Force,
published on June 1, which   found   that some smaller oil drillers in the Permian basin have worse
methane pollution rates than the largest oil and gas companies’ operations there, including
ExxonMobil and Chevron.

Slashing methane emissions represents prime targets for climate action. But while the solutions are
well-known, researchers and legal experts told DeSmog that state regulators have done very little
to compel the industry to clean up.

Methane “super-emitters represent potential ‘low-hanging fruit’ for near-term climate action,”
Riley Duren, a research scientist at the University of Arizona and NASA’s JPL, and one of the
authors of the report in   Environmental Science & Technology Letters , wrote in an email.

“The mitigation potential for those 120 facilities is significant: over 50 metric tons of methane per
hour. That’s equivalent to about 5% of the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency’s estimates of
all methane emissions from oil and gas production in the entire United States,” Duren wrote.
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He added that another significant finding of the study was that even among big emitters, the rate of
methane released into the atmosphere fluctuated, suggesting a need for more frequent monitoring
using remote-sensing of large areas from satellites and aircraft. “Bottom-line: the true state of
methane emissions remains obscured by inaccurate and incomplete data. This is why we need
direct, science-based measurements for complete situational awareness and to guide timely
action,” he wrote.

The solutions to this major source of pollution have been known for quite a while, said David
Spence, a business professor at the University of Texas at Austin School of Law. “Everybody
agrees that methane leakage is a relatively easily solvable problem compared to other problems
that we face,” Spence told DeSmog, commenting on the new studies. “These are really practical
and easy to understand problems that are easily fixable. The fixes are like the equivalent of
caulking your window, things like that. There’s no technological breakthrough needed in order to
fix these problems. It’s just a question of doing it.”

Plugging leaks and eliminating venting and flaring would result in a huge and immediate climate
benefit. “It’s the lowest hanging fruit you can get for climate change. And the market is
demanding it,” Jacqueline Weaver, a professor emeritus at the University of Houston Law Center,
told DeSmog, agreeing with the takeaway of the new methane studies.

She pointed to the escalating pressure from investors and market participants agitating for lower
emissions, particularly from runaway flaring in the Permian. ExxonMobil just lost a   high-profile
board fight , largely over its inadequate plans for energy transition. Chevron saw its shareholders
vote to force the company to come up with a plan for handling scope 3 emissions (the emissions
burned by the company’s customers and end consumers). And a Dutch court ordered Royal Dutch
Shell to cut its emissions by 45 percent by 2030, a landmark   decision   that points to increasing
legal threats for the oil industry.

More directly related to the dirty reputation of oil and gas from West Texas, Weaver pointed to the
decision by France’s Engie to   back out   of an LNG deal last year over concerns about methane
pollution. “A lot of forces have come to act on the big guys,” Weaver said.

As the Ceres and Clean Air Task Force report demonstrated, the worst offenders are smaller
companies. Weaver said they don’t prioritize capturing methane, and they don’t feel the same
pressure as the big oil companies. “The regulations don’t force it. And with small companies they
are not answerable to institutional investors and shareholders,” she said.  

Enforcement would largely need to come from the Texas Railroad Commission (RRC) , which
regulates the oil and gas industry in the state. But the RRC has not only refused to meaningfully
regulate drillers, but has at times ostentatiously   denounced   ”woke” radical environmentalists. In
reality, the RRC has issued thousands of flaring permits and has   never   denied a single one.

“They’re extremely adverse to doing anything that will injure the oil and gas industry,” Weaver
said.   “And they’re especially beholden to the small operators. And this has been true for a
century.” Because the Railroad Commission is elected, they have to curry favor with the long list
of small oil and gas companies in the state.

“It would be inaccurate to state that RRC does not adhere to its critical mission to protect public
safety and the environment, of which flaring regulation is one of many functions,” Andrew Keese,
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a spokesperson for the RRC , told DeSmog via email. He pointed to a revision the RRC made to
flaring permit applications last year, which asks for more information from drillers and offers
guidance on when and how to flare, but adds no new requirements. The RRC has not rejected any
permits or otherwise sought to crackdown on flaring, venting, and other methane leaks.  

“You can say it’s a major step for them, but it’s a step that’s coming from industry and in many
ways, most environmentalists would say it’s pathetic,” Weaver said, referring to the new requests
for more information by the RRC . “But it is a signal that they realize that there is a problem out
there.”

Weaver said that historically, Texas regulators have been spurred into action often only after the
federal government threatens to intervene. Federal action, plus growing pressure from global
investors, could begin to force change on methane. “You need these external forces to work on the
Railroad Commission ,” she said.

DeSmog previously   reported   on the likelihood that the oil industry was flaring large volumes of
gas in West Texas without even obtaining permits. Some of the flares are unlit or malfunctioning,
resulting in more methane vented into the atmosphere.

Not only would cleaning up the epidemic of methane pollution in the Permian result in immediate
climate benefits, but the cost to the industry would be next to nothing. A   study   from earlier this
year from EDF and Rystad Energy found that 84 percent of routine flaring volumes could be
eliminated at no added cost to the industry. Captured gas could be sold, offsetting the cost of
compliance.

It would also employ a lot more people. “The wonderful thing about stopping flaring is that there
are a lot of good jobs out there,” Weaver said. “Give them a wrench and have them go tighten the
valves.”

She added that some of the smallest and worst actors might be forced out of the market, but the job
impact would not be substantial as more responsible oil companies would buy up their assets.
“There are some operators who shouldn’t be in business. They can’t run their business cleanly,”
Weaver said. “That’s one of the great things about capitalism. If you can’t clean up your act
enough, you shouldn’t be in business.”

 

 

The key to oil and gas methane emission cuts? 123 leaks
By Mike Lee
E & E News
June 4, 2021
Fixing a relatively small handful of leaks in the Permian Basin oil field could go a long way to
reducing the region’s climate-warming methane pollution, according to new research from NASA.

About a third of the region’s emitted methane, 29%, comes from 123 sources, according to the
results of a monthlong   study   by NASA’s Jet Propulsion Laboratory, the University of Arizona
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and Arizona State University.

The researchers flew over the Permian — which covers parts of Texas and New Mexico — in
airplanes fitted with spectrometers that can detect emissions of methane and other gases. The
flights covered the 22,000-square-mile field several times, allowing the researchers to measure the
emissions over time, even from leaks and other sources that were intermittent.

The data could be helpful to oil producers and regulators that are looking for ways to cut their
emissions, said Daniel Cusworth, a lead author of the study.

“If you’re thinking about a mitigation strategy, just going after the 1%, 2% of emitters that are
large enough to be detected by our instrumentation is going to go a long way,” he said in an
interview.

Methane, the main ingredient in natural gas, traps more than 80 times more heat in the atmosphere
than carbon dioxide over a 20-year period, making it a potent contributor to climate change. The
Biden administration is considering regulating methane from oil and gas production, and several
oil-producing states have already passed their own rules to control the pollution.

The Permian Basin is significant because it accounts for about 40% of U.S. oil production and
15% of its gas production. Previous research has indicated that 3% of the basin’s methane escapes
through leaking equipment, flares and other sources ( Energywire , March 25).

Out of 60,000 potential sites, the researchers identified “super-emitters” in the basin that release
more than 22 pounds of methane per hour. Within that, they found about 1,100 methane sources
visible on at least three surveying flights. About half of the sites were in production facilities like
wells and storage tanks, and half were part of the transportation system, such as pipelines and
compressor stations.

The 123 worst sites were giving off a combined 50 metric tons of methane an hour, which is the
equivalent of about 5.5% of the oil and gas industry’s total emissions, according to U.S. EPA
estimates.

The leaks are typically easy to repair, the researchers said.

“We’ve done cooperative studies with oil and gas operators in California and the Permian where
they independently report that 50% of the sources we’re finding are fixable,” Riley Duren, a
researcher at the University of Arizona who worked on the study, said in a news release.

NASA has also used its aerial instruments to study methane emissions in California, and Cusworth
is working on fitting the equipment onto satellites.

The lab’s Permian Basin study follows other research this week by Ceres and the Clean Air Task
Force documenting the 100 top methane emitters in the U.S. oil and gas industry ( Energywire ,
June 3).

Twitter:   @mikeleefw Email:   mlee@eenews.net
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Falling crude inventories lift oil prices
Houston Chronicle
June 3, 2021
U.S. crude inventories fell by 5.1 million barrels last week, temporarily lifting oil prices Thursday
morning.  

The nation’s commercial crude inventories during the week ended May 28 dropped to 479.3
million barrels, about 3 percent below the five-year average for this time of year, the Energy
Department said Thursday. The inventory draw pushed the price of West Texas Intermediate, the
U.S. crude benchmark, to $68.98 Thursday morning before it settled down 2 cents at $68.81.

Demand for crude and petroleum products such as gasoline and jet fuel is rising after coronavirus
vaccines have allowed states to reopen economies. More Americans are traveling as the rate of
fully vaccinated adults in the U.S.   rises higher than 60 percent.

TRAVEL:   Millions hit road for Memorial Day with gasoline prices at 7-year high

The effect of last month’s Colonial Pipeline hack, however,   and subsequent hoarding of gasoline
appears to be lingering. Gasoline inventories rose by 1.5 million barrels last week, and are about 3
percent below the five year average for this time of year.  

Jet fuel inventories increased by 3.7 million barrels last week, and are about 8 percent below the
five-year average for this time of year.  

U.S. refineries processed an average of 15.6 million barrels of crude per day last week, an increase
of 358,000 barrels per day compared to the previous week. Refineries operated at nearly 89
percent of their capacity, the agency said.  

Gasoline production fell last week, averaging 9.6 million barrels per day, while jet fuel production
increase, averaging 4.8 million barrels per day.

 

 

Three top CPS Energy attorneys are leaving the utility, officials say
By Brendan Gibbons
San Antonio Report
June 3, 2021
Three of CPS Energy’s top lawyers are leaving the utility, including its highest-ranking attorney
who has been with the utility since 2006.

Carolyn Shellman, the utility’s chief legal officer and general counsel who oversees its legal audit
and governmental affairs departments, has submitted her resignation, along with Zandra Pulis and
Abigail Ottmers, who are both deputy general counsel, according to utility officials.
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“Recently, several executives, including our chief legal officer, have decided to leave the
company,” CPS Energy Chief Administrative Officer Lisa Lewis said in a prepared statement. “We
are grateful for their many contributions over their tenure and wish them the very best.”

Efforts to reach Shellman, Pulis, and Ottmers were not immediately successful on Thursday.

The resignations come amid a legal blitz by CPS Energy against the   Texas grid operator   and
multiple   energy and pipeline companies   that supply it with natural gas. CPS Energy   officials
hope to reduce bills adding up to approximately $1.1 billion from wholesale power and natural gas
suppliers accrued during the February winter storm. As the entire state experienced five days of
frigid weather,   the utility struggled   to obtain adequate gas supplies and operate several of its
power plants.

Court records show the utility has 17 lawsuits pending in state district courts in Bexar County.
Attorneys with the law firms Dentons U.S. and Chasnoff, Mungia, Valkenaar, Pepping, & Stribling
are serving as outside counsel in the litigation with ERCOT and gas companies.

Other senior utility leaders have also announced their departures from CPS Energy in recent
months. Gary Gold, the utility’s chief financial officer who has worked for CPS Energy since
2005, will retire at the end of June. Cris Eugster, its former chief operating officer,   left in
February   to become CEO of nationwide power producer NAES Corp.

CPS Energy leaders have not yet announced who would fill the roles left by three of its top
lawyers. A CPS Energy spokeswoman said the last day for Pulis and Ottmers is Friday but was not
immediately able to confirm a departure date for Shellman.

“We are fortunate to have a solid team of other executives and attorneys whose strong skills and
abilities will help us through our transition,” Lewis’ statement said. “As organizational decisions
are made, that information will be announced publicly.”
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Governor signs Ashby bill requiring flood history for oil disposal
By   Jeff Awtrey
KTRE
June 15, 2021
AUSTIN – Gov. Greg Abbott has signed an East Texas state representative’s bill to protect
groundwater around oil and gas disposal sites.

Trent Ashby (R-Lufkin) authored HB 2201.

The bill requires the Texas Railroad Commission to look at the history of flooding over the past
10 years when it considers granting a permit to build a pit for the disposal of commercial oil and
gas.

The bill passed the House on a 147-0 vote on April 29. It passed in the Senate on a 31-0 vote. Sen.
Robert Nichols (R-Jacksonville) sponsored the bill.

 

 

Opinion: If Texas will not regulate methane emissions, then the feds
must
By Chris Tomlinson
Houston Chronicle
June 16, 2021
The oil and natural gas deposits in the Permian Basin are millennia older than the states of Texas
and New Mexico, which today sit on top of them.

The methane and other greenhouse gas emissions emanating from the tens of thousands of wells in
Permian do not recognize political boundaries, floating wherever the prevailing winds take them.

Those imaginary lines on the map, though, make a considerable difference to operators of those
wells. Texas and New Mexico’s differing approaches to regulating the energy industry prove the
importance and necessity of Congress reinstating restrictions on methane leaks.

To say Texas takes a laissez-faire approach to methane emissions would be an understatement.

Methane is the element of natural gas that burns, giving off heat for generating electricity or
cooking food. The problem is that natural gas prices are so low, and the cost of sealing up
equipment can be so high that too many well operators either burn it off with flares or let it leak
out.
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The gas is far more heat-trapping than carbon dioxide and is responsible for 25 percent of global
warming. The Permian Basin is the nation’s hot spot for methane leaks, and requiring the industry
to plug them would go a long way toward slowing climate change.

New Mexico recognizes the economic value and the environmental importance of capturing
methane. In March, New Mexico’s Oil Conservation Commission voted unanimously to require
operators to capture 98 percent of natural gas emissions and barred them from venting or flaring
except for emergencies.

Chair Adrienne Sandoval said the new regulations came after months of consultation with industry
executives, environmental groups and the public. The industry has until the end of 2026 to comply.

“The Oil Conservation Commission has done its part by finalizing strong methane waste rules,”
Mario Atencio with the Chaco Canyon Coalition told the Carlsbad Current-Argus . “And since
nearly 70 percent of oil and gas methane pollution in New Mexico occurs through leaks, it is
critical that the New Mexico Environment Department also adopts a rule that holds polluters
accountable.”

The world’s largest oil and gas companies understand the urgency to take action. Oil giant BP
pledged to spend $1.3 billion in the Permian Basin to cut emissions. Rystad Energy found that 40
percent of future flaring could be avoided at no cost.

Texans, sadly, are hemming and hawing and dragging up the rear.

Forty operators and seven trade associations formed the Texas Methane and Flaring Coalition to
end routine flaring, but they don’t plan to get there until 2030. They also expect the Texas
Railroad Commission , which uses its anachronistic name to confuse the public about its actual
mission to regulate the energy industry, to take no formal action to reduce greenhouse gas
emissions.

“We need an all-hands-on-deck approach to solving problems – not costly top-down mandates that
attempt to pick winners and losers,” said Jason Modglin, president of the Texas Alliance of Energy
Producers.

Railroad Commission Chair Christi Craddick is more than happy to accommodate the industry
that provides the bulk of her campaign funds when she runs for re-election every six years. She
has opposed proposed new rules on emissions and praised the previous administration for rolling
back federal regulations.

“As Texas’ Railroad Commissioner , I fought against former President Barack Obama’s one-
size-fits-all environmental policies that impeded job creation and stifled energy production
growth,” Craddick wrote in a 2020 op-ed. “Texas’ energy regulation is guided by free-market
principles and based on studies of the processes that ensure responsible Texas energy production.”

Next week, Congress will vote on reimposing Obama’s rules limiting methane emissions, and
Texans should welcome them. Because despite what Craddick claims, keeping methane out of the
atmosphere and in the pipeline benefits everyone.

Methane is valuable. When sloppy operators don’t capture it, they are taking money from mineral



rights holders and investors.

Controlling emissions from oil and gas infrastructure also creates jobs. More than 200 companies
with over 750 locations across the country make their money helping drillers and operators keep
the valuable product inside the pipes, according to research funded by the Environmental Defense
Fund.

“In recent years, we’ve seen a range of operators - from small independent producers to multi-
national companies - embrace methane reductions as a critical part of doing business,” said
Andrew Baxter, EDF’s director of energy strategy. “Sensible methane standards that apply
nationwide will even the playing field among operators and yield significant benefits to the
economy and the environment.”

The world needs natural gas for at least another decade, but only if we can limit the leaks and stop
routine flaring. New Mexico has done it, and if Texas won’t, then Congress must.

Tomlinson writes commentary about business, economics and politics.

twitter.com/cltomlinson

chris.tomlinson@chron.com

 

 

Is Texas headed toward another blackout? Did the Legislature fix the
power grid? Here are answers to your questions about the grid.
The state’s grid operator indicated that conditions are improving and said that power
outages to residents are unlikely.
By Erin Douglas and Mitchell Fermin
Texas Tribune
June 15, 2021
The Electric Reliability Council of Texas on Monday asked residents to reduce their electricity
usage through at least Friday due to “tight” power grid conditions. A number of power plants are
inexplicably offline at the same time as the state is experiencing record June demand for
electricity.

ERCOT officials said outages to residents are unlikely this week. Asking consumers to cut back on
power is the first step the grid operator takes to reduce strain on the grid. On Tuesday, ERCOT
issued a statement that the grid “remains strong during record demand.” A spokesperson told the
Tribune that the situation “looks like it will continue to improve” and thanked Texans for
successful electricity conservation efforts.

Here’s what you need to know.

Why is ERCOT asking for power conservation?
A significant number power plants are unexpectedly offline at the same time as Texans are
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expected to use a record amount of electricity due to hot weather. That has resulted in “tight” grid
conditions, meaning that there is not much more supply of electricity available than demand.

Approximately 12,000 megawatts of power generation were offline Monday afternoon — enough
to power 2.4 million homes on a hot summer day. That’s several times more than what ERCOT
would typically expect to go down during June.

As of Tuesday, 1,200 megawatts of power was regained to the grid. About 74,000 megawatts of
electricity generation were available to the grid Tuesday, an ERCOT spokesperson said.

Power grids must keep supply and demand in balance at all times. When Texas’ grid falls below its
safety margin of excess supply, the grid operator starts taking additional precautions to avoid
blackouts. The first precaution is to ask the public to cut back electricity usage.

What is causing the “tight” grid conditions? Heat in Texas isn’t new.
While high demand during hot temperatures is expected, it’s the supply side that’s caught grid
operators off guard this week.

ERCOT officials said the power plant outages were unexpected — and could not provide details as
to what could be causing them. Warren Lasher, ERCOT senior director of systems planning, said
Monday that having this many plant outages in June is “not consistent” with previous summers
and called the situation “very concerning.”

ERCOT has promised to conduct an analysis to determine why so many units are offline this
week. Some experts theorized that the winter storm in February may have caused damage to plants
that is causing new complications, but ERCOT officials did not offer any details.

What does this mean for the rest of the summer? Are we going to have another
blackout?
ERCOT officials said it “appears unlikely” that the ERCOT grid would need to implement
outages, like it did in February, to reduce strain on the grid.

It is unclear, however, if Texans will experience widespread electricity blackouts later this
summer.

After the winter storm,   ERCOT warned that Texans could experience electricity outages   this
summer if the state sees a severe heat wave or drought that drives up demand for power. In its
annual forecast ahead of the summer months, ERCOT officials included for the first time ever
extreme, low likelihood scenarios that would each leave the grid short a significant amount of
power, which would trigger outages to residents.

The scenarios were completed against the backdrop of this summer likely being one of the hottest
on record, according to   an April climate outlook from the National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration . Still, officials have said extreme situations that cause blackouts are very unlikely.

Where are the power plant outages?
An ERCOT official said the outages were “spread” across the state and declined to provide
specifics.
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However, at least one of the generators out of service includes a unit at the Comanche Peak
nuclear plant outside of Fort Worth. It was shut down when the main transformer experienced a
fire, according to Vistra Corp., which owns the plant.

Are power plants manipulating the market to get a higher price for power this week?
Asked by media on Monday whether they believed market manipulation was occurring, ERCOT
officials declined to comment, but said that the grid operator’s independent market monitor is the
entity responsible for tracking whether manipulation occurs.

ERCOT officials promised to conduct an analysis to determine why so many units are offline.

Are renewables or fossil fuels to blame for this week?
The majority of the unexpected power plant outages are from “thermal” sources, which in Texas
are largely powered by natural gas plants. Of the approximately 12,000 megawatts of generation
forced offline Monday, about 9,600 megawatts, or nearly 80% of the outages, were from thermal
power sources, according to ERCOT.

Less than 500 megawatts of thermal generation offline on Monday were planned to be out for
maintenance, ERCOT officials said.

Power from wind turbines on Monday afternoon was between 3,500 to 6,000 megawatts,
according to ERCOT, which was 1,500 megawatts lower than what the grid operator typically
expects during the peak time of usage in the summer afternoons. ERCOT officials said wind
output will likely increase as the week continues.

What did the Legislature do to fix the power grid, and is any of it helping this week?
Texas lawmakers passed energy grid legislation that aimed to prevent electricity blackouts in
response to the February crisis, but it will likely take years before those changes are fully
implemented.

Senate Bills 2 and 3   included a few key changes to the state’s power grid that experts said will
begin to address some issues, such as requiring power companies to upgrade plants to withstand
more extreme weather and creating a statewide emergency alert system. The state likely won’t
require companies to start weatherization upgrades until 2022 at the earliest.

The legislation also changes ERCOT’s governing board to replace what lawmakers called
“industry insiders” with appointees selected by a committee comprising selections by Gov.   Greg
Abbott , Lt. Gov.   Dan Patrick   and House Speaker   Dade Phelan .

What more could the Legislature have done to fix the power grid?
Nothing was done by lawmakers to pay consumers to reduce electricity usage, or provide other
incentives or aid in reducing demand. They   didn’t pass legislation that would help   Texans better
insulate their homes and reduce their electricity usage, which could both lower power bills and
reduce demand on the grid.

Lawmakers also   did not provide any direct assistance   to people harmed by the power crisis in
February.

They did not order an energy market overhaul; some proposals would have fundamentally changed
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the state’s deregulated market structure, which relies on supply and demand to set power prices.

What can I do to help cut back electricity usage?
ERCOT said Texans can reduce electricity use by setting the thermostat up to 78 degrees (or, a
level that is safe for you); turning off lights and pool pumps; avoiding use of large appliances such
as ovens, washing machines and dryers; and turning off or unplugging unused electric appliances.
The best time to reduce power consumption is in the late afternoon, when usage is at its peak.

Will my electricity bill be more expensive this week?
It depends on what type of electricity plan you have, and whether it is tied to spikes in wholesale
power prices. The Texas Legislature recently outlawed plans that rely entirely on the wholesale
prices in the market, so while some bills may increase, consumers should not see the type of
extreme spikes that some customers of companies   such as Griddy   saw in February.

Will my electricity service be disconnected if I’m behind on payment?
Not for a few more weeks. The Public Utility Commission of Texas recently said it would lift the
utility moratorium June 18, which means that utility companies will begin to send disconnection
notices at that time. Disconnections can resume June 29 at the earliest.

Renters who need assistance paying their utility bill should apply for rental relief at  
texasrentrelief.com .

Homeowners who need assistance paying their utility bill should apply for relief through the
Comprehensive Energy Assistance Program at   tdhca.state.tx.us/community-affairs/ceap/   or
connect with local nonprofits that provide assistance through   tdhca.state.tx.us/texans.htm

How is this different from the February winter storm?
All 254 Texas counties do not normally experience subfreezing temperatures for consecutive days
every winter, and ERCOT did not plan for the possibility of extreme cold weather in 2021. After
the deadly and disastrous winter storm, ERCOT outlined scenarios for an extremely hot summer,
but it did not plan for 12,000 megawatts of power generation to be offline unexpectedly in mid-
June.

ERCOT officials on Monday promised to conduct an analysis to determine why so many units are
offline this week. Some energy experts have raised questions about whether some of these outages
are lingering damages resulting from February’s storm.

 

 

As Texans are asked to conserve electricity, can power grid withstand
summer heat?
By Eleanor Dearman
Fort Worth Star-Telegram
June 15, 2021
The Electric Reliability Council of Texas, the organization tasked with managing Texas’ power
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grid, on Monday called on residents to reduce electricity use, citing significant strain on the grid
due to forced outages at power plants combined with potential record demand. David J. Phillip AP

Will Texas see another blackout as residents who suffered a deadly winter storm are again asked to
conserve electricity?

Ann Bluntzer, acting director of the TCU Energy Institute, said she feels more confident headed
into the summer months than she was in February, when millions went several days without
electricity, though she noted there is a small chance of outages if there’s extreme heat and extreme
energy consumption.

“I think we’re not going to have the weatherization issues in summer,” Bluntzer said. “When you
look at what really fell apart in February, a lot of it can be pointed to those centers were not
properly weatherized, and that led to a lot of the failures.”

The Electric Reliability Council of Texas, the organization tasked with managing Texas’ power
grid, on Monday called on residents to reduce electricity use, citing significant strain on the grid
due to forced outages at power plants combined with potential record demand. The organization
reported more than 12,000 megawatts of generation was out in the state as of 2:30 p.m Monday.

One megawatt typically powers around 200 homes on a summer day, according to ERCOT.

“We are deeply concerned about the issues associated with all of these plants that are offline at this
time,” Warren Lasher, ERCOT’s senior director of System Planning, said at the time. “We will be
doing a thorough investigation to understand what the issues are and to assess what the
implications are for the grid.”

About 24 hours later, ERCOT was seeing roughly 10,600 megawatts offline, nearly 9,700 of
which were forced outages, spokesperson Leslie Sopko told the Star-Telegram . ERCOT also
reported that Monday saw a record 69,943 megawatts in demand for electricity.

“Power plant owners continue repairs of unexpected equipment failures, and ERCOT is using all
the tools in its toolbox to maintain reliability in the face of potential record-setting electricity
demand,” a news release reads.

As ERCOT asks Texans to conserve power each afternoon between 3 p.m. and 7 p.m. through
Friday, the organization is stressing that the “gird is operating exactly as it was designed and
intended.”

“The issuance of conservation notices is a common practice and prevents ERCOT from entering
emergency conditions,” ERCOT said in a news release. “Conservation efforts combined with the
changes in procedures and processes implemented by ERCOT and the PUC following the winter
storm prevented the possibility of rotating outages yesterday and ensured that no Texans lost
power.”
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Pressed Monday about whether he’s confident Texas can get through the summer without
blackouts, Lasher emphasized that he found the number of outages Monday “very concerning” but
didn’t directly answer the question.

“We operate the grid with the resources that we have available, and it’s the responsibility of the
generation owners to make sure that their plants are available during the peak hours when
customer demand is very high during the summer months,” he said.

ERCOT expects record demand
ERCOT previously said it is expecting record-high demand for electricity this summer because of
hot and dry conditions and population growth. The grid manager in a May 6 news release said it
anticipates enough generation to meet the summer peak demand of a forecasted 77,144 megawatts.
The organization, which is overseen by the Public Utility Commission of Texas, has forecasted a a
15.7% reserve margin for the summer.

A little after 2:30 p.m. on Tuesday, ERCOT was reporting a demand of about 69,200 megawatts,
with just over 3,000 megawatts in operating reserves.

The margin the past couple days is “tight,” said Wei-Jen Lee, an electrical engineering professor at
UT Arlington. He said 15% is a “healthy” margin.

“Now you don’t have too much room for error,” he said.

Lee doesn’t expect a blackout over the summer, but said he does expect Texans to get requests to
conserve power.

Virginia Palacios, executive director of Commission Shift, which advocates for changes at the
Railroad Commission of Texas , anticipates an outage like the one in February.

“We’re at the beginning of the summer, it’s not even the hottest part of the summer, and we’re
already having these issues,” she said. “Unless we have all these generators back online in the next
month or so — even then it’s a little tenuous, because our weather is so much more unpredictable
now, and we’re so much more prone to extremes.”

The reasoning for the unplanned outages remains unclear. Lasher on Monday said he didn’t have
information on whether the generator outages are due to repairs from the winter storm.

“My hunch is that we’re seeing more generators out for maintenance right now because they’re
still recovering from what happened in February,” Palacios said. “So I think this is sort of like the
aftereffects of February. … We’re not ready for this fast approaching summer that we’ve had
already.”

Doug Lewin, an energy and climate consultant, said that under normal circumstances he’d say the
chance of outages like those seen in February are very low.

“But clearly these are not normal circumstances, right?” he said.

Lewin said he hopes to see a quick investigation into what’s causing the outages to fix the problem
before August when temperatures could climb higher.
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Changes after the February winter storm
A presentation from a June 8 ERCOT board meeting lays out changes to summer operations, some
of which are in response to the winter storm. Among initiatives is a plan by ERCOT to visit select
power plants to review their plans to weatherize for the summer. According to ERCOT, such
checks have happened in the past for winter weatherization, but not for summer.

Lasher said 20 plant visits had been conducted as of Monday, with 11 more scheduled over the
coming two weeks. He said four of the plants that have been checked went offline Monday.

“While the risk for emergency conditions remains low this summer based on many of the
scenarios studied, a combination of factors in real time, including record demand, high thermal
generation outages and low wind/solar output could result in tight grid conditions,” Woody
Rickerson, ERCOT’s vice president of grid planning and operations, said in a May statement. “We
cannot control the weather or forced generation outages, but we are prepared to deploy the tools
that are available to us to maintain a reliable electric system.”

Texas lawmakers passed a wide-ranging bill in response to the winter storm that, among other
measures, requires electricity generators, transmitters and critical natural gas facilities to prepare
for extreme weather. Abbott signed Senate Bill 3 on June 8, declaring that “the legislature passed
comprehensive reforms to fix all of the flaws that led to the power failure.”

The bill has been criticized by some energy professionals and Democrats for not going far enough
to protect Texans.

Bluntzer noted that there’s really no weatherization to be done in the summer months. She didn’t
expect the legislation to have any significant impact this summer.

During a news conference marking the bill signing, Sen. Kelly Hancock, R-North Richland Hills,
defended the grid’s ability to endure the summer months. He noted that the reserve margins are
predicted to increase in the coming years.

“Our system continues to grow, we continue to have investment that helps meet the demands that
we have on our load, and so that’s why, if you look at the report that ERCOT had out regarding
summer capacity, that they feel very comfortable that we’ll be able to meet the demands this
summer,” Hancock said.

What can you do to save power?
According to ERCOT, some steps Texans can take to conserve power are:

Setting your thermostat to 78 degrees or higher.

Turning off lights and pool pumps.

Avoid the use of large appliances.

Turn off and unplug electronics you don’t need.

This is a developing story. Check back for updates.
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As the power grid waivers again, Texans are still recovering from the
winter storm
Experts say the energy reform bill signed by Governor Greg Abbott doesn’t go far
enough to protect Texans from future blackouts.
By Sumaiya Malik
Texas Observer
June 15, 2021
Four months after Winter Storm Uri, Carolina Lopez-Herrera is still putting her house back
together. She is one of millions of Texans who lost power and water for days during the record-
breaking freeze this February. As the frigid cold set in, her tiny cat, which she and her sister had
rescued from a dumpster weeks earlier, stopped moving.   Pipes and the water heater burst,
causing damages costing more than $50,000. In the aftermath, she’s had to remove walls, replace
the water heater, and gut the cabinets and floors.   Lopez-Herrera, a   20-year-old paralegal and
student at the University of Houston, has been struggling with getting reimbursements from her
insurance company and keeping track of the contractors still working on the house. The disruption
caused her   18-year-old sister, Susana,   to move to California to stay with their father while the
house is being repaired.  

This spring, frustrated with how her life was turned upside down by the power outage, Lopez-
Herrera testified at the Texas Capitol about her experience in support of an energy efficiency bill.
She urged lawmakers to implement energy efficiency programs so that homes do not lose power in
the event of future storms. The bill did not make it out of committee.  

Of the bills that passed this session, Senate Bill 3 is touted as the one that prepares Texas for future
extreme weather and winter storms.   On June 8, Governor Greg Abbott signed SB 3, saying that
“everything that needed to be done was done to fix the power grid in Texas.” The final version of
the bill is expected to pave the way for the Public Utility Commission of Texas (PUC) to enforce
weatherization at critical facilities. “The power grid is more secure, more robust, and safer than
ever before,”   Abbott said   after signing the bill.   But   experts say   the reforms don’t go far
enough in fixing the grid, and while SB 3 details how power plants will be regulated, it fails to
help homeowners save themselves—and their homes—from future disasters.   On Monday, just a
week after Abbott signed SB 3, the Electric Reliability Council of Texas (ERCOT), which
manages the state’s grid, issued a week-long   conservation alert to Texans   during a not-
abnormally hot summer day. Natural gas power plants were forced offline for repairs, leaving little
room for error as the grid operator once again struggled to keep pace with electric demand.

This year, legislators decided to increase the budget of the PUC by more than $1.5 million. But
that extra money won’t give the agency enough teeth quickly according to Doug Lewin, president
of Stoic Energy.   He says the bill also does not provide homeowners incentives to make their
homes more energy efficient.   Instead, the bill focuses on the supply of power, which is only half
the problem, Lewin says. The other half, the demand-side catering to homeowner needs, has not
been addressed fully; energy-efficient solutions should have been a part of the bill, he says.
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The bill also gives regulatory agencies broad leeway to levy fines against operators who don’t
comply with new weatherization rules. But in some cases, those fines might be less than the cost
of weatherizing power plants. For example, during three days of the February winter storm, an
operator who hadn’t weatherized might incur $5,000 in fines a day for a total of $15,000, whereas
weatherizing a well costs up to $50,000, says Virginia Palacios, the executive director of  
Commission Shift , a non-profit   advocating for changes at the Texas Railroad Commission .  

“As always, implementation and execution is different than the adoption of legislation, so we’ll all
need to watch and make sure that those things get done,” Lewin says. “We of course
systematically underfund our state agents, and our Public Utility Commission is no exception. …
The solutions that could have been deployed that would have put us in a better shape to handle the
outages in February, the PUC couldn’t get to because they’re underfunded.”

When the ice and snowstorm hit, Lopez-Herrera thought she was prepared. She and her sister did
not take the alerts from their university or their family too seriously because their house is across
the street from a grocery store, with four gas stations nearby. “We rationalized: We have
electricity, it won’t be that bad,” Lopez-Herrera says.

But the single-digit temperatures across Texas caused power plants to malfunction; nearly all types
of energy production struggled to keep pace with the astronomical demand for heat across the
state. Natural gas production in particular dropped sharply as the product began to freeze in
pipelines and in gas wells that weren’t designed to withstand the freeze. Blackouts persisted across
Texas, leaving millions in poorly insulated homes that became colder by the minute.

By the third day without power, Lopez-Herrera and Susana spent all their time in bed. They were
barely able to eat; experienced horrible, brain-splitting headaches; couldn’t stop shivering; and lost
some sensation in their limbs—all signs of hypothermia. Desperate to save their cat, Lopez-
Herrera cut a cotton sock and slid it on the cat’s belly for warmth. The cat meowed, the sock
warmed her up, and she survived.

The storm   killed at least 151 Texans, mostly from hypothermia, according to   numbers   released
by the Texas Department of State Health Services.   A   BuzzFeed News   analysis   estimates the
true death toll to be more than four times higher. In 2011, a similar cold plunge caused rolling
power outages, property damage, and death. Many of the energy industry’s failures were
preventable: If they had invested in weatherization—for example, insulating gas wells and
implementing better maintenance checks—energy production would not have failed so
spectacularly, according to a 2011   federal report   on the outages.  

Like Lewin, Palacios, and other energy experts, Lopez-Herrera, who has read the language of the
energy bill and has been following the issue closely, says she doesn’t think that SB 3 addresses the
root cause of the issue. The bill does not ensure that Texans would be saved from the extreme
conditions brought on by power outages in the future. If gas wells freeze again, her power might
go out and her pipes might burst again, too.  

Lopez-Herrera says that to make such extensive repairs to her home again would be horrible. “One
time would be enough for me, but a second time in less than five years would age me, and I am
20,” she says. “It would be so hectic and stressful to go through this again. I hope I don’t have to,
but [if] it must happen I prefer it to happen to me than to a young family or elderly couple.”  
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Navasota LP-Gas serving Grimes County’s past, present & future
By Connie Clements
Navasota Examiner
June 16, 2021
June 16 marks 75 years that Navasota LP-Gas Co. has provided liquid petroleum services to
Grimes and surrounding counties. Owner Chad Ross continues the three generation legacy begun
by his grandfather Norman Bounds, and carried forward by his father Bob Ross. The reason for
this longevity is best summed up by the company’s ability to meet the needs of 4,000-plus
customers, and its work ethic.

Ross said, “Over the years lots of things have changed, regulations have changed, and we’ve been
able to stay up with all of that. We’ve had a pretty much spotless safety records in 75 years.
There’s a lot more competition now than there was when I first started and we’ve been able to hold
our own because of the service we provide.”

He continued, “My grandad was always busy, whether it was here or at his place. My dad was the
same way. It was a work ethic I grew up with…that to get to where you want to be, you’ve got to
adapt to the changes, which we have down here, and you keep working.”

All three generations have been active on the board of the Texas Propane Gas Association
(TPGA), and in the early 2000s, even lobbied for regulation changes within the Railroad
Commission of Texas (RRC) which governs the LP gas industry.

Ross said, “We’re a very overregulated industry but it’s kept this industry in this state pretty safe.
Therefore, there are not many accidents that happen.”

Ross said that all of his employees have the required Hazmat, Department of Transportation, and
RRC certifications and attend continuing education classes.

He said, “It’s a lot to do what we do. We’ve been able to maintain all the customers we’ve got and
there’s only six of us.”

Changing landscape
Grimes County has changed significantly since 1946 when the company was formed.

Ross said, “More people are moving out of the city and into the rural area. All of these big farms
and ranches that use to be around here, they’re being sold off. New little subdivisions are
everywhere. We’re still providing fuel to those lands whether it’s farm or ranch but now it’s from a
different perspective because it’s to take care of your home and keep you comfortable.”

A change since 2000 is the increase in home generator use. While Navasota LP-Gas Co. doesn’t
sell generators, they provide the propane to run them.

Ross said, “There are more homes being built nowadays either all-electric with a standby



generator, or that generator is their backup electricity if they have gas heat, water, cooking, dryer,
fireplaces and outdoor kitchens. If their power goes out, they can still function like they do on a
daily basis because they have a backup generator. We’ve seen a tremendous increase in the
generator business.”

Nature’s challenges
In this century alone, Navasota LP-Gas Co. has withstood Hurricane Ike, a pandemic, and the
“Texas Freeze.”

Recalling Navasota’s week without electricity in 2008 during Ike, Ross said his mom, dad and
longtime employee Gail Finke moved a desk into the shop, plugged in a portable generator, a
computer, and thanks to their landline, were able to service customers by filling cylinders and
delivering to those with generators.

The industry, however, is still feeling the impact of the 2020 pandemic.

Ross said, “The propane tanks we install at customer homes, since the first of the year, have gone
up almost 40-50% and it’s very hard to get them. We can place an order for a load of tanks and it’s
almost 17 weeks before we get them. Barbecue cylinders have been on backorder since February.
We’ve had people come as far away as Huntsville, Houston, and Hearne looking for those
cylinders because there are none around.”

Navasota LP-Gas Co. was in better shape during the February freeze than other industry suppliers.
Ross said they were able to provide gas for several days. While they couldn’t get trucks on the
road, they filled containers for people as far away as Conroe, the north side of Houston and
Hearne.

He said, “We still do so much of our stuff old school. We can still load our trucks the old-
fashioned way. We don’t rely on all of the electronic gadgets which a lot of companies have tried
to stay up with over the course of the years.”

Enjoy what you do
Ross enjoys the camaraderie and sense of family at Navasota LP-Gas Co.

He said, “As a little kid, I thought it was the neatest thing to get on one of those big trucks to go
with my dad or my granddad to go do something.”

Ross worked in the family business while in high school and began fulltime in 1987, obtaining his
certifications that same year. Bob took the reins in 1971 with Chad’s mother Annie by his side,
and the mantle passed to Chad after his mother died in October 2019 followed by his father in
March 2020.

He said, “I miss my dad and grandad every day, and not be able to walk in here and talk to them,
it’s tough. Not being able to bounce ideas off them, it’s tough.”

Ross continued, “With both of them passing, it required me to be here in the office more. I used to
do all the service work, getting out and meeting the customers. It’s a little different. I miss the
interaction of being out in the field.”



Ross credits his knowledge and skills to his grandfather, his father, and the many long-term
Navasota LP-Gas employees.

He said, “Their loyalty to the company and to me speaks volumes. We enjoy coming to work. We
made it fun. If you can’t enjoy what you do, you might as well get out and do something
different.”

 

 

Jack McDonald to EPA: give my generation time
By Jack McDonald
Earthworks
June 15, 2021
Jack provided the below comment   live to the EPA during its June 15, 2021 methane public
listening session   to provide input on the rule it will publish this September to cut oil and gas
production’s methane pollution.

My name is Jack McDonald. I am 19 years old, and I live in Dallas Texas.  

When I was younger my family lived on the Barnett Shale. Our town had 50 wells drilled with
plans to go to over 100. Our house was just a mile from gas wells that released emissions into the
air and regularly had spills. There were plans for fracking within 1000 feet of homes and near my
school. A cul-de-sac in the neighborhood across the street had several cases of rare childhood
cancers. The health department determined breast cancer rates were elevated. My family moved.
We were fortunate; many people do not have the means to move.

I first told this story at an EPA listening session on rolling back methane regulations in October of
2019. Unfortunately, despite near unanimous protesting from those who commented at the session,
those methane rollbacks did happen.

When I last testified I was a senior in high school. I took a gap year in between my senior year of
high school and college, during that time I have had the privilege of becoming the Texas Field
Analyst for Earthworks. In that role, I have begun to understand the full extent to which Texas has
sold its soul to oil and gas.  

I have watched this Texas Legislative session as the chairmen of the *environmental regulations*
committee proposed a bill that would prevent state agencies from enforcing federal environmental
regulation. I have seen bills that aim to regulate flaring die without even a committee hearing,
even bills just to study the impact of methane died. I learned that in the Texas Legislature Climate
Change is a dirty word, that even some environmental groups are afraid to say in hearings. Bill
after bill was filed to protect the interests of fossil fuels even to the detriment of the people. When
151 people died earlier this year during the winter storm, it seems that fossil fuels lobbyists saw an
opportunity. They used the storm to pass laws like HB 17 which prevents local governments from
regulating where their local utility sources its power. Even the few Democrats willing to say the
word climate change supported that bill despite the representative who filed saying in a hearing
that it was designed to target the climate plans of cities like Dallas and Austin.
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I was also able to visit the Permian Basin with Sharon Wilson who does optical gas imaging for
Earthworks. I had seen OGI footage before, but being out among those wells was a totally
different experience. I saw tanks where no one had bothered to close the hatches. Flares that no
one had bothered to light. I visited neighborhoods where the smell of gas was overpowering. I
knew from work I had done as a Field Analyst that many of the things we saw were against state
regulation, but clearly those regulations were not working. Even now after submitting numerous
complaints on the sites that we saw nothing has changed.  

I worked on research understanding the extent to which Texas has failed to regulate its oil and gas
producers. Through that research I learned that oil and gas operators were failing to get permits for
flaring more than 75% of the time. That report which Earthworks published earlier this year
elicited a response from the Railroad Commission . The best they could do to explain why 75%
of flares were not being permitted by the RRC was to say that those must be emergencies. Texas
doesn’t regulate methane. When a site has a release of methane they don’t even have to report a
volume for it. The closest thing to methane regulation is those flaring permits and even those it
seems like the state can’t be bothered to actually enforce.

I’ve only been working in this field full time for about nine months. But I understand the pollution
that Texas oil and gas communities live with, and the dread with which the rest of the world looks
at Texas and our outsized contribution to the climate crisis. If Texas is left to its own devices it
will bring the rest of the world hurtling towards climate catastrophe. Texas is an environmental
rogue state, and we need the EPA’s help to stop it. .

Federal regulation is a necessity. We need the strongest methane regulation that the EPA can
achieve under the Clean Air Act. I understand a plan has been laid out for a 65% reduction, and
Texas communities need every percentage point. Moreover, Texas regulators are not equipped, nor
inclined, to regulate the oil and gas industry. They’d rather let oil and gas do what they want,
regardless of the consequences. Texas needs to be stripped of its ability to enforce the Clean Air
Act — Texas, and the planet – need EPA to intervene.

I’m only 19. I’m going to college next year. My generation needs time to be prepared to fully
address the climate crisis. Time to learn, grow, innovate, and contribute. We’ll gladly seize the
reins when the time comes, but you’ve got to give us the breathing room to do so.

 
 

Andrew Keese
Spokesperson
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New legislation signals strong support for CCUS in Texas
By Madeline Mathews Thomas
JD Supra
June 22, 2021
On June 9, 2021, Texas Governor Greg Abbott signed House Bill 1284 (“HB 1284”), which was
introduced along with its Senate companion, SB 450, during the state’s 87th legislative session.
HB 1284 grants the Texas Railroad Commission (“RRC”) , the governmental agency that
regulates the state’s oil and gas industry, sole jurisdiction over Class VI Injection Wells and carbon
capture, use, and sequestration (“CCUS”) activities in Texas.

Class VI Injection Wells, which we have   discussed previously , are used to inject carbon dioxide
(“CO 2 ”) into deep rock formations, also known as geologic sequestration. This technology is
utilized in order to reduce CO 2   emissions to the atmosphere and mitigate climate change. Class
VI wells are one of six types of underground injection well classes established by the U.S.
Environmental Protection Agency (“EPA”) that are subject to the requirements of Section 1421 of
the Safe Drinking Water Act for the purpose of protecting underground sources of drinking water
from endangerment.

A Class VI Underground Injection Control permit is required prior to drilling and operating a
Class VI well for CCUS operations.   While Texas currently has “primacy” (approval from the
EPA for permitting and enforcement authority) over issuing permits for wells in Classes I-V, it
does not yet have primacy for wells in Class VI, which means that final authorization still comes
from the EPA. At this time, only Wyoming and North Dakota currently have Class VI primacy,
though Louisiana is currently in the process of applying for primacy. Again, more on that   here .

Until the passing of HB 1284, which is effective immediately, the RRC and the Texas
Commission on Environmental Quality (“TCEQ”) split jurisdiction over geologic storage of CO 2
, depending on whether the geologic formation itself was capable of producing oil, gas or
geothermal resources. This shared regulatory responsibility within the state created an impediment
to Texas’ eventual goal of receiving primacy from the EPA.

HB 1284 changed that by tasking a single agency with seeking delegation authority from the EPA
on Class VI Injection Wells. The RRC now has sole jurisdiction in Texas over the regulatory
processes for these wells, simplifying the steps toward and paving the way for the RRC to seek
primacy from the EPA and thus streamline the permitting process. If Texas were granted primacy
from the EPA over Class VI Injection wells, the RRC would be required to enforce the EPA’s
environmental standards, and primacy could be revoked if the RRC failed to do so. The TCEQ
will also continue to have input on each application for a permit to build a Class VI well,
regardless of whether or not primacy is achieved.

This recently enacted legislation is indicative of strong support in Texas for the development of
CCUS projects and helps clear the path for onshore and offshore CCUS deployment within the
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state. The next step will be for Texas to apply for primacy from the EPA, a process which is
expected to take one to two years. Louisiana began this process last year, sending drafts of
primacy documents to the EPA for review at the end of 2020. Class VI regulations were published
in the Louisiana Register on January 20, 2021, and it is expected that the EPA will complete its
review of the package and public comments by the third quarter of this year.

 

 

US E & Ps’ pledge to end ‘routine flaring’ falls short
By Deon Daugherty
Energy Intelligence
May 24, 2021
US producers are lining up behind the World Bank’s “Zero Routine Flaring by 2030” initiative
as part of wider commitments to reduce greenhouse gas emissions. But while adherence is a
strong first step, Energy Intelligence analysis has found that it will not end flaring to the degree
many might think.

The initiative standardizes a definition for “routine flaring” at a time when many different
definitions are found across the industry, sources say. The World Bank defines it as such:

• Routine flaring of gas is flaring during normal oil production operations in the absence of
sufficient facilities or amenable geology to reinject the produced gas, utilize it onsite, or
dispatch it to a market.

That language might suggest that a wide net has been cast to capture a significant amount of
flared gas ( NGW Jul.15’19 ). But Energy Intelligence has found meaningful limitations in its
real-world application -- potentially allowing flaring to continue well beyond 2030 if not
addressed through further action.

That could create problems for oil and gas producers, which face mounting pressure to address
their wider emissions footprint.

Just last year, France’s government intervened on a supply deal for US LNG, calling US gas
“dirty” due to a lack of regulatory pushback against flaring in the Permian Basin ( NGW
Oct.26’20 ).

Qualifying What Counts
Flaring is a tricky problem for the industry. Global flaring has remained at around 140 billion
cubic meters for the past decade. At the height of US shale production in 2019, the country’s
flaring jumped by 23% year on year, pushing global totals up 3%.

Routine flaring is just one piece of that, and what counts as “routine” can vary across different
circumstances.

For example, flaring is generally considered routine in the absence of sufficient pipeline
capacity. But under its 2030 initiative, the World Bank limits this definition to new
development areas – a significant limitation to its remit. Routine flaring at existing assets that
lack pipeline access is not counted toward the pledge if there is no economic use for the gas.

Flaring based on a system upset or equipment problem is categorized as routine for the operator
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of the assets. However, if a third party operates, the flaring is not considered routine.
Companies are also only responsible for routine flaring at developments they operate, not those
where they are a nonoperated partner.

Any gas flared for safety purposes is not considered routine flaring.

So what does all this mean in practice? Energy Intelligence analyzed the efficacy of the World
Bank’s initiative by applying its definition to the Permian, where rampant flaring has followed
a surge in associated gas output. The analysis found numerous examples of flaring that fall
outside the “routine” definition.

Qualifying What Counts as Routine Flaring

Routine Flaring Not Routine Flaring

Gas production exceeds existing 
infrastructure capacity

Gas flared during an accident to ensure 
safe operations

Flaring from an oil/gas separator Gas blow-down following an emergency 
shutdown to prevent overpressurization

Process unit flaring, including the 
process at oil storage tanks or tail 
gas treatment units

Gas containing hydrogen sulfide (H2S)

High-line pressure on operator-owned 
equipment that lasts more than 
three months

Presence of high levels of volatile organic 
compounds other than methane

Distance from a new development to 
a pipeline is too far to be economic

Ensuring safety during process unit flaring, 
including the occurrence at oil storage 
tanks or tail gas treatment units

-- Equipment failure of a third party contracted 
to handle gas

-- Start-up following facility shutdown

-- Temporary failure of third-party facility that 
prevents receipt of gas

-- During construction activities, such as tie-ins, 
change in operating conditions or plant 
design modifications

-- Reservoir or well maintenance, such as wire 
line intervention

-- High-line pressure on operator-owned 
equipment that is resolved within 
three months



-- High-line pressure; third-party ownership

-- Distance from an existing well to a pipeline 
is too far to be economic

Source: Energy Intelligence research

Texas law requires permits for flaring that happens outside of a handful of situations
surrounding early-stage production. But the Texas Railroad Commission , which oversees
those permits, very rarely denies such requests ( NGW Jul.1’19 ).

Clarifying Perceptions
All this is not to say the World Bank initiative is an ineffective tool. But given that no signatory
companies have released absolute figures around how much carbon dioxide is abated with the
pledge -- nor did they when requested by Energy Intelligence -- the magnitude of its impact is
difficult to judge.

The World Bank was unable to provide an estimate of how much flaring would be categorized
as “routine” by press time.

Occidental Petroleum was the first company to endorse the pledge ( NGW Mar.8’21 ). A
spokesman for the company told Energy Intelligence that Oxy will report data to World Bank
this year. Chevron’s routine flaring data will be reported to World Bank in 2023, a spokesman
said.

One issue with the pledge’s limitations is that stakeholders unfamiliar with the nuances of
industry flaring may conclude that signatory companies are making more significant changes
than the initiative holds them to. If stakeholders were to then find out that isn’t the case, it risks
further damaging the industry’s already tenuous reputation.

“I am quite certain that most investors believe that [the endorsement] means that companies are
committing to eliminate the vast majority of their flaring,” Andrew Logan, senior director for
oil and gas at investment advisory group Ceres, tells Energy Intelligence. “The idea that it
might nor include a large set of perhaps very common situations is going to be a very
unwelcome surprise to a lot of investors.”

In other words, the work doesn’t stop once the World Bank pledge is fulfilled.

Royal Dutch Shell, for example, has reduced its overall flaring in the Permian by 90% since
2016 as well as its methane and greenhouse gas emissions intensity by 80% -- all while its
production has risen by 80%.

“All numbers we are proud of, but more work needs to be done to get us to our goal,” says
spokeswoman Natalie Gunnel.

 

 

BP starts production from new Gulf of Mexico project
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By Paul Takahashi
Houston Chronicle
June 23, 2021
BP has started production from two new deepwater wells in the Gulf of Mexico, furthering its
plans to add 900,000 barrels of oil and natural gas production per day by year-end.  

The two wells, at the Manuel project site about 140 miles off the coast of New Orleans, are
expected to boost production from the Na Kika platform by an estimated 20,100 barrels of oil and
gas per day. The British oil major on Wednesday said it added a new subsea production system to
the platform, which will extract oil and gas from reservoirs 21,000 feet below the gulf. BP and
Shell each hold a 50 percent working interest in the Manuel project.  

“Manuel is exactly the type of high-value project that is critical to growing our business here in
the Gulf of Mexico,” said Starlee Sykes, BP’s senior vice president of the Gulf of Mexico and
Canada. “BP’s focused and resilient hydrocarbons business is a key pillar of our strategy.”

Although BP has moved aggressively into wind and solar projects over the past year, the company
plans to expand its traditional oil and gas business in the Gulf of Mexico, where BP is a leading
producer. BP operates four production platforms in the gulf: Thunder Horse, Atlantis, Mad Dog
and Na Kika, with a fifth platform, Argos, expected to come online in 2022.  

BP expects to increase its Gulf of Mexico production to more than 400,000 barrels of oil per day
by the middle of this decade, up from more than 300,000 barrels of oil per day in 2019.  

The oil giant has said it plans to use its revenue from its oil and gas business to help fund its pivot
from an international oil company into an international energy company. It announced plans last
year to become a net-zero emissions company by 2050 or sooner, promising to gradually reduce its
oil and gas production as it shifts toward renewable and green energy sources.  

BP next year expects to launch its new Argos platform, which   in April was transported from a
South Korea manufacturer   to a fabrication yard near Corpus Christi where it is being finished.
The 27-story-tall floating semi-submersible, one of BP’s largest, is expected to produce up to
140,000 barrels of oil and gas per day, boosting BP’s output in the Gulf by about a quarter. The
platform is BP’s first addition to the Gulf since 2008, before the deadly Deepwater Horizon
explosion and oil leak in 2010.  

“The safe production of resilient hydrocarbons in the basins we know best is core to advancing our
strategy to transform into an integrated energy company,” said Ewan Drummond, BP’s senior vice
president of projects.

 

 

Wastewater reuse bill lauded by oil & gas industry
By Yantis Green
San Angelo Live
June 22, 2021
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AUSTIN – Todd Staples, president of the Texas Oil & Gas Association, issued the following
statement after SB 601, which creates the Texas Produced Water Consortium at Texas Tech
University to study the beneficial use of produced water specifically focusing on the economics,
technology and impact on environmental and public health, was signed into law by Governor
Abbott:

“Today’s oil and natural gas companies are technology companies, and treating, reusing and
recycling produced water for beneficial use in the oil patch and beyond is becoming more
common thanks to this industry’s commitment to innovation. This Consortium will allow industry
and our partners to build upon pioneering work in produced water recycling and reuse to find even
more innovative ways to allow wastewater to be recycled and treated into new drought-proof
sources of water, keeping the Texas oil and natural gas industry at the forefront of water
conservation, innovation and sustainability efforts in the state. We thank bill authors Senator
Charles Perry, Representative Dustin Burrows and the Texas Legislature for promoting innovation
in the responsible development of our state’s natural resources.”

 

 

Court’s ‘historic’ FERC slap-down shifts pipeline war
By Niina H. Farah, Mike Soraghan and Miranda Willson
E & E News
June 23, 2021
A federal court ruling yesterday could influence how the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission
reviews and approves pipelines, with major implications for the gas industry and legal cases
around the country, analysts say.

The U.S. Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia Circuit axed a certificate for the Spire STL
pipeline in a forceful opinion that criticized FERC for failing to follow its own policies and delve
into whether there was a need for the 65-mile natural gas pipeline from Illinois to Missouri.

Instead, the court found that FERC had relied too heavily on Spire’s precedent agreement with
shipper Spire Missouri, a retail utility that was affiliated with the pipeline developer ( E & E News
PM , June 22).

The fate of the operational pipeline is now in the hands of the agency. Analysts said the ruling
could influence FERC’s ongoing review of its Certificate Policy Statement, which dictates the
process for determining whether a proposed pipeline is in the public interest and should therefore
be approved. FERC Chairman Richard Glick reopened the review this year but has not indicated
when it will end.

The agency has historically greenlit proposals as long as they included one or more precedent
agreements, which indicate that customers are willing to reserve capacity on the pipeline, but that
practice could change depending on the outcome of the FERC review ( Energywire , May 28).

“I don’t think it can be overstated how important this decision is today,” said Gillian Giannetti, an
attorney with the Natural Resources Defense Council’s Sustainable FERC Project. “This is a
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historic opinion that could change the landscape of how FERC assesses pipeline need.”

In a statement, FERC said it is reviewing the decision to determine what actions “may be
appropriate.”

The ruling could affect other major projects currently being challenged in court, such as the
PennEast and Mountain Valley natural gas pipelines, which FERC also approved after reviewing
affiliate precedent agreements, legal experts said.

“FERC is really going to have to flesh out a new process by which it considers public convenience
and necessity for affiliate projects, and there are many, many of those around the country right
now,” said Jennifer Danis, a senior fellow at Columbia Law School’s Sabin Center for Climate
Change Law.

Danis, who filed an amicus brief in the case on behalf of a client, said it will be important for the
commission in the future to back up its conclusions on pipelines with data and modeling. She
noted that federal law has always required FERC to take those steps but said litigation is
sometimes necessary to prompt compliance. This case defined the outer bounds of what FERC
could do under the law, she said.

“The D.C. Circuit is quite clear about protecting the public interest and FERC’s obligations, when
it’s making assertions about vague public benefits, that it has that data to support those,” she said.

In the ruling, the D.C. Circuit agreed with the Environmental Defense Fund that FERC had
ignored “record evidence of self-dealing” and had not seriously weighed the benefits of the
projects against their potential risks.

“Under the circumstances presented in this case — with flat demand as conceded by all parties, no
Commission finding that a new pipeline would reduce costs, and a single precedent agreement
between affiliates — we agree with EDF that the Commission’s approach did not reflect reasoned
and principled decisionmaking,” said Senior Judge Harry Edwards in an opinion for the court.

“This is a tremendous victory to get rid of this blind reliance on affiliate precedent agreements and
the idea that they can weigh the adverse impacts with a one-sentence conclusion,” said David
Bookbinder, chief counsel at the Niskanen Center, which has represented landowners before the
commission in various proceedings.

The decision would directly affect Bookbinder’s case against the pipeline associated with the
Jordan Cove liquefied natural gas terminal in Oregon. As with the Spire STL pipeline, FERC also
relied on affiliated precedent agreements in its approval of Jordan Cove’s Pacific Connector
pipeline, he noted.

Bookbinder said he is planning to notify its panel of judges in the D.C. Circuit in his case of the
decision soon.

The ruling “cuts FERC off at the knees about several of their favorite subterfuges, their insistence
that affiliate agreements are as valid as any other precedent agreements and that they don’t have to
look at any other factor,” he said.



“The court said you certainly do have to look at other factors when people are bringing you
evidence of self-dealing,” Bookbinder said.

Natalie Karas, the lead counsel of the energy program at EDF, who led the challenge against the
FERC certificate, agreed that yesterday’s decision would likely alter FERC’s approach but did not
comment on whether the ruling might spark new lawsuits against natural gas pipelines.

“I think, going forward, this decision will guide FERC’s action in approving new applications and
considering other similar examples and will show to pipeline developers what would be
considered permissible under the statute and what would not,” she said.

Glick and a looming shutdown?
FERC’s review of its Certificate Policy Statement on pipeline approval processes has drawn
thousands of comments so far.

The current policy statement says that FERC will scrutinize “all relevant factors” when
considering proposed pipeline projects. But environmental groups, industry representatives and
commissioners themselves acknowledge that the existence of precedent agreements has
historically been viewed by the commission as a proxy for pipeline need.

“[The] fact that the court so swiftly knocked down the Commission’s reliance on an affiliate
precedent agreement to demonstrate market need here will undoubtedly factor into FERC’s
broader reexamination of the Certificate Policy Statement,” Jeff Dennis, general counsel and
managing director of Advanced Energy Economy, a clean energy trade group, said in an email.

Glick, who voted against the commission’s 2019 decision to approve the Spire STL pipeline, has
criticized the reliance on precedent agreements, particularly in cases where project applications
only include agreements between affiliated companies. Yesterday’s ruling underscores the need for
the commission to revisit its methodologies for discerning the demand for and benefits of a
project, Glick said.

“As I noted in my 2019 dissent regarding the Spire project, the Commission must consider all
relevant factors when determining the need for a project and balance the evidence of need against
adverse impacts,” Glick said in a news release. “Today’s decision shows that when FERC cuts
corners with its analysis, it puts its decisions — and the investments made in reliance on those
decisions — at substantial risk.”

Former FERC Commissioner Cheryl LaFleur, a Democrat who had also voted against approving
the pipeline, praised the court’s ruling on social media shortly after the decision.

“I was excited to see today’s DC Circuit opinion vacating and remanding this case, which clearly
violated @FERC’s own standards for public interest and necessity,” she wrote on Twitter.

Although precedent agreements between affiliate companies have come under fire as a
questionable signal of project need, supporters argue that the deals are still binding contracts
showing market demand for a pipeline.

“An affiliated shipper’s need for capacity and its obligation to pay for such service under a binding
contract are not lessened just because it is affiliated with the project sponsor,” FERC wrote in its



majority order approving the Spire STL pipeline in 2018.

Despite yesterday’s ruling, the pipeline developer said the pipeline “has more than proven it is
essential,” particularly during the polar vortex last February.

“While other parts of the Midwest struggled with supply and extremely high costs, the STL
Pipeline ensured the St. Louis region had access to reliable, affordable energy, when it needed it
most,” said Jason Merrill, a spokesperson for the company.

“We are currently reviewing the order and considering next steps,” Merrill said.

Analysts at ClearView Energy Partners, though, predicted that the pipeline could be shut down.

“Spire STL’s shut down currently looks to be more a question of when than if,” ClearView said in
a note yesterday.

‘This is shocking’
Landowners, who say Spire and its contractors bullied and mistreated them throughout
development and construction of the project, called for immediate action on the pipeline.

“They need to shut that gas off right now,” said Kenny Davis, who has about 1,500 feet of the pipe
on his land. “As far as I’m concerned, they’re trespassing.”

But it’s not clear to them what comes next.

“It’s never happened before,” he said, “so I don’t know what’s going on.”

Nate Laps, a consultant hired by Davis and other landowners whose land was condemned, has
been leading the fight for years. Laps said he was stunned by the ruling.

“This is shocking,” he said. “This is an unknown.”

Davis said Spire took his land under what’s called “quick-take” condemnation, after offering him
“pennies on the dollar” compared with what it was worth. He still hasn’t been paid, or gotten a
court date to make his case.

The construction crews mixed precious topsoil with clay, ripped out his timber and ruined the best
deer-hunting spot on the land, he said. He had hoped to build a retirement home on the property,
but can’t because the high-pressure line runs through the middle of it, and the home would be in
the blast zone if it ruptured.

“FERC just let them get away with it,” Davis said.

Spire said it went “above and beyond expectations” in its handling of construction ( Energywire ,
Sept. 23, 2019).

FERC allowed the pipeline to begin operations in 2020, despite protests from landowners that the
company wasn’t fixing the damage it had done to their farms. Under former Chairman Neil
Chatterjee, FERC told officials that any problems had been handled responsibly.
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“Spire is appropriately documenting any environmental compliance issues,” Chatterjee   wrote   in
2019.

Laps’ firm holds a purchase option on its clients’ land as wide as the easement, and that could be a
factor in any resolution of what happens with the land and the pipe.

He said it might be best for the landowners in the long term if the pipeline keeps pumping gas,
since it’s already operating. Ripping it out would cause more damage, though pipelines usually
stay in the ground even after operations cease, according to Laps. His clients, he said, didn’t
oppose the pipelines, but were angered by Spire’s tactics.

“They just want to be made whole,” Laps said, “and return to good farming practices.”

Email:   nfarah@eenews.net

 

 

Key to the shale boom? 3 federal subsidies
By Carlos Anchondo and Lesley Clark
E & E News
June 23, 2021
Federal subsidies played a key role in helping to sustain the U.S. shale boom over the past two
decades, swelling the expected value of oil and gas projects by as much as $20 billion per year,
according to a new report.

The   analysis , released this morning by the Stockholm Environment Institute, examined the three
largest U.S. federal oil and gas subsidies and how they affected the expected value of nearly 2,500
oil and gas fields that began producing between 1998 and 2019.

The report found that two subsidies alone — the expensing of intangible drilling costs and the
percentage depletion allowance — increased the expected value of new oil and gas projects by
billions of dollars in most years, and by more than $20 billion in years with high oil prices, such as
2008 and 2010 to 2014.

The analysis said the two subsidies — which Democrats have long targeted for repeal — added
“substantial value” to new, unconventional oil and gas projects in top-producing regions like the
Bakken Formation, the Appalachian region and the Permian Basin.

It also said that some oil and gas firms benefited more than others. It estimated that subsidies
boosted Chesapeake Energy Corp.’s expected project returns by $9 billion in 2008, primarily from
oil and gas fields under development in the Marcellus Shale of the Appalachian region and in the
Haynesville shale formation, located in parts of Texas and Louisiana.

And in 2012, subsidies “could have amplified” Pioneer Natural Resources Co.’s expected project
returns by $8 billion, the report added, primarily from fields being developed in the Permian
Wolfcamp shale play.
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Neither Chesapeake nor Pioneer could be reached for comment yesterday.

The report noted that there is little information available about which companies, types of oil and
gas drilling, or regions of the country have benefited most from subsidies because neither the
companies themselves nor the IRS provides detailed information.

The study from the international policy organization comes as Democrats seek to repeal oil and
gas subsidies — some dating back a century or more — as part of their effort to address climate
change and transition the United States to cleaner sources of energy.

Biden and congressional Democrats have sought to overhaul the tax code to address fossil
subsidies.

“In the push to create a modern, low-carbon economy, the tax code is a powerful policy tool, and
can be used to help transition away from high-carbon industries, like fossil fuels, to less polluting
forms of energy,” the report said.

The study’s lead author said the analysis provides evidence that the subsidies aren’t necessary to
spur production.

“When times are good, these subsidies are just going to extra profit, over and above what would
be needed to make the field viable,” said Peter Erickson, the climate policy program director at the
institute’s U.S. center.

Biden, who pledged on the campaign trail to end fossil fuel subsidies, has proposed paying for his
infrastructure plan by ending what his administration calls “long-entrenched subsidies to fossil
fuels” ( Energywire , April 8).

He would instead use targeted tax incentives to promote clean energy.

The American Petroleum Institute did not respond to a request for comment on the report. But in
response to Biden’s infrastructure plan, API in March   said   the oil and gas industry “receives no
special tax treatment,” and that the U.S. tax code is “applied equally across industries.”

“Targeting specific industries with new taxes would only undermine the nation’s economic
recovery and jeopardize good-paying jobs, including union jobs,” said Frank Macchiarola, API’s
senior vice president for policy, economic and regulatory affairs, in a statement at the time.

The SEI report said that “what makes these tax measures subsidies” is that “they are financial
benefits not generally available to other industries.”

Former President Obama repeatedly but unsuccessfully called for repealing the same tax breaks in
his annual budget requests.

Biden and Congress
Biden’s Treasury Department estimated in April that eliminating subsidies for fossil fuel
companies would increase government tax receipts by more than $35 billion over the next decade.

ClearView Energy Partners LLC noted at the time that although Treasury did not detail which
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fossil provisions it would target, the $35 billion in tax breaks suggests an effort to eliminate direct
incentives such as deductions for intangible drilling costs.

The fossil fuel industry also enjoys master limited partnerships, a deduction for domestic
manufacturing and clean coal investment credits, among others.

House Democrats have filed legislation targeting 11 provisions of the tax code, including breaks
for intangible drilling costs and the enhanced oil recovery credit.

Sen. Ron Wyden (D-Ore.) in April also introduced a bill that would eliminate fossil fuel tax breaks
and create new incentives for zero-emissions energy sources.

But Republicans on the Senate Finance Committee insisted that the rollbacks would hurt jobs in
the industry.

Environmentalists have estimated that fossil fuel corporations receive as much as $15 billion in
direct subsidies from the federal government every year.

Twitter:   @cjanchondo Email:   canchondo@eenews.net

 

 

Bennet introduces drilling reform, orphaned well bills
By Heather Richards
E & E News
June 23, 2021
Colorado Democratic Sen. Michael Bennet is the latest lawmaker this year to propose billions of
dollars to clean up the nation’s orphaned oil and gas wells.

With a pair of bills released yesterday, Bennet aims to rush dollars toward federal agencies tasked
with tracking and reclaiming abandoned wells on public land.

The legislation also includes reforms that could irk GOP lawmakers, like higher bonding for wells
to make sure taxpayers are not left on the hook for cleanup costs.

“Our bills not only invest in orphaned well clean up, but also restore the role of local leaders in
lease sales, and hold companies operating on public lands to the same high standards that
responsible operators already follow,” said Bennet in a statement.

The bills have yet to find co-sponsors, but they echo popular reform ideas circulated this year by
the White House, tucked into infrastructure proposals in recent days and introduced in bills by
other lawmakers in the 117th Congress.

Bennet’s “Oil and Gas Bonding Reform and Orphaned Well Remediation Act”   would   provide
$8 billion, over a 10-year period, to pay for the cleanup of abandoned oil and gas infrastructure.

It would also increase the bonding companies have to pay from $10,000 on a single federal lease
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to $150,000. A statewide blanket bond would be raised from the current $25,000 minimum
requirement to $500,000.

The “Public Engagement Opportunity on Public Land Exploration (PEOPLE) Act”   would   make
public the identity of individuals or companies nominating federal lands for lease — a process that
is currently opaque.

The “PEOPLE Act” would also require notice to local governments and anyone with water or
recreational rights. And it would beef up requirements for public input and environmental review
prior to a lease sale taking place.

Other bills
Orphan wells are considered a health and climate hazard for their potential to leak toxins like
benzene into water sources and gases like methane into the atmosphere.

Bennet’s cleanup bill names nearly 57,000 oil and gas wells known to be orphaned across the U.S.
on federal, state, tribal and private lands.

That figure comes from the Interstate Oil and Gas Compact Commission but is well short of some
federal estimates that put the number of undocumented orphan wells in the millions. The Interior
Department has claimed there are at least 14,400 orphaned wells on federal lands.

New Mexico Democratic Rep. Teresa Leger Fernandez’s   H.R. 2415   would authorize $7.25
billion in grants to fund orphan well cleanup on state and private lands and increase bonding equal
to Bennet’s suggestion. Republicans oppose the bill.

Sens. Ben Ray Luján (D-N.M.) and Kevin Cramer’s (R-N.D.) “Revive Economic Growth and
Reclaim Orphaned Wells (REGROW) Act,”   S. 1076 , would create a fund of more then $4 billion
for cleanup but would not require the bonding increase. Texas Democratic Rep. Lizzie Fletcher
and North Dakota Republican Rep. Kelly Armstrong have a companion, H.R. 3585.

A sweeping   discussion draft   by Energy and Natural Resources Chairman Joe Manchin (D-
W.Va.) borrows from the bill ( see related story ).

Biden administration officials have said they support recent well plugging and conservation bills
pending on Capitol Hill ( E & E Daily , June 17). They are also working on a report on oil and gas
leasing.

The president’s fiscal 2022 budget includes a threefold increase in funding for orphan wells and
abandoned mine cleanup — priorities that the White House has said will create and maintain jobs
in the fossil fuel industries while addressing climate ( Energywire , April 12).

‘Put Americans to work’
Even if the bills don’t pass, lawmakers are vowing continued scrutiny of oil and gas production
and its environmental effects.

Reps. Ro Khanna (D-Calif.), chairman of the Oversight and Reform Subcommittee on
Environment, and Katie Porter (D-Calif.), chairwoman of the Natural Resource Subcommittee on
Oversight and Investigations, flagged orphans as a potential crisis in a   letter   Monday to JP
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Morgan Chase & Co. demanding, among other things, the bank’s estimates of orphan well cleanup
costs from its debtors and clients.

Bennet’s two bills, which tout long-standing asks from environmentalists and public land
advocates, have gathered a slew of early supporters, including nine county commissioners in
Colorado and several conservation and wildlife organizations.

“For decades, orphaned oil and gas wells have not only left communities with the cleanup, but also
with the hazards of chemicals leaking into their air and drinking water,” said Jim Ramey, Colorado
state director for the Wilderness Society.

David Willms, senior director of conservation in the West for the National Wildlife Federation,
said Bennet’s bills would “put Americans to work.”

Twitter:   @hroxaner Email:   hrichards@eenews.net
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What to expect from a report on how San Antonio handled the
February power crisis
By   Brendan Gibbons
San Antonio Report
June 24, 2021
A report on how San Antonio’s utilities coped with a historic cold-weather crisis in February won’t
likely bring major revelations, its authors say. But the document will expose new details about the
storm that left hundreds of thousands without power, many for multiple days.

The report has been in the works since late February, when Mayor Ron Nirenberg   appointed   a
seven-member committee led by former District 8 Councilman Reed Williams. Other members
included retired Air Force Gen. Edward A. Rice Jr.; Lisa Tatum, a former assistant district
attorney; and City Council members Adriana Rocha Garcia (D4), Ana Sandoval (D7), Manny
Pelaez (D8), and Clayton Perry (D10).

The committee held 14 public meetings, posting its questions and responses from CPS Energy,
San Antonio Water System, and city staff on its website along the way. City Council will get its
first full briefing on its conclusions at an 11 a.m. special meeting Thursday.

“I don’t think there’s going to be a lot of surprises, if you’ve been paying attention,” Williams told
the San Antonio Report on Monday, before the final draft was complete.

The report will touch on what Williams called “a bad regulatory structure we’ve got to change.” In
Texas, the Public Utility Commission and the Electric Reliability Council of Texas (ERCOT)
oversee a power grid that serves 26 million Texas customers, with limited connectivity to
neighboring states. Yet another agency, the Railroad Commission of Texas , oversees the natural
gas industry.

Williams is among those criticizing the structure of Texas’ power   market, in which power
generators such as CPS Energy basically only get paid for the power they sell. In some other
states, generators are compensated for keeping excess power plant capacity on standby in case of
emergencies.

“For the past 20 years, there’s been no incentive to put in excess capacity,” Williams said.

Not everyone agrees that a capacity market would have prevented the February blackouts. A  
recent analysis   by researchers with the University of Texas and other institutions stated that it’s
“not clear that a capacity market would have helped in this crisis.” The extra plants might not have
made up for gas supply issues or power plants that broke down in the cold, they wrote.

Following similar winter blackouts in 2011, the Texas Legislature failed to pass strict winter
preparedness rules for power plants and natural gas systems. When even more severe cold
blanketed the whole state in February, natural gas and coal underperformed even ERCOT’s most
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extreme outage forecasts by 20%,   according to   one researcher.

CPS Energy experienced a similar fate as many Texas power companies, with one of its coal
plants and its nuclear plants suffering   freeze-related mechanical issues   that required taking them
offline when they were needed most.

“CPS has got to run their plants better,” Williams said, adding that the utility must also distribute
power more effectively when ERCOT hits the utility with requirements to throttle down their
customers’ demand during grid emergencies such as the one in February.

One product of the committee’s investigation was a   CPS Energy map   showing which
neighborhoods were shut off and for how long. Some areas on the same circuits as critical sites
such as hospitals and fire stations saw no outages; others saw outages lasting more than two days.

“The system was designed to treat all areas equally,” Rice said at the committee’s June 11 meeting.
“In a perfect world, this map would have been much more homogenous in color. We didn’t live in
a perfect world during the storm.”

The report also will discuss local officials’ communications with residents during the grid
catastrophe. CPS Energy in particular has been criticized for not explaining how long customers
might be without power.

“They’ve got to communicate better,” Williams said.

CPS Energy officials say they’re already making strides on many of these issues, including on
managing blackouts during any emergencies.

At a special board meeting Tuesday, CPS Energy CEO Paula Gold-Williams discussed a four-year
project between the utility and consultant   Burns & McDonnell   to consider adding more
switches, called   “reclosers,”   to the local grid to help break it down into more manageable
networks.

“The [outage] durations won’t be as long,” Gold-Williams told board members.

The report’s meatiest material centers on CPS Energy rather than on SAWS. Most committee
members agreed that the loss of water service to wide swaths of northern San Antonio came only
after   power was cut to key pumping sites , leading   to a loss of pressure in the SAWS system.

“While SAWS certainly has opportunities for improvement, like all organizations do, I think our
report is going to be shorter” for SAWS, Pelaez said at the committee’s June 4 meeting. “Simply
because I think SAWS is dependent upon CPS, whereas CPS is not necessarily as dependent on
SAWS.”

 

 

Some Texas power plants unexpectedly went offline last week. The
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grid operator says it still doesn’t know why
Texans were asked to cut back on their electricity use for a week because of “tight”
power grid conditions, according to ERCOT officials. They still haven’t said what
caused the plant outages.
By Mitchell Ferman
Texas Tribune
June 24, 2021
Last Monday, Texas’ main power grid operator asked Texans, mid-heat wave, to turn their
thermostats to 78 degrees during the afternoon and evening for the week to reduce electricity
demand on the grid after 12,000 megawatts of power generation unexpectedly went offline —
enough to power 2.4 million homes on a hot summer day.

By the end of the week, that appeal from the Electric Reliability Council of Texas expired without
a public announcement, and ERCOT officials still have not said why they asked Texans to cut
back on electricity use.

Were there damages to the power grid infrastructure stemming from February’s deadly winter
storm? Were there nefarious actors looking to manipulate the electricity market? What does this
mean for power generation during the rest of the hot Texas summer?

ERCOT hasn’t said — or released data to answer any of these questions raised by industry experts.
And that is exactly how the Texas power grid is supposed to work, energy experts said.

“ERCOT knows what plants fail, but not why,” said Bob King, an energy consultant in Austin who
has worked in the Texas energy industry for more than 30 years.

ERCOT is a quasi-governmental body that manages the state’s power supply;   it’s overseen by the
Public Utility Commission , a state agency with leaders appointed by the governor. While ERCOT
oversees the grid’s daily operations, the grid itself is a network of independent companies,
cooperatives and some cities that aren’t required to quickly give ERCOT detailed explanations
when power generation goes offline.

So far, ERCOT has not revealed which power plants went down last week — or even how many
were down.

“Based on preliminary information received from generation owners, the vast majority of forced
outages that occurred last week are due to equipment issues,” ERCOT spokesperson Leslie Sopko
said. “Our Operations group is analyzing the information and will be providing a more
comprehensive overview of the causes.”

Daniel Cohan, an associate professor of civil and environmental engineering at Rice University,
said ERCOT was not being “sufficiently transparent in explaining what was going on and left
Texans in the dark about causes for these outages.”

Calpine, one of the state’s largest power generation companies, said all of its generation equipment
was up and running last week.

Vistra Corp., the state’s largest power generation company, had one unit down: The Comanche
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Peak nuclear plant outside of Fort Worth shut down one of its units when the main transformer
experienced a fire, according to the company, which owns the plant. Each unit at Comanche can
generate about 1,150 megawatts of energy at full capacity.

“Aside from one unit at Comanche Peak, which makes up about 6% of Vistra’s generation
capacity in ERCOT, the rest of our fleet performed very well throughout the week,” said company
spokesperson Meranda Cohn.

But that one outage between the two large companies accounts for less than 10% of the lost power
generation last week. ERCOT likely will not give more information to the public for 60 days, per
ERCOT and Public Utility Commission rules, officials said.

In the meantime, ERCOT’s independent watchdog will investigate what happened. Beth Garza,
who was director of the watchdog from 2014 to 2019, said that’s standard procedure after such an
event.

“They will look if there is any indication if there is any nefarious or bad acting on any particular
generations’ part,” Garza said.

Last week’s power generation outages marked the second time ERCOT has asked Texans to cut
back on electricity use since February’s storm. Garza and other experts also raised concerns about
the winter storm’s impact on “thermal” sources of energy, which in Texas are largely powered by
natural gas plants.

“One thing I’d be curious about: What the effects of February’s cold weather was on thermal
units,” Garza said. “Was some of that being worked on and fixed (last week)?”

The winter storm shut down a huge chunk of Texas’ natural gas supply chain, including natural gas
power plants. But in the aftermath of the storm, politically powerful natural gas companies, and
their regulators, mostly   avoided harsh criticism   from state lawmakers. Regulators even   went as
far as defending the industry through a public relations campaign .

Lawmakers did, however, pass legislation requiring power plants to build protection against
extreme weather, a process called weatherization. But critics said lawmakers   did not require all
parts   of the state’s electricity supply chain to weatherize.

Of the approximately 12,000 megawatts of generation offline last Monday, about 9,600
megawatts, or nearly 80% of the outages, were from thermal power sources, according to ERCOT.

Less than 500 megawatts of thermal generation offline last Monday were planned to be out for
maintenance, ERCOT officials said.

That data undercuts Gov.   Greg Abbott ‘s   claim   last week that the power plants that went
offline were undergoing repairs to prepare for the summer heat. Power plants typically undergo
maintenance repairs in the spring.

In April,   the last time ERCOT asked Texans to cut back electricity use , the supply of electricity
to the power grid was struggling to keep up with demand because a large number of power plants
were offline — some due to repairs from the February storm — combined with higher demand
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than ERCOT predicted.

ERCOT has not said if last week’s plant outages were related to April’s outages.

A more unpredictable and less relied upon power source — wind — also did not provide much
power generation to the grid last week while the power plants were offline.

Power from wind turbines last Monday afternoon was between 3,500 to 6,000, according to
ERCOT, which was 1,500 megawatts lower than what the grid operator typically expects during
the peak time of usage in summer afternoons.

Cohan, the Rice University professor, said he’s more worried about the grid’s overall performance
than the fact that the wind was barely blowing last week.

“This is our primetime season, power plants are supposed to be ready to go for the summer and to
generate as much as possible on summer afternoons,” Cohan said. “So it is concerning that so
many plants weren’t ready last week. And last week was really just a trial run. We’re likely to have
temperatures at least 10 degrees warmer and demand 10% higher on hotter days in July and
August. This grid wouldn’t have been ready for it.”

 

 

Wayne Christian announces reelection campaign
By Chad Hasty
KFYO
June 23, 2021
Texas Railroad Commissioner Wayne Christian has announced that he will run for reelection in
2022. Christian is wrapping up his first term as a Railroad Commissioner in Texas.

Prior to serving on the Texas Railroad Commission , Christian served in the Texas House for
seven sessions and has worked in business, banking, and real estate. He is a conservative
Republican who has a passion for protecting Texas energy.

Despite the job title, the Texas Railroad Commission does not actually regulate the railroads in
Texas. Instead, The Texas Railroad Commission regulates the oil and gas industry in Texas.

According to Christian’s campaign press release, he is seeking reelection while having the support
of the other commissioners.

Christian announces his bid for re-election with the support of his two colleagues on the
Commission, Chairman Christi Craddick and Commissioner Jim Wright .

“Wayne has proven himself to be a principled conservative leader over the years, and this agency
needs his continued service to Texas in order to maintain our energy dominance and security,” said
Chairman Craddick. “I have enjoyed working with Wayne on a variety of issues and I am pleased
to endorse my friend and colleague so that we can continue to work together in the future.”



“Wayne has been a tireless advocate for energy independence, grid reliability, and keeping energy
costs low for consumers,” said Commissioner Wright. “I am proud to endorse him for re-election.”
 
Election season is just now beginning to heat up with candidates announcing their campaigns for
different offices. Just recently, Texas Agriculture Commissioner Sid Miller announced he would
be running for reelection.

 

 

Permian Deep Rock to hold meetings about drilling near Airpark
By Stewart Doreen
Midland Reporter-Telegram
June 22, 2021
A plan to develop minerals under Midland Airpark could land the city of Midland more than $180
million over 20 years.

Permian Deep Rock told the Reporter-Telegram it will conduct three information sessions about
the project over the next week.

The first will take place at 6:30 p.m. Wednesday at Bush Convention Center. A second information
session is set for 6:30 pm. Monday at Martin Luther King Community Center, 2300 Butternut
Lane. The last session will take place 6:30 p.m. June 29 at Hampton Inn, 5011 Loop 250 Frontage.
These public meetings have previously been published in the Reporter-Telegram.

The information sessions are part of the effort that the Midland City Council and Permian Deep
Rock have made to let residents around the area and in the community know about the safety
measures, noise control and traffic control during the drilling process. Wayne Bailey, vice
president of Land and Legal for Permian Basin Deep Rock, said it is important to be proactive and
tell business owners and even those living in nearby apartments (but not within so-called critical
distance) of the process.

“This is what Fasken did when it drilled on the west side of town,” Bailey said.

One point likely to come up is that there will be no interference with those wanting to use the
city’s Citizens Collection Center, which also is located nearby. Bailey stated city and Permian
Deep Rock officials have made plans to not disturb recycling and large-item disposal activity at
the collection center. Plans include trucks involved in the drilling process will enter the area from
the north as Permian Deep Rock will build its own road connecting with Big Spring Street (north
of the Starbucks). Trucks and other vehicles will then exit the drilling location west of the
collection center.

Bailey said that benefits to the city will include royalty and fees. For instance, the city can expect
an immediate payment of $9.452 million for pipeline, well-permitting and bonus payments. Over a
20-year period that amount should grow to $182.635 million. He said that figure depends on the
price of oil and productivity of the wells but is very realistic.



Bailey also said those in an area west of Big Spring and between Wadley Avenue and Cuthbert
have been contacted already about their own royalty payments. That includes schools, nonprofits,
churches and homeowners.

Permian Deep Rock, a David Arrington company, is experienced in “urban drilling,” having
drilled 40 wells in a 3-mile span (from Cotton Flat to Fairgrounds) along I-20 in south Midland.
Bailey stated that the company will go through the permitting process for each well between now
and the end of the year. That process involves going before the Midland City Council. He added
that those attending an information session will learn more about the process, including the use of
noise-cancelling equipment and electronic motors for rigs and completion machinery.

 

 

Abbott vetoes Craddick’s ‘bad faith wash-out’ bill
By Stewart Doreen
Midland Reporter-Telegram
June 21, 2021
The Legislative Reference Library of Texas reported Gov. Greg Abbott recorded 21 vetoes during
the 87th regular session. One of those was on an oil-and-gas bill authored by Midland’s Tom
Craddick.

House Bill 4218 eliminates the ongoing practice of bad faith washouts, which according to
Craddick’s office is “when a lessee cancels an oil-and-gas lease in order to wipe out an overriding
royalty owners interest, then taking another lease on the same property under which they do not
have to pay the overriding royalty interest owner anything.”

“Texas courts have repeatedly looked at the concept of a bad faith washout of a royalty owners’
rights,” Craddick wrote in a post-session release.

“This behavior is detrimental to the royalty owner and quite frankly adverse to basic contract
tenets and fairness” Craddick stated in a press release after the session. “While the courts keep
seeing these types of situations, they have repeatedly stated it is hard to identify and hard to prove
without legislative guidance.”

The House voted 148 to 0 with 1 voting present on HB 4218, and the Senate 31-0 for its passage.

In vetoing the bill, Abbott offered the following:

“Texas prizes the freedom of parties to enter into private contracts and to have their bargains
enforced. House Bill 4218 would contravene these principles, representing a remarkable intrusion
by the state into the contractual relationship between overriding royalty interest-holders and oil-
and-gas lessees. The Legislature sought to address a “wash out” of an interest-holder, where a
lessee allows the lease to terminate—which extinguishes the royalty interest under some contracts
—and then acquires a new lease on the same property. But those are contractual rights the parties
bargained for, and the interest-holder could have given something up in exchange for protection
from a wash out. The answer is not to trample every such contract in Texas and provide an extra-



contractual cause of action against the lessee, paired with an award of fees for the lawyers who
will surely seek out these claims. Instead of enriching lawyers through costly litigation on the back
end, as House Bill 4218 would do, Texas law should encourage the parties to negotiate wash out
protections in advance.”

 

 

Texas adds 1,600 oil exploration and production jobs in May
By Paul Takahashi
Houston Chronicle
June 24, 2021
The oil exploration and production sector in Texas added 1,600 jobs in May as the industry
steadily recovers from the worst oil bust in decades.  

The sector has added 12,500 jobs since job losses bottomed out in September and as coronavirus
vaccines have lifted the U.S. economy and demand for crude and petroleum products. Oil drilling
and extraction companies employed 170,000 workers in Texas in May, according to data from the
Texas Workforce Commission analyzed by the Texas Oil and Gas Association.    

“The positive numbers are welcomed news, yet a great deal of caution exists as the world readjusts
to increased demand levels,” TXOGA President Todd Staples said in a statement.  

Texas lost about 60,000 exploration and production jobs during the global pandemic, which
slashed demand for crude and petroleum products such as gasoline and jet fuel. Nationally, the oil
and gas industry lost an estimated 107,000 jobs during the pandemic, according to global
consulting firm Deloitte.

The number of drilling rigs in Texas fell by more than 60 percent in 2020, dropping to a record
low 100 in August, the lowest number since oil-field services firm Baker Hughes started the
weekly tally in 1944. The rig count has since improved to 470, adding more than 100 rigs so far
this year, as crude prices have crossed above $70 a barrel.  

Don’t expect oil exploration and production jobs to recover quickly, however. Oil’s recovery
remains tenuous as OPEC and its allies gradually ramp up production to meet growing demand
and as new coronavirus strains run amok in countries like India.  

Despite rising crude prices and growing revenues, oil companies also have promised shareholders
to maintain capital discipline, part of a broad industry-wide effort to woo back investors to the
battered energy sector.  

Robotics and automation could also slash more oil and gas jobs by 2030 as oil companies continue
to streamline operations and find efficiencies after recent oil busts.  

 

 



Cash Flow of world’s oil drillers heads for record $348 billion
By   Kevin Crowley
Bloomberg
June 23, 2021
The world’s publicly traded independent oil producers will make record profits this year,
surpassing the levels reached when crude hit an all-time high near $150 a barrel more than a
decade ago, according to Rystad Energy.

Combined free cash flow from the sector is expected to surge to $348 billion, beating the previous
high of $311 billion in 2008, Rystad said. Key to the turnaround is U.S. shale, with the industry
expected to reverse years of losses in 2021 and make “super profits” of nearly $60 billion of free
cash flow before hedges.

Surging oil prices will add to producers’ revenue, but profits will be super-charged by executives
determined to constrain capital spending on new output, the Oslo-based consultant said in a note
authored by Espen Erlingsen, head of upstream research. This is the opposite of previous cycles,
when crude rallies prompted companies to spend heavily on exploration and production in search
of fresh supplies.

But the forecast raises questions about how disciplined producers will remain about keeping
output in check as the surge in crude prices drives outsized profits. So far, explorers have largely
heeded investor pressure to rein in spending and return cash to shareholders. While the industry’s
revenue is expected to jump 55% in 2021 from last year, capital investment will only increase 2%,
Rystad said.

All the money sloshing around may spur more mergers and acquisitions, however, with transaction
values already up 30% on last year, the research firm said. Brent oil prices are up 46% this year to
trade above $75 a barrel, with some traders and executives seeing the possibility of   a rally to
$100 .

 

 

Big Oil CEOs join traders in seeing possibility of $100 oil
By Kevin Crowley and Francois de Beaupuy
Bloomberg
June 22, 2021
The bosses of some of the world’s biggest oil companies said crude prices are likely to keep rising
because a lack of investment will curtail future supply.

The chief executive officers of Royal Dutch Shell Plc and TotalEnergies SE joined major
commodity traders and banks in predicting that oil could go as high as $100 a barrel, although they
also said volatile markets could drive prices back down again.

The lack of investment is “going to exacerbate supply and demand tightness as the economies pick
back up again, and then in time we’ll see supply pick up and rebalance,” Exxon Mobil Corp. CEO
Darren Woods said at the Qatar Economic Forum Tuesday. But “in the shorter term probably
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higher prices” are more likely.

Trading house Trafigura Group said oil could top $100 a barrel over the next year. Bank of
America Corp. also forecast this week that prices could jump to that level and Goldman Sachs
Group Inc. said it doesn’t rule it out. Oil has climbed 44% this year as widespread vaccinations
increase mobility and boost demand. Benchmark Brent crude was little changed at 2:55 p.m. in
New York at $74.90 a barrel.

Global oil markets had one of the most turbulent years in history last year with the coronavirus
pandemic sending prices crashing. But economies in the West are growing again, roads in Europe
and the U.S. are starting to fill up, and more Americans are flying. While that could drive prices
higher in the near term, the energy transition means oil consumption could start to plateau and
eventually decline in the longer term.

The energy shift means there hasn’t been enough investment in oil and gas projects and that could
push prices higher, Qatari Energy Minister Saad al-Kaabi said at the same event. BP Plc CEO
Bernard Looney said earlier Tuesday that rising crude is helping the company’s energy transition
plans and generating better cash flow and returns for shareholders.

There’s “quite a chance” of reaching $100 a barrel, “but we could see again in coming years some
low prices,” TotalEnergies CEO Patrick Pouyanne said. “We’ve been accustomed to volatility.”

The Qatar Ministry of Commerce and Industry, Investment Promotion Agency Qatar and Media
City Qatar are underwriters of the Qatar Economic Forum, Powered by Bloomberg.
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Texas adopts grid weatherization & securitization measures
By Myles Reynolds, Tab R. Urbantke, and Lauren Freeland
Lexology
June 22, 2021
In mid-February 2021, Winter Storm Uri brought historic weather conditions and multiple days of
record-low temperatures to the Midwest and Texas. This historic event contributed to failures in
the natural gas supply chain and at generating facilities, ultimately leading to significant
interruptions of power supply in the Electric Reliability Council of Texas (“ERCOT”) power
region.   Power outages persisted for several days and the fallout became a top priority of the 87th
Texas Legislature. Legislators filed over 180 winter storm-focused bills this regular session, which
ended May 31, 2021. Governor Greg Abbott, however, signed a much smaller number into law,
and some observers are already calling for a special session to address additional reforms. For
now, the natural gas and utility/power industries are facing two sets of new laws that will impact
the bottom line: (i) weatherization of the natural gas supply chain, generation facilities, and
electric transmission and distribution facilities; and (ii) securitization measures to address
extraordinary costs incurred by various ERCOT market participants because of Winter Storm Uri.

Weatherization:
S.B. 3 (effective June 8, 2021)   is the omnibus Uri-related bill coming out of the session. Among
many other provisions that will affect the electricity utility industry in Texas, S.B. 3 requires the
Railroad Commission of Texas (“RRC”) , in collaboration with the Public Utility Commission
of Texas (“PUCT”), to designate natural gas supply chain facilities that are “critical” and require
operators of such facilities to implement measures to prepare to operate during a weather
emergency. Utilities, however, maintain their discretion to prioritize power delivery and
restoration as circumstances require. The RRC must report un-remedied violations of these
provisions to the Texas Attorney General. The RRC must also adopt a rule requiring an operator
of a gas supply chain facility that experiences repeated or major weather-related forced
interruptions of production to retain a RRC third party to assess the operator’s weatherization
plans and submit the assessment to the RRC . The penalty for a violation of these provisions can
be up to $1 million for each offense, and the RRC is required to establish a classification system
for assessing violations based on their seriousness and other factors.

S.B. 3 also contains weather emergency preparedness provisions applicable to municipally owned
utilities, electric cooperatives, power generation companies, and exempt wholesale generators
selling power in ERCOT. The bill requires the PUCT to implement rules similar to those required
of the RRC , so that each of the entities providing electric generation service must implement
measures to prepare its generation assets to provide adequate electric generation service during a
weather emergency according to reliability standards that the PUCT will adopt. ERCOT has been
tasked with inspecting generation assets for compliance with those standards and reporting
violations to the PUCT. As with gas supply chain facility operators, generation assets that
experience repeated or major weather-related forced interruptions of service, must retain a third
party to assess the provider’s weatherization plans and submit the assessment to the PUCT and
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ERCOT. The PUCT must impose an administrative penalty on any entity that violates the rules
implementing these provisions of the bill. Notably absent from S.B. 3 is a provision that would
have mandated wind and solar generators to purchase ancillary services to shore up the
intermittency of their output.

Yet another section of S.B. 3 requires that each electric cooperative, municipally owned utility, and
TDU providing transmission service in the ERCOT power region must implement measures to
prepare the cooperative’s or utility’s facilities to maintain service quality and reliability during a
weather emergency according to standards adopted by the PUCT. Again, ERCOT has been tasked
with inspecting the facilities for compliance with the reliability standards and reporting to the
PUCT any violations that are not timely remedied, and the PUCT must then impose administrative
penalties.

S.B. 3 also creates the Texas Electricity Supply Chain Security and Mapping Committee tasked
with, among other things, establishing best practices to prepare facilities that provide electric
service and natural gas service in the electricity supply chain to maintain service in an extreme
weather event. These best practices will be included in a report submitted by the committee to the
Governor, the legislature, and the Texas Energy Reliability Council, along with recommended
oversight and compliance standards.

As the PUCT and the RRC implement these changes, participation by industry stakeholders will
be critical. Administrative rulemakings are already underway. Currently, it is unclear how onerous
the new weatherization/reliability standards will be, how long an entity will have to remedy
alleged violations, or how steep the penalties may be for specific violations. During the June 3,
2021 PUCT open meeting, PUCT staff set forth an initial timeline for its rulemakings. Thus far,
the PUCT has opened Project No. 51840, Rulemaking Establishing Electric Weatherization
Standards , which has a planned July 1, 2021 release of a strawman rule and a projected August
26, 2021 publication of a proposed rule. The PUCT has also opened Project No. 51888, Review of
Critical Load Standards and Processes , although it has not released a timeline and it is unclear
how the PUCT and the RRC will “collaborate” on these rules as required by S.B. 3.

Securitization:
H.B. 4492 (effective June 16, 2021)   allows the use of securitization to cover two categories of
costs: the approximately $800 million that ERCOT is owed from defaults by market participants
on payments owed during the storm; and the “uplift balance” consisting of approximately $2.1
billion in ancillary service charges and reliability deployment price adders imposed during that
period. For the first category, the financing is to come from the state’s economic stabilization or
“rainy day” fund balance and is to be repaid by ERCOT market participants through default
charges established by the PUCT. For the second category, ERCOT is authorized to finance the
uplift balance on behalf of market participants through debt obligations.

S.B. 1580 (effective June 18, 2021)   provides for the use of securitization by electric cooperatives
to finance “extraordinary costs” incurred due to the winter storm. The extraordinary costs include
costs incurred by an electric cooperative for power and energy purchased during the storm in
excess of what would have been paid for the same amount of power and energy at the average rate
paid in January 2021. Extraordinary costs also include costs and expenses incurred by electric
cooperatives to generate and transmit power and energy during the storm, including fuel costs,
operations and maintenance expenses, overtime costs, and more, as well as any charges imposed



on the electric cooperative or its power supplier by the applicable independent system operator (
i.e. , ERCOT) or regional transmission organization for costs relating to the period of the storm.
The bill also instructs the PUCT to require all market participants to pay or make provisions for
the full and prompt payment of amounts owed to ERCOT, calculated according to the ERCOT
protocols in effect during the winter event, in order to continue to qualify as a market participant.
Brazos Electric Cooperative, now in bankruptcy, unsuccessfully petitioned Governor Abbott to
veto this bill and H.B. 4492. It cited the financial burdens the legislation would place on Brazos
customers and the possibility that it may be unable to satisfy the terms of S.B. 1580 and have to
exit the ERCOT market.

H.B. 1520 (effective June 16, 2021) allows the securitization of excess costs incurred by certain
gas utilities due to the winter storm. To accomplish this securitization, the bill provides for the
creation of an issuing financing entity that will issue customer rate relief bonds to be approved by
the RRC , and the obligation to repay the bonds sits with the issuing financing entity.

 

 

Oil and gas jobs inching back up from pandemic lows
“The positive numbers are welcomed news, yet a great deal of caution exists as the
world readjusts to increased demand levels,” one industry association leader said.
By Jessica Corso
San Antonio Business Journal
June 24, 2021
Texas gained a small number of oil and gas workers in May, though it still has a ways to go before
gaining back all the oil sector jobs lost during the pandemic.

The latest figures from the Texas Workforce Commission show an increase of 2,000 jobs in the oil,
gas and mining sector in the state from April to May. At the end of May, the sector employed
183,500 people statewide, according to the data.

That’s just slightly above the number of oil and gas field workers employed in the state in May
2020 but still well below the 233,000 employed in the industry before Covid-19 shut down the
U.S. economy. Workforce Commission data shows that, at its peak, Texas’ mining sector
employed 320,000 in November 2014. The data only goes back as far as 2012.

Still, the Texas Oil and Gas Association celebrated the May job gains. The industry association
counted 1,600 new jobs in the upstream sector in May—though oil and gas drilling makes up the
largest portion of the mining jobs in the state, there are other jobs that are rolled into the same
category.

“The positive numbers are welcomed news, yet a great deal of caution exists as the world readjusts
to increased demand levels,” TXOGA President Todd Staples said in a statement.

Keeping residents indoors to avoid the spread of Covid-19 meant fewer people traveling and, as a
consequence, a lower need for car and jet fuel. The industry was also dealing, simultaneously, with
a dispute between Russia and Saudi Arabia that caused production volumes to skyrocket just as



stay-at-home orders were being imposed across the nation.

The double-whammy caused oil prices to plunge below zero for the first time in recorded history
but demand has grown with an increase in travel since February 2021, though gasoline
consumption remains below 2020 levels, according to the U.S. Energy Information
Administration.

Bexar County’s reliance on oil and gas drilling jobs is low—the jobs make up less than half of one
percent here, according to TWC data. But some counties that lie in the Eagle Ford Shale just south
of Bexar are heavily reliant on the industry.

For example, 12.5% of Atascosa County workers are employed in oil and gas, according to the
TWC. The county is one of eight that make up the San Antonio metropolitan statistical area,
according to the U.S. Census.

 

 

As gasoline prices rise, Biden has a problem at the pump
By James Osborne
Houston Chronicle
June 25, 2021
WASHINGTON – Earlier this week, Rep. Jim Jordan, R-Ohio,   took to Twitter   to point out that
gasoline prices have risen 86 cents gallon over the past year to a national average above $3 a
gallon, adding the tag line, “President Biden’s economy.”

Seventeen months from the midterm elections, the implications were clear. With Biden in the
White House, promoting a historic shift towards clean energy in a race against climate change,
Americans would come to expect higher energy costs.

Rising gasoline prices, like higher taxes, have long presented danger for politicians as voters
notice bigger chunks of their earnings going into their gas tanks, but Biden potentially faces a
bigger risk of a backlash. While political leaders in the past could blame higher   gasoline prices  
on the ups and downs of global oil markets or the greediness of OPEC, Biden’s messaging on
climate change — including moves to lower oil production — just as gasoline prices rise presents
a particular political challenge.

“It’s an easy move to say Biden is doing all this stuff on the environment and it’s causing gas
prices to rise. There’s little evidence of that, but that has never gotten in the way of a good
political argument,” said Frank Maisano, a Washington communications consultant. “You never
want to be on the rising end of gas prices from a political standpoint. It’s what people see every
day. You can drive past 12 gas stations on the way home, and the prices are blaring out.”

Gasoline prices have risen to the highest levels since 2014, rebounding from some of the lowest in
years following a collapse of demand during the pandemic that at one point   drove oil prices into
negative territory . Now, economists say, as people get vaccinated and infection rates decline,  
economic activity is resuming and with it demand for oil,   driving up fuel prices.
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The Biden administration has tried to counter criticisms over rising gasoline prices with that very
argument.   Biden Chief of Staff Ron Klain tweeted   in response to Jordan that gasoline prices
were low last year because, “the pandemic limited travel and the unemployment rate was over 13
percent.”

“June 2020 vs. June 2021? Happy to have that debate,” he wrote.

But like all things political, reasoned analysis does not necessarily win an argument.

Rep. Henry Cuellar, a pro-oil Democrat from South Texas, scoffed at the notion that Biden was
responsible for the rise in fuel prices. But he said that might not make much difference to voters in
his district, for whom Biden’s decision to pause federal oil and gas leasing and block the Keystone
XL pipeline is a big deal.

“You have demand going up, so you’re going to see prices go up. But at the same time (the Biden
administration has) to be very careful what they do,” he said. “If you continue on like with
Keystone or not opening up new leases, then Republicans can certainly turn around and use that
against Democrats.”

Following the hack of the Colonial Pipeline in May, which caused fuel shortages across the eastern
United States, Republicans including   House Minority Leader Kevin McCarthy and Wyoming
Congresswoman Liz Cheney blamed Biden administration policies   for the price spike.

“From cancelling the Keystone Pipeline to banning new oil and gas leasing on federal lands,
Biden’s energy policies are having devastating consequences,” Cheney tweeted “We’ve already
seen a glimpse of this devastation with prices skyrocketing and gas shortages hitting communities
across the country.”

Magic moment
The effectiveness of such messaging is hard to gauge.   Patrick De Haan , head of petroleum
analysis at the fuel-price tracking website Gas Buddy, said that considering the events of the last
year, higher gasoline prices were not taking much space in the minds of American motorists who
are likely thrilled to be traveling again.

“It’s not as much a pinch point if it wasn’t coupled with a strong rebound in the economy,” he said.
“This is not like 2008, with gas at $4 a gallon and pizza delivery and everything else through the
roof.”

Since late 2014, when the U.S. fracking boom and a refusal by the OPEC cartel to lower
production combined to drive down gasoline prices more than 40 percent in just six months,
Americans have enjoyed relatively good deals at the pump. Until now, the highest average
monthly prices came in the summer of 2018, reaching an average price of $2.99 a gallon in May,
and prompting then president   Donald Trump to turn his Twitter ire on OPEC .

“They continue to push for higher and higher oil prices! We will remember. The OPEC monopoly
must get prices down now!,” he wrote in June 2018.

Gasoline prices did eventually come down, but not until October when the summer driving season
had ended and demand for gasoline slipped. Considering the high rate at which Americans are
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getting out of town this summer, Biden could well expect a similar drop in gasoline prices this fall,
Maisano said.

“It’s always a big deal in the moment, but the moment never lasts,” he said. “Six months from now
it’s going to be completely different.”

james.osborne@chron.com

Twitter.com/@osborneja

 

 

Congress restores pre-trump era methane-gas emissions standards
President Biden is expected to sign the measure restoring Obama-era emission limits
By   Katy Stech Ferek
Wall Street Journal
June 25, 2021
Congress has moved to restore environmental regulations to limit the amount of methane that
leaks from U.S. oil and gas production facilities, reversing a Trump era rollback for the
greenhouse gas.

The American Petroleum Institute, the oil industry’s top lobbying group, encouraged former
President   Donald Trump   to undo 2016 Obama-era methane rules, the first ever federal
restrictions on the gas. Regulators said the rollback would save energy producers $100 million a
year in compliance costs.

The House voted 229-191 Friday   to eliminate those U.S. Environmental Protection Agency rules
  issued last year that eased restrictions on methane gas emissions, including by excluding
transmission and storage facilities from limits and cutting compliance measures.

The   Senate passed   the rollback in April in a 52-42 vote. President Biden is expected to sign the
measure, which would mark one of the first major federal actions toward reaching his goal of
cutting U.S. emissions from their 2005 level in half within the decade.

The White House hasn’t explained how it plans to reach that target. Mr. Biden is pushing for
heavy federal spending on innovations such as more efficient batteries and carbon capture
technology, measures that could reduce emissions down the line.

Methane, a component of natural gas, can escape as it moves through millions of miles of
pipelines on its way to production facilities.

The push to restrict methane emissions came after scientists, whose early climate research focused
on carbon dioxide, realized that the gas is more potent at trapping the earth’s heat.

Leak data has also become more reliable over the past decade, bringing the role that the gas plays
in climate change into clearer view, said Mark Brownstein, senior vice president of energy at the
nonprofit Environmental Defense Fund. Before the data, the odorless, clear gas made it easy for
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industry groups to “pretend the problem was minimal or didn’t exist.”

Researchers said recently that cutting methane emissions from energy production, agriculture and
other industry sectors could slow the rate of the planet’s warming by as much as 30%.

The oil and gas lobby initially fought methane regulations but has recently eased up on that effort,
including API which now says it supports federal methane regulations.

Major oil and gas producers—   Royal Dutch Shell   PLC,   Exxon Mobil   Corp.   ,   BP   PLC—
said they support methane regulations as they face pressure from investors on climate issues. The
costs of the methane restrictions reimposed by Congress will weigh more heavily on smaller
operators, industry officials said.

“Keeping methane in the pipes is good for the planet and for business,” said Mary Streett, senior
vice president of BP’s U.S. communications & advocacy. “It means that we can sell it as a cleaner
fuel source rather than losing it.”

The measure drew opposition from several Republican members who criticized it for the costs it
would impose.   ”American oil and gas producers are reducing drilling investments, costing jobs
and increasing the likelihood of continued price spikes at the pump and at the grocery store,” said
Rep. Bill Johnson (R., Ohio) in debate that took place before Friday’s vote.

Methane is likely to be a continued focus of the Biden administration and its climate-focused
efforts. In his first day in office, Mr. Biden set a September deadline for EPA officials to consider
additional methane emissions limits from oil and gas operations.

Congress also proposed to restrict emissions further. In April, the House Natural Resources
committee passed a bill from Rep. Diana DeGette (D., Colo.) that sets methane emissions limits
for energy producers and would ban flaring and venting at natural-gas drilling sites on public
lands. Roughly 10% of U.S. oil and gas comes from public lands.

Write to   Katy Stech Ferek at   katherine.stech@wsj.com

 

 

Texas House Democrats and legislative staffers take Gov. Greg Abbott
to court for defunding Legislature
The governor had vowed to veto the Legislature’s funding in the final hours of the
regular legislative session in May after House Democrats broke quorum and left the
chamber to prevent passage of a controversial elections bill.
By Cassandra Pollock
Texas Tribune
June 25, 2021
A group of Texas House Democrats and legislative staffers is asking the Texas Supreme Court to
override Gov.   Greg Abbott ‘s recent   veto of a portion of the state budget   that funds the
Legislature, staffers there and legislative agencies.
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More than 50 Democrats, a number of state employees and the Texas AFL-CIO   have signed on to
a petition for a writ of mandamus, which was filed Friday morning.

“The state is in a constitutional crisis at this moment,” said Chad Dunn, an attorney involved with
the petition, during a briefing with reporters Thursday.

The governor had vowed to veto the Legislature’s funding in the final hours of the regular
legislative session in May after House Democrats broke quorum and   left the chamber   to prevent
passage of a   controversial elections bill . That legislation, an Abbott priority, would have created
new limitations to early voting hours, increased voting-by-mail restrictions and curbed local
voting options.

The petition argues that Abbott exceeded his executive authority and violated the state’s separation
of powers doctrine. The parties involved with the petition are asking the all-Republican court to
find Abbott’s veto unconstitutional, which would allow Article X of the state budget, the section at
issue, to become law later this year.

State Rep.   Chris Turner , a Grand Prairie Democrat who chairs his party’s caucus in the lower
chamber, told reporters Thursday there are roughly 2,000 employees in the state’s legislative
branch that would be affected by Abbott’s veto if it stands.

Lawmakers receive $600 a month in addition to a per diem of $221 every day the Legislature is in
session for both regular and session sessions.

“This isn’t about [lawmakers’] paychecks,” Turner said during the briefing. “What he’s doing is
hurting our staff and hurting our constituents.”

Abbott’s veto pertains to the upcoming two-year state budget that doesn’t take effect until Sept. 1.
The issue could get resolved next month when state lawmakers return to Austin for   a special
legislative session   starting July 8. If Abbott includes legislative funding on the agenda,
lawmakers could pass a supplemental budget to restore funding and prevent employees potentially
going without a paycheck. That document, if the Legislature passed it, would first need a sign off
from Abbott before it could go into effect.

In the meantime, the petition is asking the court to proceed on an expedited schedule to help
resolve the issue by Sept. 1.

“That’s what happens when one branch gets in a conflict with another — the third leg of the stool
steps in and resolves it,” Dunn, the plaintiffs’ attorney, said. “That’s what we’re doing here.”

 

 

Opinion: These states lead the way on pension reform
Arizona, Michigan and Texas are showing how to create resilient systems for
government retirees.
By   Leonard Gilroy   and   Steven Gassenberger
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Wall Street Journal
June 18, 2021
State and municipal debt has tripled since 2000, with unfunded public pension liabilities mostly to
blame. After 20 years of inadequate funding policies, failure to meet overly   optimistic investment
return targets , and other factors, state and local government pension systems are now $1.5 trillion
in debt.

That debt is ultimately borne by taxpayers, and like any debt, when unfunded pension liabilities
rise, so do the costs of servicing it. As pension debt payments start to siphon money away from
other government priorities, such as education and infrastructure, some lawmakers are now
pushing for much-needed reforms.

In Texas, the state Legislature passed a major pension reform that tackles the Employees
Retirement System of Texas’ nearly $15 billion in pension debt. The ERS serves more than
300,000 current and retired Texas government workers. But driven largely by rosy investment-
return assumptions and a history of underfunding by the state, the system’s unfunded liabilities
have skyrocketed. The ERS’s consulting actuary says the plan will be   insolvent by 2061   even if
it meets its lofty long-term investment return goals, and as early as 2047 if it doesn’t.

The reform legislation commits Texas to paying the bill for retirement benefits promised to
workers by shifting the ERS to actuarially based funding and a fixed payoff schedule. The new
law also enters all future employees into a new low-risk “cash balance” retirement plan that
provides a guaranteed minimum 4% return on investment along with the portability of a 401(k). In
short, the reforms would enable Texas to keep the promises made to current and retired workers
but would stop making unsustainable pension promises to workers in the future.

The pension reform bill will become law this weekend if Gov. Greg Abbott doesn’t veto it, which
he hasn’t indicated he will do. Texas will then join a growing list of states—including Michigan,
Arizona, Pennsylvania and Colorado—that have created or expanded retirement plans that reduce
financial risks for governments and can help avoid burdening future taxpayers with more
unfunded liabilities.

Arizona and Michigan have enacted more than a dozen substantive pension reform bills over the
past five years. Credit-rating agencies and national retirement experts have cited Arizona’s public-
safety pension reforms.   Moody’s Investors Service   gave Michigan’s teacher retirement reform a
“credit positive” review because the state and participating local governments “will no longer
carry the entire burden of investment performance risk for new employee pensions.”

Pension reform need not be partisan. After gaining input and buy-in from unions for police
officers, firefighters and other public employees, New Mexico Gov. Michelle Lujan Grisham, a
Democrat, overhauled her state’s public-employee pension plan for workers who aren’t teachers.
“We must make changes now—the alternative is to saddle New Mexicans with unacceptable risk,”
Ms. Grisham   said , urging fellow Democrats to pass reforms. In 2018, Colorado legislators
bridged their differences in a divided government to pass comprehensive reforms that increased
employee and employer contributions, reduced cost-of-living adjustments, raised the retirement
age, and expanded the use of defined-contribution plans for future employees to address the
chronic structural underfunding of the state’s main public pension system.

Public pension reforms aren’t politically easy. With Republicans in control of Florida’s state
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government and the Florida Retirement System $36 billion in debt, the state Senate passed a bill
that would have closed the state pension plan to new hires. But the bill died in the House because
lawmakers couldn’t agree on how to pay down the state’s pension debt.

Meaningful pension reforms are difficult to accomplish but will be increasingly necessary as state
and municipal pension debt service eats up larger chunks of government budgets. State and local
leaders seeking to make lasting improvements to government finances should look to Texas,
Arizona and Michigan. These states are showing that it’s possible to create resilient retirement
systems that can promote long-term financial security for taxpayers and public employees alike.

Mr. Gilroy is vice president of Reason Foundation and senior managing director of its Pension
Integrity Project. Mr. Gassenberger is a policy analyst at Reason Foundation.
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The dangers and costs of America’s aging oil and gas pipelines
Leak at Texas ranch shows crisis facing the country
By   Joe St. George (Scripps Television National Correspondent)
WTVF
June 25, 2021
Video story on webpage: https://www.newschannel5.com/news/national-politics/the-dangers-and-
costs-of-americas-aging-oil-and-gas-pipelines
MONAHANS – Every day millions of oil and gas wells perform just like they are supposed to in
the United States, providing the energy that helps fuel the American economy.

However, when something does go wrong, it creates fear and anxiety for anyone who lives nearby.

ANTINA RANCH LEAK
“We are at the bottom of an ancient sea,” Sarah Stogner said, she is an energy lawyer in Midland,
Texas.

Stogner is taking us on a tour of her client’s ranch about an hour outside of Midland in an area rich
in natural resources.

The first stop is an active leak at one of the old wells on the 20,000-acre ranch.

“We actively have a well flowing uncontrolled to the surface,” Stogner said as she walks to the
site.

Stogner points out that the water coming out is actually brine.

“We are going to have to monitor the ground water,” Stogner said.

“It has benzene in it. I’m not a doctor, but we know benzene is a carcinogen,” Stogner said.

“The biggest thing that caused this is the well was drilled in the 1940s, it’s been in the ground for
60-something years, it has been exposed to heat, pressure, and chemicals that degrade the quality
of the steel pipe,” Stogner added.

CONCERN BY RANCH OWNER AND CLEANUP
Ashley Williams Watt owns this ranch and says having an active leak on your property is
especially concerning.

“I don’t know what’s in that water,” Williams Watt said.

Williams Watt is concerned about her cattle, which graze the ranch and drink the groundwater.

“I have no confidence that it’s drinkable,” Williams Watt said.
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This leak is being cleaned up by Chevron, who says they are “taking responsibility” for the leak
even though they recently sold the mineral rights on the ranch to another company.

Officials with Chevron say they are committed to protecting the environment and indicated their
latest lab results show the cattle are safe because the drinking water meets standards.

After our visit to the ranch, Chevron says they successfully stopped the leak and are continuing to
work at the property.

NATIONWIDE PROBLEM
What’s happening at the Antina Ranch is a microcosm of a growing issue facing the United States.

While any leak is a cause for concern, what has energy and government officials even more
worried are old wells with issues that have no company claiming responsibility.

According to the EPA, there are an estimated 2 million abandoned and unplugged oil and gas wells
across the United States.

When a site doesn’t have an owner willing to clean it up, they are often known as “orphan wells.”

Because orphan wells pose a danger, state governments are forced to clean them up.

Each orphan well cleanup costs taxpayers around $20,000.

President Biden has proposed in his American Jobs plan $16 billion to cleanup old oil and gas
sites, although it remains unclear if that plan will pass in Congress.

As for Stogner, she just hopes the country gets a handle on the aging energy infrastructure soon.

“We have to fix this,” Stogner said.

 

 

Earthquakes bumfuzzle officials
Texas Railroad Commission, politicians, PBPA wring hands
By Bob Campbell
Odessa American
June 25, 2021
“Shake, Rattle and Roll” was a fun record by Bill Haley & His Comets in 1954, but the notion is
anything but entertaining for Permian Basin residents distressed by the increasingly severe
earthquakes that are jarring the region with disturbing regularity.

Apparently caused by the multitude of wells that are used either to enhance oil recovery with the
injection of saltwater or to dispose of the brine produced with oil and gas, the quakes have become
particularly vexatious along Highway 191 between Odessa and Midland.

The responsible regulatory agency, the Texas Railroad Commission , has extensively studied the



situation but has taken no corrective action such as ordering the offending wells shut down.

Railroad Commissioners Christi Craddick, Wayne Christian and Jim Wright ducked
inquiries while TRCC spokesman Andrew Keese of Austin said the agency “is working to
establish causality and possible future actions.”

“Protection of public safety and the environment are critical to the railroad commission’s
mission,” Keese said. “ RRC staff, including the agency’s seismologist, have been actively
examining seismicity between Odessa and Midland.

“The agency requested and has been receiving monthly reports containing daily injection volumes
and pressures from a number of disposal wells in that area. New disposal well applications in the
area are subject to seismic review guidelines and permitting restrictions.

“This area is also being actively studied by scientists at the Texas Bureau of Economic Geology,
which runs the TexNet Seismic Monitoring System, and other academic and industry researchers,”
the spokesman said. “The RRC has been reviewing that research information.”

The Oilfield Water Logistics Co. has two saltwater disposal wells on the Parks Bell Ranch, but a
company spokesman declined comment. OWL has offices in Midland, Dallas and Denver and
more than 20 field locations, according to its website.

State Sen. Kel Seliger of Amarillo said the earthquakes “have not been widely reported” and he
hadn’t heard much about them from his constituents here. “The Railroad Commission hired a
seismologist five or six years ago,” Seliger said.

“If there are findings that the wells have caused seismic activity, then yes, the commission should
immediately look at those findings and take such action as it is legally entitled to take.”

State Rep. Brooks Landgraf agreed that the ball is in the RRC’s court. “I don’t have much
information to provide because the issue is mostly internal to the commission,” Landgraf said.

“I’m not privy to that information and I don’t have any control over their decision-making
process.”

Alexandros Savvaidis, a research scientist with the Bureau of Economic Geology and manager of
the TexNet, told the OA that hydraulic fracturing “could be a factor in West Texas and other areas
of the world.

“We are not concluded on any results considering the causes, but they are mostly likely not
natural,” Savvaidis said. “We are analyzing the underground locations and depths of the
earthquakes. We work with the RRC and have quarterly meetings.”

Stephen Robertson, executive vice president of the Permian Basin Petroleum Association, said his
organization “has been focused on this for a good number of years and has started monitoring with
the RRC and TexNet.

“We’re developing information and logs of the most recent events that can be useful to the RRC to
help determine where the issues are and what they might want to do to alleviate those issues,”



Robertson said. “It’s an area of concern for the PBPA because we want to be good stewards.”

The U.S. Geological Survey on June 14 said there’d been 28 earthquakes in the Odessa area of 2.5
magnitude or less on the Richter Scale in the previous 30 days. Seventy-seven miles west of here,
there had been 258 earthquakes of 1.5 magnitude and less around the Mentone area in Loving
County in the previous 30 days.

The USGS reported a 4.0-magnitude quake Dec. 31 at a depth of 3.1 miles 11 miles north of
Stanton, a 5.0 March 26 at a depth of 2.3 miles 25 miles west of Mentone and a 3.5 May 21 at a
depth of 3.1 miles 7.3 miles northeast of Odessa.

A recent report by the Oslo, Norway-based Rystad Energy Co. says the crisis is worsening in West
Texas and worldwide.

“Tremors of above the magnitude of 2 on the Richter Scale quadrupled in 2020 and are on track to
increase even further in frequency in 2021 if oil and gas activity sticks to its current drilling
methods at the same pace,” said the company, an independent energy research and business
intelligence firm that provides data, tools, analytics and consultancy services to the global energy
industry,” according to its website.

Rystad also has offices in London, New York City, Houston, Moscow, Rio de Janeiro, Singapore,
Bangalore, Tokyo and Dubai.

“Data from Oklahoma, Texas, Louisiana and New Mexico shows that earthquakes of above the
given magnitude accumulated to a count of 242 in 2017, growing to 491 in 2018, 686 in 2019 and
938 in 2020,” the company said. “Around 570 such tremors have been recorded through the first
five months of 2021, meaning we may see a new record this year if the trend continues.

“The trend appears to be moving not only to more frequent but also larger events. So far this year,
there have already been 11 individual seismic events of magnitude 3.5 or greater, which can
certainly be felt but may not cause any damage — a worrying sign compared to just six such
events annually in 2018 and 2019 and 14 events in 2020.

“The biggest oil and gas industry contributor to seismic activity is by far the saltwater disposal
through underground injection, and the volume of disposed water climbed sharply from 2011
through 2019 before tapering off a little in 2020 due to lower activity caused by the COVID-19
pandemic.

“While the U.S. onshore sector’s water disposal in 2011 was limited to 7.7 billion barrels, the
volumes quickly built up over the next years to around 10 billion barrels between 2014 and 2017.
In 2018 disposed volumes reached 11.5 billion barrels and in 2019 about 12.4 billion barrels
before retreating to 11.3 billion barrels in 2020.”

“To maintain water disposal at 2020 levels and offset its coming growth, the amount of water that
is treated and recycled must instead grow going forward and the cost of doing that could
accumulate to above $1 billion annually for oil and gas producers.”

Rystad Energy Senior Shale Analyst Ryan Hassler of Denver said the costs can vary, “but the
Permian Basin has very competitive economics compared to other areas.



“To offset the yearly growth of disposed water that Rystad Energy is forecasting due to the coming
boom in the U.S. shale industry, the volumes of treated water must increase from the 1.5 billion
barrels seen in 2020 to 1.7 billion barrels in 2021 and 2022, 1.8 billion barrels in 2023 and then
rise even further from 2024 onwards as the needs to dispose water will again exceed 12 billion
barrels due to increased activity,” Hassler said.

“Earthquakes are not the only environmental issue caused by water disposal. Fresh water sourcing
in arid regions of West Texas and New Mexico threaten the water supply of local communities and
essential agriculture activities while environmental concerns surrounding the chemical
composition of produced water serve only to fan the flames of public antipathy.

“Rystad Energy estimates that by the end of 2022, the Permian Basin, including both the Delaware
and Midland sub-basins, could be able to meet between 40 and 43 percent of frac water demand
from recycled produced water. To meet this target, additional investment from the midstream
space will be required to drive costs down further.”

                                                   

 

Rig count holds steady even as oil prices rise
By Paul Takahashi
Houston Chronicle
June 25, 2021
Oil prices are approaching $75 a barrel, typically a strong signal to drill, baby, drill.  

The number of rigs across the nation actually drilling didn’t budge this week, even as the U.S.
benchmark price for crude ended the week up more than 3 percent. The soaring recovery of West
Texas Intermediate, which settled just below $74 a barrel Friday, is leading some analysts to
predict the price this year will hit $100, a mark not seen since 2014.  

“$75 oil should be very stimulative to rig count growth,” said Karr Ingham, a petroleum economist
with the Texas Alliance of Energy Producers. “But nothing happened when there’s a lot of chatter
about $100 oil. You just sort of expect to open a rig count release and see that number go up.”  

Instead, the number of operating rigs held steady at 470, according to Houston oil-field services
company Baker Hughes and energy research firm Enverus. The rig count, a leading indicator of
the nation’s oil and gas production, has had a choppy recovery after bottoming out at 244 in
August. Last week, the number rose by nine, but in Texas — the nation’s largest oil producing
state — only two new rigs went online and none were added this week.

Meanwhile, demand for gasoline and jet fuel is ramping up as local economies reopen and travel
increases. The demand has pushed the price of WTI up by more than 54 percent this year from less
than $48 a barrel in January.  

However, drillers aren’t taking $75 oil as a sign to start drilling hundreds of new wells… at least
not yet. Despite rising oil prices, many oil companies remain committed to capital discipline, part
of a broad industry-wide effort to woo back investors to the battered energy sector, Ingham said.  



Oil companies, instead, have been busy finishing wells that were drilled but uncompleted when the
pandemic put a pause on drilling and production last year. With greater scrutiny on routine flaring
in the industry, drillers also are taking greater care to line up gathering and pipeline capacity
before drilling new wells, Ingham said.  

And oil producers have become more efficient at producing more oil from fewer wells, Ingham
added.   U.S. crude production is running about 2 million barrels a day below its peak of about 13
million barrels a day in early 2020. Texas crude production hit almost 4.7 million barrels a day in
April, down from its peak of 5.4 million barrels a day in March 2020, right before the pandemic
hit.  

Laid off oil-field workers may not have to wait long for the rig count to start roaring back,
however. Ingham said it would be difficult for oil companies to remain on the sidelines for too
long, especially if oil prices head toward $100 a barrel as demand for gasoline and aviation fuel
takes off.    

Drillers have added 119 rigs this year. More than half the gains were in Texas, which has 221 rigs
in operation.

“Demand is going up faster than supply is,” Ingham said. “The only remedy to that problem is
adding to that supply and raising rig count faster. I’m quite confident that we’ll see the rig count
break loose and rise a lot faster in the second half of the year.”

 

 

Industry pushes back against major changes in pipeline cybersecurity
rules
By Jim Magill
Houston Chronicle
June 25, 2021
The oil and gas industry is pushing back against efforts to overhaul cybersecurity regulation
following the ransomware attack on Colonial Pipeline. Industry representatives assert that
revisions to existing rules and closer cooperation with the federal authorities would be sufficient to
harden the sector against future attacks without significant government intrusion.

The shutdown of Colonial, which lasted several days and created gasoline shortages along the East
Coast, has spurred several proposals for more government oversight of the pipeline industry,
including transferring the oversight for pipeline cybersecurity from the Transportation Security
Administration – an arm of the U.S. Department of Homeland Security – to the Energy
Department. But industry trade groups say these and other big changes are not needed to protect
pipelines and critical energy operations, most of which already have cybersecurity measures in
place.

The American Petroleum Institute argues that rather than removing cybersecurity responsibility
from the TSA, Congress should instead provide the agency with more funding to do its job better.
API is also updating its own cybersecurity standards for the pipeline industry that will call for



greater coordination between the industry and the federal government.

“You don’t need to go through a whole regulatory or legislative process to fix something that’s not
necessarily broken,” said Suzanne Lemieux, API’s leading cybersecurity expert.

The ransomware attack against Colonial Pipeline, which begins in Houston and carries almost half
of the East Coast’s supplies of gasoline and diesel, exposed the vulnerability of the energy
networks that power the United States. On May 8, Colonial reported that it was victim of a
ransomware attack, in which criminals seized company data and demanded a ransom for its return.
Although the company said the hackers did not gain the ability to disrupt pipeline flows, it shut
down large segments of its pipeline network in an abundance of caution.

After agreeing to pay a demand for about $4.4 million ransom, the company returned the pipeline
to normal operations on May 15.

Vulnerable to cyberattacks
The incident rekindled a long-running debate on the ability of the nation’s energy sector to
withstand increasing cyberattacks.

The attack against Colonial Pipeline was most consequential of its kind against critical energy
networks in the United States, but it was by no means the first. Last October, the Cybersecurity
and Infrastructure Security Agency, the federal agency responsible for monitoring cybercrimes,
reported a cyberattack affecting control and communication assets of an unnamed natural gas
compression facility.

The cybercriminals used an emailed spear-phishing link to get into the plant’s information
technology network as well as its operations network, then deployed ransomware to encrypt data
on both networks. The compressor station shut down for two days, resulting in a loss of
productivity and revenue, the Cybersecurity and Infrastructure Security Agency said.

In addition to criminal gangs, cybersecurity experts said, the nation’s infrastructure is vulnerable
to cyberattack from countries hostile to the United States. Cyberspace “is the perfect place for
nation states to project power and demonstrate their ability to take down a country’s critical
infrastructure if they wish,” said Grant Geyer, chief product officer of cybersecurity company
Claroty.

The increase in the number and severity of cyberattacks against energy infrastructure targets has
led regulators, political leaders and experts to call for greater government intervention into an area
that has largely been left to the private industry. Just days after the Colonial Pipeline attack,
Richard Glick, chairman of the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission, called for mandatory
cybersecurity standards on the pipeline industry, similar to those that FERC imposed on the power
system more than a decade ago.

Senator John Cornyn, R-Texas, plans to re-introduce a bill first proposed in 2019 that would give
the Department of Energy oversight over both the physical security and cybersecurity of oil and
gas pipelines, a spokeswoman said. The legislation would eliminate the role that the TSA and its
parent, the Department of Homeland Security, have played in these areas.

Cybersecurity standards



API, however, opposes transferring the oversight for pipelines’ cybersecurity efforts from the
Transportation Security Administration, which has worked closely with industry since the agency
was created in the aftermath of the terrorist attacks of Sept. 11, 2001.

“TSA has been working with the pipeline sector for the last 20 years,” said Lemieux, API’s
cybersecurity expert. “They know the companies; they know the operations; they understand how
pipelines work.”

Lemieux pointed to a security directive the Transportation Security Administration issued on May
28, as an example of how the agency collaborates with the pipeline companies to improve the
industry’s cybersecurity posture. This directive, which is aimed at about 100 oil and gas pipelines
designated as part of the nation’s critical infrastructure, calls for operators to report cybersecurity
incidents to the Cybersecurity and Infrastructure Security Agency within 12 hours.

Lemieux said API representatives are meeting with TSA officials to discuss how regulators plan to
implement the directive, especially requirements for reporting cybersecurity incidents. She said
the rules could prove onerous to the pipeline industry if operators are required to report every
unsuccessful email “phishing” attempt on their systems.

“We’re not anti-regulation,” she said. “We just want smart regulation. It needs to be effective to be
implementable.”

Other industry groups, including the Interstate Natural Gas Association of America and
Association of Oil Pipe Lines, also are calling for the government to take a more cooperative
approach to pipeline cybersecurity, rather than imposing new rules or overhauling the regulatory
system.

John Stoody, vice president of the Association of Oil Pipe Lines, argued that TSA should limit the
scope of information that it requires pipelines to share with the federal government.

“Our biggest desire is for them to get it right, to have the information they need in time that’s
helpful to the government and to other pipeline operators,” he said. “We know that companies of
all types get hit by cybersecurity attempts literally hundreds of thousands of times a day, and
almost all of these are unsuccessful. There’s an easy opportunity to have overly broad
requirements that end up wasting a lot of people’s time.”

Evolving cyberthreats
Meanwhile, the Biden administration and members of Congress are calling for tougher oversight
cybersecurity regulation of the pipeline industry.

On a recent visit to Houston to meet with city officials, members of Houston’s congressional
delegation and energy industry leaders, Energy Secretary Jennifer Granholm said the government
should institute improved cybersecurity standards for the oil and gas industry, similar to those
imposed on the electric transmission industry. Those requirements include training workers in
cybersecurity, establishing electronic security perimeters, installing physical measures to protect
systems, and reporting incidents.

There are no similar regulations for the oil and gas pipeline industry. Granholm acknowledged that
imposing such standards would require that pipeline operators make costly investments in



cybersecurity.

“There’s a continuous improvement of methods by cybercriminals,” Granholm said, “and
therefore there must be a continuous improvement in what we install for cyber protections.”

The United States led the world in reported incidents of ransomware demands last year, with
23,661, far outpacing second-place Italy with 9,226 demands, according to Emsisoft, a New
Zealand software firm. The company estimates that U.S. ransomware   attacks cost as much as
$3.7 billion last year.

Eric Goldstein, executive assistant director for cybersecurity at Cybersecurity and Infrastructure
Security Agency, said the Colonial Pipeline attack is just the most visible example of the risks
threatening public agencies and private companies.

“You had people that were really concerned for a few days about whether they’d be able to fill up
their tanks to get to work, and whether gas prices would increasingly put a strain on their
budgets,” he said. “Our nation is facing a really urgent cybersecurity risk.”  

 

 

Governor signs law creating produced water consortium
By Mella McEwen
Midland Reporter-Telegram
June 26, 2021
Among the bills just signed by Gov. Abbott was SB 601, which creates the Texas Produced Water
Consortium at Texas Tech Consortium.

“This is a big water supply potential,” State Sen. Charles Perry, who authored the bill. State Rep.
Dustin Burrows authored a companion bill, HB 3096 in the Texas House.

Perry, who chairs the Senate Committee on Water, Agriculture and Rural Affairs, said there needs
to be work done on finding new water supplies.

Speaking with the Reporter-Telegram by telephone, the Lubbock Republican said conversations
about repurposing produced water for other uses typically start with ‘It’s too expensive.’

By collecting a variety of stakeholders – from industry to environmentalists, he said he hopes
discussions can move past ‘it’s too expensive’ to ways to convert produced water into a viable
water supply at a viable cost. Having different groups sit across the table from each other is how
great ideas come to light, he said.  

“There is 27 million acre feet of water that’s injected – some is reused,” he said. “That’s 27 million
acre feet times 395,000 gallons,” a tremendous potential for new water supplies.

Converting that much produced water into a new water source that is affordable can only be done
in the Permian Basin, Perry said because it could have enough space in aquifers to store that water
and recover it for later use. There is also the infrastructure in place to not only recover but



distribute the water, he added. Determining if there is enough aquifer storage space will be among
the issues the consortium studies as it looks to leverage existing technology while also finding new
ways to recycle and transport water for reuse.

A Technical and Economic Steering Committee will also be established and will consist of field
experts who will evaluate the feasibility of projects. Perry predicted there will be different
technologies used in different phases of recycling the water to accommodate the water’s different
qualities.

Agriculture would be the first industry outside oil and gas that could put the repurposed produced
water to use, he said.

“The goal is to find out what we don’t know, to have that conversation,” Perry said.

The plan has drawn the support of industry officials who likely will be involved in the process.
Bill Zartler, founder and chief executive officer of Solaris Water Midstream, called the plan a great
step forward.

“It will encourage the faster adoption of recycling in the oil and gas industry in Texas   and the
identification of opportunities for beneficial reuse of treated produced water outside of the oil and
gas industry,” he hold the Reporter-Telegram by email. “As one of the leaders in recycling in the
Permian, Solaris is already working with the Produced Water Consortium in New Mexico and
looks forward to collaborating closely with   the Texas Produced Water Consortium.”

John Durand, president and chief sustainability officer at the water midstream company XRI
Holdings, told the Reporter-Telegram by email, “The creation of the Texas Produced Water
Consortium (TPWC) is a positive development for the state of Texas in combining state regulatory
agency collaboration and oversight with private resources to address and study the economics and
technology geared to the beneficial use of produced water for possible agricultural and industrial
applications in the future. The TPWC will also consult with the New Mexico Produced Water
Consortium (NMPWC) which was formed for a similar purpose in 2019.”

Todd Staples, president of the Texas Oil & Gas Association, commented, “Today’s oil and natural
gas companies are technology companies, and treating, reusing and recycling produced water for
beneficial use in the oil patch and beyond is becoming more common thanks to this industry’s
commitment to innovation. This consortium will allow industry and our partners to build upon
pioneering work in produced water recycling and reuse to find even more innovative ways to
allow wastewater to be recycled and treated into new drought-proof sources of water, keeping the
Texas oil and natural gas industry at the forefront of water conservation, innovation and
sustainability efforts in the state.”

 

 

API CEO: Oil and gas holds key to cleaner environment
By Mella McEwen
Midland Reporter-Telegram



June 25, 2021
Mike Sommers promised straight talk to his audience in the heart of the nation’s energy exporting,
refining and petrochemicals industry.

Remotely addressing the Houston Economics Club on Wednesday, Sommers, president and chief
executive officer of the American Petroleum Institute, offered what he called straight talk about
the world’s energy needs as debate swirls around just where that energy will come from.

“The world will need more energy, not less, over the next 30 years,” he stated. “The world’s
population is expected to jump from 7.8 billion today to nearly 10 billion by 2050. Energy demand
is projected to grow along with population.”

That means there will be a need for more crude and natural gas production in the years ahead,
preferably more American production because the nation’s environmental and safety standards are
the best in the world, he said.

Renewables are an important and growing part of the energy pie, Sommers continued, but that pie
itself is growing as the population grows. “We need more energy across the board to enable both
developed and developing economies to grow.”

API and its member companies in the oil and gas industry share global concerns about the climate,
Sommers told his audience. But he stressed that, rather than being blamed for climate change, oil
and gas can actually provide solutions.

“Climate change is a threat affecting economies worldwide. It’s not an issue that can or should be
brushed aside. Yet the key to environmental progress in the world isn’t the Green New Deal. It’s
not the Sunrise Movement,” he said. “If you need proof, think about 2010, the last time Congress
considered climate legislation. Back then, lawmakers estimated that CO2 would drop by as much
as 10 percent below 2007 levels in 2019 if their bill became law. Well, their bill didn’t. Instead,
industry innovations like hydraulic fracturing and horizontal drilling increased domestic supply
and use of natural gas, and U.S. CO2 emissions declined nearly 15 percent – 50 percent more than
what Congress predicted.”

Those innovations are continuing to help the industry reduce emissions, Sommers said, and API
and its members continue advocating for ways to accelerate development of emissions-reducing
technologies. As he was addressing the Houston Economics Club, Sommers’ organization was
releasing a new template for individual oil and natural gas producers to utilize in consistently
reporting and tracking greenhouse gas indicators.

API members are demonstrating for further innovation, new economy-wide market mechanisms
and sensible policy proposals, he said.

It’s those innovations, many incubated in Texas, that made the US the global energy leader and
will lead to the development of fuels that are not only low or net-zero carbon but reliable and
affordable, Sommers said.

Oil and gas will continue to play a pivotal role in world energy needs, “whether it’s produced in
the US or in other regions” creating jobs and prosperity for those regions rather than the US, he
continued.



“The surest way to stall America’s economic recovery is to remove affordable energy from the
picture – with more regulations, more restrictions, more taxes. Nothing less than our economy and
national security are at stake if Washington handcuffs this industry like that,” Sommers said.

To build a better world for all, he concluded, “it’s imperative to allow energy development and
environmental progress. Texas knows how to get us there. That’s the energy reality.”

 

 

Craddick pushes back on veto of washout bill
Letter to governor defends legislation
By Mella McEwen
Midland Reporter-Telegram
June 25, 2021
Longtime state Rep. Tom Craddick is pushing back on Gov. Greg Abbott’s veto of his bill, House
Bill 4218, which addressed bad faith washouts on oil and gas leases.

In a letter to the governor, Craddick pointed out that the bill received unanimous support in both
the House at 148-0-1 and the Senate at 31-0.

“This legislation was heard in both chambers and no one testified, or even registered in opposition
to the legislation,” he wrote in his letter. “I worked with stakeholders during the legislative process
and all of their concerns were readily addressed. Not once during the lengthy legislative process or
during the veto period did anyone from your office reach out with concerns.”

In his veto, Abbott said the legislation would be an intrusion on contractual rights of the parties
and an impetus for additional litigation.

Craddick responded, “It is important for you to know neither of these contentions are supported by
members of the oil and gas industry, including mineral interest holders and operators. In fact, the
Texas courts have been asking the legislature to clarify the definition of a bad faith washout for
many years to prevent contractual disputes.”

Craddick said these interests are an essential part of the oil and gas marketplace and are deserving
of the protections offered in HB 4218, which would have eliminated the bad faith washouts –
when a lessee cancels an oil and gas lease in order to wipe out oil and gas revenue owner’s
interests.

“This behavior is detrimental to the interest owners, and quite frankly adverse to basic contract
tenets and fairness,” he said in a statement.

The Midland Republican added in his statement, “I am proud to have the support of my colleagues
in the Texas House and the full Texas Senate for this legislation important to the oil and gas
industry. House Bill 4218 offered protections for generations of contractual relationships and
would have required lessees to honor their bargains. I look forward to the governor’s proposed
solution during the summer and fall special sessions for this important issue to the industry.”



Ed Longanecker, president of the Texas Independent Producers and Royalty Owners’ Association,
told the Reporter-Telegram by email that House Bill 4218 was an important piece of legislation
seeking to eliminate the ongoing practice of bad faith washouts.  

“While a party that engages in this behavior at the detriment of royalty owners is subject to
liability, this has been a challenging issue to address in the courts, which necessitates the need for
legislative action,” he wrote.  

Longanecker noted that initially there was some concern with language in the bill that could have
resulted in increased litigation. He agreed with Craddick’s comment to the governor that he had
worked diligently with TIPRO and other stakeholders to address those concerns by amending his
bill.

Those amendments “resulted in support from producers, royalty owners and unanimous approval
from legislators in the Texas House and Senate. We are of course disappointed with the outcome
and will continue to work on solutions to address this issue,” Longanecker concluded.

 

 

N.M. roars back from oil slump, hits record production
By Mike Lee
E & E News
June 25, 2021
New Mexico’s oil production has bounced back from the pandemic, and the state has eclipsed
North Dakota to become the second-biggest U.S. oil producer.

The state’s drillers pumped a record 1.18 million barrels a day in March, up from 1.13 million
barrels a day in the same month a year ago, legislative staffers told the state’s finance committee
earlier this week.

“New Mexico is the only top oil-producing state to have recovered to prepandemic levels of
production,” the state staffers wrote in a   report .

In the short term, the oil business will boost New Mexico’s tax revenue, but the report cautioned
lawmakers to prepare for the long term.

Texas, the biggest oil-producing state, produced 4.7 million barrels a day in March, down from 5.4
million before the pandemic, according to the U.S. Energy Information Administration. North
Dakota’s production dropped to just over 1 million barrels a day during the same period, down
from 1.4 million before the COVID-19 outbreak slowed down the economy.

North Dakota’s output normally drops in February and March because of the state’s harsh winter,
state Mineral Resources Director Lynn Helms said on a June 14 conference call. At the same time,
some companies have been moving their operations from the state’s Bakken formation to take
advantage of lower costs in parts of New Mexico and Texas.

“At the rate that they’re growing production, they’re going to pass us,” he said of New Mexico.
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The Southwestern state’s section of the Delaware Basin, a part of the Permian, has the third-lowest
break-even cost for new oil wells in the U.S., according to the Dallas Federal Reserve.

In the long term, New Mexico’s oil production could decline due to changes in federal policies or
a shift away from the world’s reliance on oil and gas for energy. About half of New Mexico’s oil
and gas comes from federal property.

So far, the Biden administration’s moves to address climate change, including a 60-day suspension
of new drilling permits for federal land and a moratorium on new federal oil and gas leases,
haven’t cut into the state’s production.

But if the lease moratorium survives a court challenge, it could begin to affect the industry within
a few years. New Mexico lawmakers have already taken steps to address a downturn by devoting
some oil and gas revenue to reserve funds, the report said.

“The more reliant state revenues are on oil and gas activity, the more difficult it will be to adjust to
shifts in the market,” the report said.

Twitter:   @mikeleefw Email:   mlee@eenews.net

 

 

Far from Texas, huge gas bills stoke anger after February freeze
Natural-gas prices across the Midwest exploded during the extreme chill, leaving some
to suggest more federal oversight is needed
By Christopher M. Matthews
Wall Street Journal
June 27, 2021
An angry backlash is building across the middle of the U.S. as states step in to help their
constituents pay billions of dollars   in natural-gas bills   racked up during February’s freeze.

While most escaped   the blackouts that occurred   in Texas, states from Minnesota to Kansas are
having to help local utilities, businesses and homeowners cover February bills after natural-gas
prices surged from around $2 per million British thermal units to as much as $1,200 in parts of the
country.

Lawmakers and regulators in Minnesota, Oklahoma, Missouri, Arkansas and Kansas have called
for investigations into market manipulation and are exploring regulatory changes. Republican and
Democratic leaders in some of the states said it may be time to reconsider whether interstate gas
markets, deregulated since the 1980s, need greater federal oversight to prevent a similar economic
calamity from happening again.

The February storm   caused wellheads and pipelines to freeze   in Texas and other gas-producing
states, crimping supplies just as millions of customers cranked up the heat. The effects were felt
far from the Lone Star State, leaving many homeowners and businesses with monthly bills
hundreds or even thousands of times as large as usual.
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In Oklahoma City, the Villagio senior living center received a February gas bill of $44,527—about
50 times more than the month before—from its gas marketer, Constellation, a subsidiary of
Chicago-based   Exelon   Corp.   EXC   0.63%

“It was shocking, and it has an impact on residents, on things we were going to do,” said Tyler
Gable, a representative of the assisted-living facility’s owner, Blackwood, which is contesting the
bill. A Constellation spokesman said it was working with Villagio and similar business customers
on deferred payment plans.

Oklahoma regulators said the weeklong freeze generated as much as $5 billion in gas bills there.
That has left some lawmakers in the reliably Republican state to call for further regulation of
natural-gas producers, one of the most influential industries in Oklahoma.

“I cannot for the life of me understand how we saw it go from $2 to $1,200 and back down to $2
in the span of the week; that’s not real,” said Garry Mize, a Republican who is chairman of the
utilities committee in Oklahoma’s House of Representatives. referring to natural-gas prices. “It’s
hard on a political level because you’d like to believe that free markets work all the time.”

Mr. Mize helped draft legislation signed into law in April that will allow utility companies to
stretch the impact to customers over 10 years by securitizing rate payments and selling them as
bonds. Without the measure, he estimated that ratepayers who normally pay an average bill of
$100 a month would have seen bills for February reach around $1,900.

He said the U.S. Congress might need to consider additional changes to prevent runaway prices,
such as setting a federal cap or creating a market circuit breaker, akin to what stock exchanges use
to halt irregular trading.

The Federal Energy Regulatory Commission, which regulates the transmission and wholesale of
natural gas in interstate commerce, has opened an investigation into potential market manipulation
during the freeze. At least four state attorneys general are looking into the matter. FERC can
punish companies for rate changes it determines weren’t just or reasonable.

A FERC spokeswoman declined to comment.

Without a finding of manipulation, FERC’s ability to have an effect on prices is limited. Federal
regulators had set a gas price ceiling for decades, but after price controls led to supply shortages in
the 1970s, Congress began deregulating the market. By 1993, gas prices were almost entirely
deregulated and subject to market trends.

“I think Kansans, Oklahomans, Texans deserve to know if there was any market manipulation,”
said U.S. Sen. Roger Marshall, a Republican from Kansas who has pressed FERC to investigate
quickly. “Who made the money?”

Mr. Marshall said the economic impact of the freeze in some Kansas communities was worse than
that of the pandemic. He said the Senate would consider new market regulations and that “nothing
is off the table.”

Gas prices in Kansas jumped from $2 per million British thermal units to more than $600 during
the storm. In March, Kansas Gov. Laura Kelly, a Democrat, signed into law a $100 million low-
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interest loan program for municipal utilities facing high utility bills.

The emergency loan program is a lifeline for small communities in Kansas such as Winfield, a city
of about 12,000 people. It spent $8.5 million on gas during the weeklong February freeze, said
City Manager Taggart Wall, far more than the $200,000 it typically spends that month.

Mr. Wall said the city asked large users including the local hospital and nursing home to reduce
usage during the storm, but had to keep gas flowing because of the extreme cold.

“It can’t be a conscionable thing to see prices reach those levels,” Mr. Wall said. “People didn’t
have a choice.”

Winfield is one of several dozen small Kansas towns that pool gas purchases through the nonprofit
Kansas Municipal Gas Agency. Collectively the agency incurred around $45 million in gas
charges in February, four times its annual budget.

Unable to tap cheap financing, many of the towns faced bankruptcy before Kansas passed its loan
program. Mr. Wall said that without federal intervention in gas markets, such a surge could happen
again.

“I’m not anti-oil and gas, we live in oil and gas country,” he said. “But we can’t stack a $1,500
homeowner bill on top of another $1,500 homeowner bill next year.”

 

 

Opinion: Don’t get too excited over short-term rise in oil prices.
There’s plenty available.
By Chris Tomlinson
Houston Chronicle
June 25, 2021
Don’t get too excited about the run-up in crude oil prices; OPEC and Russia stand ready to throw a
wet blanket on any celebratory capital investment by North American companies to expand
drilling.

Just as the price for the international benchmark, Brent crude, crested $75 a barrel, the world’s
largest bloc of oil-producing nations announced they will slowly open their taps.

The 15-member Organization of the Petroleum Exporting Countries and another 10 nations led by
Russia have held back more than 7 million barrels of crude a day to prop up prices. The group
known as OPEC+ started returning 2 million barrels a day to the market in May and will   discuss
adding more next week .

Most members of the OPEC+ coalition want to ramp up production, and Russian officials say they
will insist on putting more barrels on the market. The one thing all OPEC+ members agree on is
keeping U.S. and Canadian producers from capturing any additional market share.
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Any Texans out there looking at the price of oil and expecting another boom need to think again.
OPEC+ members and Texas shale oil companies are showing uncustomary restraint.

“In the coming months, we expect global oil production to catch up with the increases we’ve seen
in demand in 2021,” said Stephen Nalley, acting administrator of   the U.S. Energy Information
Administration . “U.S. and global oil producers are increasing their production, which should help
moderate oil prices that have increased significantly.”

OPEC leaders know if crude prices go too high, they will squelch the global economic recovery.
Fuel prices underlie all other prices, and concerns about inflation are already widespread. When
crude prices get too high, economic activity slows, a recession follows, and crude prices crash.
Saudi royals hate it when that happens.

So far, shale drillers have kept their promises to lower debt, raise profits and limit new drilling.
Rather than reinvesting revenues into additional wells, executive teams are returning cash to
investors.

Bloomberg Intelligence, a data analysis company, reports that U.S. shale oil companies will see  
$30 billion in profit   thanks to new-found financial discipline after losing $300 billion over the
last decade. Pumping 1.9 million fewer barrels a day in 2021 compared to 2019 is generating
higher profits thanks to higher prices.

On June 15, experts delivered assurances to OPEC+ officials that shale drillers will continue to
show restraint, according to   the Reuters news agency . Such collusion borders on anti-trust
behavior, but it’s the only way to keep prices high enough so that all producers enjoy profits.

Industry analysts told OPEC+ that U.S. production will likely decline by 120,000 barrels a day this
year and grow between only 500,000 and 1.3 million barrels a day by 2022-2023. Shale companies
have finally figured out they cannot rely on OPEC and Russia to prop up prices. They have to
control output, too.

What’s good for oil companies, though, is bad for consumers. Gasoline and diesel prices are at the
highest level since 2014 and will likely rise further as the pandemic recedes and travel returns.
Higher fuel prices are contributing to inflation since the cost of transporting goods is rising.

The Energy Information Administration forecasts that fuel prices peaked this month at a national
average of $3.03 a gallon and will average $2.92 for the summer, about 80 cents higher than last
year.

Several wildcards can still upend oil markets. If the U.S. can reach a nuclear deal with Iran,
hundreds of thousands of barrels could immediately hit the market and drive prices down. A flood
of private equity investment in the shale industry could also drive up production and collapse
prices.

With 5 percent more spare production capacity than there is demand, there are no market-based
reasons for prices to go any higher. The only risk of higher prices comes from unlikely
geopolitical crises. OPEC+ could destroy U.S. shale, as it did in 2014, if it chooses.

Some analysts think the current price of oil, about $70 for West Texas Intermediate, is a
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Goldilocks level: High enough for oil producers to profitably meet growing demand through 2025,
but not high enough to slow the economy or encourage irresponsible investment, according to
Thunder Said Energy,   a Canadian energy intelligence firm .

All bets are off after 2025, though. Dozens of new electric vehicles are coming to market, and
batteries will be far cheaper and more efficient. Global regulators will also crack down hard on
greenhouse gas emissions.

That’s only four years away. Exxon Mobil, Shell, BP and the other big oil companies   are
shrinking in size   and speeding up the transition to other energy sources. They know this price rise
may be oil’s last hurrah.

Tomlinson writes commentary about business, economics and politics.

twitter.com/cltomlinson

chris.tomlinson@chron.com

 

 

Editorial: Biden’s prairie chicken fillet
The feds use the Endangered Species Act to block fossil fuels.
Wall Street Journal
June 22, 2021
Why did the lesser prairie chicken cross the road? Apparently to shut down oil and gas
development. Witness how the Biden Administration is reviving an Obama Administration effort
to list the member of the grouse family under the Endangered Species Act to restrict energy
development.

Late last month the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (FWS) proposed a regulation to list the lesser
prairie chicken as either threatened or endangered, depending on the region. More than 95% of the
lesser prairie chicken’s range falls on private property across Texas, New Mexico, Kansas,
Oklahoma and Colorado. Its range also overlaps with the Permian Basin—the most productive oil-
and-gas shale field in the U.S. Green groups have for years used the Endangered Species Act as a
way to restrict land development.

In 2015 a federal judge blocked the Obama prairie chicken endangered listing because the
Administration had not sufficiently considered alternatives to conserve bird habitat. Businesses
and state and federal regulators had already agreed to a plan to support conservation efforts, which
gave landowners flexibility to manage their property and compensated them for improving the
bird’s habitat.

Oil and gas companies have since contributed more than $60 million to a conservation fund. While
the plan hasn’t been perfectly executed, it seems to be working. An October 2020 study prepared
for the Western Association of Fish and Wildlife Agencies found that the population of lesser
prairie chickens across the five states grew to an estimated 34,408 from 18,142 in 2014.
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Environmental groups nonetheless sued the government in 2016 to force another listing. The
Biden Administration has now agreed to re-list the bird, which could restrict energy development
on up to 21 million acres of land. Businesses that aren’t participating in the conservation plan will
have to conduct habitat surveys to ensure they don’t disturb the chickens and apply for FWS
permits or risk prosecution and shutdown orders.

Most species occupied much more land centuries ago than they do today. Human settlement and
predators have shrunk habitats, and creating the precise conditions to restore them would be
impossible. Most species listed under the Endangered Species Act haven’t been removed, and
private-public conservation partnerships often do more to conserve species than government
regulation.

There’s no urgent reason to list the lesser prairie chicken other than to appease green lobbyists and
their desire to use every regulation possible to stop development. Candidate Joe Biden promised
that he wouldn’t ban oil and gas fracking, but his Administration plans to restrict it step by step
with a regulatory onslaught, and the lesser prairie chicken listing seems to be part of the strategy.

Appeared in the June 23, 2021, print edition.
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Facing questions after 2021 power crisis, Texas natural gas industry
opposes new protective measures
By Bob Sechler
Austin American-Statesman
May 10, 2021
Advocates for the Texas natural gas industry have spent much of the 11 weeks since February’s
deadly power blackouts downplaying the sector’s culpability in the crisis   and working to stop
lawmakers from requiring winterization of far-flung wells   and pipelines.

But new data suggest   failures by natural gas producers and suppliers to keep the commodity
flowing might have triggered   as much as a fifth of the freeze-related power outages near the peak
of the calamity.

What’s not up for debate is that statewide production of natural gas — a major source of fuel for
electricity generation — slumped dramatically amid the historic winter freeze and prices for it
soared.

Production fell by nearly half at one point during the emergency, compared with levels earlier in
February, according to IHS Markit, a   company that aggregates information about the energy
sector. Natural gas spot prices climbed from an average of about $2.80   per million British
thermal units at the main West Texas trading hubto a high of $206.19   — a 73-fold increase.

At least 151 people,   including 12 in Travis County and three in Williamson County, died
statewide for reasons related to the frigid temperatures and others   lost limbs to frostbite , as many
power plants faltered just when needed most. Property damage   from the power outages has been
estimated at over $200 billion, while water service to more than 12 million people across the state
also was disrupted because pipes froze and burst.

Proponents of the state’s natural gas industry — in addition to its regulator, the Texas Railroad
Commission —   have largely deflected blame for the overall   crisis, saying   freeze-related
outages at power plants   exacerbated issues at natural gas production and supply facilities because
they rely heavily on electricity to operate and to resolve their own weather-induced problems.

The sector’s main trade group, the Texas Oil and Gas Association,   has been aiming to blunt
protective measures   in the Legislature that might include wells and pipelines statewide, along
with power plants and related infrastructure, in potential new winterization regulations.   A   recent
report paid for by the trade group   concluded that the grid crisis   likely “started at power
generation units” — not at wellheads or pipelines — and cascaded from there.

The industry’s efforts are paying off,   with the term “gas well” removed from   the latest version
of Senate Bill 3 , legislation designed to shore up the electricity grid in part by mandating
winterization of infrastructure deemed critical to power generation and establishing fines for
noncompliance.
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But an updated analysis released   by the Electric Reliability Council of Texas, the operator of the
state’s electricity grid, indicates that the difficulty some power plants had in obtaining natural gas
played a sizable, even if not primary, part in the crisis.

According to the ERCOT data, about 23% of freeze-related outages or reduced production at gas-
fueled generation plants was attributed by generators to   ”fuel limitation” on   the morning of Feb.
16, the period in which the greatest amount of generating capacity was offline. Those outages
totaled   4,420 megawatts, enough to power about 885,000 homes and businesses — 20% of the
estimated 4.5 million without power at the peak of the emergency.

In addition, estimates from IHS Markit indicate   natural gas production in the state had already
fallen about 13%   by Feb. 13, compared with the daily average during the first week of February
— which is before electricity generation on the ERCOT power grid entered its steep   slide,
according to the U.S. Energy Department’s statistical agency, the Energy Information
Administration.

Stephen York, an industry economist with the federal agency, said he thinks the bulk of the
declines in natural gas production in Texas resulted from freeze-offs at wellheads or gathering
facilities. At least initially, the declines “were mostly unrelated” to electricity generation by power
plants,   he said   — an assertion that calls into question the Texas Oil and Gas Association’s
conclusion that the outages at power plants were the trigger for them.

Freeze-offs are phenomena that occur when small amounts of water and other liquids that
accompany natural gas crystallize   and impede gas flow. They are   relatively common
occurrences, York said, but more so in Texas when temperatures take a dive because of less
winterization in the state compared with northern regions of the country.

The Wall Street Journal has reported that some natural gas production and supply facilities also
were shut down during the emergency because they were part of a voluntary ERCOT program in
which large industrial users are paid to stop using power when demand for electricity risks
outstripping generation. According to the Houston Chronicle, however, such contractual outages
affected a small portion of the thousands of oil and gas facilities in Texas.

York said the   likelihood of freeze-offs at wellheads and related infrastructure can be reduced
through winterization measures that don’t require electricity from the grid, such as insulation,
wind blocks and methanol drips that lower the freezing point of water.

“There have been a number of studies (in the past) that have suggested winterization would have
helped (natural gas) production and electric power generation in Texas,” York said. “That does
tend to back up the idea that winterization would have helped” in February.

Economists with the Federal Reserve Bank of Dallas have estimated   the cost of winterizing gas
wells at $20,000 to $50,000 each, meaning the price tag to winterize all 85,000 in Texas in one fell
swoop could range from about $1.7 billion to $4.25 billion. But limiting the effort to new wells
would cost significantly less initially — $85 million to $200 million annually — and “may   offer
a targeted and effective approach in the long run” because new wells eventually will account for
the bulk of production, the Dallas Fed said in   a recent report.

Still, the ERCOT data indicate   the   biggest overall culprit   in the grid calamity was the



combined impact of “weather related” problems and “equipment issues” at natural gas-fueled
power plants — meaning failures ranging from frozen valves to control system malfunctions —  
not the inability to obtain enough natural gas to keep plants running. Taken together, they
accounted for outages totaling 14,653 megawatts on the morning of Feb. 16, or enough to power
the equivalent of more than 2.9 million homes and businesses.

Opposed to new mandates
Todd Staples, president of the Texas Oil and Gas Association, said the ongoing effort to enact new
regulations designed to safeguard the grid should focus on power plants and directly related grid
infrastructure, including some natural gas pipelines if they serve electricity demand, instead of the
tens of thousands of wells and other facilities across the state that don’t directly do so.

Only about 20% of natural gas production in Texas — the largest producer of the commodity in
the United States — goes for electricity generation, according to the trade group,   while the rest is
used for other purposes or is exported nationally and internationally.

“We want to be part of the solution,” Staples said. But “there are many   better ways to ensure
reliability (of the power grid) for Texans” other than “mandating more requirements at the
individual well level.”

He   also disputed the notion that increased winterization of wells would have made a difference in
the February calamity.

“Our producers were winterizing, to a large extent,” he said. “They could have encapsulated their
wells in a building like it’s done in Alaska — but without power you cannot produce gas (and) you
cannot transport gas.”

As for the downturn in natural gas production just prior to the grid emergency, Staples pointed to
his group’s study indicating it wasn’t significant enough to have precipitated the calamity.

But some operators of gas-fueled power plants contend the natural gas sector bears plenty of the
blame.

‘Unprecedented failure’
Executives of Vistra Corp.,   the largest owner of generators in Texas, leveled blistering criticism
at the sector during a recent conference call with Wall Street analysts for what Vistra described as
an “unprecedented failure” amid the emergency.

Vistra CEO Curt Morgan told analysts that suppliers began curtailing his company’s contracted
natural gas as early as Feb. 12 — well before the grid emergency and the start of rolling electricity
blackouts. The calamity cost Vistra about $1.6 billion,   according to the company,   much of
which resulted from sky-high prices for natural gas on the spot market that it said it was forced to
buy when its contracted gas didn’t come through.

“In a nutshell, the issue stemming from the natural gas system cost us dearly, and there wasn’t
anything we could do about it while we were in the middle of the event,” Morgan said.

He also said Vistra is contemplating legal action against natural gas suppliers that broke contracts.



If the company does go to court over the issue, it will be one of dozens of parties already involved
in lawsuits related to the natural gas supply problems during the emergency and the financial
fallout stemming from them. Billions of dollars are at stake in suits filed by power plant operators
— alleging price gouging, in some cases — as well as by suppliers contending their bills haven’t
been paid.

Staples, speaking about the supply issues and not the lawsuits, said fuel constraints experienced by
generators could have been alleviated had they had contracts in place   in advance of the
emergency enabling them to access the huge volume of natural gas in storage in Texas if needed.  
He also noted that, even during the week of the crisis, production in Texas exceeded   demand in
the state.

“Texas is awash in natural gas,” said Staples, who formerly served as Texas agriculture
commissioner.  

But other observers view the calamity as a textbook example of why stepped-up oversight of the
natural gas sector, along with the rest of the power grid,   is a necessity.

“If we end up going through this entire process (of crafting new rules to safeguard the grid) and
we never require gas wellhead winterization, we are going to end up with power outages again,
potential deaths, possibly billions of dollars in damages again and higher utility bills,” said
Virginia Palacios, executive director of Commission Shift, a group that contends the Texas
Railroad Commission is too cozy with the oil and gas industry that it’s charged with regulating.

“I think (a lack of requirements for) basic   wellhead winterization is going to be the chink in the
armor if we don’t get it right,” Palacios said.

 

 

Texas Legislature moves flurry of winter storm bills
By   Greg Perliski and Taylor Girtman
Community Impact Newspaper-Lake Travis
May 7, 2021
A number of legislative bills are underway in the Texas House and Senate in response to the
February winter storm that swept the state, causing power outages, water outages and widespread
damage that have led the state to report at least 133 storm-related deaths as of April 15. This
included 12 Travis County residents. 

Of the many bills, eight hold prominence as low-numbered bills—often bipartisan—that address
energy board reforms, government communication in emergencies, preparation for extreme
weather and other issues that arose from the February storm. 

The storm hit west Travis County residents particularly hard as treacherous ice and snow on Hill
Country roads stranded many residents in homes for days without power and water service. 

State Rep. Donna Howard, D-Austin, who represents West Lake Hills in the Legislature, said the



winter storm was a “crisis” that resulted from a lack of communication among key state
government agencies. The lack of communication was particularly evident when looking at the
widespread power outages that were required to keep the state’s energy grid from collapse, she
said. 

“One of the biggest things we saw as a result of the winter crisis was that the right arm didn’t
know what the left arm was doing,” she said. “And so we ended up with all kinds of unintended
consequences. We turned off the electricity to the gas plants, and the gas producers could not get
gas to the electric generators ... that’s mind-boggling what happened.”

To address these and other issues, Gov. Greg Abbott on Feb. 16 declared reform of the Electric
Reliability Council of Texas to be an emergency legislative item and called on the Legislature to
investigate the council to prevent the statewide issue from recurring. ERCOT, which was largely
criticized for its role in the February storm, manages the flow of electric power to more than 26
million Texas customers and represents about 90% of the state’s electric load. 

The first of the major bills to flow from this legislative session is Senate Bill 3, authored by state
Sen. Charles Schwertner, R-Georgetown. It adds winterization requirements to energy-generating
infrastructure with a $1 million fine per day for noncompliance, he said. The bill would take effect
Sept. 1, if approved. Municipal-owned utilities, such as in Georgetown and Austin, and energy
companies, such as Pedernales Electric Cooperative and Oncor Electric Delivery, would not be
treated differently. 

The bill also addresses issues raised by Howard and Schwertner concerning communication. A
board, known as the Texas Energy Reliability Council, or TERC, would be created with members
from the Public Utility Commission, ERCOT, the Texas Railroad Commission , the Texas
Commission on Environmental Quality and governor-appointed oil-gas industry representatives.
These entities were working in silos during the storm without fluid communication, Schwertner
said. 

“We are very much wanting to reinvigorate the coordination and communication among market
participants and regulatories to make sure this never happens again,” Schwertner said. 

State senators unanimously approved SB 3 on March 29. Now, it heads to the House State Affairs
committee, of which Howard is a member, for consideration and approval before it can be sent to
Abbott for a final signature. 

As the state grows, so will demand on the state’s power grid, Schwertner said. And its reliability is
ever more important, particularly on the many days when temperatures reach above 100 degrees
Fahrenheit. The bill would apply to extreme heat, hurricanes or whenever there is unbalanced
supply and demand, he said. 

“The most often times when you have a significant strain on the grid is every August and in the
summer months,” Schwertner said.

ERCOT reform
Over two-thirds of Texans lost electricity at some point in the storm for an average of 42 hours,
according to a survey from the University of Houston’s Hobby School of Public Affairs. Nearly



half of all Texans lost access to running water with an average loss of 52 hours, per the survey. 

To address this, the Senate passed SB 2, an ERCOT reform bill, on April 14. The bill is now under
House committee consideration before the other chamber passes it. 

The bill increases oversight of the nonprofit that controls the state’s power grid and reforms
ERCOT’s board, including requiring its members to live in Texas. This was previously an issue as
five of the 16 members did not reside in Texas when the storm hit, according to other news
reports. 

The governor would also appoint the board chair and the board’s unaffiliated members; the Senate
would approve the governor’s selections. 

SB 2 bill passed the day after ERCOT announced it may enter into emergency conditions April 13
as a result of facilities being offline for maintenance and the state experiencing higher-than-
expected temperatures and power demand. No outages were needed at that time as emergency
conditions were not reached after ERCOT requested conservation. 

“This week’s conservation alert reinforces the fact that Texans need and deserve a comprehensive
legislative response that keeps our eye on the main goal: real reliability,” state Sen. Kelly
Hancock, R-North Richland Hills, said in an April 14 release. 

Other prominent bills include SB 2154, which is similar to SB 2 in that it reforms the Public
Utility Commission, the entity that oversees ERCOT and regulates telecommunication and other
utilities. The bill, authored by Schwertner, would require the commission to have five members, an
increase from three, and requires members to be Texas residents. 

“It really starts at the top,” Schwertner said. “With good leadership, you can get through a lot of
crises.”

Remaining work
Howard said she is confident the Legislature will successfully address reforms in how ERCOT and
the PUC function, but with the current legislative session ending May 30, there are other issues
that may not be fully studied and addressed. 

“The part that we are leaving out is the railroad commission, which is responsible for [regulating]
oil and gas,” she said. “That part of the equation is a very significant part of this, and that has not
had as much focus as it needs to have.” 

The Texas Railroad Commission is led by three elected commissioners and regulates the oil and
gas industry, pipeline transporters, natural gas utilities, the liquid pipeline industry, coal and
uranium surface mining operations, and the LP-gas industry. 

It sets monthly production quotas, issues drilling permits and orders inspections of wells. In
addition to participating in TERC, railroad commissioners said in a March press release that they
are working with the Texas Legislature to ensure that oil and gas producers, during future
mandated blackouts from ERCOT, are considered “critical infrastructure.” 



“This along with increased communication through TERC will ensure we are able to plan and
prepare for weather events much better in the future,” railroad Commissioner Jim Wright stated
in the release. 

Still, other areas remain under study as the legislative session enters its final month, Howard said. 

First, there is a plan to fund mandated weatherization programs using the Texas Economic
Stabilization Fund, also known as the “rainy day fund.” 

Second, is a method for statewide wholesale electric providers to manage and cover the high cost
of natural gas during a prolonged weather event, and doing so in a manner that does not adversely
pass those high costs to retail consumers. 

“We have many small utilities, cooperatives and municipal-owned utilities,” Howard said. “Some
are looking at bankruptcy. Somehow we have to keep the power on, keep it reliable, but also figure
out a way to share the burden of what that cost was.”

 

 

Lawmakers try new solution to minimize winter storm debt
Most agree that securitization is an effective proposal to fairly and quickly pay off
storm debt. Not all agree how to do it, and what costs should be covered.
By   Morgan O’Hanlon
Dallas Morning News
May 7, 2021
AUSTIN – O ne lingering question from February’s devastating winter storm is what, if anything,
to do about the debt of some electricity market participants caused by the high price of power
during the crisis.

Unpaid bills for nearly $3 billion worth of wholesale power piled up at grid manager the Electric
Reliability Council of Texas between Feb. 12 and Feb. 20, and efforts to retroactively reprice the
extraordinary cost of electricity — $9,000 per megawatt hour — during a 32-hour period   didn’t
go far .

At least 10 bills   this legislative session propose securitizing winter storm debt, meaning it would
be paid off more quickly through the use of state-sanctioned bonds. These include bills introduced
by lawmakers in each chamber that would create a Texas electric securitization corporation to
provide low-cost financing for paying off the debt in ERCOT’s wholesale power market from
February.

Normally, the “short pays” feature fewer zeros after the dollar sign. And if buyers can’t pay,
there’s an “uplift” process that assesses all market participants a bit of money so that the unpaid
power sellers are eventually made whole. But ERCOT and Public Utility Commission rules limit
the amount of monthly uplift to $2.5 million, meaning it would take more than 96 years to collect
enough uplift fees to pay off the whopping, almost $3 billion of bad debt from this year’s storm.
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Such measures are attractive because faster payment of debts from the winter storm would allow
power sellers who were stiffed to get some money faster.

“Say you’re South Texas Electrical Cooperative or whatever and you’ve been short-paid where
you had to pay the gas producers for all that gas that you consumed in your gas plants that week,”
explained Doug Lewin, an energy consultant for Stoic Energy, using a Victoria-based rural electric
coop as a hypothetical example. “And now you’re not getting paid back — it’s like this little tiny
trickle, right? … And drip, drip, drip each month for the next 100 years. That’s a problem. You
need to get that money and pay … for the gas.”

Lewin said securitization would allow the loss to be socialized, “evenly spread like peanut butter
across load-serving entities [utilities or retail electric providers], generators — like, everybody
pays.”

But fights are emerging over how to “securitize,” or allow bonds to be issued, to pay off the
ERCOT debt.

House Bill 4492 was voted out of the House on Thursday, 129-15, with two amendments added by
the bill’s author, Marshall GOP Rep. Chris Paddie, a top ally of Speaker Dade Phelan.

According to Michael Jewell, an attorney and policy adviser for Conservative Texans for Energy
Innovation, the amendments make that bill more similar to Senate Bill 2227 by Mineola GOP Sen.
Bryan Hughes, which received a Senate committee hearing on Wednesday.

Although the two bills differ on what debts securitization would cover, the amendments add in
uplift charges that were not on there before, add in ancillary services charges to the amount to be
securitized, and put in an opt-out for industrial customers who want to go ahead and pay the debts
they owe.

Based on testimony for SB 2227, Lewin gathered that some of the changes to HB 4492 could
cause additional charges to energy consumers, which he estimates could be $1.50 each month.

“But I don’t know that, and Chairman Paddie said on the floor he doesn’t know either,” Lewin
said. “So they literally just passed a bill that has potential to charge every single person in the state
$18 a year for the next 15 years, and they don’t know.”

When Austin Democrat Rep. Donna Howard questioned him on the House floor about what the
average cost to retail consumers would be, Paddie responded, “Ms. Howard, I really don’t know at
this point.” He explained the numbers are subject to change before the bill is final.

During testimony Wednesday on SB 2227, which was introduced in late April, Katie Coleman, an
attorney for the Texas Association of Manufacturers, which represents some of the state’s largest
energy consumers, testified against the bill. Also against the bill were multiple electric co-ops.

Thomas Hardy testified against the bill representing the Lower Colorado River Authority,
explaining that he believes the bill would shift costs and increase losses on the river authority and
its customers.

Coleman explained in testimony that the way SB 2227 structures its financing would put



unnecessary charges on consumers.

Separately, bills have been filed and are moving toward passage that would let the bonding occur
to pay off winter storm debts amassed by gas utilities such as Atmos, rural electric co-ops and
electric utilities in East Texas and West Texas that are not served by ERCOT’s grid.

Previously, Coleman told   The Dallas Morning News   she’s a proponent of securitization bills
that would help electric co-ops and other debtors from the winter storm pay their bills while
minimizing the amount of money that gets uplifted to the market. Of the nearly $3 billion in short
pays, nearly $1.9 billion is owed by Brazos Electric Cooperative and almost $642 million is owed
Rayburn Country Electric Cooperative. Coleman said that either way customers are going to have
to end up paying for some of the accrued debt.

“Those are all fair outcomes, [but] the things that make less sense is there have been proposals to
put several billion dollars in those securitization bonds that would go to generate or
weatherization,” she said.

Earlier in the session, some members and stakeholders tried to push legislation that could wrap
other costs, including those of weatherization, into securitization bills, Coleman said.

“What we’re really worried about is that this will just become kind of a dumping ground for
anything people don’t want to pay for,” Coleman said.

During February’s polar vortex, about 69% of Texans lost power, which contributed to at least 151
deaths and delivered an economic toll estimated as high as $295 billion.

Although Lewin said he’s not opposed to the idea of debt being distributed, he wrote in a tweet
that what he dislikes about the securitization bills is that they’re the closest the Texas Legislature
will get this year to adopting a policy to prepare for climate change and a possible increase in
volatile weather. As Weatherford GOP Rep. Phil King said at a committee hearing last month, the
state has securitized “at least six times” before this year.

“This is now the de facto climate adaptation policy of the state of Texas: Wait for a massive costly
event, securitize the costs. Repeat,” Lewin wrote.

morgan.ohanlon@dallasnews.com   @mcohanlon

 

 

It’s becoming clearer who profited from the blackouts, and that’s
raising questions of price gouging
By Mose Buchele
KUT
May 10, 2021
The blackouts that hit Texas in February left more than 100 people dead and caused billions of
dollars in debt for those who found themselves on the wrong side of the state’s famously laissez-
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faire energy market. For others, it created huge earnings the full scope of which are now coming
into focus.

Until recently, companies that made a lot of money during the freeze have tried to keep a low
profile about it. But quarterly financial reports have come due making that information harder to
conceal.

The big winners: companies that sold natural gas.

During the blackouts both electricity and gas were in short supply, and both could be sold at a
premium. The price for wholesale electricity in Texas is capped by state regulators. There is no
such market control for gas, which increased   hundreds of times   its normal value.

That price hike let companies like   BP, Kinder Morgan and Energy Transfer make billions . Big
banks that had invested in electricity and gas contracts before the freeze, like Goldman Sachs and
Bank of America, also cashed in.

The size of the profits has led some to question whether price gouging took place.

“If a gas station raises prices from $2 to $5/gal during a hurricane they go to jail for price
gouging,”   UT Professor Michael Webber posted on Twitter after the blackout . “If a natgas
provider raises prices from $2 to $200/MMBTU during a cold snap even though their costs didn’t
materially change, that seems just fine with Texas authorities.”

One group that has not been “fine” with it are power companies that had to pay those high prices
for gas.

Those deals have triggered lawsuits. In one high-profile example, San Antonio’s municipally
owned electric utility, CPS Energy, is involved in litigation with multiple suppliers. Those include
BP, Enterprise Products, Chevron and Energy Transfer, a company that reportedly made   $2.4
billion from the storm .

The Texas attorney general is also investigating the possibility of market manipulation on the part
of electricity and natural gas suppliers.

But, as the lawsuits and investigations continue, state legislators are creating laws to ensure that
the companies that profited in the freeze get paid.

The tactic they seem to have settled on is known as “securitization.” This is a way of quickly
paying off gas suppliers, but it locks utility ratepayers into slowly paying off that debt over
decades — with interest.

Proponents of the plan say it’s a way of handling the enormous financial fallout from the
blackouts, something many utilities and their ratepayers could not afford to pay all at once.

But people who work in the field of utility securitization say such deals must be crafted carefully,
so you’re paying money you actually owe. Once you’re locked into the debt, you’re locked in.

“Before you add up the total that’s going to be paid back [through securitization], there’s got to be
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a really strong look at how much of that is legit,” says Ronald Lehr, a former chair of the Colorado
Public Utility Commission who now consults on securitization.

“Was anybody in that market manipulating it? Were people particularly withholding [gas] supplies
to drive up prices?” Lehr says. “There ought to be a really hard look at how much really needs to
be paid back.”

Got a tip? Email Mose Buchele at mbuchele@kut.org. Follow him on Twitter   @mosebuchele .

 

 

ERCOT forced dozens of natural gas facilities offline during winter
storm
By Paul Takahashi and James Osborne
Houston Chronicle
May 8, 2021
ERCOT confirmed that it forced dozens of natural gas facilities to go offline during the February
winter storm under a program that pays large industrial users to shut down when electricity
supplies are short.

Hundreds of major electricity users, such as data centers, manufacturing plants and oil and gas
facilities, have entered into “demand response” contracts with the Electric Reliability Council of
Texas, requiring them to install an automatic circuit switch or manually shut down operations
when power demand threatens to exceed supply on the grid. Under these contracts, the state’s grid
operator has the authority to interrupt power to large industrial customers when there are less than
1,750 megawatts of spare power on the grid.

“We confirmed that some of (these industrial customers) are related to oil and gas,” ERCOT
spokeswoman Leslie Sopko said.

ERCOT said it is unclear how much of an effect contractual shutdowns of natural gas facilities had
on natural gas supplies and gas-fired power plants, which accounted for about half the power plant
outages during the freeze.   Other natural gas wells, pipelines and compressor stations suffered
freezes and power outages during ERCOT’s mandated rolling blackouts.

There are thousands of oil and gas facilities in Texas. These contractual outages affected a small
portion of them.

Power plant operators have blamed inadequate natural gas supplies for the catastrophic power
failure during the storm, which led to nearly 200 deaths and billions of dollars in property damage.
Natural gas production in Texas fell by nearly half during the storm, and the largest share of
generation outages occurred at natural gas power plants, according to the Energy Department.

“This is just incredibly incompetent,” said Ed Hirs, an energy economist with the University of
Houston. “It’s remarkable that ERCOT would do exactly what was necessary to drive gas prices
up and hurt consumers.”
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There were 447 industrial customers who voluntarily installed the automatic circuit devices to shut
down power to their operations as of the end of 2019, according to ERCOT. These industrial
customers have the ability to shed more than 5,550 megawatts of power from the grid, enough to
power some 1.1 million Texas homes on a hot summer day.

ERCOT did not release a list of industrial users participating in the demand response program, but
a Wall Street Journal analysis of ERCOT data and electrical substation maps found several dozen
instances where power was cut off to facilities in the Permian Basin, the nation’s most prolific oil
and gas field. The Journal , which first reported the contractual shutdowns Friday, found that
ERCOT shut off power to five facilities in Loving County in West Texas, where nearly all the
industrial activity is related to oil and gas production.

The Texas Oil and Gas Association, the state’s largest oil and gas trade group, said it was unaware
if members have signed voluntary contracts with ERCOT to cut power or shut down operations
during grid emergencies. The association said Texas had enough natural gas supply and that fuel
limitations represented a small percentage of problems at power plants during the storm.

ERCOT started the demand response program as a sort of insurance that helps the grid operator
balance power demand and supply on the grid. When demand exceeds supply, ERCOT can call on
heavy industrial power users that have signed contracts to reduce electricity consumption. If that
fails to stabilize the grid, ERCOT can mandate rolling blackouts, such as those during the storm.

Industrial users can potentially save millions of dollars by entering into a demand response
contract with ERCOT and other utilities operating similar programs. There is a cottage industry of
demand service providers who help industrial users enter into contracts with ERCOT and utilities.

Companies that fail to shut down operations in a timely manner per contract can be penalized by
ERCOT and the Public Utility Commission.

It’s rare that ERCOT calls on its industrial volunteers to cut power or shut down operations, so the
financial incentive usually outweighs the risk. However, in a grid collapse such as during the
winter storm, these contractual shutdowns can have the potential to exacerbate power plant
failures.

“Keeping electricity on to infrastructure tied to power generation units will vastly improve
reliability of natural gas power generating facilities,” Todd Staples, president of the Texas Oil and
Gas Association, said in an email.

paul.takahashi@chron.com
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ERCOT releases summer outlook assessment, reassures Texans the
state power grid will hold up



Outside analysts aren’t convinced, but the grid operator said it would be ready to
handle record-breaking demand during the hottest months.
By   Morgan O’Hanlon
Dallas Morning News
May 6, 2021
AUSTIN – ERCOT released its annual summer outlook Thursday with reassurances that the
power grid will be ready to handle record-breaking demand for power as Texans prepare to crank
up their air conditioning for the state’s hottest months.

In   the report , the grid operator outlined several scenarios that could lead to situations like
February’s outages, but said there is a less than 1% chance they would occur.

Some energy consultants and analysts are not convinced.

“Instability like what we’ve seen recently should make Texans worried for summer,” said Daniel
Cohan, an atmospheric scientist and an associate professor of environmental engineering at Rice
University

Insecurity about the   state grid operator’s ability   to handle extreme weather events was first
spurred by February’s winter storm, when higher-than-expected demand exceeded the amount of
power available on the grid. To prevent longer statewide blackouts, the Electric Reliability Council
of Texas initiated outages that affected 70% of Texans over the course of a week.

Fears were again stoked last month when, on a mild spring day,   ERCOT issued a conservation
notice   to residents and businesses as it struggled to meet demand that was higher than forecasted.

Woody Rickerson, vice president of grid planning and operations for ERCOT, reassured
consumers in late April that the spring scare was due to taking more generators offline for
maintenance so that they would be ready to handle peak demand over the summer.

Dan Woodfin, ERCOT’s senior director of system operations, said Thursday in a news conference
about the report that during summer there are typically very few planned generation outages.

“A lot of generation was coming off the February event, so we may have had units that needed
some repairs due to that,” he said. “(Springtime is) when units schedule their maintenance outages
to get ready for the upcoming summer peak season.”

According to ERCOT’s forecast, the new record for energy consumption will be set this summer
with a peak demand of 77,144 megawatts. The current systemwide peak demand record for
ERCOT is 74,820 MW set in August of 2019. During February’s storm, a new peak demand
record of 69,222 MW was recorded as Texans fired up heaters to keep them warm.

“While the risk for emergency conditions remains low this summer based on many of the
scenarios studied, a combination of factors in real time, including record demand, high thermal
generation outages and low wind/solar output could result in tight grid conditions,” Rickerson said
in a statement about the summer report. “We cannot control the weather or forced generation
outages, but we are prepared to deploy the tools that are available to us to maintain a reliable
electric system.”
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In the statement, ERCOT also explained that some of the risk for this summer comes from a
changing mix of generation resources.

“While tight grid conditions have historically been limited to the hours of highest electric
consumption, ERCOT now sees the potential for tight conditions during low wind conditions, or
during the early evening hours when solar resources come offline,” the statement says. “As the
capacity of battery storage increases in ERCOT, these resources are expected to help mitigate
some of this risk.”

Warren Lasher, ERCOT’s senior director of system planning, said during Thursday’s news
conference that a combination of things would have to go wrong to cause outages like those in
February.

“In three of the four primary scenarios, we expect to meet peak customer demands while
maintaining normal operating conditions,” Lasher said. “Only in the fourth primary scenario,
which reflects the potential for very low wind generation output on the peak summer day — only
in that scenario would we expect to have to enter emergency conditions in order to maintain
reliability while meeting peak demand.”

Cohan does not believe the likelihood of outages this summer is as small as ERCOT says. He
noted that ERCOT also said the outages caused by February’s winter storm were also a “one-in-
100 event.” According to Cohan, ERCOT’s assessment of probability is skewed because many of
the factors that caused the winter storm and could also cause insecurity this summer, including
increased volatility of the weather, increased demand, and the domino effect of extreme weather
that causes more outages.

“A lot of things tend to go wrong at once,” Cohan said. “It’s the same hottest days that make us
run our air conditioning the most that also can dry up the water supplies for power plants and
come with very slow winds for wind farms.”

At least one of ERCOT’s “extreme scenarios” for the summer that could cause rolling blackouts,
or worse, center on a combination of extreme demand caused by high heat, which could also cause
some power generation to go offline. Cohan explained that wind generation tends to decrease on
extremely hot days.

Although the decline of solar generation does move the stress of demand later in summer
evenings, increased solar generation added to the grid has overall helped increase reserve margins,
meaning the amount of installed generation capacity on the system beyond projected peak
electricity demand. The report forecasts that this summer the reserve margin will be 15.7%.

“We expect to see increasing reserve margins over the next few years most notably due to
significant interest in developing solar resources,” Lasher said.

According to Charlie Hemmeline, executive director of the Texas Solar Power Association, the
industry has added 5,000 MW of wholesale solar generation capacity to the grid since 2017, with
several additional gigawatts of planned projects. By the end of this year, nearly 12 GW of solar
power is expected to be online in Texas.

morgan.ohanlon@dallasnews.com   @mcohanlon
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Texas drilling permits and completion statistics for April:
Midland  
Drilling permits:   357 
Oil completions:   254 
Gas completions:   31

More than 56 percent of the drilling permits and greater than 53 percent of the oil completions
inside the state of Texas during the month of April took place in the Midland region, according to
Railroad Commission of Texas .

The RRC’s Midland region accounted for 357 of the 629 permits from around the state. The next
closest region was Refugio with 57. RRC statistics also showed the Midland region with 254 of
the 403 oil completions from the 12 commission regions around the state. The next closest region
was the San Angelo region with 36.

The third category is gas completions, and the Midland region was second to the East Texas
region. The Midland region accounted for 31 gas completions or 36.47 percent of the 85 across the
state. East Texas accounted for 33.

The Railroad Commission reported a total of 732 original drilling permits – which also includes
permits to re-enter plugged well bores and permits for re-completions of existing well bores) -- in
April compared to 456 in April 2020.

In April, commission staff processed 449 oil, 106 gas and 98 injection completions for new drills,
re-entries and re-completions.

 

 

Pipeline hack roils U.S. energy
By Christian Vasquez
E & E News
May 10, 2021
A cyberattack on the massive Colonial pipeline caused the company to shut down its entire 5,500-
mile fuel system over the weekend, in what appears to be the most disruptive energy-sector hack
in U.S. history.

Colonial Pipeline Co., which operates pipelines that carry diesel, gasoline and other fuels from
Texas to New Jersey, revealed it was the victim of a ransomware attack Friday.



“We proactively took certain systems offline to contain the threat, which has temporarily halted all
pipeline operations, and affected some of our IT systems,” Colonial said.

Ransomware hackers encrypt victims’ computer files and demand digital payment to unlock them.
Colonial did not say whether it had paid the hackers, nor did the company offer a timeline
yesterday for when its pipeline system — which supplies an estimated 45% of all fuel used on the
East Coast — will be fully online.

President Biden was briefed about the cyberattack early Saturday, and the incident has triggered a
flurry of responses from federal agencies including the Department of Energy. The attack is
already raising pointed questions about possible gaps in U.S. critical infrastructure security as top
intelligence and energy officials warn of an unprecedented rise in cyberthreats ( Energywire , April
14).

A White House official said the administration has set up an interagency working group that
worked through the weekend and will “continue to plan for a number of scenarios, including
possible additional measures to mitigate potential supply impact, as needed.”

The official also noted that DOE is leading the federal government response.

For its part, Colonial said it has launched an investigation into the cyberattack and is working with
law enforcement and other agencies.

The Alpharetta, Ga.-based company noted in a   statement   last night that its operations team is
developing a “system restart plan” and that some smaller lines between fuel terminals are now
running again.

There’s no indication that the ransomware attack that encrypted the company’s files spread into the
operational technology that manages the flow of fuel through its pipeline system. Colonial said
that it took systems offline in an abundance of caution but didn’t answer requests for comment on
whether operational networks were infected by the ransomware.

Cybersecurity firm FireEye Inc., best known for its discovery of the SolarWinds espionage
campaign, said it is working with Colonial.

The cyberattack could cause a spike in U.S. gasoline prices, experts say. Analysts at ClearView
Energy Partners LLC said in a report Saturday that the shutdown is “potentially significant from a
product price perspective,” depending on how long it lasts.

“The Colonial outage comes at a critical juncture for the recovering U.S. economy: the start of the
summer driving season,” the ClearView researchers wrote. “We therefore think lawmakers could
begin a ‘blame game’ immediately, and a sustained disruption that leads to a significant pump
price spike could increase prospects of domestic policy interventions.”

Ransomware is not a new problem with pipelines. Just last year, the Cybersecurity and
Infrastructure Security Agency said a ransomware attack on a natural gas company forced the
shutdown of a pipeline for two days ( Energywire , Feb. 19, 2020). In that case, the ransomware
known as “Ryuk” moved from the IT side into the more critical OT — operational technology —
networks, where it infected computers linked to a natural gas compression station.
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An Eastern European criminal ransomware gang known as DarkSide is believed to be behind the
latest attack on Colonial,   The Washington Post   reported .

According to a   post   from cybersecurity firm Cybereason, DarkSide first appeared in August
2020, and the group’s ransom demands can go as high as $2 million. DarkSide quickly made a
name for itself for being a “highly organized” cybercriminal operation, Cybereason said.

“We should not underestimate these groups,” said Marty Edwards, vice president of OT security at
cybersecurity firm Tenable and a former Department of Homeland Security official. “Many of
them now have help desks, technical support, payroll processing and subcontractors. They are
essentially full-fledged criminal corporations operating in the digital world.”

The U.S. energy sector is growing particularly vulnerable to ransomware attacks as OT merges
with IT like business and email networks, experts say. The increasing digitization of power grid
and pipeline equipment means it’s becoming easier for ransomware attackers to move from the IT
side to the OT.

“Ransomware has been a favored attack vector of cybercriminals because of its effectiveness and
return on investment. That’s precisely why bad actors have recently set their sights on critical
infrastructure,” said Edwards.

“Shutting down operational technology (OT) environments can cost hundreds of millions of
dollars, which forces providers to outweigh the costs,” Edwards said.

Who’s in charge?
DOE is the federally   designated   ”sector-specific agency” for energy-sector cybersecurity.
However, pipeline cyber oversight falls to the Transportation Security Administration.

Edwards said one of the unique challenges of protecting pipelines from hackers is the “complexity
of the regulatory and oversight environment.”

“Because pipelines cross state lines, you have the Department of Transportation involved. DHS
has the Transportation Security Administration. Because petroleum is involved, the Department of
Energy has a role,” Edwards said. “Couple that with the fact that it is a large industry
geographically — it can be a challenge simply to get incident response personnel to all of the
impacted locations.”

The distributed nature of pipelines means it’s not cost-effective to send workers to far-flung
locations to twist valves. But many of “the tools that are used to enable asset operators’ remote
connectivity are optimized for easy access and not for security,” said Grant Geyer, chief product
officer at Claroty, a cybersecurity firm that specializes in OT networks.

DOE, CISA, TSA and the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission all said they were working with
other agencies and the energy sector in response to the attack.

“FERC is in communication with other federal agencies, and we are working closely with them to
monitor developments,” Richard Glick, the Democratic chairman of the independent energy
regulator, said in a statement.
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FERC sets mandatory cybersecurity rules for the bulk electric power grid, but the requirements
don’t apply to the natural gas pipelines that also fall under the agency’s purview.

A DOE spokesperson said the agency is “coordinating with Colonial Pipeline Company, the
energy industry, states and interagency partners to provide situational awareness and support
response efforts to this incident.”

The agency is also “monitoring any potential impacts to energy supply,” the spokesperson said.

Eric Goldstein, executive assistant director for cybersecurity at CISA, said: “We are engaged with
the company and our interagency partners regarding the situation. This underscores the threat that
ransomware poses to organizations regardless of size or sector.”

The complex bureaucracy has long been a bane to some policymakers and is likely to come up
again as the Biden administration weighs major changes to U.S. cybersecurity policy.

FERC Commissioner Neil Chatterjee (R) has warned for years about the U.S. grid’s dependence
on natural gas.

“I am concerned that, because of our nation’s growing use of natural gas for power generation, a
successful cyberattack on the natural gas pipeline system could have a significant impact on the
electric grid,” Chatterjee said in   testimony   before the Senate Energy and Natural Resources
Committee in 2019.

TSA scrutiny
Glick and Chatterjee   penned   an op-ed for   Axios   in 2018 calling for stricter oversight of gas
pipelines.

The two wrote that DOE should be in charge of gas pipeline security oversight and not TSA, citing
the few full-time employees at TSA who are tasked with reviewing the security of the millions of
miles of pipelines around the U.S. They also pointed to TSA’s decision to rely on voluntary
cybersecurity standards.

“Given the high stakes, Congress should vest responsibility for pipeline security with an agency
that fully comprehends the energy sector and has sufficient resources to address this growing
threat,” Glick and Chatterjee wrote.

Shortly after the Colonial cyberattack was announced, Chatterjee re-upped the   Axios   op-ed,  
tweeting   that “we must rethink the @TSA voluntary approach to #cybersecurity.”

Lawmakers have joined in the chorus as well. Sen. Ed Markey (D-Mass.) called for regulatory
change on Saturday,   tweeting   that “an understaffed, underprepared TSA cannot successfully
ensure the security of dangerous and susceptible natural gas pipeline infrastructure.”

“The Transportation Security Administration had only six full-time staff on pipeline security as
recently as 2019. We cannot ignore the longstanding inadequacies that allowed for, and enabled,
cyber intrusions into our critical infrastructure,” Markey wrote.

Asked for comment on Markey’s remarks, TSA said in a statement that the agency “has worked in
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partnership with pipeline owners and operators and interagency partners to enhance the security
preparedness of the Nation’s hazardous liquid and natural gas pipeline systems.”

TSA pointed to several initiatives, including the development of pipeline security guidelines and
“voluntary corporate security and critical reviews.”

“TSA has expanded its Surface Operations capability to include Transportation Security
Inspectors, and is partnered with CISA and Idaho National Labs to provide advanced cybersecurity
training,” TSA said.

Another issue is the lack of transparency surrounding ransomware attacks, said David White,
founder and president of Axio Global, an Atlanta-based cyber risk management company. Few
companies are willing to admit when they’ve been hacked.

“I strongly believe we need more transparency into attacks. That would help everyone understand
the risks,” White said.

He added that he supports the congressionally chartered Cyberspace Solarium Commission’s
recommendation last year to create a center within the Commerce Department for sharing
cyberthreat information, “not to out individual companies, but to make everyone more aware.”

Better public data on risks and threats could create a deeper understanding that helps persuade
regulators to support investment in defenses, White said.

Reporter Peter Behr contributed.

Twitter:   @chrismvasq Email:   cvasquez@eenews.net

 

 

‘Responsibly sourced’ gas grows despite green washing claims
By Mike Lee
E & E News
May 10, 2021
Some of the biggest natural gas companies are moving to brand their product as low-emissions —
a plan that could transform the industry even as it spurs accusations of green washing.

The gas producers and exporters are turning to third-party companies to prove their products
release less methane and other pollutants than competitors, partly in an effort to stand out in a
market that prioritizes environmentally conscious investments.

Environmentalists say, though, that certifying a portion of the industry’s production won’t solve
the overall problem of methane pollution from oil and gas activity. And new research shows that
cutting methane, a potent greenhouse gas, is a key strategy to battling the climate crisis.

EQT Corp., the biggest U.S. gas producer, is working with the nonprofit groups MiQ and
Equitable Origin to certify that gas from its Marcellus Shale wells is from low-emitting sites.
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Chesapeake Energy Corp., which helped pioneer the use of horizontal drilling and fracking, has
started a pilot program with a technology company, Project Canary, to install monitoring
equipment at well sites, which will allow it to market its gas as “responsibly sourced.”

NextDecade Corp., which is building one of the biggest gas-export terminals in Brownsville,
Texas, said it will work with Project Canary to monitor the emissions of gas it sells, from the
wellhead to the loading dock.

Baker Hughes, the century-old oil field service company now owned by General Electric Co.,
offers a   methane monitoring service   and recently announced a partnership with Northeast
Natural Energy, a small gas producer in West Virginia.

The energy companies and the certifiers said they hope that customers will be willing to pay a
premium for gas that comes from low-emitting fields.

“We see more and more utilities, end users and buyers want to know the methane emissions from
the gas they’re buying,” Georges Tijbosch, a senior adviser at MiQ, said in an interview.

Environmentalists, while applauding the companies for acknowledging their emissions problem,
said the idea of certifying gas raises several questions, however. Methane emissions are only one
of the pollutants that come with drilling and fracking, and gas still produces carbon dioxide when
it’s burned.

“The question on everyone’s mind is, is this real or is it just greenwashing of some sort — I don’t
think that is an either-or question,” said Clark Williams-Derry, an energy finance analyst at the
Institute for Energy Economics and Financial Analysis.

If only part of the industry opts for certification, for instance, it won’t necessarily lead to
widespread reductions in methane emissions.

“The flip side of responsibly sourced gas is irresponsibly sourced gas,” Williams-Derry said.

Natural gas produces less carbon dioxide than coal when it’s burned. But the gas itself, which is
mostly methane, traps 84 times more heat in the atmosphere than carbon dioxide.

Last week, the United Nations said the world’s industrial countries need to cut methane emissions
by 45% by 2030 to achieve their goal of limiting global temperature increases to 1.5 degrees
Celsius. About 35% of the reduction would have to come from the fossil fuel industry.

Methane is relatively cheap to control, the United Nations said in a summary of its report. And
because it’s a short-lived pollutant, cutting it now would have an outsize effect over the next 10 to
20 years.

“Lower methane concentrations would rapidly reduce the rate of warming, making methane
mitigation one of the best ways of limiting warming in this and subsequent decades,” the summary
said.

The oil and gas industry has a long-standing problem with so-called fugitive emissions of gas from
wellheads, storage tanks and other equipment.
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The industry is under pressure from governments and investors to reduce such leaks. Money
management firms like Blackrock Inc., which controls $9 trillion, have said they want their
investments to meet environmental, social and governance (ESG) standards.

Six months ago, the French utility company Engie SA opted out of a $7 billion deal to import
liquefied natural gas from NextDecade over concerns about the emissions footprint of natural gas (
Energywire , Nov. 4).

A methane report card?
Project Canary, based in Denver, uses a system of cameras and sensors to check methane
emissions at well sites and other facilities. The equipment can record data continuously and alert
the operator when pollution levels rise above a preset threshold.

Using the system “will provide transparency and give confidence to our customers who are
increasingly focused on securing low greenhouse gas-intensive LNG,” said Matt Schatzman,
NextDecade’s CEO.

Chesapeake plans to use Project Canary’s system at sites in two gas fields — the Marcellus Shale
in the Northeast, and Haynesville Shale along the Texas-Louisiana border.

MiQ is a nonprofit formed by RMI (formerly the Rocky Mountain Institute) and the research
company Systemiq. Its goal is to develop standards that will allow individual gas facilities, like
pad sites, to be graded on an A through F scale, depending on their level of fugitive emissions.

The companies themselves would select the monitoring systems, report the results, and pay for
audits to show that they have complied with MiQ’s standards, Tijbosch said in an interview.

Equitable Origin, founded in 2009, has a separate certification process that’s intended to cover the
impacts of energy developments on surrounding communities.

EQT said on its website that getting its production certified will help it maintain access to
investors and lenders, and also to global customers.

The company started working with Project Canary in January to measure emissions from a handful
of its pad sites. Once it goes through the certification process with MiQ, more than half its output
will be considered responsibly sourced, the equivalent of 4.8% of U.S. production, according to a
news release.

MiQ and Equitable Origin are also working to certify Northeast Natural Energy’s production,
according to a news release. It’s the first time Baker Hughes’ monitoring technology, which is
being sold by the company’s Avitas subsidiary, has been used to certify a company’s emissions
levels.

Other energy companies were already looking to differentiate themselves. In January, Occidental
Petroleum Corp. said it had produced and sold a 2-million-barrel cargo of “carbon neutral oil” to
an Indian refinery, by buying enough carbon offsets to account for the crude’s emissions (
Energywire , Feb. 3).

Cheniere Energy, which runs two gas export terminals on the Gulf Coast, said in February that it
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would provide emissions data for all the gas it ships.

Last week, Cheniere said it had sold a cargo of “carbon neutral” gas to Royal Dutch Shell PLC.
Cheniere and Shell said they had bought enough “nature based” carbon offsets, such as free
farming projects, to offset the emissions associated with producing the gas.

‘Is there any benefit?’
But the focus on methane won’t offset all the potential problems that come along with gas
development. Traffic accidents, for instance, are one of the leading causes of death for oil and gas
workers.

And the industry’s wastewater — each gas well can produce tens of thousands of gallons of salty,
chemical-laden fluid — is arguably a bigger impact on surrounding communities, said Ted Auch,
Great Lakes program director at the FracTracker Alliance.

“All the people see where I live is a bunch of brine trucks running roughshod over the roads,”
Auch said.

So far, most of the producers that have signed up to certify their gas production also are operating
in relatively low-emitting fields like the Marcellus.

But the bulk of the industry’s emissions come from places like the Permian Basin and Bakken
Shale, where the gas is a byproduct of oil production. Oil tends to be more profitable than gas, so
companies frequently flare the gas rather than ship it to market.

And except for NextDecade, it’s unclear how widely the certification trend will reach into
pipelines, processing and pump stations, distribution systems, and other LNG terminals.

“If you have responsible gas that goes to a leaky system — is there any benefit there whatsoever?”
Williams-Derry, with IEEFA, said.

Reporter Carlos Anchondo contributed.
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Opinion: University Lands should commit to end flaring
By Luke Metzger
San Antonio Express-News
May 8, 2021
Last month, BP announced its plans to end routine flaring by 2025. Flaring, the practice of burning
unwanted gas in the oilfields, is dirty — and the damage it causes to the planet has given Texas’
reputation a black eye.

So, why is it still happening on land owned by the University of Texas?
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UT prides itself on leading the way toward a clean, renewable future — a fact that’s evident
through the rooftop solar arrays and a long list of LEED-certified buildings on its campuses. But
its less-visible oil operation in West Texas tarnishes this green sheen.

About 180 miles west of Austin — amid the sand dunes, grasslands and tumbleweeds of West
Texas — lie a whopping 10,000 oil and gas wells on land owned by UT.

UT’s deep involvement in the oil industry makes the University Lands operation the fifth-largest
oil producer in all of Texas. This drilling creates a host of environmental and public health
problems, not least of which is the flaring and venting of methane gas.

Wells typically produce both oil and gas. If the company operating the well is interested only in
producing oil, the gas is an unwanted byproduct to address. Well operators can send this gas into
the market through a pipeline or burn it on-site through a flare if pipeline infrastructure is not
available.

Too often in Texas, however, operators rely on flares despite the availability of pipelines, use
flares that only partially burn the gas before releasing it, or directly vent uncombusted methane
into the atmosphere.

Flaring, venting and methane leaks are major sources of global warming pollution and may erase
any climate benefit that natural gas has over coal. Such concerns recently led the French company
Engie to cancel plans to buy Texas gas.

Flaring is also bad for public health. A recent study found that pregnant women exposed to more
than 10 nightly flares within 3 miles of their home had a higher risk of giving birth prematurely.

Public outcry led BP to announce its plan to end flaring in the Permian Basin by 2025 and spend
$1.3 billion to create pipelines for natural gas. It’s joined by Apache Corp., another large operator
in the Permian Basin, which plans to eliminate all routine onshore flaring in the U.S. by the end of
the year. Alaska, Colorado and, recently, New Mexico have all banned routine flaring.

The University of Texas isn’t blind to the problem: Its researchers have published study after study
on the topic; its representatives have spoken out about it; and, last spring, the university convened
a large group of experts for a workshop on problems and solutions regarding methane flaring in
the industry.

University Lands says it “is proud of its environmental record” — but it hasn’t committed to
ending flaring. In fact, satellite data reveal oil and gas companies drilling on University Lands
flared 5.2 billion cubic feet of natural gas in 2017 — enough gas to fuel 124,000 homes.

As a leader in the Texas energy market, UT faces a choice: Stay the course of waste and pollution
— modeling an approach that has led Texas to become the worst methane polluter in the country
— or step up and showcase energy innovation and best practices with real standards to reduce
pollution on university lands.

The University Lands Flaring Act, introduced by state Rep. Gina Hinojosa and Sen. Sarah
Eckhardt in the Texas Legislature, would direct the UT System to eliminate routine methane
flaring on its land by 2025.



Climate change is a major threat to all Texans. Summers are getting hotter; hurricanes are getting
stronger; and droughts are getting longer. It’s critical to our future that we act quickly to eliminate
global warming pollution.

For nearly 150 years, the University of Texas System has been a center of innovation and
leadership in our state. As one of the biggest players in the oil industry, it can lead the way in
meeting the greatest challenge of our time: the fight against climate change. UT System leaders
should act immediately to rein in methane pollution on university-owned land — and if they do
not, the Legislature should.

Luke Metzger is the executive director of Environment Texas, a nonprofit advocate for clean air,
clean water, open spaces and a livable climate.
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Gas lobbying raises fears of another blackout crisis
By Mike Lee and Edward Klump
E & E News
May 12, 2021
Texas’ powerful fossil fuel industry is lobbying to exempt parts of the natural gas system from
legislation aimed at preventing a repeat of blackouts that left millions of people in the cold and
dark in February.

The pressure campaign has Gov. Greg Abbott (R) and the Republican-controlled Texas Legislature
on the verge of leaving the state’s main power grid vulnerable to future storms, environmentalists,
power company executives and academics say.

The debate is being watched across the country, as Texas’ response will help inform what actions
other states and grid operators take to maintain grid reliability given climate concerns and the
expansion of intermittent wind and solar resources. For Texas, a replay of the February crisis is a
possibility.

Lawmakers have until the end of May to pass legislation during their regular biennial session, and
the only significant gas-focused reform bill to pass both chambers is one that prohibits
municipalities from banning energy sources such as gas. A special session also remains possible.

The Texas House and Senate have spent considerable time on nonenergy issues, varying from
tighter voting restrictions to looser gun regulations. The lack of customer-focused answers to the
February power disaster is drawing criticism from some conservative Republican lawmakers.

“We keep forgetting what happened — death, pain and suffering, and people picking up the bills,”
state Rep. Todd Hunter, a Republican from Corpus Christi, said during a committee hearing last
week.

“You look in this room, this is the money room,” he said. “Everybody in here is trying to make
sure they don’t pay.”

A group of gas producers, transporters and traders — including BP PLC and Kinder Morgan Inc.
— saw billions of dollars of collective gains because of price spikes tied to the February storm.

Last year, natural gas-fueled units provided about 46% of power on the grid managed by the
Electric Reliability Council of Texas. Gas-powered generation also had the most megawatts of
generation capacity offline of any resource during the February power crisis, according to ERCOT,
whose region includes about 90% of the state’s power load.

Despite promises to winterize the power system and various bills floating around, lawmakers
could leave the gas system largely unchanged outside of some new registration efforts for critical
facilities. And, critically, the same group of elected officials could still be in charge of enforcing
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any winterization rules for the natural gas sector.

The full cost of the February storm, meanwhile, is still being calculated. More than 4 million
homes and businesses lost power, some of them for two or three days. Frozen pipes and power
failures also crippled water treatment plants around the state, leaving more than 14 million people
without access to clean tap water.

At least 151 people in Texas died from hypothermia, carbon monoxide poisoning and other causes
related to the winter storm that led to massive power outages,   according to   the Texas
Department of State Health Services.

Gas loopholes?
Natural gas producers and their allies were lobbying against significant changes to the energy
system just days after the storm.

Christi Craddick , a Republican who is the state’s top oil and gas regulator as chair of the
Railroad Commission of Texas , said during a February hearing that the industry’s widespread
problems during the storm had little impact on the power crisis.

“These operators were not the problem,” she said. “The oil and gas industry was the solution.”

In the months since then, powerful trade associations have been pushing lawmakers to water down
the bills that overhaul the power and gas system.

While the final outcome isn’t clear, the industry and legislators seem focused on   S.B. 3 , an
omnibus measure containing a number of reform proposals. Provisions include a Texas Energy
Reliability Council and weatherization requirements for power generation and other aspects of the
energy system. It also would impose fines up to $1 million per offense for certain violations and
allow the state attorney general to enforce some rules.

The words “gas well” have already been removed from S.B. 3, and the Texas Oil & Gas
Association is circulating amendments to the bill that would weaken it further.

One of the bill’s key provisions is a requirement for state regulators to map the gas supply chain
that feeds the state’s electric generators and require those gas facilities to be weatherized. The
industry amendments, obtained by E & E News , would exempt some producing and treating
facilities from those rules.

They also would ensure that the weatherization rules only apply to facilities “directly serving
natural gas electric generators whose sole purpose is putting power on the ERCOT grid,” remove
the attorney general from the enforcement process and exempt co-generation plants at the state’s
oil refineries from weatherization requirements. Those plants normally are used to provide power
for their owners but can be used to supply the statewide electric grid during shortages.

TXOGA President Todd Staples said the trade association talks frequently to legislators and is in
favor of most of the proposed reforms, but he added that weatherizing individual wells won’t
protect the system. Instead, power companies need to pay for gas storage and firm supply
contracts ahead of time, which will guarantee power to both the gas industry and to customers
statewide.
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“It is a knee-jerk reaction to think going all the way back to the wellhead is going to improve
reliability,” he said.

But Alison Silverstein, an energy consultant who previously worked for the Public Utility
Commission of Texas, said TXOGA would leave the state’s power generators with gas shortages if
there’s another winter storm.

“That won’t prevent a freeze-up or failure downstream at the wellhead, processor, storage or
pipeline away from the plant from blocking gas delivery to the plant,” she said in an email.

A broader concern is that the legislation would largely avoid changes at the Railroad Commission
, which oversees the Texas oil and gas industry.

The commission’s members are elected statewide and get the bulk of their campaign funding from
the oil, gas and pipeline companies they oversee, something that’s not allowed in some states. And
Craddick herself gets a substantial amount of income from oil and gas property she owns in West
Texas, something that’s allowed in Texas but is also prohibited in some places ( Energywire , Nov.
1, 2018).

The commission’s critics say the agency rarely enforces rules against oil and gas operators for
pollution and other problems. Regulators also took limited actions after a 2011 storm and other
previous storms.

“The Legislature really needs to be cautious about how much flexibility it gives the Railroad
Commission ,” said Virginia Palacios, executive director of Commission Shift, a nonprofit group
dedicated to reforming the agency. “What we’ve seen year after year is that these commissioners
aren’t interested in showing leadership.”

Profit bonanza
While some oil and gas companies lost money during the freeze, the ones who were able to keep
gas supplies flowing reaped at least $5 billion in profit.

Natural gas prices jumped hundredfold or more during the storm, partly because of the jump in
demand for heat and power. The supply of gas also dropped because parts of the system went out.

Energy Transfer LP, the company behind projects such as the Dakota Access pipeline, reported a
$2.4 billion boost to its earnings from the winter storm. The company packed extra gas into its
pipelines ahead of the storm, rented portable generators and other equipment to keep its plants
running and had crews standing throughout the storm.

Kinder Morgan, the Houston-based pipeline giant, took similar measures and reported a $1 billion
gain from its gas operations during the storm. BP likely made over $1 billion related to energy
trading, the   Houston Chronicle   reported. Other small and medium-size companies reported
hundreds of millions of dollars in profits.

Much of the gas system, though, experienced a cascade of failures. The freezing conditions and
snow knocked out individual gas wells and froze the plants and equipment used to separate liquids
from the gas stream.
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Compressor stations that push gas into long-haul pipelines lost power because of a series of
coordination mishaps, which in turn cut off fuel to power generators. Many of them had failed to
fill out paperwork designating themselves as critical power users, which would have prevented
them from being blacked out.

What’s more, a number of natural gas facilities had signed up for a program that called for them to
reduce power use during tight conditions in return for financial benefits.

In a statement, ERCOT said the program is a good way to help manage power, but it said gas
facilities shouldn’t be in the program if they’re critical to the energy system.

There’s existing technology that can winterize gas facilities cheaply, Democratic state Rep. Jon
Rosenthal, who’s also an oil field engineer, said in an interview.

Gas wells can be protected by injecting chemicals similar to antifreeze into the gas stream.
Processing plants and pump stations can be protected with temporary buildings, portable heaters
and backup generators.

“We could solve the problem and it wouldn’t bankrupt these companies,” Rosenthal said.

It would cost $20,000 to $50,000 apiece to winterize new gas wells in the state, for a total of $85
million to $200 million annually, according to an   update   from the Dallas Federal Reserve Bank.
That pales in comparison to the cost of the freeze and outages, which the Fed said could cost the
Texas economy $80 billion to $130 billion in direct and indirect economic losses based on early
estimates.

Electricity fallout
Texas power providers varying from big publicly traded companies to electric cooperatives and
municipal utilities bear financial scars from the February storm.

Irving, Texas-based Vistra Corp. has announced a roughly $1.6 billion financial hit. Houston-
based NRG Energy Inc. pegged its negative impact at about $500 million to $700 million. Those
figures were after taking into account various mitigation efforts at the companies.

There also have been bankruptcy filings by Brazos Electric Power Cooperative Inc. and certain
competitive power providers, including Griddy Energy LLC.

While blackouts generally started the morning of Feb. 15, power companies said they began
experiencing gas shortages before then. Vistra said about 70% of the force majeure claims it saw
happened before Feb. 15, and some occurred as early as Feb. 12.

NRG Energy Inc. CEO Mauricio Gutierrez told investors and analysts this month that he supports
formal winterization rules as well as certain penalties and audits.

“With that said, one of the biggest lessons learned from this storm is how interactive and
interconnected the electric and natural gas sectors are, and our focus is not just on hardening the
power generation side of the equation,” Gutierrez said. “Instead, we believe the entire system,
including natural gas, needs to be hardened as they say from wellhead to lightbulb.”
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The stakes are high for Texas considering that its pro-business message relies heavily on light
regulation and low-cost power. The widespread blackouts tarnished that image.

Texas’ electricity regulators don’t appear to be driving the reform discussion in Austin, but they
have been in touch with state lawmakers.

Some good news for Texas this summer is that natural gas access is expected to be less of a
concern during hot weather, but better coordination and communication will remain crucial.

Peter Lake, the recently installed PUC chairman, told a group of ERCOT market participants that
Texas will be closely watched, including during the summer power season.

“All eyes will be on us like never before,” he said.
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Winter storm triggered largest monthly decline in natural gas
production
By Marcy de Luna
Houston Chronicle
May 10, 2021
The severe winter weather that swept across the country drove a record decline in U.S. natural gas
production, led by the plunge in Texas, the Energy Department said Monday.

The nation’s natural gas production in February fell by an average of 8.1 billion cubic feet per day,
or 7 percent from January, the largest monthly drop ever recorded, according to the Energy
Department. Texas accounted for more than half the decline, as the state’s average production for
the month plunged by 4.3 billion cubic feet per day, or 15 percent.

The winter storm hit Texas in mid-February, knocking out power plants, disrupting natural gas
supplies, and leaving more than 4 million Texans without electricity and heat as temperatures
plummeted. Nearly 200 people died from causes related to the extended power outages.

Natural gas power plants generate about half the state’s electricity, and fuel shortages contributed
to plant failures during the bitter winter weather.

The Energy Department attributed the plunge in natural gas production to so-called freeze-offs.
Extreme cold caused water and other liquids in natural gas wells to freeze at the wellhead and
gathering lines, blocking the flow.

Natural gas producers and processors also have blamed power outages that knocked out
operations. Last week, the state’s grid manager, the Electric Reliability Council of Texas or
ERCOT, confirmed that it forced dozens of natural gas facilities to offline during the storm under a
program that pays large industrial users to shut down when electricity supplies are short.
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The contractual outages affected a small portion of the thousands of oil and gas facilities in Texas.
 

In the period between Feb. 8 and Feb. 17, which spans the storm and the run-up to it, natural gas
production plummeted by 10 billion cubic feet a day, according to the Energy Department.  

Texas, which does not require natural gas and power companies to winterize equipment to the
same extent as natural gas production companies in colder, northern states, the Energy Department
said. The state also does not provide incentives for power companies to maintain extra generating
capacity in case of emergencies.

Texas is the nation’s biggest energy consumer. Residential consumption of natural gas in February
soared to record levels, surging more than 50 percent from a year ago and 64 percent above the
five year average, according to the Energy Department.

That was more than offset by a sharp decrease in natural gas consumption by industrial users,
which shut down because of outages, skyrocketing power prices and natural gas shortages,
according to the Energy Department. Industrial consumption of natural gas fall 23 percent from
February 2020, a record decline.

 

 

CSB adopts report on deadly hydrogen sulfide (H2S) release
By Guy Burdick
EHS Daily Advisor
May 12, 2021
On May 4, the U.S. Chemical Safety and Hazard Investigation Board (CSB) adopted a final report
on an October 26, 2019,   hydrogen sulfide (H2S)   release at the Aghorn Operating waterflood
station in Odessa, Texas. The toxic gas release fatally injured an Aghorn employee who was
working at the facility, as well as his spouse, who attempted to locate him at the facility after he
did not return home.

The CSB had several recommendations for the employer but also recommended that the
Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA) issue a safety alert or safety bulletin
addressing control of hazardous energy (lockout/tagout) requirements to protect workers from
hazardous air contaminants such as H2S.

Water injection, or “waterflooding,” is used to increase the volume of petroleum extracted from an
oil reservoir. At the Aghorn site, pumps in a building called the “pump house” are used to
pressurize and inject water into the oilfield, adding pressure to the reservoir. Water is removed
from the extracted oil, but the water can contain contaminants such as toxic H2S gas, as well as
some residual oil.

“Waterflood stations are common throughout Texas,” CSB Chairman Katherine Lemos said in a
board statement. “The CSB report determined that additional safeguards are needed to help ensure
that a similar event is prevented.”

https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fehsdailyadvisor.blr.com%2F2019%2F11%2F5-common-myths-about-h2s-safety%2F&data=04%7C01%7CChristopher.Hotchkiss%40rrc.texas.gov%7C2a4543fc3fd444d3673208d91557ca2c%7Ca3b01f75ff4a40019d689ba9ec5ea0bc%7C0%7C0%7C637564289087116522%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C1000&sdata=8rUusnXLPcDBEUmpil15rSwlrJ9Wl%2F2%2FD8SScL6Fr%2FE%3D&reserved=0


CSB investigators Lauren Grim and William Hougland identified several safety issues at the
Aghorn facility, including failure to use a personal H2S detector; the lack of lockout/tagout
policies or procedures; the lack of adequate ventilation in the pump house, confining toxic H2S
inside the building; the lack of a formal company safety management program; a nonfunctioning
H2S detection and alarm system; and deficient site security.

Investigators found that on the night of the incident, the waterflood station’s control system
activated an oil level alarm on a pump. An Aghorn pumper was notified. He then drove to the
waterflood station and attempted to isolate the pump from the process by closing two valves.

The CSB found that the pumper failed to perform a lockout procedure to isolate the pump from
energy sources before performing the work. While the pumper was near the pump, it automatically
turned on, and water containing H2S escaped into the pump house. The pumper was overcome and
fatally injured by the toxic gas.

However, the board’s investigators could not determine whether the pump failure and toxic release
happened before the pumper arrived at the facility or when the pump automatically turned on
while the pumper was closing the valves.

When the pumper failed to return home, his spouse drove with their two children to the station to
check on him. She located him on the floor of the pump house and also was overcome and fatally
injured by the toxic H2S gas. The children remained in the car and were uninjured.

The CSB has several recommendations to Aghorn Operating, Inc.:

Mandate the use of personal H2S detection devices.

Develop a site-specific, formalized, and comprehensive lockout/tagout program for each
facility.

Commission a comprehensive, independent analysis of each facility to examine ventilation
and mitigation systems.

Develop and demonstrate the use of a safety management program that includes a focus on
protecting workers and nonemployees from H2S.

Ensure that H2S detection and alarm systems are properly maintained and configured, and
develop site-specific detection and alarm programs and procedures.

Ensure that H2S detection and alarm systems employ multiple layers of alerts unique to
H2S.

Develop and implement a formal, written, site-specific security program to prevent the
unknown and unplanned entrance of nonemployees.

The CSB also recommended that the Railroad Commission of Texas develop and send a notice to
all oil and gas operators that fall under its jurisdiction describing the safety issues identified in the
CSB’s report.



Text of the final report will be released in a few weeks, but the   presentation   for the board is
available on the board’s website.

 

 

South Texas Drilling Permit Roundup: Sanchez successor drilling in
Dimmit County
Mesquite Energy used to have a different name and a much bigger presence in the
Eagle Ford Shale.
By   Jessica Corso
San Antonio Business Journal
May 11, 2021
The company formerly known as Sanchez Energy — a once prolific driller in the Eagle Ford Shale
— submitted applications for three new wells in Dimmit County last week.

Mesquite Energy Inc. plans to explore for oil and gas in the Eagle Ford Shale 13 miles west of the
town of Catarina, according to applications submitted to the Railroad Commission of Texas last
week. Mesquite has submitted 12 applications to drill new wells in South Texas so far this year,
mostly in the same region of Dimmit County where it hopes to drill this latest round of wells.

The company was once much more ubiquitous in the region and was the top producer of
condensate and the second-most prolific producer of gas in the Eagle Ford as recently as 2018,
according to the Railroad Commission . That year the company, then known as Sanchez Energy,
submitted 249 applications to drill new wells in the region. A year later, it filed for bankruptcy.

Sanchez Energy emerged from bankruptcy with a new name — Mesquite Energy — and   its $2.3
billion in debt wiped clean . But it hasn’t yet seen the same heights as it did in 2018. In 2019, the
company filed for 113 permits in South Texas, and it filed for 25 last year, when the oil and gas
industry as a whole pulled back on drilling new wells.

Mesquite Energy files for permits under operator names SN EF Maverick LLC and SN Operating
LLC.

South Texas Drilling Permit Roundup
The South Texas Drilling Permit Roundup is a weekly review of new drilling permit applications
filed with the Railroad Commission of Texas over a 67-county area of South Texas. For the full
drilling data table, see above.

Date Range:   May 3 to 9

Permit Applications:   19

Companies Filing:   11

Most Active Company:   Murphy Oil Corp. with five applications

https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.csb.gov%2Fassets%2F1%2F6%2FAghorn_Public_Meeting_Presentation_-_final.pdf&data=04%7C01%7CChristopher.Hotchkiss%40rrc.texas.gov%7C2a4543fc3fd444d3673208d91557ca2c%7Ca3b01f75ff4a40019d689ba9ec5ea0bc%7C0%7C0%7C637564289087126469%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C1000&sdata=sNUB42a8O3YJ9zGoNDPbHWWoT11NATqKxHb1d1i5FyQ%3D&reserved=0
https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.bizjournals.com%2Fhouston%2Fnews%2F2020%2F07%2F01%2Fsanchez-energy-exits-bankruptcy-as-mesquite-energy.html&data=04%7C01%7CChristopher.Hotchkiss%40rrc.texas.gov%7C2a4543fc3fd444d3673208d91557ca2c%7Ca3b01f75ff4a40019d689ba9ec5ea0bc%7C0%7C0%7C637564289087126469%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C1000&sdata=5%2B%2BBeieNSrgwUVrVl9ADjxX%2FTZRqvLpXPcfAtNHaSzE%3D&reserved=0


Most Active County:   Karnes County with five applications

New and Noteworthy:
Dallas area independent Headington Energy Partners LLC submitted an application last week to
drill for oil and gas near Corpus Christi. The permit application is the first for Kleberg County in

year with the submission of a permit application in nearby Kenedy County. The Kleberg County
permit uses the same lease name as several nearby EOG Resources Inc. wells, and the well itself is
set to be drilled on the same field where EOG’s last well in the area was drilled in 2018.

Forth Worth-based Wheeler Operating Corp. submitted for its first 2021 permit. The company
plans to look for oil via a directional, 8,900-foot well in Madison County, 4 miles northeast from
Madisonville. Wheeler Operating last drilled in the area in March of 2020 and has produced eight
to 126 barrels of oil per month from that well.

Operators Drilling in Eagle Ford
Ranked by No. of drilling permits in Eagle Ford Shale

Rank Business Name, Prior
Year’s Rank

No. Of Drilling
Permits In Eagle Ford
Shale

1 EOG Resources Inc. 405

2 Chesapeake Operating LLC,
aka Wildhorse Resources

216

3 ConocoPhillips Co. 208

View This List :   https://www.bizjournals.com/sanantonio/subscriber-
only/2020/09/18/operators-drilling-in-eagle-ford.html

 

 

NBC 5 investigates how colder states avoid winter blackouts
What can Texas learn from cold-weather states?
By   Scott Friedman and Eva Parks
KXAS-TV
May 11, 2021

https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.bizjournals.com%2Fsanantonio%2Fsubscriber-only%2F2020%2F09%2F18%2Foperators-drilling-in-eagle-ford.html&data=04%7C01%7CChristopher.Hotchkiss%40rrc.texas.gov%7C2a4543fc3fd444d3673208d91557ca2c%7Ca3b01f75ff4a40019d689ba9ec5ea0bc%7C0%7C0%7C637564289087126469%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C1000&sdata=nDShspUPMYPuxIk%2BeZ8xgV8dE2pWUm8AGYqL0wBLowk%3D&reserved=0
https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.bizjournals.com%2Fsanantonio%2Fsubscriber-only%2F2020%2F09%2F18%2Foperators-drilling-in-eagle-ford.html&data=04%7C01%7CChristopher.Hotchkiss%40rrc.texas.gov%7C2a4543fc3fd444d3673208d91557ca2c%7Ca3b01f75ff4a40019d689ba9ec5ea0bc%7C0%7C0%7C637564289087136435%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C1000&sdata=1%2F1z%2BFXTTKy1zlNrBghakqG9T79ywJkr2d4NEEqqYBU%3D&reserved=0


Video story on webpage: https://www.nbcdfw.com/investigations/nbc-5-investigates-how-colder-
states-avoid-winter-blackouts/2629784/
They live through brutal winters, year after year. But the lights stay on. NBC 5 investigates what
Texas can learn from colder states to prevent future disasters.

When the lights went out in Texas in February, other states with even colder temperatures still had
power.

So how do they prevent power outages in places where brutal winters are just a part of life?   NBC
5 Investigates   traveled to the frequently frozen Midwest to find out, in the third episode of our
digital series “Powerless.”

The answers found in one cold-weather state provided a road map for how Texas could prevent
future winter disasters. But right now there is no guarantee that Texas will require some of the
things that work best in more harsh winter climates.

 

 

U.S. sees less oil supply through 2022 despite rising prices
By Sheela Tobben
Bloomberg
May 11, 2021
The U.S reduced its forecast for oil output through 2022 as drillers across the prolific shale patch
pledge austerity over the allure of increasing prices.

Oil explorers throughout the country will produce 20,000 barrels a day less than previous forecasts
for this year, at 11.02 million barrels. Supply next year is set to reach 11.84 million barrels day,
down from prior estimate of nearly 11.9 million, the Energy Information Administration said in a
report Tuesday. This marks the second straight downward revision for 2021 and 2022 forecasts.

The agency’s reduced forecasts come even as U.S. crude futures prices have risen more than 30%
this year. In fact, the EIA raised its price projections for West Texas Intermediate oil next year by
25 cents a barrel.

Still, pressure from Wall Street investors has put a lid on any potential supply growth, forcing
drillers to increase cash flow and dividends to shareholders. In their quarterly earnings calls last
month, the largest U.S. drillers, Chevron Corp. and Exxon Mobil Corp. , indicated they are
holding firm to austerity measures adopted during last year’s pandemic-fueled crisis, easing
concerns that recent price recovery would spur another round of runaway production growth.

With the U.S. unlikely to return to previous peak output, the Organization of Petroleum Exporting
Countries and its allies have moved to roll back part of their supply cuts starting in May. OPEC
itself boosted estimates for the call on its output this year by a modest 230,000 barrels a day as
supply from the group’s biggest rival declines again.

Nonetheless, the EIA expects producers to add new wells while oil prices stay above $55 a barrel,

https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.nbcdfw.com%2Finvestigations%2Fnbc-5-investigates-how-colder-states-avoid-winter-blackouts%2F2629784%2F&data=04%7C01%7CChristopher.Hotchkiss%40rrc.texas.gov%7C2a4543fc3fd444d3673208d91557ca2c%7Ca3b01f75ff4a40019d689ba9ec5ea0bc%7C0%7C0%7C637564289087136435%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C1000&sdata=ADYUD01rDoYzCy3raDyumfUgYjV%2Bx5epD%2FhDRP2yjCo%3D&reserved=0
https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.bloomberg.com%2Fnews%2Fterminal%2FQSY9V6GQD79C&data=04%7C01%7CChristopher.Hotchkiss%40rrc.texas.gov%7C2a4543fc3fd444d3673208d91557ca2c%7Ca3b01f75ff4a40019d689ba9ec5ea0bc%7C0%7C0%7C637564289087146389%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C1000&sdata=gv%2F0lXrkkk4nShete6xGC%2Fbq0eXAaHgEyQpBAe9vBEk%3D&reserved=0
https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.eia.gov%2Foutlooks%2Fsteo%2Findex.php&data=04%7C01%7CChristopher.Hotchkiss%40rrc.texas.gov%7C2a4543fc3fd444d3673208d91557ca2c%7Ca3b01f75ff4a40019d689ba9ec5ea0bc%7C0%7C0%7C637564289087146389%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C1000&sdata=GX2EHVa5bFBahygGOnCeOeRt6vC6h5KuOeqNCJDU7O8%3D&reserved=0
https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.bloomberg.com%2Fquote%2FCVX%3AUS&data=04%7C01%7CChristopher.Hotchkiss%40rrc.texas.gov%7C2a4543fc3fd444d3673208d91557ca2c%7Ca3b01f75ff4a40019d689ba9ec5ea0bc%7C0%7C0%7C637564289087146389%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C1000&sdata=juVEM1YcirW6Ya3t13jrkywsRec4LC6mH%2Fyxm34ONG8%3D&reserved=0
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but only enough to offset natural declines from existing wells. Oil supply will also benefit from the
new projects in the U.S. Gulf of Mexico, the agency said in its Short-Term Energy Outlook. It
added that the nation has fully recovered from February’s cold snap-related supply outages, with
volumes rebounding more than 1 million barrels a day to nearly 11 million barrels a day in April.

 

 

Huge corporations are saving $10 billion on Texas taxes, and you’re
paying for it
By Mike Morris, John Tedesco, and Stephanie Lamm
Houston Chronicle
May 12, 2021
As millions of Texans struggle with the economic devastation of COVID-19, the biggest corporate
tax giveaway in Texas has helped businesses cut more than $10 billion from their property taxes
— and there are no limits on the program’s exponential growth.

The gusher of tax incentives is flowing to firms ranging from petrochemical plants on the Gulf
Coast to sprawling wind farms in the Panhandle. Companies are saving billions by promising to
bring their business to Texas — even if evidence suggests some never would have gone anywhere
else.

Meanwhile, nothing has changed during the pandemic for Texas homeowners who must pay their
property tax bills on time or face stiff penalties.

For renters, it took Texas until mid-February, nearly a year after the pandemic hit, to launch a
rental and utility assistance program. It was   plagued for months by long waits .

“We’re living paycheck to paycheck,” said Dulce Cramer, who was laid off at her new job in
Houston last year when the pandemic began. Cramer said she was denied state unemployment
benefits while her husband’s employer cut his hours, and they could barely afford the rent at their
Westchase apartment.

“It was hell,” she said.

It’s a far different story for the energy and manufacturing companies that qualify for assistance
under an obscure section of the Texas Tax Code   called Chapter 313 .

Twenty years ago, state lawmakers created the program in response to unfounded fears that Texas
was losing bidding wars with other states to attract new business.

Since then, the program has ballooned into the largest corporate tax incentive in Texas — and
lawmakers are working to renew it this year.

Here’s how it works: An eligible company that promises to spend, say, $200 million on a
manufacturing plant can apply for a Chapter 313 incentive and lower the appraised value of its
property on a school district’s tax rolls, erasing millions of dollars in property taxes over the

https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.eia.gov%2Ftodayinenergy%2Fdetail.php%3Fid%3D47536&data=04%7C01%7CChristopher.Hotchkiss%40rrc.texas.gov%7C2a4543fc3fd444d3673208d91557ca2c%7Ca3b01f75ff4a40019d689ba9ec5ea0bc%7C0%7C0%7C637564289087166303%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C1000&sdata=fnqXiF8y3alg72UlglONxgYhnU%2FLYntBEqH3Oxv0vwk%3D&reserved=0
https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.houstonchronicle.com%2Fnews%2Fhouston-texas%2Fhousing%2Farticle%2FThe-Texas-rent-relief-program-has-been-open-for-a-16039430.php&data=04%7C01%7CChristopher.Hotchkiss%40rrc.texas.gov%7C2a4543fc3fd444d3673208d91557ca2c%7Ca3b01f75ff4a40019d689ba9ec5ea0bc%7C0%7C0%7C637564289087176259%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C1000&sdata=Siflv93MF5XuHUaCHyG21XvWuCg3bTnae3BnZsFJsvA%3D&reserved=0
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course of a decade.

With more than 500 active projects in Texas, the program has become more popular than ever.
State officials predict it will cost nearly $10.8 billion in tax breaks over the life span of each
project, according to a report on the program that covers all active deals through early 2020.

Since then, some projects have dropped out of the program, but records recently released by the
comptroller’s office show another 90 projects have since been approved that will save companies
an additional $900 million.

To make up for the taxes these companies are not forced to pay, the Legislature must allocate more
general revenue — the taxes all Texans pay — to public education, leaving fewer dollars not only
to increase school spending but to build roads, provide health care and fund other vital services.

In essence, Chapter 313 asks all Texas taxpayers — renters, homeowners and small business
owners — to help some of the world’s largest companies get a discount on their taxes.

“What we’re doing is building a two-tiered tax system where large industrial companies get a
discounted tax rate and small businesses and homeowners pay full freight,” said Dick Lavine, a
senior fiscal analyst with the left-leaning research group Every Texan and a longtime critic of the
program.

Supporters say Chapter 313 has lured major employers to Texas — companies such as Samsung,
Toyota and Tesla. They contend the tax breaks create high-paying jobs and encourage
manufacturing and energy companies to make marquee investments here.

“We brag about how we don’t have a personal income tax in Texas. We make up for that with very
high property and high sales taxes,” said Dale Craymer, president of Texas Taxpayers and



Research Association, which has long supported the program. “Those high property taxes not only
burden homeowners, but it also creates a substantial barrier against new capital investment, so 313
helps reduce that barrier to new investment.”

But a Houston Chronicle review of thousands of pages of state documents, corporate filings,
reports and audits going back nearly two decades shows the program often falls short of its goals.
It also functions without the guardrails lawmakers insist they have enacted to ensure the tax
burden does not needlessly shift from major companies to individual taxpayers.

Among the Chronicle’s findings:

Chapter 313 does create jobs — but at a steep price. By even a conservative measure, Texas
is paying $211,600 in tax incentives for each job created under the program. Using a
different metric cited in the past by state officials, the cost per job tops $1.1 million.

At least 30 companies failed to fulfill their job-creation promises since 2019 but faced no
repercussions. Their tax breaks stayed intact, and they paid no fines.

As long as companies phrase their applications the right way, records show, they are nearly
guaranteed to get the subsidies. Less than 2.5 percent of all Chapter 313 applications have
been denied — and nearly a dozen of those reapplied with new phrasing and got approved.

The comptroller’s office declined to make its staff available for an interview, citing the ongoing
legislative debate about the program. It said in written responses to the newspaper’s questions that
its staff does not track the rate at which applications are denied and has no opinion on the proper
rate of rejections.

“Our office works diligently to administer this program in the manner prescribed by the
Legislature,” said spokesman Chris Bryan. “Our office remains neutral and tries to answer
questions from all parties. Similarly, we make a lot of information available to the public and
media so that others have sufficient information from which to make their own informed opinions
on the program.”

As Chapter 313 saved billions for businesses, Gov. Greg Abbott declined to act on calls from
appraisal districts and Texas lawmakers at the beginning of the pandemic to freeze property-tax
values at 2019 levels to offer relief to property owners or extend the deadline to pay their tax bills.

“That’s what galls me. They don’t give a damn,” said Steve Tallent, 71, a heavy equipment
operator in Mont Belvieu who fell behind on his property taxes after falling ill in 2019 and ended
up owing more than $4,800 in taxes and penalties on his house.

Tallent hoped to pay his bills with income from a bar he owns — but he was temporarily forced to
close it because of the pandemic and couldn’t pay that tax bill on time, either.

The governor’s office did not respond to repeated requests for comment.

Tallent lives in the Chapter 313 capital of Texas. Trustees of the Barbers Hill Independent School
District, which serves Mont Belvieu, have approved more Chapter 313 deals than any other school
district in Texas.



The total cost of incentives over the 10-year duration of each deal:   nearly   $900 million.

“Yes, we do have the most (projects). And they’ve been tremendous,” said Superintendent Greg
Poole, an avid supporter of the program who moonlights as a consultant to help other school
districts negotiate deals under the law.

Poole and other proponents say Chapter 313 has lured businesses to Texas that would have
invested in other states. The law requires the comptroller’s office to scrutinize every deal, they say,
ensuring that tax breaks go only to companies that truly need them.

Some even argue the program costs taxpayers nothing because without the incentives, the
companies would have invested elsewhere.

The law has never required such a stringent review.

The comptroller’s office is charged only with deciding whether the tax break is “a determining
factor” in a firm’s decision to proceed with the project — a low hurdle for companies to clear.

The program’s other gatekeepers — elected members of local school boards — usually have few
reasons to turn down an application. That’s because state education funding formulas ensure that
school districts don’t feel the pain from the property tax breaks. And districts stand to bring in
millions in extra payments from the very companies seeking the   incentives.

“I’ve never seen a beast like 313. It’s essentially free money for big business,” said Nathan Jensen,
a professor at the University of Texas at Austin who has long studied the program.

But in scores of cases reviewed by the Chronicle, records show some tax breaks might not even be
necessary.

The shale boom
It was early 2011, and the Eagle Ford Shale boom in South Texas was helping reinvent the
American energy industry.

The region’s first successful horizontal fracking well had been drilled in La Salle County more
than two years earlier, unlocking enormous deposits of oil and gas trapped in rock formations deep
beneath the earth.

All that oil and gas had to go somewhere.

For Texas energy companies, the shale revolution has married ingenuity with good fortune — the
geological reality that the state straddles some of the richest oil and gas reserves on the continent.

Yet some of the world’s largest companies have raked in tens of millions of dollars in state
subsidies for doing what simply made sense — building the pipelines, processing plants and
petrochemical facilities necessary to profit from this windfall of resources.

Enterprise Products Partners, like its competitors, had begun building a network of new pipelines
dedicated to transporting “natural gas liquids” in the Eagle Ford to its processing plants in South
Texas.



The Houston-based energy company said enormous demand for its services soon would
overwhelm its South Texas plants. But in April 2011, the company sought taxpayers’ help in
building a new gas processing plant in Lavaca County by applying for a Chapter 313 incentive for
the project.

To prove the project qualified for the tax break, Enterprise told the comptroller’s office that it had
a large pipeline network and gas processing plants in four other states, allowing “substantial
flexibility in plant location.”

But like so many of its competitors, Enterprise had told its investors a different story.

The company had discussed the plant in public statements dating back 10 months — its location,
its capacity, its construction timeline, the length of pipe needed to connect it to the company’s
network — and described it as part of a series of projects necessary to “meet the needs of
producers” in the Eagle Ford.

If the comptroller’s office was aware of these statements, they were not mentioned in the office’s
letter recommending the $41 million in tax incentives be approved.

In all, at least 35 gas plants in Texas received about $380 million in Chapter 313 incentives, almost
all of them in the Eagle Ford or West Texas’ Permian Basin.

At least 10 of them were publicly announced before the companies applied for tax breaks, either
by name or with the same capacity, construction timeline and region as the plants the companies
described in their applications.

Twice, another company, Energy Transfer, not only announced a gas plant before applying but
even acknowledged starting construction and site work months before — with $16 million
invested at one site and $20 million at the other — yet still got the subsidies.

Energy Transfer spokeswoman Alexis Daniel did not address the timing of the tax incentives but
said the company is “proud to be a Texas-based, Fortune 100 company” with many employees in
the Houston region.

“In 2020 alone, we paid approximately $218 million in property taxes on our pipelines and
facilities in Texas,” she said. “These taxes support schools, hospitals, community centers, roads
and various other projects and services that are important to our state.”

Enterprise Products spokesman Rick Rainey, meanwhile, said a Chapter 313 incentive is one of
many factors the company considers in evaluating investments.

“The economic viability of a project is analyzed, including the impact of 313,” he said, “and helps
determine where a project will be built, or whether it will be built at all.”

Energy analysts, however, said the state’s dozens of gas plants were certain to be built here.

“The processing plants would have had to come up no matter what,” said Ajay Bakshani, an oil
and gas analyst with East Daley Capital Advisors. “You need these plants in order to extract value
out of the gas that’s coming out of the ground.”



And these plants, said Rusty Braziel, president of the Houston energy analytics firm RBN Energy,
are typically no more than 25 miles from the cluster of wells producing the gas in need of
processing. Just nine of the 35 gas plants that got Chapter 313 deals are that close to neighboring
states.

The subsidies have become so ubiquitous that companies routinely remind the comptroller’s office
in their applications that their competitors often have received tax breaks to build comparable
projects.

While Craymer, the program supporter, said the review process usually works, he acknowledged
some projects destined to build in Texas likely slip through.

“I do think this is an area of discomfort with many, and, quite honestly, we’re willing to work with
folks on a better approach,” Craymer said.

Hector Rivero, president of the Texas Chemistry Council, agreed.

“Someone that has got a project that’s coming here regardless, that’s an abuse,” he said. “We want
the comptroller to be able to ferret those out.”

Bryan, of the comptroller’s office, said his colleagues weigh public statements as part of their
review process, adding, “Our determinations don’t typically rely on a single document or issue.”
He gave the same answer when asked about projects that had started construction and still received
tax breaks.

A similar pattern can be found in the renewable energy industry. Wind farms are projected to
receive $2.1 billion in Chapter 313 tax breaks. Yet West Texas’ bountiful supply of wind and
transmission lines already makes it the perfect location for such investments, according to a 2016
state Senate committee report.

In their Chapter 313 applications, both wind and solar farms often acknowledge selecting their
sites based on their proximity to state-financed transmission lines but say the incentives are still
needed.

Wind farms frequently start construction to secure federal tax credits but then seek Chapter 313
subsidies as well. They tell the comptroller’s office that their investments do not commit them to
the sites, and they routinely say they cannot compete on price with their competitors who already
have received the state subsidies.

In sheer numbers, most Chapter 313 applications are filed by renewable energy companies. But
most of the tax breaks — more than $7.6 billion — are going to more expensive projects in the
manufacturing industry that include   huge petrochemical firms.

The subsidies can be traced through the entire production process of the Texas shale boom.

When natural gas liquids leave processing plants, they flow mostly through pipelines to facilities
called “fractionators” that split them into their separate components — chiefly ethane and propane
— which are then sold, exported or refined into fuels and plastics.



In North America, the chief hub for this activity has long been Mont Belvieu, a town 25 miles east
of Houston in Chambers County, which sits atop scores of salt caverns — some larger than the
Empire State Building — that let companies store massive amounts of oil and gas products.

As these liquids flowed to Mont Belvieu, the tax breaks followed.

Unavoidable projects
Chapter 313 has subsidized at least 36 fractionators in Texas at a combined cost of $770 million, a
figure that includes a few other projects that were submitted on the same applications as the
fractionators. All of them are near the Gulf Coast; 26 of them are in Mont Belvieu.

At least 15 times, companies announced the fractionators publicly before filing their tax break
applications. Ten other times, the companies did not prematurely announce the projects in detail
but did indicate they soon would need to add capacity.

Enterprise Products received tax breaks for nine such units in Mont Belvieu, the most of any
company. Enterprise announced two of its fractionators were “under construction” weeks before
seeking tax breaks to build them — and still got approved.

The projects were inevitable, energy analysts said. Once the newly abundant gas liquids were
gathered and processed, they would need to flow through a fractionator in order to be usable.

In theory, more gas liquids could flow to Louisiana, New Mexico or Kansas, Braziel said. But,
though Mont Belvieu’s salt caverns put it on the map, the town is the world’s gas liquids hub for
another reason: 70 percent of these compounds are exported or sold to petrochemical plants, and
both industries are clustered along the Gulf Coast.

There are docks, refineries and petrochemical plants in Louisiana, too, Braziel said — but not
enough. The notion that three dozen Texas fractionators would have gone to Louisiana in the
absence of tax breaks, he said, is folly.

“Could some? Yes. Could all of them? No,” he said. “The majority are going to land in Texas.”

What’s more, Bakshani said, by the time a fractionator is announced, most or all of the material
the unit will produce is typically already under contract with customers — often petrochemical
plants planning to use it in specific units nearby.

“A lot of the companies now have such a presence at Mont Belvieu that if they suddenly come out
and say they’re building a fractionator in Louisiana, it would be a head-scratcher,” Bakshani said.
“Why not take it to all the fractionators you already have that are next to all the facilities you
already own?”

The flurry of Chapter 313 activity didn’t go unnoticed by competitors.

In early August 2017, Permico announced its Texas NGL project, an effort to pipe gas liquids from
the Permian to a new fractionator in Corpus Christi.

When the company applied for a Chapter 313 subsidy, Permico CEO Jeffrey Beicker learned the
comptroller’s office had questions. He was furious. Why didn’t his competitors face the same



scrutiny?

“All these other companies have multiple news releases, quarterly reports and annual reports that
state their intentions,” Beicker   wrote in an email   to his consultant. “We refuse to lie to receive
the tax abatement. Apparently our competitors do not share this moral dilemma.”

Beicker’s company got the tax break. A Permico executive referred questions to Beicker, who did
not respond to requests for comment.

‘Building and building’
More than a third of gas liquids go to petrochemical plants, which pounced on the cheap fuels the
shale boom produced by launching a staggering array of projects.

As the compounds flowed from Mont Belvieu and elsewhere to chemical plants along the coast, in
dozens of cases the subsidies followed them.

Some of the biggest Chapter 313 subsidies have been for petrochemical units called “crackers.”
These turn ethane — the main material flowing from all the new fractionators — into ethylene, a
key building block of plastics.

Chevron Phillips Chemical   announced   it would build one such unit in Baytown in late 2011 —
months before it applied for incentives to do so — then sought tax breaks for another as part of a
larger project in Orange in 2019. Combined subsidies: $491 million over 10 years.

LyondellBasell secured three Chapter 313 incentives in 2013 to increase ethylene production at its
  Channelview ,   La Porte   and   Corpus Christi   plants despite announcing all three publicly
before applying.
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And ExxonMobil was already building an ethylene cracker in Baytown that had gotten Chapter
313 subsidies when it filed more tax break paperwork in 2016 as part of a joint venture with the
Saudi firm SABIC.

The companies’ new chemical plant near Corpus Christi includes an ethylene cracker and
accompanying units and will get a projected $457 million in subsidies over a decade.

Exxon spokesman Todd Spitler said the company supports “a business environment that
encourages capital investment and job-creating activities,” but he did not comment on its Chapter
313 deals.

Chevron Phillips spokesman Bryce Hallowell said the company’s announcement of its Baytown
project was followed by “significant” analysis. Chapter 313 tax breaks were “a key component” of
that review before the company made a final decision to build the project, he said.

Lyondell spokesman Chevalier Gray said public policy is among the factors the company
considers when considering a new project, adding, “Our projects provide increased tax revenues,
among other economic benefits, across the region for many years after economic incentives
expire.”

The windfall of natural gas not only made it a cheap raw material for petrochemical giants. The
materials soon were so abundant that companies sought buyers overseas.

In a five-year span beginning in the summer of 2010, federal regulators approved more than 20
requests from companies to build facilities to load gas liquids onto ships for export.

Among them were seven sites along the Texas coast — four of which were approved for Chapter
313 tax breaks. Some touted their proximity to the Eagle Ford and the Permian as competitive
advantages; all four announced their plans months before seeking subsidies.

“The shale story just kept building and building over the past few years until, finally, we did the
engineering and it just made sense,” Freeport LNG CEO Michael Smith said in November 2010,
months before his company applied for a tax break to turn its recently opened facility to import
gas into a hub for exports.

The projected tax breaks for these export projects are among the program’s largest: $456 million to
Freeport LNG; $354 million to Sempra Energy’s docks near Port Arthur; $857 million to
Cheniere’s site near Corpus Christi; $388 million to Exxon and Qatar Petroleum’s joint venture
near Port Arthur.

Freeport LNG spokeswoman Heather Browne stressed that the company provides hundreds of jobs
— and thousands more when the facility was under construction — and will pay a projected $2
billion in state and local taxes during the project’s first two decades of operations.

“The Chapter 313 value limitation tax subsidies, approved and entered into prior to Freeport LNG
making its final investment decision to construct our facility in 2014, helped our project compete
in the global marketplace for customers, and thereby assisted the company in moving forward with
the project in Texas,” Browne said.



The three other Texas projects were in Brownsville. One never sought a Chapter 313 deal, and two
— opposed by a coalition of shrimpers, fishermen, environmentalists, Native Americans and
others — had their tax-subsidy applications rejected by the Port Isabel school board.

Yet, neither spurned company stopped work when their subsidies were denied. Only last month,
six years later, did Annova LNG   announce   it was abandoning the project, blaming market shifts.
The other two companies still plan to build.

At least eight times, in fact, the Chronicle found companies said they needed the subsidies to
build, had their applications rejected by a school district or the comptroller’s office or withdrew
them under questioning — then proceeded anyway.

Nor do all companies say they need the subsidies. The owners of dozens of gas processing plants,
including some just south of the New Mexico border, built without ever filing   requests for a tax
break.

Nothing for homeowners
There’s simply nothing like Chapter 313 for everyday Texans and small-business owners.

“We don’t think this program should exist,” said Carine Martinez, director of research and
publications at the Texas Public Policy Foundation, a conservative research group that has been
calling for the repeal of Chapter 313 for years. “We favor a broad-based tax system so we can
lower it for everyone instead of favoring some.”

Homeowners are eligible for some protections such as the homestead exemption, which cuts
appraised values by $25,000 for taxes owed to school districts. But with the median home value in
Texas at   $170,000 , many owners are still responsible for paying taxes on a large share of their
property appraisals.

“I’m one of those people who believe that you should do everything on your own as much as you
can, but we keep handing money to these corporations and nothing to the citizens,” said Mark
Varnado, a Mont Belvieu homeowner who owes more than $3,200 in overdue taxes and penalties.
“That doesn’t quite make sense to me.”

Varnado acknowledges falling behind on his taxes in 2019 and says he meant to catch up last year.
But business from his side gig as a disc jockey dried up during the pandemic, and he had to
support a son who lost his job. Now Varnado is falling even deeper in the hole as late fees add up.

The Texas Comptroller’s Office almost never penalizes Chapter 313 companies that fail to meet
their job-creation targets. And unlike the homestead exemption, Chapter 313 lets many businesses
pretend a large portion of their investments are invisible on tax rolls.

Why are Texas officials approving so many deals, even for projects that might have been built
anyway?

The answer is simple: That’s how Chapter 313 was designed.
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A controversial tax program promised high-paying jobs. Instead, its
costs spiraled out of control.
By Mike Morris, John Tedesco, and Stephanie Lamm
Houston Chronicle
May 12, 2021
When Houston lawmaker Jim Murphy tried to expand Texas’ most lucrative corporate tax
incentive six years ago, Gov. Greg Abbott vetoed Murphy’s legislation, fearing it would cost
taxpayers even more money.

“I cannot support expansion of an incentive program that has not been proven to deliver the value
taxpayers deserve,” Abbott said at the time.

The governor complained that the state’s Chapter 313 program, named after a section of the Texas
Tax Code that erases billions of dollars in property taxes for eligible companies, was costing
taxpayers $341,000 for every permanent job it created.

His veto, however, didn’t slow the program’s growth. Since then, that price tag has more than
tripled.

Using the same calculation Abbott cited, Chapter 313 now costs more than $1.1 million in tax
breaks per new job, according to state data analyzed by the Houston Chronicle. By any metric,
costs are rising — and there’s no telling how high they’ll go. The program has no limits.

The spiraling costs of Chapter 313 — which soon are projected to top $1 billion per year — are
just one example of how the program falls short of the benefits touted by supporters.

Ever since lawmakers created the program 20 years ago, they’ve repeatedly amended the law in
the name of reforming it. Not only have promised protections for taxpayers not materialized,
however, but the revisions have undercut the program’s job-creation goals and weakened wage
requirements for the workers at the subsidized job sites.

A Houston Chronicle review of hundreds of records in legislative archives and on file with the
Texas Comptroller’s Office found that the law was written in ways that encourage the gatekeepers
of the program — the comptroller’s office and local school districts — to approve nearly every
Chapter 313 application they receive.

The review also found the comptroller’s office often has shied away from applying a more
stringent interpretation of the law, though doing so could have recouped public money from
companies that broke their jobs promises or prevented a project from being needlessly subsidized.

Chapter 313 — a reference to its place in the Texas Tax Code — lets companies pretend that a
portion of their property values are invisible on school district tax rolls for a decade. More than
500 manufacturing and energy projects are projected to save nearly $10.8 billion in property taxes
over the duration of their deals, according to a comptroller’s report on the program that covers all
active projects through early 2020.



Since then, some projects have dropped out of the program, but recently released records by the
comptroller’s office show another 90 projects have since been approved that will save companies
an additional $900 million.

Supporters of Chapter 313 promise that everyone benefits when the incentives end and properties
return to the tax rolls at full value.

But the Chronicle’s analysis shows that many projects quickly lost their value over time. Texas is
missing out on the peak years of potential tax revenue, when property appraisals are at their
highest.

Advocates say Chapter 313 guarantees high-paying jobs. But the pay at some tax-subsidized
projects isn’t keeping pace with wages at other manufacturing businesses in the same region. And
in 64 percent of cases, local school boards let companies hire fewer workers than the law’s already
modest minimum standards require.

Comptroller spokesman Chris Bryan said his colleagues don’t track the program’s cost per job or
the diminished property values of projects when they return to tax rolls after their incentives end.
He offered no opinion on either measure.

Dale Craymer, president of Texas Taxpayers and Research Association, which has long supported
Chapter 313, said the figures companies report to the comptroller often do not represent all
workers employed in connection with a project, nor all the value added to the tax rolls.

And sales tax revenue produced in connection with new projects isn’t tracked at all, said Texas
Chemical Council president Hector Rivero.

“In some instances, the data doesn’t show what we’d like it to, but then the question is, is that
because the program isn’t working as we’d like it to or because we’re not getting all the data that
we should be getting?” Craymer said. “The reporting associated with the program, while it’s very
transparent, it’s also very limited.”

Supporters also dispute the high cost-per-job metric cited by Abbott and take a dim view of such
benchmarks, arguing that higher numbers simply mean a project cost more to build.

Abbott’s metric, which relied on figures published by the comptroller’s office, used two different
time frames in its comparison. It divided the companies’ total tax breaks over the entire 10-year
life of the deals by the number of high-paying jobs they had created as of their most recent reports.
After Abbott cited the metric, the comptroller stopped reporting it.

Even by more conservative measurements, however, the cost per job is still high — and rising.

Dividing the $2.5 billion in tax breaks companies had received as of 2019 by the number of total
jobs they had created as of the same year yields a cost of $211,600 per job.

Meanwhile, another of the state’s marquee economic development programs, the Texas Enterprise
Fund, has awarded about $6,500 per promised job.

In a recent report on Chapter 313, Craymer’s research group — whose board includes many



recipients of the tax breaks and program consultants — noted that such jobs calculations don’t
include thousands of temporary construction jobs that aren’t reported under the program.

Lauding Chapter 313’s benefits, the report repeated a frequent claim: that the jobs in question
wouldn’t exist at all if it weren’t for the program’s success in luring business to Texas.

“Consequently, the state is not ‘losing’ any tax dollars,” the group concluded.

Murphy, who filed new legislation this year to renew Chapter 313 for 10 years and expand it to
allow more types of projects, emphasized the same point — that companies are investing hundreds
of billions of dollars in Texas thanks solely to the program.

“No one’s getting money from the state,” Murphy said of the companies. “It’s simply a reduction
of taxes for 10 years, and then it goes up to the full rate for the rest of time.”

But in case after case, the Chronicle found companies had announced projects and even started
construction long before applying for Chapter 313 subsidies, suggesting they would have built the
projects without the tax break.

Critics of Chapter 313 include Republicans and Democrats — both state parties have listed the
program’s abolition in their platforms — as well as the conservative Texas Public Policy
Foundation and the progressive nonprofit Every Texan. These skeptics say it’s time to rein in the
program — or kill it altogether.

“This is a large, expensive and, I think, badly flawed program,” said Dick Lavine, senior fiscal
analyst for Every Texan, who testified at a legislative hearing this year against bills that would
renew Chapter 313.

Vance Ginn, chief economist at the Texas Public Policy Foundation, agreed.

“We should have a tax system that doesn’t pick winners and losers,” Ginn said at the same
hearing. “There are many businesses that come to Texas every day without these incentives. There
are also many mom-and-pop shops, small businesses, that don’t receive these Chapter 313
property tax abatements.”

The gatekeepers
Businesses applying for a Chapter 313 agreement want the all-important tax limitation that makes
the program tick.

This cap lets a company pretend that, for example, a $500 million petrochemical plant is worth
anywhere from $10 million to $100 million on a school district’s tax rolls for a decade, depending
on the size of the district. The limitation can save a company tens of millions of dollars in property
taxes.

The savings apply only to the school district’s operations taxes. Districts also levy taxes to pay off
debts, and Chapter 313 recipients pay all taxes on that portion of their bill, which is typically a far
smaller amount.

For companies seeking these incentives, the process starts and ends at a local school district.



School officials are important gatekeepers in the program and ultimately decide whether to
approve the agreements. But districts also have a powerful incentive to never deny a Chapter 313
deal: They can make money each time they approve one.

State funding formulas ensure that school districts don’t bear the cost of granting property tax
breaks. And school officials negotiate additional payments from companies that can be used for a
variety of education purposes — money they never would have received under the state’s
educational allotments.

Over the 10-year life of each deal, these extra payments are providing a $1.5 billion windfall for
districts across Texas that participate in the Chapter 313 program. School boards occasionally
reject an application if there’s a community outcry against a project. But that seldom happens.

The comptroller’s office itself, in a December 2010 report on the program, said these supplemental
payments to schools “are evidence that the incentives awarded are higher than necessary to attract
these projects, and represent unnecessary costs to the state.”

Nathan Jensen, a University of Texas at Austin professor who has studied Chapter 313, has noted
the perverse incentives these payments create.

“The thing that makes it particularly unique is how politically clever it is,” Jensen said. “It’s kind
of an evil-genius program where you’ve essentially bought off the normal opposition for these
kinds of programs. School districts always vote yes because it’s set up like that.”

Chapter 313 creates a system of winners and losers among Texas school districts. Only a portion
attract the sort of manufacturing investments that qualify for the program. Roughly 1,000 school
districts, including the Houston Independent School District and nearly every other big, urban
district in Texas, don’t have any active Chapter 313 agreements.

Just a sixth of all Texas school districts — about 170 — are granting tax breaks under the program
this year. A majority of the incentives are concentrated in just eight districts, all but one of them
petrochemical hubs on the Gulf Coast.

Fully half of the $95 million in supplemental payments companies make to schools this year will
go to just six school districts in industrial areas.

The nonprofit Industrial Areas Foundation argues the program’s beneficiaries are limited to the
companies themselves and districts serving just 5 percent of Texas schoolchildren.

“Most districts don’t have these industrial facilities, and if you don’t have these industrial facilities
then you don’t get any (extra) revenue,” said Broderick Bagert, an analyst with the foundation.

Few denials
Once a school district initially approves a Chapter 313 deal, the Texas Comptroller’s Office
reviews the application. Lawmakers and program supporters say state regulators make sure that
tax breaks are going only to companies that need the incentive to build in Texas.

Records show their claims are incorrect.



For the program’s first 12 years, companies were supposed to get the incentives only if their
projects could “locate or relocate in another state or another region of this state.”

The comptroller recommended that just one of the nearly 400 applications filed during that period
be denied for failing that test.

Dow filed the first Chapter 313 application in September 2002 for a new polymer plant it called “a
critical part of Dow’s future growth in Texas,” arguing that its global reach gave it “substantial
flexibility in plant location.”

Yet Dow also acknowledged it had begun construction on the project seven months before filing
its application. The Chapter 313 deal saved the company $14 million in taxes.

Dow spokeswoman Ashley Mendoza noted the company’s application had blamed the late filing
on state officials taking months to produce the necessary application forms.

“Our applications have met the requirements of the statute and the district rules,” she said.

Caterpillar applied for tax breaks in August 2009 for a new plant in Seguin,   telling   the
comptroller’s office it had “many attractive opportunities” and had considered locations outside
Texas. But company officials had already   chosen   Seguin, even hosting a groundbreaking
ceremony seven months earlier with then-Gov. Rick Perry and other state leaders.

“The good people of Caterpillar have chosen Texas for the new home for their worldwide
assembly, test and paint operations,”   Perry said . The company cut $9.5 million from its tax bill.

Caterpillar declined to comment.

In 2013, lawmakers promised to strengthen the program by adding more stringent oversight.

State Sen. Bob Deuell, a Republican sponsor of the bill, said it included provisions to make sure
projects would not have come to the state without an incentive.

This view is still prevalent. At a December conference hosted by the tax research organization that
supports Chapter 313, Dallas Rep. Rafael Anchia, a Democrat, stressed the comptroller’s oversight
role.

“But for the state investment, the private entity would not have made the investment,” he said.
“Without that, there’s a rejection of the incentive.”

The reality is far different.

The 2013 reforms instructed the comptroller to decide only whether the incentive is “a
determining factor” in the company’s decision to proceed with the project — not the sole,
overriding factor.

Of the more than 550 applications filed under this phrasing of the law, only eight have failed the
“determining factor” test. Of those, four rewrote their applications, applied again, and were
approved.
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“The “determining factor” criterion is ... difficult to assess,” the comptroller’s office
acknowledged in a November   article   posted to its website. “It’s generally impossible to
determine the factors that ultimately cause a company to make a final decision, but it’s plausible to
assume that the availability of a large tax break is often a determining factor, if one of many.”

Lackluster benefits
Supporters of Chapter 313 say the huge tax incentives are worth it. The program brings in high-
paying jobs, they say, and at the end of the 10-year deals, the properties return to the tax rolls at
their full value.

“It’s a win-win-win situation,” said Pete Pape, president of Texas Schools for Texas Economic
Development, who testified at a legislative hearing this year in support of the program. “It’s
definitely a win for the corporation. It’s a win for the school district. And it is a win for the
community.”

But upon closer inspection, Chapter 313’s benefits are fraught with problems. Chief among them:
depreciation.

Like a new car that loses its luster as soon as it leaves the showroom, the value of manufacturing
plants, wind farms and other facilities can fall over time. In scores of cases, records show Texas is
missing out on the years when Chapter 313 projects’ appraisals are at their peak.

In all, 81 projects had finished their Chapter 313 deals by 2019 and fully returned to the tax rolls,
having received $1.3 billion in tax breaks.

These projects, at the height of their taxable value, were worth $22 billion. But in the first year
after their tax breaks ended, they were worth just $9 billion — 41 percent of their peak values. For
manufacturing projects, the figure was 44 percent; for wind projects, it was 35 percent.

Motiva Enterprises, which applied in 2006 for a tax break at its refinery in Port Arthur, reported
investing $10.3 billion — the largest amount of any single Chapter 313 deal — but never reported
a taxable value of more than $3.5 billion. By the time the limitation ended, the facility’s taxable
value was $1.1 billion, a tenth of what the firm reported invested at the site.

The company received $237 million in tax breaks.

After the refinery returned to the tax rolls at full value, Motiva protested its valuation and was
successful; Port Arthur superintendent Mark Porterie said the district had to repay the company $8
million.

Porterie said he supports the Chapter 313 program, under which the district has approved 10
applications, and welcomes the extra payments companies make to school districts.

But he has been critical of the companies’ efforts to reduce their taxable values and has called for
Chapter 313 recipients to be banned from doing so while their values are artificially capped.

“We have these companies that come before us and they tell us that the business is going to be at a
certain value at the end of the 10-year period,” he recently told a legislative committee debating a
Chapter 313 bill. “At the end of the 10-year period ... it has lowered tremendously, and then we
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have to fight. It’s not always what it seems to be at the beginning of the process.”

Motiva declined to comment.

What about the high-paying jobs touted by Chapter 313’s supporters? Records show that some
Chapter 313 companies aren’t paying wages that keep pace with the region’s prevailing wages in
similar industries.

The law doesn’t require them to.

When Chapter 313 was created in 2001, 80 percent of new jobs had to be high-paying
“qualifying” jobs, with wages required to exceed 110 percent of the local average manufacturing
wage.

Over the years, lawmakers have chipped away at these requirements.

Applicants have never been required to create more than 25 jobs, or 10 jobs in rural areas. But in
2007, job waivers entered the program, letting companies lower their job-creation requirements or
scrap them altogether.   Among active projects, 64 percent have received job waivers.

In 2009, the wage target was “clarified” as being set using data as of the time the company applied
for tax breaks, ensuring companies could avoid increasing employees’ pay over time.

Of the roughly 310 projects that reported jobs data in 2019, a fifth reported paying workers a
median salary lower than the average manufacturing wage in that region; at 20 projects, companies
reported paying workers 80 cents or less on the dollar.

Among them was the Caterpillar plant in Seguin, which by itself is responsible for 13 percent of
all permanent jobs created in Texas under the state’s active Chapter 313 agreements. Lawmakers
carved an exemption in the law’s wage requirements for Caterpillar so it could qualify for the
program.

The comptroller’s office confirmed only one applicant has ever had to repay a tax break — a
project in the Corpus Christi area that canceled its agreement after it recognized its wages would
not satisfy minimum requirements.

Some companies fail to meet their job-creation promises altogether. Records show the
comptroller’s office sent warning letters to 30 companies since 2019 after they promised to create
more than 600 jobs but didn’t reach half that goal.

The comptroller’s office didn’t issue any penalties, even under new rules lawmakers added with
the stated goal of strengthening the program. Bryan said they took no action because their initial
enforcement efforts were unclear and gave businesses too little time to comply.

“We have since clarified our direction to companies,” Bryan said.

In one case, wood products manufacturer Corrigan OSB promised to create 145 jobs in Polk
County in return for a tax break worth $13 million. The comptroller’s office warned the company
in 2019 and again in 2020 that it created only 11 jobs — 8 percent of its promised goal.



Company president Scott Poole blamed the shortfall on regulatory delays and said the facility has
now met its job targets.

Poole said he has heard criticisms of the program — that the tax breaks are going to companies
that might have built their projects anyway. But Poole insisted Chapter 313 worked as intended in
his case: It enticed the company to build in Texas, not its home state of Louisiana.

“It is truly a tool Texas can use to recruit new jobs,” Poole said.

Bipartisan support
Controversies surrounding the program have sparked rare bipartisan support to kill it. Yet Chapter
313 has survived the legislative chopping block every time it has been up for renewal.

Critics of the program say one reason it has lasted so long is because so many interests have a
stake in it.

Environmentalists support Chapter 313 because it funds wind and solar farms. School officials
support it because of the stream of extra revenue they receive from companies. Business groups
support it because they say it helps Texas compete against other states to attract new investments.

Lawmakers simply don’t encounter widespread opposition.

“The public may not have all the information,” said Carine Martinez, director of research and
publications at the Texas Public Policy Foundation. “We hear a lot about all the positives — this
company coming with a billion-dollar investment — and we don’t really see that there’s another
side to the coin and the incentives might cost us more in the end.”

Only a handful of lawmakers have publicly expressed skepticism about Chapter 313.

“Many Texans on both the right and left of the political spectrum would prefer to see a lower tax
rate across the board, rather than the current complex system of off-the-books accounting that
picks winners and losers in an opaque system and leaves other taxpayers paying the tab,” said state
Sen. Lois Kolkhorst, R-Brenham, who this year filed a bill to require more verification of the
companies’ job-creation claims.

But the skeptics are outnumbered at the Texas Legislature. The program is now bigger than ever as
some lawmakers proclaim their support for renewing it yet again.

One Chapter 313 bill filed this session came from Murphy, the Houston Republican whose
legislation was previously vetoed by Abbott for its attempt to expand the program by making it
easier for companies to propose projects spanning multiple school districts.

In his latest bill, Murphy proposed altering Chapter 313 in more far-reaching ways. Among the
changes: Expand the program by allowing companies to receive tax subsidies for renovations, not
just for new projects.

Murphy was unaware that the Republican party platform in Texas calls for the repeal of Chapter
313, but he insisted that abolishing the program would be a grave mistake.



“We are reforming it, and we are renewing it,” Murphy said.

Murphy joins a long tradition of Texas lawmakers who have made such promises before. Their
past reforms of Chapter 313 — the “determining factor” test, the wage requirements, the job-
creation targets — often have fallen short of the rhetoric.

Whether Murphy’s legislation would be any different was hotly debated in the House Ways and
Means Committee and on the House floor. His House Bill 1556 sparked a flurry of objections and
amendments by lawmakers, and Murphy finally withdrew the bill from consideration.

But there’s no shortage of bills filed by other lawmakers of both parties who want to extend
Chapter 313.

One filed by Morgan Meyer, the Republican chairman of Ways and Means, has passed the House.
It would simply renew Chapter 313 for two years. Members of the committee discussed studying
Chapter 313 during that time to find ways to improve the program.

Even longtime boosters such as Craymer acknowledge some aspects of the program could benefit
from scrutiny.

“This is a program that’s been around for 20 years. Every session we use a little more Scotch tape,
we use a couple more paper clips,” Craymer said. “It’s probably due for a refresh.”

Lavine, the fiscal analyst who has opposed Chapter 313 for years, objects to any legislation to
renew it. But he also has called for a “sunset review” of the program to fix its weaknesses. He
believes Meyer’s bill, which passed the House on Saturday, is the most promising option to make
that happen.

“It’s our strong feeling that just as we have sunset review of all our state agencies, we need sunset
review of tax exemptions — including a program like this that offers tax breaks,” Lavine told
lawmakers at a committee hearing.

Is there a better way, Lavine asked, to do what the law was created to do? Or does Texas need the
program at all?
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Colonial pipeline hack puts spotlight cybersecurity efforts
By Mella McEwen
Midland Reporter-Telegram
May 15, 2021
Cars lined up for hours at gasoline stations in the nation’s southeast amid the shutdown of the
Colonial petroleum products pipeline due to a ransomware attack underscore the continuing threat
of cyberattacks.

The American Petroleum Institute told media this week the incident underscores the vital
importance of maintaining the nation’s pipeline infrastructure and developing additional pipeline
infrastructure. The industry association also pointed out that cyberthreats are nothing new to
pipelines, indeed to any industry.

Any new regulations intended to address pipeline cybersecurity would be premature, the
association said, saying flexibility is needed to allow companies to address the constantly evolving
technology, hardware and threats.

A spokesperson for the Interstate Natural Gas Association of America told the Reporter-Telegram
by email, “Natural gas pipelines are critical infrastructure that move one-third of the energy
consumed daily in the United States. INGAA member companies work around-the-clock to secure
and protect this vital transportation network and the technology systems that operate it to ensure
safe and reliable energy delivery to the hundreds of millions of Americans who rely on us. Our
members’ cybersecurity protections include implementing standards set by TSA and NIST, on-the-
ground assessments administered by CISA, intelligence sharing with numerous government and
industry partners, and establishing a security culture within their organizations with all employees
active in prevention of cybersecurity threats.

“Following the cybersecurity attack on Colonial Pipeline, our members began monitoring their
systems with enhanced vigilance and taking actions such as verifying their cybersecurity
protections and backups were operable and scanning their systems for indications of the type of
intrusion that was reported to have impacted Colonial. We are not aware of any impacts to natural
gas pipelines as a result of this cyberattack. As we learn more about this recent event in the
coming days and weeks, INGAA members are committed to continuing our efforts to identify and
implement opportunities to further enhance our cybersecurity programs.”

Pipelines sought to assure that they have taken and continue to take action to protect their
infrastructure from threats.

Kinder Morgan, which has ownership of the Products (SE) Pipeline, formerly Plantation Pipe Line
Company, said the pipeline remains online and in full service and is currently working with
customers to accommodate additional barrels during Colonial’s downtime.

“We will continue to work under industry best practices and in coordination with our customers
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and regulators as the situation evolves,” the company told the Reporter-Telegram in a statement.

Energy Transfer told the Reporter-Telegram in an emailed statement that the company “has a
robust cybersecurity program that is deployed at all levels of the enterprise to keep our assets
secure. Continuous training, strong identity and access management structures, supply-chain
security assessments, endpoint protection, network segmentation, and a Security Operations
Center work together to ensure the confidentiality, integrity and availability of our systems.”

Energy Transfer also cited its cybersecurity initiatives on its website’s homepage in the aftermath
of the Colonial Pipeline shutdown.

Asked what impact a similar attack on a crude oil or natural gas pipeline would have, Rob
Roberts, director in Opportune LLP’s process and technology group, told the Reporter-Telegram in
a telephone interview that a crude oil shutdown would have a softer impact. He explained that
crude oil is far up the supply chain and that refineries have a supply cushion that would mitigate
any impact for a couple of weeks.

As to natural gas pipelines, he said Texans got a taste of a potential shutdown in February thanks
to Winter Storm Uri.

“Depending on the season and where (the attack) was located, it would have an impact on power
generation,” Roberts said. “Even in summer, we k now ERCOT has difficulty balancing supplies if
a plant goes down.”

The larger companies are addressing cybersecurity, he said. The industry has been undergoing a
technology transformation, adopting digital technology and placing cybersecurity at the top of
their efforts, training employees and hardening systems.

“Many organizations throw in their own phishing attacks to test employees,” he said.

Technology changes so rapidly, he said, that by the time proposed legislation to address specific
threats gets out of committee, those threats have become obsolete.

Other challenges include the pipeline systems themselves. The Colonial pipeline is 550 miles, but
Roberts noted there are shorter lines that interconnect with it all along the route. Kinder Morgan
mentioned its PPL line, and Roberts pointed out that was the merger of pipelines with different
systems, meaning information technology management had to cover “10 bases instead of two.”

Today, it’s impossible to disconnect the oil patch – drilling rigs, pumping units and tank batteries
are all capable of sending data to engineers and geologists hundreds if not thousands of miles
away. And upstream and midstream companies can also communicate through digital technology.

Without strong and ever-evolving cybersecurity in place, Roberts cautioned that
interconnectedness “could be their downfall.”

   

   



Colonial Pipeline fiasco foreshadows impact of Biden energy policy
By Jonathan Garber
Fox Business
May 15, 2021
The fallout from the Colonial Pipeline fiasco may be a preview of what’s to come if President
Biden forges ahead with his frontal assault on the oil and gas industry.

Fuel shortages, gas lines and higher prices have popped up across the Eastern seaboard after the
5,500-mile Colonial Pipeline was taken offline by hackers last week. The pipeline transports more
than 100 million gallons of fuel per day, or almost half the East Coast’s supply.

“Shortages will be a normal routine all across these United States,” said Texas Railroad
Commissioner Wayne Christian , a Republican whose agency oversees the state’s oil and gas
industry, when discussing Biden’s energy agenda.

Eighty-eight percent of gas stations in Washington, D.C. were without fuel on Friday, according to
GasBuddy. At least half the stations in South Carolina, North Carolina and Virginia were also dry,
with Tennessee, Georgia and Florida also experiencing major disruptions.

The supply shortages resulted in gasoline prices spiking to $7 per gallon at least one station in
Richmond, Virginia. The national average has climbed 7 cents to $3.04 per gallon, the highest in
seven years, since the pipeline went offline last Friday.

Gas prices were already on this rise this year, up $1.17 per gallon from a year ago, mostly due to
increased demand as the economy’s reopening from COVID-19 lockdowns gathered momentum.
But also helping boost prices were the series of executive orders signed by Biden during the early
days of his administration designed to “transition” the U.S. economy away from its reliance on
fossil fuels.

The president, just hours into his administration, revoked the permit for the Keystone XL pipeline
and also at least temporarily paused drilling on federal lands and waters. He also reentered the
U.S. into the 2016 Paris climate agreement and pledged to reduce greenhouse gas emissions from
2005 levels by at least 50% by 2030.

   

   

PPDC’s Environmental Regulatory Seminar returns after year off
By Mella McEwen
Midland Reporter-Telegram
May 15, 2021
After taking a year off because of the COVID-19 pandemic, Midland College’s Petroleum
Professional Development Center is again presenting its annual Environmental Regulatory
Seminar, this year in conjunction with the Permian Basin Petroleum Association.

The seminar will be May 20 in the Carrasco Room at Midland College’s Student Center on the
main campus, 3600 N. Garfield St. Registration begins at 8:30 a.m.
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New this year will be the presentation of the Bruno Hanson Midland College Award for
Environmental Excellence, being presented to Diamondback Energy.

Erin Van Evera-Welch, PPDC director, told the Reporter-Telegram by telephone that the seminar is
a “very appropriate” venue to present the award, and that the Hanson family said he would be
thrilled to see it presented during the seminar.

The seminar will feature seven agencies and three independent speakers who are expert in
environmental issues. The final speaker of the day will offer an ethics presentation.

Among those participating in the seminar is Tim Telck supervisor with the Midland County
Attorney’s environmental enforcement unit, who will speak on environmental criminal offenses.

“Many people don’t know that unit exists,” Van Evera-Welch observed.

Agencies from Texas and New Mexico will be represented because, as she explained, “We tried to
not just have Texas parties but New Mexico representation as well.”

Most of the New Mexico presenters from the New Mexico Environmental Department’s
discussing major sources emissions inventory to the New Mexico Oil Conservation
Division’sdiscussing new spill rules and produced water recycling facilities will be virtual. The
exception will be John Smitherman with the New Mexico Oil & Gas Association. He will travel to
Midland to discuss New Mexico’s new natural gas waste rules.

Texas agencies participating in the seminar include Texas Railroad Commission . Jeff Duebner
with the RRC will speak about Rules 8, 20 and 91 on reporting pollution and remediation.
Heather Fairbanks with the Texas Commission on Environmental Quality will participate in the
seminar.

Ken McQueen with Kenergy Consulting will offer a presentation on shifting energy policies, and
Mark Henkhaus with Permian Regulatory Solutions will discuss the Railroad Commission’s Rule
40. Stephen Robertson, executive vice president with the Permian Basin Petroleum Association,
will present legislative updates from both the Texas and New Mexico legislative sessions.

Van Evera-Welch said organizers felt it was important to have an in-person event, though the
college’s COVID-19 protocols limit attendance to 85 people.

“It’s a great opportunity to network with industry and agencies, get your questions answered and
make contacts,” she said.

The focus on the environment has intensified in recent years as part of the growing focus on ESG
– Environment, Social and Corporate Governance, she said.

“As we segue into ESG – ‘E’ is one piece of the greater picture of sustainability and
responsibility,” she said.

ESG can be confusing for companies, which prompted the PPDC to offer a course on the subject
in June, Van Evera-Welch said.



“Businesses in the Permian Basin, especially the oil and gas industry, are increasingly being
impacted by ESG,” she said. “I truly believe that embracing ESG will allow our local businesses
and organizations to be more transparent about their business initiatives and to be more proactive
in sharing their accomplishments. Our petroleum industry has constantly been on the defense with
their environmental impacts, profit reinvesting strategies and even their corporate social
responsibility. ESG is the opportunity to be on the offense.”

The regulatory will be especially helpful, she added, exposing companies to state regulatory
agencies and giving them a greater understanding of how those agencies work, making their work
more efficient.

It could also benefit the communities where the companies work, she said.

“It’s boots on the ground that affect the output of the companies – not just production but reports,”
she said.

   

   

Prices rebound, but oil may no longer be king
By Paul Takahashi
Houston Chronicle
May 17, 2021
Oil and gas companies are emerging from the global pandemic more resilient to market
downturns, but will most certainly be a smaller driver of economic growth for the Houston region
in the coming years.

The first three months of 2021 saw most oil majors and large independents post their first
profitable quarter since the novel coronavirus broke out last year, offering the clearest sign yet that
the industry is rebounding from the worst oil bust in decades. The rollout of COVID -19 vaccines
is filling restaurants, airports and vacation destinations across the country, bolstering demand for
crude.

“Today, we’re seeing this rebound, which is happening faster than we thought and for some
sectors, rising to higher levels than anticipated,” Exxon Mobil CEO Darren Woods told analysts
this month. “One thing is for sure, these margins and prices will continue to move.”

West Texas Intermediate, the U.S. crude benchmark, has rebounded to around $65 a barrel, a price
at which many producers can turn a profit. A year ago, crude prices had plunged into negative
territory for the first time in history as the pandemic forced most Americans home and slashed
demand for petroleum products such as gasoline and jet fuel.

However, oil companies aren’t taking $65 oil as a sign to drill, baby, drill. Despite returning to
profitability and growing revenues, most oil companies have promised to hold down spending for
new drilling projects — which may disappoint the tens of thousands of oil workers laid off during
the pandemic.



EOG CEO Bill Thomas told analysts this month that supply and demand will dictate the Houston
shale producer’s growth plans — not the price of a barrel of crude.

“The oil price does not guide how much we’re going to grow,” Thomas said. “It’s the market
fundamentals.”

Companies are exercising restraint in part because the economic recovery from the pandemic
remains tenuous. New coronavirus strains are running amok in countries such as India, while the
pace of vaccinations in the U.S. is slowing. OPEC and its allies are gradually ramping up
production to meet growing demand, putting pressure on U.S. producers.

Oil executives have also promised capital discipline as part of an industry-wide effort to woo
investors back to the sector after years of lackluster performance. Instead of spending to drill new
wells and boost production, oil companies are focused on paying down debt and boosting returns
through increased dividends and share buybacks.

“As (crude) demand grows, we expect supply to recover more slowly,” said Michael Cembalest,
chairman of Market and Investment Strategy for J.P. Morgan Asset Management. “Big Oil’s
return-on-capital fell to single digits by 2016 due to excess competition. We expect these returns to
rise back to 1990’s levels of 10 percent to 15 percent.”

Oil companies also are under pressure from shareholders and regulators to invest heavily in
renewable energy and carbon-capture solutions to prepare for a low-carbon future. Some
companies, such as BP and Shell, are planning to use their oil and gas revenues to fund their
transition to cleaner energy sources, while others, such as Exxon and Occidental Petroleum, are
pouring money into technology that will bury carbon deep underground.

Even though oil prices have recovered to pre-pandemic levels, companies are continuing to
scrutinize every budget item, cutting costs wherever they can and putting resources in the most
productive wells. Marathon Oil this month told analysts that the company is terminating its
corporate jet leases, which cost $13 million during the first quarter. EOG Resources said it is
selling its natural gas assets in China for about $140 million.

“We’re not going to grow until demand is recovered to pre-COVID levels, which it’s on its way,”
EOG’s Thomas said. “We are committed to staying very disciplined, and not forcing oil into some
market that’s not ready.”

   

   

Opinion: Texas must fix the natural-gas-power-generation supply loop
to prevent another blackout
Natural gas producers need electricity to supply fuel to power generators, so they can
make that electricity.
By     Todd Staples
Dallas Morning News
May 16, 2021



As Texans move past the damages of February’s winter storm, we must not move on without
making meaningful changes that guarantee increased reliability. No Texan should have to endure
deadly conditions again because the electricity supply chain failed to sufficiently reform.

The immediate action that would ensure natural gas facilities can operate during emergencies is to
map the supply chain to determine which natural gas production, distribution and storage facilities
feed into the natural gas electricity generation and local distribution companies. Then, facilities
can be designated as critical load. Maintaining power to the most critical assets will help keep the
system operating.

In Texas, 80% of the natural gas produced daily is not used for the production of electricity, so it is
imperative we focus on the most directly impacted assets to ensure those products and services are
accessible and available to generators.

We also agree that proper weatherization of both power-generation and natural gas facilities
directly connected to power generation are key elements of reform. Proper steps must be taken to
ensure compliance. We also support tools to ensure generators have access and availability to the
fuel they need in extreme emergency conditions.

Some have suggested that all natural gas infrastructure – including 86,000 natural gas wells and
another 164,000 oil wells that produce associated natural gas – should weatherize. In fact, many
operators already weatherize at various levels. Yet without power, no amount of weatherization
matters. To truly increase reliability, the research all points to focusing on the necessary
infrastructure, contracts, weatherization, and storage that will help ensure power generation
continues through the next storm.

To fix any problem, a proper evaluation of the cause must first be undertaken. The oil and natural
gas industry called for a forensic analysis from the beginning and made a commitment to do its
part in reform. Fact-finding is fundamental to focus on solutions that work.

A preliminary     report     from the Electric Reliability Council of Texas confirmed that power-
generation units from just about all sources faced outages, and the report named weather-related
issues as the primary cause. Fuel limitation caused only 17% of the challenges. An     independent
analysis     commissioned by the Texas Oil and Gas Association through the research firm Enverus
makes clear that the issues with natural gas production and transportation began with outages
originating at power-generation units.

Once power outages began, natural gas production was impacted because facilities and
infrastructure rely on electricity. The outages, in turn, impaired the ability to deliver natural gas
supplies to power generators.

Even with these challenges, Texas natural gas production exceeded the state’s demand during the
storm, yet matching supply with demand proved challenging.

Texas has almost 550 billion cubic feet of working natural gas storage capacity – more than 40
times the state’s typical total daily usage. Beyond storage capacity, Texas produces more than
twice the amount the state needs for daily natural gas usage of all types and five times the amount
needed for natural gas-powered electric generation. Texas is awash in natural gas.
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Not all natural gas facilities provide natural gas for electricity generation because natural gas is
also used for direct home heating, LNG exports and raw materials in manufacturing.

Improved communications, supply chain mapping, designation of critical load, storage and
weatherization of power generation and those natural gas facilities directly connected to
generation are all keys to ensuring natural gas does its part to keep Texans warm in the winter and
cool in the summer. It is imperative that lawmakers focus on reforms that will actually improve the
reliability of our power grid.

The oil and natural gas industry remains committed to working with legislators to pass these
dependable solutions. With an issue of this magnitude, Texans deserve a serious evaluation of
what really went wrong and reforms that will increase reliability in future emergency situations.

Todd Staples is president of the Texas Oil and Gas Association and former Texas agriculture
commissioner. He wrote this column for The Dallas Morning News.

   

   

Opinion: Texas needs greater resiliency to prevent future power grid
failures
By Bob Dees
Corpus Christi Caller-Times
May 15, 2021
In the wake of recent failures of the Texas power grid there has been a rush to assign blame to a
variety of actors ranging from renewable energy power operators to the Electric Reliability
Council of Texas. Assigning blame to any one party for the cascading blackouts that affected the
state is counterproductive and unwise, particularly given such an unprecedented weather event.
The essence of resilience is the ability to get better, wiser, stronger through adversity. Finger
pointing is a wasteful distraction.

Various power generation technologies initially operated to their designed capacity to address
demand when Texas needed heat and electricity the most, but complications from the extreme cold
and unforeseen demand overwhelmed the Texas power grid. The shortfall in power generation was
due to a number of factors, indicating a serious systemic issue that must be resolved.    

As a Texas power consumer, I witnessed firsthand the toll that cascading blackouts took on my
state.     Over 70 deaths nationally     have been linked to the intense cold and damaging winter
storms that swept through the country and cut off access to electricity, heat, and water for millions.
This included more than 30 deaths in Texas alone and places the human cost in line     with the
Hurricane Harvey mega storm . In addition, ERCOT estimates a huge economic impact of $47B in
energy costs and $100B total economic loss to the state.

As a retired General experienced in national security issues and military operations around the
world, I must emphasize that a lack of reliable power has a major impact on military readiness and
national security.
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During the worst of the severe weather and power outage event,     over a     dozen military     base
s across the country were forced to close. In Texas alone, a key military hub with over 30 military
installations, Fort Hood was closed and     Joint Base San Antonio was     severely     impacted and
operationally limited. Perhaps worst of all, National Guard units in Texas and beyond -- the very
units primarily responsible for disaster assistance -- were seriously impacted when needed the
most. Finally, when considering the ever-present threat of foreign adversaries and terrorist
organizations, this failure of our critical energy infrastructure presented an even more significant
strategic risk.

Moving forward with this new awareness of the fragility of the Texas energy infrastructure (and
perhaps in many other states as well), it is critical to build greater resilience into every source of
energy, the operating systems which enable the use of this energy, and specific hardening against
potential natural and manmade threats.     This resilience will be especially important for riding out
“Black Swan” events ranging from extremes of weather or more sinister factors such as
electromagnetic pulse (EMP) attacks or coordinated terrorist attacks against key energy
infrastructure.

Many power generation facilities in Texas failed because their instruments and mechanical
components were often outside or in unheated facilities, rendering them inactive and limiting
output of all forms energy or forcing them offline altogether. States such as Oklahoma, having
invested in grid weatherization, demonstrated greater resiliency.

Ensuring we have the necessary energy transmission infrastructure and policy – such as related to
pipelines – will also be critical to ensure that natural gas and petroleum can be provided and
shipped throughout Texas at times of a crisis. Regarding prioritization of natural gas (around 40%
of heating demand in in Texas is met by natural gas), in the midst of the crisis the     Texas
Railroad Commission prioritized deliveries     of gas to homes over power plants.

Enhanced pipeline wellhead and processing plant infrastructure will ensure natural gas systems –
which carried most of the energy load in Texas during the storms in spite of these supply
constraints – are far more resilient. Such hardening would have prevented most of the energy
supply issues experienced by providers and consumers in the grid.

Resiliency in the broadest sense includes preparing for the inevitable “Black Swan” events,
navigating the crisis successfully, and recovering to fully capitalize on lessons learned, getting
ready for the next challenge to the system, in this case the energy grid of Texas. This requires a
comprehensive, integrated, systemic approach toward all current sources of energy: natural gas,
wind, coal, nuclear, solar, and other renewables.    

We now have keen insight into what must be done to prevent future failures of our power grid.    
The real question is whether energy companies, governing bodies, and the American public have
the collective will and unity to usher our grid into the realities of the 21st century.

Major General Bob Dees, U.S. Army-Retired, is a Texas native and has provided cyber and other
expertise to the Presidential Commission on Critical Infrastructure Protection. As president of
Resilience Consulting, he remains engaged in resilience initiatives at individual, leader, and
national levels.
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Opinion: Electricity generators and natural gas producers must meet
reliability standards
By     Curt Morgan
Dallas Morning News
May 16, 2021
As the largest competitive power generator in the country, buying gas to keep our plants producing
electricity is Vistra’s everyday business. But what happened in February in our home state of
Texas was a full-scale energy market dysfunction.

During the critical week beginning Feb. 14, our power plants performed extremely well because
Vistra had prepared for Winter Storm Uri. Still, we encountered an unforeseen disruption:
inadequate natural gas deliveries constrained our electricity production, and then, to keep
operations going, we spent twice as much buying gas that week than we do in an entire year.

As we beefed up plant preparations ahead of the storm, most of our gas suppliers informed us they
were triggering a contractual provision allowing them out of their obligations to provide fuel to
power our facilities. Many of these suspension periods started two days ahead of storm-related
blackouts mandated by the state’s grid manager, the Electric Reliability Council of Texas.

Some gas suppliers apparently reneged on deliveries and then took advantage of chaos in pricing.
Others even voluntarily curtailed electricity consumption, according to media reports, by halting
their operations and resold their unused power, capitalizing on elevated electricity prices imposed
on others. This exacerbated the gas supply problem and extended the power outages.

The natural gas supply system physically faltered, but it was financially rewarded. Some natural
gas companies have reported making billions in profits from the storm. We have areas to improve
our own operations, including coal supply chain weatherization. But our main issue in February
was sourcing fuel to power natural gas power plants, which represent more than 60% of Vistra’s
power generation capacity and over half of the generation capacity in ERCOT. Texas has an ample
supply of natural gas to run these plants, and we need to ensure there is no interruption during
emergencies.

At Vistra, despite incurring a significant financial loss from the storm, we’re committed to
working with all companies that contribute to the state’s grid to find real solutions to prevent
another crisis. Texans should not be without power, especially during severe weather. There is no
acceptable excuse for what happened in February, and the entire integrated power and natural gas
system has work to do.

That includes supporting legislation requiring sufficient weatherization of critical infrastructure,
both for power plants and the natural gas supply chain. The electric sector has acknowledged the
need to learn and improve, but the natural gas sector needs to make the same commitment to
prevent a crisis like this from happening again.

As ERCOT concluded in an updated analysis, the most significant cause of the limited power
supply came from natural gas plants shutting down or reducing electricity production due to cold



weather, equipment failures and natural gas shortages.

In addition, any operations in the energy supply chain, including generators and natural gas
facilities, should register with transmission and distribution utilities as critical infrastructure to
avoid outages due to emergency power curtailments called for by ERCOT.

Other needed changes that benefit all Texans:

Bolstering public and customer communication with a system to provide advanced
notification and accurate outage information, and using smart meters for targeted outages
and rapid response.

Incentivizing power companies to equip natural gas-fueled plants to run on a backup fuel,
fuel oil, and add or increase fuel storage onsite or nearby

Encouraging investments in more power generation that can run when called upon, firming
up grid reliability and reducing price volatility.

Texas needs the Legislature to take action and support market reforms. Otherwise, we may end up
with a patchwork solution that won’t protect us against extreme weather.

These common-sense measures will ensure power generators, utilities and natural gas companies
work in coordination to address the failures during the winter freeze and provide safety and
security for the peak electric periods, including the upcoming summer months.

There is no excuse for what happened in February, especially in Texas. Reliable and affordable
natural gas and electricity are critical.

Curt Morgan is chief executive of Vistra Corp., based in Irving. He wrote this column for The
Dallas Morning News.

   

   

Bankruptcy watchdog suspects group behind proposed oil terminal of
diverting assets
A U.S. Trustee is questioning the credibility of a company promising to build an oil
refinery and storage terminal in South Texas.
By     Jessica Corso
San Antonio Business Journal
May 13, 2021
A trustee is asking to see the records of a company promising to build an oil refinery at the Port of
Brownsville, saying he suspects the company is operating using the assets of its bankrupt
predecessor.

Trustee     Daniel Sherman     was appointed by a Dallas bankruptcy court to oversee the
liquidation of JupiterMLP, a company once connected to a pipeline and an oil terminal in
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Brownsville.

After creditors sued to force the company and an affiliate, Jupiter Marketing and Trading LLC,
into bankruptcy over alleged unpaid debts, the project was taken up by another company — ARX
Energy — that lists the same CEO and several other executives as Jupiter, according to court
documents.

Now Sherman wants a look inside ARX Energy, saying the company may be operating with assets
that belong to the bankruptcy estate, including servers and computers with information vital for
Sherman to be able to do his job.

“ARX Energy appears to be engaging in the same or nearly the same projects that debtor did —
midstream pipeline projects, trucking, terminal services, buying and selling crude oil, and other
associated activities,” Sherman told a judge in a document requesting that company owners be
forced to hand over emails, servers and computers that can help him locate assets with which to
reimburse creditors.

The U.S. Trustee’s office is a division of the U.S. Department of Justice tasked, in this case, with
recovering as much money as possible for creditors of a bankrupt company.

The executives at ARX, Sherman said, “may have jumpstarted ARX Energy’s operations by
transferring the debtor’s assets and records to ARX Energy.”

ARX Energy executive     John Calce , who was also president of JupiterMLP, told the Business
Journal in an email that there was no relationship between ARX and the bankrupt Jupiter entities.
He said the company “categorically denies” having access to Jupiter’s servers, computers or
emails.

“ARX’s attorneys will be responding in the near term,” Calce said.

As evidence that ARX may have the former Jupiter server, Sherman pointed out that several
emails he received during the discovery process showed Calce and several others emailing each
other simultaneously from their new ARX Energy addresses and their former JupiterMLP
addresses. Also, Sherman said that the third party that Jupiter claims to have transferred its server
to said it didn’t have any such server.

When attorneys for Macquarie Energy North America Trading Inc. — one of the creditors that
forced JupiterMLP into bankruptcy — visited Jupiter’s abandoned Houston office in March, they
said they found an empty server rack with “10 slots for servers and a mound of data cables.”

“This indicated to the counsel that the rack had at some time contained several servers,” according
to Sherman’s motion, which Macquarie joined. “Debtor never turned the servers over to the
trustee.”

   

   

Natural gas, America’s No. 1 power source, already has a new
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challenger: batteries
A decade after the fracking boom took off, the fuel faces disruption by a new
combination on the electric grid: renewable energy and electricity storage
By     Katherine Blunt
Wall Street Journal
May 16, 2021
Vistra     Corp.     owns 36 natural-gas power plants, one of America’s largest fleets. It doesn’t plan
to buy or build any more.

Instead, Vistra intends to invest more than $1 billion in solar farms and battery storage units in
Texas and California as it tries to transform its business to survive in an electricity industry being
reshaped by new technology.

“I’m hellbent on not becoming the next     Blockbuster Video ,     ” said Vistra Chief Executive
Curt Morgan. “I’m not going to sit back and watch this legacy business dwindle and not
participate.”

A decade ago,     natural gas displaced coal     as America’s top electric-power source, as fracking
unlocked cheap quantities of the fuel. Now, in quick succession, natural gas finds itself threatened
with the same kind of disruption, only this time from     cost-effective batteries charged with wind
and solar energy .

Natural-gas-fired electricity represented 38% of U.S. generation in 2019, according to the U.S.
Energy Information Administration, or EIA, and it supplies round-the-clock electricity as well as
bursts during peak demand. Wind and solar generators have gained substantial market share, and
as battery costs fall, batteries paired with that green power are beginning to step into those roles by
storing inexpensive green energy and discharging it after the sun falls or the wind dies.

Battery storage remains less than 1% of America’s electricity market and so far draws power
principally from solar generators, whose output is fairly predictable and easier to augment with
storage. But the combination of batteries and renewable energy is threatening to upend billions of
dollars in natural-gas investments, raising concerns about whether power plants built in the past 10
years—financed with the expectation that they would run for decades—will become “stranded
assets,” facilities that retire before they pay for themselves.

Across the country, much of the growth in renewable energy to date has been driven by state
mandates that have required utilities to procure certain amounts of green power, and by federal tax
incentives that have made wind and solar more economically competitive.

But renewables have become increasingly cost-competitive without subsidies in recent years,
spurring more companies to voluntarily cut carbon emissions by investing in wind and solar power
at the expense of that generated from fossil fuels. And the specter of more state and federal
regulations to address climate change is accelerating the trend.

President Biden is proposing to extend renewable-energy tax credits to stand-alone battery projects
—installations that aren’t part of a generating facility—as part of his     $2.3 trillion infrastructure
plan , which could add fuel to an already booming market for energy storage.
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Still, as batteries help wind and solar displace traditional power sources, some investors view the
projects with caution, noting that they, too, could become victims of disruption in coming years, if
still-other technological advances yield better ways to store energy.

And while batteries can provide stored power when other sources are down, most current batteries
can deliver power only for several hours before needing to recharge. That makes them nearly
useless during extended outages.

Gas vs. green
Gas-fired power plants are already struggling to compete     with wind and solar farms.     Duke
Energy     Corp.     , a utility company based in Charlotte, N.C., that supplies electricity and natural
gas in parts of seven states, is still looking to build additional gas-fired power plants. But it has
started to rethink its financial calculus to reflect that the plants might need to pay for themselves
sooner, because they might not be able to operate for as long.

Duke has proposed building as much as 9,600 megawatts of new gas-fired capacity in the
Carolinas to help meet demand as it retires coal plants and invests more heavily in solar and wind
power. But in regulatory filings, the company has acknowledged that any new gas plants could
become stranded assets, failing to pay for themselves as technology advances. A megawatt of
electricity can power about 200 homes, according to the Electric Reliability Council of Texas,
which operates the state’s power grid. Some other estimates peg this number higher.

To remedy that, Duke in public filings said it is considering shortening the plants’ expected
lifespan from about 40 years to 25 years and recouping costs using accelerated depreciation, an
accounting measure that would let the company write off more expenses     earlier in the plants’
lives. It may also consider eventually     converting the plants to run on hydrogen , which doesn’t
result in carbon emissions when burned.

“This is one risk that we’re looking at, but we need to look at that risk across every technology
decision we make,” said Glen Snider, Duke’s director of integrated resource planning, noting that
all power investments face potential disruption.

More than 60,000 megawatts of gas-fired capacity came online in the U.S. since 2014, according
to the EIA. Like     coal plants, many of which have been forced to close early , gas plants were
financed with the expectation that they would operate for decades.

Stranded costs resulting from coal retirements are typically modest because many of the plants
were built decades ago and nearing the end of their useful lives, according to     Moody’s Investors
Service .     Much of the nation’s gas fleet, on the other hand, is relatively young, increasing the
potential for stranded costs if widespread closures occur within the next two decades.

Gas plants that supply power throughout the day face the biggest risk of displacement. Such
“baseload” plants typically need to run at 60% to 80% capacity to be economically viable, making
them vulnerable as batteries help fill gaps in power supplied by solar and wind farms.

Today, such plants average 60% capacity in the U.S., according to     IHS Markit ,     a data and
analytics firm. By the end of the decade, the firm expects that average to fall to 50%, raising the
prospect of bankruptcy and restructuring for the lowest performers.
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“They are under threat from tons of renewables,” said Sam Huntington, IHS Markit’s associate
director for gas, power and energy futures. “It’s just coal repeating itself.”

It took only a few years for inexpensive     fracked gas to begin displacing coal     used in power
generation. Between 2011, shortly after the start of the fracking boom, and 2020, more than 100
coal plants with 95,000 megawatts of capacity were closed or converted to run on gas, according
to the EIA. An additional 25,000 megawatts are slated to close by 2025.

Grid-scale batteries
Most grid-scale batteries are made of lithium ion, the same sort of technology that powers electric
vehicles. They look similar to large shipping containers and are often grouped together to create
arrays capable of providing large amounts of power. Some are attached to renewable energy
sources, while others stand alone and draw power from the grid.

Batteries are most often paired with solar farms, rather than wind farms, because of their power’s
predictability and because it is easier to secure federal tax credits for that pairing. Some companies
are developing wind farms paired with batteries, and the market is expected to grow as technology
costs fall.

Already, the cost of discharging a 100-megawatt battery with a two-hour power supply is roughly
on par with the cost of generating electricity from the special power plants that operate during
peak hours. Such batteries can discharge for as little as $140 a megawatt-hour, while the lowest-
cost “peaker” plants—which fire up on demand when supplies are scarce—generate at $151 a
megawatt-hour, according to investment bank     Lazard .

Solar farms paired with batteries, meanwhile, are becoming competitive     with gas plants that run
all the time. Those types of projects can produce power for as little as $81 a megawatt-hour,
according to Lazard, while the priciest of gas plants average $73 a megawatt-hour. Major battery
projects under way in New York and California are driven in part by state mandates to slash
carbon emissions, not just improving battery economics.

Even in Texas, a state with a fiercely competitive power market and no emissions mandates,
scarcely any gas plants are under construction, while     solar farms and batteries are growing fast .
Companies are considering nearly 88,900 megawatts of solar, 23,860 megawatts of wind and
30,300 megawatts of battery storage capacity in the state, according to the Electric Reliability
Council of Texas. By comparison, only 7,900 megawatts of new gas-fired capacity is under
consideration.

Power companies and grid regulators must consider the prospect that the new sources may not be
as reliable as power plants they replace, at least initially, and the Texas blackouts in February
illustrated that concern.

The state experienced days of devastating power outages as a powerful winter storm froze many of
the state’s sources of power, including wind turbines, gas and nuclear power plants, just as demand
was spiking due to freezing temperatures.

Even if Texas had more battery storage, executives and analysts say, it likely wouldn’t have done
much to ease the multiday supply crunch, which occurred during a season when wind and solar
farms aren’t as productive. Most current storage batteries can discharge for four hours at most
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before needing to recharge.

California last summer experienced the consequences of quickly reducing its reliance on gas
plants. In August, during an intense heat wave that swept the West, the     California grid operator
resorted to rolling blackouts     to ease a supply crunch when demand skyrocketed. In a
postmortem published jointly with the California Public Utilities Commission and the California
Energy Commission, the operator identified the rapid shift to solar and wind power as one of
several contributing factors.

Displaced
Like many power companies, Vistra doesn’t expect gas plants to be immediately displaced. Mr.
Morgan, who has closed a number of Vistra’s coal-fired and gas-fired plants since becoming CEO
in 2016, said he anticipates most of the company’s remaining gas plants to operate for the next 20
years.

After 2030, he expects they’ll be used far less frequently as batteries augment the electricity
supplied by wind and solar farms. Vistra is developing what is expected to be the world’s largest
power-storage project at Moss Landing, just north of Monterey, Calif. The batteries are situated
where turbines once sat inside a retired natural-gas plant spanning the length of nearly three
football fields. Once complete, the batteries will supply 400 megawatts of power for four hours,
enough for more than 225,000 homes.

Enormous batteries are also edging out older gas plants     elsewhere across the country. Florida
Power & Light Co., a utility owned by     NextEra Energy     Inc.,     began construction earlier this
year on what is expected to be the world’s largest solar-powered battery system, which will replace
two natural-gas turbines at a neighboring plant. The Manatee Energy Storage Center will have 409
megawatts of capacity, enough to power Disney World for about seven hours.

In Texas, the birthplace of the modern fracking industry, companies for years have used the bounty
of the boom to fuel natural-gas peaker plants, which could earn large sums in the state’s wholesale
power market when demand spiked.

Some are now having second thoughts after a massive build-out of wind and solar farms has made
it more difficult for gas plants to compete, and batteries threaten more disruption.

Quantum Energy Partners, a Houston-based private-equity firm, in the last several years sold a
portfolio of six gas plants in Texas and three other states upon seeing just how competitive
renewable energy was becoming. It is now working to develop more than 8,000 megawatts of
wind, solar and battery projects in 10 states.

“We pivoted,” said Sean O’Donnell, a partner in the firm who helps oversee the firm’s power
investments. “Everything that we had on the conventional power side, we decided to sell, given
our outlook of increasing competition and diminishing returns.”

Write to     Katherine Blunt at     Katherine.Blunt@wsj.com

Appeared in the May 17, 2021, print edition as ‘Batteries Challenge Natural Gas As America’s
No. 1 Power Source.’
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Insight: The greening power of the pandemic
By James Osborne
Houston Chronicle
May 16, 2021
WASHINGTON – The coronavirus pandemic has radically changed global business, decimating
some industries while giving new life to others.

And in the years ahead, few are likely to see greater benefit than the clean energy sector, as
governments worldwide look to solar panels, batteries and other carbon-free energy technologies
to revive their virus-damaged economies.

Among those leading that charge is President Joe Biden, whose $4 .3 trillion in proposed stimulus
and infrastructure spending by some estimates includes $2 trillion in clean energy initiatives,
through a combination of tax credits and direct government spending over the next eight years.

Biden is selling this spending on the premise that clean energy is a giant global industry in the
making, like plastics in the 1960s or online startups in the 2000s, and the United States is falling
far behind nations like China and Germany which have come to dominate the space.

“The Biden administration has quietly retired the notion of an ‘all of the above’ (energy) strategy,”
Nikos Tsafos, a senior fellow at the Center for Strategic and International Studies, wrote earlier
this month. “The administration sees the federal government as a primary engine for change, as a
way to channel the creative dynamism of private markets.”

Biden might have changed the conversation in Washington, but he still needs to convince
Congress to allocate the funding.

And so far Republicans are not playing along, ripping Biden’s American Jobs Act, in which he
plans to spend $2 trillion on infrastructure over the next decade, as a liberal wish list.

Last week Sen. John Barrasso, the Republican ranking member of the Senate Energy and Natural
Resources Committee, attacked Biden’s clean energy plans as “a recipe for the disaster” likely to
produce failed ventures such as Solyndra, the solar manufacturing firm that filed for bankruptcy in
2011 after receiving more than $500 million in federal loans.

“The Obama administration frittered away billions of taxpayer dollars on green gambles like
Solyndra, while taxpayers got fleeced. Now, President Biden wants to bet trillions more on new
boondoggles,” he said. “At the same time, he has declared war on the oil and gas industry - one of
the few success stories from the ‘Great Recession.’”

Overall, Obama’s late 2000s stimulus spending is credited with helping to jumpstart the clean
energy boom in this country. In Texas for instance, wind and solar farms now represent almost all
the new power generation installed in recent years.

But what Biden is planning coming out of the pandemic is far larger, not just funding research and



development but building out an electric vehicle charging network, renovating buildings to use
less energy and converting government vehicles and mass transit to zero-emissions technology -
adding up to trillions of dollars in federal spending.

In doing so, Biden is embracing a growing mindset among governments worldwide that debt and
deficits are not necessarily the ticking time bombs they were once thought, said Lachlan Carey, an
associate fellow at CSIS.

“More than a decade of sluggish growth after the Great Recession displayed the shortcomings of
fiscal austerity for all to see,” he said. “Economics is no longer the intellectual or rhetorical
obstacle to climate action it once was.”

But spending will only get the U.S. government so far. If Biden is to achieve his goal of getting the
United States on the path to zero emissions by 2050, he will eventually need to convince Congress
to change U.S. law to limit greenhouse gas emissions, either by mandate or market-driven
strategies such as a carbon tax.

His goal is to get the U.S. power grid carbon neutral in just 14 years time. And while wind and
solar are being built at a fast clip through a combination of improving technology and tax
incentives, it’s not nearly fast enough to meet that target.

At present, the government is limited by its reliance on “on tax breaks and credits, on tweaking
arcane rules,” rather than “stricter rules and mandates, and taxes on energy,” Tsafos said.

“To succeed, in other words, the government will need to do more governing, not just spend
money and write rules,” he said.

james.osborne@chron.com

Twitter.com/@osborneja

   

   

Analysis: Texas legislators have a long way to go and a short time to
get there
Texas lawmakers are entering the last two weeks of this legislative session, with some of
their biggest promises unfilled. Don’t fret: They do a lot of their work only when
deadlines loom.
By Ross Ramsey
Texas Tribune
May 17, 2021
Maybe your job is like this, too: The Texas Legislature does most of its work on deadline.

And here we are, with two weeks to go in the regular legislative session, and many of the big
things that appeared on the to-do list back in January     remain unfinished .
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The budget. New voting and election restrictions. Responses to the winter storm electric outages.

Remember Gov.     Greg Abbott ‘s     list of “emergency issues”     that merited immediate
attention? Expanding broadband internet access, punishing local governments that cut police
budgets, changing the bail system, ensuring “election integrity” and protecting businesses that
stayed open during the pandemic from lawsuits.

Broadband expansion is headed for a study, though the federal pandemic relief includes some
money to get internet service into some places that don’t have it now. Abbott’s other issues are still
alive, though, and one — the voting changes proposed in     Senate Bill 7     — could be the
subject of negotiations after the House     approved a much more modest     set of voting
restrictions than the Senate approved.

If you’re an expert-level government nerd, you might remember Lt. Gov.     Dan Patrick ‘s     long
wish list     — the Senate bills with the lowest numbers of 1 through 31. It overlapped with the
governor’s a bit, and included the budget, which is often called the only bill that really must pass.

As of Friday morning, about a third of those bills were in final stages, a good number were still
locked in House committees, and others will survive if they get some elbowing; that is, they can
still be shaken loose.

This is the kind of thing that makes legislators and the people around them nervous.

Legislation that has won approval from both the Senate and the House is trickling into the
governor’s office for signature, for approval without signature, or for vetoes. Abbott has said, for
example,     that he’ll sign a bill that outlaws abortions after the sixth week     of pregnancy.

Some bills are headed for conference committees made up of five senators and five House
members who work out the differences between what the full Senate and full House approved. A
prominent example is     House Bill 1927 , which would allow Texans to carry guns without
licenses or permits. The governor has said he’ll sign that one, too,     if legislators send it to him .

It’s always dangerous to call anything completely and utterly dead while the Legislature is still in
business, but some bills would come back only with parliamentary magic, like Sen.     Joan
Huffman ‘s proposal to remake the state’s criminal appellate courts.     Senate Bill 11     made
Patrick’s wish list, but didn’t get out of committee; two identical House bills never even got
hearings.

Some bills have no reason to come up at all, at least in this legislative session. Patrick included
Senate redistricting on his list — an issue that can’t be addressed until Texas gets detailed data
from the U.S. census. That’s     not expected until September .

But the scorekeeping can wait. First, lawmakers have a sprint in front of them as they hurry to
finish the work they promised voters earlier in the session. They have two weeks left on the
calendar, but earlier deadlines loom on their internal calendars. It’s already too late for a House bill
to be considered for the first time in the House; another deadline — for Senate bills — comes next
Tuesday.

The legislation promised and proposed after February’s storm and the outages that came with it —
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from a warning system for the state when something like that is approaching to weatherization that
would help electric plants stay in operation — still hasn’t won legislative approval.
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Severe weather causes flooding, damage in Fayette County
By John Krinjak
WAPP
May 19, 2021
Video story on webpage: https://www.fox7austin.com/news/severe-weather-causes-flooding-
damage-in-fayette-county
LA GRANGE –     Residents in     Fayette County     are dealing with damage left behind after
severe storms swept through the area and there’s a potential for more flooding as rain is continued
to fall the rest of the week.

In     La Grange     on Baumbach Road near Rocky Creek, water washed out parts of the road and
in one spot the damage left the road with a six-foot drop-off.

The railroad tracks at Madison and Lafayette got washed out due to flooding. There was also
damage to the streets in the area which were closed overnight. The Railroad Commission was on
scene last night to inspect the damage and crews worked on repairs this morning.

Officials say the Colorado River in La Grange rose by more than 10 feet overnight to nearly 16
feet at around 1 a.m. this morning.

West of La Grange, a tornado touched down about seven miles north of     Flatonia     at just before
7 p.m.    

Flatonia is also dealing with major flooding over the past 12 to 18 hours. Cars dealt with several
inches of water in spots along I-10 and the service road along I-10 was totally submerged.

Much of the severe weather in Central Texas has been in the Hill Country.

The Fayette County Sheriff’s Office says it responded to several swift water rescues including one
along FM 1295 at Highway 90 in Praha.

As more rain is expected, flooding of rivers and creeks is a concern, and, given those threats,    
Gov. Greg Abbott has activated a number of resources . The state has boat squads, helicopter
teams as well as forest service crews ready to go in case rescues need to be made, but officials are
urging everyone to be prepared for potentially dangerous conditions.

Officials say it can only take an inch or two of rain to trigger flash flooding. Low-lying roads are
of particular concern and officials say just a few inches of rain can sweep away a person, and less
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than a foot of water can sweep away a whole car.    

There are some things you can do to make sure you are prepared for potential flooding:

Know the flood risk in your area. You can learn more about this by checking out     FEMA’s
flooding map online

Have an emergency supply kit with essentials, especially if you’re in a flood prone area.

Move valuables to higher ground or put them in waterproof containers.

If your property tends to flood,     consider a sump pump with a battery.

Be cautious of water on roadways. Never try to cross an area that’s flooded or barricaded:
“turn around, don’t drown

   

   

State Operations Center ordered to 24 hour operations in response to
flood threat across Texas
Report any flood damages to the Texas Division of Emergency Management
By     Sydnee Pennie
Crossroads Today
May 18, 2021
AUSTIN – In response to severe flooding threats across Texas, Governor Greg Abbott today
ordered the Texas State Operations Center (SOC) to expand its daily operations to 24-hours a day
through Friday. Severe storms are expected to bring significant river flooding and flash flooding to
the Coastal Bend as well as North, East, and South Central Texas beginning today through the end
of the week.

“As severe weather continues to threaten communities across the state, Texans need to stay
vigilant against significant flash flooding that is expected to accompany these storms,” said
Governor Abbott. “We are deploying a variety of resources to assist communities in the path of
these severe weather events, and I continue to urge Texans to remain cautious and preparing ahead
of time for flash flooding. “

State agencies responding to this severe weather event include:

• Texas A & M Engineering Extension Service (Texas A & M Task Force One and Task Force
Two) 
• Texas Department of Public Safety 
• Texas Parks & Wildlife Department 
• Texas Department of Transportation 
• Texas Military Department 
• Texas A & M Forest Service 
• Department of State Health Services 
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• Texas Railroad Commission 
• Texas Public Utility Commission 
• Texas Commission on Environmental Quality 
• State Mass Care

Texans who sustain damages from this event should report their damages to the Texas Division of
Emergency Management (TDEM) through the iSTAT Tool found at     damage.tdem.texas.gov .
This will allow the state to identify damages across Texas and help emergency management
officials understand whether we have met the requirements for requesting federal disaster aid.

Yesterday, the Governor     activated a number of resources     to assist local communities as they
respond to this weather. At the direction of the Governor, TDEM activated the following
resources:

• Texas A & M Engineering Extension Service (Texas A & M Task Force One and Texas Task
Force Two): Swift Water Boat Squads and High Profile Vehicles 
• Texas Military Department: Ground Transportation Platoons 
• Texas Parks and Wildlife Department: Texas Game Warden Boat Teams and a helicopter with
hoist capability 
• Texas Department of Public Safety: Helicopters with hoist capability

Additionally, TDEM rostered the following resources in preparation for any requests for assistance
from local officials:

• Texas A & M Forest Service: Saw Crews 
• Texas A & M Engineering Extension Service (Texas A & M Task Force One and Texas Task
Force Two): Urban Search and Rescue Packages 
• Texas Department of State Health Services: Texas Emergency Medical Task Force Severe
Weather Packages 
• Texas Department of Transportation: High profile vehicles 
• Public Utility Commission of Texas: Power outage monitoring/coordination with utility
providers in the threat areas

Texans are urged to follow these flood preparations and safety tips during severe weather events:

• Know types of flood risk in your area. Visit     FEMA’s Flood Map Service Center     for
information here:     https://msc.fema.gov/portal/home 
• Sign up for your community’s warning system. The Emergency Alert System (EAS) and
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) Weather Radio also     provide
emergency alerts . 
• Build an emergency supply kit. For more information on how to build a kit, visit:    
https://www.ready.gov/kit 
• Purchase or renew a flood insurance policy. Homeowner’s policies do not cover flooding. It
typically takes up to 30 days for a policy to go into effect so the time to buy is well before a
disaster. Get flood coverage under the National Flood Insurance Program (NFIP). 
• Keep important documents in a waterproof container. Create password-protected digital copies. 
• Protect your property. Move valuables to higher levels. Declutter drains and gutters. Install check
valves. Consider a sump pump with a battery. 
• Be extremely cautious of any water on roads or in creeks, streams, storm drains, or other areas –
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never attempt to cross flowing streams or drive across flooded roadways and always observe road
barricades placed for your protection. Remember, Turn Around Don’t Drown.

Averting crisis: Path to weatherize Texas power plants and some gas
wells set under compromise bill
The Legislature’s biggest answer yet to weaknesses exposed by winter storm selectively
weatherizes gas infrastructure, creates outage alerts and tightens coordination.
By     Morgan O’Hanlon and Robert T. Garrett
Dallas Morning News
May 18, 2021
AUSTIN – Texas would require weatherization of electrical generating plants and some natural
gas wells and related pipelines and compressors under a compromise bill that House leaders
unveiled Tuesday.

But in a concession to the oil and gas industry, a revised omnibus electricity measure would reduce
how many natural gas facilities must be upgraded.

A newly created interagency “supply chain security and mapping committee” would identify
which chunks of the natural gas industry actually feed power generators – and only those would
have to be weatherized, under rules to be set later.

Environmentalists and consumer advocates, while wincing over the Texas natural gas industry’s
clout, were relieved that the House’s version of the session’s major grid-overhaul bill took a softer
approach to renewable energy than a Senate-passed version did.

The House version, approved unanimously by the House State Affairs Committee on Tuesday,
would remove language that would potentially force wind and solar power companies to pay
billions for replacement power needed when the grid faces maximum demand.

That change on “ancillary services” was hailed by Austin Democratic Rep. Donna Howard and
spokesmen for groups such as Environment Texas, Public Citizen and the U.S. Green Building
Council’s Texas chapter.

Senate Bill 3, which advances to the House Calendars Committee, constitutes the Legislature’s
single most far-reaching response to this year’s winter storm.

Over several days in mid-February, Texas’ deregulated electricity market failed catastrophically,
leading not just to widespread misery, water outages and outrage over soaring power bills     but at
least 151 deaths .

In an interview, House State Affairs Chairman Chris Paddie, R-Marshall, acknowledged that some
problems highlighted by the February crisis, such as a need for additional generating capacity and
tweaks to pricing limits for wholesale power, probably will not be fixed in this year’s regular
session.

It ends May 31. If lawmakers can fashion agreements on those matters over the summer, energy
could be tacked onto the agenda of an expected fall special session on redistricting, he said.
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But Paddie, who’s shepherding SB 3 through the House, said the wide-ranging measure has many
virtues.

“I think we will have gone a long way toward [fixing] all the problems that we’ve identified” if the
bill, as expected, winds up on Gov. Greg Abbott’s desk and is signed, he said.

Todd Staples, president of the Texas Oil and Gas Association, said in a written statement the
House rewrite of SB 3 “is doing many good things to greatly improve our electricity delivery
system. We believe mapping, communications, coordination [and] proper weatherization are
essential to addressing the impacts of Winter Storm Uri.

Among other things, the bill would:

Create power outage alerts. Many Texans complained they received only late notice, if any,
that they should prepare for February’s arctic blast. Under the bill, state agencies would
team up with broadcasters and other commercial entities to issue alerts, including radio and
TV announcements and possibly dynamic messages on road signs.

Limit sky-high residential bills. After the storm, now-bankrupt retailer Griddy sent some
residential customers who had signed up for “variable-rate plans,” which were pegged to the
wholesale price of electricity, bills as high as $17,000. The Senate version of SB 3 would
ban such plans. The House would limit prices charged by “wholesale indexed products” but
not ban them. Paddie’s language was similar to, but less restrictive than, House Bill 16,
currently sitting on the governor’s desk awaiting his signature.

Require grid managers and utility regulators to practice for emergencies. Both chambers’
versions of SB 3 would require the Public Utility Commission and the Electric Reliability
Council of Texas to conduct twice-yearly “load shedding exercises” to improve grid
management during crises.

Requiring weatherization so that polar blasts or August heat waves don’t cause blackouts is among
lawmakers’ top priorities – and perhaps SB 3′s most important

Critics of the legislation, though, argue that concessions about what parts of the natural gas supply
chain have to weatherize weaken the bill’s ability to prevent a grid crisis like February’s.

Although Paddie maintains his version of the bill holds all parties accountable for their roles in the
crisis, including the natural gas industry and its regulatory body, the Texas Railroad Commission,
some have accused the Legislature of     letting that sector off the hook     as it reaps the profits of
high-demand pricing from the storm.

“They need to require the entire gas supply chain to weatherize within some reasonable period of
time and follow through on that with some real enforcement mechanism which just isn’t there,”
said Adrian Shelley, Texas director of the consumer group Public Citizen.

According to Staples, the oil and gas trade group leader, more than 80% of Texas’ daily natural gas
production is not used for Texas electric generation, which he said makes it unreasonable to
require weatherization for all oil and gas wells across the state.
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Paddie said that exceptions to weatherization requirements offer protection for smaller operators,
who he said should not have to pay large costs if they’re not even part of the supply chain.

“If you put additional restrictions on them, likely in many cases you’d force them to be shut down
because they don’t produce enough to justify the cost,” Paddie said.

Rather than putting stress on those producers, Paddie said he’d like to prioritize mapping of
critical infrastructure in the supply chain so that weatherization can be required only where it’s
most needed.

A new section in the bill’s latest version would add a new layer to the state’s energy bureaucracy
in the form of the Texas Electricity Supply Chain Security and Mapping Committee. That proposal
was originally suggested in Fort Worth Republican Rep. Craig Goldman’s HB 14, which was left
pending in a Senate committee.

Some consumer advocates also worry there won’t be tough enforcement of the weatherization
requirement, citing the legislation’s tiered penalty system. SB 3 would require the Railroad
Commission to devise a classification system for penalties, but fines of more than $5,000 would
be reserved for only the “highest class of violations.” Under the House bill, there would still be
potential fines of $1 million a day, as approved by the Senate, if electricity and natural gas
companies balk at weatherizing facilities – but only if violations were deemed highly serious.

Tom “Smitty” Smith, special projects director for Public Citizen, said he’s frustrated that these
fines could be less than what the cheapest weatherization option for a gas well would cost:
$16,000 per year.

“It’s like putting antifreeze into your car – it injects antifreeze into the gas line,” Smith explained.
“This penalty is so low that it doesn’t even force them to do the cheapest weatherization.”

The renewable energy lobby collectively breathed a sigh of relief at the passage of Paddie’s
committee rewrite. It took out language that would penalize solar and wind generators for
“intermittency.” After the crippling blackouts and water outages, some state Republicans,
including Railroad Commissioner Wayne Christian, Lt. Gov. Dan Patrick and Abbott,     placed
blame     for Texas’ grid failure on intermittency – the unreliability of energy sources that depend
on sunshine and wind. GOP leaders also hammered at what they consider unfair market
advantages given to the renewable energy industry through subsidies.

Language approved by senators would require renewables to pay for ancillary services, which
involve accounting for variability in a generator’s output by having standby resources to fill any
gap between “net peak load” and actual generation.

The Senate version “would have hamstrung the wind and solar industry and we appreciate
Chairman Paddie and the [House] committee for significantly improving the legislation,” Luke
Metzger of Environment Texas said in a written statement.

Basically, the House version calls for a study of ancillary services, which currently are paid for by
ERCOT – ultimately, by consumers.

Although the bill still calls for review of the costs of ancillary services, Michael Jewell, an energy
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lawyer with Conservative Texans for Energy Innovation, said he believes the House’s changes are
more fair and don’t discriminate by generation type.

“It’s basically saying, yes, let’s look at ancillary services, let’s see if there’s any changes that need
to be made,” Jewell said. “It makes clear that all resources that can provide ancillary services are
able to, and that the costs are going to be recovered in an equitable and nondiscriminatory basis. I
don’t know what more you can ask for than that.”

However, the renewable industry isn’t yet out of the woods. SB 1282, which passed out of House
State Affairs earlier this month, is awaiting a House floor vote. That legislation would make
renewable generators pay for the transmission costs, which, like ancillary services, is currently
paid for by ERCOT on behalf of all generators regardless of generation type.

Also Tuesday, House State Affairs advanced one other electricity-related bill. SB 1580, approved
unanimously, would help rural electric co-ops pay off the large debts they accrued during
February’s crisis, when utilities had to pay $9,000 per megawatt hour for 32 hours.

The measure would help debtors, including Brazos Electric Cooperative and Rockwall-based
Rayburn Electric Cooperative, which together owe ERCOT more than $2 billion, through a
financing mechanism called securitization. They’ll be able to issue bonds, with low interest rates,
to quickly pay the debts. Ratepayers will pay off the bonds for years.
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Texas Gov. Greg Abbott signs law to bar city climate plans from
banning natural gas as fuel source
House Bill 17 is a response to a trend in California, where cities have passed energy
efficiency plans that prohibit new subdivisions from offering natural gas heating in
order to reduce emissions.
By     Erin Douglas
Texas Tribune
May 18, 2021
Gov.     Greg Abbott     has signed a bill into law that prohibits Texas cities from banning natural
gas as a fuel source for new construction and utility services.

House Bill 17 , which Abbott signed Tuesday, according to the Texas Legislature’s online portal, is
a     response to a trend in progressive California cities . Abbott’s office did not immediately
respond to a request for comment.

The bill’s sponsor,     state Rep. Joe Deshotel , D-Beaumont, argued that banning natural gas
would restrict consumer choices. Deshotel was not immediately available for comment Tuesday,
but     he previously told The Texas Tribune     that he filed the bill in response to “what is
happening on the West Coast,” where cities have passed energy efficiency plans that prohibit new
subdivisions from offering natural gas heating, requiring instead that new homes be heated by
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electricity.

Using electricity to heat homes rather than natural gas reduces greenhouse gas emissions. The bulk
of emissions from residential and commercial buildings in San Francisco are attributed to burning
natural gas, which spurred the city’s efforts to mandate a transition,     Inside Climate News
reported in November .

In Austin, the city’s initial climate action plan would have virtually eliminated gas use in new
buildings by 2030, but it was altered after Texas Gas Service opposed the measure, the     Texas
Observer reported in March.

The     new law , which takes effect immediately, prevents cities or municipalities from
“discriminating” against any particular fuel source.

At least a dozen similar bills were filed in states including     Kansas ,     Minnesota     and     Ohio
.

Bottom of Form

But in Texas, the legislation was promoted as a response to the power outages caused by
February’s winter storm.

Lawmakers pointed to the ability of natural gas providers to largely continue supplying gas to
homes during the storm. Gas-fired furnaces cannot run without power, but some people with gas
service were able to use gas fireplaces and stoves.

   

Texas oil regulator takes firm positions against Washington in defense
of oil and gas
World Oil
May 18, 2021
AUSTIN – Texas Railroad Commissioner Wayne Christian authored and passed three
resolutions to protect states’ rights, protect consumers, and encourage technological innovation in
the oil and gas industry on Tuesday, May 18th. The resolutions are as follows:

Resolution 21.052 - Opposition to the CLEAN Future Act     ( View here ): This resolution co-
sponsored by Texas and North Dakota asks the Biden Administration and Congress to oppose the
CLEAN Future Act and other similar pieces of legislation on behalf of oil and gas producing
states.

“The so-called CLEAN Future Act is nothing more than the Green New Deal in lipstick,” said
Christian. “This legislation would effectively federalize regulation of oil and gas, increasing costs
to consumers and our national debt, while harming our energy independence and national
security.”

Resolution 21.054 - Reigning in ESG-style Investing     ( View here ): This resolution asks the
federal government to formulate and enforce regulations relating to Environmental, Social, and
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Governance Funds (ESG). This style of investing has been utilized by activists to force divestment
in oil and gas without regard to the rate of return for beneficiaries.

“We cannot allow activist investors to harm the investment and retirement portfolios of our
constituents as collateral damage in their war against fossil fuels,” said Christian. “If ESG is not
put in check, not only will future retirees face challenges in the years ahead, but we could see
record bankruptcies and layoffs in the energy sector.”

Resolution 21.055 - Encouraging Carbon Capture and Technological Innovation     ( View
here ): This resolution acknowledges the key role technological innovation, including carbon
capture, has played in our nation’s environmental progress and encourages the federal government
to act in a bipartisan manner to continue encouraging this progress.

“A clean environment and oil and gas production are not mutually exclusive,” said Christian.
“Because of technological innovation, over the last fifty years, our nation has decreased the six
major pollutants by 77% while our energy consumption grew 48%, population grew 60%, and
economy grew 285%. The key to environmental progress is innovation, not punitive regulations.”

Christian currently serves as Vice-Chairman of the Interstate Oil and Gas Compact Commission
(IOGCC) under Chairman Kevin Stitt (Governor, Oklahoma). Christian has held a number of
leadership roles in the organization since he was first appointed to the IOGCC by Governor Greg
Abbott in 2017. At this year’s meeting, Christian was the author of three out of the four resolutions
that passed.

   

Geoscientists find that shallow wastewater injection in oil and gas
production fields drives deep earthquakes in Texas
Sci Tech Daily 
May 18, 2021
In a newly published paper, Virginia Tech geoscientists have found that shallow wastewater
injection – not deep wastewater injections – can drive widespread deep earthquake activity in
unconventional oil and gas production fields.

Brine is a toxic wastewater byproduct of oil and gas production. Well drillers dispose of large
quantities of brine by injecting it into subsurface formations, where its injection can cause
earthquakes, according to Guang Zhai, a postdoctoral research scientist in the Department of
Geosciences, part of the Virginia Tech College of Science, and a visiting assistant researcher at the
    University of California, Berkeley.

The findings appear in the May 10, 2021, edition of the journal     Proceedings of the National
Academy of Sciences . Joining Zhai on the paper are     Manoochehr Shirzaei, an associate
professor of geosciences at Virginia Tech, and Michael Manga, a professor and chair of Berkeley’s
Department of Earth and Planetary Science. In the U.S. Department of Energy-funded study, the
team focused on the Delaware Basin in western Texas, one of the most productive and
unconventional hydrocarbon fields in the United States.

Since 2010, the basin has experienced a significant increase in shallow wastewater injection and
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widespread deep seismicity, including the recent 5.0 magnitude event near Mentone, Texas. Most
of the earthquakes were relatively small, but some have been large and widely felt.

“It is quite interesting that injection above the thick, overall low-permeability shale reservoir can
induce an earthquake within the deep basement, despite a minimal hydraulic connection,” Zhai
said. “What we have found is that the so-called poroelastic stresses can activate basement faults,
which is originated from the fluid injection causing rock deformation.”

Poroelasticity is the resulting interaction between fluid flow and solid deformations within a
porous formation, here sandstone. “This finding is significant because it puts poroelastic stresses
in the spotlight as the main driver for basinwide earthquakes in the Basin,” said Shirzaei, who is
also an affiliated faculty member of the Virginia Tech Global Change Center.

Yet, predicting the amount of seismic activity from wastewater injection is problematic because it
involves numerous variables, one of which is injection depth, Zhai said. Although it is well known
that fluid pressure increase due to deep injection is the dominant reason for the recent seismicity
increase in the central and eastern United States, it is still questionable exactly how shallow
injections cause earthquakes.

During the study, the team looked at how varying amounts of injected brine perturbed the crustal
stresses deep under the Delaware Basin and how these disturbances lead to earthquakes on a given
fault. Added Zhai, “Fluids such as brine and natural groundwater can both be stored and move
through rocks that are porous.”

The trio used data analytics and computer modeling to mimic the large volume of fluid extraction
from shale reservoirs from more than 1,500 shale production wells during 1993 to 2020, with 400
wells injecting brine in sandstone formations from 2010 to 2020. To make the scenario realistic,
the model included the mechanical properties of rocks in the Delaware Basin, Shirzaei said.

The team found that the basinwide earthquakes mainly occur where the deep stress increases
because of shallow injection. This means there is a causal link between deep earthquakes and
shallow fluid injection via elastic stress transfer.

“The deep stress change is sensitive to shallow aquifer properties, especially the hydraulic
diffusivity, which describes the ease of fluid flow in porous medium,” Manga said. “One question
to ask is why some areas that host lots of shallow injection lack seismicity. Our approach offers a
way to investigate other significant factors that control induced earthquakes.”

In addition to human interventions, the tectonic settings themselves also help predetermine the
magnitude and liklihood of the earthquake, Shirzaei said. This study and future work will provide
a viable way to assess induced seismic hazards, combining natural and human factors. The
ultimate goal: to minimize the hazards from disposing of wastewater during natural gas production
until long-term, renewable energy technologies become available to all.

“As the future energy demands increase globally, dealing with the enormous amount of
coproduced wastewater remains challenging, and safe shallow injection for disposal is more cost-
efficient than deep injection or water treatment,” Zhai said. “We hope the mechanism we find in
this study can help people rethink the ways induced earthquakes are caused, eventually helping
with better understanding them and mitigating their hazards.”



Reference: “Widespread deep seismicity in the Delaware Basin, Texas, is mainly driven by
shallow wastewater injection” by Guang Zhai, Manoochehr Shirzaei and Michael Manga, 10 May
2021,     Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences .

   

Colonial touts cyber ‘best practices.’ It was still hacked
By Christian Vasquez and Peter Behr
E & E News
May 19, 2021
The pipeline company at the center of the most disruptive cyberattack in U.S. energy history says
it followed defensive guidelines set by the government and private sector.

But a ransomware cyberattack this month still forced Colonial Pipeline Co. to shut down its 5,500-
mile system, which supplies nearly half the fuel used along the U.S. East Coast. The weeklong
disruption led to panic buying at gas stations and an outcry for more stringent and enforceable
cybersecurity measures for the oil and gas industry.

Colonial defended many of its cybersecurity actions in a statement to E & E News yesterday,
pointing out that it “had many best practices in place” before the May 7 attack by the DarkSide
ransomware gang.

But the fact that the suspected Russia-based hackers managed to break into the Georgia company’s
networks raises questions about whether the voluntary security standards for U.S. pipelines are up
to the task of protecting critical infrastructure from cyberthreats — even if followed to the letter.

Colonial told E & E News that the company participates in “annual interview assessments” led by
the Transportation Security Administration, the agency charged with overseeing pipeline security.
The company added that the reviews “have historically included assessments of our cybersecurity
controls.”

Colonial spokesperson Meredith Griffanti said the company also participated in a Pipeline and
Hazardous Materials Safety Administration virtual assessment last year, which included a review
of its “cybersecurity capabilities.”

The ransomware attack, which locked up Colonial’s computer files and demanded payment for the
key, has renewed calls from some lawmakers and cybersecurity experts to reassess TSA’s ability to
manage digital defenses of the roughly 2.7 million miles of U.S. pipeline networks. And a separate
IT outage at Colonial yesterday — which briefly blocked some critical communications with
shippers — highlights the challenges of recovering from severe cyberattacks ( Greenwire , May
18). Colonial said those “network issues” did not disrupt fuel deliveries and were due to the
“hardening efforts that are ongoing and part of our restoration process” rather than a malware
reinfection.

The Government Accountability Office issued a     blog post     yesterday reviving long-held
concerns over pipeline cybersecurity oversight by both the federal and private sector. The
watchdog noted that three of its recommendations relating to pipeline cybersecurity workforce and
risk management have yet to be implemented.
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The explanations Colonial provided yesterday still leave basic questions about why an attack on
the company’s IT systems, presumably including business and commercial networks, posed such a
threat to operational technology (OT) systems that it had to shut its pipeline network. That
shutdown decision was made “in the name of safety and in effort to protect the integrity of the OT
systems,” Griffanti said, even though the company did not believe there was a “high risk” that
such networks would be harmed directly.

“But given the seriousness of the situation, however, we needed to take our OT systems offline
and take the time to ensure that environment was secure before resuming operations,” she said.

Griffanti said Colonial maintains “stringent segmentation between our IT and OT environments, as
well as our policies that have for years blocked direct connection between OT and the internet.”

Colonial also said it aligns its security strategy with “industry best practices” provided by the
National Institute of Standards and Technology, other best practices from the American Petroleum
Institute, and the MITRE ATT & CK framework, which maps out cyber-criminal behavior.

Griffanti said the company intends to share “appropriate information with regulatory bodies and
trade organizations” following an investigation of the root cause and scope of the cyberattack.

She also touted Colonial’s involvement in several information-sharing programs, such as the
Department of Energy’s Cybersecurity Risk Information Sharing Program, the Oil and Natural Gas
Information Sharing and Analysis Center, and the National Cybersecurity and Communications
Integration Center run by the Department of Homeland Security’s top cyber office.

“We receive alerts and valuable threat intelligence from many of these entities and incorporate
them into our methodologies for incident response,” Griffanti said.

Natural gas worries
While Colonial made significant investments and training in cybersecurity, it apparently did not
anticipate the specific threats it could face from a wide-ranging ransomware attack, leaving a hole
unplugged in its defenses.

Jonathon Monken, a principal with Converge Strategies LLC, a consultancy that advises clients on
defense and recovery strategies, said gas pipelines could be forced to curtail or shut down
operations if their commercial systems were tied up by ransomware hackers, simply because they
might not be sure where their gas deliveries were going in every case. That could put payments in
jeopardy, creating a potential major financial loss.

Before joining Convergence Strategies, Monken was a security official at the PJM Interconnection
LLC, the grid operator for 13 Eastern and Midwestern states and the District of Columbia.

In 2018, PJM made an investigation of the security of gas deliveries for its gas-fired generators, a
vital energy source for its system. The investigation was unusual because PJM was joined by a
large pipeline that agreed to join in the threat analysis — a level of grid-gas cooperation that isn’t
common, Monken said in an interview.

PJM spokesperson Jeffrey Shields said the goal was to “test the resilience of the natural gas
pipeline system to respond to an extended outage due to a physical or cyberattack and then to



analyze the impact of such an extended outage on reliability of the PJM system.” The analysis
results are confidential, but were shared with key federal agencies, he added.

“The analysis deliberately stressed the system to find the tipping point at which issues would arise
and to identify key drivers of reliability risk,” Shields said. “Overall, the analysis found no
immediate threat to the PJM system. It is reliable and will remain reliable into the future.”

Monken said natural gas industry leaders are correct in noting that pipeline operating systems are
not an easy target for hackers.

Pipeline networks rely on a series of compression stations along the route to maintain pressure and
gas flow.

Operators sent to run a compression station manually in an emergency rely on computer
information and local human-machine interface terminals that are maintained on-site, not shared
among many stations. So to take down a pipeline network’s operating system requires imagining a
team of terrorists able to plug infected jump drives into each of the compression stations along the
route — much like the infamous Stuxnet cyberattack bypassed defenses at an Iranian nuclear
facility over a decade ago.

The PJM study “rightly assessed the risk to be low,” Monken said. “The opportunity to ‘brick’ a
group of stations at the same time is virtually nil, as long as they aren’t networked together.”

“But that’s not the end of it,” he added.

The commercial risk remains if a pipeline with a compromised IT system tried to keep operating
without the huge amount of data required to manage and fulfill orders and track and record
payments. Without that record, a pipeline could not be certain of getting paid, Monken said.

“Am I literally pushing gas to customers without being sure I’d be compensated? The losses might
not be calculable,” he said.

Colonial said financial risk was not part of its decision to shut down. Its statement indicated that it
apparently has not fully restored its invoicing system, but it resumed operation anyway.

Griffanti added that Colonial “has the ability to run parts of its system manually” in the event of a
cyber or other emergency. But she also pointed out that “we have restarted our entire pipeline
system, and product delivery has commenced to all markets we serve.”

Infrastructure security officials said protecting against such a complex threat calls for development
of a “design basis threat,” a carefully worked-out scenario for assessing a potential attacker’s
capabilities and tactics, in light of a network’s most critical vulnerabilities.

There is not an established threat definition process for gas pipelines, Monken said. Each pipeline
makes its own assessments and response. “It’s up to them,” he said.

One lesson from the Colonial attack is that pipelines and the generators that depend on them for
fuel “need a much more realistic assessment of the cyber risks they face,” Monken added.
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Opinion: Fossil fuel exploration companies need to find a new business
line
By Chris Tomlinson
Houston Chronicle
May 19, 2021
Operators of businesses engaged in the exploration for oil and natural gas reserves need to make a
plan to do something else or wind up their companies.

No need to act rashly; the industry has maybe a decade left. But the velocity of the energy
transition is accelerating quicker than most pundits expected.

Today, Ford will launch the F-150 Lightning, an all-electric version of America’s all-time best-
selling vehicle. Anyone who drives their current F-150 less than 200 miles a day will have
difficulty passing up this clearly superior motor vehicle. Bonus: It does not look like Tesla’s
Cybertruck.

The unveiling comes the same day the International Energy Agency released research confirming
what environmentalists have said for a decade.     We have already found more oil and natural gas
than we can ever use     without ruining the planet.

Fossil fuel exploration must stop now if the world wants to reach net-zero emissions of carbon
dioxide by 2050. Failure to achieve that goal will result in global warming greater than 1.5 degrees
centigrade, which will trigger irreparable environmental damage.

The IEA is no namby-pamby, head-in-the-clouds environmental group. Climate activists have
denounced the IEA’s pro-industry stance for decades. Just a few years ago, its executive director
called on fossil fuel companies to step up exploration and production. Not anymore.

“Since the IEA’s founding in 1974, one of its core missions has been to promote secure and
affordable energy supplies to foster economic growth,” the new report on Net-Zero by 2050 says.
“The enormous challenge of transforming our energy systems is also a huge opportunity for our
economies, with the potential to create millions of new jobs and boost economic growth.”

The concept here is straightforward. We’ve known since the 1860s that increasing the amount of
carbon dioxide in the atmosphere increases its retention of heat. We’ve known since the 1960s that
burning fossil fuels is raising the amount of CO2 in the atmosphere to dangerous levels.

The deterioration of coral reefs, the melting of glaciers and changing weather patterns have proven
that a warmer atmosphere causes damage to ecosystems. Therefore, we can only put so much
carbon in the atmosphere, and we’ve already found more carbon than we can emit safely.

No serious person can dispute those basic facts any longer. Some of the world’s most giant
corporations, and perhaps more importantly, their shareholders, are speeding up the transition to a
global economy where we no longer emit more carbon than we take out of the atmosphere.
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Every supermajor oil and gas company has announced plans to either move away from carbon-
based fuels or create methods to remove carbon from the atmosphere. Occidental Petroleum was
among the first corporations to announce it will become a carbon management company in
addition to producing energy.

While 90 percent of 179 oil and gas companies contacted by the consulting firm Accenture said
they recognize the need to change, only 21 percent “are moving beyond significant change to true
reinvention,” according to     a new report .

“Competition from new energy sources, environmental accountability, talent scarcity, investor
apathy and the COVID-19 pandemic have led most oil and gas companies to realize the need to
transform to ensure profitability, embrace sustainability and maintain their relevance,” Muqsit
Ashraf, who leads Accenture’s energy industry group. “What’s required isn’t just piecemeal
transformation but wholesale business reinvention.”

Ashraf identified several things that leading companies are doing: becoming more competitive
with peers through technology, carbon management, and customer service. But equally important
is creating a corporate culture that recognizes clean energy as the ultimate goal.

The other major consulting firm to energy companies, Deloitte, calculates oil and gas companies    
should redeploy $838 billion in capital expenditures     to “optimize their hydrocarbon business
and/or pursue new growth areas including new energy ventures.”

“Many companies are eager to act but are seeking guidance on the speed and extent to which they
expand into new, potentially high-growth areas, be it in new regions, markets, products or
technologies,” said Amy Chronis, Deloitte’s vice chairman and U.S. oil, gas and chemicals leader.
“By taking a strategic, purpose-driven approach, companies can sustainably and profitably build a
future-ready portfolio.”

While the research may be new, the message has been around for a long time. For years, the
Greater Houston Partnership has said that Texas companies must embrace the energy transition to
remain relevant and profitable. Workers must embrace the change or see their careers evaporate.

Lately, fossil fuel advocates have stopped talking about the need for energy and shifted to begging
for job-loss protection from clean energy competitors. But if you argue that we should continue
damaging the planet just to preserve your job, you will always lose.

Tomlinson writes commentary about business, economics and politics.

twitter.com/cltomlinson

chris.tomlinson@chron.com

   

Gov. Greg. Abbott says no public schools or government entities will
be allowed to require masks
While 30% of Texans have been fully vaccinated against COVID-19, the vast majority
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of children are unvaccinated. The Pfizer vaccine was authorized last week for children
as young as 12.
By     Patrick Svitek    
Texas Tribune
May 18, 2021
Gov.     Greg Abbott     announced Tuesday that public schools can no longer require masks on
their campuses starting June 5. The decision was part of a     new executive order     that bans
government entities in Texas — like cities and counties — from mandating masks in the fight
against the coronavirus pandemic.

Starting Friday, any government entity that tries to impose a mask mandate can face a fine of up to
$1,000, according to the order. The order exempts state supported living centers, government-
owned or -operated hospitals, Texas Department of Criminal Justice facilities, Texas Juvenile
Justice Department facilities, and county and municipal jails.

The order is arguably the most consequential for public schools. After Abbott ended the statewide
mask requirement in early March, school systems were allowed to continue with their own mask-
wearing policies unchanged. But after June 4, “no student, teacher, parent, or other staff member
or visitor may be required to wear a face covering,” according to Abbott’s new order.

While 30% of Texans have been fully vaccinated against COVID-19, the vast majority of children
are unvaccinated. The Pfizer vaccine was authorized last week for children as young as 12. The
Moderna and Johnson & Johnson vaccines are still only authorized for those 18 and older. School-
age children have seen lower infection rates than other age groups. COVID-19 cases among those
5-17 years old make up 10% of total cases in the country, according to the     latest data from the
Centers for Disease Control and Prevention .

Last week, the CDC said fully vaccinated people no longer have to wear masks outdoors in
crowds and in most indoor places.

Despite dire warnings about the potential impact of removing the statewide mask mandate, key
pandemic metrics in Texas have not spiked since then and have gone down in most cases. On
Sunday, the state health department had its first day in over a year without reporting a COVID-19
death.

“The Lone Star State continues to defeat COVID-19 through the use of widely-available vaccines,
antibody therapeutic drugs, and safe practices utilized by Texans in our communities,” Abbott said
in a statement on his latest order. “We can continue to mitigate COVID-19 while defending
Texans’ liberty to choose whether or not they mask up.”

The Texas State Teachers Association called Abbott’s latest move premature. In a statement, the
head of the association, Ovidia Molina, said Abbott should have waited until the CDC issued
updated guidance on masks for the 2021-22 school year. Molina acknowledged that some Texas
school districts have already ended their mask requirements but said the association believes “that
also is ill-advised.”

“The health and safety of our students, educators and communities must remain our first priority
as we attempt to emerge from this pandemic,” Molina said.
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Abbott’s new rules will take effect as the school year is winding down for most students — or
already over. The last day of classes for the state’s biggest school district, Houston ISD, is June 11.
May 27 is the last day for some students in the state’s second-biggest district, Dallas ISD.

The Texas American Federation of Teachers was also critical of Abbott’s decision, calling it
“unconscionable” given that a vaccine is not yet available for kids under 12 years old. Even if the
normal school year is coming to a close, both TSTA and Texas AFT noted Abbott’s order will
impact students who attend in-person summer school.

Austin ISD Superintendent Stephanie Elizalde said the district will continue to ask everyone on its
campuses to wear masks through June 4. After that, she noted, “there is nothing in the Governor’s
order that forbids people from wearing masks. It only means we cannot require them.”

Abbott’s order also applies to public colleges and universities. After the announcement, Texas A &
M University told students that the end of its mask requirement was “effective immediately and
therefore applies to remaining commencement ceremonies, as well as indoor and outdoor facilities
and venues.”

Leaders of some of Texas’ largest cities — all Democrats — were critical of Abbott’s latest order
but seemed to accept it and showed no signs they planned to fight back. Houston Mayor Sylvester
Turner called Abbott’s move a “clear overreach” and encouraged city employees and visitors to
city facilities to wear masks if they are not fully vaccinated, but he added that “we are not
mandating it.” Austin Mayor Steve Adler and Travis County Judge Andy Brown said they will
“continue to be careful” and will spend the next few days “speaking with parts of our community
most impacted by the Governor’s order, including schools and nursing homes.” And Dallas
County Judge Clay Jenkins also voiced criticism of Abbott’s order, noting it “deviates” from CDC
guidance saying unvaccinated people should continue to wear masks indoors.

The governor’s most recent order comes roughly two and a half months after Abbott lifted the
statewide mask mandate. In that order, he said “no person may be required by any jurisdiction” to
wear a mask. Now, he is saying a specific type of jurisdiction — government entities — can face a
penalty for mandating masks.

After Abbott initially lifted the statewide mask policy, some local governments said they would
continue to require masks. Texas Attorney General     Ken Paxton     sued Austin and Travis
County over their plan to continue mandating masks, and in late March, a district judge     denied  
  Paxton’s request for a temporary halt of the local mask requirement.

Abbott’s latest order leaves untouched the ability of private businesses to require their customers
or workers to wear masks.

Despite ending the statewide mask requirement, Abbott has continued to take hits from some
fellow Republicans over his pandemic response. One of them, former state Sen. Don Huffines of
Dallas,     launched a primary challenge     to Abbott last week and     said after Abbott’s
announcement Tuesday     that Texas “never should have never allowed mask mandates in the first
place.”

   
Andrew Keese
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Spokesperson
Railroad Commission of Texas
Office: 512-463-4817
Cell: 512-963-1869
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‘Collective amnesia’: Texas politicians knowingly blew 3 chances to fix
the failing power grid
By James Osborne, Eric Dexheimer, and Jay Root
Houston Chronicle
May 20, 2021
Ten years ago, Texas power plants froze during a fast-moving winter storm, causing rolling
electricity blackouts across the state. Outraged Texas regulators and lawmakers, vowing to crack
down, debated requiring energy companies to protect their equipment against extreme weather to
ensure reliability.

But they didn’t.

Nine years ago, two state agencies that regulate utilities and the oil and gas industry warned that
natural gas facilities that lost power during outages couldn’t feed electricity generation plants,
creating a spiral of power loss. The agencies jointly recommended that lawmakers compel gas
suppliers and power plants to fix the problem.

But they didn’t.

Eight years ago, economists warned that the state’s free-market grid left companies with little
incentive to build enough plants to provide backup power during emergencies. With the support of
then-Gov. Rick Perry, legislators and regulators considered increasing power rates to encourage
the construction of more power plants, so that Texas, like other states, would have sufficient
reserves.

But they didn’t.

In the wake of each power failure, or near-failure, over the past decade, Texas lawmakers have
repeatedly stood at a fork in the road. In one direction lay government-mandated solutions that
experts said would strengthen the state’s power system by making it less fragile under stress. The
other direction continued Texas’ hands-off regulatory approach, leaving it to the for-profit energy
companies to decide how to protect the power grid.

In each instance, lawmakers left     the state’s lightly regulated energy markets alone, choosing
cheap electricity over a more stable system. As a result, experts say, the power grid that Texans
depend on to heat and cool their homes and run their businesses has become less and less reliable
— and more susceptible to weather-related emergencies.

“Everyone has been in denial,” said Alison Silverstein, a consultant who works with the U.S.
Department of Energy and formerly served as a senior adviser at the Federal Energy Regulatory
Commission. “They treat each individual extreme event as a one-off, a high-impact, low-
frequency event, which means, ‘I hope it doesn’t happen again.’”
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With each passing year, the grid has steadily become less reliable. In 1989, Texas suffered a cold
snap considered worse if not equal to the winter storm earlier this year yet managed to keep the
grid functioning, with only a few hours of rotating outages.

By comparison, February’s Winter Storm Uri brought the Texas power grid to within five minutes
of complete collapse, officials acknowledged. Millions of residents were left without power for
days in subfreezing temperatures; nearly 200 died.

“Our system now is more vulnerable than it was 30 years ago,” said Woody Rickerson, vice
president of grid planning and operations at the Electric Reliability Council of Texas. “With the
generation mix we have now, the weather has the ability to affect wind and solar and (the gas
supply). Those are things we can’t anticipate.”

Lower prices for big business
The modern deregulated     Texas power market was set up in the late 1990s to replace the state-
controlled system through which Texans had gotten their electricity for close to a century. Rising
power prices had become increasingly unpopular among the public and industry, in particular the
petrochemical plants and refineries lining the Gulf Coast.

In terms of prices, the plan worked     —     especially for big business. Since 2001, the last year
before deregulation, average industrial electricity rates in Texas declined by 7 percent, according
to federal data ending in 2020. Over that same period, average residential rates grew almost 30
percent, though they remain well below the national average.

Cheap power for industry has fed     the oil and petrochemical boom along the Gulf Coast and
West Texas and attracted new companies to Houston, Dallas, San Antonio and Austin. It also
created a new industry, power retailing, with hundreds of companies springing up to act as
middlemen, negotiating lower prices from generators in order to amass more customers and boost
their profits.

“This was never done to benefit the residential customer,” said Robert Cullick, the former head of
communications at the Lower Colorado River Authority, the Austin-based nonprofit that manages
power plants and hydroelectric dams across Texas. “It was for the big guys and those who wanted
to sell power into the market and make big profits.”

Under the old system, utilities had to keep enough capacity to adequately serve every customer in
their area. But under deregulation, that responsibility was handed to the so-called “invisible hand”
of the free market.

The system worked for a time, relying primarily on old infrastructure built during the regulated
era. But as that equipment aged and the state’s population boomed, Texas’ power grid has become
increasingly strained.

2011: Anger, then sticker shock
The first real sign of trouble came in February 2011, when freezing temperatures across Texas
forced ERCOT to rotate outages for two days during Super Bowl weekend, impacting 4.4 million
customers.

Lawmakers assessing the fallout were incredulous and angry. Was Texas — no stranger to



hurricanes and other weather catastrophes — really so ill-prepared to handle a nasty winter storm?

“There’s no secret that winter comes around once a year,” said Sen. Mike Jackson, R-La Porte.

Legislators introduced a flood of bills, requiring the PUC to buy more backup generation and
penalizing companies that didn’t meet reliability standards. But as they would time and again in
the years ahead, Texas elected leaders opted not to take significant action, convinced their free-
market power system — less regulated than any grid in the country — ultimately would find a
way to keep the lights on.

Public Utility Commission chairman Barry Smitherman was asked during the ensuing legislative
hearings whether the Legislature needed to change the law to force power plants to weatherize.
Smitherman demurred.

“I think we have all the authority we need, Mr. Chairman,” Smitherman said, adding that the PUC
would consider tweaks to its rules to ensure that the grid remained reliable. “The companies are
going to have to take the initiative to get this done.”

Behind the scenes, electric utilities and large consumers of electricity, such as refineries and
computer manufacturers, were lobbying hard against stronger winterization measures, arguing it
would raise energy costs, recalled Tom “Smitty” Smith, who at the time led the activist group
Texas Public Citizen.

A     recent study by the the Federal Reserve Bank of Dallas     estimated the cost of winterizing
natural gas plants after the 2011 storm — the largest source of outages during the February
blackout — at $95 million in today’s money. Much of that would have fallen on the state’s
industrial companies, which account for more than half of Texas power consumption.

In Austin, those companies wield outsized influence. Representatives of the energy, natural
resources and waste industries spent a combined $64 million lobbying the Texas Legislature in
2011 — more than any other sector — according to     an analysis of 2011 lobbying contracts     by
the liberal watchdog group Texans for Public Justice.

“It might have cost an extra few dollars a year on the average residential consumer electric bill to
have protected ourselves from this problem,” Smith said. “Our legislators got convinced by the big
electric utilities and industrial customers that this would cost too much.”

2011: Regulation with no teeth
As a result, the only legislation to come out of the 2011 storm was a minor bill from then-state
Sen. Glenn Hegar, a Katy Republican, which required power companies to file weatherization
plans with the PUC each year.

Two months after that bill was signed into law, the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission and
the North American Electric Reliability Corporation put out a report of more than 350 pages,
urging Texas to enact stricter weatherization standards for power plants and natural gas operators.

And they did to a degree, with ERCOT putting out best practices, conducting annual workshops
and inspecting plants every three to four years.
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But there were two problems. First, despite FERC’s recommendation, the state Legislature never
gave the PUC authority to penalize power plants that did not comply, making weatherization
voluntary. While progress was made, some companies opted not to bring their plants up to code,
said Rickerson, the ERCOT vice president.

“Ultimately those were financial decisions that had to be made,” he said. “How much is someone
willing to invest in a power plant that’s 50 years old and going to retire in a few years?”

More significantly, the best practices ERCOT was sharing were designed for a cold snap like that
seen in 2011. While cold, with temperatures in Dallas dropping as low as 14 degrees, it was
nothing compared to the 1989 winter storm, when temperatures dropped to 7 degrees in Houston
and minus-7 in Abilene, let alone 1899, when the state’s all-time low temperature of minus-23
degrees was set in the Panhandle town of Tulia.

So when temperatures dipped into the single digits for days on end this February, most Texas
power plants were simply not prepared. Exterior control equipment and fuel lines froze, not to
mention coal piles and wind turbine blades.

“One power plant under freezing for 200-plus hours. That’s not a thing, right?” said Chris Moser,
executive vice president of operations for NRG Energy, of expectations going into the winter. “If
you look at the math ERCOT did prior to the seasonal assessment, it looked like (there was plenty
of power). But then you have 80 to 85 plants not showing up. It was a failure of imagination.”

As for Hegar’s legislation, it has proved even more toothless than it appeared at the time.

According to a recent report from ERCOT, the agency was never given authority to judge the
weatherization plans but only to check that they were being implemented. And a requirement in
Hegar’s bill that the PUC produce a one-time Weather Emergency Preparedness Report, which
was     quietly published in 2012     and found that many power companies were still doing a poor
job implementing reforms, drew little attention from state officials.

“When you’re on the commission, you’re dealing with what’s immediately in front of you,” said
Ken Anderson, a former public utility commissioner. “I’m not sure how much follow-up
occurred.”

A decade later, Hegar, now the Texas comptroller, described his bill as politics being the art of the
possible, saying the Legislature should have taken a “much more active role” in 2011.

“It’s almost like an obstacle course,” Hegar said. “There’s a lot of people laying in the darkness
and in the weeds that are trying to kill your stuff, and you don’t even know who they are.”

2012: A hard ‘no’ from oil and gas
Texas’ natural gas system also froze up during the 2011 storm, but the gas producers got even less
scrutiny than the power companies.

Shortly after that event, federal officials recommended the state consider “minimum, uniform
standards” for winterizing natural gas wells and processing facilities, as well as labeling them
critical facilities exempted from rolling blackouts, like hospitals and water treatment plants.
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But oil and gas companies, a lobbying force without equal in Austin, resisted.

The industry has long held sway over politicians in Texas, where it is not only a huge employer
but also a massive campaign contributor. Perhaps nowhere is that more apparent than the oddly
named Texas Railroad Commission , where fundraising from the very companies the agency
regulates is considered essential to winning a seat on the three-member commission.

“Gas is nearly unregulated,” said Peter Cramton, a former ERCOT board member and economist
at the University of Maryland. “The Railroad Commission’s mission is quite different than the
mission of ERCOT, which has a public service mission. Their mission is to support the oil and gas
industry.”

There is no indication the railroad commission even considered the federal recommendation    
that it mandate gas facilities weatherize after the failures of 2011.

Even now, in the wake of the devastating blackout in February, railroad commissioners are
resisting such standards, with Railroad Commissioner Wayne Christian calling those efforts
part of a “never-ending war against fossil fuels” in a March op-ed in the Wall Street Journal .

Even the task of getting gas facilities exempted from rolling blackouts never came to fruition, with
only small numbers of companies alerting utilities to their need.

In 2012, the Public Utility Commission and Texas Railroad Commission jointly published a
report calling for better coordination between the gas and power sectors to ensure a more reliable
gas supply during power shortages. The following spring, the Railroad Commission issued a
letter urging operators of gas infrastructure such as pipelines and compressors to sign them up as
“critical loads,” warning, “many natural gas facilities rely on electricity to operate.”

But few gas facilities did, a failure that would come back to haunt them when Winter Storm Uri hit
in February.

When temperatures first began falling around Midland three months ago,     gas production
plunged more than 20 percent over five days, according to estimates by the research firm Wood
Mackenzie. But production would drop far further when ERCOT began rotating outages Feb. 14,
leaving gas operators that had not enrolled as critical facilities without power.

Oncor, the utility covering North and West Texas, said only 35 gas operations in the Permian
Basin had signed up prior to the February cold snap — compared to the almost 170 that signed up
after they had already been shut off during the freeze.

Testifying at the Legislature after the storm, Christi Craddick, chair of the Railroad
Commission , said she didn’t know that companies could sign up to avoid having power shut off.

“I didn’t know that was an opportunity,” she said. “We didn’t have anything on our website. And
really it’s a function of working with those energy companies and ERCOT to put those people as
priority.”

But when the Railroad Commission issued its 2013 letter about the importance of exempting
critical gas infrastructure from blackouts, Craddick’s name was on the letterhead.



Jennifer Hubbs, a former analyst at the PUC who wrote the Texas Energy Assurance Plan, said
there was little appetite among Craddick and other officials to effect real reforms in the system.

“The few steps we were permitted to take (such as the RRC letter) were ignored and forgotten,”
she said.

Craddick spokeswoman Mia Hutchens said Craddick “was not aware” of the 2013 letter when
she testified in February.

Under the existing system, there is limited incentive for natural gas plants to weatherize.

Unlike power plants, which under ERCOT rules are required to buy electricity in the event they
cannot generate — often at inflated prices — natural gas producers are assessed no penalty for
failing to deliver.

When wells freeze, they’re not producing gas and therefore not making money. But during such a
shortage, a natural gas company producing at only half its normal output still could make 50 times
what it would on a normal day. Gas prices on the Houston Ship Channel soared more than a
hundredfold, from $3.72 per Million British Thermal Units on Feb. 11 to $400 on Feb. 17.

Vistra Energy, one of the state’s biggest power generators known for its TXU Energy brand,
started receiving word from its gas suppliers on Friday, Feb. 12, that because of the freezing
conditions it would not be able to deliver on its gas contracts for the coming weekend, said CEO
Curt Morgan.

“We had to go into the open market and buy what gas we could find,” he said. “In that one week,
we spent double what we spent in all of 2020.”

For the oil and gas sector, however, the blackout presented a potentially large financial windfall.

The president of Jerry Jones’ oil company, Comstock Resources, called the blackout a “jackpot”
on a call with investors, while the pipeline company Kinder Morgan reported a $1.4 billion profit
for the first three months of the year, more than twice what analysts had anticipated, primarily on
the basis of gas sales during the blackout.

In recent months, gas producers have acknowledged the need to weatherize their operations
against the cold. Yet they continue to argue that government mandates requiring them to do so are
unnecessary.

“The market can provide the signals that are necessary to make sure the product flows,” said Todd
Staples, president of the Texas Oil and Gas Association.

2013: Scoffing at the safety net
In 2013, lawmakers had another opportunity to make the grid more reliable. They didn’t just pass
on it; they shot it down.

After the rolling blackouts in February 2011 and a historic run of hot days that summer, warnings
came that Texas’ reserve margin — the amount of power the grid could generate in case of an
emergency — was running dangerously low.



The Texas Public Utility Commission began to examine shifting to a so-called capacity market
like those in the Northeast. Power plants there bill ratepayers not just for the electricity they sell
but for maintaining capacity for times of high demand.

Armed with studies predicting imminent disaster, Texas power companies got the support of Gov.
Perry, who in 2013 called his advisers to his office to debate the merits, said Pat Wood, the former
chairman of the state utility commission and the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission.

Perry said, “Look, it’s a political issue and you guys know it better than I do,” according to Wood.

But the commission quickly drew the wrath of large industrial and commercial customers,
including the influential refining and petrochemical companies, who argued forecasts of power
shortages were overblown and predicted billions of dollars in     costs for consumers if the
commission went ahead.

“If something is a needed improvement to reliability, we will support it,” said Katie Coleman, an
attorney representing large industrial and commercial power customers, in an interview. “The
problem with the capacity market is it’s three-year forward projection that may have nothing to do
with supply and demand.”

Outraged by the prospect of raising power prices, Troy Fraser, the state senator who had led the
charge toward deregulation 15 years earlier, called a hearing     three days before Thanksgiving,
ordering industry and officials to explain themselves.

Testifying in the wood-paneled meeting room of the Senate Committee on Natural Resources,
John Fainter, a veteran lobbyist for the power industry — since deceased — warned: “It’s
important reliability be kept first and foremost, not profit.”

Republicans and Democrats alike were incensed, looking at the proposal not as a legitimate
warning about the future of the grid but as a money grab at the expense of consumers and industry.

Fraser grilled utility commissioner Brandy Marty, a former chief of staff to Perry, asking how she
thought $4 billion a year in additional power costs might impact the surge of businesses moving to
Texas.

“You have a history in the governor’s office of being very pro-business and trying to recruit
business in Texas,” he said. “Our energy cost is about half of (California’s), and one of the reasons
we’re getting a lot of our industry is because” of cheap electricity.

“How much is this going to cost our school districts?” asked Sen. Rodney Ellis, a Democrat
representing Houston. “We don’t want blackouts or brownouts, but there ought to be some middle
ground.”

Fraser declined an interview request, saying, “I don’t do interviews any more since I left.”

But his intent at the hearing was clear, said Bill Peacock, who at the time served as vice president
of the right-leaning Texas Public Policy Foundation.

“It was the Legislature telling the PUC: ‘This is not your job,’” he said.



Ellis, now a Harris County commissioner, defended his opposition as protecting underfunded
schools, adding the Legislature’s “biggest mistake” on power came in creating “a market-based
system that does not adequately serve our state.”

It is unclear how much a capacity market would have changed the outcome of the winter storm
earlier this year.

But the ferocity with which the oil and manufacturing firms attacked the capacity market proposal
effectively sidelined the issue of substantive change in the Texas power market to improve
resilience. Instead of a capacity market, the state utility commission — with the backing of
industrial customers — opted for a more modest shift in the rules, allowing for payment to power
plants that were at the ready to come on in times of power shortages.

Experts said gas plants today are better prepared for summer conditions than they were a decade
ago. Yet the rule change has done little to get new power plants built, let alone weatherizing them
for winter weather.

“The problem was everybody decided to get collective amnesia,” said Silverstein, the energy
consultant. “Every August and September it’s all hands on deck, with everyone hand-wringing
until we get through the summer peak. And then they say, ‘the ERCOT market worked.’”

Until it didn’t.

   

   

Documents reveal natural gas chaos in Texas blackouts
By Edward Klump, Mike Lee, and Carlos Anchondo
E & E News
May 20, 2021
Texas’ electricity leaders were deeply focused on natural gas shortages days before blackouts
crippled the state in February and plunged the state’s power industry into chaos, according to
documents obtained by E & E News.

A phone log shows more than 100 calls to or from DeAnn Walker, then-chair of the Public Utility
Commission of Texas, discussing gas curtailments. It begins Feb. 10 — well before massive power
outages started on Feb. 15 — and runs through Feb. 19.

Walker spoke to everyone from the chief of staff of Texas Gov. Greg Abbott (R) to power
company officials. During the cold blast, Abbott promoted fossil fuels and blamed renewable
energy before walking back some of that criticism.

The PUC records provide a more detailed picture of how concerned state leaders were about the
natural gas industry prior to and during the crisis. While gas is crucial to keeping the lights on in
Texas, the industry’s powerful lobby has successfully avoided new regulations on its operations
for years. The documents also show concern from Texas legislators that electric grid managers
didn’t push the industry hard enough to weatherize the system after a 2011 storm that caused



rotating power outages.

At least 151 people in Texas died in the wake of the winter storm that led to widespread power
outages, according to a state tally. Millions of people lost access to clean tap water as treatment
plants lost electricity, and there was widespread property damage from frozen pipes.

While numerous wind facilities had issues in Texas, gas-powered generation had the most
megawatts of generating capacity offline of any resource during the February power crisis,
according to the Electric Reliability Council of Texas, whose region includes about 90% of the
state’s power load.

Walker’s diary of her daily activities — included with a     letter     to state lawmakers — shows
she briefed Abbott’s office and legislative leaders about gas shortages on Feb. 10 and Feb. 11. She
also talked frequently during the energy crisis with Vistra Corp., according to the documents,
which were released through a Texas Public Information Act request. Vistra is Texas’ largest
power producer.

On Feb. 10, “I received information from Vistra Corporation that they had received notices of gas
curtailments at several power plants. I notified the Governor’s office and Chairman Hancock about
the information from Vistra,” she wrote, referring to state Sen. Kelly Hancock, the Republican
chair of the Senate Committee on Business and Commerce. Hancock did not respond to a request
for comment.

About Feb. 11 she wrote, “I contacted Chairman Craddick about the gas curtailment concerns. I
also advised the leadership in the House and Senate about the gas curtailment information.”
Christi Craddick (R) chairs the Railroad Commission of Texas , the state agency with
extensive regulatory jurisdiction over Texas’ oil and natural gas industry.

On Feb. 15, as the state’s main electric grid began to experience blackouts, Walker said she briefed
the governor’s office about another problem — the power outages were affecting natural gas
facilities, forcing them to shut down and cut off fuel to power plants.

Despite the briefing, Abbott told Fox News on Feb. 16 that the outages showed the dangers posed
by the Green New Deal, a Democratic energy proposal that hasn’t been enacted ( Climatewire ,
Feb. 17). Staffers for Abbott and Craddick did not respond to requests for comment this week.

Many of Walker’s phone briefings came before ERCOT, the state’s main grid operator, called for
controlled electricity outages early on Monday, Feb. 15.

The phone log portrays an ad-hoc effort to communicate as Texas’ power sector was headed for a
failure that would leave more than 4 million homes and businesses without power for hours or
days. It lists calls as well as some texts, emails and in-person events, such as a Feb. 13 press
conference Walker attended.

By Feb. 13 and 14, which were a Saturday and a Sunday, a key representative of industrial power
users said gas supply problems were on her radar.

“I became aware of the gas issues actually because the generators started calling me,” Katie
Coleman, energy counsel for Texas Industrial Energy Consumers, told E & E News recently.
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“They were trying to find out if we were experiencing the same issues at our facilities and trying
to see if we had any gas under contract that they could buy from us because they were being told
no.”

Coleman said she also was getting calls that weekend from her group’s members as some were
being told they couldn’t have gas for various purposes. She said she recalled some precautionary
gas-related discussions before the weekend as well. Industrial users may reduce their power
consumption during times with tight conditions and some can send electricity to the grid.

Walker said in her notes that there also was an effort to work with liquefied natural gas companies
to reduce production.

“We moderated our electricity consumption and made the significant majority of gas we were
unable to use — amounting to billions of cubic feet — available to utilities, pipelines, and power
providers,” Cheniere Energy Inc. said in a statement.

Before the power crisis, the Railroad Commission issued an order prioritizing gas delivery to
utility companies and power generators that serve “human needs customers” like homes, hospitals
and schools. Industrial users were given lower priority.

Walker did address some gas concerns during a Feb. 12     open meeting     of the PUC, but the
reference was fairly brief. She said Craddick was helpful in working through issues related to gas
generation plants.

“It’s going to be a really tight weekend,” Walker said. “It’s going to be particularly tight on
Monday and Tuesday.”

She then pivoted to talk about frozen wind turbines, adding that “we’re working already to try to
ensure that we have enough power.” But she said it was “taking a lot of coordination.”

Abbott had appointed Walker to the commission, but ultimately she and two other PUC members
resigned following the blackouts as controversy swirled. Two new Abbott-appointed members
have since joined the commission. It has three seats, though that could climb to five under pending
legislation.

Lawmakers and oversight
Some of Texas’ biggest power producers have been calling for more coordination with, and
weatherization of, the gas industry in the state. Mauricio Gutierrez, the CEO of NRG Energy Inc.,
said recently that “the entire system, including natural gas, needs to be hardened as they say from
wellhead to lightbulb.”

The Texas Oil & Gas Association has defended the industry’s record, saying gas producers and
pipeline companies put in extra effort to keep fuel flowing during the crisis. It has resisted calls to
fully weatherize gas production sites.

Most of the legislators, power companies and state officials that Walker spoke with didn’t provide
detailed comments to E & E News this week when asked about their discussions with Walker. The
former PUC chair also didn’t provide a statement through the agency.
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Andrew Barlow, a spokesman for the PUC, said in a statement that Walker “worked tirelessly
during the grid event, coordinating with decision makers across industry, agencies and government
to solve problems revealed by the unprecedented strain on the system.”

The documents released by the PUC also show Texas legislators’ concerns that the state’s primary
grid operator didn’t do enough to make sure facilities were weatherized after the storm-driven
2011 power outages. Those outages, while not as severe as this year’s, were largely blamed on the
same problems, including poor communication and freezes at gas facilities.

In a Feb. 17 letter to ERCOT leadership, state Rep. Sam Harless (R) criticized the grid operator’s
ability to handle extreme weather events.

“Rolling blackouts and power outages that spread throughout Texas’ power grid in both hot and
cold weather would also seem to demonstrate the current administration and oversight board
possesses insufficient imagination or resources to properly assess and plan for the capacity needs
of our critical electrical infrastructure,” Harless said.

Some power providers pushed back against efforts to write weatherization standards in 2014, state
Rep. Matt Shaheen (R) wrote Feb. 28 in an email to Luis Saenz, chief of staff in the governor’s
office.

“My bottom-line view is that the regulatory agencies, although they had their faults, were directing
the utilities to have Emergency Operations Plans so that they would be prepared for an extreme
weather event,” Shaheen wrote. “The [utilities’] planning for such an event was insufficient and
ERCOT audited and concluded the Emergency Operations Plans were sufficient, which was an
error.”

In response to the criticism, ERCOT said in a statement this week that it looks forward to working
with lawmakers on potential changes.

Brad Jones is ERCOT’s interim CEO. He replaced Bill Magness, who was fired as chief executive
after the blackouts. A number of ERCOT board members also resigned, and lawmakers are
considering legislation that could alter the board’s makeup.

Still, the Texas Legislature’s energy reforms remain a work in progress. Efforts that have seen
support in both chambers include plans for an annual audit related to ERCOT and work by
regulators on a process to designate certain natural gas facilities as critical in an energy emergency.

But it’s not clear that tough weatherization of the gas system will be enacted despite the February
crisis ( Energywire , May 12).

An amended version of     S.B. 3 , a key bill meant to address power failures and weatherize
generation, could impose penalties for companies that don’t prepare energy assets for weather
emergencies. But it seeks to narrowly target gas facilities linked to the electricity supply chain
instead of the broader gas system.

The penalties in the bill, while ranging as high as $1 million, aren’t high enough to faze large
energy companies, Virginia Palacios, executive director of the government reform group
Commission Shift, said in an email.
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The bill has already passed the state Senate and it passed out of the House Committee on State
Affairs this week. A new section of the legislation endorsed by the House committee could benefit
“dispatchable” generation tied to fuels such as gas, coal and nuclear.

Lawmakers are working to pass various changes before the end of the regular state legislative
session on May 31. A special session is also possible.

“Any priority legislation that seeks to prevent a tragedy like this from happening again needs to be
amended to protect the lives and livelihoods of Texans,” Palacios wrote.

Reporter Mike Soraghan contributed.

Twitter:     @edward_klump Email:     eklump@eenews.net

   

   

2 key bills in response to Texas winter power outages advance
By     Jack Fink
KTVT
May 19, 2021
Video story on webpage: https://dfw.cbslocal.com/2021/05/19/2-key-bills-advance-texas-winter-
power-outages/
Texas lawmakers are making progress on some key bills aimed at preventing February’s
widespread and deadly power outages.

On Wednesday, the Texas Senate passed a bill that requires the Public Utility Commission of
Texas and the Railroad Commission of Texas to designate natural gas production facilities that
supply electric generators as critical during an emergency.

Ideally, it would prevent the facilities from losing electricity, as some did during February’s power
outages, and would restore power quickly if they did.

Todd Staples, President of the Texas Oil and Gas Association, said that bill and others are ones
they’d like to see passed. “Reliability is the goal, and I’m confident that the legislature will get
meaningful reforms passed.”

On Tuesday, a House committee approved Senate Bill 3 and sent it to the full House.

It requires electric power generators and key natural gas production facilities to winterize their
facilities to prevent the outages experienced in February.

If that doesn’t happen, operators could face fines of up to $1 million a day.

Staples said, “Our processing plants all the way to power generation units are very important to be
winterized in statute, and have those accountability requirements so that that product can get
moved throughout the system.”
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The bill also requires state regulators to set up a statewide alert system to notify Texans about
potential outages, map out key infrastructure and meet regularly to identify potential problems
before an emergency.

Staples said, “They’re all going to be in a war room. And they’re really going to stay together and
focused on how to make certain Texans get what they need.”

Ultimately, lawmakers in the House and Senate will have to hash out their differences in these and
other bills they’re working on in response to the February storms.

   

   

On foolish dependency and the Texas electricity grid
By David Blackmon
Forbes
May 19, 2021
I have written quite extensively about dependency recently, and the lack of wisdom in allowing it
to linger until it evolves into a crisis. Whether it be the decision by policymakers in 17 states and
the District of Columbia to rely on a single pipeline for most of their gasoline supply; the
dependence of shale oil and gas companies on the preservation of the OPEC+ arrangement as a
price support; the renewables industry’s dependency on raw materials supply chains almost solely
controlled by China and/or Russia; or even my own foolish dependency on an increasingly
unstable Texas power grid managed by the Electric Reliability Council Of Texas (ERCOT) for my
home’s electricity — dependency on unreliable and unpredictable sources of support ultimately
leads to crisis.

This week produced developments on several of these fronts. Let’s look at what it all means for
ordinary people by working our way backwards up that list of issues, starting with the Texas
power grid, and reforms likely to be enacted by the Texas legislature in the final two weeks of its
current session.

During February’s infamous arctic freeze/power blackout event, three key grid maladies were
identified that need fixing:

Lack of weatherization of key power generation and natural gas transportation facilities;

Mismanagement at ERCOT, including decisions to cut power supply to many natural gas
facilities during the freeze event; and

Lack of adequate baseload reserve generating capacity that can be turned on during a crisis.

Obviously, there were many other issues identified during and after the crisis, but these are the
three big ones that must be addressed if the grid is to ever be truly stabilized. As things stand
today, the legislature appears prepared to address the first two issues while leaving the third still
hanging unresolved.

The House State Affairs Committee, chaired by Republican Chris Paddie, approved SB 3, an



omnibus electricity bill on a unanimous vote Tuesday, sending the bill to the House Calendars
Committee to be scheduled for a floor vote by the full House. Unfortunately, language designed to
address the reserve capacity issue that was included in the senate version of the bill was nowhere
to be seen in the house version.

If approved, the bill would require weatherization of many of the state’s power generation
facilities as well as critical natural gas infrastructure that performs a role in the grid’s supply chain.
According to Todd Staples, President of the Texas Oil & Gas Association,     less than 20%     of
the state’s natural gas infrastructure performs such a role. Assuming that 20% or so can be
properly identified and protected from having its power supply cut off during an emergency,
requiring the remaining 80% to be weatherized would amount to a waste of effort and resources.

SB 3 would enact reforms to how ERCOT’s board is constituted and how the entity manages the
grid. The bill would also create a new entity called the Texas Electricity Supply Chain Security
and Mapping Committee, which would be responsible for identifying the critical infrastructure to
be weatherized and to be exempted from ERCOT-mandated blackouts.

The bill contains other provisions, but these are the key points that would potentially fortify the
grid from future catastrophic, deadly failures like the one Texans experienced in February of this
year, and in February, 2011.

But what this bill does not do is anything to mandate or incentivize the construction of additional
reserve baseload power generating capacity in the Texas market. Nor does it do anything to reform
the way the state’s de-regulated market generates signals to generators to build new capacity,
signals that have been notably absent for more than a decade now. It does authorize the Public
Utilities Commission to “study” the issue related to market signals over the summer, but that also
happened in the aftermath of the similar winter freeze/blackout event of 2011, and nothing came of
it. Such studies are always where lobbyists attempt to consign proposed measures they wish to
kill.

Rep. Paddie     told the     Dallas Morning New s     that this chronic problem will likely not be
addressed during the regular session, which ends on May 31. However, he did hold out hope that
the issue could be added to the agenda of an anticipated special session that Gov. Greg Abbott
plans to call to address redistricting this fall. But again, absent any real requirement that such
action take place, Texas citizens will be left to the vagaries of the same political process that has
proved as unreliable as the state’s power grid in the past.

As a result, Texans will likely face a long, hot summer knowing that the ERCOT-managed power
grid they foolishly depend on for electricity remains short of needed reserve baseload capacity, and
the policymakers they elected to represent them in Austin continue to do nothing effective to
address the problem that has lingered for more than a decade now.

Texans who have the financial means would be well-advised to get with their local dealers in
backup natural gas generators or home solar providers as the most readily-available ways to
relieve their foolish dependency on the grid. The 99% or so who don’t have the financial means to
do that are stuck waiting out another summer hoping for the best.

This is no way to manage a grid.
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Texas Natural Gas Service assured in new construction with
governor’s OK
By     Carolyn Davis
Natural Gas Intelligence
May 19, 2021
Texas municipalities are prohibited from banning utility services based on energy sources,
including the use of natural gas, under legislation signed into law by Gov. Greg Abbott.

House Bill (HB) 17 , which took effect Tuesday (May 18) with Abbott’s signature, would prevent
cities and municipalities from discriminating against any particular utility service or infrastructure
based on the type of energy being used.

The law was supported by the Texas Independent Producers and Royalty Owners Association,
Texas Oil and Gas Association and Texas Pipeline Association.

According to the Texas House Research Organization, supporters said the bill ensures
homeowners, builders and businesses have “the ability to decide how best to meet their energy
needs. Some states and cities around the country have moved to ban natural gas in new residential
and commercial construction.

“By prohibiting policies that would ban or discriminate against a single energy source…HB 17
would preserve customer choice and access to energy sources in Texas, including to affordable and
reliable sources such as natural gas.”

Critics had argued the bill was “too broad and could have a chilling effect on programs that
promote energy efficiency if the programs were interpreted as discriminating against a particular
energy source,” House researchers said.

State Rep. Joe Deshotel (D-Beaumont) said he had sponsored the legislation initially in response
to bans on new natural gas service enacted by     West Coast municipalities . However, shortly
after     Winter Storm Uri     led to a massive power outage across Texas during February, the bill
gained momentum.

During a state House hearing on the bill, Deshotel said natural gas had “played an important part
in helping a lot of people” who were able to use gas fireplaces and stoves during the blackout.

“I know in my own home, I was able to keep things going because we had a generator that kicked
on and ran on natural gas,” Deshotel said.    

The Texas bill follows similar legislation enacted in Arizona, Arkansas, Kansas, Louisiana,
Mississippi, Oklahoma, Tennessee and Utah to preemptively prevent municipalities from banning
gas use in new construction.

Beyond the West Coast, other states are considering gas bans. For example, last June the    
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Massachusetts attorney general     called for an investigation into phasing out gas by 2050
following a series of explosions in the Merrimack Valley. New York City     Mayor Bill de Blasio  
  also has called for a ban on new gas service.

   

   

Pipelines face prospect of tougher climate standard
By James Osborne
Houston Chronicle
May 20, 2021
WASHINGTON – In the years ahead, the natural gas sector is planning billions of dollars in
construction projects to expand the network of pipelines that transport its product     around the
country and solidify natural gas’ role in the nation’s energy supply for decades to come.

But first they need to convince federal regulators to sign off as President Joe Biden sounds the
alarm on climate change and the nation’s reliance on fossil fuels.

The Federal Energy Regulatory Commission is reviewing whether to include contributions to
climate change in the criteria for approving pipelines and other natural gas projects. The review is
ongoing, with no timeline or a decision, but such a change stands to radically alter how the federal
government decides whether to allow the construction of gas pipelines.

“FERC almost never denies (pipeline) applications. As long as there’s a contract in place they
approve it,” said Max Sarinsky, an attorney with New York University’s Institute for Public Policy.
“They have an obligation to review the impacts of these pipelines, both beneficial and adverse, and
that’s not something they’ve been doing with climate impacts.”

That changed earlier this year when FERC, under new Chairman Richard Glick, a Democrat,
considered the greenhouse gas implications of replacing an 87-mile-stretch of the Northern
Natural pipeline, which runs from West Texas to Michigan. The commission approved the pipeline
but the decision drew the angry dissent of Commissioner James Danly, Republican , who argued
the commission was overstepping its authority in considering the project’s emissions.

“It appears to me that the (pipeline) industry and its customers are on the verge of experiencing
some dramatic changes in the coming months and years,” he said during a FERC meeting in
February.

Pipeline companies now face the question of whether their projects will pass muster with a more
environmentally conscious FERC.

More than a dozen natural gas projects     are under review at FERC, including a major expansion
of Kinder Morgan’s Tennessee Gas Pipeline and Southern Gas Pipeline, which connect Texas and
Louisiana gas fields to the eastern United States. Also, the Canadian firm TransCanada has five
gas projects awaiting approval at FERC, including the expansion of a pipeline in southern
Louisiana to supply the Plaquemines LNG export terminal, which is being developed by the
Virginia LNG firm Venture Global.
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In the meantime, Glick has signaled he is not going to tread as lightly around pollution from
natural gas as his predecessors, recently ordering FERC staff to review whether the expansion of a
gas compressor station in Massachusetts was in the “public interest” after a series of accidental
leaks into the surrounding community.

“A proposed pipeline’s contribution to climate change is one of its most consequential
environmental impacts and we must consider all evidence in the record,” Glick said in a statement
earlier this year.

Pushback in Congress
That approach is drawing pushback in Congress. Earlier this month a group of 26 senators,
including two Democrats, Sen. Joe Manchin, of West Virginia, and Kyrsten Sinema, of Arizona,
wrote to FERC asking they move ahead on the pending projects without considering new
standards on climate change.

“Many of the proposed projects before the commission, some pending for more than a year, are
critical to addressing supply issues and strengthening our energy infrastructure,” read the letter,
which was also signed by Texas’s Republican senators, John Cornyn and Ted Cruz.

Pipeline companies and their trade groups declined interview requests for this story, citing the
ongoing debate within FERC. But behind the scenes, the prospect of the federal government
digging into emissions data has widened an existing divide within the industry over climate
change.

For some companies, it’s a reasonable request considering the need to reduce greenhouse gas
emissions to net zero over the next three decades. But for others it’s a non-starter, giving
environmental attorneys even more ammunition with which to tie up their projects in court.

“You have companies that want to be more proactive on methane and climate, but not everybody’s
there yet,” said one energy attorney, who requested anonymity to discuss an active case before
FERC.

The commission’s consideration of climate change, she said, “is not going to foreclose natural gas
pipelines. That said it’s going to provide them with more cover and direction to consider climate
impacts when they want to.”

The uproar over FERC’s certification process followed a recent trip by commissioner Danly to
Houston, where he met with executives from natural gas and pipeline companies, said one
executive, who declined to speak on record because his company has projects before FERC.

Danly “ said all these orders are going to come out and you need to intervene,” the executive
recounted. “The message was resonating all through the community.”

Danly did not respond to requests for comment.

Some 3 million miles of natural gas pipelines crisscross the United States, supplying power plants,
industrial facilities and homes with what remains one of the world’s cheapest sources of energy.

But with scientists warning that the world needs to cut emissions immediately, pressure is growing



on national governments to stop the construction of fossil fuel pipelines and compressor stations
that are designed to run for decades. This week, the International Energy Agency, which advises
governments on energy supply, recommended that oil and gas development be halted if the world
is to slow global warming and avoid environmental catastrophe.

Revolving door
Biden took office took office promising to address climate change, which has become one of the
preeminent issues of his party. But standing in the way are Republicans and Democrats from
energy producing states, such as Manchin, who are     not ready to give up on a fossil fuel industry
that employs millions of people around the country.

In recent years, pipeline companies have beefed up their presence on Capitol Hill, employing
former top congressional and federal agency staff to lobby on pipeline issues. Kinder Morgan
recently hired Manchin’s former chief of staff, Patrick Hayes, to lobby on their behalf. Dallas-
based Energy Transfer Partners has Adam Ingols, the former chief of staff at the Department of
Energy during the George W. Bush administration, lobbying on, “issues associated with the siting,
permitting, and construction of liquid and gas pipeline infrastructure.”

They likely have busy years ahead of them. Biden has put a temporary halt to oil and gas
permitting on federal lands and committed the United States to cutting its greenhouse gas
emissions by more than 50 percent by 2030, more doubled the reduction pledged by former
president Barack Obama.

“The Biden administration is taking climate very seriously,” Sarinsky, the NYU attorney, said.
“We’re seeing agencies across the government make use of tools to assess the impacts of climate
change.”

FERC, as an independent body, is not bound by the Biden administration’s policy choices. But
later next month, the president will have the opportunity to decide on a replacement for
Commissioner Neil Chatterjee, a Republican and former chief of staff to Senate Minority Leader
Mitch McConnell, whose five-year term is coming to an end.

That would give Democrats a 3-2 majority on the commission.

james.osborne@chron.com

Twitter.com/@osborneja

   

   

Ford’s electric F-150 pickup raises stakes for truck-loving Texas’ oil
and gas industry
By Paul Takahashi
Houston Chronicle
May 20, 2021
Ford Motor Co.’s all-electric version of its best-selling F-150 pickup is yet another sign of the



accelerating energy transition, one that raises the stakes for the oil and gas industry concentrated in
truck-loving Texas.

The Detroit automaker on Wednesday unveiled the F-150 Lightning, an electric pickup that starts
at just under $40,000, can travel 230 miles on a full charge and can tow up to 10,000 pounds. For
hurricane and tornado-prone Texas, the Lightning also offers another perk: Texans can plug into
the truck’s 9.6 kilowatt battery pack to power their home for three days during a blackout.

“For both Ford and the American auto industry, F-150 Lightning represents a defining moment as
we progress toward a zero-emissions, digitally connected future,” Ford’s executive chairman Bill
Ford said in a statement. “F-Series is America’s best-selling truck for 44 years, the backbone of
work across the country, and a trusted icon for generations of customers. Now we are
revolutionizing it for a new generation.”

The F-150 is the top-selling vehicle in Texas. If the Detroit automaker can turn the F-150
Lightning into a best seller, the electric truck can accelerate widespread adoption of electric
vehicles, which represent a small but growing segment of the gigantic automotive industry. It
would also have profound implications for Houston’s critical oil and gas industry, which has long
relied on the automotive industry to drive demand for crude and petroleum products such as
gasoline and diesel.

The International Energy Agency estimates that electric vehicles displaced nearly 600,000 barrels
of oil products per day in 2019. That figure is expected to grow to 2.5 million barrels per day by
2030.

Ford’s electric truck offering has been highly anticipated. Other automakers, including Tesla and
startup Rivian, are rolling out their own electric trucks, but Ford’s entrance into the space is a
potential market mover.

Ford’s F-series pickup over the past decade has been the best-selling vehicle nationally and the
top-selling truck globally. There are 16.6 million F-series trucks on the road today, representing
roughly 6 percent of all vehicles. Ford sold $42 billion worth of F-series trucks in 2019, higher
than McDonald’s, Nike and Starbucks sales that year.

Although the F-150 is the most popular vehicle in 39 states, it’s particularly beloved in Texas,
where the truck reigns supreme. The luxury King Ranch version with leather and wood trim is a
Texas icon.

The F-150 Lightning has the potential to kick electric vehicle sales into high gear. Most electric
vehicles to date have been sedans such as the Chevrolet Bolt and Nissan Leaf, but analysts predict
the introduction of more popular SUV and truck models could expand the market for EVs.

Demand for electric vehicles is expected to surge in the coming decade as Ford and other major
automakers ramp up production and as battery technology continues to advance, helping to reduce
prices and improve range. Industry leaders predict that the prices of electric vehicles will become
competitive with those of gas-powered vehicles in the U.S. as early as 2023. An estimated 280
million electric vehicles are predicted to be on the roads globally by 2040, according to global
energy research firm Wood Mackenzie.
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‘Rain chances are not going to go away:’ Storms bring hail, damage
trees, trigger tornado
By Kelsey Bradshaw
Austin American-Statesman
May 19, 2021
Several days of storms and wet weather     have helped the Austin area keep up with normal
rainfall amounts for the year, and more rain in the coming days will be welcome to a region that
remains abnormally dry, the National Weather Service said.

Storms that have developed over South Texas and Central Texas over the past few days have hit
areas south and east     of Austin with severe storms, weather service meteorologist Eric Platt said.

Hail up to     an inch in diameter and 66-mph wind gusts were reported in the New Braunfels area
and a tornado was reported in Fayette County on Tuesday, the weather service said. Quarter-sized
hail was reported in Kyle, and downed tree limbs were reported in Buda on Tuesday, Platt said.

Meteorologists were in Fayette County, about 7 miles north of Schulenberg, on Wednesday to
survey an     area where they confirmed that a weak tornado had landed, he said. Surveying for a
tornado includes looking at structural damage to determine the strength of winds.

Extra Fayette County     sheriff’s deputies were called into work on Tuesday between 6 p.m. and
9:30 p.m. to assist with incidents in the area, the sheriff’s office said.

The sheriff’s office reported three accounts of     tornadoes, including on U.S. 77 near the Lavaca
County line, near the Swiss Alp community, and on FM 609 in the O’Quinn area.

At least four crashes happened Tuesday night, and the Flatonia Volunteer Fire Department
attended to five water rescues, the sheriff’s office said. Downed tree limbs and washed-out roads
were also reported.

In Austin, an additional 11 Austin-Travis County EMS medics were deployed Tuesday, and two
swift water boats were readied as the area saw rain.    

So far this month, 3.72 inches of rainfall have been recorded at Camp Mabry, Austin’s main
weather station. The month’s rainfall total so far was filled out this week when 2.01 inches of rain
fell between Sunday and Tuesday, according to the weather service.

In the 48 hours ending Wednesday at 9 a.m., some of the highest rainfall totals in Central Texas
measured by the weather service included:



• 9.24     inches near Muldoon in Fayette     County.

• 3.47 inches southwest of Austin     in Travis County.

• 3.06     inches near Harwood     in Caldwell County.

• 2.67 inches northwest of Spicewood     in Burnet     County.

• 2.53     inches west of Wimberley in Hays     County.

• 2.5 inches in Smithville in Bastrop County.

• 2.45 inches east of Round Rock in Williamson     County.

“Rain chances are not going to go away any time soon,” Platt said. “They may start to dwindle a
little bit as we head into next week, but we at least have a 30% or 40% chance.”

Even though the rain has brought some gloomier days, it continues to be appreciated in the area as
the western half of Travis County is abnormally dry, according     to the U.S. Monitor’s latest
update from May 11 .

Even with the recent precipitation, Austin is still a bit behind on rainfall. Since Jan.1, a total of
11.8 inches of rain have fallen in the area. Normally, Austin records 12.86 inches of rainfall by this
time in the year, Platt said.

The rain falling this week is landing on ground already saturated from rainfall earlier this month.
But meteorologists on Wednesday afternoon canceled the area’s flash flood watch, which was
supposed to last until Thursday afternoon.

Rain chances will continue into the weekend, though, with a half-inch of rainfall being possible on
Friday and Saturday and a quarter-inch on Sunday, Platt said.

Storms in the coming days might bring hail and gusty winds to the area, but meteorologists don’t
expect tornadoes in the Austin area, Platt said.    

“The     main thing is watching for some locally heavy rainfall,” he said.
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Texas gov knew of natural gas shortages days before blackout, blamed
wind anyway
Official’s phone logs offer blow-by-blow account of the disaster as it unfolded.
By Tim De Chant
Ars Technica
May 21, 2021
Texas Governor Greg Abbott’s office knew of looming natural gas shortages on February 10, days
before a deep freeze plunged much of the state into blackouts, according to a   new report   from E
& E News .

Abbott’s office first learned of the likely shortfall in a phone call from then-chair of the Public
Utility Commission of Texas   DeAnne Walker. In the days leading up to the power outages that
began on February 15, Walker and the governor’s office spoke 31 more times.

Walker also spoke with regulators, politicians, and utilities dozens of times about the gas
curtailments that threatened the state’s electrical grid. The PUC chair’s diary for the days before
the outage shows her schedule dominated by concerns over gas curtailments and the impact they
would have on electricity generation. Before and during the disaster, she was on more than 100
phone calls with various agencies and utilities regarding gas shortages.

After the blackouts began, Abbott   appeared on Fox News   to falsely assert that wind turbines
were the driving force behind the outages.

Wind turbines were a factor, but only a small one. Wind in Texas   doesn’t produce as much power
in the winter , and regulators don’t typically rely on wind turbines to provide significant amounts
of power. Instead, regulators anticipated that natural gas and coal power plants would meet
demand.

In public, Bill Magness, then-CEO of ERCOT, the state’s electric grid regulator, didn’t seem
concerned about the approaching weather. In a virtual meeting on February 9, Magness   said , “As
those of you in Texas know, we do have a cold front coming this way... Operations has issued an
operating condition notice just to make sure everyone is up to speed with their winterization and
we’re ready for the several days of pretty frigid temperatures to come our way.” During the two-
and-a-half-hour public portion of the meeting, Magness devoted just 40 seconds to the unusual
weather.

Early signs
The first sign of trouble came the next day, when Magness, concerned that supply wouldn’t match
demand, asked customers to conserve energy. Later that day, Walker took a call from officials at
energy provider Vistra Corporation, which told her that several of its power plants had received
notices that natural gas supplies would be curtailed.
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Curtailing the flow of gas usually happens when cold weather increases demand or damages
infrastructure. In Texas, both happened. The higher demand could be anticipated, but the problems
with the natural gas infrastructure, detailed in a US Department of Energy   situation report , were
particularly troubling. Wellheads were “freezing off,” and gas processing facilities were dropping
offline due to the cold weather, sharply reducing production that would feed the region’s pipelines.

Walker noted her call with Vistra in   her diary and phone log   for February 10–19, which she
produced at the behest of the State Senate Committee on Business and Commerce. The document
provides a striking blow-by-blow account of what was happening behind the scenes as bitter
winter weather brought down Texas’s grid. “I received information from Vistra Corporation that
they had received notices of gas curtailments at several power plants. I notified the Governor’s
office and Chairman Hancock about the information from Vistra,” she wrote, referring to state
senator Kelly Hancock, chair of the committee.

Also on February 10, Walker followed up with the chair of Texas Railroad Commission , the
regulator that oversees gas pipelines, and the leadership of the Texas House and Senate to inform
them of the impending problem. She also spoke with utilities and power companies, as well as
their major customers. “I began discussions with representatives of the Texas Industrial Electric
Consumers, in an attempt to resolve concerns that the gas curtailment issues could raise with
electric generators. I spoke with representative of generators about the impact the gas curtailment
would have on generation and began discussions with the various parties to resolve those
concerns,” she wrote.

Gas curtailments dominated Walker’s schedule for the next three days.

Grid collapse
On February 12, the Railroad Commission issued an   emergency order   dictating which
customers should be prioritized for natural gas deliveries, and late on February 14, Texas’s grid
finally began collapsing. In two text messages sent around midnight, ERCOT chief Magness told
Walker that some wind turbines had frozen and several fossil fuel generators had tripped offline.
Blackouts began just before 2 am, February 15. Walker promptly notified the governor’s office.

That was the only time Walker’s diary or logs mention wind power. After the two late-night text
messages from Magness, Walker’s report does not mention wind power again. But it does
reference gas curtailments more than 70 times over the next four days, a possible reflection of the
scope, severity, and impact of the shortages.

The power outages soon found their way back to natural gas suppliers. “The concerns related to
natural gas moved from concerns about curtailment to concerns about electric outages for gas
producers,” Walker wrote on February 15. Power plants, short on gas, couldn’t generate enough
electricity to power the infrastructure that kept gas flowing from suppliers to users, including the
power plants themselves. It created a feedback loop that compounded the problem further. “I met
with and informed the office of the Governor about the situation,” Walker wrote. “I interacted
throughout the day with ERCOT and the Governor’s office related to the ongoing issues.”

Between when the outages began and when Abbott appeared on Fox host Sean Hannity’s show on
February 16, Walker had spoken with the governor’s office more than 50 times. By this time,
natural gas production in the South Central US, which includes Alabama, Arkansas, Kansas,
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Louisiana, Mississippi, Oklahoma, and Texas, was   down 30 percent , representing a loss of 7
percent of all US production.

Continued blackouts
Over the next three days, blackouts plagued the state. According to Walker’s logs, Samsung’s fab
outside of Austin shut down on the morning of February 16. The fab lost 71,000 wafers to the
disruption, costing the company at least $268 million. It took Samsung   more than a month   to
bring the fab back online. Power was cut to NXP’s fab the next day. The company also lost a
month of production, and it estimated that the outage cost it $100 million.

The same day that NXP’s fab was shut down, Abbott   ordered   natural gas producers to halt
exports and sell to power plants in an effort to get them running again.

As the cold weather continued, millions remained without power, some for days. Pipes burst,
flooding customers’ homes and forcing them to look elsewhere for fresh water. Chemical plants
and fuel refineries   spewed tons of toxic pollutants   into the air as they executed emergency
shutdowns. The effects of the gas shortage   were felt as far north as Minnesota .   According   to
the Texas Department of Health and Human Services, 151 people died of causes related to the
disaster.Enter your email to get the Ars Technica newsletter
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What hurt South Texas drillers more — pandemic or winter storm?
Drilling hit its lowest point in seven years as the winter storm shut off electricity to
refineries and shut-in wells
By   Jessica Corso
San Antonio Business Journal
May 20, 2021
Crude oil production took a sharp downturn in South Texas during the winter storm that shut down
the state, federal and state data shows.

The U.S. Energy Information Administration reports that the Eagle Ford Shale produced 872,000
barrels of oil in February, fewer barrels than at any point since the Covid-19 crisis hit South Texas’
drilling industry. That’s the fewest barrels of oil that the Eagle Ford has produced since January
2013, according to the data.

Before the storm, crude oil production in the shale play had been rising since hitting a low of
926,000 barrels in May 2020, and the number rebounded in March to a little over 1 million barrels
— still shy of the 1.3 million barrels being produced before the coronavirus shut down the
economy last spring.

Reports   surfaced early on   during February’s record cold snap that wellheads had frozen and  
natural gas prices shot up   as people throughout the U.S. sought fuel to heat their homes. But it
wasn’t only the gas supply that was affected.
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The U.S. crude oil benchmark rose 14% during February, and energy analysts at IHS Markit
reported that most Gulf Coast refineries   were operating at reduced rates   or completely shut
down as the state struggled to send power to homes and businesses.

The downturn in production is shown not only in the EIA data but also in numbers released in
recent months by the Railroad Commission of Texas .

Karnes County, the top oil producer in South Texas, produced 1.7 million fewer barrels of crude in
February than in January, according to Railroad Commission data. Meanwhile, gas-rich Webb
County saw its natural gas production fall by 7 billion cubic feet in February.

 

 

Opinion: PBPA stepped up in the face of February’s winter storm
By Ben Shepperd
PB Oil & Gas Magazine
May 20, 2021
Leaving nearly three million households without power, Winter Storm Uri swept across Texas in
February, and was one of the most devastating winter events in decades. Almost immediately,
experts began pointing fingers, looking for a culprit that let the state’s energy grid go dark. But as
the events were unraveling in real-time, our Permian Basin Petroleum Association members and
so many across the state were working around the clock, in harsh conditions, to produce solutions
and get natural gas to electric generation.

Texas natural gas producers led us out of the worst weather related disaster in modern Texas
history and much of that challenge was caused by power outages we saw in the field.

Many have asked, and some in the media have noted, that oil and gas operators failed to designate
field operations, like production facilities, compressor stations, and more, as a way to have
prevented electricity loss.

However, prior to March 2021, oil and gas field facilities were expressly prohibited from being
designated as critical load facilities, and because of that, natural gas production and processing
facilities experienced power disruptions throughout the storm that created a chain reaction. The
loss of power at compressor stations and processing facilities forced gas wells still in operation to
be shut in—in other words, gas was readily available, but there was no way to get it where it
needed to go.

As Railroad Commission Chairman Christi Craddick noted in her testimony to House and
Senate panels, electrification is the best winterization for natural gas producers.

To prepare for the storm natural gas operators brought equipment from across the country ahead of
the storm and located personnel in the field to minimize drives on roadways. Despite those efforts,
dangerous travel conditions existed in the Permian Basin and across the state, and many field
workers risked their lives and left their homes and families to keep millions of Texans warm. In
some cases, their work kept their fellow Texans alive.
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While weather conditions continued to deteriorate and power loss was sustained, surface
equipment and processing plants began to seize up, further complicating any efforts to get these
facilities back up and running. In the meantime, Texas’ power grid was relying on record-breaking
withdrawals from natural gas storage facilities across the state.

In addition to the increasing natural gas production to account for the decline of other fuel sources,
natural gas continued to flow to “human needs customers” across the state, which allowed Texans
to heat homes and use their cooking appliances to feed their families. Yet, against this backdrop,
some are still calling on Texas to ban natural gas hookups to new homes and buildings.

PBPA worked closely with the Railroad Commission of Texas , Office of the Governor,
Lieutenant Governor, Texas Electric Reliability Council (TERC), Public Utility Commission,
members of the Texas Legislature, and more to address the issues and challenges we faced.

For example, PBPA staff worked directly through the TERC to gather specific metered
connections for natural gas operators and provide that information directly to transmission
companies to individually return power to operations and produce the natural gas that was fueling
the state’s electric grid.

We recognize that the Texas Legislature focused on encouraging reliability and ensuring this does
not happen again, and we support those efforts.

Just this week ERCOT announced that the vast majority of issues faced by Texans were not caused
by the lack of natural gas fuel, as had been initially claimed. Issues related to fuel limitations only
accounted for 12 percent of the loss of power supply stemming from fuel. The largest percentages,
accounting for 83 percent of all issues include: 54 percent losses caused by “weather related issues
at power plants,” 15 percent losses in “existing outages,” and 14 percent losses for “equipment
issues.”

In addition to being a small part of that 12 percent of fuel limitations that caused outages, natural
gas production actually increased as a portion of the fuel mix that was responsible for generating
electricity during the storm.

While ERCOT notes the natural gas industry was not a large part of the problem, we firmly
believe that our industry is part of the solution, and are working with lawmakers to develop a
process that maps out where critical facilities are located and ensuring they are registered under
the newly adopted form that ERCOT has now established.

We also know that greater communication is vital to prepare and prevent future energy challenges
and there are several efforts to more formally establish the Texas Energy Reliability Council,
which will include state agencies and regulated entities to promote reliability for Texans across the
state by ensuring all parties are able to effectively communicate the challenges that may exist
before, during, and after any other energy emergencies that may occur.

PBPA will continue to work to ensure that Texans are cool in the summer and warm in the winter,
and we are proud to represent all those who left their homes so that many others across the state
could be safe and warm in theirs. They are to be commended for their valiant efforts in this storm,
but also for their consistency in providing safe, reliable, abundant, and affordable energy for
Texans across the state.



Ben Shepperd is president of the Permian Basin Petroleum Association.

 

 

Weatherization bill the focus of power companies as legislative session
winds down
By   Christian Flores
KEYE
May 20. 2021
Video story on webpage: https://cbsaustin.com/news/local/weatherization-bill-the-focus-of-power-
companies-as-legislative-session-winds-down
AUSTIN –   As the Texas House of Representatives has less than a week left to pass bills
addressing the weeks-long power crisis that killed an estimated 200 Texans and left millions more
out in the cold during Winter Storm Uri in February, heads of electricity generating and providing
companies are optimistic state lawmakers will pass legislation preventing a repeat.

Vistra Corp. CEO Curt Morgan testified during a number of hearings in the immediate aftermath
of the storms, where he pushed for state lawmakers to put requirements in place for every major
player in the energy industry so Texans aren’t put in life threatening situations in future winter
storms.

His focus now is on one bill inching closer to Gov. Greg Abbott’s desk:   Senate Bill 3 .

“This was a bill we had interest in from the beginning. We thought it had a really good chance of
being the vehicle that would fix the problems from Winter Storm Uri because it was
comprehensive and I think it addressed the big issues on the weatherization front, and also to
designate the critical infrastructure in that bill. It has some other things I think are important, as
well, but nothing more important than weatherization,” Morgan said.

If signed into law, SB 3 would require all electricity generators and providers, as well as natural
gas facilities and pipelines in the state to weatherize. Violations of this law could result in a
penalty of $1 million per day. Facilities that experience weatherization failures will have to get a
third party to assess their plans and procedures.

Currently, plants are not required to be weatherized. Instead, the Public Utility Commission of
Texas and ERCOT can only make recommendations, and perform spot checks to see if plants are
following their plans, but they cannot levy punishments if these plans are not followed.

This would also create a statewide emergency alert system for power outages.

During Winter Storm Uri, Vistra Corp. - the largest electricity generator in the state and one of the
largest providers to customers - was able to still put more than their market share of electricity on
the grid, but Morgan still points to issues that prevented them and other companies from working
at full capacity.

“We actually performed quite well. We put more megawatts on the grid than anybody, more than
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our market share. The problem is we could not run our gas plants at full load. We were only
running at 70 percent capacity when we would have been running at 100 percent. The reason we
couldn’t run at full capacity is the pipeline pressures on the pipelines were not strong enough to
move the full complement of gas they normally would. The reason that happened was we had
freeze-ups from the wellhead at processing plants, at compressors. We also had a lot of the gas
infrastructure that was not registered with the Transmission and Distribution Utilities, and it was
cut off when we did the rolling blackouts, which only exacerbated the issue. So, the gas system
was unable to provide the full amount of gas that was needed to run the generation. It’s a virtuous
cycle. I have to produce electricity to the oil and gas infrastructure for them to run, and they need
to give me gas in order for me to make electricity. If that cycle doesn’t work, then we have this
catastrophe that occurred, and we should never have that. This is all imminently fixable,” Morgan
said.

The issue of registering gas providers as critical infrastructure will be addressed in another bill
Morgan has been hoping will be signed into law,   House Bill 3648 .

Under this bill, the state must designate certain natural gas facilities as critical infrastructure. By
doing this, oversight agencies like ERCOT and the Public Utility Commission of Texas are aware
of which companies need to be prioritized so they are last to have their power shut off during
rolling blackouts, and first to regain their power during restoration periods.

Both chambers passed HB 3648 unanimously, with the Senate giving final passage on Wednesday.
Now, this bill will get sent to the governor.

Meanwhile, state lawmakers have only days to pass SB 3 out of the House before sending it to
Abbott’s desk, but there is optimism this will happen because a House committee   unanimously
passed it this week . This bill also unanimously passed both in committee and on the full floor in
the Senate.

When SB 3 was first going through its Senate committee, Texas Oil and Gas Association President
Todd Staples largely supported the bill, but did raise concerns about the cost of weatherization.

“We want to make certain on the winterization, which no state in the country mandates for field
production neither does Canada, we need to make certain there’s flexibility there, that we’re not
being so onerous on those small operators that they just, you know, the economics,” Staples said.

Morgan said he understands the cost concerns.

However, he also said this does not compare to the potential cost - both literally and in human life
- if there is a repeat of the statewide outages.

“Weatherization is something the oil and gas industry does all over the world. They do it in
Canada, Alaska, North Dakota. We do it in some of the most harsh climates in the world. We
ought to be able to produce and weatherize in Texas. People do that, they don’t get paid extra for
it. They do it as part of producing oil and gas in those locations,” Morgan said. “In my own view,
cost is a bit of a ruse in all of this. I do think there’s a little bit of the idea that the gas business
does not want to be regulated in the State of Texas, and any infringement on that is a big issue. I
think it’s just one of these things that comes hard for them, but ultimately I’ve got to believe they
know we have to fix this because we can’t have what happened during Uri ever happen again.”
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As of time of publication, SB 3 has not yet been placed on the House’s calendar for floor
discussion, but given the priorities laid out this session it is almost a certainty it will ahead of
Tuesday’s deadline.

 

 

State lawmakers craft compromise bill in response to historic
February storm
By   Matt Zdun
KWTX
May. 20, 2021
Video story on webpage: https://www.kwtx.com/2021/05/20/state-lawmakers-craft-compromise-
bill-in-response-to-historic-february-storm/
KILLEEN – Texas lawmakers are putting their final touches on a far-reaching bill that would
require the state’s power-generating infrastructure to weatherize in response to February’s winter
storm.

Senate Bill 3   would require electricity generating plants and certain natural gas wells and
pipelines to weatherize.

The bill would task a newly-created council with mapping out which pieces of natural gas
infrastructure would need to be weatherized — namely, if they directly fuel electricity generating
plants.

Opponents argue that the bill would not go far enough.

“We need to weatherize and winterize the entire natural gas supply chain,” Virginia Palacios, the
executive director of Commission Shift, told KWTX.

“The area where this legislation is falling short is on the gas production side,” she said.

She also argued that the bill lacks an effective enforcement mechanism.

“The penalties [for not weatherizing facilities] are set so low that it would be cheaper for a
company to just pay the penalties than to actually winterize their system,” she said.

Todd Staples with the Texas Oil and Gas Association, which represents natural gas interests in
front of the Legislature, told KWTX in a written statement that the bill makes “substantial
progress towards addressing the events that occurred during Winter Storm Uri.”

The bill would also require certain grid operators to practice for power outage emergencies twice
per year and send out comprehensive radio, TV and roadside alerts before power outages.

During the February winter storm, some Texans argued that they were not given adequate notice to
prepare for power outages.
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“To the extent that we can really think these things through in the short amount of time and not
have a knee-jerk reaction and be as comprehensive as possible, it’s good,” Caitlin Smith, a vice
president with AB Power Advisors, told KWTX.

She said that the bill will likely be heavily modified later this week as lawmakers in both
chambers continue to lobby for their priorities.

 

 

Feud erupts at FERC meeting over pipeline emissions
By James Osborne
Houston Chronicle
May 20, 2021
WASHINGTON – Tensions erupted at the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission Thursday, as
commissioners sparred over natural gas pipeline projects and their contribution to climate change.

Disagreement erupted when Commissioner James Danly, a Republican, said he could not support
orders certifying the construction of two pipelines due to language analyzing their contribution to
climate change, threatening to leave them without the necessary votes.    

At a time the FERC is in the middle of a long-term debate over how it should consider greenhouse
gas emissions, the analysis of individual projects before that debate is complete   was too much for
Danly, who argued commissioners were overstepping their authority under federal law.

“I can’t support these orders as drafted because they’re legally infirm,” he said.

The orders were the result of a compromise earlier this year between Chairman Richard Glick, a
Democrat, and Commissioner Neil Chatterjee, a Republican, in which emissions of natural gas
pipeline projects would be assessed in exchange for Glick, who controls FERC’s agenda, putting
them up for a vote.

But Danly threatened to upend that agreement Thursday. Chatterjee, a former chief of staff to
Senate Minority Leader Mitch McConnnell, offered an angry rebuke, accusing Danly of holding
up needed projects in the interest of scoring political points.

“It’s very frustrating to me these projects won’t move forward this way ,” Chatterjee said. “This is
not a game. There are jobs and the investment capitol at stake. It didn’t   have to go down in this
manner.”

FERC approved another gas pipeline project earlier this year replacing an 87-mile-stretch of the
Northern Natural pipeline, which runs from West Texas to Michigan, by a near identical method.

But this time the two projects, one in Minnesota by Berkshire Hathaway and the other in Oregon
and Nevada by TransCanada, proposed the expansion of pipelines, increasing the flow of natural
gas and emissions into the atmosphere. Both Glick and fellow Democratic Commissioner Allison
Clements would only support the orders in part, arguing further environmental analysis was
needed.



With the three Republicans unable to pull together the necessary votes Thursday, Danly offered a
surprise amendment in which the order would include language making clear the analysis of
greenhouse gas emissions was, “for informational purposes only” and would not serve as
precedent for future pipeline cases.

“This was a solution that arrived at me late last night,” he said.

That set off a fierce exchange of words, with Glick and Chatterjee accusing   Danly of
intentionally springing the amendment at the last minute. Commissioner Mark Christie, the former
chairman of the Virginia State Corporation Commission, stepped in to try and calm the meeting.

“I came to this meeting to vote for both these projects, with or without the amendment frankly,” he
said. “The pipelines provide gas so people can cook and have hot water. There ought to be five
(yes) votes, but because of the greenhouse gas issue they might go down.”

Glick and Chatterjee eventually agreed to allow the amendment, and the two pipeline projects
were approved by the Republican majority vote on the five-member commission. Though
Chatterjee remained incensed.

“If I’m the general counsel for these companies I’d be losing my mind right now,” he said.  

 

 

New Mexico land commissioner takes aim at oil, gas bond
requirements
By Susan Montoya Bryan
Associated Press
May 21, 2021
New Mexico’s financial assurance requirements for oil and gas wells, pipelines, and related
infrastructure fall far short of what would be needed to offset closure and cleanup costs, according
to the findings of an independent   study   released yesterday.

The research was commissioned by the state after concerns were raised last year about taxpayers
being left on the hook if companies go bankrupt or abandon their operations without plugging
wells, decommissioning pipelines or cleaning up.

While bonding requirements can vary widely depending on location and the type of well, the study
estimated the bonding gap for companies operating on state trust lands and private land at more
than $8 billion. For example, closure and cleanup costs for an oil well on state trust land were
estimated at more than $218,000 while financial assurance amounted to just $3,500.

For pipelines on trust land, the study estimated average financial assurance is about $51 per mile,
while the average decommissioning and surface reclamation cost is likely to top $211,000 per
mile.

Land Commissioner Stephanie Garcia Richard called the gaps in financial assurance “staggering”
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and said the state needs to ensure companies are adequately bonded so the costs of plugging wells,
remediating spills and contamination, and reseeding disturbed areas will be covered.

“No one can afford these obligations if they have gone bankrupt. That is why we need companies
to be adequately bonded on the front end,” she said.

The State Land Office is planning a series of public meetings on how increasing bond amounts for
oil and gas operators would affect communities, workers and small businesses.

Oil and gas is a driving force of New Mexico’s economy and the state budget. The State Land
Office reported oil and gas royalty earnings of nearly $110 million in April, which marked a
record. Much of that goes to support public education and other trust land beneficiaries.

“Enormous sums of taxpayer money and money meant for public schools, along with the long-
term health of our lands, are on the line,” Garcia Richard said, noting that there would be less
money for beneficiaries if funds are diverted for cleanup.

Concerns about the inadequacy of bonds go beyond New Mexico. A 2019 report by the U.S.
Government Accountability Office highlighted bonding shortfalls on federal lands and found that
oil and gas bond amounts largely have not been updated in 40 years or more and fail to serve their
intended purpose.

Abandoned wells have been an issue across much of the West, and some officials are concerned
the problem could grow given the increase in development in places such as the Permian Basin,
which straddles the Texas-New Mexico border.

The New Mexico Oil Conservation Division last year tallied the number of orphaned and
abandoned wells in the state at more than 700, of which only 6% have been plugged. While the
state has a restoration program funded by a tax on oil and gas operators, officials say its $5 million
budget would be drained quickly considering the number of wells needing to be plugged and
remediated.

According to a 2020 legislative analysis, the State Land Office pulled one bond for a produced
water spill in Lea County that occurred more than five years ago. The estimated cleanup cost was
over $600,000, but the bond only covered $10,000.

The study highlighted some of the differences between the bonding requirements of the two state
agencies. The Oil Conservation Division requires financial assurance to fund well plugging and
land restoration efforts if a permit holder doesn’t comply. However, that assurance is not intended
to secure payment for landowners whose livestock, crops or property may be damaged.

The study also found that under current requirements, the largest users of private and state trust
lands often carry the lowest marginal amounts of financial assurance coverage.

 

 

NBC 5 Investigates: How Texas wind power could work better in cold



weather
What can Texas learn from cold-weather states?
By Scott Friedman, Eva Parks, and Jose Sanchez
KXAS
May 20, 2021
Video story on webpage: https://www.nbcdfw.com/investigations/nbc-5-investigates-how-texas-
wind-power-could-work-better-in-cold-weather/2637659/
NBC 5 Investigates traveled to a frigid wind farm to see how Texas could make wind power more
reliable before the next winter storm.

When the big winter storm hit Texas in February all kinds of power plants struggled. Plants that
run on coal, on natural gas, and even wind farms shut down too. Wind turbine blades iced up and
equipment simply froze up in the cold.

As the snow and ice melted, some Texas politicians suggested wind power cannot be trusted in the
winter.

But wind farms operate in places where winter temperatures are much more extreme.   So   NBC 5
Investigates   traveled north to see how they keep the blades spinning.

We found that technology exists to ensure wind turbines will be ready to run in the cold. But there
are questions about how much Texas is willing to invest in winterizing wind farms and how far
those efforts should reach. Decisions that could be critical in a state where wind now accounts for
almost a quarter of the electricity Texans count on many days.
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As Texas power grid reforms take shape, natural gas suppliers evade
scrutiny
By Jeremy Blackman
Houston Chronicle
May 25, 2021
The Texas Legislature is nearing agreement on a sweeping set of energy reforms that experts say
are encouraging but won’t likely fix the biggest failures from this winter’s deadly outages.

Senate Bill 3 passed the House on Monday and is headed for negotiations between both the House
and Senate later this week; lawmakers have until May 31   Monday to send it on to the governor.

While a final draft is still being worked out, neither Republican-controlled chamber has shown
support for forcing natural gas suppliers to prepare for extreme cold. Most of the state’s power
grid runs on natural gas, and disruptions in the gas supply were among the earliest and most
significant causes of the blackouts.

The version   of the legislation   passed by the House calls for some winterization, but limits it to
wells and processing facilities that directly supply power plants — a hard designation to apply
since gas from different sources is are often combined as it enters pipelines. The measure also calls
for minimal daily fines and tasks the industry-friendly Railroad Commission to set and enforce
the rules.

Energy experts had hoped that at least new gas wells would have to be insulated, since they
produce more than older wells. During Winter Storm Uri, the state’s gas production fell more than
20 percent over five days.

The Federal Reserve Bank of Dallas   found last month   that safeguarding new wells would be
among the cheapest preventative steps for the state, costing between $85 million and $220 million
annually. The financial toll from the February outages is estimated to be at least $80 billion.

Republicans in the House rejected amendments from Democrats that would have increased
penalties for gas suppliers that don’t winterize and would have required progress on winterization
within six months of the measure becoming law.

Gas producers say they recognize the need to equip their operations for the cold, but contend that
mandates requiring them to do so are unnecessary.

“The market can provide the signals that are necessary to make sure the product flows,” said Todd
Staples, president of the Texas Oil and Gas Association.

Doug Lewin, a clean energy advocate who runs the consulting firm Stoic Climate and Energy,
warned that leaves the state without protections heading into at least the next winter.
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“Everybody better buy their generators or their storage or whatever to put in their garage, because
that basically means there would be nothing done to gas supply for this winter,” he said. “And I
guess the Legislature is OK with that. I imagine most Texans aren’t.”

House Speaker Dade Phelan, R-Beaumont, called SB 3 one of the “most consequential pieces of
legislation” in recent memory.

The measure would require power plants to winterize, would increase communication among
regulators, improve oversight and create a statewide emergency alert system for future outages. It
would also require gas companies to register certain infrastructure as “critical” so it doesn’t lose
power during emergencies.

“This legislation will better ensure the reliability of our electricity market and make our grid more
resilient in the face of extreme weather emergencies, and I applaud the House for their vital efforts
to that end,” Phelan said in a statement.

The Legislature has declined to mandate weatherization after past grid failures, arguing that
suppliers would find it in their own best interest to do so without regulation. The practice is
common in the North where it freezes more often. It can cost between $20,000 and $50,000 to
weatherize a well, according to the Reserve Bank.

This time, Gas suppliers have been at the center of political debate over the winter outages, which
killed more than 200 Texans. As drilling rigs froze and gas processing plants shut down, the price
of gas exploded, leading to record profits for some suppliers as power plants struggled to secure
fuel.

Michael Webber, an energy resources professor at the University of Texas at Austin, said the bill is
a step in the right direction but mostly ignores the scarcity incentives at play.

“Various gas companies have made a killing and a windfall, so why would they winterize now if
it’s not required and it’s profitable not to do so?” he said.

Webber said the bill also fails to increase energy efficiency and otherwise reduce consumption
during peak periods, or incorporate climate change science to more accurately predict weather
patterns.

Daniel Cohan, an associate professor of civil and environmental engineering at Rice University,
described the gas reforms last week as a half step.

“If you just winterize those lines that are directly carrying the gas to power plants, you’re not
going to address the other systemic problems of the system,” he said. “It’s hard to see how this
provides full coverage of the winterization that we need.”
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Texas electricity grid one step closer to reform after House advances
proposal
By   Wes Rapaport
KXAN
May 24, 2021
Video story on webpage: https://www.kxan.com/news/texas-politics/texas-electricity-grid-one-
step-closer-to-reform-after-house-advances-proposal/
AUSTIN – The troubled electricity grid that took the spotlight during the fatal February freeze is
one step closer to seeing changes from state lawmakers — with one week remaining in the
legislative session.

The Texas House spent roughly four hours debating more than two-dozen changes to   Senate Bill
3   over the weekend, formally passing the legislation Monday morning.

The plan to reform the grid tackles three main objectives “from wellhead to light switch,”
according to State Rep. Chris Paddie, R-Marshall, who led the House effort.

“And that is oversight and accountability, communication failures, which we saw throughout the
system, and weatherization — to ensure that these facilities, both utility and natural gas facilities
are prepared for these extreme weather events and will be able to continue to function and do the
job that they are supposed to do,” Marshall said.

SB 3 would require electricity providers operating on the grid managed by the Electric Reliability
Council of Texas (ERCOT) to weatherize their equipment. The rules would be set by the Public
Utility Commission six months after the law takes effect.

“Those would go a long way… to really making this situation go away,” Curt Morgan, chief
executive officer for Vistra Corp., said. “And I don’t think the legislature can walk away in this
session without fixing this.”

Morgan, whose company is the state’s largest electric provider, said the weatherization mandate
should be a requirement for all parts of the energy system. He expressed concern about the section
of the legislation that would force only parts of the natural gas industry to weatherize.

“We had a failure of the gas system that also the electric system contributed to as well, so it’s very
important that those two systems work seamlessly together,” he noted.

The bill creates a state advisory committee to decide what aspects of the gas industry are essential
to feeding power generators. The Railroad Commission would develop rules for the
weatherization of gas wells and mapping out critical infrastructure in the gas industry.

Todd Staples, the former state agriculture commissioner who now serves as president of the Texas
Oil & Gas Association signaled support for weatherizing only what is deemed critical to keep the
system working, rather than spending money to weatherize all parts of the process.

“Our goal is to make that product available,” Staples said. “Make certain that consumers like
power generation units that need that product, have access to that.”
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“We have more than enough natural gas,” Staples explained. “We need to do the pre-planning, the
pre-contracting, identifying the assets, and that’s where that mapping system comes into play.”

Morgan, who said his company lost approximately $1.6 billion during the storm and its aftermath,
said the system only works if all groups in the industry are on the same page — particularly as it
relates to winterization.

“I don’t think this is break the bank money,” he said about costs to weatherize, which he estimates
are a few hundred million dollars across the energy sector.

“I don’t know how you can afford not to do it,” he added. “I mean, the state can’t see this happen
again. You know, it’ll, it’ll slow the economic engine that we have, and of course, the disruption to
people’s lives is unacceptable.”

SB 3 would also create a statewide power outage alert system. The legislation includes a provision
requiring the Texas Division of Emergency Management to post on its website a list of essential
supplies needed during various disaster scenarios to help Texans prepare for emergency situations.

After the 142-1 vote Monday, Texas House Speaker Dade Phelan, R-Beaumont, issued a statement
praising the lawmakers involved in crafting the omnibus bill and called it “one of the most
consequential pieces of legislation the state has tackled in recent memory.”

“This legislation will better ensure the reliability of our electricity market and make our grid more
resilient in the face of extreme weather emergencies, and I applaud the House for their vital efforts
to that end,” Phelan said.

The only House member to vote no was State Rep. Jeff Cason, R-Bedford.

The legislation was sent back to the Senate where the chamber will either agree on the House
changes, or key lawmakers from each chamber will iron out the differences behind the scenes.

 

 

Fixing Texas’ unreliable power grid won’t be cheap or easy. Can we
trust politicians to get it done?
By James Osborne
Houston Chronicle
May 25, 2021
Rob Snyder quit the retail power business two years ago, no longer willing to take what he viewed
as an increasing and unacceptable risk.

Quite simply, power supply was not keeping up with Texas’ rapidly growing population, a recipe
for severe shortages and crazy price swings that could bankrupt a retail power company buying
electricity in wholesale markets. In 2019, he sold his firm, Stream Energy, for $300 million to the
Houston power company NRG Energy.



Snyder was mostly worried about broiling summer days when power supplies often are stretched
to their limits. But his analysis, borne out over four frigid days in mid-February, pinpoints the
underlying problem that led to the massive failure of the state’s power system and   an estimated
200 deaths across Texas : a shortage of power when conditions turn extreme.

It’s a problem that will be neither cheap nor easy to fix. At the most fundamental level, experts
say, avoiding another grid disaster will require the rethinking of   a market-driven system that
favors efficiency — and the resulting lower prices — over reliability , which requires backup
generation and redundant systems that can add significant costs, even if they are rarely used.

What worries insiders such as Snyder is politicians are looking for simple fixes, a checklist of
solutions to protect against a repeat of February’s frigid weather, as opposed to creating a more
resilient system capable of handling extreme weather yet to be anticipated.

“I’m getting a lot of calls from legislators, and frankly the people who are going to be voting on
this understand the problem just enough to be really freaking dangerous,” Snyder said in March. “I
don’t know how this is going to come out.”

The Texas Legislature is moving to require power generators, natural gas operators and pipeline
companies to better weatherize their systems, as well as revamp the organizations that oversee the
grid and power system, the Electric Reliability Council of Texas, or ERCOT, and the Public Utility
Commission. But these measures do little to induce power companies to have sufficient generation
ready for unusual weather that drives electricity demand far beyond what was forecast, experts
say.

For the past decade, ERCOT has operated with the smallest amount of backup generation of any
grid in the country. In 2019, ERCOT ran a reserve margin of just 9 percent, compared to 19
percent in the Midcontinent Independent System Operator, which runs from Minnesota to
Louisiana, and 32 percent in Southwest Power Pool, which spans an area running from the Texas
Panhandle to North Dakota.

That margin is increasing — reaching 15.5 percent this summer — but almost all of it comes from
new solar and wind farms, which are weather-dependent and can’t be counted on during power
shortages.

“The power market needs to do two things. It needs to provide power today, but it also needs to
plan years ahead. And that’s where the Texas market fails,” said Eric Fell, who studies power and
gas markets for the research firm Wood Mackenzie. “ERCOT has skated by for years with several
close calls where we avoided blackouts because the weather wasn’t quite so crazy.”

An influx of renewables
Running a grid necessitates a constant balancing of electricity demand and supply. Historically,
that meant ramping power plants up and down, depending on whether temperatures were rising or
falling, or households were turning on televisions and dishwashers.

But as renewables have expanded in recent years, accounting for as much as 42 percent of the
state’s electricity generation during some months,   the grid has become far more difficult to
manage. Grid operators must predict how much power wind turbines and solar panels will
generate based on weather forecasts, which is relatively easy for tomorrow, but not three weeks in
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advance.

To manage this unknown, power grid operators rely on backup generation — a rule of thumb is
one megawatt of backup for every megawatt of wind or solar. Grid-scale batteries offer an enticing
option, storing solar power in the day and discharging it at night, but the costs remain prohibitive.
So, power grid operators rely on natural gas plants, which can ramp up quickly when winds drop
or clouds move in.

But renewables complicate this obvious solution by driving down power prices, making investors
reluctant to sink hundreds of millions of dollars into building gas-fired plants. Since 2011, only
6,500 megawatts of additional gas capacity — enough to power about 1.3 million homes — has
been built, compared to almost 40,000 megawatts of wind and solar.

And as more renewables come online, driving prices down further and discouraging investment in
backup power, the problem is only expected to worsen. Some analysts worry that Texas could
have insufficient generation to meet summer demand in just a few years.

“The mistake we made is if you increase prices across the board, you’re just going to get more of
whatever the cheapest resource is,” said Katie Coleman, an attorney representing large industrial
and power consumers. “We have such a high quantity of renewables, if they all show up we have a
ton of power on the system, and prices get really low even though demand is really high. That’s
sort of good for customers, but when wind or solar doesn’t show up, that’s where we have an
issue.”

One bill by Rep. Phil King, R-Weatherford, seeks to charge wind and solar generators   for the cost
of building additional gas plants or other backup for the grid. But that idea was set aside amid
criticism it would make the cost of building wind and solar prohibitive when more clean energy is
needed to fight climate change.

Grids across the country are managing the onslaught of renewables. Following the 2014 “polar
vortex” that drove record natural gas prices, PJM Interconnection, the nation’s largest power grid
covering 13 states in the Northeast and Midwest, imposed a minimum price on power to protect
coal and nuclear power plants, which tend to perform better during cold snaps, from competition
with cheaper natural gas plants and renewables.

PJM, like all deregulated markets in the United States other than ERCOT’s, operates a capacity
market, paying for power generation to be ready for theoretical emergencies years down the line.

Texas has long resisted such a move, with large power consumers such as petrochemical plants
and big-box stores lobbying hard against a capacity system they argue provides windfalls for
power plants at the expense of customers. When the utility commission took steps in 2013 toward
a capacity market — which would have increased electricity bills by 1.4 percent — the Legislature
warned the commission that it was overstepping its authority.

Other options are open to the Public Utility Commission. For example, the state could pay natural
gas power plants to store fuel on site to avoid supply disruptions, which contributed to February
plant outages.

The state also could set performance standards for power plants operating within ERCOT that



would minimize the likelihood of going offline in extreme weather, much as the Natural
Transportation Safety Board sets standards for commercial airplanes, said Pat Wood, who chaired
both the Texas Public Utility Commission and Federal Energy Regulatory Commission under
former president and governor George W. Bush.

“If anything comes out of this crisis, it’s that there should be more redundancy throughout the
system,” he said. “If it turns out we really can’t depend on our gas infrastructure to be as resilient
as we need it to be, then have the backup.”

Power suck
The resiliency of power generation is only half the problem. During the February blackout, power
demand spiked to almost 70,000 megawatts — a winter record that exceeded the peak ERCOT
forecast for the season by 20 percent. Even as large industrial and commercial customers shut
down to avoid sky-high electricity prices, these demand reductions were more than offset by
Texas’ hugely inefficient housing stock.

Over the past few decades, the state’s homes have shifted toward electric heating systems, which,
while cheaper to install, are far less efficient than fuel oil or natural gas systems. In 2018, more
than   60 percent of homes in Texas had electric heating, according to Census data.

Most of the time, that’s not a problem — Texas has some of the warmest weather in the nation.
But when temperatures fall below freezing for sustained periods, as they did in February, those
systems bleed energy to keep homes warm.

Electric heat pumps, common in Texas apartment buildings, operate like reverse air conditioners,
extracting warmth from the air outside to increase the temperature inside. But once temperatures
fall below freezing, there is little heat to extract. The systems fall back on electrical coils that
require four times the electrical load of a heat pump operating under normal conditions, said Jeff
Haberl, an engineering professor at Texas A & M University.

“Over time, municipalities and government entities have allowed for a large number of all-electric
buildings, and unfortunately that means heat pumps,” he said. “It’s economics. It’s much more
expensive for these developers to be running gas lines.”

To fix the problem, experts say, Texas needs to increase energy efficiency standards.

Like many states, Texas requires utilities to invest in energy efficiency, promoting fixes such as
sealing gaps in window frames and installing double-paned glass. But the efficiency standards are
low, and politicians are reluctant to raise them out of concern of increasing housing costs, said
Dana Harmon, executive director of the Texas Energy Poverty Research Institute.

In 2015, Texas utilities spent $6.50 per customer on energy efficiency, far below the national
average of $16, according to   a study by the nonprofit South-central Partnership for Energy
Efficiency as a Resource .

Grid woes
The other fundamental failing during the February winter storm was utilities’ limited ability to
rotate outages.
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Power grids are built around circuits, with tens of thousands of customers connected by a
crisscrossing network of distribution lines and transformers. During past events, utilities would cut
power to one circuit for a couple of hours, then turn them back on while turning off another
circuit, so no one was without power for too long.

But in February, so much generation was knocked offline that utilities had only enough power to
manage critical circuits, which service facilities such as hospitals and water treatment plants, as
well as homes and businesses that surround them. Most everyone else was left in the dark.

Typically, utilities rely on automated systems to rotate outages, but because of the scale of power
cuts — roughly one-third of the grid’s total load — utilities had to shut circuits manually, a
painstaking task requiring the delicate shifting of power to avoid shorting out the grid, said Eric
Easton, a vice president for CenterPoint Energy.

“We had to go out into the field and isolate that circuit behind the hospital so we could leave the
hospital in service, and then we could drop customers,” he said. “That’s how desperate we were.”

The problem is traditional circuits are too big, serving far too many customers and limiting
utilities’ ability to rotate electricity with more precision, said Alison Silverstein, a consultant and
former senior adviser at the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission.

“It’s like splitting a pizza into four slices for 12 people,” she said. “Four people are going to eat,
but the other eight are going to go hungry.”

After suffering through a series of poorly executed   rotating outages, California utilities upgraded
the equipment on their circuits so, in the event of a wildfire, they can shut down relatively small
groups of customers instead of the entire circuit.

But that work is not easy. Utilities’ customer records are old and often erroneous to the point they
cannot map which customers are on which circuits, Silverstein said.

“Pacific Gas & Electric has moved heaven and earth in order do more granular outages,” she said.
“It took a year to do the design and installations. They have worked like maniacs to reach out to
every customer and done extraordinary data analysis to tell which customer is on which circuit.”

The Texas Public Utility Commission is considering tougher rules for how utilities operate their
distribution systems. A spokesman declined to discuss the measures under consideration, but like
most everything involved in building a more resilient grid, it costs money. California’s three
largest utilities   report they spent more than $340 million modernizing their grids in fiscal year
2020   alone.

In the end, no power grid is designed to withstand every weather event. Grid planners try to reduce
the risk to a manageable level — typically one blackout per 100 years — while keeping in mind
what politicians deem is an acceptable price for electricity.

“You’re hearing a lot about market design. You’re hearing a lot about renewables,” said Snyder,
the former power executive. “But what it really comes down to is this: Are you going to pay, say,
20 percent more in cost in respect to protect against what you thought was a 1-in-100-year event?”
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10 ways to fix the Texas power grid, according to experts
By James Osborne
Houston Chronicle
May 25, 2021
Experts offer these solutions to fix the Texas power grid:

1. Weatherization standards.   Require power plants, natural gas systems and wind turbines to
insulate outdoor equipment to withstand temperatures in the single digits.

2. Buy reliability.   Use the capacity market model employed by deregulated markets across the
country to pay power generators not just for the electricity they generate, as Texas does, but for
their contribution to the long-term stability of the grid.

3. On-site fuel.   Pay extra to power plants that store fuel on site, which would help existing coal
and nuclear plants that perform well in cold weather and provide incentives for natural gas plants
to store gas or fuel oil on site for when pipelines go down.

4. Label gas facilities “critical.”   Map out the state’s natural gas infrastructure and order utilities
not to turn off their power in the event of rotating outages.

5. Housing efficiency.   Require utilities to spend more fixing old, uninsulated homes and shift
housing developers away from inefficient electric heating systems that require huge amounts of
energy when temperatures fall below freezing.

6. Rotating outages.   Require utilities to modernize their grid equipment so that when large
amounts of generation go down they can rotate smaller groups of customers, leaving people
without electricity for one or two hours at a time, not days.

7. Invest in batteries.   Pump funding into improving grid scale batteries that can store power when
the wind is not blowing or sun shining, so grid managers aren’t so reliant on the weather when
power demand gets high.

8. Drill, drill, drill.   Get grid and utility operators in the habit of managing through power
shortages with regular emergency drills simulating extreme weather events.

9. Clear communication.   When extreme weather events are coming, ERCOT, working with
elected leaders, should communicate in plain language — no jargon, please — about the threat of
power shortages and encourage the public to reduce their power consumption.

10. Cheaper, not cheap electricity.   While efficiency is an admirable goal, understand that a
resilient power grid requires regular investment. That means paying a little more for electricity.

 

 



Texas Legislature close to approving billions to pay for winter storm
financial fallout
Several billions of dollars in state-approved financing will be necessary to stabilize the
state’s distressed energy market after the winter storm. Texas approves more in finance
bailouts for its utilities than any other state.
By Erin Douglas and Mitchell Ferman
Texas Tribune
May 25, 2021
Justin Aguilar’s bingo halls in Corpus Christi lost a week of business and thousands of dollars
during February’s deadly winter storm. That was devastating enough.

But that loss of income is dwarfed by what the business now owes because of the Texas power
crisis: There’s a $120,000 electricity bill waiting to be paid.

Since the bookkeeper for Bingoland, Margaret Baldwin, got the eye-popping bill — nearly 50
times more than an average month for the two buildings — she’s just held on to it. Normally, the
organizations that rent the bingo halls would be on the hook. But instead of passing on the obscene
costs, Baldwin is hoping for help from Austin.

“If we had to come up with the money and pay this, it would shut down the halls,” she said.

The bingo halls had a variable electricity plan from Summer Energy that offers cheaper power
when the state’s electricity supply is sufficient, but more expensive rates when it’s scarce.
Exorbitant power bills now loom over thousands of Texas businesses like an overfilled dam,
waiting. Baldwin and others are waiting for a desperately needed bailout from the Texas
Legislature.

The February winter storm was one of the most devastating disasters in the state’s history, killing
at least 100 people. It was also one of the most expensive because of spikes in wholesale power
prices and natural gas prices. Electricity regulators set power prices at the maximum rate —
$9,000 per megawatt-hour — for several days in hopes that market dynamics would encourage
more electricity to be supplied.

Because the freeze knocked out many of the state’s power generators, electricity companies had to
buy what little power was available at that exorbitant rate (the average price for power in 2020 was
$22 per megawatt-hour). Natural gas fuel prices also   spiked more than 700%   during the storm.

Bottom of Form

But a package of bills to provide several billions of dollars in financial relief to the state’s
electricity and gas market could leave retail electric providers and their customers — mostly
commercial real estate companies and small businesses like Bingoland — out of the bailout.

“I see no relief at all for the customers, who did absolutely nothing wrong,” Marcie Zlotnick, a co-
founder of two small retail electric businesses, said during a Senate committee hearing on
Thursday.

She estimated that allowing retail electric providers to issue bonds to cover their storm-related
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costs would cost less than $1 per month for customers, and warned that the cost of not doing so
could result in more retail electric provider bankruptcies and huge bills to their customers, which
ultimately could mean less competition in the market.

“I am absolutely concerned about market consolidation,” Zlotnick told lawmakers.

Texas-sized bailouts
Lawmakers are close to approving roughly $7 billion in ratepayer-backed bonds to deal with the
financial fallout from the storm, according to estimates by lawmakers. That’s several times what
utilities requested and received to help finance damages from Hurricane Ike and Hurricane Harvey
combined.

The bills, which are nearing passage as the Legislature begins its final week in session, would
allow gas utility companies and electric co-operatives to issue bonds backed by the state’s
assurance that there will be an extra charge on customers’ utility bills to pay back the bonds — a
financial tool known as securitization.

Texas leads the U.S. in this type of bailout for its utilities when disaster strikes. The state’s Public
Utility Commission has approved $11 billion in financing in the last two decades, state data
shows; by comparison, California, the next largest, approved around $8.8 billion in securitized
bonds between 1997 and 2019 — although it’s poised to   issue a whopping $7.5 billion   to bail
out Pacific Gas & Electric for costs from the 2017 California wildfires.

In Texas’ winter storm package, about $4.5 billion in ratepayer-backed bonds would rescue gas
utility companies that were forced to buy natural gas for residential customers at soaring prices
during the storm, and another $2 billion in such bonds would aid rural electric cooperatives hard
hit by the high electricity prices, lawmakers said.

Yet the approximately $7 billion in financing may not cover Texas retail electric providers reeling
from the Public Utility Commission’s decision to set power prices at $9,000 for four days in
February —   well after some argue   it was necessary.

Eric Gimon, a senior fellow at Energy Innovation Policy and Technology, a clean energy policy
firm, said reform is necessary to ensure future catastrophes aren’t so costly. Gimon called the
damage to the market “self-inflicted” due to the state’s pricing model, which left regulators with
the option to set prices at the extremely high cap for several days.

“The markets need a circuit breaker,” he said. “Letting the price go to $9,000 for four days was
just crazy.”

The Texas House and Texas Senate are still debating whether to allow those companies to seek a  
few more billion dollars in ratepayer-backed bonds   to pay for the “pricing error” as well as for
power the companies paid for but never received during the storm.   The House proposal includes
that relief for retail electric providers — which state Sen.   Kelly Hancock , R-North Richland
Hills, unsuccessfully attempted to strip from   House Bill 4492   at a committee hearing last week.

The bill, which could also provide assistance to pay off debts to the Electric Reliability Council of
Texas, will soon be taken up by the Senate.
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Using bonds approved by the state allows debt-strapped companies to attract cash from investors
at a lower interest rate than if the utility tried to borrow money from investors on their own; so
customers won’t have to pay as much to cover the debts from the storm.

Without that option, companies could be forced to send the high bills from the storm to their
commercial customers — like Bingoland — and then declare bankruptcy when those customers
can’t pay. Some retail electric company executives told lawmakers that they’ve delayed sending
the flood of huge bills from the winter storm to customers in the hopes that the Legislature would
approve relief.

Utility finance experts agree it is necessary to prevent gas and electric utility customers from being
slammed with high bills. Still, Joseph Fichera, chief executive officer for Saber Partners, a
consulting firm that typically represents utility regulators and ratepayers in securitization
negotiations, warned that the practice can be challenging to effectively — and fairly —
implement.

“There’s a question of fairness: Are we going to socialize the costs and privatize the gains?”
Fichera said. “And, at what cost? Any cost or the lowest cost?”

Response to climate change
In recent years, power sector and utility finance experts said, bailouts backed by ratepayers are
increasingly being used to finance the costs of climate catastrophes.

“This is what adapting to climate change looks like: Things you need to plan for or pay for,” said
Ben Serrurier, who analyzes power markets for RMI, a clean energy policy nonprofit formerly
known as the Rocky Mountain Institute.

As climate change brings more devastating wildfires in the West, California has used securitized
bonds to pay for the costs of fire damage. And as a warming ocean causes stronger hurricanes in
the South, Texas, Florida, Louisiana and Mississippi have used the same types of bonds to pay for
storm damages.

The winter storm will require several times more in bonds than what the state typically approves
for a hurricane.

“These catastrophic weather events that are a result of climate change are costing billions of
dollars,” said Harriet Moyer, an energy finance consultant who works with the National Utility
Finance and Securitization Project, a coalition of securitization and climate consultants and
nonprofits. “We’re playing catch-up, and we’re never going to catch up.”

Gimon, of Energy Innovation Policy and Technology, said that as climate change makes severe
weather events more common, policymakers have to make difficult decisions about who is left
with the bill and where the assistance should stop.

“This could happen again,” Gimon said. “How often are we going to securitize something this big
that’s not addressing the underlying problem?”

What will Texas do?
House Bill 1520 , approved by the House and voted out of a Senate committee, would provide gas
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utility companies permission to seek about $4.5 billion in low-cost loans, lawmakers said. It’s
likely to pass because the market price for gas is passed on directly to customers, so failing to act
would leave residential customers with devastatingly high increases to monthly bills, lawmakers
said during a committee hearing on the proposal.

CenterPoint Energy, one of the largest gas utility companies (and electric companies) in the state,
will seek at least $1 billion to cover the costs of gas it purchased during the winter storm,
according to the company. If CenterPoint Energy tried to finance the cost itself, the average
customer would pay about $40 more per month for gas, Jason Ryan, CenterPoint senior vice
president of regulatory services and government affairs, told lawmakers during a March House
Energy Resources Committee hearing.

With the state’s aid in getting a cheaper, longer-term loan, customers will pay between $2 and $5
more per month for 10 years, Ryan said.

Daniel Pope, a vice president of SíEnergy , a gas distribution company, told lawmakers at the same
hearing that without the financing, it would have to hike its customers’ bills by as much as 13
times to pay for February’s storm costs.

“We feel we have an ethical and moral obligation to provide service at a reasonable cost,” Pope
said. “The cost of gas experienced during February is, in no way, reasonable.”

Several cities and municipalities that operate natural gas utilities — about 80 in Texas — are also
distressed, the   Houston Chronicle reported . But not all will need such direct help from the state.
Some cities are opting to go directly to the bond market: In Corpus Christi, the city has already
said it will issue a   $35 million bond   to take care of natural gas costs from the storm to avoid
passing on enormous bills to customers.

Rural electric cooperatives will also likely get permission to seek the state-supported low-cost
loans.   Senate Bill 1580   has already passed the Senate, and the House gave it an initial approval
Monday. It would allow electric cooperatives — namely   Brazos Electric Power Cooperative   and
Rayburn Country Electric Cooperative Inc. — to go to the bond market for a total of more than $2
billion, lawmakers said.

That’s a unique use for that financial tool, experts said, because cooperatives aren’t state agencies,
and that difference could make the bonds more expensive. But the state doesn’t have much of a
choice, said Paul Forrester, a corporate finance, securities and energy lawyer at Mayer Brown, a
Chicago law firm.

“These are extraordinary events and extraordinary costs, and you can’t get blood out of a stone,”
Forrester said. “It really is the most efficient way to finance this type of event, and it’s clearly the
right thing to do, if you can.”

 

 

New Texas budget language would block Gov. Abbott from making
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unilateral decisions on roughly $16 billion in federal coronavirus relief
funding
By Harvey Kronberg and Scott Braddock
Quorum Report
May 24, 2021
After bipartisan backlash from members of the   Legislature   over the stripping of budget
language that would have barred Gov.   Greg Abbott   from unilaterally making decisions on what
to do with roughly $16 billion in federal coronavirus relief funding,   QR   has learned new
language is being added to the spending plan to ensure Abbott cannot make those decisions on his
own.

Republicans and Democrats alike were unhappy that budget conferees had stripped an amendment
by Rep.   Geanie   Morrison, R-Victoria, to require that the legislature be the only branch of
government that could appropriate the money – whether in a regular or special session. That
amendment was unanimously added by the House on budget night.

But the concern from budget writers, apparently, was Morrison’s amendment may have been
written too broadly and would have applied to   all   federal dollars flowing to Texas rather than
solely the more than $16 billion expected from the   American Rescue Plan Act   and other similar
federal legislation.

Under a new budget rider expected to be filed in the next 24 hours or so – agreed to by House and
Senate negotiators – only the Legislature can appropriate dollars coming from those pieces of
federal legislation after this regular session is concluded.

This new language would necessitate another   appropriations   bill this fall when the Legislature is
expected to convene in a special session focused on redistricting.

Gov. Abbott last week had tried to assure lawmakers that even though the Morrison amendment
had been stripped, he would still give them a chance to “participate” in the appropriation of these
funds. But his assurances may not have been good enough for members wary of promises from
Abbott who has not always honored his promises to legislators.

The language expected to be adopted   can be downloaded here .
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‘If you’re not at the table, you might be on the menu’: WFAA analysis
shows power grid reform brings out the big lobbying guns in Austin
A WFAA analysis finds the companies already have spent more than the prior
legislative session, including the hiring of 338 lobbyists this year
By     Charlotte Huffman, Mark Smith, and Jason Trahan
WFAA
May 27, 2021
Video story on webpage: https://www.wfaa.com/article/news/local/investigates/energy-companies-
lobby-spend-up-to-24-million-sway-power-grid-reforms-texas-legislature/287-a334e34b-108c-
4934-92ee-9288da409cb9
AUSTIN –     Every two years when lawmakers assemble at the Texas Capitol     for a new
legislative session,     they     are     joined     by thousands of     lobbyists     hired by special
interests to     influence how laws are made.        

This session,     the most powerful     professional     arm twisters     are focused     mainly     on
one thing: the Texas power grid.    

Its spectacular collapse     during February’s     record-smashing winter storm revealed how    
unprepared     our power system was to handle     days of     below-freezing     temperatures.        

About 4.5 million     Texans     lost power and heat     the week of Valentine’s Day, and about    
150 died,     when power plant     pipes and instrumentation froze and went offline.     Some     gas-
fired     plants     were     unable to     power up     and generate electricity because     the plants    
couldn’t get natural gas for fuel because of winter outages in the oil patch.    

The public     rightly demanded answers, and more importantly, swift action     from Austin.    

Power plants     officials,     and     the     natural gas     firms     that supply their generators with
fuel,     knew     what was coming: a     mandate to     prevent another tragedy by spending million,
maybe billions,     to weatherize     all their facilities that froze up     and stopped working during
the storm.    

To help manage the legislative storm, the Texas energy sector hired lobbyists. Hundreds     of
them.    

“Yeah, they would be very foolish not to be well-represented while their futures are being
debated,” said Bill Miller     of     HillCo     Partners,     one of the most influential lobbying    
outfits     in Austin.     Records show     he’s representing 23 clients this session, including a major
energy company.    

“They need to have good, strong, smart people representing their interests, arguing for their side,
whatever it may be,” said Miller,     a 35-year veteran in the business. “And buying that kind of
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talent – it does cost money.”        

“There’s an old adage that, if you’re not at the table, you might be on the menu,” said Dr. Clare
Brock, a Texas Woman’s University political science professor in Denton, and expert on lobbying.
   

Oncor, Vistra top of the list
WFAA obtained public lobbying activity reports from the Texas Ethics Commission and spent
weeks analyzing the data.    

We found North Texas-based Oncor, which controls power lines and poles     for one-third of the
state,     and     Vistra,     the state’s largest owner of     power plants, were two of the biggest
spenders in the entire state, ranking third and sixth among entities that hired lobbyists.    

Both companies have 28     registered     lobbyists     registered     this session,     some of whom
are Oncor and     Vistra     employees,     and reports show they’re spending as much as $2 million
each, even as they face     major     profit losses from the storm.    

Vistra     officials     would not     agree to     go     on-camera     to     answer questions     about
their lobbying     efforts,     and     did not     answer     any of     our     written     questions.        

Oncor     spokesperson, Kerri Dunn provided WFAA with     both a phone interview and written    
statement.    

“We had our lobbying team put together in January,” Dunn told WFAA “Most of these members
have been with our team for years. We did not particularly ramp up our team in response to the    
(February)     storm. But it obviously is a focus of our team     ….”        

In a statement, Dunn said Oncor lobbyists advocate     also for customers.    

“We focus on advocating for the needs of our customers and our industry,” the statement said.
“Since the February freeze and resulting power emergency, Oncor has been actively working with
local stakeholders, market participants and elected officials to do our part to help ensure an event
like this does not happen again. We appreciate the attention and work legislative and regulatory
members have given this important issue. We will continue to monitor pending legislation.”    

WFAA     found energy-related industries this     legislative     session     have     hired 338
lobbyists, spending up to     $24 million     for their services     in     the first three-and-a-half
months of this year. That’s more than the     companies     spent all of 2019, the last time the
legislature was in session, the analysis found.    

“It’s not surprising at all,” said Ed     Hirs, a University of Houston energy economist. “While it
looks like a lot of money,     It’s a     small, tiny fraction of what this industry has creamed off the
top     of     the Texas electricity market.”    

Hirs     says     Texas consumers already pay too much for energy, citing     a     Wall Street Journal
analysis     that     reported Texas’ deregulated electricity market raised costs to consumer by $28
billion since     2004.     Additionally, surging natural gas prices during the     freeze – as power
plants and other consumers     ran low on gas – led to billions of dollars in windfalls for pipeline
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operators and investors, he says.        

“We’ve set up the ERCOT casino over on the side with a bunch of electricity and energy traders,”  
  Hirs     said.     ”That doesn’t exist in a regulated market...The     big losers:     the consumers.
Almost 200 dead and $50 billion changing hands from the consumer side of the ledger to the
consumer side.    

“There are no lobbyists in Austin looking out for the consumer,” Hirs added. “That’s     of course
what the legislators are supposed to do….”    

Others     say they     also     remain unsurprised by the     failure of the Texas Legislature, with
only days remaining before the end of the legislative session, to draft stronger     measures     to
avoid another disastrous freeze. They     blame the failure, in part,     because     of     the ability    
of     energy-related lobbyists     to sway lawmakers.    

“After watching     the failures     for 40 years     of lawmakers and     the     PUC and sister
agencies     – storm after storm –     to     enact strong measures,     I’m not surprised,” said Tom    
”Smitty”     Smith, former director of the Texas office of Public Citizen.     He     says the most
recent bills fail to set firm deadlines     and strong enough penalties     for     gas and electric
companies to     weatherize and     install     needed equipment.        

Smith, however, told WFAA he disagreed with the     Wall Street Journal’s analysis     that     a
deregulated market     had     cost     Texas     consumers     billions of dollars.        

“The analysis done by many indicates the rates are actually lower in Texas due to competition
kicking out the older, dirtier and least efficient plants,” Smith said. He said     tweaks to     the
“market design” need     to     occur,     with     gas and electric price     caps     too high.    

“I think we need to put more effective caps on the hottest days of summer and coldest days of
winter,”     Smith said.                

Subtle, but sizable, influence
Records     WFAA     analyzed reveal     oil and gas     interests     have comparatively fewer
lobbyists on staff than the electric industry.     Some critics claim     that’s because their influence  
  is     engrained in Texas     politics,     allowing them to     wield more power with fewer     paid
lobbyists.        

“There is a hidden army of oil and gas executives and equipment suppliers that are alerted every
time there is a need to call lawmakers,”     Smith told WFAA. “Often     the biggest donors to
legislators jump into action at the reception of a text.”    

Smith told WFAA the oil and gas industry     network is the best “corporate network of anyone in
the state.” The network     involves not just phone calls, but campaign donations.    

Oil and gas contributions     comprised     60 percent of the campaign     contributions to the    
Texas Railroad Commission , which is supposed to regulate the industry, according to a recent
Texans for Public Justice study.

This session,     for example,     one of     the     strongest     voices     advocating for     the oil and
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gas industry     has been a     current elected official, Christi Craddick,     RRC chair . Critics    
like Smith say     because most of     Craddick’s campaign     contributions     come from those she
    regulates,     her public message     often     is more cheerleader than overseer.    

“She is bought and controlled by the oil and gas industry,” Smith said. He said that Craddick,
along with the two other RRC Commissioners – Wayne Christian and Jim Wright – often    
appear     in lockstep arguing that     electric     power plants need to weatherize,     but     not oil
and gas facilities. That’s     despite     evidence that     fossil fuel extraction and delivery tanked
days before the lights went out, indicating it, too,     was affected by the cold.    

In a statement, Craddick told WFAA that her campaign contributions from oil and gas interests are
fully disclosed according to law.     ”As a regulator of the oil and gas industry, it stands to reason
that my political contributors would include entities that operate under the jurisdiction of the
Railroad Commission of Texas .”    

She     also     defended her     public     advocacy of     oil and gas.    

“My public comments related to the oil and gas industry are reflective of my support for a healthy
and robust state economy,” Craddick said.     ”The oil and gas industry provides one third of our
state’s economy and, as a Texan who appreciates the roads, bridges, schools, and water
infrastructure funded by this industry, I will continue to advocate for a vibrant Texas energy sector
and overall economy.”    

Lobbyists gifts
Due to allowed time lags in reporting, lobbying     disclosures on     gifts given to lawmakers this
session     aren’t     entirely available yet.     But looking at prior legislative     sessions, gifts to
lawmakers included Cowboys and Rangers tickets; a night at the Four     Seasons;     spa    
treatment packages; gift certificates; and bar tabs at the Cloak Room, a favorite lobbying hangout
in Austin.        

With energy and electricity reform on the table, Miller says this year’s gifts are sure to be just as
lucrative.        

“We’re talking about billions and billions and billions of dollars,”     Miller     said.     ”We’re
talking about the survival of companies and co-ops and electricity interests. We’re not talking
about small potatoes.”        

“It just rubs us the wrong way, right?”     said Dr. Brock, whose research focuses on lobbying
behavior.    

“People have a really icky feeling about money and politics,”     Brock told WFAA. “People feel
like it must be corrupt. You know, our political process is supposed to serve us. At the same time,
every single person has that right to organize and petition government. And lobbying is nothing if
not organizing and petitioning government.”    

The influence game
Lobbyists typically     may be     subject matter experts, Dr. Brock said.     They     may     even be  
  former lawmakers.    



“Lobbyists are trained to have a seat at the     table and     influence     these small provisions one
way or the other,”     Brock     said. “They might not be able to make or break outcomes. They
might not be able to alter the trajectory of what’s happening in government, but they might be able
to change a definition.”        

For example, changing a simple word in a bill from “and” to “or” could end up saving an energy
company millions of dollars. In other words, what would have been a     requirement     to spend
money might end up being… just a recommendation.        

Companies that hire lobbyists know they’re getting their money’s worth.     A study     after the
2008 housing collapse looked at the effect of lobbying and found companies that lobbied Congress
saw returns of more than $220 for every $1 spent on lobbying.    

Local officials    
So,     who are the key local lawmakers in power grid reform, and what do they say about the
influence of lobbying on decision-making?    

“There is a good side to it. There’s also a dark side to it. And, I just stay away from the dark side,”
said     state Sen. Bob Hall, R-Rockwall.    

Hall and Sen. Kelly Hancock, R-North Richland Hills, are key players in legislation to reform the
power grid this session.    

Combined, they’ve authored nine bills that focus on protecting Texans from another power grid
breakdown.    

“That stuff just doesn’t drive us, not in this office,” Hancock said of lobbyists. “Our goal and our
objective     is     to     do what’s best for the state of Texas.”    

Hall explained it this way. “A lot of people think of a lobbyist as somebody with a handful of
money trying to convince people to change something or, you know, luxury travels to places and
perks and things like that     –     to convince them to do something that’s counter to their
principles... Certainly there is some of that that goes on. There’s no question that does go on. But
there’s the good side.”    

Both senators say lobbyists provide them with important insight and expertise into the     electric
industry that they wouldn’t otherwise have. But when the industry’s lobby becomes too strong,
Sen. Hall says it has the power to derail good legislation.    

“Matter of fact, their lobby is so strong that they are the ones that have prevented us in previous
sessions from actually taking steps to weatherize, to winterize,” Hall said,     referring back to a
2011     winter     storm     and subsequent effort to get plants to winterize that ended in
recommendations, not     mandates.

It remains to be seen whether the necessary power grid reform will happen this legislative session,
which ends on Monday, Memorial Day.    

“If it’s not fixed,     it’s going to be a real problem for them at the ballot box next year,”     Hirs    
told WFAA.        
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What does Bill Miller say to critics who     argue     lobbyists wield too much control over the
legislature?    

“You can’t control it,” he said. “The truth is,     you can hire all the lobbyists in town, but the true
power is in those chambers.”    

Email     investigates@wfaa.com    

   

   

Study shakes up assumptions about fracking, earthquakes
By Carlos Anchondo
E & E News
May 28, 2021
Shallow wastewater injection is the primary cause of widespread earthquake activity in West
Texas oil and gas fields that are a center of hydraulic fracturing, according to a new study led by
Virginia Tech.

Previously, researchers did not have a full explanation for most earthquake activity in the
Delaware Basin, a subbasin of the prolific Permian Basin.

Manoochehr Shirzaei, a study co-author and an associate professor of geophysics and remote
sensing at Virginia Tech, said that the major role of shallow injection of wastewater — a
byproduct of fracking that needs to be disposed of — “was not known before and has a profound
impact on our understanding of induced seismicity and hazard associated with wastewater
injection.”

Deep injections only have a local impact, the study said, compared with a “basinwide causal link
between shallow injection and deeper seismicity.”

The research, published this month in     Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences ,    
found     that the injection of large volumes of wastewater into shallow aquifers in the fuel-rich
Delaware Basin in western Texas causes an elastic stress change in the underground rock, which
can then activate deep basement faults and induce earthquakes.

Shirzaei said there is a strong correlation between where earthquakes happen and changes in
elastic stress at the location of faults with certain orientations.

“That’s a clue ... so that’s how we argued that seismicity, most overall seismicity, must be induced
by the shallow injection,” Shirzaei said, noting that shallow injection is between 1 kilometer and 2
kilometers, with so-called deep injection happening below 4.5 kilometers.

The Delaware has experienced a “seismicity surge since 2014,” the study said, although Shirzaei
said an exact number of earthquakes since that year isn’t known because “monitoring networks
may miss many events and underestimate the actual seismicity.”

Managing oil field wastewater has evolved into a multibillion-dollar industry, with the Texas oil
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sector alone producing over 350 billion gallons of wastewater a year ( Energywire , Nov. 13,
2019). Projections show that volumes of wastewater from industry are “likely to increase,”
according to an EPA     report     last year, which delved into questions about reusing the
wastewater, particularly in water-scarce parts of the country.

Shirzaei said there are “very few” deep injection sites in the Delaware but added that a 5.0
magnitude event near Mentone, Texas, last year was     associated     with one of those sites.

He said oil and gas companies pursue shallow injection because it is cheaper than deep injection or
water treatment.

On top of “human interventions,” the tectonic settings themselves also help to “predetermine the
magnitude and likelihood of the earthquake,” Shirzaei said in a release.

The study could help companies and regulators “rethink the ways induced earthquakes are
caused,” Shirzaei said, and eventually help to mitigate associated hazards.

In addition to nearly 30 years of data, researchers used data analytics and computer modeling to
better understand the “surge” in earthquakes in the Delaware and determined that earthquakes
basinwide “mainly occur where the deep stress increases because of shallow injection.”

Policy battles
Todd Staples, president of the Texas Oil and Gas Association, called earthquake events “rare in
context of total activity” and said the industry is taking steps to reduce them further.

“The oil and natural gas industry is actively working to mitigate impact in the Delaware Basin
through recommended practices, which include pre-completion risk assessment, proper monitoring
and mitigation protocols,” Staples said in a statement.

“We believe that more data is always better,” he said, noting that the sector continues to work with
centers at the University of Texas, Austin, that collect data on earthquakes in Texas.

Yet Sharon Wilson, a senior field advocate with the group Earthworks, said earthquakes induced
by the disposal of oil and gas wastewater are only one threat from industry.

“Earthquakes caused by oil and gas waste injection, shallow or deep, shake the communities
hosting disposal,” Wilson said in an email.

“Because Texas and other oil [and] gas producing states treat toxic, potentially radioactive waste
as if it were harmless, quakes are just another oil [and] gas waste threat among several,” Wilson
continued.

Andrew Keese, a spokesperson for the Texas Railroad Commission , said its “highest priority
is protection of public safety and the environment, and our staff continues to enforce some of the
country’s most stringent regulations on disposal wells in areas of seismicity.”

Keese said that since seismicity-related disposal well rules went into effect in 2014, the agency has
received just over 900 disposal well applications in areas “of historic seismicity.”
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Of those applications, nearly 600 permits have been issued with special conditions, Keese said in
an email, with “requirements to reduce maximum daily injection volumes and pressure and/or to
record volumes and pressures daily as opposed to monthly.”

Just over 200 applications were returned or withdrawn, he said, and the remainder were either sent
to a hearing, were issued without special conditions or are pending technical review.

Brian McGovern, a spokesperson for the Texas Commission on Environmental Quality, said the
agency does not regulate the type of injection wells that are addressed in the study but is “fully
aware of the concerns with induced seismicity and links to underground injection.”

“TCEQ staff have participated in discussions on induced seismicity with other state and federal
agencies,” McGovern said in an email, also noting that the agency hasn’t “had an opportunity to
review the study to provide any technical comments.”

Twitter:     @cjanchondo Email:     canchondo@eenews.net

   

   

Unwillingness to fix power supply: How politicians choose to leave
Texans in the dark
Reform Austin
May 27, 2021
In February 2021, the whole world stood in shock as they witnessed one of the most important
economies unable to cope with a winter storm.

During the time, politicians argued that harsh weather was to blame, as it took a toll on ERCOT’S
infrastructure forcing statewide outages. However, none mentioned the many times they had a
chance to fix the power grid but simply chose not to.

As part of a three-piece series titled “ Failures of Power ,” the Houston Chronicle makes a historic
recall on three different times politicians willingly turned down the opportunity to solve power
failures.

The first blown chance took place during the storm of 2011, when low temperatures froze ERCOT,
causing rolling blackouts that impacted more than 4 million Texans throughout the state.

In response, both lawmakers and regulators promised to come up with solutions, especially ones
that required energy companies to ensure reliability through weatherizing infrastructure.

At the same time, the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission and the North American Electric
Reliability Corporation stressed the need to implement stricter weatherization standards for power
plants and natural gas operators alike.

However, the proposed legislation -based on a free-market power system- never stood a chance to
solve the problem, as it made weatherization voluntary.
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This minor piece of legislation that lacked authority to penalize incompliance was authored by the
current Texas comptroller Glenn Hegar, who 10 years later stated     the Legislature should have
taken a “much more active role” in 2011.

The second opportunity to fix the grid came nine years ago, as a vicious cycle of power loss
involving the oil and gas industry unraveled during the aftermath of the 2011 storm.

When natural gas facilities shot down during the outages unable to feed electricity generation
plants, two state agencies in charge of regulating utilities as well as the oil and gas industry
advocated for lawmakers to urge gas suppliers and power plants to fix the problem.

Federal officials recommended minimum standards for the weatherization of natural gas wells and
processing facilities, in addition to a labeling system with the objective of ensuring uniform
guidelines. In this regard, the Railroad Commission issued a letter for operators of gas
infrastructure to label them as critical loads, as reliable gas supply is a priority during power
outages.

But as oil and gas companies are both big lobbyists and campaign donors, such recommendations
were not enforced within Congress and ultimately not followed. Months later, temperatures fell,
wells froze, gas production sank and gas operators who were not labeled as critical facilities were
left without power.

Even to this day and after this year’s storm, despite an overall consensus on the need to weatherize
operations, gas produces continue defending a market-based system, arguing it gives the necessary
signals to ensure production flow.

A third opportunity to fix reliability was shot down in 2013 when warnings of the power grid’s
reserve margin running extremely low were ignored.        

Economists alerted that Texas’ free-market grid was disincentivizing companies to build plants
that could eventually provide power in emergencies, an alert that was supposed to be solved
through the increase of power rates in order to encourage plant construction and ensure reserves
but it was ultimately ignored as well.

The alternative was a shift to a capacity market, where rates benefit both the electricity provision
and capacity maintenance during high-demand periods as well. But this recommended solution to
prevent an expected disaster was strongly opposed by the big industries including refining and
petrochemical companies, who lobbied strongly with then-Governor Rick Perry.

Based on a self-regulating approach with the only constant of stable failure throughout the years,
every blown opportunity to fix reliability by betting on profit instead of sound weatherization
continues to impact millions of Texans.

“Our system now is more vulnerable than it was 30 years ago,”     said     Woody Rickerson, vice
president of grid planning and operations at the Electric Reliability Council of Texas.

But as we continue losing lives disaster after disaster and as the opportunities to fix the power grid
continue being knowingly disregarded, the reason behind unpreparedness is not lack of capacity
but the lack of political will.
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And while politicians continue lobbying, enlisting their campaign donors, and debating between a
market-based system and a capacity-based system, today, the only assurance is that Texans’
wellbeing will remain in the dark.

   

   

Opinion: Texas lawmakers make a big deal about nothing to prevent
blackouts
By Chris Tomlinson
Houston Chronicle
May 28, 2021
No lawmaking body does a better job of applying cosmetics to the porcine than the Texas
Legislature, and the bills intended to prevent more blackouts are the latest, greatest examples.

The     Texas House and Senate are winding up their work , and they have passed measures
presumably addressing February’s power failures that killed at least 200 Texans and left 4.8
million homes and businesses without electricity for days during the coldest storm in decades.

The Republican leaders and majorities in both chambers, though, did exactly     what I feared they
would do . None of the bills heading for Gov. Greg Abbott’s signature address core problems, such
as the wholesale market design or the $9,000 price cap. Nothing they did will prevent another
blackout of equal scale.

They did agree on more than $9 billion in bailouts for the electric utility industry that Texans will
pay off over the next 20 or 30 years through mandatory charges on their utility bills. The goal is to
spread the cost of the disaster to all Texans and make the monthly fee so low we do not complain.

This will bail out electricity providers who guarantee customers a set monthly rate, even though
electricity is sold on a wholesale market where the price changes every 15 minutes between free
and $9,000 a megawatt-hour.

When the February freeze hit and prices maxed out, many retail providers went bankrupt and left
behind $2.5 billion in unpaid bills.     House Bill 4492     allows the state to issue bonds to pay off
those bills and charge customers a monthly fee to repay them.

Electricity co-ops also ran up huge bills for electricity used to power critical facilities.     Senate
Bill 1580     allows them to issue bonds estimated to total $2 billion. Again, the co-op’s customers
will repay those bonds through their monthly bills.

Winter Storm Uri also triggered a 700 percent spike in natural gas prices, creating all kinds of
financial pain for another sector that typically guarantees a set price. To help natural gas utilities,
the Legislature authorized them     to issue $4.5 billion in bonds . We will repay these on our gas
bills.

“Considering the extraordinary costs incurred in the recent winter storm, customers could see a
dramatic increase in their monthly bills,” Rep. Chris Paddie, R-Marshall, wrote as his intent for
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the bond authorizations. “This financing mechanism will provide rate relief to customers by
extending the time frame over which the extraordinary costs are recovered.”

The result will be an additional $2-$5 monthly charge on electricity and gas bills for the next 20-
30 years.

Extraordinary costs are what you get when electric and gas utilities operate in competitive markets
like the ones we have in Texas. When we need power and heat the most, prices skyrocket and
companies that meet demand rake in massive profits, in this case, more than $9 billion worth.

By issuing state-approved bonds and allowing private companies to escape the financial
consequences of their poor planning before the storm, lawmakers are socializing the industry’s
losses and guaranteeing future profits.

The chance to make money was supposed to motivate electricity generators and natural gas well
operators to prepare for a cold snap, but they didn’t. Their facilities froze over, shut down and
triggered the cascade of blackouts that left people cold, hungry and dead. They will not pay a price
for their failure.

Most of the country has legal safeguards to guarantee power does not go out and prices remain
stable. The Texas Legislature purposely rejected guard rails in the Electric Reliability Council of
Texas market because     they valued cheap over reliable. They still do.

Texas lawmakers gleefully passed bills requiring greater coordination and better communication,
which cost very little. But     Senate Bill 3     is remarkably vague about weatherization
requirements, and a House amendment would make the state finance them.

Only those parts of the electricity and natural gas supply chains identified as critical must be
weatherized. Then the Public Utilities Commission and the Railroad Commission are responsible
for determining what kinds of weather events to worry about, and the punishment for failing to
comply are laughably insignificant.

The Legislature did not follow the examples set by other grids. They did not create a capacity
market that guarantees there will always be enough power. They did not order ERCOT to connect
to the rest of the country to obtain backup when needed.

Lawmakers are not promoting new technologies, such as grid-scale batteries distributed across the
state to store electricity. Nor are they requiring energy efficiency improvements.

One day, I hope the Texas Legislature will make pundits like me eat our cynical words by passing
measures that will solve our state’s biggest problems. The end of the 87th Legislative Session on
Monday will not be that day.

Chris Tomlinson writes commentary about business, economics and politics.

twitter.com/cltomlinson

chris.tomlinson@chron.com
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The bills that died in the Texas Legislature this year
By Jef Rouner
Reform Austin
May 26, 2021
Texas has one of the shortest legislative sessions out of all the states, with the regular congress
meeting just five months every two years. As such, there’s a lot that does not get done even when
it’s very popular. As the 87th     Legislative Session draws to a close, here’s what was left
unfinished.

Power Grid Reform
Texas ended up in the national news when the state power grid failed during Winter Storm Uri,
leaving millions in freezing temperatures with no electricity or water and over 150 people dead.
As such, the state legislature made a lot of grand promises about fixing the problem, most of
which     probably will not actually do much without a fundamental restructuring of the way Texas
deals in power . Still, with so much finger-pointing going around, it was expected that the
legislature would at least pass something to look like they were trying to avoid the next
catastrophic event.

It is still possible that Senate Bill 3 will make it into law at the buzzer, but it has been a hard fight.
The House version keeps the mandate that natural gas facilities properly winterize their systems,
but it is restricted to only those that are directly connected to power plants and identified by a
supply chain mapping committee by January 1, 2022. Also, the rules regarding winterization are
left to the discretion of the Railroad Commission , an entity well known to be weak on oversight
of the natural gas industry, and they are given six months to adopt it, but there is no timeline to
enforce the rules and the penalties are so low as to make it moot. There is significant debate about
who will pay for that too. That debate is likely to continue in the Senate while a conference bill is
ironed out, but the clock is ticking. As of right now, this is the least dead of the major bills.

Medicaid Expansion
The state came as close as it’s ever been to finally fully embracing the provision under the
Affordable Care Act this session, but ultimately it didn’t pass. The expansion of Medicaid, which
would offer care to over a million Texans, would be paid for by more than 90 percent by the
federal government, but Texas has refused to be a part of it.

State Sen. Nathan Johnson (D-Dallas), authored Senate Bill 117, which would have brought about
the Medicaid expansion, and the bill actually had enough     bipartisan support     in the House to
move forward. Unfortunately, committees in both chambers strangled the bill and kept it from
coming to a full vote or even a hearing. On top of that, the legislature     seems allergic to even
studying the negative effect     that refusing the expansion has had on Texans. A modest step to
extend the existing Medicaid coverage for low-income new moms from being kicked off two
months after childbirth to 12 months is also facing danger. It’s scheduled on the last day House
Bills can be considered in the Senate and it has been reduced by the upper chamber to six months
after childbirth. More worrying for advocates is the budget conference committee report released
today has a     contingency waiver     only for six months.
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Medical Marijuana
Marijuana reform advocates had high hopes for this session, but it looks like the most they might
get     is the reduction of some penalties . That’s not nothing, but it’s a far cry from the wishes of
many Texans. One of the most unfortunate failures of this session involves medical marijuana.
While cannabis has been approved for the treatment of some conditions in the state, advocates
have been rankled that a host of other problems are not being included on the list. The most
prominent among these is PTSD, which is still prohibited for marijuana use.

House Bill 1535 would fix that, and it has remarkably high bipartisan support. It passed out of
committee in both chambers unanimously, and easily cleared the House with only 12 nays.     Late
Tuesday evening, the Senate passed a watered-down version of House Bill 1535 that only keeps
the THC cap at 1% and only includes PTSD and all cancer patients and not patients with chronic
pain and those with “debilitating conditions”. It’s unclear whether the House, which was
somewhat more expansive on who is eligible for medical marijuana and had a much higher %
THC cap, will concur or try to hash out the Senate changes in the last few days of session.

Gambling
New gambling legislation was always a long shot in Texas, with Governor Greg Abbott being
consistently against the idea. However, the Las Vegas Sands Corporation     has been dropping
huge money     into lobbying for more gambling in the state, as well as     the various sports
gambling entities .

The bets do not appear to have paid off. Two measures, House Joint Resolution 133 and Senate
Joint Resolution 49, which would have legalized more resort gambling, have seen their deadlines
for hearings come and go. The same has been true of the sports gambling bills and the measure to
repeal the gambling ban from the constitution that would have put the issue before the voters.
Even the relatively popular measure of allowing the Ysleta del Sur Pueblo and the Alabama-
Coushatta tribes to continue operating their bingo halls couldn’t get gambling over the line this
year.

Raising the Minimum Wage
Texans hoping to see the minimum wage raised to $15 an hour are out of luck. State Rep. Martinez
Fischer (D-San Antonio) filed House Bill 1827 earlier this year which would have gradually
increased the minimum up closer to a living wage. Sadly, this bill was almost a non-starter from
the beginning. It never even got brought up in committee.

Hopefully, at some point, the idea will be put up before voters, where it tends to pass even in fairly
conservative states like Florida. For now, Texas is sticking with low wages that generally can’t
support a family. It’s one of the many major initiatives that the state legislature let fall by the
wayside as they focused on banning abortion and expanding the dominance of guns.

   

   

   

The Lege this week: bitterness and brinkmanship
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Amid the theatrics that consumed the final full week of session, lawmakers still haven’t
finalized much of their already-lackluster winter storm response.
Texas Observer
May 28, 2021
Welcome to the 87th Legislative Session. Since the last session came to a close in June 2019,
Texas has been hit by an unrestrained pandemic and a crippling economic crisis—and now the
fallout from deadly blackouts. Under unprecedented circumstances, lawmakers are faced with a    
number of urgent challenges . The     Texas Observer     is following along every step of the way.  
 

Go here for last week’s dispatch     from the state Capitol.

What we’re following:

The Final Days
Bitterness and political brinkmanship has flared up in the final days of the 2021 legislative session,
as time runs out to pass bills.    

In the final hours before a midnight deadline Tuesday to vote on Senate bills, House Democrats
slowed floor debate to a crawl—a procedural delay tactic known as “chubbing”—in an attempt to
block a slate of right-wing legislation. They ultimately succeeded in stopping bills that would have
blocked transgender athletes from playing on school sports teams based on their gender identity,
banned local governments from paying for lobbyists, and outlawed “censorship” by social media
platforms. All of these were key priorities for Lieutenant Governor Dan Patrick. Democrats
cheered and waved transgender pride flags on the floor as the clock struck midnight. “Ding dong
the bill is dead,”     tweeted     Representative Erin Zwiener, a Hays County Democrat and member
of the House LGBTQ Caucus, of the anti-trans sports bill.    

Despite having passed most of the GOP’s top priorities—including permitless carry and a near-ban
on abortions—conservatives lashed out at House Speaker Dade Phelan for allegedly kowtowing to
Democrats. The next day, Patrick     demanded     that Governor Greg Abbott call an immediate
special session for his three priority bills that died in the House. Patrick then slow-walked the
Senate through its own list of House bills to pass before its Thursday night deadline, threatening to
hold key legislation hostage.    

Does this all sound familiar? It should. As the 2017 session came to a close, Patrick threatened to
hold must-pass bills hostage until the House passed his favored red-meat legislation, including the
so-called “bathroom bill”—another attack on trans Texans. That ultimately died in the House,
leading Patrick to call for a special session. Abbott caved and included the bathroom bill as part of
an expansive summer session dubbed by critics the “ Session of Oppression .” The bathroom bill
still failed.

In a press conference Thursday, Abbott     tried to hold his ground , warning Patrick against trying
to force a special session. “Not only am I the only one with the authority to call the special
session, I get to decide when, and I get to decide what will be on that special session. And here’s
what I would do if anybody tries to force this … it’s not gonna be like it has been in the past.”

Patrick usually wins these political showdowns, but maybe not this time? In     response , he
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insisted he wasn’t holding anything hostage and committed to passing an essential bill to extend
the life of some state agencies, including the Texas Commission on Law Enforcement. — Justin
Miller

Another Failed Opportunity?    
Now forget all the theatrics, power plays, and ego-stroking. There are just three days left until    
sine die —the end of session—on Monday. What about the Texans who shivered in their homes
for days on end during the winter storm in February? Whose loved ones froze to death, whose
homes were ruined by burst pipes, who went without safe water, and who will likely be paying for
the failures of their state government in utility bills for decades to come?

In the immediate wake of that deadly storm and power grid collapse, there was a rush of
committee hearings, investigations, and promised reforms. Usually, the Legislature is out of
session when major tragedies, like hurricanes, mass shootings, and pandemics, hit Texas. This was
a rare exception.    

But after introducing a flood of legislation in the weeks following the storm, Republicans took a
sharp detour, focusing instead on sweeping voter restrictions, curbs on how race and history are
taught in public schools, punitive restraints on urban police budgeting, abortion bans, a “Star
Spangled Banner” mandate, lifting gun restrictions, and cracking down on local control, to name a
few.

Lawmakers largely let the natural gas industry, whose failures were most responsible for triggering
the winter storm catastrophe, and who still raked in billions of dollars from Texans’ suffering, off
the hook. Natural gas operators are exempted from most of the proposed weatherization mandates,
and any new regulations will be meted out by the gratuitously pro-industry Railroad Commission
.

“Everybody better buy their generators or their storage or whatever to put in their garage, because
[the failure to mandate winterization] basically means there would be nothing done to gas supply
for this winter,” Doug Lewin, an energy expert and renewables advocate,     told the     Houston
Chronicle . “I guess the Legislature is OK with that. I imagine most Texans aren’t.”

In other words, the state will still rely on the unregulated whims of the free market to power Texas
while Republican leaders’ aversion to considering what climate change means for extreme weather
in Texas, and their attempts to scapegoat renewable energy, persist.

The     biggest and most important components     of the Legislature’s storm response still haven’t
been finalized. Just before midnight, GOP Senator Kelly Hancock brought up House Bill 4292, a
highly complex plan to spread out the exorbitant     costs     incurred by electricity providers
during the winter storm over the long term. But in the dead of night, he swapped the bill with a
completely different—seemingly more complex—version that had never received a public
hearing. Hancock repeatedly insisted it was not a “bailout” for electric utilities while
acknowledging that the “ debt is socialized ,” meaning customers will ultimately pick up the tab.
The bill passed unanimously, which means the final version of the multi-billion dollar plan will be
negotiated by members of the House and Senate behind closed doors in the final days of session.
— Justin Miller
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COVID-19 Liability and Workers’ Comp
On Monday, the House signed off on a measure meant to stymie potential coronavirus-related
lawsuits, a top priority of the governor and the business lobby. After U.S. Senator John Cornyn
failed to pass such a policy at the federal level, dozens of states took up the anti-liability mantle.
The Texas measure,     Senate Bill 6 , institutes new civil protections for a range of entities
including physicians, manufacturers, nursing home operators, and small business owners. These
last as long as a state of disaster is declared due to any pandemic disease.    

SB 6 also broadly protects employers from employees and their families. Texas is the only state
that     allows employers     to opt out of workers’ compensation insurance. Those who opt out save
money on insurance premiums, but they become far more vulnerable to lawsuits from employees
and their families. In cases of COVID-19 exposure at work, SB 6 will retroactively shield
employers who elected not to carry workers’ comp. They won’t be completely immune, but they’ll
be protected at roughly the same high level as bosses who chose to pay for workers’ comp, says
Jay Harvey, past president of the Texas Trial Lawyers Association. In return for early concessions
from the Republican author, the group has remained neutral on the legislation.

In related news, lawmakers look set to pass     Senate Bill 22 , which addresses trouble first
responders and corrections officers have faced in drawing workers’ comp benefits, or     state death
benefits , in COVID-19 cases. The bill would not help any     other workers     such as teachers,
bartenders, or grocery clerks. — Gus Bova

What We’re Reading
A year after George Floyd’s murder, only a few of Texas lawmakers’ police reform measures
appear likely to become law
Narrowly targeted pieces of Texas’ George Floyd Act—like restricting chokeholds and requiring
officers to provide first aid—are expected to pass. But the Act itself and many other related
reforms have failed to progress. “There’s going to be blood on your hands when you had the
power to change it,” said Gary Bledsoe, president of the Texas NAACP. /     Texas Tribune

Guaranteed: Trigger provision requires Gov. Greg Abbott to consult lawmakers on COVID
relief spending
After previously getting nixed, a House budget provision meant to ensure the governor doesn’t get
carte blanche when it comes to spending the state’s $16 billion share of federal recovery aid was
added back in. /     Dallas Morning News

El Paso lawmakers say gun reform promises after Walmart massacre were broken
After the El Paso massacre, Republican leaders like Greg Abbott and Dan Patrick indicated
support for gun-reform measures. Instead, when the Legislature convened more than one year
later, Republicans went hard the other way, passing a law that will allow almost any Texan to carry
a handgun without a permit. El Paso Representative Joe Moody gave a long and somber speech
ahead of final passage: “All [victims’ families] wanted was some accountability, yet here we are.
…I heard lots of promises. I haven’t heard [them] since.” /     El Paso Matters    

A false date rape drugging accusation against a lobbyist exposed claims of his role in the
Texas Capitol’s culture of sexual harassment
A DPS investigation concluded that the allegations against a lobbyist at a powerful firm were
false. Still, the incident laid bare larger questions about a Capitol culture that many female staffers
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say often leads to allegations of misconduct and harassment being brushed under the rug by those
with the power to act. The accused lobbyist has faced multiple accusations of inappropriate
behavior with women as both a legislative staffer and lobbyist—and in at least two instances has
been banned from visiting certain Capitol offices because of them. /     Texas Tribune

How ‘critical race theory’ came to dominate education debates in Texas
In the early hours of Saturday morning, after hours of debate on legislation that would supposedly
ban critical race theory in Texas public schools by putting a host of restraints on how teachers can
teach race and racism, the Senate passed its bill. Passed on a party-line vote, it now heads back to
the Texas House. /     Dallas Morning News

All Hat, No Cattle
The Texas Legislature is known for its outlandish members, ludicrous antics, and right-wing flare-
ups. Here’s your weekly dose.

On Monday, as Democratic Representative Terry Canales laid out a     Senate bill     to impose fees
on electric vehicles, Republican Representative Bryan Slaton promptly     raised a point of order
—a procedural tactic that can kill legislation during floor debates.

Slaton then said he would withdraw the objection if Canales could get House Speaker Phelan to
give SB 29—the anti-trans school sports bill—a vote. Throughout the session, Slaton has
repeatedly tried to advance anti-trans legislation, or attach anti-trans amendments to other bills,
without success. Canales refused and Slaton’s point of order was sustained, ultimately killing the
bill.

Canales promptly took to Twitter to condemn Slaton’s tactics: “My answer, Kill my Bill, BIGOT!”

   

   

Chapter 313 program doomed after Texas lawmakers miss deadline;
‘We’re going to lose a lot of projects’
Tesla, Samsung among big brands that secured property tax breaks through ‘313’
By Kathryn Hardison
Austin Business Journal
May 27, 2021
Texas lawmakers missed an important deadline this session to extend a $10 billion program that
has been used to incentivize massive manufacturing and energy projects to the Lone Star State by
lowering their school property tax bills.

The Texas Legislature missed a May 26 deadline to advance House Bill 4242, which would have
extended the Chapter 313 incentives program by two years. Those incentives have been used for
major local projects such as Tesla’s $1 billion gigafactory and Samsung Austin Semiconductor’s
massive East Austin facility, as well as tons of energy projects throughout the state.

The decision not to advance HB 4242 means the program will likely expire in December 2022.
Many have questioned the program’s effectiveness in its current form, while others have said that
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allowing the program to expire could have negative consequences for the future of Texas’
economic development — a longtime badge of honor for Texas as companies pour into the state to
seek a     business-friendly environment, lower costs of living and relatively lower taxes .

Texas, and its cities and counties, still have mechanisms — such as chapters 380 and 381 of the
local government code — to offer property tax breaks and other incentives to incoming or
expanding businesses, but the pending loss of Chapter 313 has set many economic development
advocates back on their heels.

“This is going to leave a mark,” said Glenn Hamer, president and CEO of the Texas Association of
Business. “There’s no other way to put it. I can’t tell you how much of one right now.”

University of Texas at Austin government professor Nate Jensen, a critic of incentives, said
support for the Chapter 313 program has “frayed a bit” of late as interfaith groups and organized
labor have joined organizations from both sides of the political spectrum in opposition of the
program. For example, Central Texas Interfaith on May 24 sent a call to action urging members to
ask their legislators to oppose HB 4242. The email decried that “Chapter 313 costs taxpayers
nearly $1 billion a year in tax breaks” which largely benefit large petrochemical and
manufacturing companies.

Dale Craymer ,     president of Texas Taxpayers and Research Association, said on May 27 that it’s
unlikely lawmakers will try to push the issue through before May 31, the last day of the session, or
bring it back up in a special session.     Agreements currently in place will remain intact, and
companies can continue to apply for the program’s property tax breaks until the end of 2022.

Chapter 313 allows     a school district to offer a cap of up to 10 years on a portion of the taxable
property value of new manufacturing or renewable energy projects. This has been a major
incentive for many companies because of the state’s high property taxes in lieu of no income tax.
In addition to Samsung — which may seek incentives soon for a $17 billion expansion that could
land in Austin — and Tesla, companies that have benefited from the program include Freeport
LNG     in the Houston area     and Caterpillar Inc. in Seguin. A total of 509 agreements were in
effect as of earlier this year, according to the Texas comptroller. The projects incentivized by
Chapter 313 represent $217 billion in investments by companies and in turn have received gross
tax benefits of $10.8 billion, the state reports.

Craymer said many are worried companies won’t consider Texas for future economic development
projects that are on the drawing board today — which are likely to break ground in three to four
years — because there won’t be any assurance of incentives.    

“We’re going to lose a lot of projects that companies are currently in the initial planning stages for.
If Texas isn’t on their list now, we likely won’t be on their list in the future,” he said. “Even if we
come back in 2023 and create a new program, it will create a gap of investment in the state.”

Tony Bennett , president and CEO of the Texas Association of Manufacturers, said in a May 27
statement that nearby states are likely celebrating after the Legislature’s decision to not renew the
program.

“Texas will be sidelined for major automotive, petrochemical, aerospace and high-tech
manufacturing projects that cannot afford to locate in a state with the fourth-highest property taxes
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in the nation, especially when nearly all other states offer property tax discounts,” he said.     ”I
never thought I’d see the day when Texas took the same path California took decades ago when
lawmakers took manufacturing jobs for granted and hurt their economy.”

Craymer said Chapter 313 is crucial to attracting projects, though there are issues with the
program. Over the years, the bulk of the savings has shifted to the school districts and away from
businesses, he said, adding that after crunching the numbers, businesses typically end up with net
tax savings of 36%.

“Chapter 313 is not a free ride, it is only a partial discount on your tax bill,” he said. “You get a
36% discount in Texas versus an 80% discount in Louisiana or a 100% discount in other states like
Georgia. Chapter 313 is not as generous an incentive as what companies can get in other states.”

A large majority of the Legislature doesn’t like incentives programs, which has ultimately been the
program’s downfall and why it’s become a controversial topic over the years. The Texas Public
Policy Foundation praised lawmakers for not taking initiative to renew the program.

“Sunsetting this program     is a critical victory for each and every Texan — made possible by a    
tidal wave     of bipartisan support for     free-market principles and     broad     property     tax    
relief Texans sorely need,”     Kevin Roberts , TPPF’s CEO, said in a statement. “For two decades,
Texas taxpayers have borne the brunt of special-interest corporate welfare that raises our property
taxes     and     allows government to pick winners and losers.     These     20 years     of hard data
have     proven Chapter 313     doesn’t     live up to     its     lofty     promises to create jobs     or
lure new businesses to our state.”

Another effort to expand and extend the program was House Bill 1556, authored by Republican
Rep. Jim Murphy. The bill, which stalled earlier this month, would have     extended the program
for another decade     and allowed companies to apply for a tax cap on upgrades and renovations to
existing facilities. It also proposed eliminating some types of projects that could qualify, like
nuclear energy, and changed how a minimum qualified investment would be determined.
Murphy’s bill attracted scrutiny and was ultimately amended to leave much of the current program
intact.    

“Not only was it an incredibly costly bill at a time of serious budget constraints, but it was silent
on most of the major criticisms of the program,” Jensen wrote in a May 27 email. “Rather than
proposing a reform to the program along with a renewal, supporters pushed for an expansion. This
was a huge blunder and once this expansion died, there was no serious backup bill.”

According to Hamer at the Texas Association of Business, the failure to extend Chapter 313
incentives will cast a pall over the 2021 Legislative session, despite other business wins
surrounding education, broadband access and protections for businesses amidst the Covid-19
pandemic.

“This is a cloud and a significant disappointment,” Hamer said. “I’m not going to say anything
otherwise.”

Paul Thompson contributed to this story.
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Texas could give landowners more say in eminent domain negotiations
under bill sent to Greg Abbott’s desk
After failing last session, lawmakers finalized a bill — described as a “delicate
compromise” — that provides new protections for landowners in negotiating with
companies attempting to seize their land through eminent domain.
By Erin Douglas
Texas Tribune
May 27, 2021
The Texas Legislature approved a bill early Thursday     that will revise eminent domain
negotiations between landowners and companies — such as railroads, pipeline and utility
companies — that are seeking to condemn land, requiring that landowners be given the terms of
the contract up front, as well as more information about the eminent domain process.

After six years of heated negotiations between groups that represent landowners and the groups
that represent big pipeline, utility, railroad, and oil and gas companies, the Legislature passed a
limited version of a     bill that failed in 2019 .

The House approved the legislation on May 13. The Senate approved the bill unanimously in the
early hours of Thursday morning; it now goes to Gov.     Greg Abbott     for his consideration.

Companies would also be required under the bill to restore the surrounding area to as close to the
original condition as possible and compensate the landowner for damages to the surrounding land
that isn’t restored.

State law currently offers few protections for property owners after a company notifies state
regulators of its intent to build; the company must compensate the owner for the land, but it isn’t
required to make other concessions, such as altering the route.

Eminent domain — always a contentious issue in Texas — became a political flashpoint in recent
years due to Kinder Morgan’s 423-mile Permian Highway Pipeline that runs through the Texas
Hill Country. Angered landowners sought to stop the project with lawsuits,     but lost . Last
August, singers Willie Nelson and Paul Simon, who both live in the Texas Hill Country,    
opposed the pipeline in a Houston Chronicle op-ed . The pipeline     began service in January .

State Sen.     Lois Kolkhorst, R-Brenham , who has worked on the issue since she joined the
Senate six years ago, acknowledged that the legislation did not go as far as many landowners
would have liked, but she described it as an effort to start giving landowners more leverage when
companies want to seize private land to build oil or gas pipelines, railroads or power transmission
lines that companies argue are in the public’s best interest.

“Giving the right to private companies to come in and take your land — that you do not want to
sell — should be one of the highest privileges that we give in statute,” Kolkhorst said during a    
Senate Jurisprudence Committee hearing last Thursday .

She said     House Bill 2730     is a first pass at creating more balance in negotiations. The final
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version of     House Bill 2730     requires companies to show landowners the contract terms up
front, allows landowners to file complaints against a right-of-way agent and requires the state to
give landowners more information about the eminent domain process.

“What you have is six years of negotiation by industry on all sides, including landowners, energy
and infrastructure,” said Thomas Zabel, an oil and gas lawyer who spoke on behalf of the Texas
Pipeline Association. “There’s a little give and take on both sides.”

During the 2019 legislative session, a     bill by Kolkhorst sought     to prevent companies from
making low-ball offers to property owners, require public meetings between property owners and
the companies, and restore damaged land to as close to its original condition as possible.

But after the bill was watered down in a joint House-Senate conference committee — an effort led
by Rep.     Tom Craddick , R-Midland — it     failed to make it to Abbott’s desk .

An initial version of this year’s bill, sponsored by state Rep.     Joe Deshotel , D-Beaumont,
angered landowners who felt it favored companies. The Texas Farm Bureau publicly opposed it.
Billy Howe, the Farm Bureau’s associate director of government affairs, said that after “intense
negotiations,” lawmakers came back with language that the powerful agricultural and rural
community interest group would support, because it was closer to the 2019 bill.

Craddick was the only member to vote against the bill in the House.

“We feel [this bill] is going to improve the process for landowners, so we’re going to support it
and see if it works,” Howe said. He said the bill includes provisions that should result in more fair
compensation for land taken through eminent domain.

“It’s going to take a good step forward in improving that initial offer,” Howe said.

Deshotel told his colleagues on the House floor May 12 that his goal was to put landowners and
property owners closer to even standing with pipeline, electric and railroad companies that use
eminent domain, which he said were “starting to have an advantage over landowners.”

“We wanted to give [landowners] a real say and real involvement in the process that affects their
property,” Deshotel said.

Jaren Taylor, a utility and eminent domain lawyer who spoke on behalf of the Association of
Electric Companies of Texas during the Senate committee hearing, said if the bill passed, it would
be a signal of compromise.

“I don’t disagree that not everyone is happy with it, but frankly that’s a sign of quality negotiation
and compromise,” Taylor said.

   
Andrew Keese
Spokesperson
Railroad Commission of Texas
Office: 512-463-4817
Cell: 512-963-1869
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Eminent domain law to address landowner concerns
Victoria Advocate - 07/3/2021
should always be used as a last resort,” said Todd Staples , president of the Texas Oil & Gas Association .
“And further, we want a system
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Railroad Commission finalizes monitoring, enforcement plans
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During the 30-day public comment period, the Texas Oil and Gas Association provided feedback in
concurrence with strategic priorities, Keese
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OPEC oil alliance in standoff between Saudi Arabia and UAE
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President Biden’s Climate Plan Is More Revolution Than Transition
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becoming popular among states looking to shield their oil and gas industries. For instance, Texas legislators
have advanced a bill aimed at
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the EIA. TELLURIAN LNG : Tellurian extends Driftwood lease, forges ahead as natural gas deficit swells
LNG
Read Full Article
 
Climate change has gotten deadly. It will get worse.
The Washington Post - 07/4/2021
Researchers say they are ‘virtually certain’ that warming from human greenhouse gas emissions played a
pivotal role in recent fatalities
Read Full Article
 
Court strikes Trump EPA rule for full-year 15% ethanol sales
Chron.com - 07/2/2021
AP) — A federal appeals court on Friday threw out a Trump-era Environmental Protection Agency rule
change that allowed for the sale of a 15%
Read Full Article
 
A Green Recovery After Covid-19: New Strategies For The Oil Industry
Forbes - 07/5/2021
could become an energy company that dominates oil -extraction fields in Colombia and West Texas while
also producing electricity wholesale
Read Full Article
 
Improving Drilling Performance in East Texas Haynesville Shale
Hart Energy - 07/5/2021
in one of Rockcliff Energy’s wells in the Carthage Field in East Texas’ Haynesville Shale basin. (Source:
Schlumberger) Breaking through the
Read Full Article
 
Why oil companies are working with customers to cut consumption of petroleum
Houston Chronicle - 07/6/2021
2 1of2 Chevron has teamed up with Toyota to develop hydrogen fueling stations and other infrastructure to
Read Full Article
 
Gas pipeline fire sends flames boiling to the surface of Gulf of Mexico
CBS Austin - 07/3/2021
Gas pipeline fire sends flames boiling to the surface of Gulf of Mexico
Read Full Article
 
PSP is still committed to Permian's long-term prosperity
Midland Reporter Telegram - 07/3/2021
the key phrase is “this region,” as in the entire Permian Basin . Because while it’s no surprise that the
pandemic reaffirmed our resiliency
Read Full Article
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(CHRISTI CRADDICK, CHARMAN DANA AVANTLew,DIRECTOR
WAYNE CHRISTIAN, COMMISSIONER
31 WRIGHT, COMMISSIONER

HEARINGS DIVISION

MEMORANDUM
To: ‘hist Craddick, Chairman

Wayne Chistian, Commissioner
Jim Wright, Commissioner

From: Ezra A Johnson, AdministrativeLawJudge (ALJ)
Robert Musick, Technical Examiner

Date: June 18,2021
Subject: Late-filed Exceptions to Proposal for Decision

06-20.00003542: Applicationof Sronghald Energy Il Oper, LLC (Operator No_ 827681) Pursuant
toStatewide Rule 32foran Excepion oFlare Gasfor the McKnight 179 Battery, Commingle Permit
5789, Various Fields, Crane County, Texas; District 08.
0G:20-00003543: Application of Stronghold Energy Il Oper, LLC (Operator No. 827681) Pursuant
to Statewide Rule 32 for an Exception 0 Flare Gas for the McKnighi 1 Battery, Commingle Permit
1088, Various Fields, Crane County, Texas, District 0B.
0G:20-00003544; Appiicalion of Stronghold Energy Il Oper LLC (Operator No. 627681) Pursuant
to Statewide Rule 32 for an Exception to Flare Gasfor the McKnight 11 Battery, Commingle Permit1031,Various Fields, Crane County, Texas; District 08.
10G:20-00003545: Application of Stronghold Energy I Oper, LLC (Operator No, 27681) Pursuant
to Statewide Rule 32 for an Excepion to Flare Gasfor the McKnight 16 Battery, Commingle Permit
031,Various Fields, Crane County, Texas; District 08.
10G-20-00003545: AppicationofStronghold Energy I Oper, LLC (Operator No. 27681) Pursuant
to Statewide Rule 32 or an Exceplion o Fare Gasforthe McKnight 203 Battery, Commingle Pei
6584, Various Fields, Crane County, Texas; District 08

Please find attached the ate-ied exceptionsto the proposalfordecision issued in the above-referenced dockets
on May 24, 2021. On June 16, 2021, the Director of the Hearings Division informed Stronghold that objections or
comments t the proposal cou be submited on or before June 18, 2021

Tons BortST Abacaomar Eamon ep in



Mia Hutchens

From: Bil Black
sent: Wednesday, July 21, 2021 1031 AM
To: Mia Hutchens
Subject: Fu: RRC News Clips: July 14, 2021

From: Andrew Keese <AndrewKeese@rrc texas.gov>
Sent: Wednesday, July 14, 2021 10:07 AM
To: NewsClips <newsclips@rrc.state.tx.us>
Subject: RRC News Clips: July 14, 2021

UT report: Failure of natural gas system ‘exacerbated’ winter storm blackouts
By Paul Takahashi
Houston Chronicle
July 13,2021
‘The failure by natural gas producers to supply adequate fuel to power plants “exacerbated” the electricity
shortage during the February freeze, according to a new report from the UniversityofTexas at Austin.

A dozen researchers from UT's Energy Institute found that while all power sources — including coal, wind,
solar and nuclear— faltered during the winter storm, failures to weatherize natural gas wells and ensure
electricity to critical equipment compounded the catastrophic power failure. The storm and blackouts killed at
least 200 people and caused billionsofdollars in property damage across Texas.

“Days before ERCOT called for blackouts, natural gas was already being curtailed to some natural gas
‘consumers, including power plants,” the report's authors wrote, “Natural gas output started to decline rapidly
before the clectricity forced outages began early on February 15, with production declining about 700 million
cubic feet per day from February 8-14. This decline is likely due to weather-related factors and not a loss of
‘power at natural gas facilities.”

“The 101-page report didn't break new ground on what caused the widespread Texas blackouts, but it provided
‘more details and a solid baseline of facts as policymakers debate ways to improve the electricity grid and
natural gas system to prevent future blackouts. UT's report was published on the same day as the Electric
Reliability CouncilofTexas unveiled a roadmap to improve the state’s power grid.

“I think it’sa really good step forward,” said Jay Zamikau, one ofthe report's authors. “It’s not necessarily
going to address all failures identified in our report, but I think it was a good roadmap.”

UT researchers looked at public data and legislative testimony, but also were given access to confidential data
from ERCOT, including the performanceofcertain power plants, communications about the winter storm and
ERCOT's emergency program that automatically shutoff power to some natural gas producers. The study was
funded in part by the Public tility Commission, which oversees the Electric Reliability Councilof Texas

Researchers found that frozen wells caused natural gas production to fall by 85 percent in the days leading up to
Feb. 16, with up 10 two-thirds of processing plants in the Permian Basin experiencing an outage. Researchers
lookedat a sampleof 27 natural gas processing plants, and found that as many as 18 of them had zero output at
the worstofthe storm. Natural gasproducersare not required to weatherize their equipment in Texas.
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Other power sources also failed during the storm. Wind turbines and solar panels froze, asensorat a nuclear
plant malfunctioned and coal plants struggled to keep their fuel dry and plants running.
As the cold temperatures endured, Texas’ natural ges production fel to 11.8 billion cubic fet per day on Feb.
17 from an average of21.3 billion cubic feet during theweek ended Feb. 13. The Permian Basin produces about
halfof the natural gasin Texas. UT's report contradictsan oil and gas trade group, which has said power
outages toproducersand pipelines were the main reason natural gas production plummeted during the storm.

Austin-based energy research firm Enverus, commissioned by the Texas Oil and Gas Association, found in
‘April that the declines in natural gas production before rolling blackouts began were minimal compared to the
declines that occurred after power was cut in the oil field.
“Without debate, Texas natural gas carried the load of keeping Texans warm during winter storm Uri by
providing over 60 percentofdaily generating capacity, and this UT Energy Institue report and two ERCOT
reports confirmed that weather-related issues at the power generation facilities were the primary cause for
‘power outages, while fuel limitations represented a relatively small percentage of the overall challenges
experienced,” TXOGA President Todd Staples said in an email. “Recently adopted legislation, including
enhanced communication and coordination such as critical load designation, Texas Energy Reliability Council,
‘and mapping the entire system, will ensure Texas will be better prepared during emergency weather events,
thereby minimizing the possibilty of lost production.”
UT researchers also found that the natural gas industry failed to ensure that power flowed to critical pipelines
supplying fuel to power plants. There were 67 electricity customers in the natural gas industry enrolled in
ERCOTs voluntary Emergency Response Service program, which automatically cuts electricity o large.
industrial power users during a power shortage. At least five critical natural gas production and pipeline.
locations were enrolled in the program, researchers said. Dozens of natural gas facilites failed (0 file a two-
page application that would have exempted them from power outages.

TXOGA said the critcal load application explicitly stated tha these blackout exemptions did not apply to oil-
field services.

“We don't exactly know what they were, but they were in that fuel supply chainof moving fuel to power plants,
said rescarcher Carey King. “So these entities would have been turedoff whenever the Emergency Response
Program was triggered.”
Ultimately, 25,000 megawattsofnatural gas generation wen offline during the storm. One megawatt can power
200 Texas homes on a hot summer day. Natural gas power plants providea litle less than halfofTexas" power.

Texas Senate signals support for drastic power market reforms spurred by
freeze
By James Osbome
Houston Chronicle
July 13,2021
WASHINGTON - Texas state senators during a hearing Tuesday signaled their support for plans to redesign
the stae’s power marke to focus on reliability over cheap electricity ina bid to avoida repeat of February's
deadly blackout.
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‘The grid manager Electric Reliability Councilof Texas in collaboration with the state's Public tility
Commission, earlier released a 60-point plan to improve the Texas power grid, including proposals o increase:
payments to power generators capable of supplying electricity during times of extreme weather conditions, as
well as manage the variability around wind and solar power generation.

Such a system would presenta significant shift from the existing power market, which almost exclusively pays
power plants for the electricity they generate, not their ability to deliver electricity during a deep freeze or hot
summer days when power plants typically break down. It also would likely mean higher electricity costs for
Texas residents and businesses.

While a decision by regulators is likely months away, PUC Chairman Peter Lake told senators the existing
‘modelof cheap electricity during normal conditionsand huge spikes at times of shortage had to change.

“We're not tweaking around the edges,” he said. “The way the market is designed, there’s only a reward (for
power generators) when you get nto crisis. We need to move away from that model to one where if you provide
reliability, that's where the financial incentive is presented.”

“The PUC has begun holding workshops to figure outanew system for compensating power companies, with
plans to decide on a new market design by the end of the year, Lake said.

‘The commission considered similar action almost a decade ago, following a far less severe blackout during a
‘winter storm in 2011. But the Legislature fought back, criticizing plans to pay generators extra for maintaining,
reliability as a giveaway to power companies.

Following February's blackout, in which millions of Texans were left without power for days and nearly 200
people died as a result, the Legislature appears in the mood to take action — and swiflly.

“The bottom line i reliability is an issue we feel needs to be addressed soon,” State Sen. Charles Schwertner,
R-Georgetown, chairmanof the Senate Business and Commerce Committee, said. “It is vitally important.”

In June, Gov. Greg Abbott signed into law legislation that requires power plants, natural gas facilities and other
infrastructure 10 better weatherizetheirsystems, with penalties of up to $1 million for not complying. The
following month he directed the PUC and ERCOT to take steps to improve reliability, including getting more
‘generation built and increasing power reserves.

Market rules
But under Texas's system state officials have no authority to order more generation, instead requiring the
creationof new market rules to get power companies to invest. Brad Jones, who replaced the ousted ERCOT
president Bill Magness in May, is pushing several changes, including keeping closer tabs on power plant
maintenance, paying generators to store fuel on site — so they can keep runningifpipelines freeze.

Jones, the interim ERCOT president, also has raised the possibilityofcreating a so-called capacity market
system in which power companies receive compensation just for having generation available, whether they use
itor not.

“Ultimately where we want this grid and this market to be is serving Texas,” Jones, told senators. “It will
continue to drive the growth ofbusiness and industry in Texas.”

How much ERCOT’s plan would raise power prices remains to be seen. Buti s likely to mean significant
increases in energy costs for refineries, manufacturing plants and other commercial and industrial operations,
‘which have lobbied against past effort to raise power prices.
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“At some point the leadership of his state needs to stand up to the industrials and say even with these
protections in place, your power is going (0becheaper than anyone else in the country,” said Tom “Smitty”
Smith, a long-time activist in Austin and executive director of the nonprofit Texas Electric Transportation
Resources Alliance.

Texas Industrial Energy Consumers, which represents large power consumers, did not return a phone call for
comment Tuesday. The Association of Electric Companiesof Texas, which represents power plants, also did
not respond to a request for comment

Even after Tuesday's collegial Senate hearing, efforts to reform the state’s powermarketare likely to face
significant questions in Austin. Both residents and lawmakers continue to distrust power companies following
the events of February

“Most didn’t know what ERCOT was priorto the freeze. I still have to write it down,” said sate Sen. John
‘Whitmire, D-Houston. “Is a shame the public doesn’t have the confidence in the system.”

Here comes August
State Sen. Donna Campbell, R-New Braunfels, urged the PUC to move with urgency, reminding commissioners

that“we still have the heat ofAugust to come in.”

But change is unlikely to come that quickly. The rules proposed by ERCOT and the PUC, which they have the
legislative authority to enact, represent the biggest change (0 the Texas power market since the stale deregulated
electricity more than two decades ago.

“We have to provide economic incentives for companies to invest not only in existing generation but new
generation,” Lake said. “It’s something we absolutely have to get right.”

Is Gov. Abbott planning to add energy issues to special session?
Texas Energy Report
July 12,2021
Rumors thal electricity, natural gas and nuclear waste or related issues wil be added to the special session
agenda remain just that — for now.

Officials in charge of Texas’ power grid try to reassure lawmakers and the
public that they're fixing lingering problems
Lawmakers cannot pass laws to improve Texas’ power grid during the special legislative session.
They're discussing it anyway.
By Mitchell Ferman
Texas Tribune
July 13,2021
Gov.GregAbbottdid not include improving Texas’ main power grid in his 1 1-item agenda for the special
legislative sessionthatbegan earlier this month, so lawmakers cannot pass new grid-related laws.
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‘That didn’t stopa Senate committee from calling the state’s top electricity and utility regulators to the Capitol
Tuesday morning to discuss the stateofthe power grid following unexpectedpower plantoutages in June,
lingering issues with the state's energy infrastructure from February's deadly winter storm and plans to
implement legislation that lawmakers approved in the spring during the regular legislative session.

Tuesday's hearing was moreof a status update on the power rid, but it was the first public opportunity for
lawmakers to question the grid operator's interim president, Brad Jones, and the three-member boardofthe
Public Utility Commission, which oversees Jones and the Electric Reliability Council of Texas. All four
regulators replaced officials ousted after the winter storm that erippled the grid for days during subfreezing
weather.

“I0°s a shame the public doesn’t have confidence in the system,” state Sen. John Whitmire, D-Houston, told
Jones.

Other senators questioned why in June, two weeksafterthe regular legislative session ended, some Texas power
plants unexpectedlywentoffline, spurring ERCOT to ask Texans to set thermostats higher during a heat wave
to conserve energy.

Jones said the June power crunch was caused by issues stemming from the February freeze.

“We're seeing those problems show themselves today.” Jones said. He did not elaborate.

BottomofForm

Energy experts have raised concerns about thestate’s aging energy infrastructure following the February storm,
and state Sen.AngelaPaxton, R-McKinney, questioned the grid officials about those concems. Jones
acknowledged the problem, adding that the state hasn't “invested enough in partofour generation fleet.”

On Tuesday, Jones released a 60-point plan aimed at building lawmakers’ and the public's confidence in the
power grids reliability.

Some key points in the plan include requiring CEOsof energy companies to sign a leter that their equipment is
prepared to withstand inclement weather, incentivizing power plant operatorsto store reserve fuel onsite in case
ofemergencies and re-writing ERCOT’s external communications materials to better inform the public about
the stateofTexas’ power supply.

“My guarantee to you is that we intend to communicate more clearly than we've done in the past,” Jones told
lawmakers. “To remove industry jargon, to speak to you in ways thatall ofus can understand.”

State Sen. Brandon Creighton, R-Conroe, said someofthe fault lies with state lawmakers, who have failed over
he last decade (0 implement meaningful grid-related improvements following a severe winter storm in 2011
that highlighted that power companies and natural gas producers hadn't properly prepared their facilities for
cold weather.

“There are many things that are on us,” Creighton said.

Creighton added that it may take the PUC and ERCOT months or years to implement someofthe changes
lawmakers approved in the spring, such as requiring power plants to protect critical infrastructure from extreme
weather.

‘When lawmakers reconvene for another special session in the fall,someare hoping rid-related issues will be
on the agenda.
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“It should be included in the next special session,” said Tom Smith, longtime former directorofPublic Citizen's
Texas office.

ERCOT has a long list of improvements for Texas electric grid. What’s in the

plan?
By Haley Samsel
Fort Worth Star-Telegram
July 13,2021
Five months aftera winter storm caused widespread power outages and an estimated death tollof hundreds of
people, the Electric Reliability Councilof Texas announced a 60-item list ofreforms that the agency hopes will
improve the state’s power grid and repair its strained relationship with Texans.

“Change is required for ERCOTto continue to reliably serve the millions of customers and businesses that
depend on us,” Brad Jones, the agency's interim president andchiefexecutive, said in a statement. “These
changes will benefit all Texans and support continued economic growth for the stateofTexas.”

‘The “roadmap”releasedonTuesday comes justa week after Gov. Greg Abbot issued a public leter instructing,
the Public Utility Commissionof Texas, which oversees ERCOT, to incentivize energy companies to develop.
and maintain more natural gas, coal and nuclear power resources.

He also instructed the three-member board, which the govemor appoints, to establish a regular maintenance
schedule o prevent too many power plants from going offline at one time and require renewable energy
companies to pay for power when wind and solar arent able to provide it. State legislators rejected the.
renewable energy idea in May, according to The Texas Tribune.

ERCOT’s plan addresses some of Abbott's requests, vowing to “adoptamore aggressive approach” to
operating the grid. That will mean bringing more power online sooner if necessary and purchasing more reserve.
power in advance to keep the grid stable on days when the weather is uncertain.

“The checklist will be updated regularly throughout the rest of the year, according 10 an ERCOT press relcase.
Jones and hisstaff worked with the Public Utility Commission, retired industry executives, environmental
advocates and companies participating in the energy market to “ensure all areas for improvement were
considered and included,” the release reads.

Jay Zamikau, a research fellow for UT Austin’s economics department and an author ofa new report analyzing
ERCOT data during the February winter storm, said he was “really impressed” by what he had seen ofthe
roadmap, though it may not accomplish eachof Abbott's priorities. The Public Utility Commission funded the
UT Austin study and provided previously unreleased data, though researchers say the agency did not influence
the content or findingsofthe analysis.

“1 think (the roadmap) is areally good step forward,” Zamikau said. “I's not necessarily going to address all
failures identified in our report, but I think it's a good document.”

OF the 60 items on its list, the agencyhascompleted 20 asofTuesday. Those actions include proposinga new.
rule requiring energy generators to report al forced outages— such as those due to weather-related
complications — and automatically release outage information to ERCOT. Companies would also have to
provide operational updates more frequently under the proposed rule.
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In addition, ERCOT has conducted more than 30 on-site inspectionsofpower plants to ensure that companies
are “following their weatherization plan in preparation” for hot summer weather. The agency also says it has
improved its assessment and communicationof “extreme low-probability, high-impact weather scenarios,”
which includes information like temperatures, rainfall and wind speed.

til, the agency has a long way to go in accomplishing allofthe priorities listed on its roadmap. The
legislaturepassed severalnewlawsthis spring. including the creation ofa winter storm emergency alert plan,
changes to how ERCOT can price energy during periodsofscarcity and a mandate for companies to prepare
their power plants for extreme weather.

ERCOT must now implement those laws across the state, and the agency has introduced an ideaofits own:
requiring thechicf executivesofpower companies to sign a leer twice per year “attesting that their companies
have completed their weatherization preparations” for summer and winter conditions.

In addition, ERCOTstaff acknowledged the need to “eliminate industry jargon” from its communications
materials in order to reach a broader audience, including people who speak Spanish. Staff members are also
planning a listening tour to hear the perspectivesofdifferent communities across Texas, according to ERCOT
documents.

“The agency also pledged to review how it sends out alerts to “minimize false alarms and public fatigue.” Last
‘month,anERCOTalerturgingresidentsto reduce electricity use fora week raised concerns that the grid could
notwithstandthehotTexassummer, The number ofunplanned outages at Texas power plantsincreased more:
than tenfold in June compared to May, and the agency has not yet explained what led o the issues.

It remains to be seen how Jones, the interimchiefexecutive of ERCOT, will enforce some of his proposed
reforms. ERCOT is expected to hire a new president by the endofthe year, according to The Housion
Chronicle.

Jones was scheduled to tesify before state legislators Tuesday and face questions about someof his more
controversial ideas, including paying gas-fired power plants to store fuel on site so it could be used in case of
emergencies.

“I'sa very thorough plan,” Michael Greene, a former ERCOT board chairman, told the Chronicle. “They talk
‘about reforming the market, but a lot is going to depend on what the (Public Utility Commission) does.”

U.S. coal production plummeting again
By James Osborne
Houston Chronicle
July 14,2021
WASHINGTON - U.S. coal production plummeted to an all-time low in 2019, followingabrief upswing in
2017, according to data from the U.S. Department of Energy.

In 2019 the United States produced 706.3millionshorttonsofcoal, a 7 percent decline from the previous year
and the lowest level since 1965. That resulted in almost 800 lost coal mining jobs, leaving the industry at a litle
under 53,000 workers.

“The dropcameas U.S. coal consumption fell 15 percent to 586.5 million short tons, a the industry's primary
customer, the power sector, shifted towards cleaner sources of energy in a bid to address climate change.
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In the first yearofformer president Donald Trump's administration coal production increased 6 percent before
continuing on its longstanding decline through the remainder of his administration, according 10 federal data.

Cyberattacks and ransomware: How can we protect our energy
infrastructure?
‘The ransomware attack that brought down the Colonial Pipeline highlighted the industry's
vulnerability. We asked experts to weigh in on how the U.S. can bolster its defenses.
By Collin Eaton
Wall Street Journal
July 12,2021
‘A ransomware attack forced the largest U.S. fuel pipeline to shut down for six days in May and led to gasoline:
shortages across several Southeastern states. In its wake, U.S. officials have soughtto bolster the defenses ofan
industry that for years has had fewer cybersecurity rules compared with other critical infrastructure sectors.

‘The Transportation Security Administration, which has regulatory authority over pipeline cybersecurity,
recently issued adirective that would require pipelines to quickly report attacks to acybersecurity division of
the Departmentof Homeland Security. The Biden administration also has ordered agencies to improve their
efforts to detect attacks and to strengthen their partnerships with private industries, and several cybersecurity-
related bills are moving through Congress.

Meanwhile, Joseph Blount,chief executive of Colonial Pipeline Co., the targetof the May attack, has defended
his decision to pay ransomof$4.4 million in cryptocurrency to the attack’s perpetrators, saying he needed every
tool at his disposal to restore the 5.500-mile pipeline’s systems. The Federal Bureauof Investigation for years
has advised companies not to pay when hit with ransomware,a type of code that takes computer systems
hostage for payment, because it supports a booming criminal marketplace. The Justice Department said last
‘month it recovered about $2.3 million worthofthe cryptocurrency.

“The attack on Colonial Pipeline showed the vulnerability of the nation’s vast energy infrastructure and has
spurred debate over how the U.S. and the oil-and-gas indusiry can better protect critical infrastructure against
assaults.

‘The Wall Street Journal spoke with three experts in oil-and-gas cybersecurity about how companies, regulators
and policy makers can advance the securityof the nation’s energy infrastructure. Jim Guinn is global managing
director for cybersecurity in energy, chemicals, utilities and mining at Accenture Security. Suzanne Lemieux is
manager for operations security and emergency-response policy for the energy trade group American Petroleum
Institute. Chris Bronk isassociate professorofcomputer information systems and information system security
at the UniversityofHouston. Here are edited excerptsof the conversation:

‘WSJ: How can companies and the government make the energy industry more resilient against cyberattacks?

MS. LEMIEUX: We need to have abetter information-sharing process from government agenciesto private
companies. There'sa lot of intelligence coming through right now that just doesn’t make its way to private-
sector operators who need it to make better defenses for their systems. We've seena security directive from
TSA that requires incident reporting. We want to make sure there’s a process in place on the government side to
anonymize and share that information back with the sector so that we know what the current threats are. It takes
‘months to declassify things. We need to really improve how theyre postured to share with the private sector.
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MR. BRONK: There's been a real mania about cyber intelligence, and 2 lotof emphasis on information sharing.
But the fundamental issue is getting the intelligence community to move information around. Declassifying
intelligence and rapidly kicking it out to entities that don't have the capacity t0 process classified information is
just impossible. Its not going to get better. When the Ukraine power-grid hack happened in 2015, we waited
‘months for Homeland Security to give us a finalized assessment, and it was essentially something that other
smart people had put together long before.

Ifan industry wants to protect itself, i’s going to have to adopt an industrial-related setof activities. This has to
be the kindofevent that an organization prepares for regularly, that it drills on.

‘WSJ: For oil-and-gas pipelines, there's no equivalent to the North American Electric Reliability Corp., or
NERC, which regulates parts of the utilities sector's cybersecurity and imposes fines on companies that do not
‘meet certain standards. Should the U.S. government create a similar body to ensure oil and gas companies have
‘minimum standards?

MS. LEMIEUX: The oil-and-gas industry is very different for many reasons from the electric sector. The
utilities don't have the antitrust issues and the competitive markets that we have in the oil-and-gas industry.
There's a very long supply chain in oil and gas, a lotofdifferent company structures, from individual owner
‘operators to integrated companies, and lotsof complexity that we see as much more difficult to cover with one
standard or one regulation. We would not want to see a monolithic approach to this, because it just wouldn't
work.

‘TSA does have regulatory authority t0 regulate pipeline cybersecurity. They have chosen in the past to do it
through guidelines, which the industry worked on with them. We're hearing that the TSA is going to issue a
second directive, and that someofthese directives will have fines ifyou're found in violation. There's a
‘misconception that operators won't take steps to protect against cyber threats unless they are mandated to by
regulators. That overlooks the fact that companies across all industries have a business incentive to protect their
data and operations from malicious actors.

MR. BRONK: The TSA directive is not a radical piece of regulation. It basically says, consult with the federal
‘government. When you look at the grand struggle for having capacity to do cybersecurity in the federal
government, TSA is just really far down the ladder. The question is whether it will create something that looks a
ot like NERC's citical-infrastructure-protection plan. That's up to Transportation Secretary Pete Buttigieg,
whois focused on infrastructure renewal. There aren't teeth there. But with eachofthese incidents, the capacity
for rule-making and regulation will increase.

‘The industry has had an incredible aversion to regulation. The oil-and-gas industry was born outof the breakup
of Standard Oil. Government changed the industry radically and Ithink that probably lefa deep mark on the
cultureofthe companies that were the successors to Standard Oil.

MR. GUINN: There need to be standards that we adhere to, for the minimum security control. Everybody
should have a baseline. If you achieve resilience beyond that, you should be incentivized for it, not penalized. If
this tums into an audit exercise, you will be less successful.

WSJ: What else can U.S. agencies do to improve public policy on energy cybersecurity?

MR. GUINN: An integrated energy company can deal with wind, solar, oil and gas, refining, pipelines, trains
and terminals. If you look at all ofthat, how many differentagenciesare you having to respond toifyou have a
‘material situation? The Departmentof Energy, Homeland Security, the Pipeline and Hazardous Materials Safety
Administration, the Coast Guard. There are so many that there is confusion. Every dollar you spend on
coordination across all those agencies is S1 you could have spent to become more cyber resilient. I would love
10 see there be just one entity that can help the energy industry.
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WSJ: Why are ransomware attacks against the energy industry increasing?

MR. GUINN: Because many organizations are paying the ransoms. Ourthreat-intelligence team’s report on the:
energy industry, meaning everything outsideof utilities, found that when you compare the full year 2020 to the
first five months of 2021, there was a 42% increase in publicly known ransomware attacks against energy
‘companies. It went from 19 last year (0 27 from January to May.

‘We have energy moving from 10th-most-targeted industry last year to No. 4 this year. Once an industry starts
paying, attacks increase. In the year since the pandemic started, in March 2020, we saw eight outof 10
operational technology cybersecurity programs canceled, reduced or deferred. They know they have to have.
cyber resilience. But when commodity prices get so distressed, so fast, you have to make a business decision
about what spending you could stop. That'sa perfect storm.

‘WSJ: What's your stance on whether companies should or should not pay the ransoms?

MR. BRONK: Manyofthese ransoms are a rounding error for companies. It’s like that Austin Powers scene
‘where Dr. Evil says “we're going to hold the world ransom for S1 million,” and everyone is like, that's not very
‘much money. The ransomers are going where the payouts are. And these ransomers have gotten pretty
businesslike. The outcome of paying the ransom and getting the keys to unlock your stuffhas gotten a lot better.
But still, every ransom that gets paid i legitimizing this illegal business activity.

MR. GUINN: When you're dealing with critical infrastructure, every business nceds to make the determination
ifthey would pay. When you ask energy companies, do you have a cyber incident response plan, the answer is

usually yes. But do youhave a strategy and business imperatives laid out for what will trigger you to pay? Most
say no. You don’t want to be faced with thatdecision in the throesofan actual event. You need to tabletop it.
‘You need to exercise it. You need to debate it internally. Youneedto be able to figure out what your protocols
would be to determine whether you would or would not pay.

Mr. Eatonis a Wall Street Journal reporter in Houston. He can be reachedal collin.caton@wsi.con.

Pfluger files bill to modify federal Endangered Species Act
By Caitlin Randle
Midland Reporter-Telegram
July 13,2021
a bill that he says will “modernize”the federal Endangered Species Act and prevent it from “being used as a
‘weapon against critical agriculture and energy industries.”

House Resolution 4370, or the Listing Reform Act, would reform the ESA and limit federal regulations
regarding endangered species, according (o a press release Tuesday. The release notes that environmental
‘groups have sought to have the sagebrush lizard and lesser prairie chicken listed as endangered species, which
could have an impact on the oil industry.

“Extreme environmental groups regularly wield the outdated Endangered SpeciesActas a weapon against the
agriculture and energy industries,” Pfluger said in the release. “This legislation reforms the ESA to deliver
reasonable, common-sense protections for endangered species while preventing overbearing regulations coming
from Washington, D.C.”
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“The bill would require the federal government to further analyze the costof reviewing petitions for the ESA.
Textofthe bill was not yet available asof Tuesday afiemoon.

HR 4370 has been endorsed by the Texas Farm Bureau, the Texas & Southwestern Cattle Raisers Association,
the Permian Basin Petroleum Association, the National Endangered Species Act Reform Coalition and Texas
Cattle Feeders Association, according 10 the release.

“Texas Farm Bureau appreciates Congressman August Pfluger for introducing the Listing Reform Act, which
creates commonsense solutionsto streamline the Endangered Species Act,” TFB President Russell Boening said
in the release. “Easing regulatory burdens on farmers, ranchers and landowners has long beena priority for
Farm Bureau.”

PBPA President Ben Shepperd said the purposeofthe ESA has been distorted and the act has been misused.

“This bil represents exactly the kindofchanges that supporters of true reform, including PBPA, have been
calling for,” he said. “This legislation stands as a shining exampleof how incremental, but important, changes
can go a long way towards the modernizing and updatingofthe nearly-S0 year old ESA, that the nation so
desperately needs.”

“The bill was introduced to the U.S. House on July 6 and referred to the House Committeeon Natural Resources.

“In hell’: Nowhere has been drier than this stretch of Texas
By Daniel Cusick
E&E News
July 14,2021
A West Texas cotton farmer in a desiccated field in 2014, during a historic drought that struck the region for a
decade. Jim Brandenburg/ Minden Pictures/Newscom

Ten years ago this month, two North Texas counties began (0 feel the squeezeofwhat farmers in the Souther
Great Plains call a “long dry spell.”

No one in Wilbarger or Wichita counties — or the restof Texas, for that matter — imagined just how dry it
would get.

By the endofthe 2011, Wilbarger, home to the legendary Waggoner Ranch (once hailed as “the largest ranch
under one fence”), was running a rain deficitof nearly 20 inches, roughly 65% below average over the calendar
year.

‘The restof Texas was not far behind.

Deep-pocketed ranchers, like Waggoner, shipped livestock(0 cooler climates in Montana and Wyoming. The
less fortunate shipped underweight “killer cattle” to auction, where they were sold for hamburger.

“Duringthatpeak time, everybody was selling out. Cows weren't worth a lot,” said Langdon Reagan,
agriculture extension agent for Wilbarger County.

Texans prayed for soaking rain. It came 42 months later in May 2015, ending oneofthe longest, deepest, most
crippling droughts in modem U.S. history.
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“We went from trying to raise crops and cattle to just trying to stay alive,” Michael White, a fourth-generation
wheal, cotton and cattle producer from south Wilbarger County, recalled in a telephone interview. “They say
you can’t feedyourself through a drought. Luckily we did.”

But will future generationsbeas lucky?

10s an existential question in the Southern Plains, where average temperatures arc projected (0 tise 4.4to 8.4
degrees Fahrenheit by the endof the century, compared to 1976-2005 averages, according to the 2018 National
Climate Assessment.

“Temperatures similaro the summer of 2011 will become increasingly likely to reoccur, particularly under
higher (greenhouse gas emissions] scenarios,” the assessment said. If emissions remain high, “the region is
projected to experience an additional 30-60 days per year above 100°F than it does now.”

“Kind of like living in hell’
Relatively few people in Wilbarger and Wichita counties are familiar with the National Climate Assessment.
But nearly everybody remembers the stringofuninterrupted triple-degree temperatures from June to August
2011. It was the precursor to the four-year drought of record for Texas.

“It was kindof like living in hell, we all think,” recalled Kyle Miller, general manager of Wichita County Water
Improvement District No. 2, which provides irrigation water to farmers across 41,000 acresofcropland.

“Between 2011 and 2015 we wereso desperate for rain, we weren't able {0 providewaterto our farmers,” he.
added. “Our lake that we irrigate outof got down to about 18%" capacity. That was a game-stopper.”

Today, the lake is at 100% after a wetter-than-average spring. The irrigation season started a month early to
reduce riskof overspill. “This part of the world, we're praying for rain, and sometimes we wonder if we're
going to get any or we'll get all of it at one time,” Miller said.

Acute drought followed by heavy precipitation is becoming more common in the South compared to other
regions like the Northern Great Plains or the Pacific Northwest, which is still emerging from this month's
history-making heat wave. What made the 20105 Texas drought so devastating, experts say, was the duration of
deadly heat and the compounding impacts on the landscape — from dead seedlings to soil erosion and livestock
dying in the field.

A recent analysisof D4 exceptional drought — the worst kind — shows that Wilbarger and Wichita counties
experienced the hottest, driest conditionsofthe 2010-2019 decade — in allof the US. It was a period of
remarkable drought elsewhere, too. There was crushing dryness in California and a 2019 “flash drought” that
enveloped the Southeast and Ohio Valley (Climatewire, Oct. 4, 2019).

But none compared to the scorched Texas counties.

Becky Bolinger,aColorado State University climatologist who published the analysis, found that Wilbarger
County spent more than 20%ofthe 2010s under D4 drought, a direct outcome of the 2011-2015 period. Wichita
and Tillman County, Okla., just across the state border, closely followed at 19%.

In a telephone interview, Bolinger stressed that D4 drought can happen across much ofthe United States,
particularly in the West and South, where precipitation and temperature swings are becoming more volatile.

But she was struck by Wilbarger’s singular status.
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“To me what was interesting is that it was one small county popping out in a seaofother small counties,”
Bolinger said. “I would say, without looking at all ofthe data, there is a pattemofincreased variability in the
‘Southern Plains. Over the long term, conditions there are expected to become hotter and drier.”

Desperate times, ‘Draconian’ measures
‘The city of Wichita Falls, population 104,000 and home to Sheppard Air Force Base, isn't waiting for
conditions to become less stable. Last decade’s drought triggered acrisis. The city’s primary drinking water
reservoir fell to below 20%ofcapacity. The same thing happened to two backup reservoirs.

“Residents were selling their homes and moving, industries began closing their doors and Sheppard Air Force
Base was considering and planning to move missions from Wichita Falls to other bases,” the city's public works
department noted in a post-disaster summary.

At Sheppard AFB, the region's largest employer, commanders faced the prospect of moving some operations to
other installations. Instead, the base dramatically reduced its water consumption, including through the use of
“gray water" and eco-friendly latrines. Sheppard's swimming pool was spared from at least one water
restriction in 2014 when an anonymous off-base entity paid for water to be trucked onto the base to il the pool.

Daniel Nix, the city's utilities operations manager, said industrial facilities were the first to step up. They cut
their net water discharges to near zero by capturing all wastewater through a closed-loop reuse system. The
‘measure helped, but itwas a Band-Aid on a bleed-out.

Other water conservation measures were more “draconian,” according 10 the public works summary. One
involved asking the city’s roughly 35,000 metered water customers to accept treated and blended wastewater
piped directly to their home taps without passing through an environmental buffer like a lake, wetland or
aquifer.

“The process, called “direct potable reuse” had been studied for years, and some experts say it will become an
essential tool in water-constrained places in the future. Currently only Texas allows DPR for drinking water,
and only two communities in the state have deployed it: Wichita Falls and Big Spring in west central Texas.

Hesitancy to send treated wastewater to drinking taps has slowed DPR's adoption. But Witchita Falls embraced
it, even pushing Texas officials to fast track its approval process (Climatenwire, July 11, 2014).

“We were getting outcries from citizens asking what was taking so long. Didn't the stateofTexas know we
‘were running outofwater?” Nix said.

Today, Wichita Falls continues 10 repurpose water for drinking, mostly via “indirect potable reuse,” where
treated and filtered wastewater is first released into Arrowhead Lake before returning to taps via standard water
treatment. The program will continue indefinitely, Nix said, conserving between 2 million and 4 million gallons
ofwater per day during peak summer demand months.

“We're confident that the system will play its part in helping us get through future droughis,” Nix said. “Will it
completely drought proof us? Probably not, especiallyif the next drought is worse than the one we just went
through.”

‘Crazy dry’ weather or climate change?
In North Texas, like much of rural America, worsening drought remains for many an act of God, rather than a
catastrophe linked to human behavior.
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‘White, 58, the wheat and cotton farmer, acknowledges “that some things have changed climate-wise” in
‘Wilbarger County. But he contends that over the 100-year historyofhis family’s farm, extreme conditions have
challenged every generation at least once, probably more.

“I'm ota big true believer in climate change the way it's presented,” he said. I think we have cycles in
everything. Some things have changed, sure, but I don’t think it is necessarily a man-made deal, buta natural
deal.

“Early ths year, everywhere you read there was anotherLaNita setting in, and it was going 10 be another very
dry year. We probably just had the wettest last 60 days ina long time. But 30 miles westofme, it was totally
different.”

Scientists say such conditions are consistent with climate change. Temperature and precipitation extremes can
shift over relatively short periods and within tightly defined geographic areas, ike the space occupied by one or
two counties.

Miller,of the Wichita County Water Improvement District, isn’t fully buying it either.

“I don’t know what it’s like in Washington, but here we think its pretty foolish to try to predict the weather,”
he said.

Andrew Keese
STIR), Spokesperson
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New legislation signals strong support for CCUS in Texas
By Madeline Mathews Thomas
JD Supra
June 22,2021
On June 9, 2021, Texas Governor Greg Abbott signed House Bill 1284 (“HB 1284”), which was introduced.
along with its Senate companion, SB 430, during the state’s 87th legislative session. HB 1284 grants the Texas
Railroad Commission (“RRC”), the governmental agency that regulates the state’s oil and gas industry, sole
jurisdiction over Class VI Injection Wells and carbon capture, use, and sequestration (“CUS”) activities in
Texas.

Class V1 Injection Wells, which we have discussed previously, are used to inject carbon dioxide (“C02”) into
deep rock formations, also known as geologic sequestration. This technology is utilized in orderto reduce:
CO; emissions to the atmosphere and mitigate climate change. Class V1 weilsare oneofsix types of
underground injection well classes established by the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (“EPA”) that are
subject o the requirementsofSection 1421] of the Safe Drinking Water Act for the purposeofprotecting
‘underground sourcesofdrinking water from endangerment.

A Class VI Underground Injection Control permit is requiredpriorto drilling and operating a Class V1 well for
CCUS operations. While Texas currently has “primacy” (approval from the EPA for permitting and
enforcement authority) over issuing permits for wells in Classes I-V, it does not yet have primacy for wells in
Class VI, which means that final authorization still comes from the EPA. At this time, only Wyoming and North
Dakota currently have Class VI primacy, though Louisiana is currently in the processof applying for primacy.
Again, more on that here.

Until the passingofHB 1284, which is effective immediately, the RRC and the Texas Commission on
Environmental Quality (“TCEQ”) split jurisdiction over geologic storage of COs, depending on whether the
geologic formationitselfwas capableofproducing ol, gas or geothermal resources. This shared regulatory
responsibility within the state created an impediment to Texas’ eventual goalofreceiving primacy from the
EPA.

HB 1284 changed that by tasking a single agency with seeking delegation authority from the EPA on Class VI
Injection Wells. The RRC now has sole jurisdiction in Texas over the regulatory processes for these wells,
simplifying the steps toward and paving the way for the RRC t0 seek primacy from the EPA and thus
streamline the permitting process. If Texas were granted primacy from the EPA over Class V1 Injection wells,
the RRC would be required to enforce the EPA's environmental standards, and primacy could be revoked ifthe
RRC failed to do so. The TCEQ will also continue to have input on each application fora permit to build a
Class VI well, regardlessofwhether or not primacy is achieved.

This recently enacted legislation is indicativeof strong support in Texas for the developmentof CCUS projects
and helps clear the path for onshoreand offshore CCUS deployment within the state. The next step will be for
Texas to apply for primacy from the EPA, aprocess which is expected to take one to two years. Louisiana
‘began this process last year, sending draftsofprimacy documents to the EPA for review at the endof2020.
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Class VI regulations were published in the Louisiana Register on January 20, 2021, and itis expected that the
EPA will complet its review of the package and public comments by the third quarter of this year.
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US E&Ps’ pledge to end ‘routine flaring’ falls short
By Deon Daugherty
Energy Intelligence
May 24, 2021
US producers are lining up behind the World Banks “Zero Routine Flaring by 2030" initiative as part of
‘wider commitments (0 reduce greenhouse gas emissions. But while adherence is a strong first step, Energy
Intelligence analysis has found that it will not end flaring to the degree many might think.

The initiative standardizes a definition for “routine flaring” at a time when many different definitions are
found across the industry, sources say. The World Bank defines it as such:

« Routine flaring of gas is flaring during normal oil production operations in the absenceofsufficient
facilities or amenable geology to reinject the produced gas, utilize it onsite, or dispatch it to a market.

‘That language might suggest thata wide net has been cast 0 capture a significant amount of flared gas.
(NGW Jul15'19). But Energy Intelligence has found meaningful limitations in its real-world application
potentially allowing flaring to continue well beyond 2030 if not addressed through further action.

‘That could create problems for oil and gas producers, which face mounting pressure to address their wider
emissions footprint.

Just last year, France's goverment intervened on a supply deal for US LNG, calling US gas “dirty” duc to a
lackofregulatory pushback against flaring in the Permian Basin (NGW Oct.26°20).

Qualifying What Counts
Flaring is atricky problem for the industry. Global flaring has remained at around 140 billion cubic meters
for the past decade. At the height of US shale production in 2019, the country’s flaring jumped by 23% year
on year, pushing global totals up 3%.

Routine flaring is just one pieceof that, and what counts as “routine” can vary across different
circumstances.

For example, flaring is generally considered routine in the absenceof sufficient pipeline capacity. But under
its 2030 initiative, the World Bank limits this definition to new development areas — a significant limitation
t0its remit. Routine flaring at existing assets that lack pipeline access is not counted toward the pledge if
there is no economic use for the gas.

Flaring based on a system upset or equipment problem is categorized as routine for the operatorof the assets.
However, i a third party operates, the flaring is not considered routine. Companies are also only responsible
for routine flaring at developments they operate, not those where they are a nonoperated partner.

Any gas flared for safety purposes is not considered routine flaring.

So what does all this mean in practice? Energy Intelligence analyzed the efficacyofthe World Bank's
initiative by applying its definition 10 the Permian, where rampant flaring has followed a surge in associated
‘gas output. The analysis found numerous examples of faring that fal outside the “routine” definition.
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EEE
Gas production exceeds existing Gas flared during an accident to ensure
infrastructure capacity safe operations

Flaring from an oil/gas separator Gas blow-down following an emergency
shutdown to prevent overpressurization

Process unit flaring, including the Gas containing hydrogen sulfide (H2S)
process at oil storage tanks or tail
gas treatment units

Highline pressure on operator-owned Presenceofhigh levelsofvolatile organic:
equipment that lasts more than compounds other than methane
three months

Distance from a new development to Ensuring safety during process unit flaring,
apipeline is too far to be economic including the occurrence at oil storage

tanks or tail gas treatment units.

~ Equipment failure ofa third party contracted
to handle gas

- Start-up following facility shutdown

r Temporary failureof third-party facility that
prevents receipt of gas

- During construction activities, such as tie-ins,
change in operating conditions or plant
design modifications

~ Reservoir or well maintenance, such as wire
line intervention

~ Highline pressure on operator-owned
equipment thati resolved within
three months

- High-line pressure; third-party ownership

- Distance from an existing well 0 a pipeline
is 00 far to be economic

Source: Energy Intelligence research



Texas law requires permits for flaring that happens outside ofa handful of situations surrounding carly-stage
production. But the Texas Railroad Commission, which oversees those permits, very rarely denies such
requests (NGW Jul.1'19).

Clarifying Perceptions
All this is nott0 say the World Bank initiative is an ineffective tool. But given that no signatory companies
have released absolute figures around how much carbon dioxide is abated with the pledge — nor did they
when requested by Energy Intelligence -- the magnitudeof its impactisdifficult to judge.

‘The World Bank was unable to provide an estimate of how much flaring would be categorized as “routine”
by press time.

Occidental Petroleum was the first company 10 endorse the pledge (NGW Mar.8'21). A spokesman for the
company told Energy Intelligence that Oxy will report data to World Bank this year. Chevron’ routine
flaring data will be reported to World Bank in 2023, a spokesman said.

One issue with the pledge’s limitations is that stakeholders unfamiliar with the nuances of industry flaring
may conclude that signatory companies are making more significant changes than the initiative holds them
to. IF stakeholders were to then find out that isn’t the case, it risks further damaging the industry'salready
tenuous reputation.

“Iam quite certain that most investors believe that [the endorsement] means that companies are commiting
to eliminate the vast majority oftheir flaring,” Andrew Logan, senior director for oil and gas at investment
advisory group Ceres, tells Energy Intelligence. “The idea that it might nor include a large set ofperhaps
very common situations is going (0 be a very unwelcome surprise to a lot of investors.”

In other words, the work doesn’t stop once the World Bark pledge is fulfilled.

Royal Dutch Shell, for example, has reduced its overall flaring in the Permian by 90% since 2016as well as
its methane and greenhousegas emissions intensity by 80% -- al while its production has risen by 80%.

“All numbers we are proud of, but more work needs tobe done to get us to our goal,” says spokeswoman
Natalie Gunnel.

BP starts production from new Gulf of Mexico project
By Paul Takahashi
Houston Chronicle
June 23,2021
BP has started production from two new deepwater wells in theGulfofMexico, furthering ts plans to add
900,000 barrels ofoil and natural gas productionperday by year-end.

‘The two wells, a the Manuel project ste about 140 milesoffthe coast ofNew Orleans, are expected to boost
production from the Na Kika platform by an estimated 20,100 barrels ofoil and gas per day. The British oil
major on Wednesday said it added a new subsea production system to the platform, which will extract oil and
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gas from reservoirs 21,000 feet below the gulf. BP and Shell each hold a 50 percent working interest in the
Manuel project

“Manuel is exactly the type of high-value project that is critical to growing our business here in the Gulf of
Mexico,” said Starlee Sykes, BP's senior vice presidentof the Gulf of Mexico and Canada. “BP's focused and
resilient hydrocarbons business is a key pillar of our strategy.”

Although BP has moved aggressively into wind and solar projects over the past year, the company plans to
expand its traditional oil and gas business in theGulfofMexico, where BP is a leading producer. BP operates
four production platforms in the gulf: Thunder Horse, Atlantis, Mad Dog and Na Kika, with a fith platform,
Argos, expected to come online in 2022.

BP expects to increase its GulfofMexico production to more than 400,000 barrelsofoil per day by the middle
ofthis decade, up from more than 300,000 barrels ofoilperday in 2019.

“The oil giant has said it plans to use its revenue from is oil and gas business to help fund its pivot from an
intemational oil company into an intemational energy company. It announced plans lastyear to becomea net-
zero emissions company by 2050 or sooner, promising to gradually reduce its oil and gas production as it shifts
toward renewable and green energy sources.

BP next year expects to launch ts new Argos platform, whichinAprilwastransportedfrom a SouthKorea
‘manufacturerto a fabrication yard near Corpus Christi where it is being finshed. The 27-story-tall floating
semi-submersible, one of BP's largest, is expected to produce up to 140,000 barrels of oil and gas per day,
boosting BP's output in the Gulf by about a quarter. The platform is BP's first addition to theGulf since 2008,
before the deadly Deepwater Horizon explosion and oil leak in 2010.

“The safe production of resilient hydrocarbons in the basins we know best is core to advancing our strategy (0
transform into an integrated energy company.” said Ewan Drummond, BP's senior vice president of projects.

Wastewater reuse bill lauded by oil & gas industry
By Yantis Green
San Angelo Live
June 22,2021
AUSTIN —Todd Staples, president of the Texas Oil & Gas Association, issued the following statement after SB.
601, which creates the Texas Produced Water Consortium at Texas Tech University to study the beneficial use
ofproduced water specifically focusing on the economics, technology and impact on environmental and public
health, was signed into law by Governor Abbott:

“Today's oil and natural gas companies are technology companies, and treating, reusing and recycling produced
waterforbeneficial use in the oil patch and beyond is becoming more common thanks othis industry's
commitment to innovation. This Consortium will allow industry and our partners to build pon pioneering work
in produced water recycling and reuse (0 find even more innovative ways to allow wastewater (0 be recycled
and treated into newdrought-proofsourcesofwater, keeping the Texas oil and natural gas industry at the
forefrontof water conservation, innovation and sustainability efforts in the state. We thank bill authors Senator
Charles Perry, Representative Dustin Burrows and the Texas Legislature for promoting innovation in the
responsible developmentof our state’s natural resources.”
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Court’s ‘historic’ FERC slap-down shifts pipeline war
By Niina H. Farah, Mike Soraghan and Miranda Willson
E&E News
June 23, 2021
A federal court ruling yesterday could influence how the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission reviews and
approves pipelines, with major implications for the gas industry and legal cases around the country, analysts
say.

“The U.S. Court of Appeals for the Districtof Columbia Circuitaxedacertificate for the Spire STL pipeline ina
forceful opinion that criticized FERC for failing to follow its own policies and delve into whether there was a
need for the 65-mile natural gas pipeline from Ilinois to Missouri

Instead, the court found that FERC had relied too heavily on Spire’sprecedent agreement with shipper Spire
Missouri, a retail utility that was affiliated with the pipeline developer (EQE News PA, June 22).

‘The fateofthe operational pipeline is now in the handsofthe agency. Analysts said the ruling could influence
FERC’ ongoing reviewofits Certificate Policy Statement, which dictates the process for determining whether
a proposed pipeline is in the public interest and should therefore be approved. FERC Chairman Richard Glick
reopened the review this year buthasnot indicated when it will end.

‘The agency has historically greenlit proposals as long as they included one or more precedent agreements,
‘which indicate that customersare willing to reserve capacity on the pipeline, but that practice could change:
depending on the outcomeofthe FERC review (Energnire, May 28).

“I don’t think it can be overstated how important this decision is today,” said Gillian Giannetti, an ationey with
the Natural Resources Defense Council's Sustainable FERC Project. “This isa historic opinion that could
change the landscapeofhow FERC assesses pipeline need.”

Ina statement, FERC said it is reviewing the decision to determine what actions “may be appropriate.”

‘The ruling could affect other major projects currently being challenged in court, such as the PennEast and
Mountain Valley natural gas pipelines, which FERC also approved after reviewing affiliate precedent
agreements, legal experts said.

“FERC is really going to have to flesh out a new process by which it considers public convenience and
necessity for affiliate projects, and thereare many, manyofthose around the country right now,” said Jennifer
Danis, a senior fellow at Columbia Law Schools Sabin Center for Climate Change Law.

Danis, who filed an amicusbrief in the case onbehalfofa client, said it will be important for the commission in
the future to back up its conclusions on pipelines with data and modeling. She noted that federal law has always
required FERC to take those steps but said litigation is sometimes necessary to prompt compliance. This case
defined the outer boundsofwhat FERC could do under the law, she said.

“The D.C. Circuit is quite clear about protecting the public interest and FERC’s obligations, when it's making
assertions about vague public benefits, that it has that data to support those,” she said

In the ruling, the D.C. Circuit agreed with the Environmental Defense Fund that FERC had ignored “record
evidenceofself-dealing” and had not seriously weighed the benefitsofthe projects against their potential risks.
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“Under the circumstances presented in this case — with flat demand as conceded by all partes, no Commission
finding thata new pipeline would reduce costs, and a single precedent agreement between affiliates — we agree
with EDF that the Commission's approach did not reflect reasoned and principled decisionmaking,” said Senior
Judge Harry Edwards in an opinion for the court.

“This isa tremendous victory to get ridofthis blind reliance on affiliate precedent agreements and the idea that
they can weigh the adverse impacts witha one-sentence conclusion,” said David Bookbinder,chief counsel at
the Niskanen Center, which has represented landowners before the commission in various proceedings.

“The decision would directly affect Bookbinder's case against the pipeline associated with the Jordan Cove.
liquefied natural gas terminal in Oregon. As with the Spire STL pipeline, FERC also relied on affiliated
precedent agreements in its approvalof Jordan Cove’ Pacific Connector pipeline, he noted.

Bookbinder said he is planning to notify its panel ofjudges in the D.C. Circuit in his case of the decision soon.

‘The ruling “cuts FERCoffat the knees about severaloftheir favorite sublerfuges, their insistence that affiliate
agreements are as valid as any other precedent agreements and that they don’t have to look at any other factor,”
he said.

“The court said you certainly do have to look at other factors when people are bringing you evidenceofself-
dealing,” Bookbinder said.

Natalie Karas, the lead counselofthe energy program at EDF, who led the challenge against the FERC
certificate, agreed that yesterday's decision would likely alter FERC's approach but did not comment on
‘whether the ruling might spark new lawsuits against natural gas pipelines.

“I hink, going forward, ths decision wil guide FERC’s action in approving new applications and considering
other similar examples and will show to pipeline developers what would be considered permissible under the
statute and what would not,” she said.

Glick and a looming shutdown?
FERC's reviewofits Certificate Policy Statement on pipeline approval processes has drawn thousands of
comments so far.

‘The current policy statement says that FERC will scrutinize “all relevant factors” when considering proposed
pipeline projects. But environmental groups, industry representatives and commissioners themselves
acknowledge that the existence of precedent agreements has historically been viewed by the commission asa
proxy for pipeline need.

“([The] fact that the court so swiftly knocked down the Commission's reliance on an affiliate precedent
agreement to demonstrate market need here will undoubtedly factor into FERC'sbroader reexaminationof the
Certificate Policy Statement,” Jeff Dennis, general counsel and managing director of Advanced Energy
Economy, a clean energy trade group, said in an email.

Glick, who voted against the commission's 2019 decision to approve the Spire STL pipeline, has criticized the
reliance on precedent agreements, particularly in cases where project applications only include agreements
between affliated companies. Yesterday's ruling underscores the need for the commission to revisit its
‘methodologies for discerning the demand for and benefitsof project, Glick said.

“As I noted in my 2019 dissent regarding the Spire project, the Commission must consider all relevant factors
‘when determining the need fora project and balance the evidence of need against adverse impacts,” Glick said
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inanews release. “Todays decision shows that when FERC cuts comers with its analysis, it puts its decisions
—and the investments made in reliance on those decisions— at substantial risk.”

Former FERC Commissioner Chery] LaFleur, a Democrat who had also voted against approving the pipeline,
praised the court's ruling on social media shortly afer the decision.

“1 was excited o see today’s DC Circuit opinion vacating and remanding this case, which clearly violated
@FERC’s own standards for public interest and necessity,” she wrote on Twitter.

Although precedent agreements between afflate companies have come under fire as a questionable signal of
project need, supporters argue that the deals are still binding contracts showing market demand fora pipeline.

“An affiliated shippers need for capacity and its obligation to pay for such service undera binding contract are
not lessened just because it is affliated with the project sponsor,” FERC wrote in its majority order approving.
the Spire STL pipeline in 2018.

Despite yesterday's ruling, the pipeline developer said the pipeline “has more than proven it is essential,”
particularly during the polar vortex last February.

“While other partsofthe Midwest struggled with supply and extremely high costs, the STL Pipeline ensured the
St. Louis region had access to reliable, affordable energy, when it needed it most,” said Jason Merrill, a
spokesperson for the company.

“We are currently reviewing the order and considering next steps,” Merrill said.

Analysts atClearView Energy Partners, though, predicted that the pipeline could be shut down.

“Spire STL’s shut down currently looks to be morea question of when than if,” ClearView said in a note
yesterday.

“This is shocking’
Landowners, who say Spire and its contractors bullied and mistreated them throughout development and
constructionofthe project, called for immediate action on the pipeline.

“They need to shut that gasoffright now,” said Kenny Davis, who has about 1,500 feetofthe pipe on his land.
“Asfaras I'm concemed, they're trespassing.”

Butit's not clear to them what comes next.

“11's never happened before,” he said, “so I don’t know what's going on.”

Nate Laps, a consultant hired by Davis and other landowners whose land was condemned, has been leading the
fight for years. Laps said he was stunned by the ruling.

“This is shocking,” he said. “This is an unknown.”

Davis said Spire took his land under what's called “quick-take” condemnation, after offering him “pennies on
the dollar” compared with what it was worth. He still hasn't been paid, or gotten a court date to make his case.

‘The construction crews mixed precious topsoil with clay, ripped out his timber and ruined the best deer-hunting
spot on the land, he said. He had hoped to build a retirement home on the property, but can’t because the high-
pressure line runs through the middle of it, and the home would be in the blast zone if it ruptured.
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“FERC just let them get away with it” Davis said.

Spire said it went “above and beyond expectations” in ts handlingof construction (Energnire, Sept. 23, 2019).

FERC allowed the pipeline to begin operations in 2020, despite protests from landowners that the company
wasn't fixing the damage it had doneto their farms. Under former Chairman Neil Chatterjee, FERC told
officials that any problems had been handled responsibly.

“Spire is appropriately documenting any environmental compliance issues,” Chatterjee wrote in 2019.

Laps’ firm holds a purchase option on is clients’ landas wide as the casement, and that could be a factor in any
resolution of what happens with the land and the pipe.

He said it might be best for the landowners in the long term ifthe pipeline keeps pumping gas, since it's already
operating. Ripping it out would cause more damage, though pipelines usually stay in the ground even after
operations cease, according to Laps. His clients, he said, didn’t oppose the pipelines, but were angered by
Spire’s tactics.

“They just want to be made whole,” Laps said, “and return to good farming practices.”

Email: nfarah@eenews net

Key to the shale boom? 3 federal subsidies
By Carlos Anchondo and Lesley Clark
E&E News
June 23,2021
Federal subsidies played a key role in helping to sustain the U.S. shale boom over the past two decades,
swelling the expected valueofoil and gas projects by as much as $20 billion per year, according to a new
report.

‘The analysis, released this morning by the Stockholm Environment Institute, examined the three largest U.S.
federal oil and gas subsidies and how they affected the expected value ofnearly 2,500 oil and gas fields that
began producing between 1998 and 2019.

“The report found that two subsidies alone — the expensing of intangible drilling costs and the percentage
depletion allowance — increased the expected value of new oil and gasprojectsby billionsofdollars in most
years, and by more than $20 billion in years with high oil prices, such as 2008 and 2010 to 2014.

“The analysis said the two subsidies— which Democrats have long targeted for repeal — added “substantial
value” to new, unconventional oil and gas projects in top-producing regions like the Bakken Formation, the
Appalachian region and the Permian Basin.

Italso said that some oil and gas firms benefited more than others. It estimated that subsidies boosted
Chesapeake Energy Corp.'s expected project returns by $9 billion in 2008, primarily from oil and gas fields

under development in the Marcellus Shale of the Appalachian region and in the Haynesville shale formation,
located in partsofTexas and Louisiana.
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And in 2012, subsidies “could have amplified” Pioneer Natural Resources Co.'s expected project returns by $8
billion, the report added, primarily from fields being developed in the Permian Wolfcamp shale play.

Neither Chesapeake nor Pioneer could be reached for comment yesterday.

“The report noted that there is little information available about which companies, typesofoil and gas drilling, or
regionsofthe country have benefited most from subsidies because neither the companies themselves nor the
IRS provides detailed information.

‘The study from the intemational policy organization comes as Democrats seek to repeal oil and gas subsidies —
some dating back a century or more —aspartoftheir effort to address climate change and transition the United
States to cleaner sourcesofenergy.

Biden and congressional Democrats have sought to overhaul the tax code to address fossil subsidies.

“In the push to create a modern, low-carbon economy, the tax code isa powerful policy tool, and can be used to
help transition away from high-carbon industries, like fossil fuels, to less polluting forms of energy,” the report
said.

‘The study's lead author said the analysis provides evidence that the subsidies aren’t necessary to spur
production.

“When times are good, these subsidiesare just going to extra profit, overand above what would be needed to
‘make the field viable,” said Peter Erickson, the climate policy program director at the institute's U.S. center.

Biden, who pledged on the campaign trail to end fossil fuel subsidies, has proposed paying for his infrastructure
plan by ending what his administration calls “long-entrenched subsidies to fossil fuels” (Energuwire, April 8).

He would instead use targeted tax incentives to promote clean energy.

‘The American Petroleum Institute did not respond to a request for comment on the report. But in response to
Biden's infrastructure plan, API in March said the oil and gas industry “receives no special taxtreatment,”and
that the U.S. tax code is “applied equally across industries.”

“Targeting specific industries with new taxes would only undermine the nation’s economic recovery and
jeopardize good-paying jobs, including union jobs,” said Frank Macchiarola, API's senior vice president for
policy, economic and regulatory affairs, in a statement at the time.

‘The SEI report said that “what makes these tax measures subsidies” is that “they are financial benefits not
generally available to other industries.”

Former President Obama repeatedly but unsuccessfully called for repealing the same tax breaks in his annual
budget requests,

Biden and Congress
Biden's Treasury Department estimated in April that eliminating subsidies for fossil fuel companies would
increase government tax receipts by more than $35 billion over the next decade.

ClearView Energy Partners LLC noted at the time that although Treasury did not detail which fossil provisions
it would target, the $35 billion in tax breaks suggests an effort to eliminate direct incentives such as deductions
for intangible drilling costs.
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The fossil fuel industry also enjoys master limited partnerships,a deduction for domestic manufacturing and
clean coal investment credits, among others.

House Democrats have filed legislation targeting 11 provisionsofthe tax code, including breaks for intangible
drilling costs and the enhanced oil recovery credit

Sen. Ron Wyden (D-Ore.) in April also introduced a bill that would eliminate fossil fuel tax breaks and create
new incentives for zero-emissions energy sources.

But Republicans on the Senate Finance Committee insisted that the rollbacks would hurt jobs in the industry.

Environmentalists have estimated that fossil fuel corporations receive as much as $15 billion in direct subsidies
from the federal govemment every year.

Twiter: @cianchondo Email: canchondo@eenews.net

Bennet introduces drilling reform, orphaned well bills
By Heather Richards
E&E News
June 23,2021
Colorado Democratic Sen. Michael Bennet is the latest lawmaker this year to propose billionsofdollars to clean
up thenation’sorphaned oil and gas wells.

‘Witha pair of bill released yesterday, Bennet aims to rush dollars toward federal agencies tasked with tracking
and reclaiming abandonedwellson public land.

“The legislation also includes reforms that could irk GOP lawmakers, like higher bonding for wells to make sure
taxpayers are not lef on the hook for cleanup costs.

“Our bills not only invest in orphaned well clean up, but also restore the role of local leaders in lease sales, and
hold companies operating on public lands to the same high standards that responsible operators already follow,”
said Bennet ina statement.

The bills have yet to find co-sponsors, but they echo popular reform ideas circulated this year by the White
House, tucked into infrastructure proposals in recentdays and introduced in bis by other lawmakers in the
117th Congress.

Bennet's “Oil and Gas Bonding Reform and Orphaned Well Remediation Act” would provide $8 billion, overa
10-year period, to pay for the cleanupof abandoned oil and gas infrastructure.

Tt would also increase the bonding companies have 10 pay from $10,000 on a single federal lease 10 $150,000. A
statewide blanket bond would be raised from the current $25,000 minimum requirement to $500,000.

‘The “Public Engagement Opportunity on Public Land Exploration (PEOPLE)Act”would make public the
identity of individuals or companies nominating federal lands for lease — a process that is currently opaque.
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‘The “PEOPLE Act” would also require notice to local governments and anyone with water or recreational
rights. And it would beef up requirements for public input and environmental review prior to a lease sale taking
place.

Other bills
Orphan wellsare considered a health and climate hazard for their potential to leak toxins like benzene into
water sources and gases like methane into the atmosphere.

Bennet’scleanup bill names nearly 57,000 oil and gas wells known to be orphaned across the U.S. on federal,
state, tribal and private lands.

‘That figure comes from the Interstate Oil and Gas Compact Commission but is well shortofsome federal
estimates that put the number of undocumented orphan wells in the millions. The Interior Department has
claimed thereareat least 14,400 orphaned wells on federal lands.

New Mexico Democratic Rep. Teresa Leger Femandez’s H.R. 2415 would authorize $7.25 billion in grants to
fund orphan well cleanup on stateand private lands and increase bonding equal to Bennet’s suggestion.
Republicans oppose the bill.

Sens. Ben Ray Lujdn (D-N.M.)and Kevin Cramer's (R-N.D.) “Revive Economic Growth and Reclaim
Orphaned Wells (REGROW) Act,” S.1076, would create a fundof more then $4 billion for cleanup but would
not require the bonding increase. Texas Democratic Rep. Lizzie Fletcher and North Dakota Republican Rep.
Kelly Armstrong have a companion, H.R. 3585.

A sweepingdiscussiondraftby Energy and Natural Resources Chairman Joe Manchin (D-W.Va.) borrows from
the bill (seerelated ston).
Biden administration officials have said they support recent well plugging and conservation bills pending on
Capitol Hill (E&E Daily, June 17). They are also working on a report on oil and gas leasing.

The president's fiscal 2022 budget includes a threefold increase in funding for orphan wells and abandoned
mine cleanup — priorities that the White House has said will create and maintain jobs in the fossil fuel
industries while addressing climate (Exergiire, April 12).

“Put Americans to work’
Evenifthe bills don’t pass, lawmakers are vowing continued scrutinyof oil and gas production and its
environmental effects.

Reps. Ro Khanna (D-Calif), chairmanof the Oversight and Reform Subcommittee on Environment, and Katie:
Porter (D-Calif), chairwomanof the Natural Resource Subcommittee on Oversight and Investigations, flagged
‘orphans as a potential crisis in a letter Monday to JP Morgan Chase & Co. demanding, among other things, the

bank'sestimates of orphan well cleanup costs from its debtors and clients.

Bennet's two bills, which tout long-standing asks from environmentalists and public land advocates, have
gathered a slewofcarly supporters, including nine county commissioners in Colorado and several conservation
and wildlife organizations.

“For decades, orphaned oil and gas wells have not only left communities with the cleanup, but also with the
hazards of chemicals leaking into theirair and drinking water,” said Jim Ramey, Colorado state director for the
Wilderness Society.
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David Willms, senior directorof conservation in the West for the National Wildlife Federation, said Bennet’
bills would “put Americans to work.”

Twitter: @hroxancr Email:hrichards@eenews.net
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Governor signs Ashby bill requiring flood history for oil disposal
By Jeff Awtrey
KTRE
June 15,2021
AUSTIN — Gov. Greg Abbott has signed an East Texas state representative's bill to protect groundwater around
oil and gas disposal sits.

Trent Ashby (R-Lufkin) authored HB 2201.

“The bill requires the Texas Railroad Commission to look at the history of flooding over the past 10 years
when it considers granting a permit to builda pit for the disposal of commercial oil and gas.

“The bill passed the House on a 147-0 vote on April 29. It passed in the Senate on a 31-0 vote. Sen. Robert
Nichols (R-Jacksonville) sponsored the bil.

Opinion: If Texas will not regulate methane emissions, then the feds must
By Chris Tomlinson
Houston Chronicle
June 16,2021
“The oil and natural gas deposits in the Permian Basin are millennia older than the statesof Texas and New
Mexico, which today sit on topof them.

‘The methane and other greenhouse gas emissions emanating from the tens of thousandsofwells in Permian do
not recognize political boundaries, floating wherever the prevailing winds take them,

‘Those imaginary lines on the map, though, make a considerable difference to operators of those well. Texas
‘and New Mexico's differing approaches to regulating the energy industry prove the importance and necessity of
‘Congress reinstating restrictions on methane leaks.

To say Texas takesa laissez-faire approach to methane emissions would be an understatement.

Methane is the element of natural gas that burns, givingoff heat for generating electricity or cooking food. The
problem is that natural gaspricesare so low, and the costofsealing up equipment can be so high that too many
well operators either bum it off with flares or let it leak out.

‘The gas is far more heat-trapping than carbon dioxide and is responsible for 25 percentof global warming. The
Permian Basin is the nation’s hot spot for methane leaks, and requiring the industry to plug them would go a
long way toward slowing climate change.
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New Mexico recognizes the economic value andthe environmental importanceofcapturing methane. In March,
New Mexico's Oil Conservation Commission voted unanimously to require operators to capture 98 percent of
natural gas emissions and barred them from venting or flaring exceptforemergencies.

ChairAdrienne Sandoval said the new regulations came afer monthsofconsultation with industry executives,
environmental groups and the public. The industry has until the end of 2026 to comply.

“The Oil Conservation Commission has done its part by finalizing strong methane waste rules,” Mario Atencio
with the Chaco Canyon Coalition told the Carisbad Current-Argus. “And since nearly 70 percentofoil and gas
methane pollution in New Mexico occurs through leaks, it s critical that the New Mexico Environment
Department also adopts a rulethatholds polluters accountable.”

‘The world’s largest oil and gas companies understand the urgency to take action. Oil giant BP pledged to spend
$1.3 billion in the Permian Basin to cut emissions. Rystad Energy found that 40 percent of future flaring could
be avoided at no cost.

Texans, sadly, are hemming and hawing and dragging up the rear.

Forty operators and seven trade associations formed the Texas Methane and Flaring Coalition to end routine
flaring, but the don't plan to get there until 2030. They also expect the Texas Railroad Commission, which
uses its anachronistic name to confuse the public about its actual mission to regulate the energy industry, to take
no formal action 10 reduce greenhouse gas emissions.

“We need an all-hands-on-deck approach to solving problems —not costly top-down mandates that attempt to.
pick winners and losers,” said Jason Modglin, presidentofthe Texas Allianceof Energy Producers.

Railroad Commission Chair Christi Craddick is more than happy to accommodate the industry that provides
the bulkofher campaign funds when she runs for re-election every six years. She has opposed proposed new
rules on emissions and praised the previous administration for rolling back federal regulations.

“As Texas’ Railroad Commissioner,I fought against former President BarackObama’s one-size-fits-all
environmental policies that impeded job creation and stifled energy production growth,” Craddick wrote ina
2020 op-ed. “Texas” energy regulation is guided by free-market principles and based on studiesofthe processes
that ensure responsible Texas energy production.”

Next week, Congress will vote on reimposing Obama's rules limiting methane emissions, and Texans should
welcome them. Because despite what Craddick claims, keeping methane outof the atmosphere and in the
pipeline benefits everyone.

Methane is valuable. When sloppy operators don’t capture it, they are taking money from mineral rights holders
and investors.

Controlling emissions from oil and gas infrastructure also creates jobs. More than 200 companies with over 750
locations across the country make their money helping drillers and operators keep the valuable product inside
the pipes, according to research funded by the Environmental Defense Fund.

“In recent years, we've seen a rangeofoperators - from small independent producers to multi-national
companies - embrace methane reductionsas a critical part ofdoing business,” said Andrew Baxter, EDF's
director of energy strategy. “Sensible methane standards that apply nationwide will even the playing field
among operators and yield significant benefits to the economy and the environment.”

The world needs natural gas for at least another decade, but onlyifwe can limit the leaks and stop routine:
flaring. New Mexico has done it, andif Texas won't, then Congress must.
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Tomlinson writes commentary about business, economics and politics.

twitter.comycltomlinson

chris.tomlinson@chron.com

Is Texas headed toward another blackout? Did the Legislature fix the power
grid? Here are answers to your questions about the grid.
‘The state’s grid operator indicated that conditions are improving and said that power outages to
residents are unlikely.
By Erin Douglas and Mitchell Fermin
Texas Tribune,
June 15,2021
‘The Electric Reliability Councilof Texas on Monday asked residents to reducetheir electricity usage through at
least Friday due to “tight” power grid conditions. A number of power plants are inexplicably offline at the same.
time as the state is experiencing record June demand for electricity.

ERCOT officials said outages to residents are unlikely this week. Asking consumers to cut back on power is the
first step the grid operator takes to reduce strain on the grid. On Tuesday, ERCOT issued a statement that the
grid “remains strong during record demand.” A spokesperson told the Tribune that the situation “looks like it
will continue to improve” and thanked Texans for successful electricity conservation efforts.

Here's what you need to know.

Why is ERCOT asking for power conservation?
A significant number power plants are unexpectedly offline at the same time as Texansare expected to use a
record amountofelectricity due to hot weather. That has resulted in “tight” grid conditions, meaning that there.
is not much more supplyofelectricity available than demand.

Approximately 12,000 megawatts of power generation were offline Monday afternoon — enough to power 24
‘million homes on a hot summer day.That's several times more than what ERCOT would typically expect to go
down during June.

Asof Tuesday, 1,200 megawattsofpower was regained to the grid. About 74,000 megawatts ofelectricity
‘generation were available to the grid Tuesday, an ERCOT spokesperson said.

Power grids must keep supply and demand in balance at all times. When Texas" grid falls below is safety
‘marginof excess supply, the grid operator starts taking additional precautions to avoid blackouts. The first
precaution is to ask the public to cut back electricity usage.

What is causing the “tight” grid conditions? Heat in Texas isn’t new.
While high demand during hot temperatures is expected, it’s the supply side that’s caught grid operators off
‘guard this week.

ERCOT officials said the power plant outages were unexpected — and could not provide details as to what
could be causing them. Warren Lasher, ERCOTseniordirectorof systems planning, said Monday that having
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this many plant outages in June is “not consistent” with previous summers and called the situation “very
concerning.”

ERCOT has promisedto conduct an analysis to determine why so many units are offline this week. Some
‘experts theorized that the winter storm in February may have caused damage to plants that is causing new
‘complications, but ERCOT officials did not offer any details.

‘What does this mean for the rest of the summer? Are we going to have another blackout?
ERCOT officials said it “appears unlikely” that the ERCOT grid would need to implement outages, like it did in
February, to reduce strain on the grid

Itis unclear, however, if Texans will experience widespread electricity blackouts later this summer.

After the winter storm, ERCOT warned that Texans could experience electricity outages this summerif the state
sees a severe heat wave or drought that drives up demand for power. In its annual forecast aheadof the summer
‘months, ERCOT officials included for the first time ever extreme, low likelihood scenarios that would each
leave the grid short a significant amount of power, which would trigger outages to residents.

‘The scenarios were completed against the backdropofthis summer likely being one of the hottest on record,
according to an April climate outlook from the National Oceanicand AtmosphericAdministration. Stil,
officials have said extreme situations that cause blackouts are very unlikely.

Where are the power plant outages?
An ERCOT official said the outages were “spread” across the state and declined to provide specifics.

However, at least oneof the generators outofservice includes a unit at the Comanche Peak nuclear plant
outside of Fort Worth. It was shut down when the main transformer experienceda fire, according to Vistra
Corp., which owns the plant.

Are power plants manipulating the market to get a higher price for power this week?
Asked by media on Monday whether they believed market manipulation was occurring, ERCOT officials
declined to comment, but said that the grid operators independent market monitoris the entity responsible for
tracking whether manipulation occurs.

ERCOT officials promised to conduct an analysis to determine why so many units are offline.

Are renewables or fossil fuels to blame for this week?
The majorityofthe unexpected power plant outages are from “thermal” sources, which in Texas are largely
powered by natural gas plants.Of the approximately 12,000 megawattsof generation forced offline Monday,
about 9,600 megawatts, or nearly 80%of the outages, were from thermal power sources, according to ERCOT.

Less than 500 megawattsofthermal generation offline on Monday were planned to be out for maintenance,
ERCOT officials said.

Power from wind turbines on Monday aftemoon was between 3,500 to 6,000 megawatts, according to ERCOT,
‘which was 1,500 megawatts lower than what the grid operator typically expects during the peak timeofusage:
in the summer afternoons. ERCOT officials said wind output will likely increase as the week continues.

‘What did the Legislature do to fix the power grid, and is any of it helping this week?
Texas lawmakers passed energy grid legislation that aimed to prevent electricity blackouts in response to the
February crisis, but it will likely take years before those changes are fully implemented.
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‘Senate Bills2and3 included a few key changes to the state’s power grid that experts said will begin to address
Some issues, such as requiring power companies to upgrade plants to withstand more extreme weather and
creatinga statewide emergency alert system. The state likely won't require companies to start weatherization
upgrades until 2022 at the earliest.

‘The legislation also changes ERCOT’ goveming board to replace what lawmakers called “industry insiders”
with appointees selected by acommittee comprising selections by Gov. Greg Abbott, Lt. Gov. Dan Patrick and
HouseSpeakerDadePhelan.

What more could the Legislature have done to fix the power grid?
Nothing was done by lawmakers to pay consumers to reduce electricity usage, or provide other incentives or aid
in reducing demand. They didn’t pass legislation that would help Texans better insulate their homes and reduce
their electricity usage, which could both lower powerbills and reduce demand on the grid.

Lawmakers alsodidnotprovideanydirectassistance to people harmed by the power crisis in February.

They did not order an energy market overhaul; some proposals would have fundamentally changed the state’s
deregulated market structure, which relies on supply and demand to set power prices.

What can Ido to help cut back electricity usage?
ERCOT said Texans can reduce electricity use by setting the thermostat up to 78 degrees (or, a level that s safe
for you); tumingoff lights and pool pumps; avoiding use of large appliances such as ovens, washing machines
and dryers; and tumingoffor unplugging unused electric appliances. The best time to reduce power
‘consumption is in the late aftemoon, when usage is at ts peak.

‘Will my electricity bill be more expensive this week?
1 depends on what typeofelectricity plan you have, and whether it is tied to spikes in wholesale power prices.
‘The Texas Legislature recently outlawed plans that rely entirely on the wholesale prices in the market, so while
some bills may increase, consumers should not see the typeof extreme spikes that some customers of
‘companiessuchasGriddy saw in February.

‘Will my electricity service be disconnected if I'm behind on payment?
Not fora few more weeks. The Public Utility Commissionof Texas recently said it would lift the utility
‘moratorium June 18, which means that utility companies will begin to send disconnection notices at that time.
Disconnections can resume June 29 at the earliest

Renters who need assistance paying their utility bill should apply for rentalreliefat exasrentrelief.com.

Homeowners who need assistance paying their utility bill should apply forrelief through the Comprehensive
Energy Assistance Program at dhea.state tx.us/community-affairs/ceap)orconnect with local nonprofits that
provide assistance throughtdhea.state. tx us/texans.hum

How is this different from the February winter storm?
All 254 Texas counties do not normally experience sublreezing temperatures for consecutive days every winter,
and ERCOT did not plan for the possibilityof extreme cold weather in 2021. Afier the deadly and disastrous
winter storm, ERCOT outlined scenariosforanextremely hot summer, but it did not plan for 12,000 megawatts

‘ofpower generation to be offline unexpectedly in mid-June.

ERCOT officials on Monday promised to conduct ananalysis to determine why so many units are offline this
week. Some energy experts have raised questions about whether someofthese outages are lingering damages
resulting from February's storm.
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As Texans are asked to conserve electricity, can power grid withstand summer

heat?
By Eleanor Dearman
Fort Worth Star-Telegram
June 15,2021
‘The Electric Reliability Council ofTexas, the organization tasked with managing Texas’ power grid, on
Monday called on residents to reduce electricity use, citing significant strain on the grid du to forced outages at
power plants combined with potential record demand. DavidJ. Phillip AP

Will Texas see another blackout as residents who suffered a deadly winter storm are again asked to conserve.
electricity?

Ann Bluntzer, acting directorofthe TCU Energy Institut, said she feels more confident headed into the
‘summer months than she was in February, when millions went several days without electricity, though she
noted there is a small chanceof outages if there's extreme heat and extreme energy consumption.

“1 think we're not going to have the weatherization issues in summer,” Bluntzer said. “When you look at what
really fell apart in February,a lotof it can be pointed to those centers were not properly weatherized, and that
led toa lot of the failures.”

‘The Electric Reliability Council of Texas, the organization tasked with managing Texas’ power grid, on
Monday called on residents to reduce electricity use, citing significant strain on the grid due to forced outages at
power plants combined with potential record demand. The organization reported more than 12,000 megawatts
of generation was out in the state as of2:30 p.m Monday.

One megawatt typically powers around 200 homes on a summer day, according to ERCOT.

“We are deeply concemed abou the issues associated with all of these plants that are offline at this time,”
‘Warren Lasher, ERCOT’s senior director of System Planning, said at the time. “We will be doinga thorough
investigation to understand what the issues are and to assess what the implications are for the grid.”

About 24 hours later, ERCOT was seeing roughly 10,600 megawatts offline, nearly 9,700 ofwhich were forced
outages, spokesperson Leslie Sopko told the Star-Telegram. ERCOT also reported that Monday saw a record
69,943 megawatts in demand for electricity.

“Power plant owners continue repairs of unexpected equipment failures, and ERCOT is using all the tools in its
toolbox to maintain reliability in the faceofpotential record-setting electricity demand,” a news release reads.

As ERCOT asks Texans to conserve power each aftemoon between 3 p.m. and 7 p.m. through Friday, the
organization is stressing that the “gird is operating exactly as it was designed and intended.”

“The issuanceof conservation notices is a common practice and prevents ERCOT from entering emergency
conditions,” ERCOT said in anewsrelease. “Conservation efforts combined with the changes in procedures and
processes implemented by ERCOT and the PUC following the winter storm prevented the possibilityofrotating
‘outages yesterday and ensured that no Texans lost power.”

Top of Form
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Pressed Monday about whether he’s confident Texas can get through the summer without blackouts, Lasher
emphasized that he found the number of outages Monday “very concerning” but didn't directly answer the
question.

“We operate the grid with the resources that we have available, and its the responsibilityofthe generation
owners to make sure that their plants are available during the peak hours when customer demand is very high
during the summer months,” he said.

ERCOT expects record demand
ERCOTpreviouslysaid it isexpecting record-highdemand for electricity ths summer becauseof hot and dry
conditions and population growth. The grid manager in a May 6 news release said it anticipates enough
‘generation to meet the summer peak demandof a forecasted 77,144 megawatts. The organization, which is
overseen by the Public Utility CommissionofTexas, has forecasted a.a 15.7% reserve margin for the summer.

Alittle after 2:30 p.m. on Tuesday, ERCOT was reporting a demandof about 69,200 megawatts, with just over
3,000 megawatts in operating reserves.

‘The margin the past couple days is “tight,” said Wei-Jen Lee, an electrical engineering professor at UT
Adlington. He said 15% is a “healthy” margin.

“Now you don't have too much room for error,” he said.

Lee doesn’t expect a blackout over the summer, but said he does expect Texans to get requests to conserve:
power.

Virginia Palacios, executive director of Commission Shift, which advocates for changes at the Railroad
Commission of Texas, anticipates an outage like the one in February.

“We're at the beginning of the summer, it’s not even the hottest part ofthe summer, and we're already having
these issues,” she said. “Unless we have all these generators back online in the next month or so—even then
it'salitle tenuous, because our weather is so much more unpredictable now, and we're so much more prone to
extremes.”

“The reasoning for the unplanned outages remains unclear. Lasher on Monday saidhe didn’t have information
‘on whether the generator outages are du to repairs from the winter storm.

“My hunch is that we're seeing more generators out for maintenance right now because they're stil recovering
from what happened in February,” Palacios said. “So Ithink this is sort oflike the aftereffectsof February...
‘We're not ready for this fast approaching summer that we've had already.”

Doug Lewin, an energy and climate consultant, said that under normal circumstances he'd say the chance of
outages like those seen in February are very low.

“But clearly these are not normal circumstances, right?” he said.

Lewin said he hopes to see a quick investigation into what's causing the outages to fix the problem before:
August when temperatures could climb higher.

Changes after the February winter storm
A presentation from a June 8 ERCOT board meeting lays out changes to summer operations, some of which are
in response to the winter storm. Among initiatives is a plan by ERCOT to visit select power plantst0 review
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theirplans to weatherize for the summer. According to ERCOT, such checks have happened in the past for
winter weatherization, but not for summer.

Lasher said 20 plant visits had been conducted asof Monday, with 11 more scheduled over the coming two
weeks. He said four of the plants that have been checked went offline Monday.

“While the risk for emergency conditions remains low this summer based on manyofthe scenarios studied, a
combination of factors in real time, including record demand, high thermal generationoutagesand low
wind/solar output could result in tight grid conditions,” Woody Rickerson, ERCOT’s vice president of grid
planning and operations, said in a May statement. “We cannot control the weather or forced generation outages,
but we are prepared to deploy the tools that are available to us to maintain a reliable electric system.”

Texas lawmakers passed a wide-ranging bill in response to the winter storm that, among other measures,
requires electricity generators, transmitters and critical natural gas facilities to prepare for extreme weather.
Abbot signed Senate Bill 3 on June 8, declaring that “the legislature passed comprehensive reforms to fix all of
the flaws that led to the power failure.”

“The bill has been criticized by some energy professionals and Democrats for not going far enough to protect
Texans.

Bluntzer noted that there's really no weatherization to be done in the summer months. She didn't expect the
legislation to have any significant impact this summer.

Duringanews conference marking the bill signing, Sen. Kelly Hancock, R-North Richland Hills, defended the
grid’s ability to endure the summer months. He noted that the reserve margins are predicted to increase in the
coming years.

“Our system continues to grow, we continue to have investment that helps meet the demands that we have on
our load, and so that’s why,ifyou look at the report that ERCOT had out regarding summer capacity, that they
feel very comfortable that we'il be able to meet the demands this summer,” Hancock said.

‘What can you do to save power?
According to ERCOT, some steps Texans can take to conserve power are:

«Setting your thermostat to 78 degrees or higher.

+ Tuming off lights and pool pumps.

= Avoid the use of large appliances.

«Tumoffand unplug electronics you don't need.

This is a developing story. Check backfor updates.
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As the power grid waivers again, Texans are still recovering from the winter
storm
Experts say the energy reform bill signed by Governor Greg Abbott doesn’t go far enough to
protect Texans from future blackouts.
By Sumaiya Malik
Texas Observer
June 15,2021
Four months after Winter Storm Uri, Carolina Lopez-Herrera is stil putting her house back together. She is one.
ofmillionsof Texans who lost powerand water for days during the record-breaking freeze this February. As the
frigid cold set in, her tiny cat, which she and her sister had rescued from a dumpster weeks earlier, stopped
moving. Pipes and the water heater burst, causing damages costing more than $50,000. In the aftermath, she’s
had to remove walls, replace the water heater, and gut the cabinets and floors. Lopez-Herrera, a 20-year-old
paralegal and student at the Universityof Houston, has been struggling with getting reimbursements from her
insurance company and keeping trackofthe contractors sill working on the house. Thedisruption caused
her 18-year-old sister, Susana, to move to California to stay with their father while the house is being repaired.

“This spring, frustrated with how her life was tumed upside down by the power outage, Lopez-Herrera testified
atthe Texas Capitol about her experience in supportofan energy efficiency bill. She urged lawmakers to
implement energy efficiency programs so that homes do not lose power in the eventof future storms. The bill
did not make it out of committee.

Ofthe bills that passed this session, Senate Bill 3 s touted as the one that prepares Texas for future extreme
weather and winter storms. On June 8, Govemor Greg Abbott signed SB 3, saying that “everything that needed
10 be done was doneto fix the power grid in Texas.” The final version ofthe bill is expected to pave the way for
the Public Utility CommissionofTexas (PUC) to enforce weatherization at critical facilities. “The power grid is
more secure, more robust, and safer than ever before,”Abbottsaid afier signing the bill. Butexpertssay the
reforms don't go far enough in fixing the grid, and while SB 3 details how power plants will be regulated, it
fails to help homeowners save themselves —and theirhomes from future disasters. On Monday, just a week
after Abbot signed SB 3, the Electric Reliability CouncilofTexas (ERCOT), which manages the State’ grid,
issued a week-long conservation alert to Texans during a not-abnormally hot summer day. Natural gas power
plants were forced offline for repairs, leaving little roomforerroras the grid operator once again struggled to
keep pace with electric demand.

“This year, legislators decided to increase the budget ofthe PUC by more than 1.5 million. But that extra
‘moneywon'tgive the agency enough teeth quickly according to Doug Lewin, presidentofStoic Energy. He
says the bill also does not provide homeowners incentivesto make their homes more energy efficient. Instead,
the bill focuses on the supply of power, which is onlyhalf the problem, Lewin says. The other half, the demand-
side catering to homeowner needs, has not been addressed fully; energy-efficient solutions should have been a
partofthe bil, he says.

“The bill also gives regulatory agencies broad leeway to levy fines against operators who don’t comply with new
‘weatherization rules. But in some cases, those fines might be less than the costof weatherizing power plans.
For example, during three daysof the February winter storm, an operator who hadn't weatherized might incur
$5,000 in fines a day fora totalof $15,000, whereas weatherizing a well costs up to $50,000, says Virginia
Palacios, the executive director ofCommissionShift, a non-profit advocating for changes at the Texas
Railroad Commission.

“As always, implementation and execution is different thanthe adoptionof legislation, so we'll all need to
‘watch and make sure that those things get done,” Lewin says. “Weofcourse systematically underfund our state:
agents, and our Public Utility Commission is no exception. ... The solutions that could have been deployed that
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would have put us in a better shape to handle the outages in February, the PUC couldn't get 10 because they're
underfunded.”

When the ice and snowstorm hit, Lopez-Herrera thought she was prepared. Sheand her sister did not take the
alerts from their university or their family too seriously because their house is across the street from a grocery
store, withfourgas stations nearby. “We rationalized: We have electricity, it won't be that bad,” Lopez-Herrera
says
But the single-digit temperatures across Texas caused power plants tomalfunction; nearly all types of energy
production struggled to keep pace with the astronomical demand for heat across the state. Natural gas
production in particular dropped sharply as the product began to freeze in pipelines and in gas wells that weren't
designed to withstand the frecze. Blackouts persisted across Texas, leaving millions in poorly insulated homes
that became colder by the minute.

By the third day without power, Lopez-Herrera and Susana spent all their time in bed. They were barely able to
eat; experienced horrible, brain-splitting headaches; couldn't stop shivering; and lost some sensation in their
limbs—all signs of hypothermia. Desperate to save their cat, Lopez-Herrera cut cotton sock and slid it on the
cat's belly for warmth. The cat meowed, the sock warmed her up, and she survived.

The storm killed at least 151 Texans, mostly from hypothermia, according tonumbers released by the Texas
Department of State Health Services. A BuzzFeed News analysis estimates the true death toll 10 be more than
four times higher. In 2011,a similar cold plunge caused rolling power outages, property damage, and death.
Manyofthe energy industry's failures were preventable: If they had invested in weatherization—for example,
insulating gas wells and implementing better maintenance checks—energy production would not have failed so
spectacularly, according t0.a 2011 federal report on the outages.

Like Lewin, Palacios, and other energy experts, Lopez-Herrera, who has read the languageofthe energy bill
and has been following the issue closely, says she doesn’t think that SB 3 addresses the root causeofthe issue.
“The bill does not ensure that Texans would be saved from the extreme conditions brought on by power outages
in the future. Ifgas wells freeze again, her power might go out and her pipes might burst again, too.

LopezHerrera says that to make such extensive repairs to her home again would be horrible. “One time would
be enough for me, but a second time in less than five years would age me, and I am 20,” she says. “It would be:
so hectic and stressful to go through this again. I hope I don’t have to, but [if] it must happen I prefer it to

happento me than to a young family or elderly couple.”

Navasota LP-Gas serving Grimes County’s past, present & future
By Connie Clements
Navasota Examiner
June 16,2021
June 16 marks 75 years that Navasota LP-Gas Co. has provided liquid petroleum services to Grimes and
surrounding counties. Owner Chad Ross continues the three generation legacy begun by his grandfather
Norman Bounds, and carried forward by his father Bob Ross. The reason for this longevity is best summed up
by thecompany’sability to meet the needsof 4,000-plus customers, and its work ethic.

Ross said, “Over the years lotsofthings have changed, regulations have changed, and we've been ableto stay
up with allof that. We've had a pretty much spotless safety records in 75 years. There’s a lot more competition
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now than there was when I first started and we've been able to hold our own becauseofthe service we
provide.”

He continued, “My grandad was always busy, whether itwashere or at his place. My dad was the same way. It
was a work ethic I grew up with...that (0 get to where you want o be, you've got to adapt to the changes, which
‘we have down here, and you keep working.”

All three generations have been active on the boardofthe Texas Propane Gas Association (TPGA), and in the
early 20005, even lobbied for regulation changes within the Railroad Commissionof Texas (RRC) which
govems the LP gas industry.

Ross said, “We're a very overregulated industry but i’s kept ths industry in this state pretty safe. Therefore,
there are not many accidents that happen.”

Ross said that al ofhis employees have the required Hazmat, DepartmentofTransportation, and RRC
certifications and attend continuing education classes.

He said, “Is alot o do what we do. We've been able to maintain all the customers we've got and there’ only.
sixof us”

Changing landscape
Grimes County has changed significantly since 1946 when the company was formed.

Ross said, “More people are moving out of the city and into the rural area. All of these big farms and ranches
that use to be around here, they're being sold off. New litle subivisions are everywhere. We're sill providing
fuel to those lands whether it's farm or ranch but now it's from a different perspective because it's to take care
of your home and keep you comfortable.”

A change since 2000 is the increase in home generator use. While Navasota LP-Gas Co. doesn’t sell generators,
they provide the propane to run them.

Ross said, “There are more homes being built nowadays either all-electric with a standby generator, or that
generator is their backup electricity if they have gas heat, water, cooking, dryer, fireplaces and outdoor kitchens.
Iftheir power goes out, they can still function like they do on adaily basis because they have a backup
generator. We've seen a tremendous increase in the generator business.”

Nature’s challenges
Tn this century alone, Navasota LP-Gas Co. has withstood Hurricane Ike,a pandemic, and the “Texas Freeze.”

Recalling Navasota’s week without electricity in 2008 during Ike, Ross said his mom, dad and longtime
employee Gail Finke moveda desk into the shop, plugged in a portable generator, a computer, and thanks to
their landline, were able to service customers by filling cylinders and delivering to those with generators.

‘The industry, however, is still feeling the impactofthe 2020 pandemic.

Ross said, “The propane tanks we install at customer homes, since the firstof the year, have gone up almost 40-
50% and it's very hard to get them. We can place an order fora loadoftanks and its almost 17 weeks before
we get them. Barbecue cylinders have been on backorder since February. We've had people come as far away
as Huntsville, Houston, and Heame looking for those cylinders because there are none around.”

‘Navasota LP-Gas Co. was in better shape during the February freeze than other industry suppliers. Ross said
they were able to provide gas for several days. While they couldn't get trucks on the road, they filled containers
for people as far away as Conroe, the north side of Houston and Heame.
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He said, “We still do so much of ourstuff old school. We can still load our trucks the old-fashioned way. We
don’t rely on allofthe electronic gadgets which a lotofcompanies have triedtostay up with over the course of
the years.”

Enjoy what you do
Ross enjoys the camaraderie and sense of family at Navasota LP-GasCo.

He said, “Asalitle kid, I thought it was the neatest thing to get on oneofthose big trucks to go with my dad or
my granddad to go do something.”

Ross worked in the family business while in high school and began fulltime in 1987, obtaining his certifications
thatsame year. Bob took the reins in 1971 with Chad’s mother Annie by his side, and the mantle passedto
Chad after his mother died in October 2019 followed by his father in March 2020.

He said, “I miss my dad and grandad every day, andnotbe able to walk in here and talk to them, its tough. Not
being able (0 bounce ideasoffthem, it’s tough.”

Ross continued, “With both of them passing, it required me to be here in the office more. | used to do all the
service work, getting out and meeting the customers. I's a lle different. I miss the interaction of being out in
the field.”

Ross credits his knowledge and skills to his grandfather, his father, and the many long-term Navasota LP-Gas
employees.

He said, “Their loyalty to the company and to me speaks volumes. We enjoy comingto work. We made it fun.
Ifyou can’t enjoy what you do, you might as well get out and do something different.”

Jack McDonald to EPA: give my generation time
By Jack McDonald
Earthworks
June 15,2021
Jack provided the below comment live 10 the EPA duringits June 15. 2021 methane public listening session fo
provide input on the rule it will publish this September to cut ol andgas production's methane pollution.

My name is Jack McDonald. | am 19 years old, and I live in Dallas Texas.

‘When I was younger my family lived on the Barnett Shale. Our town had 50 wells drilled with plans (0 go to
over 100. Our house was just a mile from gas wells that released emissions into the air and regularly had spill.
‘There were plans for fracking within 1000 feet of homes and near my school. A cul-de-sac in the neighborhood
across the street had several cases of rare childhood cancers. The health department determined breast cancer
rates were elevated. My family moved. We were fortunate; many people do not have the means to move.

1 first told this story at an EPA listening session on rolling back methane regulations in Octoberof2019.
Unfortunately, despite near unanimous protesting from those who commented at the session, those methane
rollbacks did happen.
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‘When last testified I was a senior in high school. I took a gap year in between my senior yearofhigh school
and college, during that time | have had the privilege of becoming the Texas Field Analyst for Earthworks. In
that role, T have begun to understand the full extent to which Texas has sold its soul to oil and gas.

1 have watched this Texas Legislative session as the chairmenofthe *environmental regulations* committee
proposed a bill that would prevent state agencies from enforcing federal environmental regulation. I have seen
bills that aim 10 regulate flaring die without even a committee hearing, even bills just to study the impact of
methane died. I leamed that in the Texas Legislature Climate Change is a dirty word, that even some
environmental groups are afraid to say in hearings. Bill afer bill was filed to protect the interests of fossil fuels
even to the detrimentofthe people. When 151 people died earlier this year during the winter storm, it seems
that fossil fuels lobbyists saw an opportunity. They used the storm to pass laws like HB 17 which prevents local
‘governments from regulating where their local utility sources its power. Even the few Democrats willing to say
the word climate change supported that bill despite the representative who filed saying in a hearing that it was
designed to target the climate plansofcities like Dallas and Austin.

Twas also able to visit the Permian Basin with Sharon Wilson who does optical gas imaging for Earthworks. |
had seen OGI footage before, but being out among those wells was a totally different experience. I saw tanks
where no one had botheredtoclose the hatches. Flares that no one had bothered to light. I visited
neighborhoods where the smell of gas was overpowering. | knew from work I had done as a Field Analyst that
manyofthe things we saw were against state regulation, but clearly those regulations were not working. Even
now after submitting numerous complaints on the sites that we saw nothing has changed.

1 worked on research understanding the extent to which Texas has failed to regulate its oil and gas producers.
Through that research I leamed that oil and gas operators were failing to get permits for flaring more than 75%
of the time. That report which Earthworks published earlier this year elicited a response from the Railroad
Commission. The best they could do to explain why 75% of flares were not being permitted by the RRCwasto
say that those must be emergencies. Texas doesn’t regulate methane. When a site has a release ofmethane they
don't even have to report a volume for it. The closest thing to methane regulation is those flaring permits and
even those it seems like the state can't be botheredto actually enforce.

I've only been working in thi field full time for about nine months. But I understand the pollution that Texas
oil and gas communities live with, and the dread with which the restofthe world looks at Texas and our
outsized contribution to the climate crisis. If Texas is left its own devices it will bring the rest of the world
hurtling towards climate catastrophe. Texas is an environmental rogue state, and we need the EPA’s help to stop
it.

Federal regulation is a necessity. We need the strongest methane regulation that the EPA can achieve under the
Clean Air Act. I understand a plan has been laid outfor a 65% reduction, and Texas communities need every
percentage point. Moreover, Texas regulators are not equipped, nor inclined, o regulate the oil and gas
industry. They’d rather let oil and gas do what they want, regardless of the consequences. Texas needs to be:
strippedofits ability to enforce the CleanAir Act — Texas, and the planet — need EPA to intervene.

I'm only 19. Pm going to college next year. My generation needs time to be prepared to fully address the
climate crisis. Time to learn, grow, innovate, and contribute. Well gladly seize the reins when the time comes,
but you've got o give us the breathing room to do so.
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From: Kinnan Golemon
To: Kate Zaykowski; Lauren Spreen
Subject: RE: Commissioner Wright"s Task Forces
Date: Tuesday, June 15, 2021 10:57:50 AM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the Railroad Commission of Texas. Do
NOT click links or open attachments from unknown sources without first confirming the
message is legitimate. If you believe this to be a malicious and/or phishing email, please
contact the ITS Help Desk at 512-463-7229. Do not respond to or forward the email, click on
any links or open any attachments without guidance from the Help Desk

Kate:
Thanks. I remember the “printing on wallboards” & was wondering status when headlines came my
way! Best regards, KG
 

From: Kate Zaykowski [mailto:Kate.Zaykowski@rrc.texas.gov] 
Sent: Monday, June 14, 2021 3:45 PM
To: Lauren Spreen < >; Kinnan Golemon >
Subject: RE: Commissioner Wright's Task Forces
 
Hey! No announcement, he just spoke at an event in Midland last weekend. Article is below.
 

Railroad Commissioner Wright launches tasks forces to study
industry issues
By Mella McEwen
Midland Reporter-Telegram
June 11, 2021
Having been on the Railroad Commission only five months, Commissioner Jim Wright has
already been active member of the panel.

“I ran for office for fair and consistent regulations,” he told his audience at the Shale Energy
Conference and Trade Show Thursday. “I ran for market sustainability.”

To that end, market sustainability is the focus of one of three task forces he has established,
with the goal of looking at ways to sustain markets and mitigate price volatility.

When the state’s shale revolution took off, Wright said it brought Texas into a different
dynamic, yet the industry didn’t have a chance to figure out what its market was or how to
compete in that market.

A second task force, on education, has already met twice and grew out of his campaign for
office. He was shocked to find many of the people he talked to did not know what the
commission was, what it did, nor did they fully understand the contributions the oil and gas
industry is making to the state, he told the crowd.

He hopes that in the next budget cycle, the agency will receive funding for advertising and
social media postings explaining the commission and the industry’s contributions, he said.
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His third task force, comprised of industry representatives, landowners and environmentalists,
is charged with looking at the commission’s environmental regulations and crafting guidance
documents to help commission staff enforce regulations. That way, he said, rules when
applied, are applied evenly and across the board.

Emissions and flaring are a dominant environmental topic, he noted, and he expressed his
belief that one solution is to create more market for that gas to create electricity. Creating a
closed-loop system whereby the gas is dedicated to plants that would extract the carbon
dioxide, thus qualifying them for the same incentives renewable energy receives.

Mexico could become an important market for Texas natural gas, he said. More and more
natural gas is being converted to liquefied natural gas and exported around the world – to Asia
and Europe. The problem is, the tankers carrying the LNG have to traverse the Panama Canal
and can frequently get backed up. Wright said he’s told there is significant demand in Asia for
US LNG, but it’s not reliable because of the canal.

Building LNG export facilities on Mexico’s coast to help send supplies to Asia and Europe
could be one way around the Panama Canal bottleneck, he said.

Increased natural gas supplies and ensuring gas compression facilities are designated as
critical could help the state avert the blackouts experienced during Winter Storm Uri in
February, Wright said. He stressed that natural gas production facilities did not all freeze up in
the frigid temperatures. Rather a lack of electricity to the processing and compression plants
prevented operators from getting the gas where it needed to go – the power-generating plants.

Legislation signed this week – Senate Bill 3 and House Bills 3648 and 1520, designed to
ensure facilities are weatherized and that improved communication between entities like the
RRC, Public Utility Commission and Energy Reliability Council of Texas means processing
and compression facilities are designated as critical during extreme weather, he said.

The legislation, especially SB 3, are a step in the right direction, Wright said, but more work
needs to be done to ensure blackouts are avoided in the event of extreme weather in the future.

Wright stressed he supports all forms of energy, whether fossil fuels or renewables, as long as
they benefit the consumer and are reliable.

His final topic was the State Plugging Fund to plug orphaned wells. Recounting legislators
expressing their frustration to him that funds are appropriated to plug these wells, yet the
number to be plugged doesn’t seem to change, he cautioned that changes will be coming to
plugging rules. The goal is to make greater headway in plugging the inventory of orphaned
wells, he said.

 
 

From: Lauren Spreen <l > 
Sent: Monday, June 14, 2021 3:18 PM
To: Kinnan Golemon >
Cc: Kate Zaykowski <Kate.Zaykowski@rrc.texas.gov>
Subject: Re: Commissioner Wright's Task Forces
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CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the Railroad Commission of Texas. Do
NOT click links or open attachments from unknown sources without first confirming the
message is legitimate. If you believe this to be a malicious and/or phishing email, please
contact the ITS Help Desk at 512-463-7229. Do not respond to or forward the email, click on
any links or open any attachments without guidance from the Help Desk

I’m not either, Kinnan and was hoping to read that story. I may subscribe if we can’t find it elsewhere
and will send to you. They used to be an open publication, not behind a paywall. 
 
Kate, see note from Kinnan below. Is there an announcement elsewhere? Thanks in advance for any
help. 

Lauren Spreen
 

On Jun 14, 2021, at 2:26 PM, Kinnan Golemon <  wrote:


Lauren:
I see in the clips a reference to the Midland newspaper article about  Commissioner
Wright has made an  announcement of his “Task Forces”. Are you aware of where one
can find a copy of his announcement. I am not a subscriber to the Midland newspaper.
Thanks, KG


